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No. of Act.

An Act to apply out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum IJf One million
two hundred and ninety-eight thousand seven hundred and fifty-four
pounds to the service of the year One thousand nine hundred and five
and One thousand nine hundred and six
An Act to apply out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of Fifty_nine
thousand four hundred and eighty-one pounds to the service of the year
One thousand nine hundred and four and One thousand nine hundred
and five
An Act relating to the Licensing of Boats Let out for Hire
An Act reJating to the Registration of Deeds Conveyances and other
Instruments
An Act to provide for the Restriction of Transfer of Bonds and Debentures held by the Trustees of Friendly Societies or Branches of
Friendly Societies ...
...
...
...
...
An Act to authorize the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board to Borrow a
further sum of Thirty thousand pounds and for other purpose·s
An Act relating to the Surplus Revenue of the Financial Year ended on
the thirtieth day of June One thousand nine hundred and five, and to
amend the Surplus Revenue Acts No. 1904 and No. 1945
An Act to amend the Probate Charges Act 1903
An Act to authorize the Town of Malvern to construct and provide certain
P.ermanent Works and Undertakings in lieu of certain other Permanent
Works and Undertakings
An Act relating to Municipal Pleasure Grounds and amending Section
Fifty-three of the Local Government Act 1903
An Act to authorize the construction of a Line of Electric Railway in St.
Kilda and for other purposes
An Act for the Prohibition of Secret Commissions
An Act to consolidate the Law relating to the Supervision and Regulation
of Factories, Work-rooms, and Shops, and for other purposes
i\n Act to amend the Artificial Manures Act 1904
An Act to further amend the Agricultural Colleges Act 1890
An Act to apply out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of Seven
hundred and five thousand one hundred and thirty-nine pounds to the
service of the year One thousand nirue hundred and five and One
thousand nine hundred and six
An Act to further amend the Audit Act 1890 ...
An Act to leduce for One Year the Municipal Endowment
An Act to amend the Companies Act so far as regards Dairying Companies
An Act to provide for the issuing of Treasury Bonds when required for
paying off re-purchasing or redeeming Government securities or for
exchanging therefor
An Act to enable the Victorian Railways Commissioners to construct,
acquire, maintain, and use Motor Carriages or Cars for passenger
traffic
An Act relating to Duties payable under the Administration and Probate
Acts
An Act to declare the Rates of Income Tax for the Year ending on the
thirty.first day of December, One thousand nine hundred and six
An Act to further amend the Poisons Act 1890 ...
An Act to authorize the revesting in the Crown of certain Lands in the
City of Mdbourne now held under Certificate of Title by Truste·es as
a Recreation Ground for and in connexion with the Friendly Societies
of Victoria, and also the cancellation of the Crown Grant and Certificate and for other purposes
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26.
27.

An Act to provide a Superannuation Allowance to Paul Anthony McAnulty
An Act respecting Voting by Marri-ed Women at Municipal Elections in
the City of Melbourne and the TOIWn of Geelong ...

1988

1989

An Act to authoriz-e the raising of Money for the z:edemption or payment
of certain Treasury Bonds and for other purposes ...
29. An Act to amend the Land Acts
30. An Act to sanction the issue and application of certain Sums of Money
available under Loan Acts for Water Supply in Country Districts and
for other purposes
3I. An Act to further continue the Voting by Post Acts
32. An Act relating to the Carrum Irrigation and Water Supply Trust District
1994
3.3. An Act to enable the Trustees of the Oakleigh Mechanics' Institute and
Free Library Land to borrow Money for the purposes of the Trust ... 1995
34. An Act to give further facilities to the holders of Victorian Government
Stock or Debentures" and for converting Government Debentures into
Victorian Government Stock or other Debentures
1996
35. An Act to provide Pensions to certain M:embers of Yictorian Contingents
after active Military service in South Africa, and also to certain
relatives of deceased members
1997
36. An Act r-elating to the Surplus Revenue of the Financial Year ended
on the thirtieth day of June, One thousand nine hundred and five, and
other Moneys
1998
37. An Act to sanction the issue and application of certain Money availabLe
under Loan Acts for Railways and for otherpurposCos
1999
38. An Act to revoke the Permanent Reservation and Crown Grant of portion
of the Site for Reservoir, Stormwater Channel, and Public Park at
Eaglehawk, and for other purposes ...
2000
3()' An Act to provide for the transfer of Victorian Government Inscribed
Stock or Consolidated Inscribed Stock or Debentures from London
Registers to Melbourne Regi.sters
2001
40. An Act to amend the Drainage Areas Act 1898 ...
2002
41. An Act to prohibit the Smoking of Opium and for other purposes
2003
42. An Act to authorize the Sale of certain Crown Land to the City of
South Melbourne
2004
43. An Act to amend the Education Act 1901
2005
2006
44· An Act to amend the Law relating to State School Teachers
An
Act
to
amend
the
Melbourne
and
Metropolitan
Board
of
Works
Acts
2007
45·
2008
4 6. An Act to amend the Factories and Shops Act 1905 ...
47. An Act to further am.end the Agricultural Colleges Act 1890
2009
48. An Act for the prevention of the Adulteration of Food and for other
purposes
2010
49. An Act to regulate the Production and Sale of Milk and Dairy Produce,
and for other purposes
2011
50. An Act to provide for the Constr.uction of Works in conn-exion with the
Harbor at Geelong
2012
51. An Act to provide for the Registration of Teachers and Schools
2013
52. An Act to apply a sum out of the Consolidated Hevenue to the service
of the year ending on the thirtieth day of June, One thousand nine
hundred ancl six, and to appropriate the Supplies granted in this
Session of Parliament
2014
53. An Act to provide for the Incorporation and Government of the Talbot
Colony for Epikptics and for other purposes
2015
54. An Act to consolidate and amehd the Laws relating to the Conservation
and Supply of Wa.ter to declare the Law relating to c.ertain Rights in
Natural Waters the property in the beds and banks containing the
same, and fof other purposes
2016
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P Al{LIAMEN1'ARY

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, June 27, 190 5.

The Second Session of the Twentieth Victorian Parliament was opened this day at
the State Parliament House, Exhibition
Buildings, Carlton Gardens, Melbourne.
At two minutes to two o'clock p.m., the
Clerk of the Parliaments read the followingPROCLAMATION
"By His Excellency the Honorable Sir
Reginald Arthur James Talbot, Knight
Commander of the Most Honorable
Order of the Bath, Governor of fhe
State of Victoria and its Dependencies
in the Commonwealth of Australia, &c.,
&c., &c.
"WHEREAS The Parliament of Victoria
stands prorogued until Tuesday, the 16th
day of May, 1905: Now I, the Governor
of the State of Victoria, in the Commonwealth of Australia, do by this my Proclamation further prorogue the said P arliament of Victoria until Tuesday, the 27th
day of June, 1905; and I do hereby fix
Tuesday, the 27th day of June, 1905, aforesaid, as the time for the commencement and
holding of the next Session of the said
Parliament of Victoria, for the despatch
of business, at the hour of Two 0' clock in
the afternoon, in the State Parliament
Houses, situate in the Carlton Gardens, in
the City of Melbourne: And the Honorable the "Members of the Legislative Council and the Members of the Legislative
Assembly are hereby required to give tl-.eir
attendance at the said time and place accordingly.
Sess£on Igo5.-{I]

DEllA1'ES.

"Given under my hand and the seal of
the State of Victoria aforesaid, at Melbourne, this eleventh day of May, in the
year of our Lord One thousand nine hundred and five, and in the fifth year of His
Majesty's reign.
"R. TALBOT.
\
"By His Excellency's Command,
"THOS. BENT.
"GOD SAVE THE KING."

The Usher announced the approach of
His Excellency the Governor, and immediately afterwards His Excellency entered the chamber, attended by his suite.
The members of the Legislative Assembly having been summoned,
His EXCELLENCY addressed the following speech to both Houses of P arliament:MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:
MR.

SPEAKER

AND

GENTLEMEN

OF

THE

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:

I have called you together for the purpose of seekingl your advice and assistance
with regard to various important matters.
It affords me great pleasure to be able to
inform you that the finances <;>f the State
continue in a satisfactory condition, and
that the accounts for the year ending on
the 30th instant will show a substantial
surplus.
U pan the recommendation of the Lands
Purchase and Management Board, appointed under the provisions of the Closer Settlement Act, My Advisers have purchased
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several estates suitable for the purposes of
the Act. The work of surveying and subdividing those estates is proceeding as
rapidly as possible, and it is hoped that
within a short ·time the lands will be available for settlement. You will )e gratified
to learn that, owing to the buoyancy of the
revenue, it has been possible to defray a
large proportion of the cost of the purchase
of the estates out of the ordinary income of
the year.
During the recess a Conference of
. Federal and State Ministers was held in
Hobart, at which Victoria was represented.
Many subjects of importance were discussed,
notably the questions of the taking over iby
the Federal Government of the debts of the
States, the continuation for a further period
of the provisions of the clause in the Commonwealth Constitution for the return to the
States of three-fourths of the Customs and
Excise Revenue, the payments to be made
to the various States on account of properties transferred to the Commonwealth and
the steps to be taken for promotin~, the
commercial and agricultural interests of
Australia.
The representatives of New
South Wales, South Australia, and Victoria also conferred on the important subject of the control and distribution of the
waters of the River Murray. Though finality
was not arrived at on those questions, yet
a distinct advance was made towards a satisfactory settlement.
The investigations of the Royal Commission on the Butter Industry have thrown
light upon the manner in which that business has been conducted.
The report of
the Commission has shown the necessity for
legislation dealing with certain abuses, and
with the removal of obstacles to the development of the industry. To remedy one of
the chief evils disclosed by the inquiry, My
Advisers have prepared, and will lay before
you, a measure dealing with the subject of
secret commISSIOns.
The other mafters
referred to in the report are receiving careful consideration.
In connexion with the Butter Industry, you
will also be glad to know that such a substantial reduction in the charges for freight

Speech.

has been secured from the shipping companies as will materially assist in developing the export trade by enabling producers
to compete in the markets of the world on
terms more favorable than hitherto.
The important Bill to consolidate and
amend the Water Acts, and to declare the
law as to private rights in natural waters,
which was under your consideration last
session, will again be submitted to you, and
will, My Advisers trust, be placed llpon the
Statute-Book .
With the view of improving the Port of
Geelong, it is proposed to increase the depth
of the Hopetoun Channel, and to provide
an increase of berthage. Trading vessels
of a greater draught will be thus enabled to
enter the port, discharge their cargoes, and
reload, with safety and despatch. A Bill
to make provision for these· works will be
laid before you.
The work of deepening the entrance to
Port Phillip Heads is being steadily proceeded with, and, in order to provide additional accommodation for ocean shipping,
My Advisers propose to submit a scheme for
constructing a new dock at Port Melbourne.
The important matter of insuring that
the food of the people shall be pure and
wholesome, has been carefully considered,
and Bills have been prepared for preventing
its adulteration, and for securing the proper
supervision of dairies and of the sale of
milk.
The recently-appointed Inspector-General
of the Insane is now in charge of the various asylums of the State, and is being, consulted b,y My Advisers with reference to the
adoption of such measures of improvement
as may be found to be practicable.
The care and the treatment of persons
suffering from consumption have received
earnest consideration, and My Advisers have
established Sanatoria at Broadmeadows and
Point N epean, where such cases are being
dealt with according to the best methods
known to medical science.
Arrangements
have also been made for the admission of
similar cases into several of the country hospitals.

The Gover1J,or" s
MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
The Estimates of Expenditure will be
submitted to you, and, while providing for
the requirements of the State, they will be
found to have been prepared with due regard to economy.
MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:
MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
The work of codifying the Criminal-Law
has been completed, ane}_ a measure has been
prepared, and will be laid before you, to
give effect to this desirable reform. A Bill
providing for the imposition of indeterminate sentences in criminal cases will also
be laid before you.
You will be asked to consider a Bill to
consolidate and make permanent the law relating to Factories and Shops.
In order to improve the standard of efficiency in the schools of the State, a measure
dealing with the status and remuneration of
teachers will be submitted to you containing
provisions for the more ready recognition
and reward of those who p~ove themselves
the most meritorious.
During the recess a Continuation School
was esta:blished wherein teachers, and those
intending to become teachers, may acquire
the valuable art of imparting, instruction to
the young.
This special Institution will
also form a connecting link between the
State School and the University for those
pupils who win distinctions in the State
Schools.
You will be asked to consider measures
providing for the re-organization of the
Forests Department, and for the better management of the valuable timber-producing
areas of the State.
In furtherance of their policy of developing the Mining Resources of the ~'tate, My
Advisers have arranged to advance a sum of
£5,000 to the South Star Gold Mining
Company on the Sebastopol Plateau, Ballarat, for the purpose of sinking its shaft
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(already the deepest in the district) to 3,000
feet, and cross-cutting for the lodes at this
depth, thus assisting to prove the mineral
resources of this important gold-field at a
much greater depth than hitherto.
The results of the working of the Railways for the past year are most satisfactory,
both the gross receipts and the net revenue
being the largest ever earned by the Department. Full details of the accounts of the
year, and of the manner in which it is intended to deal with the surplus shown in
those accounts, will be duly submitted to
you.
My Advisers intend to lay before you a
number, of other measures, including Bills
providing for compulsory voting, for the
prevention of disorderly conduct at public
-meetings, for the protection of securities belonging to Friendly Societies, for amending
the Land Act and the Land Tax Act, and
for removing certain ~omalies in the Public Service Acts; also Bills relating to Stock
Foods, Stamp Duties, and the improvement
of the Carrum Swamp.
I now leave you to your deliberations, the
result of which will, I trust, under the
blessing of Divine Providence, conduce to
the prosperity and happiness of the people.
Copies of the speech were handed by the
Governor's private secretary to the President and the Speaker.
His Excellency and suite then withdrew,
and the members of the Assembly also left
the chamber.
The PRESIDENT took the chair at ten
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
BENDIGO PROVINCE ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT announced that he
had recei yed a return to the writ issued
for the election of a member of the Legislative Council to serve for the Bendigo
Province, in the room of the Hon. J. H.
Abbott, deceased, showjng that Mr. Alfred
Hicks had been elected.
The Hon. A. Hicks was then introduced
and sworn, and presented to the Clerk the
declaration of qualification required by
Act 1075.
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REGISTRATION OF DEEDS BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved for
leave to introduce a Bill relating to the
registration of deeds, conveyances, and
other instruments.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
WATER ACTS CONSOLIDATION AND
AMENDMENT BILL.
Pursuant to the Standing Order adopted
0n 23rd November, I904, the Clerk llaid
upon the table of the Council a copy of the
Water Acts Consolidation and Amendment
Bill.
THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REpLY.

The House proceeded to the consideration of the speech delivered by His Excellency the Governor to both Houses of
Parliament.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE movedThat a committee' be appointed to prepare an
address to His Excellency the Governor in reply
to His Excellency's opening speech; such committee to consist of the Honorables J. D. Brown,
M. Cussen, W. H. Edgar, D. E. McBryde, T. H.
Payne, F. Stuart, and the mover.

The Hon. M. CUSSEN seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
The committee retired, and were absent
some time.
On their return they brought up the
following Address-in-Reply:To His Excellency the Honorable Sir Reginald
Arthur James Talbot, Knight Commander of
the Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Governor of the State of Victoria and its Dependencies in the Commonwealth of Aus·
tralia, &c., &c., &c.
MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY-

We, the Legislative Council of Victoria, in
Parliament assembled, beg to express our loyalty
to our Most Gracious Sovereign, and to thank
Your Excellency for the gracious speech which
you have been pleased to address to Parliament.

The Hon. E. J. CROOKE moved the
adoption of the Address-in-Reply. He said
- I n moving the adoption of the Addressin-Reply which has just been read, I must
say that I, as a blushing debutant of not la
few seasons or sessions standing, start on
my task with a certain amount of trepidation. I think that is proper to these occasions, because it is usually the latest duly
elected member that this task falls upon.
The Hon. R. B. R!:Es.-Why not in
this case?

.Address-in-Reply.

The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-I must say
that on this occasion it is a task that is
very satisfactory indeed to have to carry
out. The very first item in His Excellency's speech is, in itself, very pleasing
indeed to allude to-that is the very satisiactory condition of the finances. It is
very difficult to argue-if one even so did
wish'-against success, and that seems to
have been achieved by the present Government in their management of the fi!lances.
It has been brought about no
doubt, to some extent, by circumstances
over which they had no command. In the
first place, no doubt, they did a very great
deal in the way of bringing about economy
at the time when they came into office, and
things were in a very bad way. The late
Treasurer-the late Hon. Mr. Shiels-no
doubt did a very great deal at that time,
under very difficult circumstances, and
others are perhaps now, to some extent,
reaping the reward of his efforts. In the
second place, no doubt, the Government
have also been helped by the increased
taxation which was put on at that time,
with a view to squaring the balance-sheet,
and I must say I regret, to some extent,
that the whole of the taxation which
brought that result about has not been
adjusted or struck out, because the very
fact of there being a surplus proves that
there is no longer any necessity for it.
A small reduction has taken place in
regard to the income tax, but there were
other increases, notably in regard to the
probate duties, which still remain at the
extremely high rates to which they were
raised in times of necessity, when we were
practically compelled Va take that step.
There is another advantage in reducing the income of the State, when you
possibly can db so, because ,,,hen a Treasurer has more money than he absolutely
requires, it is very difficult indeed for him
to cut down his expenditure beyond what
is absolutely necessary. Very great pressure, I know, is then brought to bear on
the man, because he has got the money in
hand, and we all know that constituents
are only too willing to compel members to
spend it when they know it is there,
whereas, if that money did not exist, they
would probably not attempt to do so. I
must say that this Government have so
far resisted the efforts in that way very
well indeed, but at the same time, we know
that last session there was what was termed
a Surplus Revenue Bill-I have ,heard
some term it, no doubt unjustly, a Bribery
Bill-by which a very considerable sum of
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money was distributed amongst all the because, so far, there has been absolutely
As to the estates
various constituencies in the State. It was no necessity for it.
a .very pleasing thing for them to receive, which have been purchased, so far there
and it would be very difficut indeed, even seems to be to some extent rather a tenif members knew that it was undesirable, dency, to my mind, to buy what I term
No doubt cheap land is very
to resist the expenditure of that sum. For cheap land.
these reasons, I certainly think that the desirable in certain cases j but if that is
first duty of a Government when they have to be adopted as a standard, I consider
more money than they absolutely require, that a mistake :is being made, because
is to reduce taxation, not that I object to people have done just as well, if not better,
taxation, but for this reason, that we know on the highly-priced land of the St!lte as
The
that undoubtedly a time will come again they have on the low-priced land.
when bad seasons will come about, and the h:ghly-priced land is that which will pracreturns will fall off, and we shall be once ticall y stand smaller .subdivisions, and, on
more in difficulties.
Now, having raised the whole, people are more prosperous on
taxation up to the standard that we have, the dearer land, while the cheaper land is
we shall simply then have to go and pile generally in an inferior district, \vith a light
From what I have seen of land,
something further on top of that, as has rainfall.
happened time after time in the past, in my experience is that you can really classify
order to make the de·ficiency good, whereas to some extent the way men do by the
Rich
if we cut down something now, we should quality of the land they are on.
then have something to fall back upon- land means rich men, and poor land means
sometr.ing to even matters with.
No poor men.
I hope the board will not
doubt it is very difficult for Treasurers to adopt for their standard the practice of
do so--it is against all human nature-but always buying poor land, simply because it
As a rule, the Royal Commisat the same time, I think that a very con- is cheap.
siderable part of the surplus should always sions that have been appointed from time
go towards reducing the amount of accrued to time have not been such as to impress
deficits of past years.
themselves very much upon the community,
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-To payoff but there is no doubt that the one the Gothe debt to the Trust funds.
vernment did appoint in regard to the
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-Those d~ butter trade has been of very great value.
{kits amount, at the present time, to some- I do not know what the sum is that the
thing over £2,000,000, which has accrued Commission has cost up to date; but whatcuring the last fifteen years, and the ever it is, it will be a mere bagatelle in
amount that has been wiped off them does comparison with the good that has been
not really come to as many hundreds of done I understand that the Government
thousands. As I have said, it is very dif- intend to found certain legislation on the
ficul t indeed for a Treasurer to set t {J report of that Commission.
I have been
work to expend his savings on what S(Jme- one of those who have practically all
body else no doubt had a very good time through voted for what some people term
in the expenditure of, when that deficit Government interference in regard to the
came about.
On the whole, notwith- butter industry, more particularly in regard
standing the criticisms that are made, I to measures relating to exported products.
think that this Government are very fair I y It is somewhat amusing now to hear the
well entitled to be congratulated on the way a number of people have turned round,
way that they have managed j but I cer- and, having discovered what a fool's paratainly think that in spite of these congratula- dise they were living in all this time, are
tions, they could have done a little better. all seeking to defend what they previously
I am not going to deal with the bulk of the fought tooth and nail against.
I believe
items in the Governor's speech. The next the bulk of the community will now support
one on the list deals with the question of the Government in whatever action they
the Lands Purchase and Management Board take to prevent the possibility of any such
appointed under the Closer Settlement Act practices ever occurring again. The negopassed last year.
Too short a time alto- tiations which have been carried out with
gether has elapsed for us to judge what the regard to ocean freights were no doubt of
There a very delicate nature.
operation of that Act will be.
When you are
seems to be a very large quantity of land going to part with those who have carried
being offered to the Government, so that your produce for a certain number of years
thoroughly disarms, to my mind, those who and venture into something new, there is
seek to bring about compulsory purchase. always a certain amount of risk of falling
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to the ground between two stools; but, so
far as we can judge, up to the present the
matter seems to have been managed in a
fairly successful way, and it is to be hoped
that it will turn out a success.
No doubt
there will be a considerable saving in the
amount of freight, and that puts us on a
better footing in comparison with other exporting countries nearer Europe. I believe,
on the whole, the benefit will be very great
to the dairying and other industries. It
is to be hoped that there will now be a further development, more particularly with regard to the grazing of land.
There seems
to be a very big opening in that way, and
th03e who have so far gone in that particular direction have discovered that the returns are extremely profitable.
Although
sheep are very dear and difficult to obtain
at the present time, I believe that is the
particular direction in which there will be
a very large development during the next
Vidtorh Ipossesses a ~ry
few years.
large amount of l,and which is eminently
adapted for that purpose, and now people
have found out the right class of sheep,
they will produce the right class of stock
for the London market, and I believe it
will turn out quite as profitable as the dairying industry. What the Government and
the Government Departments have done
from time to time in fostering the export
industry has, on the whole, been very valuable indeed. No doubt sometimes mistakes
are made, but, on the whole, I think they
can consider that the efforts in that particular direction have been very creditable
and of very great benefit to all those concerned. The next item in the speech will
probably form one of the principal matters
with which we have to deal during this
session. That is the Water Bill. I do
not want to cut any ground from under the
feet of the honorable member who will
second this motion to-night, 'and consequently I am going to leave the water question to be dealt with by him.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-You have
plenty, while he has only got a small section.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-That is the
direction in which the honorable member
who interjects is interested also. The Premier appears to be going on very businesslike lines indeed in regard to improving the
shipping facilities, not only of the port of
Melbourne, but also at Geelong. No doubt
with the increasing size of the vessels which
are now coming into existence, alterations
will hav,e to be made beyond the existing
state of ,affairs. I, in particular, am glad
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to see that he is going to construct what 1:
presume will be the first section of the
straight-cut from Port Melbourne up here
practically to Melbourne itself. I think
it is to be regretted that this was not undertaken in the first place, instead of what
is termed the Coode Canal. That is a very
roundabout way, land it must be very difficult, indeed, for many of the large vessels,
which come up what was formerly termed'
" that ditch, the Yarra," to get here at all.
I remember reading the evidence that Mr.
Pitt, who is a member of this House, gave
to the committee that inquired into that
business. He is quite capable, from his
business training and from the faQt 'Of
being on the Harbor Trust for so long, of
forming a correct opinion, and he is very
strongly, indeed, in favour of this proposal..
I trust. that it will be carried out, because
we notIce that the tendency throughout the
whole world is now to bring shipping up
directly to the cities, not only ~n a case like'
that of Manchester, which is far inl,and,
but I see also that the Germans are going to
spend some £12,500,000 in the endeavour
to bring shipping up to Berlin. It will be
an absurdit~l if we here, practically onlv a
few miles from the harbor, cannot do "the
same thing at companatively a mere bagatelle of cost. It means reclaiming a large
area of land which is now practically useless, and which, to my mind, is eminentl v
adapted to settle all the noxious trades o~
which exist around Melbourne. That land
is practically made no use of at the present time. I f trades were established there,
they would be practically a nuisance to no
one, while on the other hand it would be a
very great convenience to them, for they
would have a navigable channel all round
them. No doubt, sooner or later, the question of their removal from where thev are
now will have to be grappled with: At
present they are scattered all round amongst
populous districts, which will not verv
much longer put up with them. A circular
was issued not very long ago, which I think
all honorable members must have received,
by which a conference was called together
by the Essendon Council. PracticallY" it
appears as if the people are going to' kick
before very long against what is now going
on, and the sooner the Government grapple
with this question, the slighter the vested
interests will be which have to be dealt
with.
Up the Y,arra now a very ornamental drive is being constructed, which
is to be finished sooner or later, and at the
terminus of it, on the other side of the
river, there are four or five most ornamental
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wool-scouring and fellmongering establishments, which pollute not only the atmosphere of that point, but the Yarra as well.
As you go further up the river, you find
fine villas on one side, and on the other, I
beli,eve, slaughtering ;establishments, iand
so on. Sooner or later these things will
have to cease to be.
If you go out to
Footscrav and Essendon, you need not open
your eyes to know where you ar,e. It will
be decidedly best for the whole community
if this question is dealt with as soon as
No better locality for noxious
possible.
trades can be fixed on than the particular one that I have mentioned.
The next item here is in regard to the important matter of insuring that the food of
the people shall be pure and wholesome.
The very fact of there being any necessity
to put such an item In the Governor's
speech is a reflection on Parliament, or
rather on our legisl,ation. That there is a
necessity for this legislation must be apparent from the various reports of analysts
which are being made p.ublic from time to
time, and which form a very great scandal
in themselves.
I dare say we are all
.amazed to see that no prosecution followed.
In the columns of the Age newspaper today certain representations are made with
regard to food, from sausages upwards.
I will not spoil honorable members' diges,tion by alluding to what the reports contain, but I cannot but be struck with the
fact that those who consume teetotal beverages must have constitutions which the
strongest whisky men may envy, because,
so far as I can see, many of these drinks
are chiefly composed of sulphuric acid and
'other compounds of that nature.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-And aniline
dyes.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-The Governor's speech also includes a statement
that a Bill has been prepared for securing
the proper supervision of dairies, and of
,the sale of milk. When we consider what
a very dangerous item of food milk is, and
to what extent it is used amongst children,
nothing need be said by myself or anybody
else in order to secure the greatest care in
'Connexion with that particular article. Unfortunately, milk is intimately connected
with dirt-I might say filth-and, in many
-cases, with disease. I think that if people
saw many of the dairies surrounding the
-city from which milk is sent into Melbourne
they would almost prefer to go without
milk in their tea and coffee, where it may
be more safelv taken, because of its there
being placed in something hot j but to those
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who take milk in its natural state, it sometimes. practicaJly means death. If certain
interests are said to be affected by such
legislation, I think we need not consider
them, but should consider rather the multitude who are affected by the wholesomeness or otherwise of this article of food.
I believe the question is. to come up this
session, and no doubt there will be a certain amount of agitation with regard to it j
but I think that Parliament should do justice to the consumers, so that consumers may
have an opportunity of obtaining this article in a purer condition. There are certain references in the speech also to the
state of efficiency of the State schools, with
which an honorable member of this House,
as Minister of Public Instruction, is intimately concerned. No doubt the attempts
which are being made to improve matters
in this respect, and the very loyal efforts
of the teachers to improve themselves, so
that they may be able to teach the pupils
in a thorough and up-to-date fashion, are
deserving of praise, but some people are
questioning whether there is not a tendency
to make the Education Act and the items
taught under it more and more elaborate,
and consequently more and more expensive.
I am not at all sure myself but that there
is a tendency that way. I should like to
see more money spent rather in the direction of technical schools, and an schools
founded on the system which has seemed
to work so well in bringing Germany to the
front, by means of which tradesmen and
artisans are brought up to date in their
various callings. Trades are getting more
and more scientific. They are no longer
merely a matter of rule of thumb, and
facilities should be granted to the pupils
or apprentices! to improve themselves, so
as to attain to a higher standard than they
can reach now. The Minister of Public
Instruction, judging from the remarks which
I have heard him make from time to time,
is no doubt thoroughly in accord with these
ideas j but I presume that the expense is
to some extent the difficultv that is in the
way.
The question of the continuation
schools has been taken up with very great
enthusiasm by those concerned, and has
been a success so far. I know that teachers
have come here lat great inconvenience
to themselves, and have put in their holidays at the continuation school. Perhaps
there is no section of the community who
take more interest in their work, or are
a more able class of men, than those employed under the Education Act j but at
the same time we must always be careful to
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see that things are not carried t,oo far in
the matter of expense. There is one subject which I think of great value, and that
is in connexion with cookery. I see that
Mr. Sachse is pushing on that question.
I do nat: know whether any honorable membe:s have had an opportunity of tasting the
results of this movement. If they have, I
must say that they look uncommonly well
on it. I think that good cooking is one
of the things most conducive to happ.iness,
to health, and to good temper. Nothing
irritates individuals, more than badlv cooked
food, and it provides good work for the
doctors and those who deal in quack medicines and drugs, and also probably provides work for the divorce lawyers. All of
these we could afford to see sacrifice a
little of their incomes. If we in this community had a little less music and better
cooking it would be to the advantage of
all ooncerned. The next item I come to in
the Governor's speech is the statement that
the result of working the railways last year
has been most satisfactory), and it is stated
that both the gross receipts and the net
revenue were the largest ever earned by the
Department. This is eminently satisfactory. This is practically the first year in
which the railways have paid. At the same
time, there is no doubt that we have had
a considerable amount of general dissatisfaction in regard to the rail wa ys, more
particularly in the country districts. This
must have been made apparent at the recent conference of those concerned in this
There were represenparticular matter.
tatives from
almost every part of
the State, and they were practically
unanimous in their gen.eral growL We must
admit that the Railways Commissioners
have a most difficult task to perform. On
the one hand, they are told to make the
railways pay, and as soon a,s they proceed
to make them pay everybody who is affected
by some inconvenience or other, great or
small, at once begins to growl. People think
that the one particular item can be altered
to su.:!I: their convenience, and that to alter
it will not affect the general results of the
Department. But the same thing would
have to be carried out from one end of the
State to the other, and the result would
be that the expenses would grow, and there
would be the same amount of growling in
consequence of that. The Railways Commissioners therefore have a difficult task,
and deserve our·compassion. There are others
no doubt who have been fostering this illfeeling, with a view to bringing about political. control. Even the Premier admitted
J
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that he would be in favour of political control, but that honorable gentleman did not
say whether he would advocate that. l\-lany
others would be only too glad to see that
come about. I cannot help thinking that
if the Chief Commissioner and his colleagues had a little more tact in dealing
with the requests made to them they would
avoid a great deal of the friction which
exists at present. I hope that nothing will
come of the proposal to bring about political influence once more. I hope that that
has been parted with for ever. I think
the railwavs should be administered on commercial p;inciples, so long as the people
have practically fair play. I have no wish
to see the employes harassed to any extent.
If such a thing should come about,
their representative here, Mr. Evans, would
always be up in arms, and the railway representatives in another place would act in
the same way. So far as I can see, I think
that the employes are undoubtedly better
off than they were.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-Question.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-There is
not so much complaining. The Government,
in maki.ng the concession of paying fortnightly, have done a praiseworthy thing.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It is costing
them £12,000 a year.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-It is money
well spent. There is no doubt that Mr.
Tait, the Chief Commissioner, came here at
a very good time, for, owing to the drought
and other circumstances, the Government
had practically cut things down to bedrock, and when he was appointed the seasons took a change, and' the! revenue started
to come in. It has continued to come in
during two very good years. If Mr. Tait
could promise to bring about a continuation
of these good years I should be willing to
increase his salary to £50,000 or £100,000.
I think we should have the Chinese remedy
for these difficulties. If the seasons turn
out bad the Chief Commissioner should
lose his head. There are ,a large number
of items mentioned in the speech which are
to be laid before this House, and which I
do not think there is any necessity to deal
with now. Most of the matters that are mentioned in the Governor's speech we will
thrash out in detail from time to time when
they come before us. There are, however,
one or two subiects which are not included
in the soeech, but to which I desire to allude. The first is that very familiar friend
the income tax. Recently, in regard to a
certa:n matter which affects farmers and
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other machinery owners, a certain alteration has been made by the Income Tax
Commissioner. It is in regard to the amount
allowed for depreciation. Formerly the
amount allowed was always 5 per cent.,
which I maintain is too small an amount
for agricultural machinery in particular,
though it may be sufficient fOT other classes
of machinery. Agricultural machinery which
is' made now will not last a long time, and
should not in fact be made to last a long
time, because it soon gets out of date, and
has to go on the rubbish heap. The alteration to which I refer was made in consequence of some decision given in England,
and the Income Tax Commissioner has reduced the rate for depreciation to 2! per
cent., and applied this principle throughout
the whole of the State. That seems an
absurdity that could not come from anybody but from one bound by precedents,
and who held that because this principle
had been adopted in Englland it should be
broughlt into force here. I think honorable
members will admit that the Ufe given to
agricultural machinery on the basis of the
2 ~ per cent. depreciation is ridiculous, for
agricultural machinery is out of date in five
or six years. In fact, a man who buys agricultural machinery one year is disgusted
when he goes to an agricultural show and
sees that the machinery has undergone considerable improvement.
I hope that the
Minister will take a note of this matter, to
which the Age has called attention, so that
the subject may be dealt with when an lalteration is being made in connexion with
the income tax. It is a question which
concerns the whole of the producers throughout the whole of the State, and it is desirable that at the very least the old rate
should be gone back to. There is one other
matter which has become prominent of late,
and with which this Government, or SOine
other Government, will have to deal sooner
()r later, and that is the Lic,ensing Act. A
number of anomalies exist in that, and the
amendments .which are required are very
great. I can remember an attempt being
made some seven or eight years ago to
amend the Act, but the matter was dropped,
and every Ministry since that day seems
afraid to touchl the question. In regard
to the compensation clause, for instance,
as we have seen it applied in North Mel'bourne and elsewhere, it must strike every
honorable member, and the whole conlmunity, that the claims made were very
large indeed, and many no doubt were almost fraudulent in their nature. What
-occurs when this provision of the Act is
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brought into force? Those who survive receive a great benefit, because if you reduce
the number of hotels in a locality by onehalf, the other half must derive a great
advantage from that. I think the befterment principle should be applied, and that
the people benefited should pay to some
extent for that which has enhanced the
value of their business. What I would
urge as a fair thing would be that the
licensing rate should be increased, and
that the increased amount - say 25, or
50, or 75 per cent., as the case might
be - should really go into the Com.
pensation Fund, because from this fund
is drawn the amount required to shut up the
other hotels which compete with them in
business, and the surviving houses consequently receive a direct benefit.
At the
yery least, I think the takings would be
mcreased by 50 per cent.
People do not
become teetotallers because there are fewer
hotels.
I would ·not object if half the
hotels were closed up.
I think that better
liquor would be obtained from those which
survive than is obtained now.
There is
one other little matter to which I wish to
refer, and which is a practical absurdity in
regard to the way in which it is carried out.
It is in respect to holidays.
Recently we
had an Empire Day, and then about a week
afterwards there came the Prince of Wales'
bi'rthday. One or other of these holidays
{should u'ndoubtedly ~go, because of the
annoyance caused in the country districts
and elsewhere.
The people in the country
do not follow these matters, and when they
come into the country towns on these days
to do business they find the banks and the
post-office closed. I understand that some
time ago the holidays were fixed at a certain number, but recent I y two or three more
holidays appear to have been added.
I
think we have altogether too many holidays
at. the present time.
In the country distrIcts when anything special is taking place,
such as races or an agricultural show a
local holiday is gazetted for that district
and t~at is the day on which the peopl~
come mto the towns and enjoy themselves.
~n these other days that nobody is bothermg about there is nothing going on, and
when people come into the town they find all
the places of business shut up, and there are
no amusements, and they consequently have
to go back to work.
The whole thing is
a practical absurdity, and needs to be dealt
with.
I do not know that there is much
else t.hat I wish to allude to.
I am cutting
my tIme rather short, out of consideration
for my honorable friend, Mr. Cussen, who
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has some water subjects and other matters to
speak on. But I must congratulate the Ministry on the whole on the pres.ent state of
Victoria. The Premier, Mr. Bent, is what I
may term one of those erratic geniuses, and
gives his colleagues some anxiety at times;
but he is an excellent judge of human nature, and gets things through that no other
man could. No doubt, with Mr. Bent
being assisted by a cool and collected leader
here holding on to his coat tails, we shall
see things going on satisfactorily.
I may
remar k that this is not the first occasion on
which I have had to move this motion in
connexion with the address in reply. I was
looking up Hansard recentlYi' and I was
contrasting the present condition of ,affairs
with that of the former period, some ten or
twelve vears ago, when I moved this motion
before.
In that year we had a little deficit of £1,800,000. There is a very great
difference to-day. In spite of that deficit,
Victoria went ahead, and in a very few
years after that the colony was practically
at the very top of the tree again in regard
Then came the great
to prosperity.
drought, which one would have thought
would have knocked things down for a long
time to come. But it is marvellous when
we consider what ,a short period has elapsed
since then, and how things are as prosperous as ever.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Thanks to the
Mallee.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-We had to
keep the Mallee alive.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-YOU have been
well repaid.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-That shows
the value of the work done then. 'Ve kept
the spark of life alive, and ~_ hope it will
never go as low again.
Anybody who
looks at the amount of the public deposits,
and sees the very great increase that has
taken place there, will be able to jud;~e n(IW
money at present is accumulating in Victoria.
I do not know any better barometer
by which to tell whether the community
is prosperous.
Some people say that those
who have the money are not expending it,
and are not launching out in another boom.
I hope that those in the future who have the
same task to perform as I am now performing will have the same pleas.:tnt prllSpects of Victoria before them as I myself
have on this occasion.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN.-The able manner in which the honorable member for
Gippsland Province gauged the present position of affairs has left me little to say, and
little time to say it in.
It is proverbial
J
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that Englishmen are apt to be bad-humoured'
when they are hungry, and I cannot expect
much jattention from honorable members.
when we are so near the dinner-hour. But
I wish to say that I think this House feels.
that Mr. Crooke has amply justified the confidence lhe Government -have in him in
asking him to move the Address-in-Reply ~
The handsome manner in which he hasdealt with the subject and the excellent
points which he has brought out while doing
so will reflect credit on this House when hisremarks are read in the Hansard reports. I
cannot pretend to follow him on these matters, because he has made himself so thoroughl y acquainted with the subjects on
which he was speaking, and my position
after all is a secondary one.
As has been'
stated already-and it is not my wish to
repeat what has been said before - themover and seconder of the address on thisoccasion represent opposite parts of the
State.
Mr. Crooke is the most southerly
representative, and I am the most northerly,_
and no doubt the Government had those
facts in mind in selecting those who should
first speak upon the Address-in-Reply.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Drought and
plenty.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN.-One speaker
is from the south and one from thenorth, and it may have been with a
VIew to that arrangement that the
most newly elected member of the
House was not selected to speak first~
That, I think, is! the explanation. - I indorse a great deal of what Mr. Crooke hassaid. I think his explanation of the financial position of the country is a very good
one. On behalf of the country districts, I
would say that gratitude is due to the present Mimstry for balancing the ledger, and
for fulfilling the promises which they madewhen they wene eleoted.
This House,
which is a House of financiers, of wealth,
and of common sense, should be glad to'
know that we are living under a Ministry
who are able to carryon the business of
the country upon the income received, and
that they do not live beyond it. That is
what the Government so far have not got
credit for. Cerbain people are asking theGovernment to do wonderful things. Last
year sixty-eight Bills were before this
House. This year about a dozen arepromised.
I hope that the Government will keep more to administration than to legislatio'1, in the interestsof the prosperity of this country, because I think that too much legislation
and not enough administration is what is-
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:to blame for our former posi60n. I am
sure the country is grateful to the Government for having balanced the ledger. Last
year they showed a surplus' of £500,000.
"They have repeated that this year, and have
caused j,ealousy in the other States. Some
of the other States are showing a surplus
through good seasons, and thev try to make
out that they are doing as weli las Victoria.
"There seems to be some jealousy of us in
this respect. That is an excellent position
for our financiers to be in. I think the
present Ministry have the confidence of the
country behind them for their administration more than for their legislation, and I
do hope that during the coming session the
Government will limit themselves more' to
administration. I see by the Governor's
·speech that only la few Bills are promised,
and I hope that the Government will k,eep
close to the Governor's speech in that respect. With regard to taxation, I think
that the income tax is a fair and legitimate
one, and that the country accepts it. If
there is any reduction in tlaxation, let it be
a reduction in the stamp duties, by which
commercial men are affected. But I think
that we should continue our taxation in order
to recoup the trust funds, which we have
«}ra wn on in past times. In reference to
the Lands Purchase Board, Mr. Crooke has
'said all that I should like to say upon that
·subject. He has suggested that better and
dearer land might be purchased. I agree
that there should be a variation in the localities, and that the land should be of excellent
·quality. The honorable member, however, has
not referred to the fact that the Act provides
for a loan for the purchase of this land,
but that the Government have made provision out of revenue. That is one of the
·'best results we could show. We have not
gone into the English market or elsewhere
for moneYI with which to pay for the
'estates we have already purchased. I call
,that excellent work, because we have to
renew our loans in the future, and we can
now go to the English market with confidence, and say that the money is not for
advanced legislation, but for the purpose of
repaying what we have already borrowed,
and that we are extending our territory and
enlarging the boundaries of Victoria, and
'increasing production, by bu~ing up dormant estates and turning them into living
·estates, which we offer as security for the
renewal of our loans. These are things
"which will be considered by firuanders, and
when they see that these estates have
been purchased out of our ordinary
'revenue, they cannot but be pleased.
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The Governor's speech also refers to tb\!
fact that the representatives at the Hobart
Conference took into consideration the important subject of the control and distribution of the waters of the River Murray.
Our salvation in the northern parts of the
State is pinned to the necessity of having
either a better rainfall, or the use of the
Murray waters.
My friend from the
Mallee will tell you that the settlers in that
district are always willing to use the waters
of the Murray and to pay for them. I
think our representatives at Hobart gained
a great advantage by the ,~ay in which
they dealt with that subject, and that they
represented our interests remarkably well.
In the past we were not getting our proper
share of the Murray, but, thanks to Mr.
Swinburne, who has handled the question
with a perfect knowledge of the circumstances, the matter was so impressed upon
the Premi,ers at Hobart that justic:e is now
likely to be done to Victoria. Speaking
for the northern electorate, I can say -that
they are all very glad over the manner in
which the Minister of Water Supply
handled the question, and he will have
their gratitude for all time. An important
drawback in the past was the inability to
prove the exact fact as to how much water
was taken out of the Murray; but that
difficulty now has been removed. With
regard to the app0i!ltment of the Butter
Commission, everybody, I think, is very
pleased with the work done by that body.
There was some growling about the expenses that would be incurred at the time
of its appointment; but I· now say on behalf of the producers that the Butter Commission has repaid the cost twenty-fold,
even if consideration is given only to the
one fact that they have reduced the cost
of the carriage of produce from here to
England. That cost has been so reduced
that it is now within a small fraction of
what the British farmers have to pay in
putting their stuff on their own markets.
We have thus gained hundreds of thousands of pounds per annum. Had the
Roval Commission on the Butter Industrv
done nothing else, that fact alone would
have justified its appointment.
Wj.thout
considering the moral aspect of its work, it
has accomplished a great financial achievement. Hitherto, the shipping people have
been inflicting blackmail on producers, but
now they are tende6ng at prices that will
r~present to Victoria an amount twenty;
tunes greater than the cost of the factories.
The butter-producing interests ought to be,
and are, very grateful. The work of the
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Commission has been of such importance,
that the Federal Government has asked
that its services should be extended to other
parts of Australia.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-The freight on
rabbits also has been reduced.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN.-The reduction of freight applies to all frozen stores,
and it wa.s the work of the Butter Commission which gave Mr. Swinburne an
opportunity of dealing with the whole question of the carriage of products to England.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-But you must
not claim all credit for the Government.
The Han. M. CUSSEN.-Well, the Government has helped the matter on. With
regard to the Water Bill, as we understand it. by the measure which was before
the Legislative Assembly last session, it is
one that can be accepted by myself and
my constituency with open arms. It has
innovations, but ~hey are so good that
even if they are socialistic, we accept them
because they will do what ought to be
done. Frequently I have complained that
the Government neglected a great opportunity in not surveying the waters of the
Murray and Goulburn; but since then, the
Government has taken the matter up, and
has been able 10 give a comprehensive and
intelligent answer to the problem. The
success of irrigation on the northern plains
will depend upon the board the Government are about to appoint. If they make a
mistake in the appointment of that body,
the legislation proposed will become a
trouble to the settlers, and will not give'
the results anticipatea; but I hope that
the three gentlemen they propose to appoint as members of the board, will be
able to go amongst tEe farmers and educate
them as to the use and the value of water,
and thus assist in bringing about the greatest
results. I know what the full value of
a successful scheme of irrigation could be,
for I have been twenty years associated
with irrigation work, consequently, I hope
that there will be no cavilling in this House
about the Bill, but that the measure will
be accepted in its present form. The Bill
relates exclusively to the Northern Province, and, therefore, is of ver)l little concern to representatives who are not perfectlv acquainted with the great necessity
there is in that province for irrigation.
There are a few details that will have to
be looked into in Committee, but I will not
deal with them now.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What about
the interest on the money that will have to
be b0rrowed?
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The Hon. M. CUSSEN.-That is
doubly provided for. As to the question
of dealing with the Geelong wharfs I
think that the House can accept the proposals made. It should accept anything
that will help the producers in making
another outlet for their products. I hope,
therefore, that the Government scheme will
be considered favorably.
I also hope
that they will complete the clearing of the
entrance to Port Phillip.
A time was
when Port Phillip Bay wlas referred to as
being merely a large lagoon, but no such
term will apply. if the Government will
completely remove that Lightning Rock, for
then all that is wanted will have been
done. I am perfectly satisfied that thi~
House will assist the Government in th~s
matter. Another important matter mentioned in His Excellency's speech is that
of insuring that the food of the peopj~
shall be pure and wholesome, but the pre·
vious speaker has already alluded to that
subject. The recent appointment of tb~
Inspector-General of the Insane is an::str.er
matter which I think the Government js
entitled to credit for, and I think that
having taken the right course by that appointment, they will now extend to the
Inspector-General the supervision of the
various sanatoria. because he must be
an authority on them also. We are told
that the Estimates of Expenditure will be
submitted to the Assembly. All I can say
on this point is that if the Estimates are
on the lines of the expenditure foreshadowed by the Premier in his speech at
Brighton, I do not know why this House
should find anv fault with them. I will not
object, altho~gh I think there are some
works that might fairl.y stand over. I, indeed, think that in a general way, administration and not legisllation is what the country requires for a few more years. As to
present administration of the Departments,
and particularly that of the Premier, I
think that it cannot be in better hands. I
speak on this point from my own experience with the Premier, who is very firm in
resisting applications for money, and will
not be moved.
The Han. R. B. REEs.-Hrave you heard
anything about bricks lately?
The Hon. M. CUSSEN.-I have always
found the Premier very square, quite as
square as a brick. The establishment of a
continuation school is a very excellent thing,
giving as it does an opportunity to State
schoo} schoI,ars and teachers to go to the
University .for nothing. It is besides a
school to qualif~l the teachers for educating
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the young children, and that is well, for it
is a high art to teach youngsters. No doubt
there have been jealousies in the matter of
higher education. The time has been when
we have had to go cap in hand to the
higher schools or dedare ourselves paupers
before getting our children from the State
schools to the University. But this continuation school gives everyone and anyone
a fair opportunity, and it is right that the
quality of citizenship should be established
in this regard. I am sure the continuatio,n
school will give very gr,eat satisfaction.
Members of this House need not cry over
it, for they are all ,able to pay for th'e education of their children.
On the other
hand, it will do good to our democracy, and
I hope no one will find fault with it.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-Good old
Socialism.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN.-My Socialism
is that I would like the State to spend the
mone,y I cannot spend myself. With respect to the railways! they are now showing
a good profit. This is the first year of that
experience. Moreover, the railways have
not only paid their way last year, but they
have paid that green wax seal placed on
the reo(!ipts years ago by the pension law.
The nailways, I say, are now paying the
pensions, and that is a very excellent thing.
It is a circumstance that speaks with a
treble voice to those people who have been
carping about our State finances. This all
shmvs that we can support our institutions,
even though they are nationalistic, but we
have to bear in mind that the people who
have paid for this condition of affairs are
those who have been pa!)ling high freights
for their output, namely, the producers of
the cOlmtry, and the people employed on
the railways who were subjected to retrenchment. The surplus in short has been
paid for by the ftarmers, and the people
working on the railways. There has been a
great reduction in the expenses, and I think
that the Commissioners ,are entitled, with
the Government, to the sympathy and thanks
of the country. They have done good work,
and I do hope they' will continue to make
the railways pay, ,and to make them a valuable asset, thus tending to show the English
money lender that we are worthy to have
our loans renewed at a prioe that will bear
favorable comparison with the prices of
loans raised b'y ,any other countries in the
world. His Excellency states that a lot of
other measures will be submitted to us; I
hope there will not be too many, so that we
may be able to finish the session on 1st October. One measure, however, which I do hope
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will be pressed forward and carried,' is the
one for compulsory voting; I trust it will be
taken serious I y in hand by the Government.
It is a shame, and one of the causes of our
troubles, that 40 per cent. of the electors at
the last election did not record their votes.
and I must confess that many of those
apathetic electors were amongst my own
class. There is no valid reason why eveq
elector should not record his vote; it i~
a duty of citizenship, and we have a right
to compel citiz,ens to exercise it, just a~
much as to compel them to vaccinate their
children. No man should be exempt from
recording his vote, unless he aan give a
The Land Tax
very good reason why.
Act has been a nuisance for some time, and
I do hope that it will be amended so that
it will be worth the cost of carrying it out.
or amended out of existence altogether. As
to the Public Service Bill,' I have nothing
to saJ~l, except to indorse what has a1read~
been said on it by my predecessor. I am
glad to find the Government disposed to
help the people to keep on their holdings:
and there should be no objection to money
being expended in the interests of the
settlers, especially of those of them who
are willing to assist themselves.
As to
Socialism, I have not yet been able to make
myself acquainted with it; it is a matter
which I think is still away up in the air.
and has not reached the earth at all yet.
There is certainl v a branch of Socialism
that no one will,a~cept, and which even the
'working man would object to, namely, tha1
kind of Socialism which would compel him
to share his week's wages with the loaferf
at the corners of the streets. I do believE'
the working man will knock that phase of
Sociali'sm out of the scheme. He will, on
the other hand, expect every man to work.
and every man to do his best.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-The Government stroke?
The Hon. M. CUSSEN.-I am sure the:working men will refuse to share their hardearned wages with idlers, but some of OUI'
great minds who, apparently, have nothing
else to talk ,about, appear to be grappling
in the atmosphere for something to bring
down, and use as a red herring across the
track of the prosperity which we are now
enjoying.
We might live many years,
going on as we are, without having much
reason to complain, and I am sure that
brand of Socialism that speaks about col
lectiveness will never take root in this coun·
try. It has not taken root anywhere else,
and in this country we are too energetic,
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industrious} to entertain it. I have very
great pleasure indeed in seconding the motion moved by the member for Gippsland,
and I do hope that what I have said will
not offend anybody, including the Government. No doubt we have heard various
opinions expressed about the Government,
but we should bear in mind the main facts
that I have alluded to, namely, that we
have arrived at the premier position amongst
the States in the Commonwealth, that we
are paying our way, that we are showing
half-a-million surplus, and that we are
going to use that su\rp,lus very wisely. I
hope that the Government will continue in
the same course, administering wisely the
affairs of the various Departments, and
allowing the country to settle down into a
state of prosperity, which will be a blessing
to the working men and speculators alike,
and will give to the latter the returns they
expect from their investments.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-I am sure
the Government must be very pleased indeed with the way in which the two juvenile members have clothed their ideas. I
am sure, too, that the Government cannot
doubt that their remarks have been of a
genuinely enthusiastic character. The ~on
orable members have assured the Cabmet
that, notwithstanding any criticism that
may have appeared in the newspapers, or
been indulged In elsewhere, the whole
country is behind them in what they are
doing. Well, sir, I have to differ a little
from those gentlemen, and I say plainly
to the House that the principal item in the
announcement made about the finances has
led to the taking of a turn that I never
expected to see taken by the gentlemen sitting on the Treasury bench. vVe have to remember the past history of the countrythat it passed through a blight, and through
successive drought years j also that there
were deficiencies in the revenue. In those
days the statement was uttered by the gentlemen on the Treasury bench that the
time would come when it would be all
right. They said then, "We are hundreds
of thousands of pounds behind this year,
but we will borrow the money from the
trust funds, and will be able to recoup
those trust funds in the next year or two. 'I
Thev w~re supported enthusiastically by
the House--a House that understood financial questions fully-a House composed of
gentlemen with 20 or 30 years' experience
in finance and in bqpking, and the moral
tone of the House was excellent.
In taking from the trust funds, we did so with
tOJ
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the full confidence that, with such men on
the Treasury bench, the first surplus that
they had would go to redeem the debt they
had incurred. Are we never now to have
any deficit?· Or, supposing that in the next
two or three years these gentlemen, still
being in office, tell us there is a deficiency.
Honorable gentlemen may smile at this
in the juvenility of their merriment, but
as a matter of fact the country at the present moment is actually discussing at the
breakfast table, and in the board room, the
morality of the financial proposals, of the
Government. There was, in the most direct
way, a specific promise by this House and
by Parliament that the trust funds would
have the first chance of being recouped.
This is the position we are in now. The
chance has come j why do we n.ot carry out
the p,romise ? N ext time you have a defici t,
what is to be your story? I want the character of the State to be maintained', and,
Radical as I am, I like this Conservative notion.
I do not want this State
to be like the ymmg lord who, when he
came to his patrimony, said, "Oh, wait a
while; I wiant to spend my income this
first year.'" I fear that in' the proposed
method of dealing with the surplus we are
not going on the right track. I think it
will be better if honorable members have
24 hours to think over the question raised,
and therefore I beg to moveThat the deoate be adjourned until to-morrow.

The Han. J. M. DAVIES.-I desire to
fall in 'with the wishes of honorable members j but if the matter had been disposed
of to-night I would have proposed that the
House, at it.s rising, should adjourn for a
fortnight. If, how,ever, honorable members
prefer to meet to-morrow, I have no objection whatever. The honorable member who
has proposed the adjournment of the debate
appears to have made an attack upon the
Government, alleging that they have used
trust funds under a distinct promise that
they would return the amount borrowed out
of the],r first surplus.
The honorable
membe!T must know that this Government
did not borrow a single farthing from the
trust funds. I. think it. is hardly fair to
make statements which will go fmth to the
public, and look like a distinct accusation
against the Government of borrowing money
under the diS'tinct pledge made to this
House and a repudiation of that pledge, especiallv when the honorable member must
know that there is no foundation whatev6r
for any such accusation.

Opening of the Session.

The late Mr. Shiels.

The motion for the adjournment of the ored and brilliant member, I tender yourself and
family the deepest sympathy in your great
debate was agreed to, and the debate was bereavement."
adjourned until the following day.
The House adjourned at half-past six To that I received the following reply:Struan House,
o'clock, until half-past four o'clock next
da)j.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, June 27, 1905·

N arracoorte, S.A.
Dear Mr. Madden,-I desire to thank you most
sincerely for your kind telegram expressing your
own sympathy, as well as that of the members of
the Legislative Assembly, with myself and children in our great bereavement.
,
I appreciate highly your generous praise of my
husband.
I would be very much indebted to you if you
would convey my heartfelt thanks to the members
of the Assembly.
Believe me,
Most sincerely yours,

OPENING OF THE SESSION.
The SPEAKER took the chair at two
o'clock p.m.
JEANNIE SHIELS.
The Clerk read the Governor's proclaMr. BENT.-In referring to this matter
mation convoking Parliament.
Shortly afterwards the Usher of the I wish first of all to say that I am pleased
Legislative Council brought a message from there has not been any Jeduction in our
His Excellency the Govern'or, requesting ranks during the recess.
I am pleased
the attendance of honorable members in to see all honorable members here, and hope
we shall get on very well. I t is to my
the chamber of the Legislative Council.
The members present, headed by the ~orrow, indeed, that I now have to moveSpeaker, and attended by the Clerk, the
That this House desires to place on record its
Clerk-Assistant, and the Serjeant-at-Arms, sense of the services rendered to Victoria by the
late Honorable William Shiels, in the many improceeded to the Council.
portant offices which he held since he was· first
Business was afterwards s]Jspended until elected a member of this House on the 28th Febhalf-past four o'clock, when the Speaker ruary, 1880, until his retirement on the dissolution of the last Parliament, and its appreciation
again took the chair.
COMMITTEE OF PUBLIC
ACCOUNTS.
Mr. BEAZLEY brought up the first and
second reports of the Committee of Public
Accounts.
The reports were ordered to be printed.
RAILWAYS STANDING
COMMITTEE.
MALLEE RAILWAY EXTENSION NORTH-EAST
OF LAKE TYRRELL.
Mr. GRAHAM brought up a report from
the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways on the question of railway ~om
munication with the country north-ea,st of
Lake Tyrrell (Ultimo extension).
The report was ordered to lie on the
table.
THE LATE :MR. SHIELS.
The SPEAKER.-The House is aware
that the Honorable William Shiels, who was
for so long an able and respected member of
this House, died during ~he recess.
I
thought that I was .only domg my. duty to
the House in sendmg the followmg telegram to Mrs. Shiels:On behalf of the Legislative Assembly, of
which your late husband was for so long an hon-

of the probity and zealous devotion to duty which
he exhibited throughout his Parliamentary career.

I knew that honorable gentleman during the
whole of the time that he held the position
of a Member of Parliament in this State,
and I think that everybody will admit, no
matter on which side he may sit, that that
honorable gentleman did his duty fairly,
There was no
honestly, and honorably.
man who had a greater love for the State
than the late William Shiels.
I can speak
of him as a good husband, and as a loving
father, and many of us must have seen him
frequently going around with his children,
and setting a good example in that respect.
As his friend for years, I can sa v
that I knew full well the great work h-e
performed for this House.
Although vye
all knew he was ill, and that he could not
live long, we hoped at any rate that he would
have been spared for some time to come to
look back on the great work he had performed during the time he W(lS a member of
this House. I shall not say any more on this
\Subject, because I cannot trust myself to
speak of him as I should like to do.
I
~i11 therefore content myself with requestmg honorable members to pass the resolution, which I will ask the leader of the
Opposition to second.

l1he late
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I desire to say
that, however much party fights may rage
upon questions in this House, we cannot
but all deplore the loss of one who was
certainly an able man in connexion with the
working of the State I Government of Victoria. I personally can say that I had a
very close intimacy with the late Honorable
William Shiels, and admired him as a man
of thought,. and as one who was incapable
of doing an injury to a friend.
Of course
differences arose between us when some
questions came to be debated; but this
should not and will not prevent us from deploring the absence of a late member of this
House who was unquestionably a very able
representative of the State Parliament.
Mr. MACKINNON.-As leader of the
third party, I wish to say that I feel
deeply in sympathy with the motion which
has been proposed.
However much we
may have differed with regard to the view
we took in certain political matters, we could
not help respecting the late honorable member, because he was a man who had great
energy when he was minded to devote his
energies to the public service, and he had
privately many of the qualities which distinguish the members of his race, such as
genuine hospitality and kindness, which
naturally endeared him not only to all with
whom he worked in the chamber and in
public life, but to everybody with whom he
came in' contact.
There is no one but who
'must regret. that his life was short,. and
that his life should have been subject to so
much illness.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-As a colleague of the
late Honorable William Shiels in three
Governments it would, perhaps, not be out
of place for me to say a word or two upon
this mvtion.
I do not think there is any
member of t~e Legislative Assembly now,
or that there ever has been a member of the
Legislative Assembly, who knew so much of
the late honorable gentleman as I did. I
was intimately connected with him in many
ways, and knew of his troubles, his worries, and his illnesses, about which he often
used to converse with ~e.
He was a
calm and brave man.
I am going to relate two episodes in connexion with the late
honorable gentleman which will show his
class of mind. While Mr. Shiels was alive
I certainly would not have said anything
about these matters, but I think that
the. House will lagree that now and again,
under such circumstances as these, what
occurred in Cabinets may be told publicly.
When Mr. Shiels was Premier of
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the colony, the members of the Cabinet had
to consider the question of fillinD" the office
of Chief Justice of Victoria.
~1r. Shiels
was requested to withdraw during the discussion, 'and was afterwards called in and
He
unanimously offered the position.
said, "No," adding, as nearly .as I
can recollect his words," Perhaps some
day, when
I am gone, those connected with me will feel proud that I
have been offered the position of Chief Justice, but I am Premier of the Colony, and
cannot accept it."
On another occasion he was asked to retire from the
Cabinet meeting, and was afterwards
called in and offered the position of AgentGeneral. However, Mr. Shiels refused the
offer in similar terms to those in which he
had refu.sed the other. I have nothing more
to say, except this, that by the death of
the Honorable' William Shiels the State of
Victoria has lost a statesman.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-I feel that I .ought
to say one or two words on this occasion,
for I knew the late honorable gentleman longer than any other man in this Chamber did. I knew him from his youth upward's, and by ~is death I have lost a valued
and dear friend. I can speak of the courage
he displayed in fighting against physical
weakness. I can speak of the cou.rage he
displayed in that respect as a young man,
and we all know the courage he exhibited
in his political career. However much he
differed with other honorable members in
politics, every honorable member of this
House admired', not only his courage as a
man, but also his brilliancy as a speaker.
He had capabilities which, I think, would
have put him in thle front rank of any assembly in the world. By the death of the
Honorable William Shiels we have lost one
of the greatest orators 'this Assembly ever
had, and we have also lost an honest politician, while I myself have lost a dear
friend.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BENT.-I beg to moveThat the Clerk be dIrected to enter on the
journals of the House that the foregoing resolution was passed unanimously.

The motion was agreed: to.
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS
COMMITTEE.
; The SPEAKER laid on the table his
warrant appointing Mr. Boyd, Mr. Bromley,
Mr. Elmslie, Mr. F,airbairn, Mr. Levien,
Mr. Mackinnon, and Mr. Watt as the Committee of Elections and Qualifications.

The Clerk of the

TEMPORARY CHAIRMEN OF
COMMITTEES.
The SPEAKER laid on the table his
warrant nominating Mr. G. H. Bennett,
Mr. Bowser, Mr. Bromley, Mr. Duffus, and:
Mr. Thomson to act as temporary Chairmen
of Committees whenever requested to do so
by the Chairman of Committees.
CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION.
Mr. BENT movedThat there be laid before this House a copy
of the report from the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Railways on the amended plans
of the Central Railway Station, Flinders-street.

He said that it was necessary to do this,
because of <Ii promise which had been made
in the Upper House when the question was
under consideration.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BENT presented a return, together
with appendix and minutes of evidence,
pursuant to the foregoing order.
THE CLERK OF THE LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY.
Mr. BENT stated that, before proceeding with giving certain notices of motion,
he thought it would not be out of place for
him to congratulate the Clerk on his return
to his place at the table. Honorable memo
bers knew full well thle arduous duties
which that officer had to perform. They
also knew that it was really through hard
work that the Clerk broke down. He (Mr.
Bent) was pleased to see that the Clerk had
recovered, and hoped that offioer would in
future not do so much, or try to do so much,
as he h~d been doing. After all, Mr. Watson was really the Clerk of the House.
Every section of the House knew that when
any honorable member went to the Clerk
for information it was given without favour
or affection. Since he (Mr. Bent) had been
a member of the House he had always received the greatest consideration from the
Clerk, and he thought he could say that
for the Clerk on behal"f of everyone. The
Clerk did not consider party at all, nut did
his duty fair!y to everybody. During the
time the Clerk-was ill the other officers had
given every assistance, and had shown themselves loyal to him. The Clerk was ready
to help every honorable member. He (Mr.
Bent) could speak of that from his own
experience, and he also knew of the great
help he gave the Speaker. In saying this
he was simply stating what he knew to be
a fact. He trusted that the Clerk would
continue to improve in health, and be able
to perform his duties in the same manner
as he had done heretofore.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST said that he indorsed the remarks of the Premier with
regard to the illness of the Clerk of the
House. Mr. Watson was a gentleman they
all knew by experience; a gentleman who
was not in the possession of anyone party
at all, and who was a valuable aid to any
member seeking his assistance. He (Mr.
Prendergast) was extremely glad to see
him back again at his work. His experience and presence were necessary to give
confidence to honorable members.
He
(Mr. Prendergast) 'also regretted sincerely
the illness of two or three members during
the recess. Two gentlemen on the Government side-Mr. Cameron and Mr. Livingston-had been amongst the number, and
he was glad to see them back, although
it could be seen frum their appearance that
they had suffered from extreme illness. On
behalf of Mr. Bromley, he was sorry to
say that that gentleman was in the hospital
as the result of an accident, but that he
was progressing favorably, and no doubt,
the House would be glad to see him back
again.
Honorable members would also
join with him in expressing extreme regret
at the illness of Mr. Morrissey.
The SPEAKER.-The Clerk (Mr. Wat·
son) desires me to express his respectful
acknow ledgments to honorable members for
the kind remarks they have made about
him. He was indeed most seriously ill.
Of course his condition crume more under
my notice than under that of other honorable members, and it was only by my insistin!!. tliat he should take a holiday that
he has been restored to his place here now.
He desires to thank the Premier and the
leader of the Opposition for what they have
said· about him. We all will join in desiring
to see him in this Chamber for mam', vears
to come. We have three gentlemen 'at' this
table, and but for them the position of the
Speaker would be unendurable.
Every
honorable gentleman who knows the business of the House, is aware of the assistance we get from the clerks at the table,
and I am sure that we all join in hoping
to see Mr. Watson in his position there
for many years.
OPENING OF THE FEDERAL
PARLIAMENT.
Mr. BENT movedThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
Thursday next.

until

He said that the Commonwealth Parliament
would meet the ~ext day. That Parliament
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was an institution in our land, and
no matter what honorable members' feelings might be regarding it, he, as head of
the State Government, would ask the House
to adjourn until Thursday, so that everybod)l might have an opportunity of attending the opening.
He intended, as
one of the Government, to be present on
that occasion.
Sir . ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-And tl:e
proceedings will be very interesting.
The motion was agreed to.
PETITION.
A petition was presented by Mr.
ELMSLIE, from the Presbyterian Church,
Clarendon-street, South Melbourne, against
Sunday excursion traffic on the railways.
CORRUPTION PREVENTION BILL.
Mr. MACKEY moved for leave to introduce a Bill for the better p,revention of
corruption.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
DISTINGUISHED VISITOR.
Mr. BENT movedThat a chair be provided on the floor of the
House for the Hon. Sir Alfred Cowley, Speaker
of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland.

The motion was agreed to.
GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.
The House proceeded to the consideration
of the speech delivered by His Excellency
the Governor to both Houses of Parliament.
}[r. ROBERTSON movedThat the following address, in reply to the
speech of His Excellency the Governor to both
Houses of Parliament, be agreed to by this
House : MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY,-

We, the Legislative Assembly of Victoria, in
Parliament assembled, beg to express our loyalty
to our Most Gracious Sovereign, and to thank
Your Excellency for the gracious spe<'!ch which
you have been pleased to address to Parliament.

He said-Mr. Speaker, I am exceedingly
glad to see all the members back in
their places without any loss in the ranks.
I am pleased also to see the cordial feeling
exhibited ,all round the House, and to have
heard the kindly referenc~s made to the
illnesses of various members, and I was
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especially pleased with the very proper tribute paid to the late Hon. William Shiels_
In regard to His Excellency'S speech, the
duty of moving the Address-in-Replv having fallen to my lot, I feel that m~-i constituents will expect me to acoept and discharge that duty to the best of my ,ability.
Although the speech may not contain many
surprises, on account of the manner in which
the Premier took the country into his confidence at Brighton, yet it does contain matters of the utmost commercial and social'
importance. I think the country may be
congratulated on the prosperous condition
of our finances. It is .about three years
ago since we were in the trough of a wave
of financial depression.
To-day we are
floating buoyantly on the crest of a wave
of financial prosperity. This is onl YI an instance of the wonderful recuperative powers
of our soil and our geni al climate, when the
industrious hand of an intelligent race is.
applied thereto.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-And ',not due to the
Government?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-No doubt the Government deserves its share of credit in
keeping a proper hold of the rudder, but we
know full well our seasons are largely ac~ountable for our increased prosperity. This,
IS the second year of a very large surplus,
and, generally speaking, I think that after
the long financial depression we suffered
from, the manner in which the Treasurer
distributed the surplus on reproductive and
very urgent works last year gave a stimulus.
to private enterprise, which has assisted us
in again repeating our prosperity on
this occasion.
I believe he is wise
again thiS' time, though in ear-marking most of his surplus for purposes.
which I think will meet with the approbation of the House and country, theJ7e
will not be as much money to distribute for
assistance of private industries as last year.
Some of the surplus will go into trust
funds. A pleasing feature of the Premier's
statement at Brighton is seen in the fact
that during the last two years we have
paid to the trust funds approximately
£300,000, while during the present financial year we have reduced the loan indebtedness by about sixty thousand odd pounds.
This is sound finance. Reference is made
in the speech of His Excellency to the
proposals of the Government in regard to closer settlement.
It is stated
that the subdivision of estates is going on
This is satisfacas rapidly as possible.
tory. I still venture to hold the opinion
that, in order that this scheme may be suc-
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cessful, we will yet have to vest in the
board the power of compulsory resumption.
I notice that our experience since the working of the Act, which has been in force
some seven months, is much on a parallel
with the working of a similar Act in New
Zealand in 1892/ before they ~ad compulpulsory powers vested in the board.
On investigation, I find that during
the seven months of the operation of the
Victorian Act 145 estates have been offered,
I I I have been considered unsuitable, nine
have been recommended for purchase,
and six have been purchased.
The
six p,urchased include four for the
purpose of settling people in rural production, and the two others were purchased for the purpose of settlj,ng working
men in homes. In New Zealand for twelve
months after the Act came into operation
a parallel is shown in that 102 estates were
offered, ten were recommended, five were
accepted, and four were refused. I do not
see as yet that anything has been done to
acquire land for agricultural labourers. I
do not wish to be too hasty, and I am sure
that this will be well borne in mind by the
board, and by the Minister who has charge
of the ,administration of the Act, and whose
sympathies lean very strongly in favour of
the weaker sections of the community. It
seems to me to be rather a stigma to withhold the power of compulsory resumption
from the board - the body that really
should be intrusted with it.
There
is a danger in withholding that power,
because we must assume that if the
Government act on the policy that
£500,000 per year should be expended for
the purchase of land, eventually there must
be a very much enhanced value given to
these lands. There are large tracts of land
still around the metropolis, and I know that
there would be a very great demand for
such lands if they were properly acquired.
I recognise, of course, that estates should be
purchased in different parts of the State;
nevertheless, the centre of gravity, to
my mind, seems to lie about the seaboard, where producers can have cheap
freights, good soil, good rainfall, railway
facilities, and good roads already in existence. I am glad to see the principle which
has animated the Minister of Lands and
the Minister of Water Supply when acting
in harmony with regard to the W~luna Estate. It is well, to my mind, that their
Departments should be so working in harmony, instead of being, as it were, warring
atoms. The water will be put on Wyuna,
.then the estate will be subdivided, and so
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the settlers will go into a going concern
from the very beginning. In fact, I can
only liken their case to that of an aspiring
young man who has won the hand of a
rich young widow, with a splendid mansion, properly furnished. H,aving a good
physique and good manners, there is no
doubt that he would need to do very little
else except to walk into the hall and hang up
his hat on a peg. I would like to say, Mr.
Speaker, that the principle which has been
applied to Wyuna should also be applied
to Overnewton, and from what I know of
the Minister of Lands that will be so. The
position at Overnewton seems to be
this: that it is necessary to find a water
supply for the settlers whom it is intended
to put there. Now, I would suggest that
an artesian bore should be put dowp on
the Keilor Plains. Artesian water suitable
for irrigation has been struck at Altona Bay
I3.t a depth of 510 feet. One artesian
bore would supply the whole of this
estate with water for stock and domestic
purposes. As for irrigation, an artesian supply of 1,000,000 gallons per
da y would irrigate about 500 acres. If
artesian water cannot be found there, then
I contend thl3.t before these settlers are
placed on that land, bores for water for
domestic and stock supplies should be put
down. All over the Keilor Plains in different parts brackish water has been proved
at a depth of from 40 to I2b feet. There
should be the necessary quantities of suitable land available without much clearing
at all, but if there happens to be a few
blocks containing more than the usual allotment of stones, then I believe that each
settler should start with about 100 acres
of land into which he can put the
plough. The extra cost of boring for water,
and the clearing of a certain portion of
the st.ones would not amount to a very large
amount per acre. Boring for water costs
on the average about I2S. per foot, and boring for each 500 acres would not amount to
more than a charge of 2S. Sd. per acre on
the land, which cost the settlers could repay in 37~ years. Whatever criticism may
be levelled at the Overnewton prope'fty,
there is no denying the fact that it is extremely hard to get land whhin fifteen miles
of Melbourne at a reasonable price. We
know that the member for DanChenong has
been selling land on the Werribee at from
£ 2 5 to £ 27 per acre. Reference is made in
the speech to the deliberations at the Hobart
Conference. I think we may fairly commend the Premier and his colleagues for
the able manner in which they discharged
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their duty to this State at that confer- The space in the three lines' of steamers
ence. I believe that the extension of the will accommodate 1,478,000 boxes, or mOIre
Braddon clause for another fifteen or twenty than two and a-half times the space proyears would be the solution of the financial vided by the mail steamers, which would
difficulty, because I feel that the Common- only accommodate 582,607 boxes. I am
wealth would be prepared with a scheme waiting with some interest to learn why, at
for taking 'over the State debts in less than the critical, moment when we were negotiatthat time. A reference is a.lso made to a ing for a reduction in the butter freight,
Bill to deal with secret commiss:ons. I the Federal Government closed with a conthink that the Butter Commission may be tract with the Orient Company. It seems
congratulated on the revelations they have to me that this would have been an excelmade, and tne earnest manner in which they lent opp,ortunity for the Federal and State
have done their work. This shows the ne- Governments to have come into line j the
cessity of the State using its legitimate func- State Government guaranteeing the perishfons to break up monopolies that are in- able produce, and also the back loading,
imical to the welf,are of the public. Wher- and the Federal Government assisting us by
ever a monopoly exists it is the G1ut:v of the withholding that contract until such time as
State to exercise its powers in the interests 'we made better terms'. If that position
of the whole people, rather than to allow could have been brought about no combinathe labour of the many to be exploited by tion of shipping companies could have withthe few. I can therefore support the Pre- stood any fair terms offered, and they
mier in his State brick works.
would have been only fair terms. I look
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-YOU ought to upon the development of our export trade
as a corollary to both the irrigation policy
be on the other side.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-The matter pre- and closer settlement. It seems to me that
sents itself to me im this light: It is purely the money we are spending in educating
a matter of business to make bricks, at least farmers to increase production, and on
for our own Government Departments, and irrigation works to increase production,
probably for municipal bodies as well. and the money we are spending on the
I congratul3Jte the Minister of. Agriculture closer settlement policy to increas.e producon the reduction in the butter freight. tion, will have to be protected by the State
Instead of this country being 10,000 miles assisting to find markets, and, having found
away from the English market, it is by this them, by seeing that the trade is so regureduction only 6,000.
The freight has lated that we will not lose our good name
been reduced as the result of his work abroad, and that the State money will not
.
from £7 to £3 lOS. a ton, and I assume be wasted.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-More safe Socialism.
that the saving in freight on 20,000 tons
Mr. ROBERTSON.-To meet our alof butter shipped from Victoria at £3 lOS.
a ton will amount to £70,000 per annUJrn. tered conditions our Agricultural DepartThen the butter value is raised to the ex- ment should be remodelled on the Jines of
tent of £3 a ton, on account of the butter the Federal Agricultural Department of the
being carried at a temperature of 20 de- United States. It is very pleasing to note
grees instead of 40 degrees, as under the the increase of new production, and this
old agreement, so that on our produce of new production will be trebly increased by
25,000 tons of 'butter, whiCh is the accepted closer settlement and the irrigation scheme.
output, we will save to the p.roducers about Butter, lambs, fruit, mutton, poultry, eggs,
£75,000 a year; and the butter locally cider, &c., are the p)foducts I refer to. It
consumed, amounting to 5,000 tons, will is interesting to reflect that during the past
be enhanced in value to the extent of fifteen years Victoria has exported butter
£17 ,500, reckoning at the rate of £3 lOS. to the value of £15,000,000, or at the rate
a ton. Therefore the total direct saving of £I,OOO,ooo a year.
Last year the
will amount to £162,5oo-truly a magnifi- value of the QlUtput was £1,600,000. The
cent profit to place in ,the pockets of those next matter referred to in the speech is
engaged in the rural industries! Moreover, irrigation. I believe irrigation should know
we will have a reliable weekly service via no municipal boundaries any more than our
the Cape, which will help to open out State railways should know them. It
the trade there.
Then. we have three seems to me that the irrigation policy, if
times the space for the carriage of properly launched, ought tOl be a system
perishable produce with the three lines of that would be parallel with our railway syssteamers as compared with the service pro- tem. I look upon it as a form of develop,vided by the Orient and P. and O. boats. ing great latent resources, and placing the
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producing industry on sounder line.s, wi~'h
more certainty than has ever yet eXIsted In
the State. I trust, therefore, that the Minister of Water Supply's Bill, as introduced
last session, will be re-introduced this session, and passed with very little material
alteration in its main principles.
Mr. BENT.-Hear, hear.
Mr. ROBERTSON. - The Premier, I
notice, too, is assisting in the development
of our export trade by the works he proposes to carry out at the Heads, in the
Hopetoun Channel, and at North Shore,
Geelcng. Twelve months ago I had the
pleasure of looking over the North Shore
site, and was very much impressed indeed;
but I did not then realize that we would
so s,Qon have an effective scheme put into
operation. I trust the honorable gentleman will adhere to his financial proposals
in regard to that matter. Mention is ma:de
in the Governor's speech of Bills to prevent the adulteration of food and milk.
I offer no obstacle to the people getting
pure food and mille
I t is rather to
the advantage of tl~e producers that
such should be the case, but the, Milk
Supervision Bill of last session was
not exactly framed on the right lines.
I presume the consumers and their representatives ,,,ill recognise that the health of
the people is a national matter, and that
those who are benefited should pay a fair
share of the cost of the administration of
any laws passed in that direction. That
is all I ask. I really think, after having
given this matter further study during the
recess, that we cannot do better than combine the Food and Milk Bills into one
Bill, sbmething on the lines of the Pure
Feods Act of the United States of America.
I can recommend the perusal of that measure to any honorable member who takes an
interest in this subject. That measure is
more up-to-date than the English Act is,
and the circumstances in the United
States are more on a par with our own
than the circumstance:5 in England are.
There are other matters to which I might
refer, but I do not desire to weary honorable members, and I shall therefore mention only one, namely, our great national
asset, the railways. Notihing definite is s,tated
about the railways in the Governor's speech,
but, we all know from the statement of the
Premier at Brighton that the railways are
more prosperous to-day than they have ever
The Minister of Railways and the
been.
Commissioners are deserving of all credit
for placing the system on a sound commercial bCllsis at last.
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1Ir. HANNAH. .- At the expense of the
wor kers to a large extent.
,Mr. BENT (to Mr. Hannah).-Why do
you say that? They have had £20,000 in
increments this year.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-In looking over the
Railway Report for 1904 I find that the
Commissioner,s have introduced what appears to be a very sound financial condition.
They have recognised that what they call
"extraordinary liabilities" should be paid
out of revenue. This has been neglected in
the past. Out of last yea:r's revenue the
Railway Department devoted £154,000 to
the reduction of these li'abilities. Previous
to that there was a .sum of about £800,000
set down as "extraordinary liabilities," but
deducting the sum of £:r 54.000, which was
recouped from revenue, the total sum is reduced to £641,000. I trust that the earnings
this year and in years to come will be devoted to the same purpose until the capital
accounts are restored to book value.
In
some parts of the State there has been a
squeal because certain trains were taken
off.
I t is well to reflect that those who are
complaining were the persons who cried out
for efficiency and economy.
We should
stand by the Commissioners until the raila thoroughly financial condiways are
tion, and then we can talk about useful developmental work afterwards.
WOe must
not depreciate our own assets by any undue
reduction of freights until we get our house
put in order.
In conclusion I can only
say that the future to me is very promising
considering our financial position, considering the great industry and energy of our
people and our great resources with our
splendid soil and fine climate.
I trust
that the Government will so use its functions as to stimulate private enterprise and
to give confidence to the citizens generally,
in order that we may continue on the same
progressive lines as at present.
I thank
honorable members for the patient heaJring
they have given me.
Mr. HUTCHINSON, who was received
with cheers, said - I know that I am not
entitled to that inspiriting reception and
that freedom from interjection which this
House so generous I y accords to a maiden
speaker.
Like the honorable member for
Bulla, I have had my baptism of fire, but
I must confess that I feel so much a new
member that I have never yet been able to
overcome that awkward feeling of trepidation that seized me on the first occasion
when I addressed the House.
It is because I feel that internal trouble just as
much this afternoon as I did on the first

in
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occasion that I must express my grateful
acknowledgment to honorable members for
the encouraging reception they have given
me.
I have very much pleasure in seconding the motion so ca pabl y proposed by the.
honorable member who has just resumed his
seat.
I venture to think that for one reason at least both the mover and my1self will
be acceptable to the House i'n that capacity,
and that reason is that though the general
election is more than twelve months behind
the personnel of this House is unchanged.
The wear and tear of public life means a
very high rate of mortality amongst members, and it has almost invariably been necessary to fill up gaps in the House caused
through death each session.
I think that
the present position is almost unique in this
It is a cause of congratulation to
respect.
members and of thanks to our Maker that
the Great Destroyer has passed this P arliament harmlessly by.
~.rr. BAILES.-This is a reformed Parliament, and we will not die.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-Turning to the
speech of His Excellency the Governor, I
think we have every reason to be highly
gratified with the substantial surplus foreshadowed.
Never have the marvellous recuperative powers of Victoria been so amply
demonstrated as during the past eighteen
months.
The last two bountiful harvests
are certainly the main factor in producing
the enviable financial position that Victoria
The two main human
occupies to-day.
factors are, of course, first, the wise, businesslike, and capable administration of the
Premier and his colleagues-Mr. WATT .-He is not human.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-I made a mistake
in regarding him as such. And' the second
is the splendid earninglS of oUJ railways.
I t would be ungenerous indeed-and that
tone has been sounded this afternoon-it
would be ungenerous indeed if we neglected
to recognise the splendid result that the
Railways Commissioners have secured for
this year in making the first railway surplus
for the past sixteen years.
Mr. HANNAH.-How have they made it?
Mr. COLECHIN .-More rains, less trains.
Mr. HUTCHINSON. - The question
raised by the honorable member can be more
-capably answered by him.
I want to deal
with the question of this surplus, and to
make my acknowledgment of the splendid
business management of the Commissioners.
A clear profit of over £130,000 on the year's
work is a result of which any management
might very well be proud. I would like to
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say that though the Commissioners have demonstrated their ability tlhis' year to ca;ry out
the work for which they were appointed by
the Government, namely, to make the raIlways pay-notwithstanding that they have
done that, I think it is well that they should
be reminded that it is not intended nor desired by the people that the railways, which
are the property of the people, should be
run for profit only. Now that the Commissioners have succeeded in placing the
finances of the railways on a sound footing
it is to be hoped that they will recognise
that the public would prefer a smaller margin of profit with a slightly increased value
in travelling facilities, and a s.lightly increased reduction in the rates charged for
the carriage of produce.
Mr. HANNAH.-And less sweating.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-Yes, and less
sweating.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Do you want the Commissioners to develop the resources of the
country ?
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-We do. It is
because we do want that that I am proceeding on this particular line of argument.
I do not desire to argue for a return to'
,the old order of things, but I do desire
to see an improvement in the system which
reduces our trains, and not only reduces
the trains that are run or are supposed to be run to serve the country, but
lengthens the time of the running of
the trains still retained on the time-tablea system which, under the new management, has put every remote centre connected
by rail at least one hour, and in some
exceptional cases, three hours further
from the city than it was 15 to 20
years ago. In this direction, the present
Commissioners have shown splendid capacitv
for spelling progress backwards. I think
the Treasurer is to be congratulated on the
regular annual addition to his family of
surpluses. The new surplus that is just
making its appearance is the healthiest
looking of tFie loE. Its appearance is enGanced by the knowledge that our loan indebtedness has been reduced this year by
the sum of £6r,805'
That represents
the sum naid into the Redemption Fund in
excess of our year's borrowings. That is
a good start on the road to financial redemption, and it is a course which the
Treasurer should be encouraged by Parliament to pursue. I t is good business on
the part of the Treasurer to arrange for
. the repayment of ;::r47,000 to the Trust
Funds, and then to arrange with the
trustees to take 3! per cent. Government
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stock to pay for the purchase of the Springvale and the Wyuna Estates.
It is
gratifying to learn from the speech that
the Government, acting on the recommendation of the Lands Purchase and Management Board, have arranged to acquire
further estates.
The Closer Settlement
Act which we passed last session is a very
desirable piece of land legislation, but it
has been cruel and disappointing to the
hopes of many, because the hopes of all
who are looking for land are centred in
this scheme.
It has not money enough
behind it to meet such a great claim. All
the good land has been already alienated,
and the only chance that the Government
have of satisfying the claims-the great
demand of the people for land-is by this
system of repurchase. In tEat branch of
lands administration, I am satisfied that our
hope for the future lies. An effective closer
settlement scheme is now the clamant need
of Victoria. If we had such a scheme, we
would be able to provide for our own
people j we would be able to provide for
and bring back to Victoria most of those
who have left our shores j land in such a
scheme, we would find a solution of the
question of assisted immigration. For if
the people of older and more crowded
countries were satisfied that we had land
of good quality on easy terms to offer them,
we would soon find that it would induce
to these shores immigrants of the very best
character-those who by their industry have
acquired the money an~ the necessary
ski 11 to come out r.'ere and found homes for
themselves' in a newe'f and less crowded
land.
Mr. LEMMON.-Would it not be better
to settle our own unemployed first?
Mr. HUTCHINSON . - Certainly.
I
put first the provision for our own people.
When we can provide for our own people,
then,' and then only should we talk of assisting immigration.
Mr. LEMMoN.-We have a few thousands at present.
:Mr. HUTCHINSON. - I know that is
a regrettable fact. The sum of £500,000,
voted by Parliament for each year under
the Closer Settlement Act, will not provide
for such a scheme as I have endeavoured to
suggest. The closer settlement scheme provides annually for little over 300 settlers,
and that is barely sufficient to meet the reguJar annual farming increase. It cannot meet
in any way the great and pressing demand
that now exists. The Premier, at Brighton
last Wednesday evening, made reference to
what he called" our finest asset-the great
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railway system." In that system he said
we had £40,000,000 of public money in~
vested in the wise endeavour to develop
the country. Would it not be a wise, bold,
and safe policy to raise a loan of
£2,000,000 or £3,000,000 for the repurchase on a larger scale of desirabl,e estates
for closer settlement?
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You would
have a land boom.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-Such an investment would be the safest for Government
money. It would bring in the speediest
return to our railways, and the most ready
return to the general prosperity of the
State.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Portland).-The
trouble is to get the land, not the money.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-Tr,e two handmaidens to closer settlement are water supply and agricultural education. It is a
source of great gratification to the rural
producers-indeed, I think to the whole
State - that the political guardian and
director of these two handmaidens should
be the gentleman who at present occupies
the position of Minister of Agriculture and
Water Supply. There is a genuine and
general agricultural revival, and it rests
on a more enduring foundation than the
last two good harvests. It rests on two
convictions that are firmly held-the first,
that the Water Bill that this Parliament
will be asked again to deal with early in
the session will provide for a full and comprehensive system of water storage and
distribution under proper control and based
on the equitable principle that the man
who gets the wate),' must pay for it, and the
man who is denied the luxury of water will
also enjoy the luxury of exemption from
water taxation. Under this scheme, and
profiting by the bitter lessons of the past,
the producers confidently hope that an adequate supply will be made for the water
service of the country districts-D supply
that wiTI make for permanency of settle'ment, not because it will insure the country agajnst drought, for droughts will recur, and we must wisely prepare for them,
but a system that will insure the country
against the great and preventahle loss that
the last drought brought in its train. The
other force that gives the farmer faith in
the future is the conviction that science has
opened a n'ew and more prosperous vista
for him. Scientific agriculture has made
farming more attractive, in that it has enabled the farmer to see his profits more
certain. It has also awakened a thirst, a
great imperative desire, 'in the farmer
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for scientific education and assistance,
in order that he may keep abreast of the
times, and hold his place with the people
throughout the world with whom he is
brought into competition. It is gratifying
to the people of the country districts to find
that the Department of Agriculture has at
last lawak,ened, and started on the right
track. It has still, however, a long way to
go yet before it is as fuU)l equippe,d and as
useful to the producer as the Departments
of Agriculture of America, France, Germany, and other countries with which we
come into direct competition.
Mr. WATT.-It has lost its best men.
Mr. HANNAH.-It is very much behind.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-Good work has
been done by the Department in demonstrating the chemioal deficiencies of the soil,
and in instructing the farmer in the proper
uses of chemical fertilizers.
Of that
work Dr. Howell has borne the lion'sl
share.
He has dooe splendid work
for
the
Department
and
for
the
State, and it is a matter of sincere regret to the producers, who will always hold
him in grateful memory for the work that he
has done, that the Government have been
unable to retain the services of such a valuable man in the Department of Agriculture.
Mr. WATT.-Or unwilling?
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcoCK.-Did they try
to retain him?
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-Dr. Cherry, the
new Director of Agriculture, is a man of
proved ability. He has a great capacity
for work, and boundl,ess enthusiasm, and
he will need it all in the great work which
is waiting for an alert and vigorous Director
of Agriculture.
In view 'of the awakening
of the Department, and of the fact that it
has lat last got on the right track-Mr. WATT.-Has it awakened?
There
is some doubt about it.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-It has awakened.
In view of this fact, it is high time that
the Government gave some consideration to
that almost effete body-the Council of
Agricultural Education.
Mr. LANGDON.-You know very little
about it. If you made yourself acquainted
with the facts you would not say that.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-I should like to
suggest that that body should give some
practical evidence that it recognises that its
work has been done, that its usefulness lay
in the past, and that it should emulate the
mythical phrenix, and after a final flutter
of its wings leave its ashes at the disposal
of the Government,
in order that
a new Department of Agriculture may
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anse-a Department which would save
the
friction, the division, land the
indecision that is alway,s caused by dual
control, and which would keep itself and
its constituents actively in touch with agricultural development and educational facilities throughout the world.
Mr. LANGDON.-You have never been to
Dookie evidently. You are speaking without knowledge.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-This speech
will demand a reply from the Ministerial.
Bench. .
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-While the Minister of Agriculture and the new director
are still burning with their new zeal, I
should like to direct their attention to the
Stock Department, and to remind them that
the live stock of Victoria is so numerous
and ,so valuable as easily to be first in our
tangible wealth. Yet, despite the millions
of money represented there, it js understood
that of the officers who control the Stock
Department only one is a professional
man.
Surely it is a reasonable policy,
surely it is the only safe policy, when such
awful havoc can be caused to stock by
a preventable outbreak - preventable by
proper means and expert know ledgesurely, I say, it would be a wise precaution
that all the field inspectors or the district
inspectors should be fully qualified veterinary surgeons. The legislation promised in
the Governor's speech with a view to preventing the recurrence of the abuses that
have been brought to light by the Butter
Commission is very !lecessary, and will, I
am sure, commend itself to the unanimous
approval of the House. But the Government in introducing such a measure will
not have fulfilled their whole duty. The
trafficker,s who have greedily and criminally
battened on the producers should be prosecuted, if the Government can establish a
clear and a decided case.
Mr. COLECHIN.-They have not been in
very much of a hurry about it up to now.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-A welcome paragra ph in the Governor's speech promises a
re-organization of the Forestry Department,
and Ian attempt to preserve our valuable tiimber areas. Victoria had a splendid possession in her timber, but she has sadly abused
and misused her patrimonv. Fortunately,
it is not too late to repair t"he mistake, and
I would commend to the Government the
action that is being taken, and has been
taken, with great success, by the South
Australian Forestry Department.
In the
last report issued there, it is shown that in
the GCJlVernment plantations the pines-the
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Pinus lnsignis-of 21 years growth, are
yielding a profit of £100 an acre, and the
more matured timber of the same character
in the oldest plantations of that State is
said to be worth £150 an acre. Germany
sets an example to the whole world in its
forest conservation by its care and use of
and its commercial trading with its timber,
by which it makes an annual profit of
£6,000,000.
Beyond the financial aspect
there lies' the great need for preserving and
for replanting the timber that is specIally
needed by the mining, butter, fruit growing, and other great industries of the State,
all of which are becoming alarmed at the
greater difficulty, and the increased cost of
securing, at any rate in Victoria, the timber
necessary for them. The increased shipping facilities that are promised by the Government at Port Melbourne and Geelong,
the deepening of the Hopetoun Channel,
and the deepening of the entrance to Port
Phillip Heads, will, when completed, attract
more shipping, and shipping of a larger
These improvecharacter, to our ports.
ments should make for more expedit;ous
loading, and consequently for a reduced cost
to the producer in getting his produce on
board, and to the home markets. I did
want to make a reference to the North
Shore scheme at Geelong, but as I am not
anxious to detain members any longer, I
will just express the hope that the Government, in carrying out the North Shore
scheme in connexion with the new purchase
that they have made, will give great delight
to the whole of the, producers of western
Victoria, by making full provision for loading by gravitation at the pie::-, down below
the high cliffs there. This would allow
the whole of the produce from western Victoria to be loaded quicker and cheaper, and
would save the unnecessary haul of 45 miles
on to Melbourne, with its attendant cost.
If the Hopetoun Channel is deepened, it
will enable large boats like the White Star
liners to come right in, and take on a stiffening cargo. Just because a lower loading
of wheat is valuable to those boats as ballast before they take on their cargo of
general merchandise, thE; possibility is open
to .us that, as such boats, coming into Geelong regularly now as they must come
under the new butter contract which the
'Minister of Agriculture has secured for the
State at reduced freights, will need that
stiffening cargo of wheat, we may get a
reduction of freights on wheat also.
1fr. LANGDoN.-And load it in bulle
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-At any rate, that
is a matter that the Minister of Agriculture
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can be trusted to keep his eye upon, because
we recognise that he is fully seized of the
importance of a reduction in freights to the
producer.
We know that he is also fully
seized of the advantage to the producer of
agents in the home market, who will secure
the best outlet for our products., I will
not detain the House any longer.
Mr. BOYD.-How are you on bricks?
:Mr. HUTCHINSON.-I have dealt with
all the matters in the Governor's speech that
I feel disposed to ask honorable members
to listen to me on.
There is one great
omission from the speech that I regret exoeedingly.
The Premier has given the
country to understand for some time that
he would introduce a general Bill for the
lamendment of the Licensing Act.
The
country is looking for it.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-A few are.
1\1r. HUTCHINSON.-It has been interjected that a few of the people of the
country are looking for it.
I venture to
say that people represen6ng both sides of
this great question are looking for it. This
is a question that cannot be burked.
It
must be faced by this Government. I hope
that immediately after the reception of the
deputation that the Premier is to receive
from the Licensed VictuallersJ Association
on Jul~l 3, he will be able to make an intimation to the House that he is prepared to
introduce this session at an early stage, a
Bill for the general amendment of the Licensing Act.
Mr. GAUNSoN.-For the suppression of
drink.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-Well, personall y, and .speaking on behalf of the temperance party, I must express my profound
r,egret and disappointment that tL1e Govern,·
ment have not made provision in this speech
for the introduction of such a Bill. The
party have waited long for a satisfactory
measure, and they had hoped that the Government would make Ian honest attempt to
introduce such a Bill at this time.
I have
spoken mainly of the matters in the
Governor's speech rela.ting to country interests, not becaus,e I do not think that the
other matters mentioned there are also highly
important, but because I felt less disqualification in dealing with matters directly
laff,ecting the rural producers, and because,
too, I felt that if we could induce and
enable a greater proportion of our population to settle on the land, to make comfortable, permanent, and prosperous homes
for themselves, if we could stimulate to the
full Victorian production, we should then
have set in motion factors that would make
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more for the materj,al well-being, not only
of the producers, but of every individual in
the State than any other proposal that this
House could advocate.
Mr PRENDERGAST said
desired to
ask the Premier if the Government would
agree to the adjournment<of the debate, as
was usual in the circumstances?
Mr. BENT.-Of course we will.
On the motion of Mr. PREND ERGAST,
the debate was adjourned until Thursday,
June 29.
The House adjourned at eighteen minutes
past six o'clock, until half-past four o'clock
on Thursd~-I, June 2'9.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, June 28, 1905.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at a quarter to five o'clock p.m., and read the prayer.
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS
COMMITTEE.
The PRESIDENT laid on the table his
warrant appointing the Hons. W. L. Bai'llieu, Sir Henry Cuthbert, W. H. Embling,
T. C. Harwood, J. Y. McDonald, D. Melville, and F. Stuart as the Committee of
Elections and Qualifications.
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THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.

The debate (adjourned from the previous
day) on the Han. E. J. Crooke's motion
.for the adoption of an Address-in-Reply to
the Governor's speech, was resumed.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE. - In the
course of my few remarks last evening, before the House adjourned, I notified my intention of bringing under review the extraordinary condition of our finances. They
are alluded to in the Governor's speech in
the following terms:You will be gratified to leaTn that, owing to the
buoyancy of the revenue, it has been possible to
defray a large portion of the cost of the purchase
of the estates out of the ordinary income of the
year.

Will honorable members carry their minds
back to 1897, when Sir George Turner, the
then Treasurer, brought in a Bill for an
Act " to vest the trust funds in trustees., and
for other purposeS'''? That Bill came before this Chamber on 21St December, 1897,
after a good deal of discussion in another
place. Its object was, to protect the trust
funds from the usual raids of Treasurers
who had deficits. It was fully discussed,
and it was· purposed that for the future
those in:-oadS: on the trust funds should be
under complete control. The report of the
discussion is interesting.
It is indicated
that, whatever. should happen, the trust
funds were to be protected. The Bill was
applauded in this House j but, strange to
say, after the extraordinary history of these
deficits year by year, they went on, until
they now amount to over £2,000,000. Now
what happens? With the greatest indiffe:-ence we hear that there is now a surplus.
There is a command in that Act as to how
we are to deal with that surplus.
The
lawyers of the House, and, in fact, all honorable members, know the language of that
measure. Sub-section (3) of section 4 sets
forth-

ELECTION PETITION.
MELBOURNE SOUTH PROVINCE.
The PRESIDENT.-I desire to inform
the House that I ihave received a letter
from Mr. George Godfrey with ;reference to
the petition presented by him last session
praying that the election of the Han. T.
Luxton for the Melbourne South Province
should be declared void. As this letter
raises questions of oonstitutional law and
parliamentary practice, I would suggest to
the House that it should be referred te> the
As soon as the Commissioners of fAudit have
Standing Orders Committee for considera- furnished
their annual report showing the excess
tion and report.
of receipts on account of revenue over expenditure for the year ending on the thirtieth
PETITIONS.
da y of June then last past, the Treasurer shall
Petitions were presented, by the Hon. A. . out of the moneys under his control, other than
moneys received on account of the trust fund
O. SACHSE, from residents of Tungamah or
loan moneys, pay to the trustees the amount of
and Mans'field j by the Hon. T. C. HAR- such excess towards payment of the amount for
WOOD, from residents, of Queenscliff j and whi:h· the Treasurer is by this Act authorized to
by, the ,Hon. T. LUXTON, from residents issue bonds until the full amount thereof has been
of Sandringham, praying that· the Council duly paid.
would order that no excursion trains, should The trustees have from time to time adbe run on the Victorian railways on Sun- vanced to the Treasurer as they are authodays.
.
.
rized to advance, and as the Commissioners
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of Audit certify to be re1.uisite, sums to enable the Treasurer to make payments likely
to be required in respect of those trust
funds.
According to Mr. Bent's Budget
speech last year, the amount drawn from
the trust funds runs into £2,000,000 odd.
By an extraordinary contrivance the old
story of driving a coach and four through
an Act of Parliament is applied to this
The particular contrivance by
measure.
which the conch and four, or the motor car,
as. I suppose it is now, attacks this particular Act is, when now we have got a
surplus-and it surelv proves it when there
is money to buy up ~states-to bring up to
the House each time a Bill with a schedule,
as was done last year. Last year the Government brought forward an item of
£60,000 for that great castle in Flinders'street, which created very considerable discus~ion.
The way to get through that protectmg Act of 1897 is to bring in a Bill
setting forth that, "notwithstanding anything contained in that Act," the schedule
attached shall be carried out, and that is how
you are to disburse and dissipate the surplus.
The Attorney-General took excep.tion to
the few remarks which I made last
Th~t objection
night on thi.s subJect.
would have been a very proper one if the
~onorable gentleman had thought that I 'had
mtended to reflect on the Government per·
son all y, and that I had intended to convev
that i! was the Government which had appropnated the monev belonging to the
trust funds. If it had been a personal affair, the Attorney-General would have been
right, and I should not have been justified
in saving that the Government were responsible. But the Attorney-General and
his colleagues are heirs of ,all the past, and
the; accumulated deficits are under their
hands and under the protection of this Act.
This question is now beginn.ing to be discussed. When the late brilliant Mr. Shiels
was dealing with this ouestion of the trust
funds, what did he say? I will just read
a few words of the late brilliant orator to
show how he proposed to deal with this
ques!ior:. In that brilliant Budget speech
of hIS, m the part where he is dealina with
th: question of clearing off the defi~it, he
saldNow, for the cleation of those two funds on
which we propose to draw for the exigencie~ of
the year's finances, I am more responsible than
any other member of this House. I say this, because in drawing off supplies from those funds,
I may appear, at first sight, a kind of financial
libertine, "laying rude, licentious hands" on the
virtuous provisions of myself and past Treasurers.
My warrant, however, must be the exceptional cir-
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cum stances of this year's finances, and the desire'
which actuates my colleagues and myself to balance the ledger in redemption of our bond to the
country, without drawing from the taxpayer's.
pocket Id. more than will suffice for that purpose.

Well, sir, there is an open confession that
he had drawn on the funds because of the
exigencies of the State, but that it would
be done with the full assurance that he
would not draw from those funds one
penny more than would be necessary. We
will take what }1r. Shiels says further on,
when he states what he is going to do in
order to prevent these deficits in future,
He came down to
. Parliament askinO'b for
tremen dous taxatlOn, such as income tax,
company taxes, debenture taxes. He loaded
When those severe taxes
them all up.
were put on, and when honorable members.
of the Legislative Council passed the increased income tax, did honorable members think that it was going to be used for
the purpose of erecting a three-storied
castle in Flinders,-street?
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Four stories_
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-Did honorable members think that that increased
taxation was for the purpose of distributing money in those schedules of last year,.
where the money was spread out amongst
the municipalities, many of which never
tax their property up to the market value?
Did honorable members agree to those increased t~xes for such a purpose as that?
When they submitted to the crushing taxation of that day, was it not because of the
explanation that it was for the protection
of the State against the future? Last
year honorable members mav have looked
c:arelessly on these schedules," and have left
the Government a free hand in dispensing
the surplus.
Are honorable members prepared to make that a precedent, when thev
recollect the crushing taxation that was pu't
on them, and know that that taxation is
affecting the States to-day, by depreciating
values considerably? Will honorable members agree to Treasurers setting aside their
own Acts, and bringing down such
schedules as those to which we have referred, notwithstanding existing legislation?
I appeal to the House on this question. I
do not wish to lecture honorable members
in any way, but I would urge that it is the
duty of honorable members-and the House
expects honorable members to do it-to look
into the gross amount of these deficits. If
through the taxation that has been imposed
there is a sufficiencv of income and a surprus besides, why ~hould that surplus not
go to the trust funds? I s there anything
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more pressing to be done with the surplus?
Was there any special need at the present
day for placating-that is the right word
-the various municipalities that want
roads and bridges and sundry other things?
Why not let those be prolVided for out of
taxation in the usual way? Whatever surplus
there is from the extreme taxation that has
been imposed, it should be dealt with in
the manner I suggest-by being applied to
clear off the trust funds. If we do not do
that, what will be the position of the State
Treasurers in the future? With regard to
all this boasting about squaring the ledger,
which is said to have been the mandate of
the country, let us see how this is to be
done. There was a very antiquated friend
of mine in the early days of this Colony,
who, when he had an overdraft on the
30th June, would go to men like Mr.
Miller or Mr. Pratt, and ask them to
lend him £2,000 for the balance, telling
them that they would have it in a few days
after the balance. He would get that to
square the ledger.
A very distinguished
gentleman declared the other day that it
was necessary to pay in £r 50,000 to the
trust funds. That was to square the ledger.
Then the money was drawn out and put
in an investment for thirtv-five years, so
that that amount will not "'be very liquid.
Is that the svstem of new finance? What
a tremendou; lot of good could be done jf
we coul donI y adopt that method more
generally. Suppose we were to clear off
£2,000,000 of the accumulated deficit, and
were the;n to draw upon that monev for
the purpose of purchasing estates. Could
the Government go on doing that sort of
thing? Perhaps that is a new process of
handling money taught in the continuation
schools which Mr. Sachse has brought
into existence.
Let us hope that
we shall have an illustration from the Government as to how this: new system is. going
to work. Can it be possible that such a
statement could come from a iMember of
Parliament? According to all my bookkeeping knowledge, the thing is simply ridiculous. I do not know whether we are to
have similar schedules for dispensing the
surplus this year. I take it that it is. our
duty, now that the deficits have accumulated
to £2,000,000, to see that they are regularly pai9 off, for the protection of virtuous
Treasurers', such as the late Mr. Shiels. I
have lived long enough to see two or three
terrible collapses here. On one occasion
we had a deficit of over £r,ooo,ooo. These
trust funds are merely a reserve.
And
what is to happen if we si!TIply go on
Hon. D. Melville.
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dividing these surpluses, instead of putting
them to the proper use? However, I do not
know why I should have pressed honorable
members into a discussion to-night on this
subject, when they might have been listening to the debate in the Federal Parliament; although it will perhaps be more
profitable to us if we mind our own affairs,
instead of listening to what is being said in
the other Parliament. The Government, it
is s'aid, are doing their best in buying estates for closer settlement. But I am very
doubtful, from what I have been told as
a member of the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Railways, as to whether the
best that can be done is being done. Weare
finding out that complaint has already been
made that the settlers are asked to pay too
much for the land, and they a.re threatening deputations to the Government on this
subject. I understand a deputation is to
come from Mr. Cussen'sl constituency, in
which the Whitfield Estate is situated. It is
stated that the settlers there are corning to
the Government to ask Jor a reduction of
the p~ice which is to be paid for the land,
and that they will represent that they a.re
being asked to pay too much. I am afraid
that this is the beginning of that sort of
thing. If the Government intend to save
the country by means of closer settlement,
I think their pace is a little slow. What
difference there is between the methods of
the Government and those of the old boom
syndicate. The latter used to buy a couple
of hundred acres of land, and within a
month the auctioneer was selling off the
blocks.
That showed the difference between what the GOIVernment are doing .and
what the ordinary private individual \'muld
do. How is it that the Government have
not done more? I am aware that the Government have bought the Dal Campbell
estate.
The Hon. J. 1'.1. PRATT .-Where is that?
The Hon. D. 1'.1ELVILLE.-It is outside the citv, about three and a half miles
from MelbOurne. That was bought before
Parliament met last vear. It c{)ll1sists of
about 45 acres. Everything was ready, but
the Government has not been able to get one
solitary man on to that 45 acres. If a syndicate had had to deal with that, they would
have had it disposed of ·within three weeks.
If the country is to be saved by this kind
of work, what hope is there, and what
would be the total amount of settlement
within the next few years if we went on at
this rate? I merely make this remark in
p,assing: If we are to save the country bv
buying up land and s:ttling people on it,
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the pace is too Islow. Why, the patient will
The
be dead, the medicine is so slow.
Government territory is enormous; there
are large expanses of suitable land, but the
pace of settlement is slow. You cannot,
somehow, get the men there.
I do not
really know that the men are wanting to go,
but I think it is for the House to suggest to
the Government some way of bringing about
a quicker pace.
Then there are railway
troubles I would like to complain about. In
my own opinion there is too much slowness
and monotony on the rail wa y.s generally,
especially when one is coming from Swan
Hill or the 'Mallee. .r do not know that
members should not take this opportunity
of seeing whether or not they can increase
the pace on our railways, not only on country lines, but in the matter of suburban
trains also.
Again, I would refer
to electrical matters, in which both
in the suburbs and city here we
constitute a sleeping hollow.
Look how
London at the present time is moving
in electrical matters. Judging from a series
of articles in the Engineer, thev are trying
there to educate the County Council, the
London Corporation, and about a dozen
Their
municipalities about this business.
electricity is too expensive.
They are employing counsel to investigate, and have
prepared the schedule, showing that I!d.
should be the maximum cha,rge for
But in this
traction and lighting.
matter Victoria has begun in the oldfashioned' way by starting small power
houses. Why, in Melbourne here we should
have a large power-house sufficient for the
whole metropolis.
}VIelbourne is cut out
for electricity, is indeed the grandest place
in the world! for it" and yet here we are
in no way keeping pace with other countries. Of course, our friends, the mover
and ,seconder of the motion, had to back up
the Government, and say nothing against
them. That is right enough, but after all
we should look at the thing from a practical
point of view, and see if we cannot get on
a little faster; see if we cannot stir up
and shove things along.
The Han. A. HICKS.-As this is the
first time I have had the honour of addressing honorable members, and as I natumll v
feel a little nervous, I ask for their induigence, and trust that they will render me
their sympathy. I desire to obey the rules
of the House, and to uphold, the dignity of
this Chamber. I will neither give you a
recitation, nor will I sing" you a song of
forty years ago.
The seat I have the
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honour to occupy has been called by many
a very unlucky one; unlucky, because I
am the third person who has occupied it
during the past twelve months. The two
gentlemen who preceded me were men of
sterling character; they were good men
and good citizens-the Hon. Mr. Abbott
and the Hon. Mr. Gray. Both of them men
of worth, men of ability, good citizens,
wise legislators, they were honoured and respected by all classes of the oommunity,
and they have gone down to the grave with
honour and respect. I am here, Sir, as an
independent member, untrammelled and unfetter.ed in 'the least degree.
I am free
to vote as I feel. I refuse to represent anv
particular cla·ss as such. I am here as
people's representative, but I claim the right
to vote to please myself, and as my conscience leads me. When I was before the
electors, I said again and again that if I
were returned I would be a people's representative j that promise I intend to carry
out. I will deal with measures brought
:into this House on their merits, irrespective
of party considerations. If I believe that
they are for the good of this, State, they
will receive my support. If I believe that
they are not, I will vote against them. I
shall vote, Mr. President, according to my
conscience, and according to my best judgment. I see, Sir, that we have a surplus
this year, and we had one last year. I
desire to congratulate the Government
on again coming out upon the right,
side· of the ledger.
I
see
also
that
thi,s
is
a
record
year
in
connexion with our railways. I am pleased
to know it, but I ask, and the question
is one which naturally arises in one's
mind,
how has
this
surplus been
brought about. Has it been bv reasonable
economy, by stopping leaks lanl so on? The
great reason or cause of the surplus is that
we have had two splendid seasons, and are
likel y to have another. I desire to pay
honour to whom honour is due. I believe
that in Mr. Tait we have a very clever man,
and that he is doing his best -'to make the
But is not this surplus
railways pay.
brought about by increasing the railway
freights? and is there any justification for
that increase? Our railway freights have
been increased to such an extent that man"
country traders are refusing to patroni.ze th"e
railways, and are getting their goods conveyed by road instead. I believe, too, that
a proposition is under consideration for the
formation of a transport comp.any to take
goods from Melbourne to Castlemaine, and
on to Bendigo and Echuca. I say we ought
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to be able to compete with the road traffic.
I do not believe in carrying goods at a loss,
but I do say that we ought to be able to
compete with the road carriers. I do not
believe in sweating in any form.
Laws
have been passed to prevent sweating in
connexion with private firms, and the Government ought to see that we have no
sweating in our own Departments. I notice
in the papers that bonuses are given
to some of the high officials in the Gov,emment service. I do not believe in that. If
you have to give bonuses to men receiving
£1,000 a year, why not also give bonuses
to men receiving 6s. or 7S. a day, who do
their duty well? If a man does his duty
in the lower ranks, is he not as much deserving of a bonus as a man who draws
£1,000 a :ytear?
We should not give
bonuses at all to the public servlants. It
will only breed discord in the Railway Department, and ought to be put a stop to.
One of the most important of the Bills to
be brought before this House is that relating to water conservation. I believe it was
introduced here last year, but there was no
attempt made to discuss it. It took four
months to pass the other place, and you
could not be expected to pass such a measure in a few days. Had I been present, I
would have joined with other honorable
members here in putting it on one side for
the time being.
It is a great measure,
meaning as it does an expenditure of nearly
£1,5°0,000, and our past experi.ences of
water trusts teach us to be verv careful.
We should, indeed, be cautious ill' this matter. The money to be ,expended ought to
be spent in surveying and distributing the
water on business lines, and the people
whose },ands have benefited by the water
ought to pay for it. The three Commissioners who may be appointed should be
the best men available. They should be
practical men, men who know their work,
and who are prepared to do it. The farmers
in the northern area are expecting this
Water Bill to pass.
Many of them are
holding to their farms in the belief that
they will get the water. Deny them it, and
they will give up their land, which will
then go back to the large land-owners. Do
we wish to settle people on the land? Well,
if we do, closer settlement will be a failure
unless we supply some wiater. What is
wanted in this State is more produoers.
We want expert gentlemen who will turn
their attention to the cultivation of the land.
We need trained farmers, educated agriculturists, men who are prepared to go on
the land a:1d turn it to the best possible
Hon. A. Ricks.
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use. Representing, as I do, the premier
gold-field of the State, I desire to say that
the great industry of mining, in my
opinion, has not been treated in the
past as it ought to be.
We must
remember that the gold found in Victoria 'has made Victoria what it is today. There are some people who imagine
that nearly all the gold is taken out of the
earth in this' State, but I believe that mining in Victoria is only yet in its infancy,
and that there is more gold in the earth
here than has yet been taken out of it. It
was said twenty years ago that Bendigo was.
done, but they are now working there down
to 2,200 feet, and turning out nearly 1 ~
ounoes to the ton on one line. A few miles.
away there is another line 4,200 feet deep
giving payable gold at that depth.
And the remaIkable thing is that the air is.
purer at this depth of 4,200 feet and the
water isl cooler than they were at the depth
of 3,000 feet.
N ow the Bendigo mines
have paid during the past twelve months
no less than £II,OOO in income tax. The
South New Moon mine paid last year
£3,5°0 to that tax.
I think that the
Government that has received this money
ought to send back part of it to that di;trict to open up other mines. I am forcibly
impressed with what the Premier stated the
other day, namely, that he was in favour
of sinking deep shafts instead of giving
money to a few prospectors to scratch the
ground here and there.
I am in favour
of sinking deep shafts to test the ground
on the main lines of reef.
I am pleased
that the Government is going to increase
the number of diamond drills, and to use
batteries to test the stone in different parts,
of the country. Dredging is no longer in
an experimental stage; it has become a
great indus,try in Victoria. Thousands of
pounds have been invested in it, and hundreds of miners are employed in connexion
with it. In the Castlemaine district there
are about 27 dredges at work, and as I
have said before, hundreds of miners are
employed. During the past twelve months
22,000 ounces of gold was. raised through
dredging and sluicing.
I am pleased to
think that the amending Mines Act, which
was passed last session, has done a great
deal to better the condition of the miner in
respect to health.
The restrictions provided by that measure must be imposed. I
would -advise that when new s11a.fts are
being sunk, the Government ought to demand that there should be four departments, so that one department can be devoted to ventilation alone. There is some-
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thing in the Governor's ,speech about the
This matter is
conservation of forests.
dosely connected with mining.
In Bendigo we had some years ago no less. than
22,000 acres of forest land, but, unfortunately, to-day we have only a little over
.8,000 acres.
What is mining going to do
This is, thereunless \ye have timber?
fore, a subject that requires the most careful consideration, and the Government
·oughtto be very careful in giving away
our forest lands. I am glad to see, too,
that the Government is going to place the
factories law permanently on the statutebook. I am a firm believer in the Factories Act. I t has done aJ great amount of
.good. It has been on trial, it has had a
fair trial, and I hope that it has proved to
be a blessing. I do not say that it is perfect; I do not say that there are features
that might not be amended to advantage,
but on the whole the measure has been a
success. I believe the majority of the
electors are in favour of its being enacted
Something 'will have to be
permanently.
done to compel the Chinese to obey our industrial laws.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Whv don't YOU
'Compel other people as well?"
"
The Hon. A. HICKS.-I know the hon{lrable member is a friend of theirs.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-I am always
the friend of the oppressed.
The Hon. A. HICKS.-If so, the honorable member will be a friend of the
working man ..
The Hon. R. B. REES.-SO I am.
The Hon. A. ·HICKS.-I am not
.against the Chinese, but only against the
Chinese methods of working, and I would
treat Europeans just the same as Chinese
if they acted like the Chinese.
If the
Chinese worked eight hours a day and
lived under proper conditions, there would
be no need for any law to be passed dealing with' them, but the position to-day demands other measures.
If the Chinese
were to obey the present law there would
be nO' need to make another law, but I hold
that we are compelled to make another law.
I have no sympathy with wrong-doing; my
sympathy is with the man who works his
eight hours, who does his duty, and who
lives under proper conditions. - My sympathy is with that man, and not with the
unscrupulous and law-breaking Chinese.
There is a question that we, living in the
nor,thern areas, expected to see mentioned
in the Governor's speech. and that is the
I need not
question of decentralization.
remind honorable members that there is a
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very bitter feeling throughout the country
districts about centralizing almost everythingl in Melbourne. I do not wish at this
juncture to raise the cry of country against
town, but I hold that we cannot afford to
build up the city at the expense of the
country. Owing to the inducements, held
out in the city many of our farmers' sons
have left the northern areas for the city,
and to-day nearly half the popUlation of
this State is in the city and suburbs of
Melbourne.
It is an eas~T thing for the
Government to give money to Melbourne.
They can build a magnificent station; they
are prepared to give money for parks;
monev is voted -for the Universitv and the
Working Men's College. I am "glad that
there is such an institution as the Working
Men's College; but why should there not
be technical schools in the larger centres:,
like Ballarat and Bendigo? Whv ·should
it be expected that our voung men, -farmers,
miners, and others, should travel hundreds
of miles to attend schools in :Melbourne?
What we want is technical schools in the
country, so that our young men can attend
them to receive a technical education.
I
am not agajnst the State making locomotive
engines at Newport, and, indeed, I think
there is room for congratulation in connexion with this matter, for we need not
depend on private enterprise, nor need we
send abroad for engines when we have our
own works where we can make them. I am
not against the repairs of Melbourne being
done in Melbourne, but I do object to
the repairs from the country, which ran
be done in the country, being sent to .M elbourne. I have been on the Bendigo station
several times, and only last week I saw
three picks tied together being sent from
Lake Charm, nearly ISO miles the other
side of Bendigo, to Melbourne to be sharpened. To me that is a ridiculous policy.
The Government say, "Put people on the
land," and yet they are sending everything
to Melbourne to be repaired. I say it is a
foolish policy, and should not be allowed.
Then there is the question of coal, which
is brought from Gippsland to Melbaurne
for a halfpenny per ton per mile.
'Vhen
it passes beyond Melbourne to Ballarat or
Bendigo, it is charged seven-ei'ghths of a
penn\,. I understand tlhat the coal mines
of Victoria were opened up partly bv the
Government, and that thousands of pounds
have been spent on them to benefit the
whole of the people. Why should not the
coal be carried right over the State at the
same price at which it is brought toO Melbourne? This practice plays into the hands
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of the Melbourne merchants.. If the coal
can be brought from the pit's mouth to
Melbourne for a halfpenny per ton per
mile, can it not be carried on to Ballarat
and Bendigo at the same cost? We do not
ask for concessions in the country; we a.sk
for justice only. I am glad to see that the
Premier has decided that some of his, surplus shall be spent in making our State
schools sanitary, and in renotVating them.
Some of the schools are in a state of neglect, and some of the teachers' residences
are a disgrace to the State. I have seen
teachers' residences in the country consisting
of two or three rooms stuck up against the
school in skill ion fashion-'-places unfit for
human beings and .only fit for beasts to sleep
in. How can a man, with his wife and
half-a-dozen children, live in two rooms?
I was told a story recently about a new
teacher up country who wished toO become
acquainted with some of the people of the
district. He invited them to his house, and
a goodly number came together.
There
were only two rooms in the residence. Byand-by the good ladv of the house put
refreshments on the table, and asked the
visitors to draw their chairs up to the table.
One big farmer drew his chaIr up and put
his long legs under the table.
The
teacher's wife .screamed out "Don't I-don't !'1
and the man looked to see what was the
matter, when he discovered that there was a
bed under the table, with three little children
in it. I know the Minister of Public Instruction is a married man, but I believe
he has no family. He ought to be a family
man to be Minister of Public Instruction.
I am sure that .be does not believe in a
thing like that. Our teachers, if we expect
them to do good work in the country, should
be properly treated. I am in favour of the
proposals dealing with the a.dulteration of
food and milk. These are important measures, as they deal with the reputation of
Victoria and the health of the people. The
outlook is fairly bright; there are signs of
a reassuring character. 'Ve live in a grand
countrv, we have a beautiful climate and
one of the bes:t countries. under God's heaven. We have grand resources and great
possibilities. and with wise government and
thriftv people this State of ours ought to
take a. leading part in the world's historv.
I desire to thank honorable members. for
their kind attention and the patient hearing thev have given me, and I hope our
deliberations: in this House will be of the
most friendlv character, and that the measures passed by it will be for the good of the
State.
Hon. A. Hicks.
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The Han. T. C. HARWOOD.-I am
entirely in accord with what fell from
Mr. :Melville in reference to the surplus.
Some honorable members, will probably remember that during the last session, when
reference was made to the surplus of that
year, and when what was called the Surplus
Revenue Bill came up for discussion, I
pointed out the positioOn Parliament was in
-that all these surpluses had been hypothecated deliberately by Act of Parliament
as security for advances made from the
trust funds of this Sta.te, in order to meet
previous deficits, and that it was. the bounden duty of Parliament to see that those
moneys were appwpriated. I did not succeed in impressing honorable members with
that view. Whether Mr. Melville will be
more successful or not on this. occasion, I
do not know, but I certainly trust he will,
and that honorable members: will consider
very carefully indeed how far they are justified in backing up the Government in this
determined attempt from time to time to
approp:riate moneys which have been specifically set apart for a particular purpose
altogether to another purpose. A passage
jn the speech says that His Excellency has
great pleasure in informirigus that the
finances of the State continue in a satisfactory condition, and that the accounts
will show a substantial surplus. It is satisfactory, of course, to know that the finances
are in a satisfactory condition j but are
they? Where does this surplus' come from?
It comes from the over-taxation of a particular part of the community, bearing exclusivelyupon them, and not applying altogether and entirely to the whole of the community. That excessive taxation, as Mr.
Melviile pointed out, was put upon that
particular part of the community by Mr.
Shiels for the very purpose of making a
decided security for those advances from
the loan funds. Those advances. amounted
to some £2,000,000, and last year it was
proposed to pay what I suppose was consjdered the very substantial dividend of
£150,000 towards that £2,000,000. What,
then, the Government propos.e to do this
session in that direction we do not clearly
know, because it is not indicated in this
speech. Mr. Melville has been obliged to
anticipate, from what occurred in the past,
that the same kind of thing will occur in
the future. We are not. told jn the speech
how this surplus, about which the Government are taking so much credit to themselves, is to be appropriated j but Mr. Melville has assumed, I suppose with a very
oonsiderable degree of certainty, that it is
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intended to ap.propriate it in a very similar
manner to the way in \vhich the surplus
was appropriated last year. The only argument adduced then in support of the determination of the Government was that the
money was to be appropriated for certain
purposes which would have to be carried
out by loan money if the surplus was not
used. I do not think for one minute that
almost a single item in that SurpJus Revenue Bill would have been attempted to be
passed if there had been nOl surplus, and
if the Government had determined to raise
money by loans to do those works. The
community would not have stood it, and
Parliament wo'uld not have sanctioned it for
one moment, and therefore it is idle to say
that we are justified in using this surplus,
because, if we did nolf:, we would have to
borrow money to carry out the works we propose to do. The next paragraph in the speech
certainly indicates. to some little extent that
a portion of this surplus fund is to be
utilized under the Closer Settlement Act.
We are told that some £147,000 is to
be paid off the debt, something similar to
the £150,000 last year, but, by a kind of
sleight of hand, it is to be borrowed back
again almost immediately and appropriated
towards payment for land under the Closer
Settlement Act, and this is considered,
or said, to be a very clever piece of financing.
Mr. Melville has pointed out how
closely it follows a principle that was very
common here a good many years ago, when
persons who were indebted to banks got rid
of their liabilities just a day or two before
balancing time by giving a cheque and
balancing the ledger, and then drawing
their money back again a day or two after
the balancing was completed. This kind
of financing can really only be explained by
reference to another financier, of whom I
suppose most honorable members. have heard
something, and that is Mr. Micawber. We
know how he dealt with bills. He got in
debt, and gave a bill for the amount, and
then he said, "Thank God, that is paid."
The Government are virtually doing the
same thing) here. It is indicated that they
are going to pay £147,000 off the debt,
and then they are going to borrow the same
amount back again for the purposes of
closer settlement, and then they say,
"Thank God, we have paid £147,000 off
the debt, and ,have paid £147,000 for
closer settlement." It is too foolish to be
considered even for a moment, and I do
hope the Government will seriously consider the pOlsition of affairs!, and n.ot attempt to carry out any such financial opera-

tions as that. I hope they will keep faith,
and that honorable memcers will endeavour
to insist on faith being kept, with the Commissioners' who advanced those trust funds.
This, surplus comes from the excessive taxation that was imposed as the security for
those very loans, and it has been obtained
from a portion of the community. I do
not think that is at all a matter of congratulation. I will go a little further, and
assert that no Government are justified in
year by year raising surpluses from excessive
taxation. It is their business too adjust the
finances of the country in such a way that
the revenue to be obtained shall meet the
expenditure--to pay that in full and a little
over, if they: please, so that there shall be
no mistake about it-but to carryon from
year to year accumulating surpluses is not
good financing, and is no matter of congratulation to anyone. That is the position
this thing is in now, and I cannot join with
the Government in saying that we ought to
It ought
be satisfied with the surplus.
never to have been obtained from the community by taxation when it was not wanted,
and the Government ought to have known
what was wanted.
They ought to have
estimated their expenditure more accurately
than they, have done, and only rajsed sufficient to meet that expenditure.
Another
point in the speech to which allusion has
been made, is that the Government intend
to bring in a measure dealing with the subject of secret commissions.
This comes
about from the report of the Royal Commission on the butter industry.
It is an
important matter in which I am quite in
accord with the Government.
I do not
oppose them simply for the sake of opposition. I am only too glad t() be in accord
with them, and to give them praise when
I think they are entitled to it j but, at the
same time, acting upon the principle which
Mr. Hicks stated in his speech, "to act
conscientiously
and
do
justice
all
round," where we see what we consider
worthy of blame we ought tOi be bo~d
enough to assert it and to endeavour to
put the blame on the proper shoulders. In
these circu:mstances, the Government are
entitled to credit for endeavouring to counteract a very great evil in reference to these
secret commissions.
I t is a very delicate
and difficult subject to deal with, and I
hope the Government will deal with it in
a certain set way, and that the measure to
be introduced, while accomplishing the object intended, will not have a further effect of interfering wjth industries and
business. That is the fear in dealing with
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anything like this. You may rush headlong with a view to stopping these secret
commissions, and be desirous of acting in
a very drastic manner about them, and yet
do injury, where you did not anticipate
From some exdoing it for a moment.
perience I have had I can say that this is
a very difficult matter to deal with, and
must be handled very! cautiously and considerately, and with a view to the interests
of other people, while stopping these secret
commissions which it is the object of the
Another thing upon which
Bill to stop.
I am quite in accord with the Government,
and about which I am bound to give them
all the praise I possibly can, is their proposal to increase the depth of the Hopetoun Channel with a view to improving
the port of Geelong. I thank them heartily
for that. This is about the first Government that has really attempted to do any
substanti~l justice to Geelong in reference
to its public works. Too often it has been
the case that Gee10ng is said to be a sleepy
hollow, and has been overlooked, while
money has been expended, not only in the
metropolis, but in other parts of the State.
';:'he Government now propo~es to do some
justice, not only to Geelong, but to the
whole of the Western District. This proposal will do a lot of good, not only to
that particular part, but to the whole of
the country of \vhich Geelong is the port.
A point on which the Government are entitled to be sincerely congratulated is, that
they do not propose to do this work by
appropriating any part of their surplus revenue towards it. It is to be made to a
There
certain extent to pa y for itself.
are certain lands in the neighbourhood of
Geelong which have been' given to the public as commons. They are not wanted for
The
that purpose to any great extent.
Premier ascertained when he visited that
locality, that the greater part is occupied
by very few persons in depasturing a few
cows. He proposes to sell it, and raise a
sufficient sum of monev from that source
to carry out this work. "' That is the proper
w.ay in which these things should be carried out.
Let them pay for themselves,
and not be paid for by the taxation of other
parts of the community, who have nothing
to do with the matter in any shape or way.
Some allusion was made by Mr. Hicks to
He has
the Factories and Shops Acts.
congratulated the Ministry upon their intention to bring in a Bill to consolidate and
make permanent the law relating to factories and shops. He said that law was
not perfect in many ways. I quite agree
Hon. T. C. Harwood.
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with him in that statement, but probably
he and I would differ as to the points in
What I conwhich it was not perfect.
sider imperfect he might consider perfect,
and matters which he considered imperfect I might consider quite perfect enough, but I do hope that the Government, ,ilf they think it necessary to
make the Statute a permanent one, will endeavour to 'see that the anomalies in the
existing Acts a,ne dealt with, and that all
causes of dispute or of objection on the
part of business persons who are af·
fected
by) them rna y be
removed.
The Government should bear in mind
that this factories legislation IS not
1S
only known in this State, but
known and talked about in England.
We hear a great deal in these times of the
intention to bring more prominently under
notice than has, been done in the past, the
condition of this State with a view to inducing persons to come out and settle and
particularly to take up land under the
Closer Settlement Act. I would give the
Government this warning, that if they want
to accomplish that object to any successful
extent, thev must let the farmers of England, whom they are anxious to induce to
come out here know, and understand definitely, that the Government do not intend
to have any eight hours business in reference to farm labourers. If the Government
want to bring farm labourers under that
Act, which a great many persons are desirous of accomplishing, they will not succeed in inducing farmers to come out here
to endeavour to canyon dairy or any
other farms under any such conditions. I
was quite with Mr. Cussen in several
He emphathings that he said.
siz,ed and reiterated that what the
State
required
was
not
an
excess of legislation, but administration.
I indorse that thoroughly in every shape
and way. We are over-legislated for, and
if the Government would set its face ag,ainst
encounaging attempts at legislation by amateurs and confine their attention to sound
administration in reference to those matters
which are already provided for, they would
be doing a very great deal of good for the
State. While I was with Mr. Cussen in
reference to that, I was sorry to hear him
say that, in respect to one piece of proposed
legislation, he congratulated the Government upon it. It was the reference in the
Governor's speech to the intention of the
Government to bring forward a measure providing for compulsory voting. I think that
if there is anything which would do harm
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to this country it would be Ian attempt to
deal with voting in the compulsory Wa;yl
indicated by that paragraph in the Governor's speech. It cannot be laccomplished.
It would be very much like the old saving
about taking a horse to the water. You
may take a horse to the water, but you cannot make him drink. The same difficultv
is exemplified in the Vaccination Act. All
vou can do under that Act is to fine the
father from time to time beoause he does
not bring his child to be vaccinated, but, if
the father objects, you cannot get the child
vaccinated, and the object of the Act is not
accomplished. It will be the same with
an Act for compulsory voting.
You may
fine a man or imprison him, or deal with
him as the Russ~ans deal with soldiers who
do not want to go to the front-use the
knout upon him, and flog him-but that
will not makJe the voter turn up at the polling booth and vote. What is sought cannot be accomplished, and it is a pity that
it should be attempted. If such an Act
were placed on the statute-book, it would
openate greatly to the disadvantage of the
State when we tried to induce people from
home to come here, and they were told that
they could be made to exercise their voting
powers compulsoril~l. I f there 'were two or
three candidates, and a man could not conscientiously vote for either, why should he
be compelled to go and vote? Tom, Dick,
and Harry might be candidates. A man"
perhaps, would object strongly to voting for
Tom, with whose ideas he could not lagree.
He would then turn to Dick, and say that
he was worse than Tom. He would then
turn to Harry, and say, "Why, this man is
the worst of the whole three." . Why should
the elector be compelled to vote under those
circumstances? Why should he have that
pressure put on his conscience to do a thing
which he believes to be wrong? It is said
that voting is a duty. It is la duty, like
many other things, but it is a duty connected with a privilege, and a man has a
rig?t to his own judgment. Men would
vote readily enough if the~~ had a sufficient
choice of candidates, and if there were among
the candidates people of whose opinions
they approved. The Gove:r;nment will do
a great deal more to assist voting if they
carry out that other measure indicated-the
measure for the prevention of disorderly
conduct at public meetings. There lare verv
many men in the communitv who would
make excellent members of Parliament, and
who are adapted in all wa,)\s to become candidates, but they shudder and shrink from
exposing themselves to the abuse lavished
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on oandidates at public meetings. All men
have not the readiness and wit of our Premier, or of the Hon. G. H. Reid, in the
way of repartee, and they will not go
through the ordeal of being pelted with
rotten eggs and called opprobrious names
and hustled about. If the Government will
bring -forward a measure, arid IT.jak,e it
operative, to enable meetings to be carried
on without abuse, there will be no lack of
candidates coming forward. There would
then be no difficulty about voters coming to
the poll and giving votes. I should like
to make a suggestion to the Government.
This might be carried out, to some extent, to increase the voting power. TLe
Government might amend the Electoral
Act so as to enable a voter to
record a negative vote against a candidate,
instead of an affirmative vote. :Many men
will vote to keep a man out who will not
go 10 the poll in order to put a man in.
The result would be precisely the same.
If A and B are candidates, and I vote
against B, it may put A in. But so far
as a man's conscience goes, a man will vote
in order to exclude a candidate whom he
thinks very bad indeed, but will not vote
for a man whom he thinks too bad to be
returned as a member. The matter may be
dealt with in that manner, in-stead of in the
drastic method provided for here. I am
sorry to hear what Mr. Cussen said upon
this subject, and I hope that the Government will hesitate before bringing in such
a measure as is outlined here. It would
be radically wrong, and could not do this
State any good in regard to its internal
economy, or it\~ character abroad.
The Han. W. H. EDGAR.-The Government, according to the Governor's
speech, are to endeavour to introduce this
session some wise and impoItant measures.
The mover of the Address-in-Reply last
night credited the Government with the
surplus which has been obtained. I doubt
whether the Government should be credited
for that which is an act of Divine Providence, the surplus being the result of good
seasons. But the question is how the surplus is to be spent, and whether it is proposed to spend it in a legal way.
The
object of the Government propos,als, so far
as I can see, has been to put a little energy
into the community while the depression
has existed, and to dole out the money on
fair and equitable lines, and on reproduc
tive works as far as they could. I think
the Government are to be commended for
what they have done in this matter. I can
hardly agree with Mr. Harwood that a
I
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Government can foresee within a pound or
two what is to be the expenditure during
the year, unless we shut up shop and do not
provide the means of employment, or of
bringing a little energy in our public affairs.
What Mr. Harwood desires might be done
in a big business establishment, but in dealing with the affairs of this great State,
the Government want la little surplus, in
order to meet any emergency- that may arise.
Mr. Melville has touched on an important
matter, and that is the delay in the settlement of people on the land under the Closer
Settlement Act.
We know that when a
private individual takes an estate in hand,
it is not long before the estate is turned
into cash, and private people who want part
of it have an opportunity of getting their
. requirements satisfied. I understand that
in connexion with these large are3JS which
the Closer Settlement Board has set its
heart on acquiring, there have been certain
disadvantages in regard to possession the
vendors having to sell off their .stock ' and
not being able to give the land as Iso~n as
it is required. But my impression is that
the board has given the whole of its attention too much to these big estates.
The
board has the one idea of acquiring thousands and thousands. of acres of land when
it might be experimenting with smaller
areas. There are many men leasing land
at the present time, and if that land is put.
on the market four or five people could be
se~tled on it. I f the people at present' on
thIS land can pay for it under the leasing
system, they could pav for it under the
purchasing system. The fault of the board
has been to cumber itself with these
large estates, instead of going in for these
smaller areas, and settling people on the
land without delay.
I think that the
powers of the board will have to be considerably enlarged. There is a drift of
popUlation to Victoria, and people from
New Zealand and elsewhere are asking for
land in this State and cannot get it. This
IS a very favorable time in which to proceed with settlement, for there are many
men anxious to come back to the State, and
who would cOlITle back if facilities were
provided for their obtaining land. The system requires to be properly handlea-. Why
should not the board acquire land, and have
it available ,so that when a man wants a
block of 100 acres, he may be able to get
it at once, without having to wait for a
month or two, and perhaps after all lose
the chance of getting it? The board should
have some land on hand, and if an applicant came along he should be able to get
Hon. W. H. Edgar.
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land wi thof\..lt delay.
If the Government
adopted this idea,an,d introduced it into
their land legislation, it would result in
attracting population, and give men a
chan<;:e of being supplied with land in a
prompt and legitimate manner. Our hope
in the future 'js in connexion with this land
policy. It seems that people have a long
time to wait. There were people waiting
when this House prorogued, and the season
may be gone before the land is obtained.
I trust that the Government will consider
this important phase of the matter. There
are applicants from the other States, people
who have gone a,way being anxious to come
back, as they find there is no place like
Victoria.
If facilities were provided,
people would be attracted to our shores
and become prosperous. There is' another
important question dealt with in the Governor's speech, and that is the investigations and report of the Royal Commis.sion
in connexion with the butter industry. I
believe that that Commiss'ion is going to
clear the commercial atmosphere. I do not
think that too much credit is due to Mr.
Isaac Barrow, who originated that Commission, assisted by the Age newspaper, and
so contributed towards exposing what was
la public scandal, and a position of affairs
which militated against commercial prosperity.
Money that should have gone
to producers went to certain individuals, and this great industry was hampered.
'Ve know that we can produce butter equal
to any in the world, and our producers only
want reasonable facilities in getting their
product on to the market to enable them to
compete with the whole world. This Commis'sion has brought about a most desirable
state of affairs, and that is the reduction
of freights, a most important factor in the
success of the industry. That maHer. has
been referred to by Mr. Cuss'en. We stand
now in a better position before the world
in that respect than we did before, for our
producers have an oppO'ftunity of competing in the English market under conditions which must bring prosperity
to themselves and the whole State.
There are omissions in this speech which I
am sorry to observe. I think the Government should' have turned their attention to
some little bits of domestic legislation. At
the present time, honorable members must
be considerably stirred b)l noticing the habit
that is making itself terribly felt amongst
the children of our community, I mean
amongst the boys-the cigarette businesswhich is sucking the very life out of hundreds of our youths.
I know a gentle-
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man in this city who is interested in the
welfare of 450 boys, on whom the habit has
so laid its ruinous hands that it is impossible to do anything with the majority of
the boys. These lads promise that they
will give it up one day, but next day the}l
are smoking again, with the result that the
habit is producing all kinds of bad health,
depriving them of their memory, and unless
something is done to legislate for a remedy,
the habit will interfere very much with the
condition of the coming manhood of the
State. This is a very import,ant question;
it may have been an oversight on the part
of the Government to have omitted a Bill
on the subject from their programme, but
it is of primary importance, for we have
to look to the welfare of our children, and
hedge them all round with barriers so that
they may grow up healthy and strong, and
a credit to the State, instead of allowing
them to be at a later period turned over to
the various hospitals for insanity. It is a
grief to the community to see how alarmI undering the habit has become.
stand, indeed, that there are coupons given
in connexion with these cigarettes, and that
a boy by saving so many of these coupons
could obtain a new hat or tie; thus encouragement is held out to these bOYls to
smolCe cigarettes, to boys of 18 years or
so to foster this injurious habit which, according to medical evidence, will undermine their constitutions. This is a matter
on which, if the Government does not deal
with it, possibly some private member may
introduce a measure, ,and if he does, it ,,,ill
have a very hearty support in this House.
In regard to our railways, 1\1r. Crooke last
night said that we have to congratulate
ourselves on the successful way in which
they are being worked. It is a question
how you account for that success. There
is a disposition on the part of the Commissioners to cut down men getting ISS. to I4 S •
a day, especially locomotive men.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-I4S. to I3s. a
day.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-Well, the
policy of the Commmissioners is to cut these
men down a shilling a day, and give it to
the lower-paid men. They have done so, and
there is a feeling of discontent amongst a
great number of the employes at the present time in regard to that. What we feel
is that our railway men undertake and perform a very important duty in this State.
feel how much we are indebted to these
men for successfully performing their work.
I trust the Government will assist these
men who do a noble part in carrying pas-
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sengers, ,and assisting to protect State pro·
perty. Our Railways Commissioners ,at the
present time are going around viewing stations and railway works, but they are generally preceded by four or five inspectors.
It seems to me a great farce that men going
to see how the railways are working should
be preceded by inspectors going before to
The
see that everything is in shape.
result is that on the arrival of the Commissioners on the platform everYlthing is spick
and span. When we pay these Commissioners such high salaries, I think that they
might be better employed than inspecting
these pr0'Perties under circum~tances which
enable them to see everything in such
order that no fault can be found. We have
a great asset in these railways, and it is a
great pity that we cannot get a little more
comfort out of them, and see more content
amongst the staff. With a little judicious
management, we might be able to so run
our railways that the staff would feel they
were getting a fair day's pay for a fair
day's work, and they would then show the
satisfaction and contentment which is the
sign of an honorable and industrious life.
The Hon. W. CAIN.-Mr. President, it
is not my wish to detain this Chamber at
an y length. I have been informed by experienced members that in a debate on the
Address-in-Reply, if a member gives a
silent vote he is looked upon as being in
accord with the speech. I may venture to
say that the Governor's speech contains
very many excellent elements j it is full of
promises for the future, and it refers to
what has been done in the past. I may
briefly refer to the first, and especially to
the question as to the applioation of the
surplus revenue. Since I have been in this
Chamber, whenever the matter of finanoe
has come up, particularly in regard to the
income tax and probate duties, I have expressed my views according to my judgment.
By a measure last year there was a reduction of the income tax, but that tax still
remained a hardship for many people
struggling with small incomes. The surplus
is derived principally from the income tax
and the probate duties, and I consider that
it will be justifiable to apply it to the reduction of the overdraft, or of the advances
It
already made from the trust funds.
appears that last year a policy in that direction was not followed to the extent that it
should have been. In the coming distribution of this surplus this House should
see that the ,amounts allotted are applied
to the proper plaoes. A reference is made
to the paying out of the surplus for the
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W yuna land.
The information op this fall back upon in hard times:. But if we
point is a little mystifying, but I think it is use it at 'high pressure all the time there
pretty near correct to say that the £147,000 is nothing left in hand to fall back upon.
to be paid for the estate had to be obtained In reference to the probate tax, I think
from some source, and that if the surplus j,t should be applied to the assistance of the
fund had not been ,available the Govern- poor and to aid the charities. A measure
ment would have had to go into the in that direction would be good legislation.
market
and
borrow on
debentures. At present, however, this tax is one which
The result of the proposal will be to serve interferes with the SUbscriptions of people
two purposes, and the holders of the funds to the ch~ritable institutions. They feel
will be able to get a good investment with a that they have to pay a certain amount to
reasonable rate of interest, and so there the Treasury, and that they cannot pay their
will not be much! to find fault with in that money into two places. The only other
respect. Nevertheless, a great deal of care point I will refer to is that with regard to
should be exercised in the application of the Forests Department. Legislation to deal
this surplus: As to the purchase of lands with the forests was introduced, I think,
for closer settlement, I do not agree with last year, but not much has been done in
the honorable gentleman who last spoke in that direction. There is, however, in that
saying that there sh'ould be a stock of land direction a great field for profitable investkept in hand. Such a policy would cost ment, and for the employment oT surplus
money. If the Commissioners act judi- labour. Thousands of people could be enciously in purchasing land, and take great gaged in it who are not fitted for other occare in laying it out, and in getting appli- cupations. At forestry, too, there could be
cants for it before going on with other pur- the training of boys to manual labour, so
chases, they will be doing what is just and if the Government bring in a Forests Bill
right. This is an experiment. Evidently they will be doing something for the general
there are a lot: of applications for the land, good of the country.
but when you have disposed of 300 or 400
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-I, in comapplicants you will find that there are not mon with other honorable members, think
3 00 or 400 more left.
I have recently that the surplus, provided it has been obvisited some of the country purchased, and tained in a legitimate and proper. manner,
can say that the board is doing its best in is .3· thing we should congratulate ourselves
the survey of the land. There is a reference upon, and alsOl congratulate the Governalso to the water question. There is still ment which has brought this state of affairs
At the same time, however, I
a great future for this country in that re- about.
gard, and I think there is good work being think we must all admit that the favorable
done j but I cannot help referring to a para- seasons we have exoerienced have had a
graph in one of the dailies, which says- great deal to do with bringing about the
"At present the law respecting private surplus" particularly when we look at the
rights to natural waters is in a very loose railway financeSt. We know perfectly wel1
condition." Th3s Bill seeks to see that this that, no matter who manages the railways,.
matter should be put right. All the same, unless there is a harvest to carry, they canthis House should exercise great care in not produce a satisfactory nnancial result.
dealing with the measure. There are rights The surplus, however, so far as the railways
to water held by some men for many years, are concerned, is, in my opinion, open to a
but these rights mav be taken from them good deal of question. Mr. Hicks-whom
and given to others." I have no dOUbt the I must say I would like to hear very much
House will agree with Mr. Cussen, when, 'when he is in' really good form, if we have
speaking in reference to the constituency he only had a sample of his" nervousness' " torepresents, he said that they are very well night-stated that he hopes that there has
satisfied with what they are to have.
I been no undercutting and no overcharging.
should say ditto to that: because thev ha,ve in connexion with railway matters. Now,.
got a very good thing on when they ar~ to be speaking from my past experience as a rail-'
supplied with water on fhe conditions pro- way man, I may s'ay that I do not know
posed by the Government. I do not quhe any time, during the last 25 years at any
agree with some remarks made about the rate, when there has been so much dissatis-'
income tax. I would prefer to have an faction existing among the employes of the
income tax only as far as it is necessary Railway Department as there is at pres:ent~
to meet engagements. It should be a tax Certainlv there are some who are satisfied,:
held in reserve, kept, as it were, up the but they are very few, and some of those
~leeve of the Treasurer-something he can gentlemen who are satisfied are among those
Non. W. Cain.
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who participated in the bonus which haSi
been handed out. In regard to the bonus
which has been paid to high-salaried men,
I may say that the Government have placed
themselves in a most peculiar position, because, if I remember correctly, the Premier
took great credit to himself for having
wiped out the increases to the large salaried
men. I am afraid, however, that in that
matter, as in so many others, he is taking
credit to himself where he had no right to
take it, seeing that he either allowed himself to be talked over, or else turned his
back on his previous statements, and carried
out what he had previously taken credit for
putting a stoOP to. And here I may say
that I disagree with Mr. Cussen's idea that
the Government should be greatly complimented on their administration rather than
on legis:Iation. I beg to differ with the
honolfable member there, because I think
that, if there is one thing that we suffer
from in this country, it is the want of progressive legislation j while, in my opinion,
some of the administrative acts of the present Government are open to question. I
think the people of this State want, above
'all other things, several measures which they
have been clamouring f,or for a number of
years. They want also an amendment of
the Closer Settlement Act, in the shape of
compulsory clauses!.
We know that the
members of this Chamber, when the Closer
Settlement Bill was being discussed last
session, would not hear of any compulsory
clauses, or, at any rate, of any compulsory
clauses that would be of some benefit. VI[ e
know that the so-called oompulsory clauses
that are in the Bill are of s'ucru a nature
that they are of no importance whatever,
and are never likely to be brought into
operation. With regard to the closer settlement question, I must express the opinion
that the board have bought too large an
acreage altogether, and have gone too far
afiel d in some cases.
I think we
want good
land
in small
blocks,
so that intense culture can be brought
about, an.d that land should be as
close to a market as possible.
I notice
that some gentlemen gave great credit to
the Closer Settlement Board f()lf the estates
which they have bought. Now, in the first
place, when I saw in the press the names
of the gentlemen who formed that board, it
seemed to me that it was not comDosed of
men who had the principle of closer settlement at heart. While the officers dealing
with the busines's are enthusiastic in regard
to it, I doubt very much whether the members of that board .are anything like as en-
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thusiastic as the officers, or as enthusiastic
as members! of such a board might be expected tlO be in the cause of closer settlement. I have a plan in my hand in connexion with the estate that was bought at
Overnewton, and I believe it is pretty correct. I know the country pretty well, and
have been over it a good many times, although probably not over the whole of this
area. The DIan shows that there is! a total
area of 10,-000 acres, a great portion of
which is stony and useless for cultivation.
In fact, if we deduct the stony area, we
find that there is, only a balance of some
2,000 acres! fit for cultivation. Now that
is nat the class of land that we require for
closer settlement, or on which people might
expect to be able to' make a living. Such
land cannot be expected to produce what
land acquired for closer settlement ought to
be able to produce. We also know that
people cannot affmd to give a matter of
£6 an acre for land, a portion of which
will run only a sheep or two to
the acre upon it.
Looking at the
plan, I see here there is a block
of 330 acres of which 200 are stony. Then
there is another area of 616 acres which is
shown as " stony land, useless for cultivation." There is a 210-acre block of which
170 acres are given as stony. Again, there
is a 644-acre block which is marked as
" stony landi, useless for cultivation."
N ow I think that if anv one wants to make
a farce of the closer settlement project, the
purchasing of land of this kind is the very
way to do it.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-The best bargain the Government ever made.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-If this is the
best bargain the Government ever made, I
,say, "God help the closer settlement
scheme! " because I think it must be patent
to everyone that. it is difficult to make a
success of closer settlement on land on portions of which the stones are so thick that
it is impossible to plough. On such land,
where is a man to grow wheat or anything
else?
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-We want stone
here. It is worth 6d. a cubic yard.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-The Closer
Settlement Board was not established for
the purpose of going in for the stone business, but for the purpose of selling blocks
of land in order to bring about a system of
intense culture.
The Hon. 1\1. CUSSEN.-Do not you want
to go in for bricks, too?
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The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-Yes, the
more the merrier. So far as the brick project is concerned, I may say that I do not
notice any reference to it in the Governor's
speech, although only a little while back
it seemed to be a matter of great importance
to the head of the Government.
The Han. M. CussEN.-Good old social.
ist idea!
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-If it was
right to break up monopoly and robbery in
connexion with the butter industry, it is
equally right to do the same thing in connexion with the brick industry. I would
remind honorable members that in regard
to cement, we had a great fight before we
brought down the price of pipes to a reasonable figure, and now it is a question
whether the State has not lost that businesls
altogether, which would be a very bad thing
for ,1\1r. Melville with his i'nterests at
Brunswick.
The Hon. A. O. SAcHsE.-Is that plan
you have been quoting the one that was is.
sued a;s a joke yesterday?
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-Perhaps it
is a joke, but Mr: Melville has just now
admitted that the land is stony.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-Is the plan
signed by anyone?
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-If it is, I
will not give ,the honorable gentleman the
signature.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-It is not
signed.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-At any rate,
it tallies pretty closely with the description
given of this land in the Age recently, and
I can only! say that if thisl is a
fair sample of the land that is purchased for the purpose of making a success of the closer settlement scheme, such
purchases are much more likely to damage the scheme than to render it successful.
Another area has been bought, the price of
which I am told is too high. It is far better to give a man a few acres of good I and
than a large area that is almost useless.
Although the land is purchased by a board,
there is a certain amount of responsibility
thrown on the Government in connexion
with the purchases, and the Government
should endeavour to see that the land purchased will give fair value to the people
who take it up. If it is true that the information I have received in regard to the
land I haNe been speaking about, is a joke.
then I suppose I fall in; but it demon·
strates beyond all doubt that those who
made an attempt to have -3:. proper compulsory clause inserted in the Closer Settle-
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ment Act were on the right lines. It was
said when the Act was being passed, that
any amount of land would be offered, and
that there was no necessity for a compulsorY' clause.
Any quantity of land has
been offered, but it has not been suitable
in many instances, and the price asked has
been too high. The system seems to be
to buy a large a,rea of land and take people
man.)l miles away from the centres of
population. That is an undesirable thing
to do, for if these settlements are created
at great distances from the metropolis or
other large centres" the railway freight
will eat up a good deal of the profit on
the produce. There is another matter that
calls for some attention, and I am referring now to the investigation by the Royal
Commission on the autter Industry. I do
not think, for one moment, that tl;e whole
credit of this matter belongs to the Government.
It was common talk during the last session,
that certain
interested individualsl, with the avowed
desire of keeping down public expenditure, desired to squelch the Butter
Commission before it had concluded its
labours.
I know that efforts were made
to prevent the Commiss,ion from carrying
its work to a successful issue.
I would
like to know what the Government intend
to do in regard to one matter. They say
that they are going to remedy the evils disclosed by the inquiry, but they do not say
what position they are going to take up in
regard to those gentlemen who robbed the
farmers so scientifically for many years.
I t would be one of the finest thingS! the
Government ever did if they brought these
gentlemen. to book. These men who de·
liberately and fraudulently deprived the
producers of a certain amount. of money
ought to be made to suffer the consequences
or to disgorge the ill·gotten gain.
The
people of this country would be with the
Government in taking action to bring these
men to book. As far as the Bill to amend
and consolidate the vVater Acts is concerned, most honorable members know perfectly well that I was of opinion that that
Bill should have heen gone on with last
session. I t is a most important measure,
and while it may require amending in a
few clauses, it will do great good if properly administered.
I have every confidence in the present Minister of Water
Supply and Agriculture, who will administer that measure, and if he has a free hand
in administering it, I am sure he will make
it a success, if success is within the bounds
of possibility.
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The Hon. R. B. REEs.-But you want to
turn out the Government.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-I have said
nothing about that.
The Hon. M. CussEN.-What is the position of the Labour Party?
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-Mr. Rees
does not care about la Socialist of the kind
that Mr. Cussen is. Mr. Rees would like
to have such a division that he might
participate. I may compliment the Government as being the first Victorian
Government whose Premier announced himself as being a Socialist. The next item
in the speech is ·a reference to the port of
Geelong, and no doubt the works proposed
to be carried out will do a great amount of
good. I have been looking at the figures
that the land at North Shore will cost, and
I find that it will be about £60 an acre,
allowing a bare margin for the house. Seeing that it was sold not so long ago for
£17 lOS. an acre, the holder seems to have
rea ped a good profi t.
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-It cost the
owner more than double.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-Then if that
is correct, the Government are making an excellent bargain. It is most important tIiat
the food of the people should be pure and
wholesome, and if there is anything the
Government should see to, it is that food
adulteration should be stopped, and stopped
as soon as possible. Tfie speech states that
the care and the treatment of persons suffer·
ing from consumption have received earnest
consideration. I am glad to see that these
people are to receive atten60n. I think that
apathy has been shown by some members
of the Government recently in. connexion
with this matter, and that they might have
. done a great deal more in the recess for
these unfortunate people. A Bill is to De
introduced to place the law relating to factories and shops permamently on the statutebook. I am quite prepared for that, and
I hope honorable members will give the Bill
a fair chance. I cannot forget the way fac·
tories legislation or wages boards when mentioned were received last session. When
the Chinese Bill came up it received a very
short shrift. I am surprised to find that the
Government have not thought fit to bring
that Bill on again. It is not a question as
to having a down on the Chinese, but we
know perfectly well that there are certain
laws that are observed by the white man,
but are not observed by the Chinese. It
says very little for Britishers if we are going
to allow the Chinese to work as long hours
as they like, and to bring about such a state
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of affairs as exists in the laundry trade,
without making an effort to compel th~
Chinese to confomn to the law.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-There are poor
women in the laundry trade who work lonohours day and night. Are you going t~
stop them?
The Hon. W.]. EVANS.-I ani not
dealing with women. I am in full accord
with previous speakers with regard to the
conservation of our forests. We have been
making serious inroads into our forests
which, if properly attended to, would be~
come a great source of revenue to the Government. The time is not far distant when
it will be necessary to pay much more attention to our forests than we have paid
hitherto. The speech states that the results
of the working of the railways for the
past year hav.e been most satisfactory, both
the gross receIpts and the nett revenue being
the largest ever earned by the Department.
If this matter is looked at purely from a
pounds, shillings, and pence aspect, the re~u1ts may be satisfactory; but the position
IS altered when consideration is given to
the freights paid by the farmers, and the
inconveniences to which the travelling public
have been subjected. I admire M~. Tait's
backbone in refusing to put on trains
where they are not required, and I also
admire the position he took up in regard to
demurrage. It was a scandal the way trucks
were used for storage purposes by the wheat
exp.orters and other privileged individuals,
whIle firewood dealers and others in a
small way had to pay demurrage.
Now
all have to pay demurrage or unload the
trucks.
Consequently, the Commissioners
have been able to shift a much larger tonnage than in the past, and with very little
increase in truck accommodation. As to the
treatment of the employes.- I know members will say that they are in favour of
eight hours as the day's work; but it is a
most extraordinary thing that when the
matter is discussed in the House, those
members will say that they cannot support
me because the Commissioners have the
charge of the railways. I take up a different position. I regard the Government'
as the employers of the labour, even when
the employes are handed over, as in this
case, to Commissioners. If the eight hours
day is not the policy of the Government, it
ought to be. We have been told that in
America the engine-drivers are· not paid for
preparing and putting their engines away.
I have taken the trouble to write to America
on that matter to obtain correct information.
In reply I have received a letter, which I
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am not going. to read, because I am not al- thing the engine-men are required to do is
lowed to do so ac~ording to the forms of the inspection of th~ engines, and to watch
the House. One part of it says-to see that the necessary tools and supplies.
The PRESIDENT. - The honorable are there when they leave. If the locomomember may read the letter if he likes, if tive men here were receiving a higher rate
he la)~s it upon the table of the House after- of pay than the men in New South Wales,
wards. 'He is quite entitled to do so.
there might be something in the CommisThe Hon. W. J. EVANS.-I do not sioners' contention that our men ought to
want to lay the whole of the letter on the work longer hours or suffer a reduction in
table. I can cite a line or two.
pay. But they are not.
So far as the
The Hon. R. B. REES.-You will pick American method is concerned, this system
bits out of it to suit you.
was never introduced here until the present
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-I am not in Commissioners came into power . I was
the habit of doing that sort of thing.
I always under the impression that it was
am prepared to have the greatest light of brought in here because it- was the practice
day thrown on this particular matter that it in America, but I have proved that it is.
is possible to have to shine on anything. not.
Supposing the men do work ten
I shall Ibe most happy if the Government hours in America, they do not war k this.
will appoint a Select Committee to go into time that we are talking! about for nothing.
the whole question, and I shall be quite From the report for 1904 Off the New York
prepared to abide by t~e decision of that Railways Commissioners, which I do not
committee, provided that they are not all suppose anyone will dispute, I find that
gentlemen who are in favour of Chinese the average rate of pay for locomotive enlegislation or Chinese methods.
gine-men is 16s. 8d. per day. Mind, that
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-What is in the is the average, while the average for firemen
letter objectionable to the House that you is 9S. 6d. If we are going to have American
won't la v it on the table?
methods introduced here-if they are not
The PRESIDENT.-Strictly, the rule American methods, they at least come from
of Parliament is that, if you quote from American genllemen-a documel1t or book, you must lay it on the
The Han. R. B. REES.-Do they get
table, so that the House can judge constant employment in America?
of the context.
At the same time,
The Han. W. J. EVANS.-Yes, ami"
the honorable member can indicate any in- they do a good deal more than here,.
formation about it, but if an honorable what with running so many miles and so on.
member reads from a document, the House They work so hard there that they are·
is entitled to have it laid on the table after- worn out before they get to a very great
age in America.
wards.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS'.-I am quite
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - That tells'
satisfied to indicate the effects of the letter. against your argument.
It conveys the information that 100 miles
The Han. W.
EVANS.--It does not,
or under constitutes a day's work.
Our because in America they encourag,e a great
Railways Commissioners have increased the amount of overtime, and if there is one
mileage from 100 to 120. I have never thing which ought to be put down in that sort
asked them anything in connexion with that of work, it is the practice of working overmileage, which they consider a fair thing. time. The system that seems to me a .pecuAll I have asked on behalf of the men is liar one, and that does not appear to be
that they should be paid for the work they the work of a great genius, is that of des·
perform. I do not think anyone here, patching men in one train to relieve other
if he employed labour, would ask a man men on the road.
In the case or
to come three-quarters of an hour beforehand the Frankston collision, the engine-men had
and perform three-quarters of an hour just been relieved, and by the time they
more labour than was laid down as his got home they had put in fourteen hours.
dav's work, for nothing. So far as all the Mr. Tait does not look upon fourteen hours
other Australian States are concerned, this as anything out of the way.
time is paid for, and I also find it is paid·
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Does he work
for in America. I am informed that there that length of time himself?
the en;!,ine-men have nothing whatever to
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-I am not in
do with getting engines ready for service a position to say what Mr. Tait works. I
or putting them away at the end of the trip. believe he does good work. I believe heMen are employed to take the engines to goes there at 9 in the morning, and stays,.
the house when they arrive.
The only the full office hours. I 'do not think, how-
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ever, that he would care to be called upon to I I ! hours from the time they start III
to come earlier and sweep his office out, the morning till they finish. Even if they
and stay later and clean his office up for get a spell in the middle of the day these
nothing before he finished his day's work. men do not obtain the rest they ought to
:The guard had not been relieved when the obtain, and it is dangerous to life and limb
collision occurred. Fourteen hours a day that they should be travelling about with
in a climate like ours, particularly in sum- people behind them.. 'We had an instance
mer, is unreasonable in a State like this, lately of a very narrow escape from a
where eight hours is regarded as a fair day's serious accident in connexion with the Wilwork for an employe. To put either guards liamstown train. Another couple of yards
.()r drivers on for fourteen hours from the would have put plenty of people into their
time they start till they fimlsh is too much graves.
for any human being to carry out, and the
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Had those men
country will pay for it in the long run. been overworked?
The Han. W. J. EVANS.-I did not
Another system has been introduced lately.
Mr. Edgar referred to about five inspectors say so. I am speaking of the system. I
.travelling ahead of the Commissioners. I am not speaking of the individual men in
do know that since the system has been re- connexion with that matter. I was very
-organized-or perhaps I shoUJld say Ameri- pleased to see the position the Premier
-canized'--there ha ve been several sorts of took up in regard to having an open inquirv
special inspectors travelling around to see into that case. The public have a right
that other people do their work. While know that there is not a victim made and
I believe thoroughly in discipline and good a system screened. While in that particusupervision, I like to see that the man who lar instance the lawyers and the board did
,supervises is in a position to show those he not admit evidence which would have pro ..
.supervises how to do the work if they are babl y reflected to a certain extent on the
unable to do it properly. If there is any system, at the same time I think the public
part of the work where men should not be would have very much greater confidence if
'harassed more than is necessary it is on the these inquiries were held with open doors.
suburban system, where there are so many I do not mean all inquiries into small mat .
signals to attend to, and so many hillman ters that an. officer can settle, but anything
lives to be carried. There were no fewer where the lIves of the people are jeoparthan four of these men travelling on the dized, or where some Hght can possibly be
'suburban system a few miles out of Mel- thrown on the system, when perhaps the
bourne. They are now calling on a man very officer who has the trying of the men
for an explanation-what the men call get- is implicated in it. It is to the interests
ting a blister-if he uses. too much coal, that of the public and of everyone concerned
'is, if he exceeds an allowance of 56 lbs. that a full public inquiry should be made
a mile. On this very day about a dozen into any of these large accidents. Another
men were called up, some of them on broken point is the employment of boy labour in
shiifts, and drilled about the quantity of the Railway D,epartment. Within, I think,
~oal they consumed, instead of being allowed a fortnight after Parliament going into reto get home and rest. Under proper ad- cess last year, about 50 boys were put on. I
ministration the men who suoervise this have no objection to boys being put on to
business should be in a positio~ practically do boys' work, but when a man has put
·to demonstr.ate' to the engine-men whom in a certain number of years at his emplovthey control that thev can do the work on ment, after coming in on the understanding
the' quantity of coal they sa vought to be that he wi1l be all right if he behaves him-consumed. If they are not in a position self and carries out the instruc60ns laid
to do that the administratilon is faulty. in- down for his guidance, I think he has a
asmuch as the man put there to supervise perfect right to expect that the Department
is not in a position to show that he can will deal fairly with him, and not put him
do what he blames other men for not doing. on one side to" place a boy in his position.
I have referred also to the large number Instead of bringing about what Mr. Edgar
of broken shifts. I have a list of the broken s.aid should prevail, the employmenf of oin
'shifts the men are working now, but I and trustworthv and experienced servants,
Clm not going through the whole thing. there seems to be a desire on the part of
The annoying part of it is that these offi- some officers to put a man out of the road
'cers ought to be able to introduce a system as soon as hel gets a bit slow. It is so jn
"wherebv these long hours would not pre- America, but we have never been accus'vajL The men are from 151 hours down tomed to that sort of thing here. At the
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present time, if the percentage of boys em·
ployed prior to the Commissioners taking
charge and now was obtained, it would be
found that there had been a very large
increase. Another question mentioned in
the Governor's speech is provision for compulsory voting. There may be a good deal
to be said in favour of it, but I think before
any complaint is made about people not
voting every opportunity should be
given to electors to qualify themselves
without
putting
themselves
to very
great inconvenience or monetary loss.
Two or three cases have been brought
under my notice where persons-one was
a school teacher-were debarred from exercising their rights ,a,s, ejectors for the
Council through [lot being on the ratepayers' roll, and through not having travelled 60 or 70 miles by coach for the purpose of having their names placed on the
general roll-because it is necessary for a
man to make personal application to the
Electoral Registrar to obtain an elector's
right. Thisl condition of affairs was brought
about, I understand, from motives of
economy when times were bad, but I hope
that the Government will rectify this matter, and see that the Electoral Registrar,
when dealing with the Assembly voters, will
deal also with those who desire to vote for the
Council. As to the Bill in regard to the
·conduct of public meetings, I think a great
·deal depends upon the candidate himself. I
believe that, as a rule, an election meeting
is looked upon las an occasion in connexion
with which there ma,v be a certain amount
of fun and jollity. When we find men occupying ver,Y high positions using language
not altogether what it ought to be, especially in connexion with animals, I think
they have themselves to blame to a certain
e;xtent if they get a rough time of it. The
question will require a good deal of consideration before I shall be prepared to
vote for a Bill on this subject.
I shall
not vote for it unless there is some real
necessity for taking action in reference to
the conduct of public meetings. I do not
know that there is anything else that I
wish to refer to. There are, however, one
or two matters of a departmental character
that I think are not altogether what they
ought to be. We know. that in the Public Service certain increments are granted,
and that a percentage of the employes in
the Public Service were recommended for
an increase. It has been generally understood that, when the Public Service Commissioner has recommended an increase, the
Government would be carrying out the law
Hon. W. 1. Evans.
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in granting the increase, as the Government
should be satisfied that a man would not
be recommended for an increment unless
he was deserving of it. I regret very much
that cases have come within my knowledge
where this recommendation has been made,
and yet the men have not received the increment they ha ve earned. Under these
circumstancesl, I do not think the Government can expect an officer to give the; same
loyal service as he would be prepared to
give, seeing that he has been deprived of
what he considers his right, and what the
law gives him. There also appears to be
a feeling that the Commissioner seems to
be influenced to a certain extent in making
recommendations. I do not know whether
I am right in that.
I simply say
that I have heard that stated.
If that is
correct, I think it iSj a wrong thing for the
Commiss,ioner to be influenced in one way
or the other. There was one point in connexion with the question of economy in the
Public Service which struck me as being
peculiar.
It is a matter I have seen in
the press in connexion with the appointment
ofa taxing officer.
I do not know the
gentleman who filled the position for some
time, but I have been given to understand
that he filled it for several years at a salary
of about £375 a year, or less than £400.
I am! also given to understand that the Government, for the purposes of effecting an
economy, have put this man on one side, or
sent him back to where he came from, and
have appointed a man outside the service
to the position at £700 a year. As a representative of the Public Service, I hold
that if there are any of these plums they
should be held out as a reward for good
and diligent service, p.articularly as it was
stated by an honorable gentleman, who was
once a member of the Government, that
there were some 4,000 officers more in the
Public Service than there waSi work for. I
do not know whether the Attorney-General
will tell me, but I should like to know
whether this appointment 'was recommended by the Public Service Commis·
sioner. I have spoken in connexion with
the eight hours question on several occasions in this House, and I do not want to
bring the matter forward again now. With
regard to the question, which I gave notice
of yesterday, I see that the answer is put
off. I hope that that is a good omen for
Seeing that
a settlement of the. matter.
the Government have had it before them
for about two years, I do hope that they
have now full yl considered it. I am perfectly satisfied that if they give it earnest
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consideration, they will recognise that the
merits of the question are such that the
answer given to me will be a favorable one.
I have to thank honorable members for the
attention I have received from them during my remarks.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I shoulu
like to give some information to the honorable'member who has just sat down. It
iSI a great pity that honorable members
should corne to this House and make complaints without being justified by the facts.
Honorable members will recollect that some
time ago there was a Royal Commission
appointed in connexion with law reform
and the question of cheapening the cost of
litigation. That Commission recommended
that a taxing master should be appointed,
to tax bills of cost in actions, and also bills
of cost rendered by solicitors to their
clients. In pursuance of their recommendation, an Act of P a,rliament was passed
authorizing the Government to appoint a
taxing officer for that particular purpose.
It is quite true that a certain gentleman
had been acting as a taxing officer for some
years. That particular gentleman, was not
approved of by those best competent to
judge, and the Law Institute and solicitors
outside the Law Institute had been urging
the Government for, I think, about two
years, to have a taxing master appointed.
A deputation waited upon me, and I considered it my duty, before I would decide
that a taxing master should be appointed,
to examine the work of the taxing oflicer.
I was forced to come to the conclusion that
that ;officer had jnot the necessary. legal
know ledge and 'skill to tax certain bills of
costs\, chiefly fthose that 'wJ~e taxed ex
parte.
It is of immense importance to
those who have to pav costs that they
should have their bills fairly taxed, and so
in carrying out this Act of Parliament, and
in fulfilling really the expressed intention
of Parliament, this taxing master was appointed. The Public Service Commissioner
had nothing whatever to do with selecting
or nominating the person chosen. This is
expressly placed outside the Public Service Acts, and the responsibility of appointinO' that officer rests with the Government.
I Ofeel satisfied that the legal profession
generally are agreed that the gentleman
chosen is eminently qualified for the position, and that the appointment of a taxing
master was absolutely necessary in the public interest.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-May I, Mr.
President, be allowed to make an explanation?
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The PRESIDENT. - The honorable
member is entitled to make an explanation
on a matter concerning himself, but not to
re-discuss lany question that has been before
the House.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-I desire to
ask the Attorney-General whether there was
anyone in the Public Service qualified to
fill this particular position, or whether any
attempt was made to find a gentleman in
the service who w,as qualified?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-In answer
to the honorable member, I may slay that
it was not a question with me as to vvho
was qualified for the position. The question with me wasl, who was best qualified;
and I think the gentleman selected was the
best qualified amongst the numerous applicants.
The Hon. E. MILLER.-I think we
have, perhaps, heard sufficient in the way
of a debate on the Address-in-Reply. The
debate has been continued to a much greater
length than is usual in this House.
I,
however, would like to say a few words, if
honorable members will bear with me. First
of all, I should like to congratulate l\[r.
Crooke, the mover of the Address-in-Reply,
on the speech he made. I think it was one
of the nicest speeches we have listened to
in this House.
It was full of common
sense and wise sayings, and the way in
which he introduced little pleasantries made
his remarks most attractive to me, and I
think to all honorable members. I trust
that during this session we shall hear a good
deal more from that honorable member than
we did last session, for when he speaks he
always speaks well. Mr.Cussen, who seconded
the Address-in-Reply, is also to be congratulated on man,~l of the things he said,
although with some of them I cannot agree.
I do not think that water is going to do as
much for his district as he anticipates, but
we shall talk more on that subiect when the
great 'Vater Bill comes before -us. I should
like to saYI a few words on finance. A great
deal has been said on that subject, and.
perhaps, there is little left to say upon it,
because Mr. H,arwood and Mr. Melville
both dealt fully with it. loan only indorse what they have said. The amount
borrowed from the trust funds, as we have
often pointed out ~ere, should be returned
when ~h.e opportunity occurs. Several opportumtIes have ?ccurred of recouping these
funds, and Qothmg has been done in that
direction, except to the extent of some
£I5 0 ,000. It is said that this Government had not borrowed a single shilling
from the trust fund. I am aware that,
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they did not, but their predecessors did,
and, as lVir. Melville said, the pr,esent Government are the heirs of all past Governments, and it was the intention of those who
borrowed that, when the opportunity occurred, the monev taken from the trust funds
should be returned. I think that the present Government should make that their
first duty. I am sure that the members of
the Ministry in this House would be glad
to do that, and the Premier also, if we
may judge by the Premier's speeches, in
which he always spore of husbanding the
finances of the State. If the members of
the Ministry here-not only t~e AttorneyGeneral, but the other honorable members
of this House who are Ministers-hang on
to the Premier's coat tails and persuade him
to move in that dir,ection, I feel sure he will
be only too glad to do so.
At present,
when there is a surplus, the Government
are aalled on to spend the money in all
directions, and it is a difficult thing to say
no. It is, however, their duty to say no.
Of course, it may be said that money
has been spent in buying land for closer
settlement, but we have nothing to show
that the money will come back to the trust
funds when the land is sold and paid for.
If we could be made sure of that, it would
be la move in the right direction, and
I think that that should be done.
I presume that one of the first measures to
be introduced will be the Water Bill, but
I understand we cannot go on with it first
in this HoU'se, because it will be a Money
Bill. I think, however, that it 'will deserve
very great consideration from us. Many
points must be considered. The question
of riparian rights, and! others connected
with the holding of land on the frontages
of rivers and other streams. It is doubtful whether the promised Bill would not
deprive present holders of their riparian
rights, and that sort of thing should not
occur.
They must have water, water at
any price, although water mav be too dear,
like a great many other things. We are all
in favour of closer settlement. It is in an
experimental stage, so far, but I trust
that it will be a success.
Mr. Evans
has given a gloomy picture of certain of
the estates 'which have been already pur('hased, but I do not think that the Commissioners would buy land so covered with
stones as the honor~ble gentleman has de~~ribed, and I think that op inquiry he
will find that he has been somewhat mjsled in that regard. The Minister of Public
Instruction is evidently doing great work in
. the Education Department, especially by
Han. E. Miller.
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establishing continuation schools. We are
all in favour of educating our people up to
a certain standard. I do not know that we
should over educate them. We must remember that we cannot educate everybody.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The continuation school is for teachers, and not for
everybody.
The Hon. E. IVlILLER.-'But there are
a great many teachers attending it. However, so long as it is kept to the teachers
alone, it will have my approval. Education costs a good\ deal of money now, and
if we go for higher education for all of
the State school children, we might go too
far. The proposal to improve the port of
Geelong is a move in the right direction.
I also approve of the clearing of the entrance at the Heaos. I have always been
in favour of the mining industry, which
has done a great deal for this country.
The Government should encourage it by
providing money for finding gold at the
oeep.er levels.
The honorable member
for Bendigo has told us that they are
finding gold at very deep levels there,
and that mine-owners must indeed have assistance from the Government for such work.
Enough has'~ been said about the railways,
but I may add that it is very satisfactory
indeed to find that they are going on so
well.
But succes's sometimes encourages
people to do things, that they should not
enter upon.
I am not in favour of any
enonmous railway station in the metropolis.
I see that the Railways Standing Committee
have objected to a fourth story for the
proposed central station. I am glad of
that, and I hone that the committee will
hold to the conclusion thev have arrived at.
A great deal has been said about compulsory voting.
I t is objected to by some
people, but I think that if we give citizens
the franchise they should use their votes,
and that if thev will not vote we should
try to make them do so by all means.
Look at the Vaccination Act, even with it
vou cannot make all men have their children
~accinated, but without it very few children
indeed would be vaccinated. It would be
the same thing wit~ the law for compulsory
voting; it would make a larger proportion
of the people vote than do so at present.
I ,am very pleased to perceive that it is proposed to do something towards stopping interrupti'ons at public meetin,gs. It is absurd
that a few individuals, or perhaps only one,
should interfere with a whole audIence, and
stop the Prime Minister. or our own Premier, from speaking. That sort of thing
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should not be allowed, and I think that all
parties are in favour of the proposed Bill
on this subject.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN.-I would
not have spoken but for the remark by one
honorable member that silence on such an
occasion as, this might be taken for approval
of the whole of the Governor's speech. In
regard tOl some of the measures proposed,
they must commend themselves to honorable
members:, and I can assure members of the
Government that I will give every assistance
I can to place those measures on the statutebook. I do not mind who brings in any
legislation, so long as I get the kind that
I believe in.
I would like to reply to
the remark of ,Mr. Hicks, when he
s'aid that he came to this House without
being hampered or tied. I do not know
whether that remark was intended as a
reflection on members of the Labour Party,
who have to sign a pledge. If it is so intended, I have tOl say that I am pledged to
nothing except the platform of my party.
I can imagine that the honorable member,
during his election campaign, went on platforms, made promises, and advocated a certain policy. I think he must consider himself bound to carry out the policy which he
then advocated. He is therefore bound just
as much as I, who have signed the pledge,
am bound. I do not intend, like my friend
Mr. Evans, to make a fighting speech, lest
I might provoke interjections from Mr.
Rees and :Mr. Melville, and thuS' be guilty
of causing them to break the rules. of this
House. Mr. Rees received a rebuke once
to-night already-a very quiet one, but I
think it was quite deserved.
Like my
friend Mr. Melville, I believe that the Government, when they have such a surplus,
should use it largely to pay back money
taken from trust funds. When the Premier
spoke at Brighton he mentioned that he was
determined to repay £147,000 to the trust
funds, and in the Governor's speech it is
said that a good deal of the money required
for closer settlement is to be taken out of
the surplus revenue. I believe that it is
the same money which is referred to in both
It seems to me that that
instances.
£147,000 is going to do double duty; it
is going to buy land for clos'er settlement
purposes, and it is to represent as well a
I may be
repayment of trust funds.
wrong, but from my reading of the Premier's speech in the IArgus, it s'eems to me
that this £147,000 is going to do double
duty. In regard to the surplus from the
Railways Department, I am afraid that the
employes and the farmers are paying for
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it. We have had a splendid season, and
if the Commissioners could not make the
railways pay a.fter such a season as the
last, they would not have much prospect of
ever making them pay. However, I think
they deserve a certain amount of credit. I
believe that they have carried out the work
for which they were appointed in a very
practical manner. They were brought here
in order to make the railways pay, and
whether it has been at the expense of .the
employes or of the farmers,
they
have made them pay.
I do not
ag:-ee altogether with the methods they
have a:dopted with regard to their employes,
but there is no doubt they deserve a great
deal of credit for their general management.
It is rather amusing to hear those who, a
few years ago, cried out for retrenchment,
and yet W~10, immediately they got fewer
trains than before, cried out against the
reduction. The kind of reform such people
want is that which affects the other fellow.
However, I trust, now that the Government
have a surplus, they will see that the railway employes are not treated unfairly, and
also that some of the trust funds will be
restored. With regard to closer settlement,
I am afraid that the Government is giving
too much for lands.
I t would be much
better to buy only the very best land a vail.
able, and much better for a settler to have
only 50 acres of really good land than to
have 300 or 400 acres of a poor class.
When I say, that I think the Government
pay too much for the lands, I must confess
that I do not know much about land personally, but I have looked up the Land Tax
Register, and see that some of the land for
which the Commissioners have paid £5,
£6, lOr £7 per acre has been assessed for
land tax purposes at £1 and £2 per acre.
Surely that is proof that the Commissioners
are paying too much for some of the lands
bought for closer settlement. I am very
glad to see that a report has been furnished
by the Butter Commission. No doubt there
are some claus'es in that report which mav
appear to be very drastic, but for serious
diseases we must have drastic remedies. I
hope the report will soon be in our hands,
s'o that we may see what it really says and
recommends; but, from what can be read
of it in the newspapers, it seems to me that
some of the proposals are somewhat drastic.
and if private enterprise has not proved
satisfactory in this matter, I think it is time
the Government should step fn and control
the industry. There is no use of my taking
up much more of the time of the House,
but I must congratulate the Minister of
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Public Instruction on the establishment
of the continuation schooL
I was at
the official opening the other day,
and was pleased to see the enthusiasm with which the work is taken
up by the teachers and scholars. We have
some members who say that it is possible
to give too much education to young people
-that it is a pity to have them overeducated, but I do nat think that is so.
The matter of general and technical education is receiving a great deal of attention
in other countries, and if we here are to
hold our own in the struggle, we must certainl y gi ve more attention to this subject.
One reaSOll, perhaps, why we members of
the Labour P arty are so anxious to see the
sons of working. men educated, is because we
have not had the same advantages in the
matter of education as the sons of some
of the wealthy, and we value education perhaps so much because we
have not had it ourselves.
As to
the Factories Acts, I am very pleased to
see that they are to be permanently enacted.
I have always been a supporter of those
measures, for it seems to me that our factory legislation is simply an attempt to put
the fair employer on the same footing as the
unfair employer.
If one man takes advantage of his employes, he can undercut
the employer who is fair; a:nd I do not
see' how any fair employer can object to
our factory legislation. The question of
dealing with the Chinese in this connexion.
is almost sure to come up for consideration
agai.n, and I trust it will not be treated
in the same way by the House as it was last
session. In mv opinion, the proposal was
onl y to endeav~ur to compel the Chinese to
comply with the Factories Acts in the same
way as white people do. If there had been
any attempt to put the Chinese on a different footing from others, I could
understand the objection which was
raised; but white employers lare prepared to submit to the same kind
of legislation as was proposed for the
Chinese. One question which was referred
to bv Mr. Cussen was the question of Socialism. We have one prominent gentleman at present going about Australia declaring that he is prepared to spend the rest
of his ]]fe in combating Socialism; and we
have also had the Premier of this State
declarin~ that he will do all he can to put
down Socialism. But I ask, Is not the
trend of modern legislation in the direction
of Socialism? Is not the trend of modern
legislation in the dire~tion of extending the
functions and activities of the States?
I
Hon. A. McLellan.
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think the trend of modern legislation is decidedly in that direction. When we have
the Premier saying that the Socialists of the
Labour Party wish to divide the funds
every Saturday night, of course we know
that he is either talking of something that
he knows nothing about, or else is trying to
gull the public.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-You have not
heard Tom Mann.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN.-I said, at
the beginning of my speech, that I did not
intend to take any notice of interjections
from Mr. Rees. I will not take up any
more time, and will now ~i.ve that gentleman
himself an opportunity of saying whatever
he wishes to say.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-I think the
Government may be fairly congratulated
on the fact that during the whole of
the past recess there has been no act
of theirs
\v hich has been open to
criticism, and indeed which could not
be legitimately praised by members of this
House. I also think the Government showed
a good deal of discretion in their selection
of the mover and seconder of the Addressin-Reply, for both of those gentlemen were
not only exceedingly moderate jill. their remarks, but took up very little time. I myself last year expressed the opinion in regard to the adoption of the Address-in-Reply
that very little might be said on the subject, except by one or two of the leaders
of the House. Some honorable members
seem to think that unless they speak they
are allowing everything to go, as it were,
by default; but I think the sooner honorable members disabuse themselves of that
idea the better it will be for everybody.
Really the only cause for debating the Address-in-Reply to the -Governor's Speech is
that it gives an opportunity of criticising
anything that may have been done bv the
Governmenf during the recess, and i~ this
case, as I have already said, the Government have done nothing during the past
recess wlli'Ch can be fairly and legitimatelv
attacked. There was one matter upon which
Mr. Melville and Mr. Harwood: touched in
their speeches which it appeared to me
they did not seem to fully understand and
that is the matter of the loan money and
the trust funds. It has been clearlv stat~d
that there has been £147,000 taken from
the trust funds to purchase estates under
the Closer Settlement Ad. The Government have power to borrow half-a-million
of money for that purpose, but thev have
not done so. They practically said, "If
we borrow that amount of money,-. and pay
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it back to the trust funds, that money may their province, and that is in connexion with
lie idle in the bank, and be of no use.i letting little strips of land adjoining railI am not a lawyer, but I
therefore we will only pay as much money way stations
as is required. If we pay in about £60,000 think that where a piece of land has been
to this fund we shall do everything that taken from people to make a railway,
is necessary." I f they paid back £ 147,000 or a railwaf station, I doubt if the Railwhich they have expended on closer settle- ways Commissioners should have the power
ment, that money would be lying in the to lease that land or use it as against the
bank, bearing no interest, while the country people. They are, however, letting small
would be put to the expense of paying com- strips for which they receive only' a small
mission, advertising, and other charges. It rent, and this is a matter of very great conseems to me that to every business man the cern to people in the neighbourhood.
I
manner in w112ch the Government have dealt think that in such cases the land should be
with this matter must commend itself as used for beautifying the township, instead
a businesslike proceeding. I agree with of being let to private individuals. I think
Mr. Miller that the money might perhaps the Corrumissioners are really going outside
be earmarked in some way when paid back their jurisdiction, and if the Government
into the trust funds, and in that way the would look into the matter, perhaps they
amount might be altogether w.iped out.
may be able to put a stop to it. I am very
The Hon. W. PITT.-What you suggest ple~sed indeed to know that the surplus of
is provided for by the Closer Settlement whIch we are so proud is a legitimate one.
It has been said by some honorable memAct.
bers that the Government ought to be able
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-If tha~ is to so frame their Estimates of revenue as
so I think there can be no objection what- to know exactly how much they are going
ever to the action of the Government, which to get. We know, however, that in Austra.
I consider is a good financial transaction. lia especially, the State finances depend
There has been a considerable amount of almost entirely on the character of the seacriticism on the Railways Commissioners, sons, ana it to a large: extent depends upon
but we know those gentlemen have an ex- whether there is a good crop or not, whether
ceedingly difficult task to perform, and I the country has a prosperous year, or fhe
think all honorable members will agree that reverse. It is, therefore, almost impossible
they have been trying to do tfieir best. I for any Government to forecast the revenue
am not going to say that I cordially approve very closely. I am glad to know that the
of every act which they have done, but I Government decreased the income tax, and
fully recognise that they have been trying to decreased it in a manner which must De verv
lift a great burden from the shoulders of gratifying to everyone, and particularly
the people, and to oarry out the duties for gratifying, I should think, to those honwhich they were appointed in a satisfactory orable members in the Labour corner, bemanner. With regard to the remarks of ca\lse the reauction was made, fa the
Mr. Hicks, about seeing three picks at greatest extent, in tI-.e case of those who
No
a small station, I would like to ask have -the smallest taxable incomes.
that honorable member whether he means to doubt the tax was reduced on the higher
slay that he would like to start a workshop at 'incomes, but not to a:nything like the same
every little up-country town, and go to the extent, and I consider that the Government
expense necessary to have works there, with dealt with tbe matter very fairly. All we
tools and machines I ying at those places can ask is that the income tax should be
until they are wanted? Would he like to gradually decreased until it is wiped out,
have a staff at each of those places with and th'at any surplus we have should be
perhaps no one to look after them?
I put to good use by being applied to rewould point out that however good a work- productive works. Enterprise is what we
man may be, yet if there is no one over want in Victoria at the present time, and
him. he i~ 'Ve~y likely to stand still until thE; Government are doing the right and
he is told what to do. Even in small mat- proper thing in spending some of the surten; of this kind, I think the Railways plus money they have in reproductive works,
Commissioners are doing their best to make thus encouraging enterprise in other direc.
the railways pay, and to have repairing and tions. The Closer Settlement Act is perother works carried out in the cheapest haps not being as rapidly administered as
manner they can. There are, however, one we woula like to see. I am quite willing
or two little things in which I think the to admit t1-..·at in the first starting of any
Commissioners have gone a little outside great enterprise, many difficulties have to be
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encountered; but I would like to see better
provision made for those cases in which
there are a much larger number of applications for blocks than can possibly be supplied. F or instance, in regard to one area
there may be five times as many applicants
as the land can be given to, and I think
that in such cases people at a distance
should be informed of the excess of applications, land another piece of land should
be purchased to accommodate them. There
is no reason why a thousand people should
be called upon to pay deposits in connexion with land which can only be
50
people.
divided
among 40 or
When a large number, sa,Yh twice the number required~ apply for a block, the Department should make it known that further applications are unnecessary, and that
such and such a block of land will be
thrown open in a few days, when others
may apply.
In this way needless irritation and a great deal of expense might
be saved. Mr. Edgar spoke to-night about
people coming here from New Zealand..
I know of people coming from the other
States to secure land here, but the information given them hardly leads them to believe that they will get land, and they conclude that perhaps it is better to remain
in their own State. In that way perhaps
we lose very good settlers. I think some
action should be taken by the Government
in this matter. I am rather sorry that no
mention is made in the Governor's speech
of any new industry to be established.. The
one I have now in my mind is the manufacture of briquettes. We have large deposits of brown coal iln Gippsland, but they
are lying unused there. We lare suffering
from want of population. This is an industry capable of employing hundreds, if
not thousands, of people, and of bringing
large revenue to this State.
The Han. A. O. SACHSE.-It is a great
industry in Germany.
The Han. J. G. AIKMAN.-Yes, and
I believe thejlf exports amount to millions
of pounds a vear. With the importation
of some machinery and experts we might
be ,able to manufacture briquettes for export.
I trust that this session will be a pleasant
one, and will be at least as short as the
last one. I agree with Mr. Cussen that
what we want is not legislation, but administration. I would be in favour of
meeting only once a month to allow .members
to criticise the administration of the Government, and
let the Government administer the Departments, and thus save expense and trouble.

J.1fr. Shiels.

We do not want Acts of Parliament, but
let those we have be administered) as wisely
and well as they are being administered at
present. Let us have short sessions and
less legi,slation, and I shall be greatlY'
pleased.
The motion for the adoption of the Address-in-Reply was agreed to.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the Address be presented to His Excellency
the Governor by the President, and such members
of the Council as may wish to accompany him.

He stated that he would ascertain when
His Excellency would be able to receive the
President and honorable members, and
would inform the President of the time appointed.
The PRESIDENT.-I will communicate to honorable members the day and hour
appointed by His Excellencv the Governor.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
past nine o'clock, until Tuesday, ul y I!.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEl\1BLY.
Tltursd'lY, June 29, 1905.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
THE LATE MR. SHrELS.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member for Lowan has asked permission to say
a few words in reference to the late Han.
Mr. Shiels. The honorable member was not
here at the last meeting of the House, and
I have agreed to give him the opportunity
to speak now.
Mr. IRVINE.-It is a matter of sincere
:regret to. me that I was unavoidably prevented from being present on Tuesdav evening, when the Premier and ot,her hO{10rable
mpmhers made reference to the death of my
late friend andi colleague, Mr. Shiels. I
must ask the indulgence of the House for
a few moments while I add mv tribute of
admiration for his career, and ~f regret for
his too earlv death. _ I was brought into'
the most intim'ate political and personal relationships with Mr. Shiels during the last
few years. Not only was he the most loyal
of friends, but to my mind he was p€>ssessed of some of those qualities which are
extremely rare both in public and in private
life. I think the spectacle of a man fighting
death inch by inch, 'as\ he knowingly did
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during some years past, and especially durSir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-The official
ing the last few months of his period of repl y is as follows:office, and unfiinchipgly performing his pubEvery precaution that circumstances would perlic duties, is .3J spectacle which is rarely mit w.as take,: to preven~ the public from becoming
seen either in public or in private life. acquamted WIth the preCIse arrangements connected
the removal of the prisoner Edwards from
Amongst all the notable services which the with
Benalla to Melbourne, arid from Melbourne to
deceased gentleman rendered to the State Tatura and back, in connexion with the inquest.
through his long and distinguished political In the latter instance it was notified that he would
career, I only intend to refer to one, the be conveyed by the morning train, whereas he was
taken to Shepparton the previous evening. The
last and, I think, the greatest.
The Pre- blinds
of the railway carriage occupied by Edwards
mier will agree with me that if our present and his escort were kept closed, and everything
prosperous financial condition is to be at- was done, short of engaging a special train, to
tributed in any respect to human means, or discourage morbid curiosity and to secure as much
to human intervention, the late lVlr. Shiels is privacy as possible .
entitled to a larger share of the credit than
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
any other who may claim to have taken a
EIGHT HOURS PRINCIPLE.
part in it.
He was at the head of the
Treasury, the most important of all the DeMr. HANNAH asked the Minister of
partments under State control, at the period Railways if he was prepared to extend the
not only of the deepest depression, but of eight hours principle to railway employes
the greatest risk and danger to this com- in pursuance of his promise last session?
munity. For the services which, in that
Mr. BENT.-What promise?
capacity alone, he rendered, I think he deMr. HANNAH said the promise was
serves to be held for a long time in the given in answer to the honorable member
grateful recollection of the peop.1e of this for North Melbourne in reg1ard to the eight
community.
hours principle.
Mr. BENT.-I have to inform the hon
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
or able member that any promise I ever
made will be performed.
DISCHARGE OF MEN AT SEYMOUR.
Mr. HANNAH.-Turn up Hansard.
Mr. HANNAH asked the Premier if he
Mr.
COLECHlN.-That statement will
would lay upon the table of the House a
copv of all papers relating to the discharge make some of us very happy to-day.
of men employed on relaying on the raihvay
PETITIONS.
line at Sevmour?
Petitions
were
presented, by Mr. HUNT,
Mr. BENT.-Yes. I have the papers
from residents of Mansfield; bYI Mr. BENT,
here. I beg to move, by leave/
That there be laid before this House a copy from residents of Sandringham; by 1\1r. J.
W.
BILLSON,
from
residents
of
North
Fitzof all papers relating to the discharge of men
employed on relaying on the railway line at roy ; and by Mr. LEVIEN, from residents of
Seymour.
Queenscliff, pnaying that the House would
order that no excursion trains should be
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BENT presented a return m pur- run on the Victorian railways on Sundays.
suance of die foregoing order.
ADDRESS-IN -REPLY TO THE
GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
PUBLIC CONVEYANCE OF
PRISONERS.
SECOND NIGHT'S DEBATE.
l\h. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) asked the
The debate (adjourned from Tuesday,
Chief Secretary if he was aware that, as June 27) on the motion of Mr. Robertson
the result of there being no concealment for the adoption of an Address-in-Reply to
from the public of the time w'hen Edwards, the Governor's speech, was resumed.
who had been arreslted for the murder of
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-During the reSkinner, would be taken from Benalla to cess not very much new business of conseMelbourne, crowds of men, women, and quence has cropped up, and it is mainly to
children assembled at each railway station old questions, and the propositions made by
to see the prisoner; if so, did he not think honorable members on this side of the
that it was extremely imprudent to pander House, that I propose to address myself on
to the morbid curiosity of the public, and, this occasion. If the honorable gentleman
if so, would 'he see that no information was who has charg-e of the business of the House
given as to when prisoners were to be trans'- attempts to deal with the whole of the quesferred from one place to another?
tions that he has set down in the Governor's
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speech, then rhe intends to have an inordinately long session. There are at least 28
subjects mentioned, and some of them embrace two or three divisions, so that possibly
about 40 subjects would come under consideration during the session, if the honor13.ble gentleman attempted to go on with all
the measures included in the sptech. Then
there are other matters cropping up which
deserve very serious, consideration. The
first is the question of compulsorYI purchase.
I was glad to hear the honorable member
for Bulla give his very strong adherence to
the principle of compulsory purchase on
Tu~sda y last.
That is a distinct ladvance
upon the honorable member's speech in the
previous session.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Not so.
I was a
strong supporter of compulsory land purchase in the previous session.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The other
honorahle member, who spoke from the
fringe of the Mallee districts, of
course, gave in his adherence to the
main points of the Government programme.
On the question of compulsory purchase, if we look at what has
been done up to the present under the Closer
Settlement Act passed last session, we find
that all the land that has been purchased
since the appointment of the board, which
has been going now since January, and
which has gone over ,a considerable distance
in the State, has been 43,000 acres comprised in four estates-those of Spring
Vale, W yuna, Memsie, and Overnewton.
There are 3,000acreSi in the Spring Vale
Estate, 20,000 in the Wyuna, 10,000 in the
Memsie, and 10,000 in the Overnewton.
These, it is calculated, would settle 24 0
different families. I may point out that
the Closer S'ettlement Board has held 52
meetings, has travelled 4,000 miles, has inspected personally 20 estates, has recommended 8, and purchased 4. It seems to
me, in connexion with the purchase of estates, that those estates which have been recommended for purchase have been those in
connexion with which the board has been
able to arrive at an agreement with the
owners as to price, and that there are other
estates which I should judge would be more
useful for closer settlement purposes than
those which have been recommended for purchase by the board, but in connexion with
which the board has not been able to make
a recommendation, because of the difficulty
in coming to terms with the owners.
The
board has only recommended the purchase
of these four estates, because it was able
to come to an agreement as to price with
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those who had the estates to sell.
One
thing is as clear as possible: Unless the
Government introduce compulsory purchase
into the closer settlement scheme, the inspection of estates alone will cost an enormous amount of money. Money will be lost
through the board travelling, throughout the
whole of the State, inspecting certain estates., and declaring that certain land should
be available for settlement as being the class
of land that should be obtained for the purpose. The money expended upon this work
will be lost because of the board being unable to come to terms with the owners of
the estates. There is a loss of money in
every instamce-a loss of money in connexion with valuing the estates, and
in the expenses of the board during the
time that it is trying to come to an agreement with the owners as to the price. That
is the position which has developed in connexion with the Closer Settlement Act up
to the present. There is another question
in connexion with closer settlement to which
I desire to draw attention, and this comes
back to the old question in respect to
the land in this oountry. After land has
been resumed, and there is a successful
settlement, as we hope will be the case, by
the very fact of our creating. a successful
settlement in any portion of the State, we
shall have added to the value of land in
that district, and shall have made it correspondingly more difficult to have an extension
of the closer settlement system in the future.
If there is no success in connexion with the
closer settlement in a district, there will be
no appreciation of value; but by the very
process of successful settlement we shall be
making it correspondingly more difficult to
have the Closer Settlement Act in operation
in the way we desire for the future of the
State. We find that in the best portions of
the State - in those portions where ~ve
should expect to get land for settlement,
and where it is necessarv that' we should
obtain land for that purpo.se-there has not
been an offer of even one acre of land.
There has not been one acre offered in the
Western District.
Mr. THoMsoN.-You are entirely wrong.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The chairman
of the board told me that no land had been
offered there, .and no land inspected.
Mr. KEAsT.-I know one estate of
10,000 acres.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No land has
been inspected there by the board. The
land that has been thrown open for settlement in that' district has been stolen frop.:)
the commons.
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Mr. THOMsON.-Several big estates in the
\Vestern District have been offered.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If they have
been offered, they have ,been offered at such
an extravagant price that the board would
not consider them for one instant.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg). - The
board has had them valued.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST.-What I have
said shows that we shall not have successful
closer settlement unless we place a tax on
the lands of the State-and I may say that
in connexion with the Labour Party we
have adopted the principl~ of allowing a
£500 exemption.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (G'Zenelg).-A mistake.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Unless a l.and
tax is adopted in connexion with closer
lSettlement we shall be placing an extra
value on the land by means of the closer
settlement policy, and the whole of the
benefit of that increase in the value of the
land will go to thvse who own land surrounding the closer settlements.
Unless we
place a tax on the land we shall not be able
to derive a revenue from the proper quarter
for the purposes of land settlement, nor
shall we be able to obtain for the State
that reasvnable amount of profit which accrues to the land through the closer settlement policy-a source from which we should
obtain money for the purpose of carrying
on the government of the oountry, instead
of taking it, as we are doing at the present
time, from taxes, ;which are imposed in
Land has, been taken
wrong directions.
up at Overnewton for the purpose of closer
settlement.
Honorable members have had
particulars placed in their hands as to the
value of that estate.
I do not want to
enter into a controvers.y about that now, because I believe that an opportunity is to be
given to honorable members on the Opposition side of the House of judging for themselves in regard to that matter.
However,
I understand that the sum of £5 lOS. per
acre, or thereabouts, is being paid for that
land.
I desire to know from the Premier
whether that is correct.
Mr. BENT.-The chairman of the board
may have informed you; he has not informed me.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-He has not informed me.
I have no information at all.
Mr. BENT.-I have not.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - I understand
from outside sources that £5 105. an acre is
to be paid for that land.
If that pIice is
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!o be paid for the la~d, I should say, judgmg by the value whIch was placed upon it
by v~luators who inspected it for a private
syndIcate, that there is no chance of making
a successful settlement there. It is all very
well, for the purpose of security, that a
house should be built on a rock, but no one
has ever thought of having a farm on a rock.
What we want in connexion with closer
s~t~lement is land of such a quality and condItIOn that the settlers may almost immediIt is necessary
ately make a profit off it.
that they should make a profit the first year,
and that they should raise products in such
prof~sion that they will have something left
over .m order to c~rry out the improvements
requued by the State, and in order to establish themselves as successful farmers. So
far, under the conditions which exist, our
system of closer settlement has resulted in
onlv four estates being recommended for
purchase, and recommended for purchase
under such conditions that it is problematical whether those who take up the land will
be able to make a success of their holdings.
The ~ct has be~n wholly and totally inoperatIve so far m getting fresh men on the
land and in keeping popUlation in this
country. We have heard a great deal about
It was
the financial position of this State.
alluded to in connexion with the death of
an ex~member of this House.
I desire
to pomt out that during the first three
months of this year we ha.ve had an increase
of population to the extent of about 200
whereas our natural increase should b~
3,3 00 .
There was consequently a falling
off of over 3,000 during the first three
months of the year, and the same thing occur~ed during :the second three months.
WhIle there is a continuous falling off in the
popUlation here, we find that New Zealand
w~ere . the c0u:-pulsory purchase of lanel:
eXIsts ~n conneXlon with closer settlement, is
attractl11g population.
It is to that country. that about on~-third of the popUlation
whIch has left thIS. State has gone, while
an~ther large portIOn of the population
whIch we have lost has gone to another
~tate, namely, Queensland, where land
IS made available for settlement.
Let
us examine this question of settlement on
the .land in the light of what has happened
dunng the last t~o or three years.
I
broug~t up figures m connexion with this at
the EIght Hours gathering.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-They were all
wrong.
. Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I can substantIate them.
They were absolutely and
totally correct. Anyone can inspect these
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figures, and will have an opportunity of
I auote here from the shire returns gIven i"iI the Municipal Directory
for 1900, 1901, 1902, and 1903. There
were 149 shires in 1900, 148 in 1901, 148
in 1902, and 148 in 1903. The pop,ulation
in 1900 was 571,398, and in 1903 567,104,
or a decrease of 4,294. In 1901 the number of dwellings waS/ 119,810, and in 1903
120,862, an increase of 1,052, with a decrease of 4,294 in the popUlation.
Mr. W ATT.-Have you the figures for the
holdings?
do~ng s~.

~Ir. PRENDERGAST. The annual
value shows an increase of £561,9°1. While
there is a decrease in population, there is
an inc.ease in the value. As to the shire
revenue, no dependence can be placed on
the figures in regard to that, as' so many
things affect this question, such as the State
assistance extended to municipalities.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-How did you
get the populatioOn of the shires?

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is given in
the Municipal Directory.
Mr. WATT .-How is it compiled?
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The total
population is given for each shire, and there
is no difficulty at all about the matter.
Mr. COLECHIN.-It is in the Jlunicipal
Directory every year.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The assessments, notwithstanding that there is a decrease of population to the extent .of 4,294,
show an increase of 1,234. The number of ratepayers showsi a decrease of 2,810
in the four years, and the number of voters
a decrease of 2,7°2. During periods of
this time there has been a slight increase, I
acknowledge, in some of these figures! j but
I am taking the years 1900 and 1903, which
are three years apart, for the purpose of
comparison to enable peopJe to judge for
themselves, and to see that there has not
been an increase of population during that
period on the shire lands of this State. That
is. an important point. I want to prove
that there was a decrease. There mav have
been an increase from lQ03 to T904, but
that on1v shows the results of the endeavours that have been made to promote
settlement on small areasl of land. But, as
soon as we cease promoting settlement, we
shall fall back to the old conditions, and
these small areasl will go toO people who are
accumulating estates, and the p.eople now
on those small areas will be allowed to go
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elsewhere.
The Premier has alluded to
the fact that some of those who are
selling out ,are leaving land that
was bought cheaply from the State.
Tha.t is one of the things to be deplored,
and it cannot be altered without an alteration in the tenure: of the land that we give
these people, and which, with the object of
promoting settlement, must prevent them
from selling that land. Such a provision
does exist, I admit, in the Closer Settlement Act; but unless, In conjunction with
that, we promote closer settlement by
means of compulsory purchase, closer
settlement will break down within the next
few, years. If you impose a land tax with
the exemption my party propose of £500,
you will find that the great bulk of the
farmers, or at least eight or nine out of
every twelve will escape taxation.
Thev
will not have to pay, because their land
will fall below the £500 limit, and you
will be. acknowledging that while you do
not disavow the right to impose the tax,
these people are a class, who should not
On the other hand, those who
be taxed.
are making a reasonable living from the
land should be taxed to pay the needs of
other people in the State, and those who
derive large profits from the land should
,be taoced hea viI y to meet the general needs
of the State.
.
Mr. WATT.-You do not show that 75
per cent. of the farmers would come under
the £500 exemption.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The statement
presented to Pa.rliament in 1894 by Sir
George Turner showed this.
Mr. KEAsT.-Subdivisions have taken
place that have altered that.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If you judge
our land settlement bv the principle
adopted in New Zealand, it is remarkable
how the figures coincjde in the relation of
one class to another. We can compare with
New Zealancr, as our conditions are much
the same, except as to the question of
value, for our value is greater.
Mr. KEAST.-Twice as great.
'Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The figures
given .by Sir George Turner in 1894 showed
that there were about 130,000 land-holders
in the State, and that if we exempted £500
in value, we would not tax more than about
3 0 ,000 of those hal clers.
These figures
were given in a return presented bv Sir
George Turner to the House. Sir George
pointed out that if a land tax were imposed of a penny in the £1, with an
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exemption of £500, we would get
£337,000: from that taxation. Those who
prepared the single-tax figures were much
nearer to accuracy, and they showed that
Sir George Turner had undervalued the
land considerably. If you take the figures
and examine the statement made by the
honorable member for Melbourne in regard
to land in connexion with the shires, which
is so considerably undervalued, and if you
take into consideration the fact that the
Savings Banks Commissioners, in lending
money, have found that all the lands
valued by them were at least 10 per cent.
undervalued, then you can assume that
there is a 20 per cent. difference in the
value of the land, that would bring the
value up to something like £150,000,000,
instead of £132,000,000, as stated by Sir
George Turner. If we could get £337,000
on Sir George Turner's valuation, it is evident that we would be able to get considera.bly more if the land were re-valued at the
same average rate as in New Zealand. In
that colony, at the beginning of 1903, the
land tax was a penny, with £500 exemption, and from £5,000 upwards the tax
was i·d. for every £5,000 increase.
In
1904 they made 4d. the maximum taxation.
Up to £5,000 it was: rd., with £500
exemption, ~nd a drop of £ I for every
£2 increase; and over £5,000 they commenced to tax by sixteenths, and progressed
£2,000 at a time up to £30,000; then
they progressed by sums of £5,000 up to
£210,000.
Speaking last year on this
matter, Mr. Seddon said that something
would have to be done to again alter the
progression so as to make it higher,
which means that he is determined
to burst up the large estates by forcing
taxation on them, so as to make it impossible for people to hold land over a certain
value.
In the attitude my party have
adopted, we take the progressive land tax.
I have a predilection in favour of the New
Zealand system, because it has stood the
test of many years, has been worked with
the least possible friction, and has resulted
in a great many of the land-holders being
active supporters of Mr. Seddon at election times. It has resulted in those who
believe in the prosperity of New Zealand
adhering to land taxation as the best th.ing
for the needs of a democratic population.
It has, in addition, attracted popUlation
there from all the other States of the Australian group, and from other countries,
and in no year for the last fifteen
years has the New Zealand population fallen below that which the
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natural increase has given it, with
something in addition. There has been an
increase in population every year.
As I
pointed out some time ago, in the seven
years, from 1883 to 1890, when the Atkinson, Vogel, and other Governments were in
power, there was in New Zealand a continuous and steady fall in the population,
.and it was only under the system of progressive land taxation bv which the Government can compel settlement whenever they
like, that the population began to increase.
They can compel settlement by taking land
wherever they choose, and in this way they
are enabled to attract population. But at
the sa.me time they have industrial legislation dealing with factories and legislation
like the Arbitration Act, and by: these measures the workers' wages are kept up to as
high a standard as probably that of some of
the best cities of America; they are certainly
higher than the wages paid throughout
Australia. That is the position of K ew
Zealand through the adoption of this system, which my party wish to be adopted
here. When we propose this lrand tax, with
an exemption of £500, the farmers say t()
us, " You want to tax us by placing an income tax on us," and we san" No; no income tax should go over a land tax." We
want to do the same as is done in New
Zealand. No income tax shol,lld be placed
on the land tax at all, and an income tax.
should be totally separate. We propose to
adopt the same exemptions as New Zealand, where 'all land is valued wheti1er subject to taxation or not under the Valuation
of Land Act 1896.
Under that measure
machinery is not to be valued in any case~
but the buildings which contain it, or in
which it is placed, are to be valued. Improvements' are not subject to taxation, and
they include houses, buildings, fencing,
planting, draining of the land, clearing'
of timber, scrub or fern, laying down
in grass and pasture, and anv other
·improvements, the benefit of which-is unexhausted at the time of valuation. Removable crops and operations in connexion with
crops are not regarded as improvements,
but neither are they to be included as part of
the land without imp.rovements. The classes
under improvement are-(a) Dwellinghouses; (b) Other buildings; (c) Fences;
(d) Planting, ornamental or for timber orshelter purposes'; (e) Draining; (I) Clearing; (g) Laying down in grass or pasture;
(It) All other improvements-railwray line,.
gasometer, fell mongers' or tanners' pit~,
brick kiln, sheep dip, orchard, &c.
Mr. LANGDoN.-No water taxation therer
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No. That is was received from the country, and that
Dot required in New Zealand l as there is a the surplus had come from the pockets of
vast supply of water there. Mr. Seddon individuals, and consequentlv that the instatescome tax should be reduced. It is fair In
The experience of some years in New Zealand this connexion, to consider the question' of
has shown that the following rates are fair aver- our loans, and how we stand in relation to
ages representing the cost of clearing and grassing
the money lender-how we have been able
land : to deal with him in the past, ana what are
£ s. d.
t?e reasons that have led up to the posiBush land
... 2 looper acre.
Fern or ti-tree land
... 2 0 0
bon of to-day. In short, to consider geneOpen land with light scrub 0 10 0
"
rally the conditions in which we stand in
With reference to the additional cost of clearing connexion with the money lender, and what
the land of stumps, this is 'rarely undertaken until
form our taxation should take j also
the roots have decayed, and with the use of modern
explosives this cost per acre is very small, and in whet.her we should reduce it. First of all,
most localities is equalized by the value of the the Income tax will return something befirewood obtained. As to fencing, from lOS. to t,,:een £300,000 and £4°0,000. It will
20S. is allowed, locality, quality, &c., being taken
~leld. about £350,000 this year, not putinto consideration. With regard to buildings, the
cost of these, though comparatively new, is not tIng It accurately, and the land tax about
Between -these two items then
necessarily taken as the value. The latter is fixed, £9 0 ,000.
having regard to the size of the farm in the case w.e have s~mewhere over £400,000 from
of country properties. For instance, if a person dIrect taxatIOn. In New Zealand in I 90 ~
built an extra large house on a medium-sized farm,
it would not necessarily be valued at what it cost, they had £546,000 taxation from land and
but at what a person buying the farm would allow incoI?e, whereas ~e .are only deriving, acfor it in the purchase money.
cordIng to the statement I have made. about
£4 00 ,000 from the same sources.
For
Mr. BENT.-They use electricity there
that £.')46,000 in New Zealand they have
for grubbing.
83 0 ,000 of a population. whilst we have
:rvIr. PRENDERGAST.-That is the only £400,000 from like sources with a
position j and it shows clearly that there population of 1,210,000. The Premjer has
must be a general valuation over the whole said that we could buy and sell New Zeaof the land in the neighbourhood where im- land. To use his own graphic. words, "We
provements are carried out by any single could buy and sell the bloominQ" lot."
I
individual.
That is how the matter supP?se he does ~ot deny having said that,
stands in regard to the question of improve- as Ius love for hIS countrv will make him
ments. In South Australia there is a tax sufficiently patriotic not to make any such
.
of three farthings in the pound on land, withdrawal.
without exemptions, and an income tax in
Mr. BENT.-Yes, we could j and have
addition. Supposing a man has land valued' something to spare to put UP new buildings
at £1,000, if he had £300 worth of pro- with.
duce, there would be :1.1 ~o exerpntjon and
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Well. yOU are
the balance of £150 would pay 4!d. in the now struggling- with the Closer Settlement
£ I income tax. That j s a verv drastic Act, which continues totally inoperative,
way of taxing. and one of the most uniust and costs much money for valuin!! the almethods of imposing taxation on land, as it lotments; ~nd whilst you are doing this you
places a tax on products. This is not the refuse to have that form of taxation which
kind of tax to be advocated by the Labour obtains in New Zealand_ which in New
Party here, as they do not believe in plac- Zealand yields £.,)46,000. and promotes
ing an ·income tax on the produce of any settlement at the same time, whilst you have
land which bears a land tax. Clearly, then, here forms of taxation yielding .f'400,ooO
you will have to go into this question of' under an inoperative closer settlement
taxation. You have had a report pre- scheme, with a population fleeing from the
sented to you by the Public Accounts. Com- land as if it were stricken by plague.
mittee for the purpose of consideration by
Mr. BENT.-Consider the North Melthis House. It is a most valuable docu- bourne local option awards.
ment containing matter f:taught with posMr. PRENDERGAST.-If that was a
sibilities either for good or evil. If we mistake, your Chief Secretary should not
deal with it all right it will do a vast have agreed to go on wirth it. You cannot
amount of good, and if not it will lead to place the responsibility for that on any
irreparable injury in the future. In another man's shoulders in this House. but It
place last night an honorable member al- should act as a warning to the gentlemen
luded to the fact that too much taxation responsible at the time the Bill was passed.
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I, myself, was not here then, and had
nothing to do with the appointment of a
Local Option Court.
That court, however, having been appointed, and having
given its decision, it was only just that
the money should be Daid. and I think the
Premier was perfectly justified in paying
the amounts.
However, as I say to
the Premier, you have been struggling your best.
Your Ministry have
been trying times out of number during ,the recess to put people on the land.
You have even gone to the extent, as a previous Ministry did, of buying land privately without coming to Parllament about
the matter, and so trying to settle people on
the land, and to stop the leakage of our
population, but you have not succeeded.
Everyone knows that the population has
been steadily falling off.
Mr. BENT.-I put a note of interrogation there.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Then I ask you
to look at your official returns of population.
The last quarterly return is published in
this week's Gazette. I t is for the quarter
ended 31st March, 19°5, and it states that
on 31st December, 19°4, the population was
estimated at 1,210,304, of which 6°5,°35
were males, and 6°5,269 females. Onthe31st
March,' 1905, the population was 1,210,530,
of which 6°4,587 were males, and 005,943
females j thus there is shown an increase of
226 persons. The natural increase was
3,399, and the excess of emigration was
3, 173· Therefore, there has been a clearing
out of population from this State during
th~ first three months of this year to the
number of 3,17 3 persons. The immigration
record is 24,760, and the emigration
26,026. New South Wales gained from ibis
State 35 persons by sea and lost
401 by road and rail j Western Australia gained I, 149, and New Zealand
1,028.
In addition, you will find
that the natural increase was 3,399, and
we only had 266 of that number remaining
in the State; no fewer than 3, 173 shook
the d'ust of Victoria from their boots. That
is the falling off for the first 'three
months of this year, and, judging from
flgures I have seen in a subsequent Gazette,
you wiJI find there that the monthly returns
for the second three months show a falling
off of population equivalent to that of the
first quarter. \Vhat I contend is this: that
you have been trying in all directions to
settle people on the land, even to the limit
of conservative politics.
Mr. BENT .-1 told you I was a progressive Liberal many a tIme.
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An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You should
say a Socialist.
i\1r. PRENDERGAST.-I say, then,
that within the limits of the views. of his
political party, the Premier has proceeded
with closer settlement, and has acted in the
recess for the purpose of settling people on
the land. But in doing this he has broken
up commons-one of the most dangerous departures that could ever obtain here.
~1r. HENT.-I query that.
Mr. PKENDERGAST.-The breaking
up of the commons in England was the
downfall of the working classes.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-But it was the rich men
who attached them there.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I take it -tliat
the Premier's intention is right. If the land
was going into more hands in this State,
then what you say n:tight be correct. But
they are going into "fewer hands. The rich
men are getting them, and the poor men
are not having the share which they were
expected to obtain. You have carried out
your Closer Settlement Act-Mr. BENT.-We have not had time for
doing so yet.
_
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No j but the
people generally seem to be impressed very
much with the seeming impossibility of making a success of it.
Mr. BENT.-Whenever my girl is mentionea anywhere the people give three cheers
for her.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Sl1e does not
seem to be promising very well at the present time. She wants her sponsors near her
to keep her from getting astray until she
obtains her majority, and so it has been
going on, that whjJst you have been trying
to settle people on the land, in the very
districts where you have purchased areas
the people are leaving in bunches. Queensland, on the other ha'nd, is attracting people
to her soil. T,hen as to works undertaken
for promoting successful settlement, I point
out that in connexion with the Walhalla
railway, while the land; has been handed
over to the Railway Department, it has been
decided, so it is, said, that the Commissioners will not accept the responsibility of
taking over the line, their reason being that
it will not pay. The construction of that
line was decided upon against the wishes
of a large number of members of this
House, and now we are told that it will not
pay, and that the Department will not take
it over until conditions are agreed to, which
I believe the people will not be able to carry
out. In everv direction but the right one you
are looking for a remedy. Thf! real remedy
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would be to first come down on those who
have broad acres, and compel them to pay
a fair share of taxation, and then apply
compulsory purchase. They would then
go to court for the purpose of ,having their
claims settled, and there would be no driving of them off except with the full value of
their lands in their pockets-that is how to
settle people in this country j and then, as I
said, you are asked by a member in another
place to reduce the income tax "as a way of
giving back the people some of the money
taken from them.
And now the Public
Accounts Committee bring up a report showing that we have £20,000,000 to pay within
fifte'en years. You must remember that
when you go into the market you will have
silent conditions imposed upon you. Certain people will meet in a bank parlour in
some part of the world-it may be in Melbourne-and will decide on the conditions,
and you will haNe to bow to those conditions
or be bled for them.
Mr. BENT.-We have got £70,000,000 of
security.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - That would
make no difference. Shylock lends half-acrown on a ten-guinea watch, and Shy lock
will lend money on all your securities, but
he will get as much interest out of you as he
can. That is the la,w of capital, the Jaw of
the powerful men in the community. Let
me refer to the last conversion loan. The
Premier of the last Government, who still
haSi a seat in the House, and an honorable
gentleman who died during the recess, knew
all about this transaction. It was hanging
fire for about two years, and conditions
were proposed in a way that would not
permit of them being carried out, without to some extent bre"aking the law.
Six months of the receipts on the debenture
forms had to be torn off and thrown away,
because it was slaid that the debentures by
law should have a currency of three years,
whereas they only had a little over two
)'\ears to go, and we also presented
the holders with vouchers for interest
on the money for a period during which
we did not have the money at all. We went
on to the market for a loan of £5,000,000,
but to enable us to get £5,000,000,_ we
had to float the sum of '£5,3°9,712.
When we floated the £5,01)0,000 at that
period, it ,cost us, in addition to that,
£179,000 for expenses. We only floated
£2,75°,000 of the loan at 3! per cent. into
stock, and we ~ad: to float £2,250,000 of
the loan into debentures at 4 per cent.
The differ,ence between 3~ per cent. and
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4 per cent. should be fairly considered as
an extra charge upon the loan. These are
official figures.
Mr. WATT.-No debentures were floated
at all. They are Treasury bonds.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is what
I call debentures. " They are practically
the same as debentures.
Mr. WATT.-A different thing altogether.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
member cannot get away tram my argument. The question he raises is merely
parleying about terms that do not confuse
the House. The House knows my position exactly. We have to give ~ per cent.
extra for two years upon £2,250,000 worth
of debentures or Treasury bonds, making
another £25,000 extra.
That £25,000
has to go on to the £3°9,000 over-floated,
and the £179,000 for expenses, bringing
the extra sum in round figures to £515,000.
Now, comes the extraordinary portion of
the transaction. At the present time, our
stock, that we floated" then at about
£92 lOS., is selling at about par.
Consequently, the difference between £92 lOS.
and £100 has been profit to those people
in two y~ars, or a sum of about £200,000.
That does not affect us in one wlay,
but that is the profit to those who
The
dealt with us in this transaction.
Treasurv bonds or debentures do not
stand ~n
exactly the same footing.
We borrowed the money on the debentures
for two years, and the conditions \\'ere, that
if the holders. liked they could, at the end
of two y,ears, float those debentures or Treasury bonds into stock, and if they did not
like they need not do it.
,Mr. WATT.-Was the stock minimum
£91 or £96?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It was about
£92 lOS. The minimum was £96 in the
other case. At any rate, it is acknowledged
that there has been a profit of about 7 per
Of
cent. to those who took the stock.
course, those who took up the Treasury
bonds will choose to float them into stock
'Ve
as they have the" option of doing.
have no option, except to hand them over.
If we had floated those Treasurv bonds
without giving any option to anybody, we
should have paid no more for them, and
perhaps a tdfle less, or we should have
received no less for them, while we should
have had the opportunity of saving to-day
upon the difference in the price of the Treasury bonds and the price that the holders
have the right to take them up at-a differThat £60,000
ence of about £60,000.
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will go into the pockets of the holders today, because of the appreciated value of
the Treasury bonds. Of course, they will
float them into stock, and get the £60,000,
and we shall have to pay £90,000 as the
cost of flotation in addition. So we find
that the whole transaction will have
landed us by the end of this year in a
total sum of £575,000 dead loss for the
flotation of a £5,000,000 loan. The Premier contradicted the statement I made at
the Exhibition-building on this matter, but
there are the figures.
They can be examined by anybody. There is no juggling
with them at all. I have shown the exact
posItIOn. There is a £7 increase in values
to-day, and if anybody calls that successful
finance, it is the most extraordinary name
I ever heard applied to 5uch a transaction.
Let us' examine a little further. We had
a banking agreement ~ith these gentlemen
-one of the most extraordinary of agreements, according to the report of the Committee of Public Accounts.
According to
the second report of that committee, under
the old agreement the banks allowed interest
at the rate of 2 per cent. per annum on the
daily current credit balance of the public
account. . The report statesIn July, 1902, the banks, in compliance with the
terms of the agreement then in operation, gave the
Honorable the Treasurer six months' notice of their
intention to terminate the agreement. At the request of the late Honorable W. Shiels, the banks
car.ried on the agreement till the 1st April, 1903,
when a fresh agreement was entered into. Under
the old agreement the banks allowed interest at
the rate of 2 per cent. per annum on the daily
current credit balance of the public account. The
banks proposed that the fresh agreement should
provide but I per cent. interest on the minimum
" monthly" credit balance of the public account,
and that no interest should be allowed if the
amount to the credit of the Government fell at
any time below £5,000. That proposal was not
accepted by the Government.

I should think not. I will tell the House
some reasons why the banks were very ungrateful in forcing that proposal upon their
friend, i\Ir. Shiels, at that period.
The
committee continuesIt was finally agreed, however, that the amount
standing to the credit of the trust funds trustees
should be separated from the public account, and
that inteTest on the trustees' account should be at
the rate of 3 per cent. per annum, calculatea on
the minimum credit balance during each calendar
quarter, and that the interest on the "daily"
credit balance of the public account should be 1
per cent. per annum' instead of 2 per cent., as
formerly.
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with our finances. About the year 1894, or
1895, when the policy of the Credit Fon'1
cier \vas being introduced to the House by,
Sir George (then Mr.) Turner, the late Mr.
Shiels opposed the extension of the Credit
Fancier principle. He opposed the principle of touching the banks at all, or he
advocated their being touched as little as
possible. He said tIiey should not be in~erfered with i~ the work they were doing
III the commumty.
He urge<;l that to interfere with the banks was to destroy the
stabilitv of the communitv, and he delivered
a marvellous speech of about three hours'
duration, for the purpose of fixing as permanentl y as he possibly could the position.
the banks had taken up in the community,
and of trying to prevent us from interfering with that position by means of the
Credit Foncier, or any other Bill. In conseq~ence of that speech at that particular
penod, a great number of men in the House
changed their opinions upon the question
of the banking system, and the banks were
not interfered with to the extent thev would
have been if that speech had not been delivered. Now, see the base ingratitude of
tho?e ~eople who, in the year 1902, put
theIr pIstol to the head of Mr. Shiels and
said, "We will withdraw these conditions
under which you have been doing business
with the banks in this State." They placed
him in a very awkward position at that
time. They forced him -doW'll to his knees,
but he fought them inch by inch.
Although he defended their position in 1894
or 1895, yet in 1902, when he claimed that
they should behave fairly to him in return,
they seized him like an orange and squeezed
the juice out of him and threw him away
when they had sucked him dry.
Mr. HANNAH.-They always do that.
Mr. WATT (to Mr. Hannah).-You are
an authority on banks.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is the
\va y the bamks repaid ·Mr. Shiels for his
advocacy, and repaid this country for holding back and not dealing with them as it
should r.aye dealt with them in 1894 or
1895.
They repaid this country in 1902,
in the time of its tribulation, by dipping
their hands into its pockets as deep as possible, although at the previous period Mr.
Shiels had induced the House to deal
leniently with them. This valuable report
of the Committee of Public Accounts further says-

The banks got a vast advantage over that
At the time the Victorian banks were insisting
transaction. Look at their stand and de- on a reduction of 50 per cent. in the interest
lhver policy on that occasion in connexion allowed on the public account the local money
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market was hardening. In the month following
that in which the fresh agreement with the Government was made, the banks increased the rate
of interest on fixed deposits. The Committee cannot regard the existing agreement as a satisfactory
one to the State, but in view of the local money
market having recently become easier, it is unlikely
that better terms can at present be obtained.

This shows that they increased the rate of.
i~terest to the outside public at the very
time that they were trying to decre(lse it
to the State.. In view of the attitude
a.dopted by the banks ·towards us, what position sho~ld we take up? Clearly to-day
the great bulk of the public account is
going into the coffers of the banks.
They
a:e. enabled. to use public money, and are
gIvlllg nothlllg whatever III return for it.
'~he Stlat~ pa~s its public servants upon
eIght or mne dIfferent banks. It draws its
cheque upon one bank to pay one section,
upon another bank to pay another section,
~nd so on. The State places its money
In tr.ese. banks without interest.
It has an
institution-the Treasury-at one end of
the ~own to take in money from the public j
but 1'l1stead of keeping it to its own account
a~d investing ~t, as the Treasurer rightl ~
dId rece~tly WIth that £I47,000, it takes
the pubhc money and deposits it immediatel'y in other banks, as if it was not safe
with itself.
With reference to the
£I47,000 I mentioned, I do not want to
carp at the Honorable the Treasurer when
he is right. _I am talking generally and
not shooting at him at all. The State 'has a
Savings Bank at the other end of the town
but it will not deposit its money there and
it has occasionally to make an app;al to
the public for funds to lend under the
~redit Foncier system. Instead of keep~ng the State's own money that comes into
Its coffers by the operation of Land Acts,
~nd all other forms of legislation that bring
In revenue, and investing it for itself instead of paying by its own cheque, o~ its
Own funds, the State drives this money out
to other institutions without interest, it
allows them to pay nothing whatever for
the use of its money, and at the same time
it goes cap in hand! for money to the ver;'
people who.are .using the State's money to
cru~h the State Itself by increasing the rate
of lllterest whenever the State wants to borrow money.
Mr. W ATT.-How could the State do its
own banking and pay by its own cheque?
NIr. PRENDERGAST.-Why could it
110t?
1\1r. WATT .-Have you thought it out?
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes. It is as
easy !or. t~e State to do it as for any private mdividual.
It makes no difference.
If the State has money in the State bank
it can as easily operate upon that money
in its own institution as any private individual could in his own private institution.
It is said, for instance, that we could not
manage the public Trust Account. Thev
manage that in New Zealand. They take
a controlling position in connexion with the
Bank of New Zealand, they operate that
bank by the State, they pay by their own
cheque, and that is practically the State
bank. They had to take possession of that
bank to keep it solvent. Is it not verv
much the same thing in New Zealand i;
connexion with fire ankl life insurance?
Large funds are used by 'the State for those
purposes, and are placed to the credit of
the State in the bank. The State is able
to operate its own funds successfully with
the least trouble in the world. If the accounts of our friendly societies can be paid
to-day into the Savings Bank, and operated
on as is done now, tnere is nothing to prevent. the State from operating the account of any private individual who chooses
to deposit there, or its own account, which
could be operated without the least trouble.
In I894-5, it was s:aid, in connexion with
the Credit F oncier, that to lend on land in
that way would not be safe, and that the
people would be robbing the State. But what
J(l we find? We find thar a few paltry hund·
reds of pounds would cover the losses made
during many years in connexion with these
advances. A few paltry hundreds of pounds
would cover not the losses on the whole
scheme, but the losses made in certain cas.es
in connexion with individuals, and things
have worked out so well that the Treasurer
has been able to operate that bank by getting close to the margin of profit. I believe
the Treasurer could reduce that rate by
i per cent., and I believe it has been his intention within the last few weeks to bring
the rate down to the margin of profit.
Mr. KEAST.--It is the best s:ecurity in
the world.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-But we are told
that even with that securitv we should not
b8 able to manage this bUSIness. The business of the Credit Fancier has been an immense success. Weare told that we cannot
operate in 'the same way as a State
Bank.
To-day, the principle is that
extra work must be performed by paying
all funds into other ban~s, and the cost is
thrown upon the State in the interests of
private individuals. In the Treasury they
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have to keep forms for all the banks, they
have to keep officers to check the amounts,
and keep exact accounts; but if what I propose was done there would only be one set
of accounts, and they would be kept at the
Treasury, and the Public Service would be
paid through the Treasury instead of
through the banks.
Mr. McCuTcHEoN.-The banks have
branches all over the country.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - There are
branches, of the Savings Bank all over the
country, but these branches of the Savings
Bank are paying what they receive into
other banks, w,hich send it down to the
central institution. This is a waste of time.
The banks have another little scheme on in
connexion with loans, and it is a very profitable one. About £41,000,000 of the
money we have borrowed has been borrowed
in the London market. If we determine,
when a loan falls due, to raise another loan
in the London market, and we go away
from the London and Westminster Bank,
we shall have to pay that bank 5s. in
the £ 100 for abrogating the agreement
which we have with the bank in connexion with £34,000,000. The remaining
£7,468,420 would come under the new
agreement, and in respect to that the Government would pay 2S. 6d. per cent.
Besides that, we have to give the bank
£250 per million for paying interest. That
i3 for merely handing the money to the
banker with whkh he is to p.ay himself. That
£ 250 per million is like a payment to a
man for raking the money which you pay
him into his drawer.
Mr. VV ATT.-I wish vou understood it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The hG)11orable member will not give way to anyone
else, but has the most perfect knowledge
on everything that has occurred or will occur. The amount of money that we have
to pay for breaking this agreement is mentioned in the report which I hold in my
hand.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-You will have nothing
to sayan the Budget speech.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I would point
out that there is a total amount of
£34,000,000, on which 'we should have to
pay 5s. in the ;1'.100 on terminating the
agreement with the London and Westminster Bank, and that there is £7,468,420,
upon whiCh we should have to pay 2S. 6d.
in the £100. The last report of the Committee of Public Accounts states that the
total we sl1ou1d have to pay to the London
and Westminster Bank UDon terminating
the agreement with it would be £99,913.

19 0 5·J
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That is the position. ,\Ve cannot get away
from those figures.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Queensland cannot get
out of the Bank of England until it has
repaid its last loan.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am not aware
of the conditions under which the loans in
Queensland were floated, but I know that
never in the history of Victoria have we
been compelled to pay so much for money
as we were compelled to pay for the flota60n of our last loan in London.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The new
ag~eement alters that.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If a man
comes along and chops off one ear instead
of two, are we to consider him a benefactor
simply because he has onlv chopped one
off? Honorable members 'know how the
late Mr. Shiels fought in connexion with
the banks of that period. At a later period
he fought for the country. it may well
be said of him, as was said of Wolsey,
that, if he had served his country half as
zealously as he had served his King, he
would not, in his ofd age, have been left
naked to his enemies.
The ban}{Js afterwards left him to the criticism of every
one, and yet he was the greatest friend they
had in the country. A man cannot serve
God and Mammon. He served Mammon
very well.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-What is your god?
Mr. PRENDERGAST. -My god is
democracy.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-But which of those
two?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The people.
I will give another instance. The honorable member for Abbotsford has taken a
very active part in the past in trying to get
conditions imposed on the banks in order
to require them to pay over to the State
what banks are compelled to pay over to
the State in England, as well as in other
Australian States. I am alluding to the
unclaimed balances of accounts. Because
they had a number of friends in politics
who saved them from the operation of that
measure, the banks came along with a
charge of 5s. a half-year for keeping an
account. That charge operates over every
account, and if it is allowed to continue to
operate on accounts in which there are no
transactions, the banks will be able to seize
the whole of the unclaimed balances. In
England they are not allowed to do that,
and in South Australia a large amount of
money was paid into the coffers of the State
as the result of what was done there. In
Victoria, according to an article which
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appeared in the Ballarat CDurier on "Treasure Trove," the farthings in the unclaimed
funds would come to about £14 7 ,000. It
would appear that there are many thousands
of pounds in the banks which do not belong
to them, and of which they have merely'
been appointed the custodians. The money
is being allowed to be drawn into the shareholders' hands, and into the ownership of
the banks, by the operation of this law, under which a charge is made for accounts.
Mr. WATT. - It means I40,000,000
farthings. Do yon believe tnat?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Does it.
Mr. WATT.-It is good enough for you.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It does not
mean anything of the kind. You cannot
make r40,000,000 by reducing the figures
to farthings. But the point is this, that
there is a large sum of money wlii_ch does
not belong to the banks. but which the
banks are seizing by the oDeration of this
charge for accounts. The honorable member for Abbotsford tried to get his Bill
dealing with this matter passed last session. and no doubt he will make another
attempt, so that Parliament may do justice in the matter and take over that wnich
does not belong to the banks, but which the
banks hold as custodians, and use that for
the purposes of the State, as is done in
England and in other countries.
Mr. LEVIEN.-As the custodjans.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It was safe
in I8(H, was jt not?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Government also propose to dea.! with the Question of adulteration. I would remind the
Minister of Public Works that I brought
him some samples of chocolate for analvsis.
It was an article which was imnorted into
this country, and which can be sold at from
~d. to rd. per lb., when manufactured into
lollies, below the locally made article. The
analysts gave a reDort whjch was of a kind
which should not be tolerated from analysts.
It was not made clear in the report what
the substance was. but it was stated that
there was no harmful adulteration in the
article. That is not true. The stuff consisted of the husks of cocoa ground up with
cocoa, and mixed with inferior SU1rar, and
of course it can undersell genUlne chocolate mixed with SU1rar. If t.here \Va.s a Droper adulteration law, it would apply to the
importation of goods like this. I believe
that in a great number of instances we are
manufacturing better and Durer articles
than are imDorted. The oDeration of a law
dealing with adulteration of this character
would have the effect of increasing our in-
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dustries, and the openings for the employ,:
ment of -men, and would be almost 'equivalent to the operation of a good protective
policy in connexion with our Tariff.
Mr. BENT.-Hear, hear.
Mr. FRENDERGAST.-With a Tariff
operating in a protective way we could give
further protection by preventing the adulteration of these substances. Tinned milk
of such a character has been imported into
the State that it has killed the children fed
on it, there being no nutriment in it, as it
consisted of colouring matter and water, and
but little milk. If we had a good adulteration law, it would give more employment in
the manuf,acture of good articles, and would
prevent the adulterators usinQ' our market
and fraudulently selling- substances which
are not what they, are represented to be.
I hope the Ministry will come forward with
a proposition to that effer.t. I do not ask
that the law should define everv. substance.
Leave that matter to certain men who shall
make a standard for every ar6cle, and then
require that any substance. no matter where
it comes from, should not be admitted to
consumption unless it came up to that
We wlIl protect our own manustandard.
facturers, if we do that, to a much greater
extent than they are protected now.
I have
heard " hears hears" from the Government
side of the House, and the Minister of
Water Supply even applauded me.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I have listened most
attentivel y to you.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-It is a law operating against good old individualism; it is
a socialistic law.
Mr. WATT.-SO is all law.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is fair to assume that those who will interfere with the
operations of private enterprise are making
one step along the line to Socialism-the
line that our party have been fighting for all
It is hard to get these people to
the time.
acknowledge it, but sometimes their actions
belie their words.
That is what the Premier would call " Safe Socialism."
Mr. BENT.-That is right!
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I want to draw
attention to a particular anomaly in the Railway Department.
A number of men have
been employed there for many years, and
received 7s. a day. I think they are
called III tne Department "permanent
casuals."
I have been told that about
30 or 40 of them receiving 7S. a day were
dismissed, and afterwards re-employed at
6s. 6d. a day.
I believe they have appealed time after time to the Railways
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Commissioners to get ,an interview, but
have not even received the courtesy of a
reply.
Mr. BENT.-The Government have increased the pay of 250 men by 6d. a day.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am showing
where the pay has been reduced 6d. a day.
iThere are at least 30 or 40 men in this
position, and there may be 200.
This is
sure I y not the sort of thing that is desired
by the Minister of Railways.
Surely he
does not want to have it said that he is
doing "this.
Mr. BENT.-We have not dismissed a
man.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - I have just
'told the honorable gentleman of a case
where men receiving 7S. a day have been
put off, and re-employed at 6s. 6d.
Mr. BENT.-I will make a note of it.
Mr. PRENDER"GAST. - IT'hat is as
much as we can expect of the honorable
gentleman at this period.
I wish to return to the income taJC for a moment. There
has been an outcry amongst certain people
for a reduction in that tax, so as to keep
the revenue down as near as possible to the
expenditure.
In view of the fact that we
have been bled over our loans, that other
loans will be falling due in 1907 and 1908,
and that during the next fifteen years we
will have £20,000,000 falling due, and
in view, also, of the accumulated deficit of
some years, I hope the Treasurer will not
propose or permit of any reduction in the
tax at present.
We require money to
form a fund to meet our indebtedness, so
that we will not be "had" as we were
" had" in connexion with the last loan.
The Government have provided, and
rightly so, sanatoria for people suffering
'from tuberculosis; but there is one danger
in connexion with the matter.
A man
who has just contracted the dise'ase is given
an opportunity for recovery bv the State,
but a man who has no hope of recovery is
not taken care of by the State at all. When
a man has consumption in its worst form
it is especially dangerous, and it is at that
period that the Government should take
~harge of him, so that he may be able to
get that food which he cannot obtain other,wise.
Mr. BENT.-I intend to ask you to vote
money to 'do it.
Mr.. PRENDERGAST.-No one will
be more pleased than I and my party to
help the honorable gentleman .to secure the
money that is required for that purpose.
A visit to the poorer portions of our population where you may find a family living
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in a house of only two rooms, will show
the necessity for making proper proviSiion
for people suffering from this disease.
Mr. BENT.-I have seen Dr. Norris, and
he has given money' in galore to these
places.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - I am very
glad to hear it.
No matter what the sanitary precautions rnay be, an individual who
contracts this disease may not be able to
adopt them, and may not be able to obtain
that food, stimulus, and warmth necessary
to give him a little chance of remaining
alive.
I saw a load of people being taken
in a cab to the sanatorium at Broadmeadows,
and a number of people who surrounded
the cab looked just .as bad as those who
were in it.
These people were relatives
and friends of those who were being sent
to Broadmeadows. All these people should
be treated in such a manner as to render
it impossible for the disease to be contracted by others, and they should be
housed in a manner creditable to the
humanity of Victoria.
In connexion with
the rail way coal contracts, the highest price
is given to the largest of the local coal
mines.
Those that have big machinery
have obtained a higher price than those who
work in small co-operative parties. The
Minister of Railways promised me that consideration wouldi be given to some of the cooperative parties working these mines; but
the Railway Department has extended no
consideration to them. The promise that
these parties would be able to tender for
a certain amount of coal has not been fulfilled.
The Outtrim Company has a contract to supply 50,000 'tons 21t 12S. a ton;
but the co-operative parties who have to get
their coal out under worse conditions receive
only IIS. ,a ton, and have got a contract for
onl y 5,000 tons. There is one collier,)l getting IS. a ton more, and another 6d. a ton
more than these co-operative parties receive,
and the coal supplied by the large companies is no better. The small parties are
not able to get ,a sufficiently large contract
to keep the men employed.
Mr. BENT.-We made a railway for
them.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes, but the
Government -are not giving them sufficient
work to keep the railway going. The Pre-"
mier would recollect the railway strike.
Mr. MURRAY.-" Let the dead past bury
its dead."
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-At any rate,
the Premier will not forget the verdict that
has just been given against the Department,
which snows that the court appreciates the
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exact wording of the law to do justice. The
Government on this particular occasion,
whatever mav have been their desire, did not
recognise justice, or they would not have
compelled this man to go into court to have
his rights recognised. The result is that
the Government have to pay this man about
£800 or £900, and will have to pay the
costs with 'money that would have paid
compensation to other people who should
receive it. What is the intention of the
Government in reference to the dismissed
engine-drivers? They have been promised
wo~k, and have not received it, and some of
them, 1 believe, are doing pick rand shovel
work on the Government land at St. Kilda.
A number have been promised work, but
have received no intimation of it. Nothing
appears to have been done to relieve these
men, and the only crime they were guilty
of was that of sticking out for what they
conceived to be right. 1 do not admit that
they were wrong, but assuming that they
were wrong, they should not be treated raS
criminals by the Government of this country. The Government deny them the right
to receive compensation.
It is wonderful
how the smallest point in connexion with
the working man is pursued, when he is
guilty of anything like Trades-hallism or
Socialism, while other men can be guilty
of crimes in the administration of this country, and yet enjoy privileges. These working men have been denied the compensation
earned by years of hard labour, and the
on 1)1 crime they are adjudged guilty of is
that they stood to their fellows, and went
out on strike. This sort of thing has always
been treateq as a cri'me by those on the oapitalistic side of the community. 1 do not
use the word' " capitalistic" in 'any offensive
sense, but simply as the most expressive
word. The working men have been opposed
by
that
class,
and
hence
the number of labour representatives
sitting on
the
Opposition
benches.
The presence of the members who are on
this side of the House answers you completely as to the will of the people, and we
want a proper recognition of this on your
side. These men were denied their compensation, to which they were entitled by
long years of faithful service. They have
been denied employment, too, although there
are no marks against them at all.
Yet
one gentleman had to leave this House because his character was besmirched-the late
Minister of Lands-and who, nevertheless,
had his card for private entree to the Governor's last levee, and who still travels
on the railways on his free pass.
Mr. Prendergast.

1"1r.
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BENT.~He

resigned.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-His name was

down on the list for the Governor's levee
the other day.
Mr. BENT.-What is the good of talking?
I tell you he resigned.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-He was there
all right.
Mr. BENT .-But he resigned his position
on the Executive. I want only to correct
you.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-His name was
on the list for the Governor's levee as one
of those who were invited. If that is the
treatment from one side to another in such
cases-Mr. BENT .-1 have told the honorable
member what happened. 1 made inquiry,
and found that when the committee made a:
report, althaugh up to that time he was
unconscious, of having done anything wrong"
he bowed to the opinion of the committee
and resigned his position on the Executive
Council.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Does he use
his railway pass?'
Mr. BENT .-1 do not know about the
pass j 1 have not inquired into that at all.
Mr. GAUNsoN.~He could not use his
pass, sb why talk about it?
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The reason
why 1 brought the matter up is because his
name appeared on the levee list. 1 accept
the Premier's explanation. But the explanation does not apply in every instance.
You have come to resolutions in connexion
with the Butter Commission, and in this regard your endeavour will be, 1 hope, to
place yourselves) ill' such a position that
every farmer who has. had one p,enny filched
from him by false pretences will be helped
to get every such penny back again, and you
will have to deal with people who have been
guilty of such transactions" and not afterwards make them successful contractors, as
in the instance of the steam-ship owners,
for the same class of work.
That is
the position, and' you will never get away
from it until you adopt the principle of
becoming owners of your own ships plying
between here and London. You may accomplish this under such conditions as will
be approved of by thosJe who believe in
maintaining the tie with Great Britain, and
who appreciate the ,amount of money we
spend OIn war-ships. Such a proposal could
be agreed to on the condition that it would
embrace our defence, and enable us to. hold
our own on the s,eas" and train our own
men for the naval protection of our country. We might build ten or a dozen ves-
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sels equal to any that might be opposed to
them in time of war. You remember that
at the time of the South African war it
cost England many millions of money for
transport. England had to play money in
all directions for the purpose of making
We have to pay
mail-boats cruisers.
£200,pOO
a year as supplementary
money to the British AClmiralty out
of the Commonwealth pocket.
You
know that it will cost us perhaps
£40,000
or £50,000, perhaps only
£30,000, extra money to enable us to get
proper conditions in connexion with the
carrying of butter and the' preparations
therefor. In any case, it will amount to a
tidy sum, and will not be grudged. In Australia about £500,000 is paid for, State
work done between here and Great Britain
-for protection and other purposes. That
sum of £500,000 would pay about 5 per
cent. on £10,000,000, and with such a
sum to-day we could purchase thirty cruisers, costing about £330,000 each, and having regard to the service between here and
Great Britain, we would only require about
twelve of such cruisers at the outset. As
it is, Great Britain has to be continually
adding to her fleet without alliv apparent
result, but only' to insure protection for her
dominions.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Are these
vessels to be war ships?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I say they
would be cruisers with a speed of twenty
knots, and costing about £330,000 each for
the best of them, and they would have a
displacement for cargo of from 7,000 to
9,000 tons, which would be available for
the ca.rriage of coal for the furnaces in
times of war.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It would add
millions to our national debt.
Mr. PRENDERGA.ST.-We are paying
at least £400,000 a year now, and getting
nothing for it, and by the means we suggest,
we would stop the expenditure of £200,000
a year, and that would pay interest on an
expenditure of £3,000,000 or £4,000,000,
which would give us twelve such vessels.
Besides, if you purchase a battle-ship
here, Britain is prepared to 'arm it,
or to arm any cruisers we may add to
the navy. In England itself the naval
expenditure has become a crushing burden
on the people, and it is time that we here
should consider our position, and see what
we will have to provide in the way of
,cruisers-to provide for ourselves vessels
which in time of peace can do the work of
Session 1905.-[3]
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commerce, and in time of war do the work
of protection by fighting for the nation.
The carrying on of the war in South Africa
cost Great Britain many millions by having
to pay for the carriage of her own troops
in hundr,eds of thousands, and the carriage
of supplies. We see also what the cost of
transit has been in the war between Japan
and Russia, and the risk the transports
have to run of being bailed up by little
armed vessels, and sunk or seized.
We
should, then, be in a position of being able
to transport our goods by sending them in
steamers capable of prot,ecting themselves
in times of war, anc:i as England is to-day
in a very isolated position, surely there
could be nothing better for us than to have
our own ships of war, which would be arso
serviceable in times of peace, and not liable
to be easily taken by any armed steamers of
a foreign country.
Mr. BowsER.-How would you keep
your ships manned for action?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is a question of detail, but it is a point which has
been thought out.
We might have only
two or three of these boats fully anmed,
and the men could be transferred on each
voyage, so that fully trained crews would
be available the whole time.
But mv
point is that we should be able to build
ships of war that would be useful in times
of peace.. I want to deal now with the
question of women's suffrage.
The Premier went to the Hobart Conference, at
which the following resolution was passed
unanimously:Resolved that this Conference agrees that the
Commonwealth and State Governments should
consider the question of amending th'eir electoral
laws, with the object of making the qualification
and disqualification of electors as nearly uniform
as maybe deemed possible and desirable, and
that communication should be at once entered
upon by the EI"ectoral and Law Departments of
the Commonwealth and States, with the object
of the nearest possible approach to uniformity in
the modes of enrolment, mode of revision, establishment of polling places, and other mechanism
of an Electoral .Act.

That resolutiolll having been passed by the
Premiers at the Conference-unanimouslv,
I understand-I hope that it will be giv~
effect to by our own Premier.
Perhaps
the honorable gentleman will tell me that
it does not embrac~ an extension of the
franchise, and that indeed it may mean a
reduction of the franchise, both in the
Commonwealth and in the States.
That
rna y be so, but all will agree that it states
that a conference on the subiect should be
held-a confer:ence to ,decide what the
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franchise should be. Then, I say, let that
conference be gone into. Let it consist of
representatives of all the States, and the;
Prime Minister of the Commonwealth, and
let them come to a conclusion one way or
another.
They did so in Ta,smania,
and the decision arrived
at
there
meant an extension of adult suffrage.
With regard to the auestlon of water. I
was very sorry to see that at the Premiers'
Conference in Tasmania, while the water
question did come up and perhaps was
brought one step closer to settlement than
it has b~en before. still it seems there are
many more steps that must be taken before
we can obtain a :real settlement of that
question. It seems to be a most sinful
waste to see what we saw a few months
ago, when we were up at the opening of
the bridge at Koondrook-this water, or in
other words money. runnine- a banker to the
sea, while within 100 or 200 yards of the
river the land was parched for thp. want
of water. We saw th:at in all directions.
I do not think we can take ~.dion one
minute too soon to get a Commission appointed bv the Commonwealth and let it
deal with this question one way or the
other, so that this water ma)l be utilized instead of being allowed to run to waste to
the sea. The Minister of Water Sunplv has
undoubtedly done a Irreat deal in brine-ing
forward the Water Bill he submitted last
session. That Bill was certainly a great
improvement on any lee-islation I exnected
to see from that (the Ministerial) sine of
the House. Some of the honorable gentleman's propositions in the matter were auite
radical enough to suit the radical members,
and there were few of them in my opinion
but were just and in the 'interests of th~
country. I thoroughly believe the honorable gentleman's "intention was to have
pushed that Bill through last session, whatever may have been the exiQ'encie~ of Goyernment business. which Orf~venten him
from doing so. I hone to see the honorable
gentleman take up the matter ~.p';:).in this
session in such a way as will enah1e him to
push it to a conclusion, so that the Bill
may go through both Houses, and I trust
that thi~ House will not rise until some
nnalitv has been achieved in connexion with
the settlement of the water question, especially in relation to the ownership, and to
what the State is going to do with that
great socialistic pronosal to na.tionalize the
beds of creeks and rivers which have been
alienated, and to protect the water rights
of the people in the future. I believe the
Government will have the support of every
Mr. Prend,ergast.
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member of this House to enable them to
deal with the Murrav water nuestion in
whatever proposal they mav br1np' forward
that will get us one foot closer to the settlement of this question. We have been nromised a codification of the factory laws,
and also that they shall be enacted permanently. Now the factory laws of this
State, as they stand at present, do not suit
the workmen of Victoria. They do not run
in line with the wishes which the workmen
have expressed on many and manv an occasion, nor do they rtin in liDf~ with the
advanced legislation in other States. As
far, at all events, as legislation for the protection of children and apprenticeship legislation are concerned, there is no approach to
what we desire in this advanced age to see
obtaining in such a State as; Victoria. In the
first place, there is no restriction on the number of apprentices. That was cros,sed out of
the Bill, but some restrictions must certainly be placed on the number of annrentices in order to give fair and reasonable
rights to those who have to earn their living
in a particular business. Further we are
not in line with-legislation nronosen. by
those gentleme~ who after takinp' p.virlence
for ma~y months, both here, and' in other
AustralIan States and New· Zealand, advocated that ar9.itration laws should be
brought forward. and 'that restnctIOns
should be placed on alien workmen. What
I want is legislation on the lines suggested
by that Victorian Commission. whir.h was
composed of memoers from a.l1 sirle~ of the
~ouse j and Defore anv Dermanencv is
gIven to our factories lellislation there must
?e an e~dea~our to ~mend' that legislation
In the dIrectIons deSIred bv the neoDle of
the State. I noticed the nroDosal recently
of the Government with. regard to the South
Star royalty auestion at Ballarat.
They
propose to devote either £3,000 or
£S.ooo-Mr. BENT.-£S,ooo.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-To try and
find a lode at a deeper level where there
is very heavy water. Now it is true to
some extent that the Government abolished
the royalty question in connexion with that
matter, but .it is only- true as regards the
Government themselves, because they still
leave the mine, and everyone else, after the
Government have received their £5,000,
open to pay tribute to individuals who are
really a block to the .development of the
country, and who merely sit down to obtain tribute f~om everybody they possibly
can. The State protects itself, but it makes
no attempt to protect the mIner from the
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rapacity of the land-owner, or to lay down
the lines on which money could be lent for
the development of the country, and so that
the whole people should profit and not
merely the few who own the land.
Mr. BENT.-You will see what you will
see about the royalty.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I shall be very
pleased. The honorable gentleman app~r
entl y is going to step along in a line whIch
will be a cause of tribulation to some of
his supporters, but will be a source of great
gratification to those who wish to see the
progress of this State. The honorable gentleman knows that we, on this side of the
House, have never done anything that
sh9wed we had an anxiety merely to grab
the spoils of office. We have never taken
an unfair advantage or have put up arguments to answer unless we believed that those
arguments were really used by the other
side, and we wished to controvert 'them. I
can promise that during this session we will
give the fairest consideration to every measure which the honorable gentleman brings
forward for the good of the State, and will
accord our support to his measures just in
proportion as we believe they may be for
the benefit of the community without
offering anything in the shape of
party opposition to any good proposal.
On the question of the Commission to inquire into the state of the police force, such
an episode as that whidi occurred the other
day, when it was shown tnat a policeman
had received instructions from the heads
of the police force to harry the public,
and had been told that his promotion depended entirely-Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Not from the
head of the police force.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I said from
the heads. Ko doubt the constable received
those instructions from one of the heads of
the Department-from one of the superintendents. When a man is told that his promotion wi,ll be judged by the way he harries the public, then it is time some inquiry
was promoted into the police force of the
State, and some action taken to prevent
these gentlemen from being able to harry
the public as they are at the present 6me.
I have seen on occasions the move-on clause
applied by men who were totally out of
sympathy with 'the public, and not fit to
be in the street controlling traffic at all.
No later than last Saturday night, when a
number of respectable people were coming
out from a social gathering at the Orient
Hotel, a policeman rushed up saying, II I
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won't have this kind of thing," and immediately commenced to pull respectable
people out of the doorway and throw them
off the footpath, when perhaps they were
waiting for their friends, or trring to make
their way qui,etly home. I have seen some
men who conscientiously try to carry out
their duties properly) but, on the other
hand, I have seen men who should .not be
tolerated in our streets, who were eVIdently
desirous not of facilitating the traffic, but
of assu~ing the proprietorshirp of our
streets and of denying to the public the
reason~ble use of them. That sort of thing
should be put a stop to. I have heard an
instance of a member being seized by the
throat within the precincts of this House,
and thrown back, because it was thought
that he was not a member. That sort of
thimg shows the length to which some of
these men will go. If you tell a policeman quietly that he is exceeding his duty
he will threaten to lock you up. If you
tell him that he has exceeded his duty, he
will defend himself by locking you up, and
swearing as hard as he can to get a conv:lCtion. The Chief Secretary ought to see
that the rights of the public are protected,
because there are many thousands of people
who are not likelv to break the law, but
who are afraid of this power which is
placed in the hands of a policeman of
locking them up if they challenge him
with not doing his duty reasonably and
well. I ask that this power should not be
. placed in the hands of ignorant men who
do not know how to control it at all. I
would not judge all the police by some of
them. There are many good men, who will
do their duty thoroughly. The man Geelan
has handled the traffic in the streets splendidly for years and years. He is one of
the most conscientious men on that duty.
He has been able to regulate the traffic j,n
such a way wherever he was standing that
there was no complaint by tne public, who
vvere compelled to observe the rules of the
road, and at the same time no accidents.
Years ago I complained in the other building about another inspector, wbo threatened
to dismiss a man because he did not bring
sufficient prosecutions against the public.
The greatest care should be exercised in
selecting men for point duty in the streets.
New or raw men should not be selected,
nor men who are brought down here for
any offence. A special class of men, w.ith
trained capacity, eq'ual to the work of keeping the streets in proper order for traffic,
without having prosecutions against the
public, are those who should be appointed
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to show the pubEc that the police are there
to protect public interes1!s-, and not merely
for the sake of bringing prosecutions. One
of the cases brought qp a few days afterwards was that of a man who proved that
he had never driven a vehicle before. What
is the good of fining a new man like that?
Would it not have been. very much better
for the constable to take that man aside
and caution him on his first offence, telling
him that he was ·nearly causing an accident, and must be more careful, and instructing him in the rule of the road, instead of persecuting him as people are persecuted now by men who think they own
the streets? I leave this matter in the hands
of the Chief Secretary, who should look
into it. The honorable member for the
Railways Service (Mr. Hannah) and myself witnessed the incident in front of the
Orient Hotel. There had been trouble out
in the streets, where some larrik.ms had annoyed the police, but instead of following
them about and looking after law-breakers,
the police chased over to the door of the
hotel, where there were respectable enginedr.ivers coming out-there are some respectable men even in the employ of the Government. There were some hundred of
them, and the police commenced to pull
them aside, and tell them they were obstructing the traffic. Because the particular
constable in this case could not catch the
men who had annoyed him, he apparently
determined to annoy respectable citizens.
Some law is urgently needed in connexion
with the amount of money a lawyer can claim for work he may do.
Anyone who compares the position which
lawyers claim to occupy in the cx>mmunity
and the lawyer's bill published in the morning papers to-day, cannot fail to see that it
is time these people who have had the opportunity in the past of doing what they liked
in connexion with' law in this country were
brought under some sort of legal reformation in order to protect the public.
Sir SAMUEL GILLoTT.-Has judgment
been delivered in that case yet? I think
it is still going on.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I do not want
to .interfere with the course of justice in
any wa,y, but that is not the only case. The
Premier himself knows of cases in cx>nnexion with the Licensing Act.
Th~re is
one case where a woman gets £30, but
where the lawyer's claims are cons~d.erably
more than anvthing she is likely to get. The
honorable gentleman has had to step in and
protect some of the people under that Act
from the rapacity. of the lawyers behind
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them. Judging by appearances, there must
have been an immense amount of money
spent by lawyers to prevent justice being
done. IT-here are a number of honorable
men amongst lawyers. I do not attempt to
say that every man is a dishonorable man.
The Chief Secretary can truthfully tell yOU
that in the course of his practice his bills
of costs have been of such a nature that he
has never had a bill taxed in this country.
It is much cheaper to go to a decent lawyer
than to some of the harpies that trade under
the name of lawyers in town. Some men who
are owed money go to some lawyers who arc
nothing but debt collectors, harriers, and
get them to write a letter which states, "You
will forward us this amount by a certain
date, together with our costs, 1051. 6d."
Whatever the amount of money may be
that they claim on top of the debt, it is
entirely illegal. They have no business to
claim anything at all.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Do you know.that
steps are' being taken to deal with those
cases?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Law Institute should be able to debalr some of those
people from following what in a great number of instances should Le,and is, the honorable profession of the law, to which you,
Mr. Speaker, belong, and of w,hich you are
an adornment. Then the honorable profession of the law would not be discredited by
the operations of men who 'a,re merely harpies battening on the other members of the
community. This protection is needed in
the interests of the public, and I would ask
the Premier if it ,:vould not be wise to introduce 'a measure of such a description as
would prevent any lawyer to-day from having a legal claim against anybody for any
,vork he may have been doing. By that
means we should be insured of a reduction
in the amount of litigation, because people
would have to pay beforehand for thdr law.
An Arbitration Court of some kind should
be established to which people could go in
cases of debt, and have their claims deciderl
upon justice, without a.ny regard to
technicalities, and without anv interference
bv lawyer·s. 'iVe have been told that another
place is the great guardian of the interests
of this country. We have been told that
the class it ·represents will not speculate
their money in this country because of the
prospect of the Labour Party coming into
power. We have been told that it is there
as an instrument to check hasty legislation,
and yet one of the Acts that was passed
during a time of panic when company legislation was brought forward, has done more
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to reduce the confidence of speculators in
other parts of the world in Victoria than
any ten Acts that have ever been done or
committed, or enacted bv any party before,
either in or out of this 'House. That measure is called an Act to amend the Companies Act. It provides that no order s~al1
be obtained for the winding-up of a co~n
pany unless, where there are no creditors
outside of Victoria, one-third of the credito~s shall appeal, to whom is owing onethud at least of the amount of debts of
such companv, and outside of Victoria onefourth of the creditors. The positi0n now
is that if a. man comes before. the Court,
'and can show reasons whv a company should
be 'wound up, the Judge need not give him
a winding-un order unlesS' ,he can show that
a large proporti0n of the other creditors are
acting with him, whereas under the old
system if one creditor could prove that there
was a danger of those who had invested
their money in the company losing it, then
he h~d the right to compel an investigation,
and If necessary the winding-up 0f the company. if the Court wals satisfied with his
evidence.
Now companies ar'e protected
by this provision that unless one-third, or
one-quarter of the shareholders, as the case
may be, tak~ :action the company cannot be
forced to wmd up. The man wh0 invests
his money on his own account from other
parts of the world cannot get the names of
other shareholders and the result has been
that in manv insta~ces he has lost his monev
under this hastv legislati0n passed by an'other place, which has done more to destrov
confidence in this country than any other Act
on. the statut~-book. It was passed through
thIS House In one night, and the whole
of the stages necessary to pass it into law
in. another place only occupied a very few
mmutes. Some honorable gentie!"l.cn, notab) y
~r. Willi(~m McCulloch, very strongly obJected to It. .On the second! 1'eading, Mr.
McCulloch pomted out that the Bill itself
was n0t in the hands of honorable members
and he saw no necessitv for it. The Bili
was not even printed, and in the ,hands of
m~mbers of an?the~ place, when tIle:,; pa;,sed.
thIS hasty legIs:latIOn. This was done by
a place that claims that it is there to prevent
hasty legislation.
I will quote from an
article published in the Ballarat Courier recently, and headed, "Treasure Trove" : In South Australia an Act was passed in ISgI
to deal with, mechanical balances, and New Zealand, the Dominio.n of Canada, and England have
e.ach taken steps m the same direction at various
~lmes. S>n 11th November, 1891, a speaker when
mtroducmg the second reading of the Unclaimed
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Funds Bill in the South Australian Assembly, said
- " In many countries there is an immense amount
of unclaimed money in various institutions. At
the Imperial Conference in 1887 it was stated that
the unclaimed dividends on Colonial stocks
amounted to upwards of £150,000, and the unclaimed redemption money amounted to £7,849,755
95. 7d.
It appeared that out of 68,890 letters
posted by the Bank of England notifying the con. version of stock, no fewer than 12,700 went into
the Dead Letter Otlice. On 4th April, 1889, the
dividends due and not demanded amounted to
£550,549; on 4th July, to £419,959; on 4th October, to £439,511; and on 4th January, 1890, to
£4°9,207. The figures indicated that there must
be some unclaimed dividends in the Colony, and
there was some necessity for dealing with the
matter. . . . . It had been pointed out that
there was nothing to justify money being paid
over to the Treasurer of the Colony, but he considered they were starting nothing new, for it was
initiated in Great Britain 100 years ago, when Mr.
Pitt, the then Prime Minister, proposed, and it
was carried by a large majority, thai: £500,000 of
the unclaimed dividends on Government stocks,
then amounting to £547,000, should be paid into
the National Exchequer. The result was that aftel
advertising for claimants £347,000 was obtained.
In 1881 Mr. Gladstone took £40,000,000 from the
suitors' money fOT national debt purposes. Then
it was the custom not to pay the frar-tion of pennies, and these amounted to £143,000.

]\{r. W ATT.-The collection of centuries.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The English Government do nothing with priva,te moneys.
. Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes they have,
smce then, as I understand from this statement, and South Australia has also. There
are gentlemen here from South Australia
who are acquainted with the subject, and
they would not allow such a statement to
pass unchallenged if it was incorrect. A measure was carried there, and the unclaimed
balances belong to the State. What right
have the banks to claim moneys which do
not belong to them, but which belong to
other people, and for which a claimant
may come up a'hundred years hence? We
know of numerous instances in history
w here money has been claimed in this way
many years: afterwards.
This money
should be in the hands of the State, to te
uS'E;d by the State, and to be paid by the
State when it is claimed. The banks have
The
not the moral right to this money.
banks do not want Socialism, they sa v. All
the time they are fighting tooth" and nail
against Socialism.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Have not they asked
for Government assistance?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If it was not
for a socialistic law in this State, some
people would not have been able to get 20S.
m the £1, for, by law, we declared on a
certain occasion that the bank notes were
to be worth 20S. in the £1, and that they
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were to be the first charge on the assets,
and because of that law the notes were
worth 20S. in the £1. Without that law,
in the case of the Oriental Bank, notes
were sold for 8s. in the £1. It was because of our experience in connexion with
that bank, and in connexion with a bank in
New South Wales-the Bank of New Zea- .
land, I believe - that we passed that
socialistic law, declaring that the States
would see that certain things were carried
out, Stnd theyr were carried out. Silver has
a certain value in relation to the sovereign.
It is not because the
Why is that?
money changers slay that it has that value,
but because the State declares that it shall
have that value. The metal in a 5s.-piece
is worth about 2S. 6d., but that coin is always worth 5s., because it has been declared by Act of Parliament that it shall
have that value.
Ani HONORABLE MEMBER. - Is that
Socialism?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is a law
which prevents the individual doing what
he likes with silver in the matter of values.
We will take the case of China and India.
where there is no such law.
There the
value placed on silver is the pit value of
the metal.
We declare practically that
'certain things which are of no value shall
have value.
Mr. . JAMES CAMERON (Gippsland East).
-Is that Socialism.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is socialistic. When you had ~lour good old individualistic law, you could not rely upon a
pound note being really worth 20S.
Mr. JAMES CAMERON (Gippsland East).
-Your argument is that something which
is of no value, by Socialism has ·value.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am declaring that Socialism will do, in the interest
of the community, what the individual cannot, and what the individual dare not do,
and will not be permitted to do, even by
the most Tory of Tory people in this State.
Mr. LEVIEN.-Let us all declare that we
have money enough, then we shall have it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-With regard
to the Continuation School, which the Premier has introduced, that is: a great advance, and if' he will go on in that line by
making a reduction in the fees charged to
the children who go from the State schools
to the U niversit y, he will be doing a good
thing, both for the children and the University system. He has extended the privileges in these! matters. There are one or
two little points to which I wish to call attention, but the mention of which may seem
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somewhat carping cntICIsm.
If one goes
into the Continuation School, he will see
men imbued with democratic ideas. You
cannot get men ~ith brains without democratic ideas. In connexion with these men
you will see a perfectly friendly feeling
between themselves land the work that has
to be done, and what they have to do they
do well. But I will take the question of
the teaching of girls to cook. If you use
the latest appliances for this purpose, you
place the cooking apparatus above the
standard of that which the people have
to use in their homes.
A start
must be made in this matter at the
exact point to which the community
has reached.
You must not commence
teaching logarithms before teaching multiplication or addition. In cookery you must
commence from the beginning and teach
how to cook with a wood fire, and under
conditions that exist in the pupil's own
home. The Premier will be doing a good
thing if he directs his aTtention to this matter. I now have said all than I desired to
sa y. No doubt there will be a good deal
of criticism in connexion with the matters
that have been brought before the House.
I would ask that honorable members be
judged, not by what they have said, perhaps, by a slip of the tongue, but by
what they have meant in the arguments they have advanced. In all circumstances, I try to do that myself. As
for myself and those with me, \ve will support measures that are for the good of the
people, and care not what party may be in
power, so long as they pass good legislation.
Mr. WATT.-I desire, at the opening crf
the few remarks: I have to make, to congratulate the mover and the seconder
of the Address-in-Reply on the high
character of their remarks.
It appears to me that the honorable' member for Bulla, and the honorable member for Borung displayed a very intimate
acquaintance with country needs and country requirements. But their knowledge was
not confined to that, for they displayed a
knowledge also of what the country desired
in political affairs generally. There was
a forcible expression about their remarks,
and a critical independence, which augur
well for anything they may do in this Assembly. I want also to congratulate the
Government on the compliment they paid
to' the deceased statesman, Mr. Shiels, and
I rearetted to hear from the leader of the
Lab~ur Party-I was about to say the
Trades Hall Party - a note of discord
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struck with regard to the late honorable
gentleman. As one who had the privilege
of sitting in Cabinet with him for nead y
twelve months, and who followed him from
afar from the time I took an interest in
politics, I desire to express my appreciation of his singular and highly varied
talents. The late honorable gentleman appeared to be dressed in the livery of the
statesman, and he came to this Assembly to
devote himself to public duty. He was a
courageous man, and a man of high scholar! y
attainments, and 'whenever the State was in
trouble, after his hand had been tried at
the Treasury, William Shiels was always
the man called in to square the finances.
After the resolution which we passed on the
dav that Parlian1ent opened it came ill that
an'y one should depreciate his memory. We
all regret his untimely death, and this State
has suffered an irreparable loss. In regard
to the Governor's speech, it was unlike the
speech delivered yesterday by the GovernorGeneral of the Commonwealth. There is
nothing very sensational in the speech of
the State Governor. We have a large number of plain dishes expressed in plain
terms, and most of them are hashed from
last session. I think, from what I can learn
in private conversation in the lobbies, that
some of these are to be re-dressed and reseasoned.
U nfortunatel y , however, for
many of us, some important dishes that we
have been looking for do not appear in the
menu of this session. But I propose to
deal with that later on. With regard to
the remarks of the honorable member who
has just resumed his seat, it appears to me
that no Government was ever let off so
lenientlv by any Opposition. The honorable member brought no charges against
the Government. The honorable member
made not one solitary remark on the administration of the Government during the
recess, and made no attack upon the personnel or the character of the Government,
or upon the measures it proposes. What
the honorable member did do was to ~t)
back to the hard labours of the Pub! IC
Accounts Committee, and pick therefrom
some. very profitable stuff, the great bulk
of which he used in a wrong way. But
that also, I propose to discuss later on.
The chief difficulty with regard to the establishment of a State bank, which the honorable member seeks-because I can dra"lN
no other inference from his remarks-is
that if we break off the agreement which
has been arranged with the banking corporations of this State, we shall have to
do our own banking. This agreement with
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the eight banking associations was come to
because the Government recognised that, as
a matter of convenience, it could not
operate its own account. In order that the
Government might operate its own account,
we should have to draw cheques payable all
over tce State of Victoria, and greater delay would be involved th~n by dealing with
the eight banks.
We find that there is
hardl y a hole or a corner in this country
where one of these banks has not a branch
office, so we can send cheques on that branch
and conduct our financial affairs convenientl y in that way. I would point out that
the post-offices are not under the control
of the State Government, and since the
Commonwealth has taken charge of that
Department, the Post-office has frequently
refus:ed to obey the request of the State
to discharge duties for us.
The postoffices do not sell duty stamps, so I understand. This is an unfortunate condition
of affairs, because it shows that between
the State and the Commonwealth there
is not that harmonious relation that
should exist between two institutions which
are seeking the same end, the wellbeing and advancement of the country.
The most novel proposition that has fallen
from the leader of the Opposition is the proposal to buy and equip a certain number
of ships, which for convenience and varieThe
gated phraseology he calls cruisers.
object of these vessels apparently is to carry
armament wherever they sail, and to have a
large carrying capacitv like the ocean-going
mail steamers. He thinks these would provide adeqt'ate protection for Australia if
ever the emergency arose to protect our own
shores.
Surely the honoraJble member
knows that the lessons of the recent w.ar
proclaim more unmistakably than at any
previous period that cruisers are to go as
fighting machines. If the honorable member
could float a four-million loan to buv and
arm these vessels, he would only find that
he had vessels unfit' for commerce and of
little value in time of war, except for carrying stores and coal. Is he prepared to equip
a navv on these lines? He might as rea~
sonably, and with equal sanity, have proposed to buy 20 air-ships which would not
need refrigeratinil. chambers, as they sail
so high in the air. Before proceeding to
the menu outlined in the Governor's speech,
I would like to direct attention to three or
four of the most important deeds of the
I
recess, and first, of course, to bricks.
have looked with ,a microscope through His
Excellency's speech, and I find not the
slightes~ trace of mention of this particular
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project which the Government has apparently
in hand. Smaller things appear in large
type and flowing phraseology, such as the
provision which it is proposed to make
Sefor
the
development
of
the
bastopol plateau and the scheme elaborated
by the Premier out of the brains of the
honorable member for Warrenheip for the
distribution of produce at North Shore,
Geelong. I commend the Premier for
taking this matter up with such celerity and
promptitude. Whenever a business proposition is put before him he embraces it with
all his arms and fingers. It appears to me
that it is a healthy scheme, being internally
financial. As these two matters are referred
to in the Governor's speech, why is not the
propo~al that has created more comment
in the recess than any other deed I ever
recollect? How is it that the Government
refuse!:! to open its mouth about the proposal to make bricks?
As far as my
memory goes, I will relate the story of the
brick question. The first step was that in
the Surplus Revenue Bill, which this Parliament passed last session, and irn which
appeared an item of £6,000 for workmen's
homes ,at Clifton Hill and N orthcote, and
for other purposes.
We heard nothing
about' the brick question publicly or privately
until we received a declaration from two
members on the Opposition side of the
House - the honorable member for Jika
Jika and the honorable member representing the railway officers. The statement made
by these honorable members was that the Government intended, out of this ,£6,000, to
buy a brick field, and erect machinery in a
brick kiln for supplying the Flinders-street
station with bricks. In ancient days God
used occasionally to speak to his people
through the lips of Elisha on Mount Carmel
or ,amid the thunder and lightnings of Sinai,
but nowadays it appears that God-AlmightyBent chooses humbler agents, who deliver
their disclosures in that sanctuary of turmoil and prophecy, the Trades Hall Council. We heard nothing more about it until,
as events wore on, it was announced in the
press. The Government, it was stated. had
purchased 30! acres of land at Thornbury,
for which thev had paid £165 an acre,
amounting in all to £5,032.
Mr. BENT.-It was ,a; round £5,000.
Mr. WATT.-That meant that the sum
of ;{',I,ooo was to be for workmen's homes
at Clifton Hill and Northcote, and £5,000
for the other purpose. If it is true-and
as the Premier has not opened his mouth
about it to Parliament, we cannot say-
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but if it is true, this House has been misl~d. I don't know. whether it would be parlIamentary to say It was " tricked."
N 0thing I know of more closely resembles a
breach of parliamentary confidence and
faith than this, if the Premier intends to
do what the press states. I am going to
proceed on the assumption that the information is correct j ,and I say, unhesitatingly,
from this corner, that no leader of a Govern~ent has a right to pledge his party or ParlIament to so g.rave a departure from principle ,as this scheme involves j and I, for
one, do not intend to allow the matter to
~o throug.h without. fighting it every time
It shows Its nose, nght through from this
Address-in-Reply to the Appropriation Bill.
What was the scheme for, and what was
the attitude of the Government?
The
Premier states that the brick ring asked what
he. considered an exorbitant price for the
bncks the Government wanted. I believe
there is a brick ring, and there is an arrangement with certain gentlemen who are
gl,larding the interests of that ring, to keep
!he pr~ce up to wh~t they con?ider a paymg pnce, and an mterest-paymg price on
the works closed. I do not regard the situIt
ation with approval or equa,nimity.
should be stopped.
That is an argument
for the interposition of Parliament, and not
for the interference of a rna'll' who constitutes himself dictator, and in the name of
the Assembly, and evidently with the object
of doing the public good, usurps
the
functions
of
Parliament,
and
overrides proVISIons in our statutes.
The Premier remarks in the casual
interviews which he so frequently had with
the press over the matter, that America is
threatened by combines, trusts, and rings,
that the same difficulty or evil is showing
itself in all the great industrial oentres of the
old world, 'and' he for one will not allow it
to take permanent lodgment here.
He,
therefore, proposes to smash it up by the aid
of a brick kiln, and by administering a
homceopathic dose to·it. America never empowered any man, from the President down
to the lowest public officer, to interfere with
t~e commercial i~terests. of that country on
hIS own. Amenca deCIded that combines
needed attacking in the interests of the
people, and passed laws to injure or
prohibit them, and the ladministrators were
at once called upon to administer these
laws. If the Premier had said that he desired an Act which would enable him to
take this particular ring or combine in hand
or generall~l to put down trusts of that kind,
almost every wise man in this country.would
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have been on his side at once, and the necessary Bill would have gone swinging through
Parliament.
Mr. MACKINNON.-You will support my
Bill when it comes on?
Mr. WATT.-I have not seen it. This
question to me is primarily a constitutional
one. The Premier has not apparently had
the consent of his colleagues in this matter,
and I have reason to believe that there are
ver~ few men on the front Treasury bench
who believe in this enterprise being brought
to fruition and completion. This proposition
was never put before the people at the general election j the Premier forsook the
people, and propounded the most notorious
socialistic project this country has ever had.
Mr. BEARD.-That showed his originality.
Mr. WATT.-It may have, but I
thought his originality was shown at Bendigo.
Mr. BENT.-Is it not worrying to be a
good singer?
Mr. WATT.-Leaving the constitutional
aspect out of the question for a while, we
come to the socialistic one. I want to know
if the members on the Government side of
the House are content to see their leader
leading the Labour Party.
There is no
doubt that the honorable gentleman, ,,,hen
he stood for election on the 1St June, 1904,
flew the anti-socialistic flag. Is this antisocialism? Safe Socialism he describes it
as j safe revolution. Can vou have such a
thing as safe disorder? It reminds me of
the old Hibernian expression that a thing
was highly low. The two things contradict each other. To get out of this difficultYI the honorable gentleman invents a
phrase that is self-contradictory. Last session the men, on the Government
side of the House took whatever
was given to them; they had to.
Under the plea of restoring the responsibility of government, the members who supported the Government were expected to
swallow the whole programme. It wlas all
or nothing. On one or two occasions men
were about to be hunted across the floor
because some particular morsel laid on the
table by the Government did not agree with
them.
The best thing we can do this
time is to fight every measure clean through,
so that the critical f,aculty which is waning
will show itself again, and that measures
will be debated properly once more, and
not in the manner adonted bv the leader of
tne Opposition to-night.
The honorable
member delivered his speech. which contajned very good matter, in a higgledypiggledy manner, so that his facts were pre-
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sente.p in utter disorder and disarrangement.
I t is about time that members took to fighting all round in order that decent legislation
and the critical faculty in which this Assembly has been lacking during the last two
years, may be developed. The attitude of
the Premier reminds me of the old story of
the sailor and the monkey. There was a sailor
reported to be lying on the seashore under
a cocoanut tree, and his favorite monkey
was up the tree picking cocoanuts.
The
monkey saw that a fiy was tickling his
master's nose, and he decided to settle the
matter very easily by throwing a cocoanut
at the fiy.
Mr. BENT.-If you knew what a. cocoanut
tree was like you would know that it would
be impossible for a monkey to do what you
say.
Mr. WATT.-The honorable gentleman
should know that monkeys have microscopic
eyes, and this monkey threw one cocoanut
at the sailor's nut, killing the fiy, but, incidentally, smashing the sailor's skull. That
is ,,,hat the Premier has been doing. The
sailor, of course, is the State, the Premier
is the monkey. The brick combine is the
fly irritating the nose, and the brick is the
cocoanut, so to speak, on this occasion. I
ask the Premier not to do anything whilst
destroying the noxious insect that will injure either his own party, or destroy any
vital interests in this State. Now, we come
to the most important q'uestion of all, the
financial one. That question is, whether
this particular enterprise of brick-making
will pay. There are some honorable gentlemen who think that it will. The member
for the Railways Service (Mr. Hannah),
for instance, according to what was pub-.
li'shed in the Argus of 25th February
last, denies that the undertaking will be
a disaster to the public interest, and says
that the saving in the manufacture of bricks
for the Flinders-street station alone would
pay for the land, the machinery, and
the cost of erecting a kiln. He said the
same thing in the Age of the same date,
and as it has been reported in both papers,
and uncontradicted, there can be no difficulty in accepting it as a statement made
by the honorable member. The statement
is, that if the matter were put in the hands
of a sensible committee, the saving that
would be effect.ed would be more than sufficient to pay for the whole of the land, all
the machinery that would be required, and
the erection of the kiln. Let us s·ee if that
would be so. This land is to cost £5,000.
:Mr. BENT.-Who says so?
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:Mr . WATT .-1 will put it in another
way if the honorable gentleman is going to
It
be on his dignity, and contradictory.
is admitted that the maxi'mum number of
bricks required is 6,000,000.
Some say
5,000,000, but we will say 6,000,000, although the building of the fourth story
has not been settled.
They can be got
from the company at 40s. a thousand j that
is agreed.
Mr. BENT.-No.
1\1r. WATT.-Well, we will make a
fresh calculation. But, pursuing this one
for the time being-1\1r. BENT.-One would think we were
in a secondary school.
1\1r. WATT.-The cost will be £12,000
for the bricks, and the cost of the station
about £5°0,000. Bricks, therefore, will
represent 2~ths per cent. of the total cost. If
the Premier makes the bricks at 30S., and I
do not think he ever will, the bricks will
cost £9,000, so that there will be a saving
in the input of £3,000.
Supposing the
land cost only £2,5°0, and that half of it
is devoted to closer settlement at a profit
of £83 per acre-although I do not know
who is to sanction that proposal-and that
the plant costs £10,000-experts say
£20,000, but put it at £10,000, then
£12,5°0 will be the cost of the works, and
only £3,000 will probably be the maximum
amount saved. Or, if he reduces the cost
of making the bricks to 25s., he would be
£7,5°0 "out" on this particular job.
But, indeed, I will take any figures
suggested j
even if they made the
bricks at £1 per 1,000 they could not save
more than £6,000, but of course you cannot possibly make them at that figure. I
do not know what they are selling bricks
for in Sydney, but I do know that bricks
purchased in Sydney are not within 75 per
cent. of the v.alue of Melbourne bricks.
But, apart from any comparison with Sydney bricks, if bricks are to be produced
here at less than ordinary prices, how is
it to be done. Does the member for the
Railway.s Officers propose to cut down
wages? Now, if the Government says that
these brick works are to supply bricks, not
for that Central Station job alone, but also
for whatever other Government requirements
there may be, then the total requirements
would be about 1,000,000 bricks per annum, and the saving would be about £500
a year.
1\1r. BENT .-Somebody has been joking
with you. You are not speaking as if you
were addressing business! men.
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Mr. WATT.-1 am speaking ta the honorable gentleman, who prides himself on his
business capabilities.
Mr. BENT.-You are all wrong.
Mr. WATT.-Does the honorable gentleman assert that there ,are more than
1,000,000 bricks required per annum for
State works?
Mr. BENT.-Yes, he does.
Mr. WATT. - Well, if he says
2,000,000, the saving would only be
£1,000 at the outside on Government requirements, and if he goes beyond that and
enters into competition in producing bricks
for Melbourne and suburbs, he would be
doing a thing for which we have given bim
no charter ,as representatives of the people.
I am not afraid of any red spectre of Socialism. The term Socialism is too proThe leader of the Opmiscuous] y used.
position is an example in thisl regard j he
applies the term socialistic to every function of the State.
He says that all the
liberties we now enjoy are socialistic. According to him, everything that differs from
barbarism is socialistic in its tendency.
What is wanted between this and that party
is a clean line of cleavage, showing where
that tendency would stop.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-N either party
can stop it.
Mr. WATT.-Then we are all going
with the velocity of time to perdition. I
think, however, that there is quite enough in
us' of the mental stamina of our forefathers
to prevent such a calamity yet. We still
have enough filial respect for the men who
made this country to recognise that they
were able to discriminate between what
would tend towards ruin and what towards
prosperity. If this House is to pursue a
course of Socialism with regard to the producing industries, special authority· ought
to be given or refused before proposals in
that direction should be taken in hand by
any man in power.
I endeavour to talk
in the plainest possible language on this
matter.
I have said a number of things
about the Premier for which I do not apologize, or offer to recall at all.
Mr. BENT.-The feeling is reciprocal.
Mr. WATT.-Precisely. The honorable
gentleman understands me. I think he is
like another Alexander, seeking for new
worlds to conquer. The honorable gentleman entered on this business either through
a fit of pique with the brick ring men because they did not meet him, or threw himself on the wroog s~de of the question in
order to p1ursue a policy which conspicuously marks him-a policy of persistency in
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most matters-and so he has decided to
push on, push on, push on. The House is
entitled to ask the Premier whether or not he
intends to climb this ladder of swords
during this session.
1 do think, however, that he ought to give his supporters a chance of deciding on this matter by
taking a vote early in the House, without
allowing that vote to affect the Government.
I have every confidence that a vote on the
subject would go against him, notwithstanding the proclamations from the other side.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Are you going
to move a vote of want of confidence?
Mr. WATT .-Another ques'tion is whether a portion of the land is to be taken
over by the Closer Settlement Board at £83
per acre. That board has much to answer
for, but surely they would not be mad enough
to enter into a proposal of that kind unless
they were forced into it by the Premier.
An alternative is to accept an offer referred
to by the honorable member for Collingwood, in a rather theatrical letter published
in the press some weeks ago-an offer for
the ground which would yield a profit of
£1,000.
11r. HANNAH.-That might be by a friend
of the combine.
Mr, WATT .-1 do not think it was for
the combine, and 1 do not think the
" friend" ever existed. 1 realize that the
honorable member, is interested in a lot of
property about that particular neighbourhood.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-That is
a very indecent suggestion.
1\{r. W ATT.-I do not desire to make
it in any indecent spirit, but 1 will pursue
it whether it meets with the honorable member's concurrence or not. It would probably
suit the honorable member and his constituents if, regardless of the principles of
this Government and this party, that particullar proposition were pushed to completion. 1 do not think there is anything in
it, but if there is, the Premjer should jump
at it, and get out of the difficulty with IllS
own supporters.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-He must not do
what is right, but what you want him to clo,
Mr. WATT.-I am making suggestions,
and I am just as entitled to make suggestions; as the' honorable member was in his
speech.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You 'are making
more than suggestions.
Mr. WATT .-1 am urging the Premier
to accept the proposal, if he gets a chance,
a.nd make a thousand pounds on this affair.
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Whatever valuators may say that the land
is worth £250 an acre, it was bought at
12S. 6d. a foot, and 1 could take the Premier to land -selling now at 5s. a foot within a mile land 'a quarter of this spot.
Mr. BENT.-You could not show me any
land like it, or nearly like it, for twice the
price. 1 know something about land.
Mr. WATT.-1 admit the honorable
gentleman has as much experience of land,
both in buy!ing and selling, as any honorable member in the chamber--except, perhaps, the omniscient member for Dandenong. There is another way out of the difficulty, which I have no doubt is up the
Premier's sleeve, because the honorable
gentleman never runs into a blind lane to
destruction. That is to let the kiln when
built to a contractor, as has been suggested
in two or three paragraphs in the newspapers, probably lllspired, and to take all
the bricks that the Government want from
It would
him, and charge a certain rent.
certainly be a back-down, if the Premier
does that. I trust the honorable gentleman
will tell the Assembly when he speaks on
the matter, either at this stage or later on,
whether that is the honorable gentleman's
way of breaking down the opposition which
he asserts the combine has shown towards
him.
Mr. BENT.-Have you read Lawson's
" Frenzied Finance"?
Mr. WATT.-1 have, and I may say'
that the honorable gentleman has probably
now in a quiet moment of humour let out
the whole secret. "Frenzied Finance" is
a very proper term with which to describe
the whole of this thing-lock, stock, and
barrel.
It is bounded on the north by
foIl )1, on the south by the Tnades Hall, on
the east by Ministerial autocracy, and on
the west by the Day of Judgment, and 1
advise the Premier to let it slide.
Mr. W ARDE.-And is surrounded by gonebung bankers.
Mr. WATT.-Another deed in the recess
was what was known as the Taverner case.
Mr. Taverner, I suppose, will be known in
history as the man who didn't stop to say
good-bye.
Mr. BENT.-He didn't even come over to
see his mother.
Mr. WATT.-1n connexion with this
particular matter, 1 want to start at the
very beginning, namely, at the time when
Mr. Taverner was originally appointed as
representative of this country in England,
and I Wiant to start by saying that he was
either illegally appointed, or else the people
were misled about him. 1 do not hesitate
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to say this now, because I took the opportunity at the time of protesting against
the appo~llltment.
When I say that
his appointment was illegal, I may
explain that he is legally appointed if he is
Agent-General of this State. The Constitution that we live under provides, as far
as I remember, that there are only· two
classes of public officers, if we may so call
them, who are exempt from the provisions
of the Offidals in Parliament Act. That
is to say, a Supreme Court Judge may be
appointed from this Assembly, or a man
may be appointed Agent-General.
If
IHr. Taverner is Agent-General, he is
legally appointed. If not, he is not, at
least in 'my humble opinion. Now what
do we find when he was appointed first of
all ? The Premier said that there was to
be no more gold lace and frills in connexion
with this office. There was to be no more
Agent-General, but the person appointed
was to be General Agent. Those are the
Premier's own words, and, therefore, it
seems to me that, in connexion with Mr.
Taverner's cast', some authority is needed
to give proper legislative sanctio~ to this
particul,ar appointment, but the Government
have not H=t come down with any proposal
for such legislative sanction, although the
appointment was registered some time ago.
So that if Mr. Taverner is to be appointed
a,nd kept as General Agent of this Colony,
and not ,as Agent-General, there must be a
validating Bill, or else the appointment is
illegal. I wonder that, seeing that not only
is there no express provision sanctioning the
appointment, but an express prohibitiqn of
such an appointment, Mr. Taverner's expenses from the beginning were not challenged by the Auditor-General, as they
should have been, and as they probably wiH
be if the Auditor-General's 'att~ntion is
directed to the matter. I think that subterfuges of this kind in connexion with appointment to high office by persons in high
authority should be condemned.
Mr. BENT.-Mr. Speaker, I rise to a
point of order. I beg to ask is the honorable member in order in using the word
" subterfuges" ?
The SPEAKER.-The term "subterfuges" is, I think, certainly not in order.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I rise to ,a point of
order, Mr. Speaker. I would direct your
attention to the fact that there is on' the
notice-pa per a notice of motion by the
honorable member for Essendon who proposes to call attention to the boss Panjandarum (Mr. Taverner) in this matter,
and generally spiflicate him by means of
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a Select Committee, or through the agencY'
of the Government. Under these circumstances, I ask for infonmation - because
personally I may want to discuss my proposed Police Commission very fully-how
far the honorable member for Essendon is
in order in apparently discussing a notice
of motion which is already on the paper?
The SPEAKER.-I think the honorable
member for Essendon is perfectly in order.
He is discussing an administrative act in
connexion with an episode which happened
during the recess, and he has a perfect
right, I think, to criticise the Government,
or any member of it. It is not a parallel
case to that alluded to bv the honorable
member representing the public officers, because there was no Police Commission that
I am aware of during the recess.
,
Mr. W ATT.-With regard to the word
IC subterfuge,"
to which the head of the
Government objects, I of course withdraw
it unreservedly.
Parliamentary language
restricts one somewhat; but I do not desire
to wound the honorable gentleman's feelings. I simply desire to describe things
as they occur to my mind without being
offensive at all.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-There is'a big vocabulary.
Mr. WATT.-No doubt; but last session
in Committee the Chairman of Committees
limited our vocabulary so much that we
were stuck every quarter of an hour for
a word before we were able to comply with
the .Standing Orders. It seems to me that
the Premier should have been plainer in
what he intended to convey, and did convey
to the Assembly and to the people, in connexion with the appointment of this gentleman. That is onl v the first stage of the
matter. The next.l stage was that certain
matters were brought up in connexion with
the evidence taken by the Butter Commission, before which a witness made certain
statements derogatory to the character and
conduct of Mr. Taverner. Mr. Taverner,
in reply, when the charges were cabled to
him, said he wanted a London Commission,
but the Premier said that would not do-he
must come out here and clear himself on the
spot. ,Those were the Premier's ,yords. He
said, "We want everything in connexion
with this Government to be clean and
sweet."
That sounds like the words of a
Wesleyan hvmn, so we do not object to it.
Mr. BENT.-No margarine.
Mr. WATT.-Then it was suggested
that there should be a Parliamentary Committee to try Mr. Taverner in connexiol)
with these charges. That was thought by
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some honorable members to be distasteful,
and a further argument was used against
1t, that not being a .member at that time,
Mr. Taverner was scarcely entitled to trial
in that way. It was slaid that he should be
tried in the ordinary. way by a jury of his
peers, as the term is, and not being a member of this House, it would not be competent or proper for us to undertake to deal
with him. The Premier hit on the idea
of securing the services of a much respected
Supreme Court Judge, who consented to
hear the evidence, and report to the Governor in Council. Now first of all, I think
it is a most reprehensible practice growing
up in Victoria that we should drag men from
high judicial positions into political affairs
of this kind. It is to be particularlv deprecated in this instance, because the particular charges in this case really centred
in a charge of political imprqpriety-whether lvir. Taverner, having done certain
things or not done them, had been guilty
of improper conduct in ·a political sense;
because at the time in which he was
accused of having done these things
he occupied la high political position
In this country.
Now 1 ask was
it right t,hat Mr. Justice a'Beckett
should have been asked to pronounce on
this particular question, looking at the unsatisfactory nature of the whole business?
1 think not.
Mr. COLECHIN.-It was a sad mistake.
Mr. WATT .-1 think it was a sad mistake.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Why not?
Mr. WATT.-Because, as the honorable
member for Prahran knows very well, being
an ornament of the particular profession
from which Mr. Justice a'Beckett sprung,
that Supreme Court Judges are not supposed to interfere in political matters, or
to possess any political creed or view.
Mr. MACKINNON .-But they can find out
facts.
Mr. WATT.-I quite agree that if you
want anyone to dig out from the evidence
the facts in a particular case, whether the
subject be a political, social, or industrial
one, you cannot get a man better qualified
mentally, or by temperament, than a Supreme Court Judge. But for all that, I
think it is improper to ask any of the Supreme Court Judges to dabble in political
matters, as on this occasion. HisHonour
Mr. Justice a'Beckett, with commendable
sagacity, refusea to pronounce judgment.
He simply told the Governor in Council
that charges I to 8 had been, or had not
been proved, but he expressed just as little
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OpInIOn on the evidence as he could help
doing, consonant with the commission that
had been intrusted to him.
The whole
thing was in fact placed an the table of
the Premier, and the Premier was virtually
asked to be the judge as to whether· these
cha!"ges were proved or not-whether Mr.
Taverner was guilty or not guilty of impro·
priety. Now what did the Premier do? He
did not pronounce any verdict at all. He
says he did not read the evidence, and I do
not think he read the report fully and microscopically. He pushed things through in
that rapid way he has of dealing with
papers generally, and he uttered the
famous words we have all read of "Taverner got clear off."
Mr. TouTcHER.-He cleared off.
Mr. WATT.-Having got clear off, he
took himself clear off. That was the only
verdict which emanated from the Sphinxlike lips of the Premier, arid Mr. Taverner,
after that verdict, cleared out of AustraliaThe Premier at the t:tme, as Treasurer, decided, when the charges were first made, that
the matter was to be investigated without
any cost to the State. Though Mr. Taverner \vas to get no travelling expenses, he
got £110 after it was all over. 1 suppose
that was for clearing off. In addition, we
passed on the last Estimates a .sum of £500
for travelling expenses for Mr. Taverner,
wife, and family. Of course, some of us
have an idea that Mr. Taverner has no
family. So far as we know, with the exception of :Mr. Peppard, whom he took from
the Melbourne office here home to
England, no one accompanied
him.
Five hundred pounds was the amount
given for passage money, which I
understand would cost £120, so £380
would probably be profit. Certainly, £3 00
of it would, and, notwithstanding the fact
that the Government said that Mr. Taverner had to come out and clear h?llTIself, and
would have no travelling expenses, thev
voted him £IIO when the thing was ave;
There are some facts about this thing that
look a bit unpleasant. After Mr. Taverner
had gone away from Sydney the press began to make a fuss. The Premier then
grew astonished at his flight. I do not
know whether the honorable gentleman knew
anything about it before or not, but he sent
a letter to Mr. Taverner, the terms of ,vhich
wiJI probably be engraven on Mr. Taverner's heart ever afterwards. This appeared
to appease the public anger for the time,
but the honorable gentleman sent the letter
to England, although Mr. Taverner had
not left Australian waters. He left Sydney
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on 23rd Jlanuary.
He wrote the Premier a letter, which the Premier received
on the 24th. He got to Brisbane in the
M oana on the 25th, and he left the same
day, so that he was still in Australia, and
not too far away to be reached by wire a
day after the Premier got his letter. The
M oana reached Fiji on the 30th-six days
later-and Honolulu on February 8thnine days later. If the Premier really did
intend that Mr. Taverner should have met
him before he left to get explicit instructions how to run the London office, there
was ample time to get him back instead of
writing this dramatic letter. Mr. Taverner
writes an indignant reply, and ever after
that the Premier has imitated the example
of his patron saint the oyster, and has said
nothing. I think the public are jus6,fied
in believing that Mr. Taverner escaped
without due cause, and if anything is calculated to discredit a politician in this
country it is disingenuous acts of this parCannot we afford, whether
ticular kind.
we are ordinarv 'Members of Parliament or
heads of a s~cces.sful Administration, to
take the public completely into our confidence? It is no good holding backO-what
we want to do, and doing another thing to
misdirect attention. It would have been
far more candid, frank, and effective of
the Premier if he had recalled Mr. Taverner at the proper juncture, or told! the
public that he did not want to recall him.
I cannot think that so thoughtful a man
as the Premier would not have had suggested to him at once, as if by the flight of
a swallow, that Mr. Taverner could be
recalled after he got the letter, and
when the press were making a fuss. As
the honorable member for the Public Service .says, I propose to deal at a later stage
in the sessiion, if I secure the opportunity,
with this matter in an exhaustive way, and t
do not want now in any way to injure the
particular case I want to make out at that
time; but I will ask the Chief Secretary,
as the man who, I am given to understand,
drew the charges, to consider whether those
charges were properly drawn, or whether
they were inadvertently or in any other way
drawn so as to favour the gentleman who
was recalled or to prejudice his accuser.
The Premier ought to consider at the earliest
possible moment whether the further representation of this State in London through
Mr. Taverner's instrumental.~ty is likelv to
do this country harm or good. I am certain that his appointment is illegal, and the
Premier ought to take advice about that,
and not hold continual silence about it.
Mr. Watt.
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The most important thing to us is that
this country should! be represented by a
man who will create no suspicion in London
at all, who will be unimpeachable to the
commercial men with whom we do business,
and carry the entire confidence of the producers whose interests he will serve on
the other side of the globe. Another matter in the recess that I want to refer to
before coming to some of the main portions
of my remarks, is the North Melbourne local
option poll. The leader of the Opposition has dealt with it from his own standpoint to-day, and I must concur in a considerable amount of the sentiment he has
expressed in respect to it. I cannot understand the Premier in connexion with the
whole matter. It is always wise to get anything that one is suffering from during a
reces.s off one's chest at the opening of a
session, so I may just as well tell the Premier, who probably d~slikes me much more
than he dId a day ago, that I do not intend
to carryon in this way all through the session. This I regard as an excellent opportunity for letting off steam.
Mr. BENT.-I assure you I look upon it
as a very pleasing entertainment.
Mr. WATT.-As the honorable gentleman is an expert in entertainments, according to records we have seen in the press,
I regard that as 2l very high compliment
indeed.
The circumstances of that particular case are that the licensing laws
of this country provide that licensing districts shall be coterminous with Legislative
Assembly districts, and that in any case
a particular district may under certain
circumstances decide to reduce or limit the
number of licensed houses within its area.
The people of the North Melbourne legislative district decided to have a poll. There
were 57 hotels, and the statutory number
was nineteen, so that they had three times
the number they were, according to the
calculations of the Licensing Act, entitled
to have in normal times.
They decided
that 37 houses should be closed, leaving
20 in existence.
A Court was constituted,
again in accordance with the provisions of
the Act, to hear evidence with respect to
the houses which should be closed, and to
decide which should go.
After that the
other stage which the Act also provides for
was. that awards should be given bo£h to
licensees and owners for loss of property
or business in connexion with this matter
-the compensation provided for under the
local option section.
Thirty-seven houses
got altogether £49,000 in round figures
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a\varded to them. Out of that, the licensees got £13,000, and £36,000 went to
Only
the owners of the hotel property.
eight of the licensees got over £500, so
that none of them were biting very large
amounts out of the Licensing Fund. The
great bulk of the awa.rd went to the owners
of the properties, who, although they were
to lose tenants, and to be deprived of income earning power under the Act, would
still Mve the properties that they originally bought.
I know of one case-I do
not want to disclose the identity of the
owner-where, I think, £1,800 was given
for a house very many years ago, into
which the purchaser went and earned a substantial income for many years. It was
then let to a brewery in the good old boom
times for klJ substantial sum, which has
practically kept the investor ever since.
In this case, the owner got '£1,800 compensation for losing the licence, but still
retains the property.
Mr. GAUNsoN.-Are you speaking of the
Tam 0' Shanter?
Mr. WATT.-I am speaking of no particular hotel that the honorable member
must identify.
I am speaking of an hotel
where these facts roughly apply.
Mr. BENT.-It was the Souter Johnnie.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-She got her substantial
business taken away.
Mr. WATT.-I am prepared to admit
frankly at once that the awards in many
cases were excessive.
In some cases they
were not so with regard to the licensees,
but they were excessive, more particularly
with regard to the owners.
The Premier
decided to go to North Melbourne and see
all about these matters. himself.
Then,
like a costermonger, for I can compare it
to nothing else, he offered a number of
people who were entitled by the award of
the Courts of this country to certain payments by the Crown, 20 per cent. reduction if they would take it. That was quite
unworthy of the leader of the Government,
with a big surplus, and with a financial
probity personally and politically which
has never yet been doubted. I was grieved
to see the Premier huckstering in the market
like the proprietor of a common fish barrow,
in order to get cheaper the particular thing
he wanted to buy.
Mr. BENT.-It was a cabbage barrow,
not a fish barrow.
Mr. WATT.-Then a deputation took
place at which the Premier asked the applicants for this money to forego their this
year's fees.
I understand the leader of
the Opposition was requested to prepare a
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memorial by the applicants to show that
that would be done.
I do not know
whether the memorial was forthcoming or
not.
Mr. BENT.-At any rate, the fees were
paid-a thousand sovereigns.
Mr. WATT. - Precisely.
That was
another bit of huckstering, because that
money shvuld not have been taken from
those people in full proportion.
It was
not.31 proper or honest business deal.
If
you shut their houses up in February or
March you should give them back again at
least three-quarters of the money that they
paid for a whvle year's trade.
Mr. BENT.-Why did not you help me to
get a Bill through to bring in sufficient
money to meet these claims?
Mr. WATT.-I was coming to that. All
this is due to another fit of pique, .because
th~ honorable ~ember for Allandale by
skIlful manceuvnng destroyed the Licensing
Bill last session.
Surelv the Government
IShould be above allowing its head to run
amok in that way, or sanctioning his conduct in regard to this particular and reprehen sible thing.
Then another thing took
place just as bad as any of it. . The
Premier as Treasurer said he would not
pay unless a particular private libel action
'~'as withdrawn. Who ever heard of pubhc moneys that had been awarded in Court
being hung up because of private feuds
which had nothing whatever to do with the
question at all, except that Mr. Hunt,
the gentleman
proceeded
against by
Mrs.
Hayes,
had
used
words
Premier
used',
and the
which
the
P.remier thought that there was upon
hIm a grave State responsibility
to
see that that gentleman did not suffer for
having used words that he, from his own
personal knowledge, had used publicly?
The leader of the Opposition appears at
this parti~ular time as the message boy of
the Pre~llet. He fetched and carried, if we
can beheve the press reports, between the
Premier and the parties to this action, until
the. Premi~r was. satisfied, or somebody
satIsfied hIm that Raves would withdraw
against Hunt. ConsequentIv the whole
thing was complicated' by th~se two outside considerations, 'and die Premier one
day said he would pay, and another day
said he would' not.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is not quite correct, but it is near enough for you, anyhow ..
Mr. WATT.-It is just as correct as
most of the figures the honorable member
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used to-mght, and on Eight Hours' Day,
which I shall have occasion to refer to
later.
I~h. HANNAH.-You try to answer them.
Mr. WATT.-I am going to. I trust
the honorable member will not be absent, or
asleep.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You will have a big
job.
Mr . 'IVA TT.-The honorable member
}ride~ ~1imself on being a big job.
He
should have more skill in handling figures,
and I regret to think that his colleagues
suffer from that pa.rticular lack on his part
to-night.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You are suffering
from swelled head still.
Mr. W ATT.-There was a IStereotyped
r,eply to that interjection last session. It
never was true of me, but I know some
gentlemen to whom it occurs frequently, for
that and other reasons. The Premier did
not appear either as a dignifi,ed man in
connexion with this particular matter, or as
loyal to the laws of this country. When a
man is sworn in to do his dutv in admi'nistering the laws of the State ,~ithout fear,
favour, or affection, he ought to realize
that not even the attitude of sitting stern I y
on the Treasurv chest would get him out of
a charge of disloyalty to the laws that this
House passed, and expects him to keep.
Mr. BENT.-The House did not give me
the money j I had to finance it.
Mr. W.A'f.T.-The Treasurer al ways has
the Treasurer'sl difficulty to pay sudden
emergency advances of this kind, but the
Premier withdrew the Licensing Bill last
session, and made no provision for the
awardsl already given.
Mr. BENT.-Upon my soul, c0ming from
you, it licks everything.
Mr. WATT.-I am glad to say that I
opposed that Bill, because I did not think
that the mind of the Premier or the minds
,of the representatives in this House were
mature with regard to the equivalent, but
there are 'Other means of taking direct
'authority for paying these claims and securing an amendment of the law. I am ;glad
to sltop quarrelling with the Premier, and
I congratulate him on paying £20,000 into
the Licensing Fund to replace money that
was taken in a year of great stress.
·Mr. BENT.-I have had the toothache
-ever since.
M'r. WATT.-It was taken in a year of
great st'ress 'and grave trial, and should
never have been taken, because it was a
direct breach of faith, if it was not paid
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back, to the men upon whom contributions
were levied, and who filled that fund. I
do not mean to say that we should not make
use 0f our trust funds, because there should
be an elastic reservoir to draw upon in our
hour of need, provided we are honest enough
to payoff what we have taken when we haNe
a surplus. With 'regard to the new Licensing Bill, the honorable member for Borung'
made a clamant demand that this should
be produced at once, and befure the Water
Bill, so that the two may be properly mixed.
There iSi going to be a gigantic tug-'Of-war
when this does come up. The Premier and
the Government should have time to mature
their thoughts with regard to this measure,
as it is a matter of the greatest public importance, but it should be submitted without
delay. I shall take the resp0nsibility, when
it does come up, of voting away some of the
abuses which are acknowledged to exist
under the present Act. There is another
matter that occurred during the recess, and
to whkh I desire to refer-the Hobart
caucus.
The leader of the Democratic
Party, aiS he is sometimes termed, has
uttered nothing in the way of a protest at
all against this in camera sitting at Hobart.
Surely that honorable member should have
been the fiTst to raise his voice in violent
protest against the heads of Administrations of the States and the Commonwealth
sitting to deal with public matters and excluding the press fwm their gatherings. I
was astonished when I saw that the Premier
oonsented to the meeting being hel d in this
way.
Mr. BENT.-I protested every morning.
Mr. MACKINNON.-There is no protest in
the report.
Mr. WATT.-I have not seen any report.
The first I knew of the report was when
it WaiSl laid on the table the other day.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-I had one
three months ago.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The report was sent
round to members months ·ago.
Mr. WATT.-Some members may have
got them.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Reports were sent to
the whole of them.
Mr. WA(fIT.-I know that some honorable members have made a complaint about
this thing, and about being without anv
means of knowing what took place.
.
M'r. WARDE.-Perhaps it is the fault .)f
the members themselves through not 'asking
that papersl should be forwarded to them.
Mr. WATT.-I do not know that honorable members have to ask for papers, and
pa pers of such an interesting character as
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this report should be sent to an honorable
member whether he expressed his desire to
have them or not.
Mr. BENT.-We sent them to everybody.
Mr. WATT.-I wanted to see what had
taken place at Hobart, because when the
Premier returned the members of his: party
were to entertain him at some little festive
gathering in recognition of the gallant fIght
he put up for State rights at the Conference,
and I wrote to the secretary of the party,
near whom I have the honour to sit, asking
him if he would furnish me with die journals of those debates to see whether anybody stood up for anything. I did that
because, from the fact that the press were
excluded from the Conference, no one could
be certain that all the facts were known to
members of this House or to the general
public. I could understand why the Prime
:Minister of the Commonwealth should desire
to keep his financial policy, or his policy
with regard to the relationship of the Commonwealth and the States, from the prying
eye of the public, but that is no reason why
the Government of this State, or of any
other State, should proceed to Hobart or
elsewhere without a mandate of Parliament
and proceed to settle matters of great importance. Because that was what was stated
in the press was: done. It was said
that such and such a question was
settled, and that such and such a
question was. nearly settled, and that
the water question was almost settled. Surely
the Premier did not regard himself as quali,
fied to settle these matters without regard to
Parliament. The fierce light that .should
beat on public matters should have been
upon this Conference, and we should not
allow a caucus of this kind to take place,
because such a proceeding is inimical to the
highest interests of democracy. By excluding the press they were excluding some of
the highest financial authorities in the '-:0111monwealth, and were excluding 'also those
by whom public opinion is manufL!etured
and information disseminated. I trust that
public sentiment will have effect' in regard
to this matter, and that no more Coo ferences between the Commonwealth and the
States will be held in private.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Or between
t.he two Houses.
Mr. WATT.-I think that as we are
obliged in the Chamber to record all our
votes with the fierce eye of the public upon
us, there should! be the same publicity in all
conferences between the two Houses- There
is a reasonable excuse why secrecy should
be observed in connexion with matters which
Session 1905.-[4]
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take place in the Cabinet.
I am s9rry to
Slay that the press are sometimes excluded
also from the Trades Hall.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Would you allow
them into the }\linisterial caucuses?
Mr. WATT.-Or the Labour caucuses?
I notice that when a knotty problem crops
up sometimes at the Trades Hall, the galleries are cleared, and then these prophets
of democracy push out the men who should
carrX their winged words through Victoria
and 'right over Australia. A1nother matter
I wish to refer to is connected more particularly with the Agricultural Department.
I have been very anxious about that Department since the new Minister' took charge;
but I was reassured the other day to some
extent by hearin& the public announcement
of the honorable member for Borung that
the Department had wakened up~
I do
not know that it has done much wakening
yet, but I hope it will. The honorable member for Hawthorn went into the Department and publicly acknowledged that he
did not know anything about agriculture.
However, I did not have much fear on account of that, because the honorable gentleman has great business experience, and I
felt that after he had mastered the Department he would run it on new and living
lines..
I realized that there was a live
Minister there, who was in thorough sympathy with the Department, and that he was
running another Department allied by all
the chains of circumstance with the Department of Agriculture. But the first public act
visible after the new Minister took charge
was the losing of fwo of the best men,
and I am glad to have heard the expression
of regret that has again been raised that
one of these men h~d to leave the Department. I want to know why t~e last Director of Ag,riculture was allowed to leave
Victoria? I think that later on in the debate, or at some suitable time during this
session, an inquiry will be made of the Government why Mr. Williamson Wallace's
engagement was not renewed.
Personally,
I think that Mr. WaUace had secured the
harmonious arrangement of duties amongst
the staff such as has not existed before,
and while thaf gentleman had not the expert
knowledge or the time to instruct farmers,
yet he kept a tight hand on its administrative'doings, and! I therefore regret to see
that the Government refused to renew the
agreement with him.
Then Dr. Howen
left. That was foreseen, when a junior was
elevatea above him. I do not wish to say
anything which wiII preJudice the work
of Dr. Clierry, but I cannot but
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remark that the State sustamed a
great loss when the Department was
deprived of the services of Dr. Howell.
The fact that he is still in the State is a
gratifying one; but if his services were at
the command of the Government instead of
at the control of a private compa-ny, he
would have been a better educative factor
amongst the farme'rs. I hope the ,Minister
will not, in con-nexion with the iwboratory,
allow everything to be taken up to Grattanstreet, but will keep separate the laboratory
and the field services, because otherwise
infinite confusion might take place.
The
laboratory service has been built up after
years of fighting by Dr. Pearson, succeeded
by Dr. Howell. At present some of the men
are not being paid enough, and the Minister's sympathies, I believe, are perfectl y
sound on this point. Efficient men should
be kept in the Etate service, and should not
be allowed to go out for a higher remuneration. If we pay a man £80 a year for
important experimental service, we do not
want to see him taken away from us by
another State by being offered, say, £'3°0
a year, and then have him replaced by
a junior, who will have to be educated in
order to carry out the duties. By paying
men sufficiently, we are likely to keep a
contented service, and to have efficient work.
We realize that the Deparfment of Agriculture is the most useful factor in the progress
of the country. Unless we give our farmers
every chance of understanding the chemical
side" of farming, and assist them in overcoming the difficulties in properly marketing.
their produce, we shall certainly fall behind the other States a'nd other countries.
I trust that the Minister is not going to give
all his time to water conservation, but that.
when the Water Bill is through, he will
stimulate educational enthusiasm amongst
our younger farmers, and by that means
extend the teaching amongst the elders. I
had intendfd to deal with the purchase of
land at Footscray.
I do not know what
the Premier was about when he bought that
land.
Mr. BENT.-Who said he did buy that
land?
Mr. WATT.-Who bought it?
Mr. BENT.-You have the board?
Mr. WATT.-If the press speaks correctly, that land has been purchased at
£77 an acre. The honorable member for
Dandenong, I think, told me that he .had
an offer of similar land for £32, withm a
few minutes of the railway station.
Mr. MAcKINNON.-An acre?
Mr. WATT.-Yes.
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Mr. BENT.-Within 300 yards of this
they want £300 an acre.
Mr. WATT.-I know that in a town like
Footscray, and other centres, a distance of
a few minutes' walk may increase the value
of land enormously by geometrical ratio.
The best test of that was! that it did not
come off. There were 93 allotments cut
off, and only twelve applied for. If that
was done to please. the honorable membel
for Flemington and the honorable member
for Williamstown, I hope the Premier will
not try any more such experiments.
Mr. BENT.-I tald you I did not know
anything about it.
.
Mr. WARDE.-..-It was not to please the
honorable member for Flemington and the
honorable member for Williamstown.
Mr. WATT. - It was intended to, I
think, and the Premier is justifi.ed in pleasing honorable membersl if it is in the interest of the public.
With regard to the
Lands Purchase Board, I was glad that the
leader of the Opposition did not indulge
in a tirade against it. I am sick and tired
of hearing in the city, and seeing in the
pless, vigorous attacks on this body almost
before it got to work. Now, long before
any opportunity has been given to settle a
single acre of the land resumed, all sorts of
libels are being issued as to the unwisdom of
the action taken. If anything is likely to
prejudice the operations, of this body, it is
the fact that a large number of croakers are
depreciating the value of the estates, and
calling attention to the fact that such and
such an estate is not likely to be successfully settled because it is uns.uitable. The
Government of which I 'had the honour to
be a member for a very short time resumed
one estate, namely, the Walmer Estate,
against the advice of a large number of
people here. In the northern waterless area
of Horsham that big estate was purchased
at a low value; but it was not to be, according to these people, a success. Judging by the financial resiults, it is the most
successful settlement yet made. Last year
practically all the men on it were able,
through their own crops, to pay for the
land, and that means that that particular
estate is freeholded to these individuals as
soon as the six yearS' are up; and thus the
State is relieved of its obJi~,ation. I think :~o
or 40 farmers are settled where previously
there were only a few boundary riders. With
regard to the . latest purchases announced,
a large number of men are going about
stating that we are going to have. a complete failure, and a plan has been iss'ued
without an imprint on it, which, according
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to some of the advice I have, is a misdemeanour. This plan could only be circulated by an enemy to the Lands Purchase
Board and the closer settlement system. Any
man who was not acquainted with the estates, and intended to apply for some of
these blocks, would never go near the place,
if he thought he cC'uld rely on this plan.
The Government ought to do its best, by
the aid of the police, to trace the maker of
the plan. It is printed, as I said before,
without an imprint, and, according to the
advice I have received, that is in direct conflict with the provisions of an Act of Parliament.
Mr. WARDE.-Is the plan correct?
Mr. WATT.-No, it is not. It states
.that out of 10,000 acres of the Overnewton
estate there are 8,000 acres useless for cultivation and poor as grazing land, and only
2,000 acres arable and suitable for cultivation. Any man who knows anything about
this. estate will tell you that that is a deliberate lie. A number of statements made
in the press 'have grossly exaggerated the
poor quality of some of the land. Knowing the estate as I have known it, and knowing the views of the farmers in the locality
with whom I do business, I can say that at
the price of under £6 an acre it is a splendid purchase. The men who live in the
district, and who require additional land,
are prepared to ap.ply for allotments <l;s soon
as it is subdivided.
·Mr. WARDE.-Some of the farmers writing to the papers do not sav that.'
Mr. WATT.-There may'be letters in the
Argus or the Age signed by farmers, but
they do not prove anything.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Do you seriously suggest
that the police should be put on?
'Mr. WATT.-The Government would be
doing a public duty if it endeavoured to
find out who issued that plan.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-It would be traced to the
Age office.
?v£r. WATT.-It misrepresents the whole
of the facts of the case.
~rr. WARDE.-Who made the preliminarv
negotiations?
Mr. WATT.-I do not know; but I know
that this particular settlement scheme has
been opposed by a large number of interested men who should not be listened tomen who make valuations, and whose business will be eaten into if the scheme succeeds. Are we to listen to men who continually croa.k about the failure of a thing
not yet tried?
Mr. WARDE.-Why did you listen to them
over the Footscray settlement?
J
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Mr. WATT.-Because it did not succeed.
I f this settlement does not succeed, any honorable member has the right to criticise the
purchase j but before it has been subd.ivi?e~,
and improvements have been put on It, It IS
follv to talk of failure. The OvernewtnD
E.state is the first large area resumed near
Melbourne. We have had a lot of comment in Melbourne during the last twenty
years about trains havi?g to'. run thro~gh
scores of miles of land ImmedIately outSIde
the city that are being kept for sheep-walks.
It has been the cry that there was no chance
of this city extending its' cultivation outside
its own borders unless the estates that
stretch from 'here to Wer ribee , from here
to Sunbury through Keilor, and northwards
thraugh Bolinda Vale, were resumed, an.d
settled bv .a thriving husbandry. That IS
true. The very people who advocated that
this should be done are the people now decrying this purchase. It cannot be a mista~e
to pay £5 lOS. or £5 ISS. an acre for thIS
land within twelve miles of the General Post
Office.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-It ~annot be got
as cheap in any other direction
Mr. WATT.-The honorable member for
Dandenong could ten honorable members
that he sold land al1 around this estate for
£7 and £8 an acre. I know the municip~l
valuation runs up to £8. The country IS
nndulating; it has a clav s~hstratum .. ~nr1
the rainfall is about 20 to 24 mches. I thmk
some of it is stony land. I have a letter
handed to me by the honorahle member for
Bulla, written by a farmer who has been
~t least ten years in Melton. In the course
of remarks about this estate. he saysIn the first place, the Age special reporter is in
error when he states that he sawall the estate, as
he says the furthest out portion only reached
Sydenham 15 miles from town, whereas the best
of the la~d after you leave Keilor is between
Sydenham and the KOfO'roit Creek, 22 miles from
Melbourne. .'I ust across the cre·ek from Sheahan's
and mine there is about 1,500 acres that I know
the reporter never went out to see, and I hear
from the mall in charg.e of the paddock that there
are two very good paddocks near St. Albans
station, but a great deal more of t.he land th~t he
saw can be cultivated than he thmks, espeCIally
with the stump-jump plough.
You will also
notice that the reporter says a Melton farmer
told him the land was not fit for cultivation.
The Melton farmers told us exactly the same
thin~ when we came on to Sir Rupert Clarke's
land.

When the first attempts were made to cultivate the Werribee land, it was announced
that hay could not be arown there, and it
was said that the land in the Wimmera
also could not be cultivated. In fact, it was
said that to attempt to make the Wimmera
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the granary of this country would prove an
utter failure. The writer goes on to say
that the land of the Overnewton Estate is
not as good as the best of their land, but
that most of it will grow crops with 50 or
60 lbs. of superphosphate, yielding from
30 to 50 cwt. to the lacre. That is to say,
that from I ~ to 2~ tons an acre of crop can
be got out of it.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-And the primest hay
in Victoria.
'Mr. WATT.-Yes, as I know.
Some
of the best hay comes from the borders
of this estate, and it is regarded as the
very best feed. The writer further states
that two blocks have a frontage to the creek,
and that one on the opposite side of the
road was bought privatelv at I) lOS. an
acre bv a man who had lived there all his
life, and ought 'to know the land; that
water can be got on the plains by boring
at from 50 to 80 feet j that the water is
mostly of a mineral flavour, which is
very good for stock j and that a farmer near
Rockbank happened to .get water almost
fit for drinking. With the rainfalI of the
district, the people who settle on this land
are not likel y to suffer from wan't of
water, and if it is true that water can
be got a t such easy depths there will b€
plenty of water available for stock supply. If the estate is divided into blocks
averaging 250 acres, fullv 125 acres wm
be fit for cu Iti'vation, and the rest will be
l;weet grazing land. All these facts should
be taken into consideration.
Mr. COLECHIN.-.How much of the land
is stony?
Mr. WATT.-About half of it, but some
of that may be cultivated with the use of
the stump-jump plough. The boulders seen
on the surface are often the evidence of
good volcanic soil. I. think we might have
had something in the speech about the proposal that is now before the Federal Parliament to deprive Victoria of a member.
I understand that the Premier has strong
views as to the injustice of the proposal
I do
made bv the Fedeml Government.
not believe in interfering in Federal matters
by attempting to enforce our view by resolution submitted either by a private member
What we ask is to
or by the Government.
have the advantage of a fair representation
of this State, and that we cannot have on
the mere guess of a statistician. Everyone
knows that in the estimating of population
statists' guesses lare horriblv unreliable.
Every year they have to straighten up and
account for leaks and overflows.
This
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affects us as members of a State who have
to contribute to the Commonwealth 5s. for
every £1 of our revenue.
Mr. BENT.-6s. 8d., you mean.
Mr. WATT.-No) ISS. in the £1 has
to be paid back to us, and the Premier is
at fault when he speaks of 6,s. 8d. being
The point is that population in
withheld.
Australia has to be taken in its proper
light. As we must all know, our popUlation
to a large extent is Bedouin in its character.
The statement made to-night by the
honorable member for North :Melbourne on
this point is wholly unreliable.
The return he quoted from covers a period during
which the We3t Australians come here for
their Christmas holidays, and go back. The
population of Australia migrates as animals
and birds do to wherever their living takes
them, and they return periodically to visit
their friends.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.--But if they came on
a visit they would go back and be accounted for accordingly in the return.
Mr. \V ATT. - Precisely.
They came
here during the previous three months, and
returned during the quarter ending 31st
March.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-But I mentioned the
population for the previous three months
also.
Mr. WATT.-The honorable member will
agree wth me that when the Western
Australian gold-fields broke out a large
number of our people went and settlen
there j but they did not know for years
whether they were to make that place their
And if new goldpermanent home or not.
fields broke out to-morrow somewhere else
there would be a rush to them from all the
States of our gold-hunting people, and this
would alter the balance of population immediately. In such circumstances we might
have Western Australia breaking down tomorrow, and half of the popul ation back
But we would
here within twelve months.
not be crying out immediately for an extra
member on that account, because we would
know that in time the Commonwealth of
Australia would give us justice according to
our constitutional rights.
At all events it
is wrong that on guess-work statistics Victoria should lose a member, and that K ew
South Wales should gain one merely because
we have lost a bare ma.rgin of the necessary quota.
I trust the Premier will try
to dO something to expreS3 Victoria's views
in this matter.
I desire to congratulate
him and the Minister of Agriculture on the
Butter Commission.
I think some good
will spring from that inquiry, from its dis-
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closures, and from the results of its work,
which are more satisfactory than we ever
anticipated. I would like the Premier to remember, however, that to the Government is
not due all the credit of this Commission,
because the press were, for a long while,
shoving him on before he consented to its
appointment.
Mr. BENT .-Nothing of the kind.
Mr. WATT.-Members of the Commission, judging from what we have read in
the press, and the leg-al gentleman employed in connexion with the inquiry, have
done far more than anyone expected.
The reduction in the cost of the carriage of
butter must be gratifying to all who supported the appointment of the Commission,
and particularly to the producers themselves.
Referring to the financial question, our large stirplus is a matter for congratulation.
I did not know the Treasurer
was a financier when he went to the Treasury. . I thought he was only an engineer:
and knew he was a great personality who
had endeared himself to his constituents for
many years.
I am aware, also, that he
knows how to man.age individual interests
committed to his care, and how he can preserve an unbroken line of continuity in
politics as well as in financial matters." One
thing he particularly deserves to be congratulaterl on is his endeavour to force on
local bodies the necessity for economy, prudence, and thrift, and, above all, the necessity there is for not going to the Treasurv
for money un less they are prepared to tax
themselves ade(Juatel".
I trust he will
hang on to that polie," with both hands, and
with all his teeth, so that the mtinicipalities
will have to tax themselves up to a proper
rate before depending on wh.at money they
can wring out of the Treasury.
"
"
Mr. BowsER.-Is there ,anv more thriftv
expenditure than that of the municipal
councils?
Mr. WATT.-I am not growling about
the expenditure of the councils.
I do
hold that the men who give their services in municipal councils for nothing deserve much credit, but there is such a thing
as their being subject to local influences
which are too strong for them, and of their
not living up to their responsibilities. There
are municipalities ,,,ith only a IS. rate asking forI money for bridges out of the Treasury.
1\1r. BowsER.-Consider the valuation.
Mr. WATT. - There is no danger of
their valuations being over the proper mark.
We know scores of cases in which properties are under-valued, and I do not know
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of more than two cases in which any of
the applied tests show over-valuation.
Leave it to the lanc!lord to squeal if he is
over-valued. In districts with a receding
population and receding industrial growth
the land is going down in value. But, on
the other hand, in Gippsland East, for instance, as the member for tbat district, with
his 20 or 30 years' experience can testify,
there has been a constantly increasing value,
created by settlement, cultivation, and improvements, and in such districts the municipalities _should be compelled to raise fbe
valuations to a reasonable figure.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-There shoula be
a uniform rate, the same as in New South
Wales.
Mr. WATT.--I do not think the Government will ever satisfactori Iv settle
this question until they appoi,nt a man
whose duties shall be to level up municipal
valuations. The matter has been discussed
by theorists and others, and it has been
seen that local valuers are generally under
the influence of the councils who appoint
them, and in these circumstances you cannot expect a conscientious discharge of the
duties which these men are expected to perform. A local valuator ought to have associated with him a Government valuator with
a general knowledge of the dist~ict, just
as local auditors have associated with them
auditors sent by the Government. If that
were done, I think the Premier would have
little to complain about, and mun~cipal
finances would be placed in a more health v
state. The Railways Commi,ssioners deserve
high commendation-first of all, for the
work they have dbne in dealing with the
condition of affairs which they haci to
tackle, and second for the way' they are
fining down all the leakages, or what may
be regarded as preventable expenditure.
With regard to the cases cited by the honorable member for Melbourne North, they
s?ould be immediately inquired into, especlallv if they are true, but it appears to
me that tbe present Rai1wavs Commissioners
are anxious to do a fair thing bv the- men.
Thev resent-and rightly so-improper
methods of getting at them. Thev take the
stand that Members of Parliament ought
not to interfere in details. Now that Parliament has handeci over this business to
them, giving them such large powers. I
think that they should be upheld in their
position b v the strong oommon sense of
Parliament. I say that they deserve credit
for the way in ,vhich they' have managed
the railways, but we must not forget, of
coorse, to pay a tribute to Providence that
J
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sent the rain we needed, for, after all, one
inch of rain is worth a ton of politics or a
ton of management by any commissioners.
I would give three-quarters of the credit to
Providence, and would divide the other
quarter equally between the Premier and
the Commissioners. Another subject is the
oratory of the reces's. There was a lot of
it, and I was glad to see that Ministers
generally were active. All over the oountry
they were exptessing the views of the Government with regard to important local
questions and to general political affairs,
and they did a good deal to educate the
public up to a certain standard of intelligence 'in regard to ,new matters.
The
Minister of Agriculture and Water Supply
wlas particularly active in this respect, going,
as I was glad to see, all over the country,
meeting the people interested in water
supply, and smoothing out all difficulties
\",itb a hot iron of common sense. I think,
consequently, that the Water Bill will have
a much smoother passage through the Hoose
this session in consequence of that propa.ganda work. The Premier, too, \vas, out
on several occasions as an orator at several
dinners and shows, and even at the University. where he delivered to the post
gra·duates an address, which highly amused
the risin/S professional talent. Then he went
to Bendigo, and I am sorry that he went
there to develop a new line in his character.
Mr. BENT.-It was not a new line at all.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It was an ancient song at Bendigo, and modern one at
'
Geelong.
Mr. WATT.-I think it would 'have been
better for him to have kept it for his best
private parlours and drawing-rooms.
Mr. BENT.-You are jealous.
Mr. WATT .-Although we all enjoy the
humorous vein the Premier gives us sometimesl, yet I cannot help thinking that it
would be better. if he had more respect for
the dignity of his office.
Mr. KEAST.-I have heard you singing
good comic songs myself.
Mr. WATT.-I am sorrv I cannot return
the compliment, but I thi~k the honorable
member, while ornamental to look at, is
never useful except when he opens his
mouth. But, speaking seriously on the
question of recessional oratory, I think it
is a wise thing for 'Ministers as well as for
members to take their turn of it. There
was a time when Mr. Gladstone found that
almost the whole force of public opinion
was against his Government, and that there
was only one way of meeting it, which was
to stump the country) and the marvellous
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effect of fEat man's words and presence
all over England was' that he gained
almost complete ascendency over the
mass of the }3ritish people, and pushed
some great
reforms into execufion.
vVhen Mr. Chamberlain found that the preferential question had been locked agaiRst
him by the great body of the press of
England, he undertook the same thing) and
whatever is to be the effect, immedi.ate or remote, of that particular agitation, we cannot
help feeling,that those gentlemen took the
best means of educating public opinion. T,he
press which is with you to-day may bE"
against you to-morrow, and if you are not
in the habit of meeting your electors and
other people face to flace, and telling them
the story with your own lips, you have no
weapon to use against the forces that are
sometimes levelled against a Government
or against a democracy. Thus, we have had
members of the Ministry and members of
the Labour Part? regullarly spreading
themsel ves over the country, and I trust
that all other parties will endeavour to do
their best in that way.
Mr. HANNAH.-Don't you think the
Labour P artv tell the truth?
Mr. WATT.-Sometimes.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You would be a
splendid organizer for us.
Mr. WATT.-The honorable member
pays me too high a compliment. The members of that party have this advantage O?C r
some of us, that they have nothing else to
do. They make up their minds that when
they reach these seats they are not going to
repose here and do nothing.
I admit
frankly that they work to a very great extent, but it is congenial work, and they do
not feel it. It is about the only work that
some of them do. They go out as ministers of
a social and economic religion, which some
of them, no doubt, believe in, and they
preach that doctrine all over the country.
If the other members of the House, who
have no other concerns to attend to at all,
like the honorable member for St. Kilda, the
honorable member for Toorak, and the
Chief Secretlary, would do the same thing,
then this on-rushing tide of Socialism to
which the leader of the Oprposition has
pointed time and again in this Chamber.
would be stemmed in la few brief months,
and we should easily, bv a comparison of
the true results. show that common-sense
business abilities, instead of wild revolutionary theories, are the sentiments that are
likelv to actuate the Victorian people.
Mr. HANNAH.-What about Mr. G. H.
Reid's propag~nda?
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Mr. WATT.-Surely the honorable member does not mean to compare the members
of the Victorian party for brains and ability
with the members of the Federal Labour
Party. God forbid! There are some men
there that I think are amongst the tlallest
and strongest men Australia has seen in her
Parliaments. I am sorry we cannot say the
same of the members of the Labour Party
in the Victorian Assembly.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You are very unhappy in your retorts.
Mr. WATT.-I do not bake the honorable member as a guide on matters of taste
in public affairs, either in speech or conduct.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You are lecturergeneral to everybody.
Mr. HANNAH.-You have been everything, to my know ledge, for years.
Mr. WATT.-That is nothing to what
the honorable member has been, and will
be before he is finished. I can see depths
of degradation beyond what he has ever
sunk to waiting for him. When special representation is abolished, which he does not
want, he will go back to that position of
obscurity from which he should never have
emerged.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That is another of
your elegant retorts.
Mr. WATT.-When the honorabl'e member's mouth was full of red adjectives and
wild frenzy and scalding epithets lagainst
everybody, he opposed me,and I used to
criticise him in no measured terms.
Mr. HANNAH.-How did he criticise you?
Mr. WATT.-Successfully once, and unsuccessfull)1 another time, so honours are
easy. He criticised himself more effectively
than anybody else ever did, when he made
a speech at the Eight Hours gathering. He
said to-night that he would stick to the particular set of figures he used then, lalthough
He
they had been completelYI exploded.
must acknowledge, if he reads the columns
of comment that fell upon him from the
press, either that he misread the figures
that were supplied by him, or that he had
not looked into them at all. The first part
of his speech on that occasion referred to
the reduction that had been going on since
188o in farm holdings.
I cannot get the
1880 Year-Book in this House. It is prohably down !at the old library.
I will take
his figures as if they were worthy of conHe says
sideration, and deal with them.
that in twenty-two counties out of thirty-six
hetween 1880 and to-da'l, a decrease was
shown of 10,000 cultivated holdings. With
the increases that were to be 'allowed for in
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that time in the other fourteen counties, the
total decrease in ,agricultural cultivated holdings he set down at 5,196. The honorable
member did not disclose the fact that in the
year 188 I, the year after he took his first
illustration, there was a vast alteration made
in the method of compiling that land data.
Mr. ANsTEY.-Where do you get your
information from?
Mr. WATT.-I am taking it from the
Age, because I am not able to verify it in
this building by anything except the last
In 1880, there were
two Year-Books.
48,969 cultivated holdings, calculated on
the old basis, while 'in 1882, under the
new basis, there were--only 33,952 holdings,
or a decrease in two y,ears of 15,000
holding:;.
Mr. ANSTEY.-You cannot find any public
document in which those figures are given.
Mr. WATT.-If I had the official book,
I would not quote from the Age. Although
15,000 was_ the reduction shown in two
years, yet the honorable member for North
Melbourne spread himself to Ishow a
decrease of 5,000 in twenty-five years.
·Mr. ANSTEy.-Your arguments against
him are based not on any public document,
but on a p~blk newspaper.
Mr. WATT.-I am takinfl' the honorable member into my fullest confidence as
to where I get my figures from.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-But you are defend"
ing the other fellow.
Mr. WATT.-In 1880, th~ area under
cultivation, which is another test, was
1,700,000 acres in round figures. In 1903
it was 4,000,000 acres, or nearly three
times the acreage under cultivation twentythree years before.
Mr. ANSTEY.-Does that prove more
holdings?
Mr. WATT.-Is it in reason to suppose
that the holdings could decrease so rapidly
in the twentv-three years under review,
while the ~area un-der cultivation, was
trebled?
Mr. ANSTEY.-Can factories decrease,
and production increase?
Mr. WATT.-Sometimes.
Mr. ANSTEY.-Of course they can, and
that is what happened in this case.
Mr. WATT .-It is nothing like it. Starting from 1882 with nearly 34,000 holdings,
in round' fiE:ures, we find that in 1892 there
were 35,223, so that in ten years we had
gained 1,300.
The steady progress was
continued after 1892, with the exception of
one year. In 1893-4 the number of cultivated holdings was 34,549 j in 1894-5,
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34,249; in 1895-6, 33,684; in 18 96 -7,
34,354; in 18 97- 8 , 34,99 0 ; and in 1898-9,
39,877, showing during those six years a
difference of 4,600 in agricultural holdings.
Mr. KEAST .-They are well over 40,000
now.
Mr. W ATT.-I dare say they are.
I
have quoted these later figures from the
Vic~orian Year-Book for 1895-8.
Mr. ANSTEY.-Did you read the figures
for 1890?
Mr. WATT.-The year 1892-3 is the
earliest for which the data are available to
me in this book.· There is no book in the
library of this House that goes further back
than that. I have endeavoured to get the
latest information. The honorable member
knows full well how hard it is to get information up from the other Parliament buildThe honorable member for North
ings.
Melbourne did not seek in his speech to
convey the story told by the figures I have
just quoted. He reminds me very much
of a story told of the celebrated composer
Rossini. He was a great master in his day,
and a young composer who wanted his
opinion on a work he had put together sent
him the score. Rossini said in reply, encouraging hopes by his first sentence, that
there was much in his work that was new
and valuable, "but, unfortunately," he
added, "what is new is not valuable, and
what is valuable is not new." The figures
the honorable member dug out from somewhere, and that have been contradicted bv
the Age and not uncontradicted since, and
not reproauced again to-day by himself,
were the only new things in the speech.
They were not valuable, but utterly u.nreliable. The only thing that was valuable
in the speech was the proposition for a land
tax, and the Labour Party did not get that
except from the Liberals. Long before the
Labour Party had that particular proposal
in their programme it was advocated by
such men as Mr. Deakin and the late ~:[r.
Shiels. They were the first men who tried
to put that programme effectivel y before
the people of Victoria, and to arouse the
interest -of all thinking radicals and democrats in its favour.
IMr. COLECHIN.-We should have had it
long ago but for the ratting.
Mr. \V A TT .-A statement prepared by
the Government Statist in typewritten form
has been handed to me bv the honorable
member for Borung. It shows the number
of holdings, dairy and agricultural-the introduction of dairying holdings may complicate the matter-to be 44,460 for
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the year ended 1st March, 1905, or an ill
crease of nearly 5,000 holdings since 1899.
That is an increase at the rate of 1,000 a
year.
l\'lr. PRENDERGAsT.-From the year I
quoted until the figures available in the last
Year-Book there wlas then a difference of
over 1,000 fewer holdings under occupation
in the year 1903 than there were in 1881.
Those were figures prepared under the same
conditions.
Mr. WATT.-It is very easy to settle
the matter . We can take the earliest opportunity of getting the assistance of
the Government S'tatist.
If the honorable member's pOSItIon is true, the
land policy of this country leads us to
ruination and national insolvency. If it
is not true, the people who heard his figures
at the Eight Hours banquet should be told
so. On Mav Dav the honorable member
went to the - Y arr~ bank and opened hi s
lungs as follows:The reading of history and attention to abundant
other evidence ought to convince the farmer that
the necessary operation of the money laws and
landlord laws was against his interests. There
were perfect arguments to convince him that tnese
individuals would do the same to the small farmer
here as they had done to the small farmer in
America and in Ireland. (Cheers.) The farmers
in America had formed organizations, but they did
not associate with the class of persons with which
farmers here associated. On the contrary, -they
opposed. monopolies and land syndicates, and had
associated themselves with the Labour Party.
(Cheers.)

We always have cheers after a statement of
that kind. The statement was, to rob it of
its unnecessary verbiage, that the American
Labour Party leads the farmers of
America.
I am not up-to-date in what the
policy of the American F anming P arty is,
but I know that the genuine Labour Party,
the Populist Party, was headed by V.,T.
Bryan, and that he secured the full force
of the Democratic nomination, and yet was
beaten for the Presidency, although he conducted one of the most brillian~ campaigns
in American historYI.
An HONORABLE ~1:EMBER.-There was a
socialistic candidate.
Mr. WATT.-Who was that?
Mr. BEAZLEY.-Eugene Debs.
Mr. WATT.-He was at the bottom of
the poll. I thought the Labour Party here
would have acknowledged that Mr. Bryan
was their candidate because he was second
on the poll, and made a brilliant fight. If
I am wrong, it makes their case the worse,
and for the sake of making their case worse,
I will admit that he was not their candidate.
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Mr. BEAZLEy.-Eugene Debs increased
his voting from 100,000 to nearly
1,000,000 at the last election.
Mr. WATT.-I fail to see how the
farmers could have supported him, because
if they had, he would have been at the top
of the poll.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The fight was on the
silver and gold standard, and the Labour
Party "vas on both sides.
Mr. WATT.-There was no such thing
as a solidarity labour vote in America.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I do not want to
educate you on everything.
Mr. W A TT.-The honorable member
could not educate anything. I was about
to state that the testimony of reliable
witnesses led to this conclusion, that the
solid landed and proprietary interests of
America stand behind the great Republican
Party, otherwise they could not have so reduced the st'atus of the Democratic Party
that it cannot even win a sham fight.
Much less can the landed interests
be behind the
Socialists, who may
be moving up according to some calculations. but who will have to move up a long
stretch before they will even get level
And if the
with the Democratic Partv.
farmers do follow the Labour Plarty in
America, it may be because there are better
brains at the head of the Labour Party
there. The men who lead the great unions
of America are in some cases strong men.
Quite a number could be cited whose biographies are very readable, and which show
that they are well read, cultured men, and
forcible speakers, and men of brains and
power. If the Trades Hall had similar
leaders here, they would win more seats.
There is nothing wrong with their party
except two or three things-the personnel,
and lack of experience amongst their
leaders-which keep the party from the
Government bench, which they say they do
not want, but which they would get if they
had decent leaders. I think that the last
speech contains quite a number of things
which ought to convince the Government
that they should adopt the recommendations
of Dr. Jones, and increase the lunatic lasylums. I have a good deal more matter
which will take me another couple of hours
to deal with.
Mr. BENT .-Fire away.
Mr. W ATT.- I will if the Premier wants
to keep on until midnight.
M r. BENT.-I believe it is worth ali the
money.
Session IgOS.-{S]

"Mr \VATT.-The Premier remjlills me:
of th~ little boy who wants to eat all hi$
cake in one day. It will be bdter if the:
Premier will let me stop now, ana then I
could give him some entertainmenr the r,ext
dav. So far, then, for some of the deeds.
of the Government during the recess, and
some of the criticisms that have been passed
and some of the sneeches that have been.
made.
I have ret"erred to the Governor:s;
speech as a menu of plain dishes. I want
to deal, first of all, with the d:.shes that are
on, and will afterwards deal with the dishes
that are off. The Water Bill is the principal joint of the session, and, so far as we are
able to judge, it will be put in proper form
so as to be easil y digested and readily assimilated. Everything in it that should be
criticised will be criticised, but no obstructive tactics will be taken jln regard to it. We
recog-nise that it is a measure that should
be, generally speaking, placed on the
statute-book, but those who applied to
it the test of temporary resistance last session were right. It would not have'done to
have pushed on that measure in the crude
state in which it came from the Department.
I am glad the Bill is not to be introduced
into the Council.
I think that would have
been a mistake.
Mr. BENT.-A tactical error.
Mr. WATT.-It would have meant more
opposition from the constitutional standpoint. With regard to the Teachers Bill,
I think that great care is necessary. I do
not know whether the Premier is in favour
of that.
Mr. BENT.-There 'is one good clause in
that.
Mr. "VATT.-That might be struck out
in another place, land the~1 the Bill might
go through. There were a lot of objectionable clauses in it last session, ·and if
the measure is constructed in the same way
this session a number of honorable members must give it forcible opposition. As we
propose to resist a dictator in Government
circles in the person of the Premier, so we
propose to resist the establishment of a
dictator in connexion with the E'ducation
serVIce.
Mr. BENT.-Too much Tate.
Mr. "VATT.-That is so. The trail of
the serpent is Olver them all.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I am with you.
Mr. WATT.-I am sorry for that.
I
thought that the leader of the fifth party
was prepared to oppose everything, for at
j
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CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION.
Mr. BENT remarked that there was one
little motion which he would like to pass
before the House rose. The Government
brought up a report on Tuesday night in
reference-to the central station at Flindersstreet.
He would like to have authority
to construct a four-storied building, so that
the tenders might be accepted and the work
proceeded w'ith. He would like to get a
motion in connexion: with that matter
passed to-night.
Mr. COLECHIN.-What is the difference
in cost between three and four stories?
1\1r. BENT said that the difference in
cost was £I7,000.
He might mention
that, according to a promise, he sent this
question on to the Railways Standing Committee, but that the committee could not
see their way clear to recommend the fourstoried building.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I am very glad to hear
it.
:Mr. BENT said that the Railwavs Commissioners thought that the buildin'g ought
to be of four stories. The Government
also thought that it should be of four
stories, a nd an offer had been made to him
by a leading tradesman in Melbourne to
pay 5 per cent. per annum on the cost for
the additional storv.
Mr. TOUTCHER observed that he had
no desire to block~ the Premier in the progress of public business, but he wished to
know whether it was constitutional for the
House to deal with other business until the
Address-in-Reply to the Governor's speech
had been passed.
The SPEAKER.-Does the honorable
member object to leave being given to the
Premier to move the motion? The Premier
can only move by leave, and if any honorable member objects, there is, of course,
'110 leave given.
Mr . WARD E said he did not like to obstruct the Premier, but he would be pleased
if the honorableg,entleman did not proceed
with this matter this evening. The Railways Standing Committee, of which he was
a member, had sent in a report against a
fourth story being placed on this building j
and as the chairman and some other members of the committee were absent, thinking
that the debate on the Address-in-Reply
would be continued unfil t?e adjournment-That the debate be now adjourned. .
Mr. BENT.-Very well j I will not go on
If this is agreed to, I will finish m\' re- with it to-night.
The House adjourned at thirty-three
marks as rapidly as possible on Tuesday.
The motion was agreed to, and the de- minutes past ten o'clock, until half-past
bate was aajourned until Tuesday, July 4. four o'clock p.m. on Tuesday, July 4.

the opening of the session he came into
the House with fire in his eye and
O'Callaghan on his lips.
Mr. WARDE.-He has never, any disagreement with his party.
Mr. WATT.-With regard to another
measure, the Factories and Shops Act, it
must be pleasant for the Government to see
behind them a large number of forces which
were originally against that legislation, but,
on the other hand, we find that a number of
those who used to support the Bill on the
platform have now withdrawn from that
position. I judged from the remarks of a
number of honorable members on the Opposition side of the House that they were
losing affection for their children.
The
leader of the 0 pposition has given us no
intimation of the manner in which the Acts
should be altered, but simply stated that
this legislation should be made satisfactory
to the workers. If that could be done, I
am sure that a number of honorable members on the Government side of the House
who want to make it a nerfect instrument
of government will assist the leader of the
Opposition in doing the right thing. But
if it is proposed to abolish the Wages
Boards and repllace them by this indefinite
car of Juggernaut, which rolled through
Sydney some time ago in the name of
arbitration, I do not think the honorable
member will find very much support in
'what he wants, certainly not from me.
I approve of a measure which will
The
place all employers at scratch.
Acts require amendment to prevent evasion,
more particularly by the Chinese. The Premier will recollect that a representative deputation waited upon him asking that he
should introduce a Bill to render more complete the supervision of the Chinese. and to
introduce the licensing system.
There is
nothing in the' Governor's speech to show
that that is to be done.
Mr. BENT.-Do you want everything in
the speech?
Mr. WATT.-It was understood that
there was to be a programme of dances and
songs and tonic sol-fa.
Mr. BENT.-Faust is not in it.
Mr. vVATT.-If Faust should be introduced into the Bill, we will pass him out.
With the cmi.sent of the Government, I beg
to'move-
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The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
PETITIONS.
Petitions, praying that the House would
order that no excursion trains should be
run on the Victorian railwaxs on Sundays,
were presented, by Mr. McBRIDE, from
residents of Tarnagulla j by Mr. KEAST,
from residents of Nar-nar-goon, Bunyip,
&c. j !by Mr. FAIRBAIRN, from residents of Malvern j by Mr. McLEOD,
from
residents of
N ewstead,
from
residents of Bullarto and Trentham, and
from residents of Woodend and district j
by Mr. MCCUTCHEON, from residents of
St. Kilda, and St. Kilda land district j by
Mr. HOLDEN, from residents of Steiglitz j
by Mr. MACKINNON, from residents of Prahran j by Mr. HUTCHINSON, from residents
of Murtoa, Rupanyup, and Marnoo j
and (on behalf of the- Speaker) from members of the Presbyterian Church of Camberwell and Hawthorn, and from members
of the Methodist Church, Box Hill j by
Mr. ROBERTSON, from residents of Campbellfield and district j by Mr. ARGYLE, from
residents of Broadford j by Mr. GRAHAM, from residents of Nathalia and Picola,
and (on behalf of Mr. Carlisle), from
residents of Tungamah j by Mr. LIVINGSTON, from residents of Fish Creek, South
Gippsl,and;
by
Mr.
WARDE,
from
members of the Presbyterian Church at
Footscray, and from residents of Kensington; by Mr. WATT, from members of the
Baptist Church at Moonee Ponds j by Mr.
COLECHIN, from residents of Geelong; by
Mr. HUNT, from residents of Yea; by :Mr.
ELMSLIE, from residents of South Melbourne j by Mr. FORREST, from residents
of Winchel sea j and by Mr. THOMSON,
from residents of Cavendish and Mooralla.
A petition was presented by Sir SAMUEL
GILLOTT, from barristers and solicitors of
the Supreme Court of Victoria, praying that
the House would consider the course ot
training for admission to the profession, and
provide for a minimum term of service under
articles of two years free from attendance
at lectures or examinations.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said he would
like the Speaker to consider whether the
petition should not be printed. He could
not move a motion to that effect.
The SP EAKER.-I will look into the
matter to see if it can be done.
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Personai Explanation.
POLICE FORCE.
ALLEGED DISORGANIZATION.
Mr. GAUNSON said he desired to ask
the Premier, without notice, if he had read
a leading article in to-day's Age on the
frightful disorganization existing in the
police force, and whether he would bring the
article under the notice of his colleagues?
Mr. BENT.-I have skimmed through
it, and probably, if we dispose of the business early to-night, I shall read it througJ1.
Mr. GAUNSON said the Premier had
not replied to the latter part of the question.
Mr. BENT.-I will see what it is like
first.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST said he desired
to make a personal explanation. He stated
the other night in the House that no estates
in the Western District had been offered to
the Closer Settlement Board, and that the information was given to him in the presence
of the secretary of the board by the chairman.
He had since found out that that
gentleman either wilfully or neglitf,ently
misled him. In asking for the information,
he said, " I want to know this, but I want
to know nothing that is not available to the
The chairman volunteered the
public."
information in the presence of the secretary
of the board. He hoped this kind of thing
would not be general on the part of that
gentleman.
It would be a bad thing' to
find fault with the board at the initiation
of the scheme.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY TO THE
GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
THIRD NIGHT'S DEBATE.
The debate (adjourned from Thursday,
June 29) Oon the motion of Mr. Robertson
for the adoption of an Address-in-Reply to
the Governor's speech was resumed.
Mr. WATT.-When I was granted the
adjournment of the debate on Thursday
last by the indulgence of honorable members and the graceful concurrence of the
Premier, I was endeavouring to deal with
some of the items in His Excellency's
speech.
But with your permission I will
refer back to a matter which has caused
some comment, and which I discussed at
some length, namely, the figures supplied
by the leader of the Opposition in regard
to land: settlement in Victoria.
Mr. WILKINs.-"\Vhat you said is as true.:
as the st.atement in reference to myself.
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Mr. WATT.-I think I remember defending the honorable member in his abSome honorable member accused
sence.
him of being a friend of the brick ring j but
I said that that was not correct. However,
:any statement I made I will stand to.
Mr. WILKINS.-YOU stand to nothing.
:Mr. WATT.-I have no fear in standing
to anything that the honorable member
·has to say in the way of his dealings or
At the time the figures of the
probity.
leader of the Opposition were challenged
it was said by honorable members of the
-Opposition that no proof was adduced
:against them, and that no
public
·document· was
in
existence
which
would give the flgures that I was then giving to the House, and that I was supporting my arguments bv quoting from a newspaper against figures of an authoritative
kind, given by the leader of the Opposition
at the Eight Hours gathering.
The substance of the statement made by the honorable member was that while the area under
culti vation wa'; increasing, the number of
holdings was decreasing.
The honorable
member's exact words were as follows.:The policy of the Tory party, which had always been to hold back the interests of the people,
had resulted in reducing the number of farm holdings in 22 counties out of 36.
In one or two
instances there were small increases in the number of farm holdings; but there was a total de<:rease in the number of farm holdings in operation.
In Anglesey, in 1880, there were 817 farm
holdings, to-day there were 530; in Benambra, 423
in 1880, 372 to-day; Bendigo, 2,894 in 1880, 1,741
t'Q-day; BorungJ 2,596 in 1880, 2,312 to-day;
Bourke, 4,135 in 1880, 3,541 to-day; Dalhousie,
1,755 in 1880, 1,280 to-day; Dundas, 666 in 1880,
495 to-day; Gladstone, 2,085 in 1880, 1,210 to-day.
The twenty-two counties had 39,392 farm holdings
in 1880, and 29,268 to-day, or a total reduction of
10, 12 4 farm holdings, as compared with 25 years
:ago.

I do not know where the honorable member got his figures from j but I have been
at some pains to investigate the problem
since last Thursdav, and I find that a number of public doc~ments giving the correct
figures show a totally different tendency on
the part of farm holdings during the l.a3t
25 years.
The statistics in the Parliamentary Papers of Victoria, and also the
bound volumes of statistics in the general
library at the Commonwealth House of
Parliament, prove unmistakably that the
figures used by the honorable member are
false, whether the honorable member knew
it or not, and I notice that he did not supply the same figures during this debate as
he did during his remarks at the hight
Hours gathering.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I did not go over
the same ground.
:Mr. WATT.-The honorable member is
probably afraid to do so, as he could not
prove what he had said.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I was not afraid.
Mr. WATT. - The honorable member
was asked to mention the source of his information, so that we might be able to prove
the fallacy of his statements. . The Government Statist h.as supplied me, by request, with the following information.
I
rna y expl ain that I made the statement that
in 1880 a totallv different method of compiling the figures for our agricultural holding:; was adopted.
That is true.
In
1881-2 we have, therefore, no records at
all, the stati3tical office apparently changing
the whole of its system, and we have to
take them in the total from 1875 to 1895-6.
In 1880 there were 49,637 agricultural,
dairving, and pastoral holdings. Then the
cha~ge took place, and pastoral holding1s
were excised, leaving the next year with a
break, and in the following year we pick
up the figures again, 33,952 agricultural
There was, thereholdings being shown.
fore, apparently a drop in two years of
15,685.
My argument is that if the honorable member had been at so much pains
to show that farm holdings had decreased
by over 10,000 in 25 years, how was it
that he held from his hearers the fact that
in one year alone there was a drop of over
15,000, according to the official figures?
Then we have the figures giving the number
of holdings right on year by ye.ar, and not
changing until 1887-8, when a new factor
was introduced, holdings on which artificial
grass only was grown being excluded. The
numbers fell in consequence of that, and we
have the same method of compilation until
1896-7, when dairying 40ldings were included, as they had become part of our
farm lands.
But the result of it all is
that, taking a proper period for comparison, there is an absolute improvement. In
1882-3 there were 33,952 holdings in Victoria j in 1904-5-that is bringing it up
to within three months of the present date
--there were 44,460, excluding pastoral'
holdings, the figures showing an increase in
the course of 22 years of 10,5°8 agricultural or cultivated holdings.
That being so,
surel v the honorable member will either
explain to the Chainber where he got his
figures or acknowledge the mistake he made.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You do not read all
that I said.
A reporter from the Argus
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came to me and got a statement from me,
and you are not taking the trouble to read
that.
Mr. 'VATT.-You did not ask me to
read it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Mr. Hayter and
Mr. McLean both state that this falling
off was noticeable and dangerous to the
community.
Mr. WATT.-I will lay this paper on
the table of the House for the information
of honorable members, for it has been furnished to me by those ,vho have no object
in colouring the figures; and for no other
purpose than that of rendering clear the
e*act state of affairs. Honorable members
will see from this paper that the result of
a 22 years' comparison on a fair basis itS
to show an increase of 10,508' in the number of agricultural holdings in Victoria.
That is exactly the opposite to what the
That is an
honorable member has stated.
absolute test.
But there is a relative test
which we may make, and I propose to compare Victoria in some respects with some
of the other Stares of the Commonwealth,
and with the country the honorable member is so fond of using for purposes of
comparison, namely, New Zealand.
We
find, according to the figures for 1903, and
taking all the main staples of 'agricultural
produce, that Victoria in nine cases out of
ten is at the head of all her competitors.
This could not be so if our land was aggregated into large areas, and if the state of
things was as the honorable member has
declared. Victoria could not poss:bly have
produced so much, compared with countries enjoying a more equable climate and
more regular rainfall, if the case was as
the honorable member has stated. We will
In 1903 Victoria
take the area in wheat.
had 1,968,599 acres under wheat.
The
only State approaching that is over 200,000
acres below us, and that is South Australia, which had 1,711,174 acres under wheat.
New Zealand had only 230,346 acres under
wheat, or about one-ninth of the area under
,wheat that Victoria had.
Mr. PRENDERGAST,-It is not a wheatgrowing country.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-vVhat about
oats?
Mr. vVATT.-We will take the figure:;
with regard to oats for the same year.
Victoria had 433,638 acres under oats,' and
New Zealand had 391,640.
There is a
difference of some 40,000 acres in favour
of Victoria. I will next take barley, and
honorable members will here also find the
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same condition of things.
Victoria h.ad
47,760 acres under bar 1ev, and New Zealand 34,681.
Then if ',ve take potatoes,
New Zealand is still behind us.'
Mr. MURRAY.-I should think so.
Mr. VV ATT.-Victoria leads, in potatoes,
the whole of civilized Australasia. In that
year we had 48,930 acres under potatoes,
and New Zealand 31,778 acres. In hay,
Victoria had 733,353 acres, and New Zealand 77, r67. The total acreage of all the
staple products of Victoria was 4,02 1,590
acres, and of New Zealand 1,786,095.
Mr. JAMES CAMERON (Gippsland East).
-You have broken the bubble.
:Mr. vVATT.-I think that the actual facts
and the method of comparison show that
the figures made use of bv the honorable
member, the leader of the Opposition, were
entirelv wrong, and the deductions which the
honorable member drew from his fig.ures
have been proved to be false also.
,~h. PRENDERGAST.-You will get vour
reply in the course of time.
.
Mr. WATT.-I shall be glad to have the
honorable member's reply, because I believe
it impossible to prove anything like what
the honorable member stated on Eight Hours
Dav.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST.-VOU said that from
I88r there was a drop, and that it went up
afterwards.
Mr. WATT.-I said there was a break
in the statistics.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Vou know that the
figures of 1880 were not persisted in. The
same figures only commenced this year.
Mr. WATT.-In 1903-4 the figures were
brought back to the old basis, includi'ng
pastoral properties, and this year is the
second year in which that is made a basis
'of calculation.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-And the first year
shows a falling-off of 1,002.
Mr. VV ATT. - The honorable member
may say that he is correct, for once, and
probably by accident. In I902-:~, according to the figures given by the Statist,
there were 43,768 agricultur3.1 ~D':1 nairying holdings.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Give us ~he totals.
Mr. WATT.-Those are the totaTs. The
honorable member does not use figures properlY,when he does use them. In 1904-5
the agricultural and dairying holdings numbered 44,460; and the pastoral 8,138, a
total of 52,598.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-\Vere those figures
issued last weeK?

9+
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Mr. WATT.-Yes, and published by the
Government Statist in the Goven111u 11t Gaz~tte, I believe.
I was about to say that
the honorable member ought to give up
statistics.
He has not proved anything
since he started to' use them, and he is evidentlv suffering from statistical measles,
which break out at one period in all politicians. The honorable member must see
that he is endangering his reputation for
accuracy bv using articles which come back
upon him like a boomerang. If that is the
kind of gentlemen who run the arithmetical
department of the Trades Hall, no wonder
the calculations made by that august body
are so frequently wrong, and so frequently
leave people with wrong impressions.
Another matter I desire to refer to is an
utterance which the honorable member m::tde
on the Yarra bank on Mav Day.
The
honorahle member was talking about the
Joans of this country, and. as I showed him
the other dav. when speaking in reference
to some of his deductions. <the honor::lble
.member was almost entirely wrong. But
let us take the statement of the honor::tble
member, and refer to a part of it which
might he called the peroration, as it is surTOuhded and punctuated by cheersIt was ~aid that the Labour Party injured the
country's credit, but the Conservatives found difficulty in borrowing, and paid dearly for their
money. No matter what party was in power,
the .borrowing of money would be just as easy or
just as difficult as it was at the present, for it did
not depend upon political but upon business considerations. (Cheers.)

This statement pre-supposes that business
oonditions have no relation whatever to
political conditions; that commerce comes
irres.pective of government; that prosperity
may come or go from a country, whether it
is presided over by a despotic Czar, a revolutionary system, or a benevolent Parliament j that the revolutionist would not
affect our creditors' nerves. In other words,
that men will lend you money whetber they
believe in you or not; that is the plain deduction.
All tbis is erotic, neuro~ic, or
tommy ro6 c-I think mostly _ tommyrotic,
without anv special reference to the Premier. If this be true, then every Socialist
in this House is 'wrong, because, whilst he
is continuallv telling the countrv that bad
government is sending us to' ruin, the
leader of the Opposition fire:;; back into his
own followers by saying that business has
nothing to do with the government of the
countrv. It seems to me that statements
of t1~at
kind are
so much
wind
0
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and gas, signifying nothing. I would like the
honorable gentleman, as he is adding planks
to his platform of his own accord, to add
one adopted by another State. He added
planks to his platform during the recess.
He took one adopted by the South Australian representatives with reference to the
abolition of the Upper House. I do not
know if he consulted his own party or not
in that matter, because the secret conclave
of the Trades Hall only makes such disclosures we-en it likes.
.
Mr. WILKINs.-He has not more submissive followers than sit in that corner.
Mr. WATT.-Honorable members opposite are absoltitely bound by pledges which
they cannot get out of, whether they believe
in them or not. The maxim of the Trades
Hall is that of the Army-absolute uncomplaining obedience to their leader.
Mr. WILKINs.-What abou"t Kyabram?
:Mr. ,.yA TT.-"Vhatever view honorable
membef3 may take as to the discipline of
party, of' as to the ties of party allegiance,
I have always insisted in this House, except
on the most critical occasions, that honorable
members have no right to be bound to obey
the wire-puller outside. I was going to
ask the leader of the Opposition if he were
prepared to add this plank to his platform,;
a plank which was recently adopted by the
Queensland Parliamentary Party when they
decided, if we can trust the representations
of the press, that they would put at the top
of their programme in the future, a plank
that they would only select sober and honest
men. Perhaps they' may have had a most
unfortunate experience there, from which
the members of the Labour Party here are
practically free.
But if the honorable
gentleman is sincere in trying to make the
platform on which he stands' impregnable,
I would strongly urge h~m to adopt that
plank. He would never then get any opponents, and might get some friends. I
make no insinuations against members of
the Labour Party, but the plank that I suggest might well appear in their programme
as well as in the programme of any other
party in the House. I am quite sure the
Premier, when he drafts the rules of the
new association-for the one which he proposed during the recess did not seem to
come off all right-should embody that same
plank in the front of his programme. The
honorable member representing public
officers suggests that it might be worded
"moderately honest men."
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: :Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That would let him
in anyhow.
Mr. WATT.-The most amusing thing to
those who knew the leader of the Opposition in the past, is the part he plays now.
When I first knew him he was an Anarchist.
pure and simple, not very pure and not very
simple, but one who viewed the world with
bloodshot eyes. He has altered altogether
since. Placed in a position of responsibility, he haSi become stodgy and respectable
and very dull. He cannot now magne6ze an
audience as he used to do on the platform,
for now he has to be very careful and think
of the effect of some of his words. He
was a decided success as a revoluti'Onary, and he is likely to be a very
moderate failure as a respectable politician
trying to concern himself with State finances.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-When you were a
Radical you were a success j now that you
are a Tory vou are a failure.
Mr. WATT.-I challenge anything he
sa ys in that regard.
I came into this
House as an Individualist, decrying the
methods of the Labour Party, and had the
signal honour of beating the honorable member first of all. I have never changed my
views with re~ard to politics, and I do not
. accuse him of doing that, but only of having changed his methods-having seen that
reyolutionarv methods would never commend
themselve" to the judgment of the people
of Victoria.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - You can judg,e a
man's character by the company he keeps.
Mr. WATT.-I would not like to be as
unfair to the honorable member as to say that
about him. I have seen him in verv doubtful company.
Mr. WILKINS.-You have been with him
yourself.
- Mr. WATT .-Politics make queer bedfellows.
However, the thing I mistrust
most of all in the honorable member is his
.~ present attitude of liking for the Government, as shown in the calm way in which
he let them down for their misdemeanours
during the recess-the way he cuddled the
·Pr,emier in recognition of favours received
during the recess, and relying on the prospect of favours to come, whereas the fundamental function of the Opposition is to cri'ticise everything done in a healthy way. I
have had to undertake the unpleasant responsibility of saying a few candid things to the
Premier and his Government, although I
'still intend to go on (supporting them. Why
am I to go on supporting them? Because
J
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I do not want any of those men opposite
to be on the Treasury bench or in the Departments. I have a true admiration for the
methods of government, and particularly
for the Premier, who, I think, is a hardheaded, business man; and it is only when
he throws sops to members over the table
that I mistrust him. Therefore, I hope
that the Government will not be found in
the arms of the Labour Party or of its
leader.
Mr. WILKINS.-You will make the Premier quite uneasy.
Mr. W ATT.-Getting back to the lines
of the Governor's speech, I would like to
make a few references to the Factories Act.
The most significant desertion of that Act
has been exhibited by the Trades Hall
representatives-the' men who orig.inally
favoured it.
The honorable member for
Allandale and Sir George Turner were the
men who put that remedial Act on our
statute-book, yet their party have shown
through all last session by propaganda
work, that if they have not deserted the
Act, they are almost out of sympathy with
it.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What are you
~;oing to do with regard to that Act, seeing
that you are supporting the Government as
it is to-day?
Mr. WATT.-I am going to do what I
have always done with regard to the Factories Act-that is, to support its main principle. I believe it has done more good than
any other Act of its kind in Australia. I
do not want to see arbitration put in its
place, unless we have a better method of
pushing arbitration awards to a conclusion
than the v have in the sister State of
New Sbuth Wales.
I do not want
to see an interminable struggle in
the House on the question of preference to
unionists. That sort of thing is repugnant
to any man who believes in his fellow
men, and in the principle of equality
of opportunity, and does not believe in the
aristocracy of labour, which these gentlemen
opposite believe in more than in anything
else.
Mr. WILKINS.-Oh, give us two or three
minutes' spell.
Mr. WATT. - I am dealing with the
phase of the question as it suggests itself
to mv judgment-a phase which obtains in
the Federal Arbitration Act and in the New
South Wales measure.
An HONORABLE ~fEMBER.-Would you
abolish the Appeal Court?
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Mr. WATT.-No; not before it has been
tried. It may have had one or two trials,
and if it had failed we would have heard
of it from members opposite. I have said,
and still say, that it is a wise thing to give
an Appeal Court to those who might be dissatisfied with the decisions of the board
as a healthful brake on the machine. If
the Appeal Court does not succeed in that
way, I would abolish it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-It favours the employers, and not the employes.
Mr. WATT.-If it does that, it is at
fault. My idea is that you should have an
Appeal Board open to each side, to either
side who might be dissatisfied with the
award; and if that is not so, then it should
be altered when a measure to codify
the la,w is brought down
and I
believe it is proposed to do' that now.
I hope also that the Government will adopt
the suggestion offered in perfect good
faith by those who have followed the measure with some interest, that the shops sections should be separated altogether from
the factories sections, so as to make two
separate Acts. Those who have been instrumental in framing the Bill will see the
object of that, for there is no earthlv reason now, except the old fusty one of precedent, why the shops part, so dissimilar
in its provisions in all ways, should be in
a Factories Bill.
Mr. LEMMoN.-Then you divide th~
citizens who maintain the legislation.
Mr. WATT.-You do not divide them.
The honorable member surely does not suppose that to make a 'man interested in legislation you :must interest his own pocket. I
know patriotic citizens who watch measures
which have no direct interest to them, and
express H:..eir views about them. So the employers and assistants in shops will still have
the same interest that every citizen should
have in factories legislation, and the
owners and operatives in factories will have
the same interest in shops legislation. The
items are complicated by being in the same
Bill, simply because legislation in other
countries was originated in the same way.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-What about the
consolidation of the measures?
Mr. ,\VATT.-We can still consolidate.
The honorable gentleman's idea is laudable and correct that we should codify and
consolidate the law, but we can do that and.
still separate it. It will be a pity to codify
this law and leave those two divisions complicated in a permanent statute. This is
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a most fitting opportunity to separate them
altogether. As to shops, the Chief Secretary
is to receive a deputation later on this week
with regard to the holiday provisions. He
has before him the recommendations of the
Royal Commission on Factories and Shops.
I want to see the Government take an attitude that shows back-bone on this question.
For many years, as the honorable
member fDr Allandale will frankly admit,
the Legislature showed its unwillingness
to enforce a universal half - holiday,
and all kinds of palliatives and excuses were put forward by_ the Legislature why the responsibility should be
thrown either on the indi'viduals concerned, or on the local governing bodies.
It is time we stopped that. This community is represented in this House generally
and the members should have sufficient
knowledge and courage to Stay, "We are going
to have a Wednesdav or Saturdav halfholiday"-I prefer the Saturday-=-" universall y observed and enforced with all the
penalti'es of the law." When the Chief
Secretary hears the representations of the
members of that deputation, I trust he will
come down with that Bill prepared to ask
the representatives in this House to vote
for a universal Saturdav half-holiday. The
consequent adjustments ,,,ill dislocate trade
only for a few weeks. All the shopkeepers
to whom I have spoken, who were formerly
ag,ainst the universal half-holiday, are now
almost entirely und.nimous that they would
put up with the inconvenience of it rather
than submit longer to the old-fashioned sys- \
tern by which thev have to let a number of
their emploves off at different times, and
dislocate their business interminably. I do
not see any mention of the Chinese in the
Governor's speech. Thev may be included
in the reference ,to factories legislation, although there the Government onlv propose
"to consolidate and make permanent the la,,,"
relating to factories and shops." I trust the
Premier, even if it is not mentioned in the
speech, will bring down not too late in the
session a Bill bv which that question will
be properly and satisfactorily dealt with.
Last session there was an objection by some
members in various parts of the House that
the law might prove tyrannkal, and the con,science of another place was evidentlv
pricked, for they refused to pass the Bill
on the ground that it would be unjust to
the stranrrer within our gates.
'Mr. ~TCCUTCHEoN.-There is no doubt
that it would have proved tyrannical if
passed.
J
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Mr. WATT.-I respect the honorable
gentleman's convictions on that subject, although I do not share them. The proper way
to look ,at this question, as we are assured
by all who have studied it for years, whether as members of the inspectorial staff or
as outside citizens, is that wholesale evasion takes place by the Chinese, both with
regard to wages and hours of labour. If
that is an admitted fact-and I have never
heard it qualified or contradicted by those
whose judgment commands respect-what
are we to do? If we do not introduce some
such measure as that ,ve are practically confes.sing our own impotence to deal with
The
people who won't obey our laws.
white residents will be either fined or
gaoled if they do not submit to the provisions of Acts that we pass. Is the Chinaman to be established there-1'vIr. OUTTRIM.-He is boss at present.
Mr. WATT .-He is absolutel v bo,s, because report after report issued by the
Chief Inspector of Factories confesses utter
inabilitv to harness the Chinaman and make
him obey the provisions of our statutes.
1\1r. LEMMoN.-We shall have to give
preference to white men, not to unionists.
Mr. WATT.-Preference was proposed
to be given under the Bill last year to white
men by the provision to license the yellow
man, with the object of seeing in this country a proper standard of living, and a due
observance of necessary sanitary conditions
in our cities. I trust the Premier will push
on as soon as possible, as he evidentl y proposes, with this particular law, and see
that, while any f,astidious men who have reasonable objections to offer to the proposals
of last session are listened to, the main
features of the Bill shall remain intact as
it goes through this House. It appeared to
me that there was good reason why the Goyernment should not insist on passing the
Rill introduced last session to deal with
food adulteration.
Certain newspapers
evidentlv believed that the Bill was framed
on healthy principles, but I doubt very
much whether any of their staff read it. It
practically meant giving a wholesale and unlimited' charter to the 'Minister of Public
Health and the Chairman of the Board of
Public Health to do what they liked \yith
regard to food consumed in the metropolis, without reference to Parliament
or any other authority.
Considerable
'study . has been given" in the United
State,; to Acts dealing with the food
of the people. The American Acts state
explicitly in every line what is allowed, and
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what prohibited, with regard to each particular article of food, and that is what we
must do in this country. If jam is being
adulterated, then, on the proper advice of
experts, the Minister ought to be prepared
to come down here with a proposal to prevent the adulteration of jam. Similarly
with sauces and condiments, a.nd bread and
milk, and so on, let us take the responsibility of saying what articles shall be limited
in their manufacture, and what restrictions
shall be imposed upon them, but do not let
us legislate by delegating everything to any
board, or Minister, or Governor in Council
either, because after all the regulations they
make may seriously hamper and retard the
progress and development of trade in this
country. The English Acts-there are four
in existence from 1875 to 1899-deal in
the same way with the subject. They hand
over to four authorities the control of the
work. The Local Government Board acts in
all matters with regard to the consumer.
The authorities of that board, if they
think milk is being vended in the streets of
London injurious to human life, can act at
once in the interests of the consumer. The
Board of Agriculture has also cast upon it
certain imperative duties with regard to the
producer of these food supplies. The Minister of Customs can act with regard to importation, and the 10c:al authorities of all
kinds are the compulsory agents of the central authorities.
Mr. SOLLY.-That law is not effective in
the old country.
Mr. WATT:-I believe it is.
i\Ir. SOLLY.-It is not.
Eighteen
thousand •children under the a bae of twelve
months dIed twelve months ago.
Mr. WATT.-That does not prove anything.
Mr. SOLLY.-It was proved bv evidence
that the deaths were caused by f~u1ty milk.
Mr . WATT.-I do not believe that pr,oof
was made. I believe it is a significant fact
t?~t young children do die in the congested
CItIes of the old world through a defective
milk supply, but it does not foOllow that
all the r8,ooo died from that. I am with
the honorable member that if the local autho~ity does not prove willing, or eager, or
faCIle enoui!,h to operate, we should hand
the matter over to a central authority. The
tests should be, first 1 injury to human life
or health. If adulteration is to be stopped
on that ground, we shall have wholesome
provisions with regard to articles vended
in our cities. The second test-not so important, but touching on the commercial
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morality of our community - is that we (the Opposition) side said that the prison
ought not to have any article labelled labour question was a bar to any satisfacwrongl y, so that a purchaser is misled as tory settlement of. prison reform on industo its component parts.
We want to pre- trial lines. The Premier, however, in varivent fraud 0'n the buyer as well as to pro- ous parts of the country, has intimated
tect human life. I trust that the English his intention of bringing down proposals
provision will find effect in our legislation, to reform our prisons.
that when a certain number of fines have
~'I.r. GAUNSON.-To make them self-supbeen inflicted, imprisonment shall follow, portmg.
because imprisonment can be inflicted under
Mr. WATT. - There is nothing in the
the English Act on any man who culpably speech about that. I trust that the honoroperates in a certain direction after having able gentleman has not forgotten that this
been twice punished. This will also apply was one of the 500 promises made in the
The pro- recess, because there is 'nothina more imto the Milk Supervision Bill.
posal to give the control of the whole of portant to which he can direct his attenthe metropolis into the hands of the Board tion. Anything that will put the finances
of Health, without giving the Department of our prisonS! on a satisfactory basis ought
The
of Agriculture some power of supervision to be welcomed by every citizen.
with regard to the producers, is a mistake. question of prison labour will have to be
Very often men are prosecuted through no discussed in detail afterwards, but there is
fault of their own, because water or some a very simple solution of it, and in other
deleteri0'us substance has been imported into countries they are turning their attention to
The it successfully, with the consent practicallv
the milk without their knowledg,e.
Dep'artment of Agriculture should stand of the whole of the governinf' classes.
I
beside the producer, to punish or protect had hoped to have some information about
him ;ust as the Health Department stands the three leading prisons of the United
beside! the consumer to protect him.
I States of America, to show the vast amount
understand that the Stock Feeds Sale Bill of production that goes on inside the gaol
is to be introduced in a new form. I trust walls, but it has not reached me yet, and I
that the statement in the press, that this shall have to keep it for a subsequent occaThis
measure had been sent to the Chamber of sion, such as the Budget debate.
Agriculture, asking whether they agreed production not only helps to keep the prisonwith it or not, and saying-as the Director ers, but to reform them, because in reformof Agriculture is alleged to have said in able cases-his letter-that, doubtless, if the Chamber
Mr . WARDE. - What is done with the
agreed with it, the measure would be passed goods?
by the Legislature without much criticism,
Mr. WATT.-In some cases, as for instance in the great prison of San Quentin"
is incorrect.
Mr. KEAsT.-They do not know any- at Sacramento, in California, a vast amount
of jute manufacture is going on, and the rething about it.
Mr. WATT. - There are men in this sult goes right into the haonds of the farmers
House who know something aJbout the trade, of the States, who use for their exports of
notabl y the honorable member for D ande- wheat and other cereals the bags produced
nong, who was unfortunately absent last in the prison. I do not know that anv outsession when this Bill was discussed j but cry has arisen, because, as I understand,
the Government at the end of last session the articles are sold at proper figures.
found it wiser not to persist with the Bill, . Mr. GAUNSoN.-Some of the prison pro,
in order that this session they might try to ducts are sold l1ere.
bring down something which would satisfy
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Both from America
men in the trade who know what they are and Germany.
talking, about. With regard to prison reMr. W ATT.-I dare sav j but some are
form, the Premier is very much like a: sold in the States of America.
Preciselv
bower bird. He gathers up all the bright how we should dispose of the proaucts
and shining articles to be found in the bush, the gaols and at what price are the only
and puts them into his own nest, in the questions we should consider.
Every honhope that he will be credited with having orable member who believes in preventing
produced them.
Some of us have been £.1 0 ,000 per annum going out of the State
taking ail interest in prison reform for some coffers ought to pay attention to this par~
time, and when I had the temerity to speak ticula! que~tioI?- to see if it is not possible,
on it last session, some members on the other without doing any injustice to free labour,

of
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to try to make these prisoners keep themselves and return to the State some of the
surplus of their products.
1\1r. ELMsLIE.-And give the unemployed
no opportunity.
i\Ir . WATT. - Vi/hat makes the unemployed?
Surely one .of the. causes, in
'addition to the aiternatlllg perIods of depression and prosperity, is the fact that we
have to levy so much from the taxpayers
for the forces of the Goyernment. The sum
of £50,000 annually comes largely ?ut of
the pockets of the workmen to pay thIS tax.
'Vi/hen men become ill and suffer loss of
employment they often fall into the ranks
of the unemployed.
The ho~orable member ought to realize that this IS one of the
If you
forces that make the unemployed.
are going to reform the reformable. cases
'ins~de the oO'aol walls-and of
the pnsoners
.
.
,sentenced every year there IS a proportIOn
reformable-you must put them to useful
labour.
Mr. MURRAY.-I know one man who was
reformed eight times.
Mr. WATT.-I know one man who was
,reformed once without going to prison, and:
I might add that he occupies a very exalted
position in t~is House at ~resent. Anotl:er
thing to whIch the a~tentIOn. of the .Chief
,Secretary might be dIrected IS that If the
'pri30ners get profitable employment at l~se
ful work it may be a means of maklllg
'them useful citizens, and they rna y do
'something to repair the damage done by
If a man enters a
crimes of violence.
'dwelling-house and steals jewellery to the
'value of £20, and is sentenced to twelve
'months' imprisonment, he goes into gaol to
be maintained at the expense of the State,
:probably amounting to between £20 and
,£40 j he makes no reparation to the
person from whom he stole the property,
and it cannot be expected that th.e State
'should make the reparation.
If the men
were put to useful employment in the pri.sons we could save some of the results of
their labour, besides giving a reasonable
'proportion towards making, reparation to
'the injured parties in the State.
Mr. l\1uRRAY.-What 'would you do with
the burglars that are not caught?
Mr. WATT.-The representative of the
public officers has a remedy for that j he
\wants to re-org,anize the police force, so that
·the number of undetected crimes shall be
reduced.
, Mr. KEAST. - Are those caught to get
(Laughter.)
,some credit for it?
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Mr. W ATT.-The person to get credit
is not the person caught j but the person
who catches the burglar.
Mr. KEAST.--I meant to say that the
police ,,,,ho caught the burglars should get
some credit for it.
l\Ir. WATT.-1.Jnder the ancient regime
of Sparta, if a Spartan were detected in
a crime hiS' punishment was to be very severe. It was not the crime that was punished, but the fact of being found out. A
story was told of a Spartan boy who stole a
younO' fox and hid it under his garment for
fear b of being discovered.
Hi~ fe.ar of
being found out was so great that he kept
the fox hidden there, and allowed it to eat
into his vitals.
There are various matters
in connexion with the Penal Departllllent that
ought to be re-organized. The Pr~mier
proposes to pull down the Me!bourne Gaol.
and I suppose sell the site. It would make
a fine gaol erected elsewhere j but that matter requires careful consideration.
If the
Premier is going to make an alterat:on I
would recommend him to make it a female
prisoner's gaol, and the wing at Pentridge
devoted to females should be devoted to a
proper classification of the male prisoners,
which can hardly take place without further
accommodation being provided.
It is just
the same in New South Wales.
I think
they have more gaols there, and are doing
better in the direction of the classification
of reformable prisoners, first offenders,
and all hardened prisoners, than we are
here.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT:-That is not admitted by our Inspector-General.
Mr. WATT.-Probably it is not.
Mr. MURRAY.-In Sydney they have been
copying Victorian methods.
Mr. WATT.-Captain Evans in his
method of special treatment did more to set
the lines of penal reform than was ever done
before here.
I ha ve been privileged to
receive in writing an advance copy of the
report of the Inspector-General of 1\ ew
South Wales, and I would like to draw the
attention of the Chief Secretary to some of
its phases.
Dealing with classification he
saysThe O'radinO' of the various gaols has been completed, band the dangers arising from the association of differ'ent classes of offenders have been
materially lessened. ,Parramatta G?,ol is now.reserved chiefly for long-sentenced pnsoners havmg
several previous convictions; those of a more hopeful class 00 to Bathurst and Maitland; the first
offender i;' placed at Goulburn, while sexual pe.rverts and hindrances to good order are treated In
certain of the smaller establishments suited for
the 'purpose.
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Mr. GAUNSON.-Ought not the sexual
perverts to be sent to the lunatic asylum?
Mr. WATT.-They may be treated at
the hospital for the insane; but I do not
knowAn inter-classification is in operation a~ . each of
these places, determined by character, m~ustry,
and conduct and a prisoner found at any tIme to
be out of hi~ proper classification is at once transferred.

If the Penal Department undertakes a
proper primary classification of prisoners
doubtless more use will be made of the outlying gaols; if not used these gaols ought
to be closed.
If they are to be kept open
they ought to be used as. New Sout~ ·Wa.les
is using them for a prImary claSSIficatIOn
and subsequent inter-classification. Anot}1er
question the Inspector-General of New
South \Vales referred to is the industrial
He saysquestion.
For some time past the industrial branch has
been in process of change, and. during. the y~ar
considerable attention has been glVen to Improvmg
and expanding its operations on business. lines.
It seems to be eminently proner that pnson.ers
should by their labour bring about some reductIOn
in the cost which their imprisonment imposes on
the taxpayer.
And if the reform of criminals
is to be accomplished, employment of a regular
and intelligent kind is absolutely essential. Work
is an indispensable factor in all efforts to reform,
but the work must be useful and productive if it
is to have any reformative value.
A great deal
of employment has been obtained in manufacturing for the requirements of the States departments, and this, a.n,d the. cultivation of the waste
grounds surrounding the various gaols, and the
labour necessary for the internal service of the
establishments, have 'kept the prisoners usefully
and profitably employed.
Vegetable gardening
provided a deal of wholesome occupation in the
open air, and verretables were ~rown to the value
of £1,500, the sum which would otherwise have
been paid to the contractor to meet the gaol requirements.

If the Chief Secretary will carefully
peruse, wj!1h the assistance of the InspectorGeneral of the Penal Department, this particular report, I am quite sure he will see
that it runs on very useful lines, that
New Soutb Wales is moving in the direction that Victoria ought to be moving in,
and that New South Wales is in some respects slightly ahead of us. J do not wish
to occupy the attention of honorable members much longer, but I would like to direct
attention to the question of immigration,
which is not dealt with in His Excellency's
speech, and to wh:ch the leader of the Oppositiond,id not direct public attendon. We
have had two utterances during the recess
of some value on this matter, and notably
one by the new Prime Minister, Mr. Deakin,
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as to the necessity of advertising our reo
lation from the older centres of the world;
and the other by the honorable member for
Toorak, who has recently been on a visit
to the old country, and g~v~ thib,l,lgh the
new spa pers, jon the form of an interview,
the substance of some of his deductions and
observations. There is no doubt that the
problem of population is a real one. Young
countries dare not depend only on the na·tural increase of births; if they do they
will be in the position in which we have been
during the last twenty years. I find a most
astounding revelation in the figures dealing
with the last twenty )iears. We have only
had a net gain by immigration in twenty
years of. 5,419 people. We have had a
very big net gain in the first of these two
decades, and a very big loss in the latter.
That shows that, although Victoria is a
happy and self-contained country, being one
of the most resourceful of the United
States of Australia, she is doing nothing
apparently to offer inducement, not onlv to
keep her own here, but to attract people
from other quarters.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Public men
and the press are always running dO\vn our
country.
Mr. WATT.-Precisely. More than any
other cause that operates js the cry of
"stinking fish" by those in power. It is
often done unthinkingly, and when business
g~ts very .. ~ac;I .you will hear men saying
everything is going wrong ...· 'This is unwise~
for if there is anything that induces prosperity it is confidence and credit. There
is not enough! money in the country to do
one-hundredth part of the business of this
country, and if we-cannot rely on one another business wilt fall off. The croaking
of the newspapers and of public and private citizens has done more to harm our
country than anything I know of. There
is no country that I know of that ought to
be better off than Victoria. There is no
period in Victoria, except our inflated boom
period-which was unreal-when we had
the same conditiqns of stability and progress as we have now. And yet population is not coming in as fast as it ought to.
Although there have been certain efforts
made in the past by various States to assist
immigration, these efforts dropped off suddenly, and had a very inappredable effect
on population. In the period from 1851 to
1860, according to the report issued by our
own Government Statist,there came into Australia through assisted 'immigration 225,153
people. The great bulk of these, namely,.
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87,000, came to Victoria; 71,000 went to whom I hear interjecting, and that would
New South Wales; 48,000 to South Aus- probably wring a confession from the Pretralia; and 16,000 to Tasmania. Queens- mier. But I am sure that the Premier,
land and '\Vestern Australia got none. In from his experience in land operations,
1861-70 Australia had 82,000 from assisted must see the necessity at a very early period
immigration; in 187 I -80, 107,000, and that of introducing complete machinery for com·
was the last we ever got so far as Victoria pulsory resumption. I, at any rate, am not
is concerned. In 1891-1900 the number was much frightened to resume land compul8,400; in 1901, 956, which were divided sorily, under proper provisions as to combetween Queensland and Western Aus-, pensation, but I was afraid to trust la
tralia; jn 1902 the, number was 647; and board or a Minister with all the power.
in 1903, 531. The State that has gone The question of population has been talked
right on encouraging immigration, namely of as if this was ,a Federal matter. When
Queensland, has gained the largest num- honorable members look at the question in
ber through assisted immigration, viz., it truest light, I should like to know how
163,000 out of 577 ,000 during a period the Federation can induce people to come
covering 52 years. I would support assistcrl to Victoria, or Australia.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-By means of
immigration on proper lines; not the deadbeat lines advocated bv some of those who protection.
visit our shores. I do not want to see a
Mr. WATT.-The Federation could give
Booth colony established here. Men who better conditions for industrial progress,
come here rescued from the slums in Eng- but it could only advertise our financial
land are not the right sort of people to come resources by making known the yields of
here, as they are not the class of citizens that our staple products of export, and the finwould mix well with those here, who enjoy ances of the countrv. The Federation canequal c:..tizen rights. Such people may be not hold out promi;es of land to industrious
suitable for the enormous area of settlers from other countries, and say that it
Canada, but we want men who enjoy will place them on this 'land under such
Anv conditions that they wif] be able to gain a
the full privileges of citizens.
system propounded by General Booth decent living. The State has all these things,
would
he
likelv
to
run
counter and the State is the proper body to operate
to the best inte;ests of our people. to assist in filling up the waste spaces in
We are now resuming large areas for Victoria. This can be properly: done by the
closer settlement. "Vhy cannot the Govern- St,ate, and will be profitable to the State, and
ment resume land for the special pur- to the benefit of those who are here already.
pose of establishing English colonies on If the Government is prepared to spend
it, and send a man home who knows all money On this, and is prepared to attack
about the character of the soil. the charac- the problem, I feel that it will be supplyter of the products, the rainfall, and all ing a more valuable auxiliary in connexion
the conditions as to climate and society with land settlement than anything else we
that it is necessary to know, and put the could conjure up. It might cost up to
plans down in front of bands of men iri the £10,000, but I do not feel frightened at
farming districts of Engla!Jd. in order to that expenditure. The money is not to
attract them here? Then the Government be considered for one moment, if the prinmi.ght pay their pas,sage out, or ha~f of it, ciple of the scheme were proper! y laid down
and when thev arrive here let them select and the right men sent home to represent
the land during the first week.
us. I have my own opinion whether the
Mr. COLECHIN.-Our own young farmers man who is representing us at present
have been going away from the State for is of the right kind.
I think ,we
years to get land.
could have a rather exhaustive disMr. WATT.-We ought to resume cussion as to whether a fresh man should
enough land to meet the wants of both. be sent in order to do valuable agency
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-When we work in the farming districts in Engpass a Compulsory Land Purchase Bill.
land. With regard to the land tax, I do
Mr. WATT.-We must have compulsory not see anv mention of that in the GoverI wonder whether the Goland resumption if we are to get land on nor's speech.
which to settle the people-proper land, the vernment could be induced to put on a land
most suitable and most desirable land in tax, or whether there are too. many ConserVictoria. A question might be put on the vatives in the Government to agree to that.
notice-paper by one honorable member Some of the sentiments in the Governor's
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speech are liberal enough, and some of the
men in the Government, although accused
of being conservative, are liberal enough
also, but is the Premier prepared to put on
a land tax, not as proposed by the leader
of the Opposition, with a £500 exemption,
.so that the man who has a small area will
be able to escape altogether?
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Why tax land more than
furniture? .
Mr. WATT.-I am not dealing with the
Chinese.
.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I am only asking for a
little information.
Mr. 'V'ATT.-The honorable member is
never sincere in his requests for informa.tion. Why should there be an exemption
of £500 in connexion with a land tax of
one penny in the pound?
·Mr. BOYD.-That would get more supporters.
Mr. WATT.-I should prefer the anIwer to come from the leader of the Opposition. The honorable member for Dande·
nong knows very well that putting on a land
t,ax would not be specially taxing the farming class. If there were no exemption,
according to the figures published by the
Government Statist, practically half the tax
would be paid by the three centres of Melbourne, Ballarat, and Bendigo.
Mr. W ARDE.-Because the propertyowners are principally there.
Mr. WATT .-At the Eight Hours gathering, or the May squeal, an honorable
member stated that the owners of certain
blocks of land in Melbourne would pay in
land tax as much as the whole of the farming lands in Victoria altogether.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Quite wrong.
Mr. WATT.-It is as much wrong as
the honorable member's other statements;
but I do not believe that the farming class
of this country would pay, under a land
tax, any more than their share of the burden, but rather that they would pay less
than at present, whether the farmers were
leasing their land or were the owners.
Without exemption, it is estimated that the
land tax would yield about £500,000.
'Mr. WAl{DE.-Would the farmers ask for
it withou't exemption?
Mr. WATT.-They would probably ask
for it when they knew more about it. The
honorable member for Lowan won his seat
while advocating an unimproved land tax.
As far as I can remember the utterances
of that honorable member when a candidate at Lowan, and the views he subsequently expressed in this House in one of
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the ablest speeches ever delivered here, he
went for unimproved land value taxation
without exemption, and took the trouble, as
the honorable member for Ararat has done,
to explain the probable effects of that tax
on the man who rents and works land, and
on the owner of the land j and I have
never failed, when talking with farmers,
to gain them over whenever I put
the
real
issue.
I
do
not
claim
the special ability claimed by some honorable members on the opposite side of the
House; but I do claim to have this
cause at heart and to understand it. If
the men who represent the landed classe~
of this country would look into the ques'
tion, I am not afraid but that. they would see
the vast amount of good they would
derive if a tax was put on in this waynot to raise more money for the surplus,
but to give remission in connexion with
our unfair income tax, and to enable a reduction to be made in the charges and
freights which press so heavily on the
That is a feasible political
farmer.
proposition, and if a Land Tax Act
of that kind were made contingent
upon another Act passing to effect
these other changes-well, if that did not
go through, then nothing could be passed.
It mi~,ht be !brought on as the Premier foreshadows in connexion with the Geelong
proposition, the two to be dovetailed together. The farmer would feel more benefit
from the remission of the heavy charges on
his products, which would be possible if
he pa.id a fair portion of a land value tax,
than by any other remission. The Chief
Secretarv told me-I do not think his remarks ,{rere in anv way confidential-'-that
he, as a propertv-holder in the city, would
pay less on the basis of a land tax than he
does with the income tax. The Income Tax
Act woul d be ~ 11 the better if its evil features were eliminated, and it was dovetailed
into the Land Tax Act, as is the case in
New S'outh Wales.
Then no man would
pay on both.
Mr. McCuTcHEoN.-Would you do awav
with the income tax ,altogether?
.
Mr. WATT.-·No; I say that they should
be dovetailed into one another. . Then a
man who earned his income from land
would pay under the Land Tax Act,
and money earned from other sources
would be paid in the other wa y .
The drag net of taxation would then
fall upon those who could pay, and
would not fall anything like as inequitably
as it does at the present time. The question
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is, Is the Premier game to put on an unimproved land value tax, or is he going to
keep it for the election?
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-He is not quite sure
how you 'would vote when it does come on.
Mr. ·WATT.-I know the Premier can accept my professions as sincere, but he cannot be so certain about the honorable member who leads the Opposition. We have
heard it said, " Beware of the Greeks when
they offer presents." I can apply the saying
to the leader of the Opposition.
vVhile
the honorable member is coddling the Premier above the table, he is preparing to
kick him underneath.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-At the opening of
your speech, you said you intended to
blackguard the Premier, but would not
continue to do so.
Mr. WATT.-I said that I intended to
blow off all the steam that I had accumulated during the recess, and to let it off
in this speech, which will be finished, I
trust, in the course of a few minutes.
:N ow with regard to agencie3 in London and
elsewhere, I do not know whether the Government is taking right or sufficient steps
to represent OUf produce in markets across
There are farming members who
the seas.
believe that closer settlement must be associated with other arrangements in order to
be a success. We haye in prospect this
year, judging from an early July review,
perhaps the most bountiful of fodder crops
we ever experienced.
With suitable rains
there should be record harvests in October.
That is good for us, so far as exportable
stuff is concerned j but in the matter of
fodder we cannot consume more than a quarter of what we produce.
Of late our export has dropped off.
Japan is not opening her mouth to us any longer in the way
that she did during the war, and now a
great bulk of our fodder produce is rotting
all over Victoria.
'iVherever you face the
producer of foa-der crops he tells you that it
is no goorl unless vou find markets for him
across the seas.
It is all very well placing
families on our vacant areas j but why are
we not prepared to spend more money in
finding markets for their produce than we
appea.r to be by our indefinite and unsatisfactory arrangement with New South Wales
and Queensland for the sending of representatives to Japan and South Africa. We
ouc;ht to have a half-dozen agents in South
Africa itself, and another haff-dozen in the
East.
If one-quarter 'of our valuable
surplus of fodder were exported Victoria
would enjoy a substantial return.
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Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Why do not the producers appoint their own agents?
Mr. WATT. - The honorable member
knows the disorganized state of the producers in Victoria. How is it possible for
our farmers to combine to send men for
themselves across the sea? The honorable
member wi'll probably acknowledge that the
State will do it better than any individual.
There is no doubt that in matters of this
kind the State can act much better than any
agent of fhe trader or producers, and when
a Government Agent goes with full State
authority behind him negotia6ng in South
Africa or in the East for the export of our
stuff, surely he can do much better than a
The Ameprivate commercial traveller.
ricans are represented in the remotest parts
of Siberia by able men intelligently armed
with State documents, and all the materials
of commerce.
They are thus sent to push
United States trade into the uttermost parts
of the globe.
'iV e cannot be expected to
do that with our manufactures, because we
have not sufficient to send; but in our produce we can meet America in any quarter
of the globe, and ought to have men looking after our interests and protecting them.
I hope the Minister of Agriculture is not
to be parsimoniously dealt with in this regard, and that he will not take a restricted
view with regard to the marketing of our
products abro.ad, but will be prepared to
spend money liberallv in this good way.
Mr. WILKINs.-Then you are only an individualist outside natural production.
Mr. WATT.-I have stated times without number that I am strongly in favour of
the State doing anything for 'the producer
if it can do it better than the individua1. If
you can apply that test to anv proposal of
the Government, or of anv individual member, and show that the State can act with
more advantage than the individual I am
But I am not a Socialist for
with you.
all that.
It would be quite another thing
to allow the Government to undertake productive concerns, to produce bricks, for inIf the honorable member who
stance.
comes ,from Brunswick, where the brick
builds its nest, likes to produce any more
figures on that subject, I venture to say
that my figures- will stand success full y
against his. in parallel columns.
If you
can buy land to build a brick-kiln and equip
the works with £3,000, then the honorable
member would be right in his contention;
but if you cannot he is entirely wrong. I
acknowledge the kindly consideration that
honorable members have favoured me with
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during this my very dreary speech. 1 have
only one word to say in conclus:on, and it
There is a
is to the Victorian Eleven.
rule in courting that two. are company, but
three are none.
I think this rule ought to
appl y to politics.
I think that two parties
are company but that three is a crowd, if
it may be said that the honorable member
for Prahran has a crowd; but he has only
got eleven, and ought to divide them and
send them to either side of the House, according to their proclivities.
I did
not come here to support this Government. I made it clear when I came that
it was' to support the Government programme, and I will support the Premier
everv time if he sticks to the programme of
1St June, 19°4.
E very time a measure is
brought up, however, I claim individual
freedom.
I do not believe in the present
system of government.
I think it never
should have obtained, especially in AU3tralia, ,,,here, at any rate, it has outlived i~s
usefulness. Two parties can run the polItical machine; but with another party pulling diagonally it is dislocated. If conditions here were the same as in the Federal
Parliament, where three parties are very
equal, the tro'..lble would be intensified .. In
the Federal Parliament at the present time
vou have one of the worst crises into which
constitutional government has ever been
plunrred and three times has the trouble
arise~ d~lfing the last eighteen months. The
result is chaos with stagnation, charges of
dishonour, reprobation, and parties sitti.ng
promiscuously around the chamber; mstead of the old-fashioned svstem of our
forefathers in England ,vith a stable Government and a masterly party in Opposition.
I do not desire to inflict any lecture on the
honorable member for Prahran. I have_ the
greatest sympathy with him in h~s rat?er
unfortunate position. I think the best thmg
he can do when the time comes for revising
down the issues, is to see if we cannot get
back to the two-party system in Yictor:ia.
I trust the Government will consider that
the suggestions I have made have been made
in no unfriendly spirit, although I have had
occasion to be somewhat caustic. I have
nothing further to say about the Labour
Party except that I regard them as a menace t~ public welfare. I will never cease
to attack them every time they pur.sue their
present tactics in attempting to prosecute reforms which no man should propose who
desires the respect of the people of Victoria.
Mr. 1VIACKINNON.-I am sure that we
have listened to the speeches which have
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followed the proposal to adopt the Address-in-Reply to the Governor's Speech
with a great deal of interest. With regard
t'O what has fallen from the honorable
member who has just resumed his seat, his
val uable suggestions as to how parties
should constitute themselves in this House
will receive strict attentilon-at all events,
that attention which always is paid to
words which have fallen from a man who
has followed a consistent political career, or
that attention which j,s always paid to the
words of a man who has deserted the party
to which he naturally belongs., and who
consequently finds himself in a position of
very considerable inconvenience. I was very
much interested in the early part of the
honorable member's speech. He certainly got
hold of some very strong points-points
which I say deliberately deserve to be answered by the Ministry. Some of his points
go to the very root of good government, and
I do hope that before the debate closes we
will have some explanation of some of the
things done during the recess. I am afraid I
cannot take an optimistic view of the conduct
of the Government during the recess, but the
honorable member said he was only speaking generally, and not shooting at the Premier. Perhaps for some reason he was inclined to be somewhat charitable in his
criticism of the Government. His attitude
towards this (the Opposition) sidle of the
House, as expressed by him, was one
to which some of us could not listen without some degree of pain. Some of the references which he made with regard to the
planks which should be adopted by the Labour P arty were distinctl v personal, and
distinctly offensive. One of the suggestions
which he made was that the leader of the
Opposition was muzzled in his criticism of
the Government. That seemed to me to
be a very strong assertion to make. I Yenture to think the lines of Lowell do not apply to the leader of the Opposition : 'Taint a knowin' kind '0 cattle
Thet is ketched with mouldy corn.

That IS far from being the case,
and the member for Essendon went
beyond fair cntIcIsm when he sajd
that the leader of the Opposition abstained from criticising the Government because he had some idea of favours to come.
If the present Government are in the habit
of placating members in that way, then the
honorable member has no right to sit on
that side of the House. Let us come to
the subjects in the Governor's speech. That
speech, which I have read carefully, and re-
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read, contains evidence of very considerable thought. I gathered from what I have
come to regard as the official organ of this
Government that it was composed by a Minister of literarv attainments, that the honorable member for Gippsl and 'Vest was responsible for its composition. 'With that
document one can find no fault. It covers
a good deal 0'£ ground, many proposals are
suggested in it, and it contains congratulations which mayor may not be altogether
jusf,fiable. A peculiarity of it is that it
manages to avoid all possible contentious
points, and it proposes that the Government
of this country should pass measures about
which we are pretty well agreed, and that
we should endeavour as br as possible to
avoid any awkward problems in carry·
ing out any of these reforms which
are difficult, but which are nevertheless
eagerly' demanded, and absolutely necessary
for the good government of th:,s country.
I do not wish to assume any attitude of
personal hostility either to the head of the
Government or to the Government generally.
But I think it is right tha,t on an occasion
of this sort at no great length I should make
some fairly fr.ee comments on the way in
which the Government have administered the
affairs of this State during the recess. Before doing so, I should like to say that there
are one or two things which are absent from
this speech that I think should have been
included in it. One thing to which I will
call the attention of this House is that there
is no reference in the speech to the repeal
of the separate representation of the public
servants and railway officers.
I hold
p,retty strong views about this particular reform. This Parliament is getting on, and
it is pretty well known, or, at any rate,
fairly well suspected, that a majority of the
members of this House are in favour of reforming the last Constitution Act that we
passed in the direction I have indicated. It
is the duty of the Government" to give us
some indication of what they intend to dOl
in regard to it, because if we allow this
session to go past there may be difficulties
with regard to this matter in the next. It
may be thrown out, and the result will be
that we will go back to the country with this
s'ame scheme, and members of this House,
who are the majority, as I believe-I am
going to give them an opportunity of saying
what their opinions are later on-will actually have allowed it to continue, although
there is a majority against it.
Under
these circumstances, the Government should
have given some indication of what
they intend tQ do with regard to
J
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this most important measure.
I am
We have
not f5ping over the arguments.
had some experience of this system of representation. I do not know what members of
this House think of it, but I have a pretty
dear idea that it has been an absolute failare. It has not had the effect that it was
expected to have, and, if they will allow me
to slay so without offence, it has turned those
who are as'ked to be the direct representatives of the public and railway servants
into a class of mere cadgers for benefits for
their constituents. I say that without offence. Those gent1.ernen have their position,
and they do their duties well; but it is unfair that men should be sent to this House
for the mere purpose of endeavouring to
secure advantages for their constituents in
the wav in which those gentlemen have to.
Therefore the thing is stamped with failure
with the short experience we have had.
Mr. GAUNSoN.-Does the honorable member say I am a cadger?
Mr. MACKINNON.-I do not say so;
but I do say that if any arts were requir,ed
for the purpose of getting concessions for
his constituents, there is not another in the
community would do it more admirably than
This has been an
the honorable member.
undoubted failure, and it is a matter of the
gravest impo.rtance that the speech should
have contained s:Jme refer,ence to this particular subiect.
The Government should
have said 'whether thev intended to stand
by the reform, or to get rid of it. That
particular enactment in the Constitution Act
was dishonestly come by. It was extorted
by the press unjustly and unconstitution?-lly
f~om Parliament, and it has been absolutely
baleful in its effects. For that reason it
should be dealt with in a summary fashion.
Another matter which has, been touched on
in this debate is the question of taxation. I
remember the Premier, if I am not mistaken, said, towards the end of last session,
that he intended to deal with it.
I think
the record in Hansard will show that the
honorable gentleman held out a promise that
he intended to deal with the question of
land taxation. I see no indication of that
in the speech. There is in it a reference to
an amendment of the land tax. The evils
which a good land tax is designed to get
rid off are increasing every day, and by the
very process of purchase which is being carried on by the Lands Purchase and Management Board, the amount of taxation which
is being raised from this particular source
under the present tax is absolutely getting
wiped out.
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Mr. BENT.-YOU might get more than you
w.ant before It is all over.
Mr. MACK.'INNON. - I do not know
how much the Ihonorable gentleman intends
to raise.
Mr. BENT.-YOU will get more than you
want, I can tell you.
Mr. MACKINNON. - The honorable
gentleman would deserve! more of the people
of this coudtry if he would stand to the
promise of last session, and undertake sbme
attempt to intmduce a .sound system of land
taxation. The fact tiha:t the p.urchase of
these estates is absolutely reducing the
amount of taxation that is being raised from
that source indicates that if you are going
to carryon a system of r,esum ption by the
State, you must, to keep your finances sound,
also adopt a system of land taxation. The'
two must go together. The two must be
attended to at the one time, and if the Government are in earnest-it is hard to' believe tlhat they are in earnest about this
whole business of closer settlement-they
should certainly now proceed to deal with
this question of land taxation. Those are
two matters which have been left out of the
speech.
I do not refer to them at any
length. I merely allude to them because I
do not intend to <?ccupy the time of the
House very long this evening. We come
now to the question of the Brighton Budget
speech-the surplus speech which was delivered at Brighton a littl,e \vlhile agO'. It
was thought by some that there would be
objections to financial statements of that
sort being made! by the head of the Government befor,e Parliament met. Personally, I
can see no objection whatever tOi the peop.le
being taken into the fullest confidence of
the Treasurer wi1Jh: regard to the condition
of their finances. After all, the speech 'itself was not a very terrible revelation of
anything that we had not already heard
through the comments of the press. There
were no very extraordinCPrY proposals made,
except one or two which I will allude to,
and which might have been assumed
as possible with this Government in
power. But I can conceive that there
might have been times, when a Premier or Treasurer was taken more' seriously than our present Premier .and Treasurer is sometimes taken, when it might be
extremely embarrassing to divulge anything
with regard, for instan6e, to a system of
taxation that it was proposed to bring in, or
to the disposal of surplus monevs. But the
system of making statements holding out an
inducement to believe that there ""vill be a'
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large sum of money available for distribution among the oonstituencies is one which
I think distinctly bad, and I will tell you
why it is bad at the present time. Mr. BENT.-There wasJ no statement of
that kind made.
Mr. MACKINNON .-Perhaps there was
not, except that it was indicated that a certain sum of money would be used for the
purpose of public works.
Mr. BENT.-Instead of crying "stinking
fish," it 'was to show that lOur fish was in
tip-top condition.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Exactly; and the
honorable gentleman went a little further.
He showed how some of this money was to
be disposed of.
Mr. BENT .-Oh ! no, nO'.
Mr. MACKINNON. - Then I have
quite misread that admirable financial
statement,
and express great regret
that it should be so.
I understood
that the honorable gentleman indicated
not only that there would be a certain
surplus, but that he proposed to dispose of
it in cert,ain ways. The evil, which might
as well be before our minds now. is that
the finances of thjs State, and of all the
States of this Commonwealth, will after a
certain time be absolutely at the mercy of
the Federal Treasurer.
Those who read
the article which was contributed bv Mr.
Higgins to the papers with rega'rd to
the proposals dealt with at the Hobart 'Conference last Februarv, can form no other
conclusion than that there is one large party
in the State which will not be too anxiom
to extend' the time for the operation of
what is known as the Braddon blot, and
~vhich w~ll insist on direct taxation being
Imposed by the States themselves, if not bv
the Commonwealth.
That, I think, is
fair deduction from the general fone of that
very learned gentleman's letter. If we are
going to be put in the position of having
that .sum which we have hitherto received
back from the Commonwealth Treasurer under the Braddon blot, at the mercv of the
Commonwealth Treasurer, then the -example
which we have set latterlv in Victoria of
holding out surpluses which are toO be distributed over the constituencies, will he
imitated by the Federal Treasurer, who
wjIl take care that he earns popularity a11
over Australia bv a lavish distribution of
this money among his supporters, and those
who he hopes will become his supporters.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).Won't the same people get it?

a
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Mr. ~IACKINNO~ .-In Victoria the
same people will not get it, unless, as the
honorable member sees, we have women's
franchise in the State of Victoria. I would
draw the attention of the honorable member to. the fact that the Commonwealth
Treasurer gets the first cut at this money,
and he is not likely to let pass, unless he
is a very much superior sort of Treasurer
to those that we know in some of these
States, or in one State at any rate, the opportunity of utilizing it in order to secure
his own position in the Commonwealth Parliament.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Surely that p03ition will be dealt with bv the electors. That
"'ill not be allowed to continue. The electors will "look after their own interests.
=VIr. MACKIN~ON.-That is quite
true, but· will the honorable gentleman who
interjects guarantee that the electors of the
States pulling together will be able to defeat the electors of the whole Commonwealth?
v\That the honorable gentleman
overlooks is that the money first goes to the
Federal Treasurer, ". ho has the first cut d.t
it. It is only after the Federal Treasurer
has provided- for public works for postoffices all over Australia, for defence works
which will cause expenditure in different
localities, and for all the large works which
can be undertaken by that particular
Minister, that our Treasurer will have an
opportunity of looking in. The system" e
have adopted latterly is a bad one, of keeping down the Estimates of Expenditure in
order to be able to produce at the end cf
the financial year a satisfactory result bv
deliberately starving-Mr. BENT.-Is that so t
Can 'you
truthfullv say that?
Mr. l1ACKINNON.--I say I can.
?\1r. BENT.-I would like you to show (Jne
case.
?\Ir. :MACKINXON .-1 won't go into it.
~1r. BENT.-I challenge you to prove it.
You cannot do so.
Mr. MACKINNON.-It is a thing
"'hich requires. no proof, because all you
have got to do is to keep out some necessary
work that ought to be undertaken and
passed by Parliament in the ordinary way
before the end of the year comes.
You
can easily starve your Estimates in that wa~'.
I do not sa y the honorable gentleman is
doing anything wrong.
Mr. BENT.-Can you show case? The
total savings in £7,000,000 are only
£100,000, and there is not an item which
has not been met.

a

~1r. MACKINNON.-There is nothing
whatever to prevent a Treasurer, at the beginning of the year, knowing that' certain works are necessary, and can be undertaken, and that he can provide for doing
them by taxation, from taking care that he
has money available for the purpose of
carrying those works out afterwards.
As to the Brighton statement, I was heartily
glad, at all events-as I am sure was ever\"bodv-to find that we have at last turn,ed
the"' long lane of unfortunate finance with
which we have been familiar for so ma:w
years. Not only in Victoria, but all over
Australia-as the finance statements which
,are now being published s.how-we are 110W
at the beginning of a period of undoubtell
prosperity. I am sure that it is the wish of
everyone that that state of things may last
for a very long time. Coming to the details
of the statement at Brighton, there was one
very peculiar thing that has attr,acted my attention. In the Governor's speech, the Premier-I do not know whether he intends to
adhere to i t - Mr. BENT.-You said it was ?\Iackey's
speech just now.
Mr.MACKINNON .-So I am informed
by the official organ of the party-M el-

bourne Punch.

Mr. BENT.-It is the Bulletin now.
'"I\1r. MACKINNON.-Certainly, this is
an extraordinary world. I am sure no one
has seen more paradoxes than the Premier,
and one of the most recent is the fact that
the Bulletin is at last beginning to approve
of him. One of the definite proposals of
the Premier-I presume he 'adheres to it-is
this: He says that a sum of £147,000 will
be appropriated out of the surplus to the
purpose of paying for certain estates that
are now being bought. That statement is
repeated in the Governor's speech, thus:It has been possible to defray a large proportion of the cost of the purchase of the estates
out of the, ordinary income of the year.

A similar statement, I understand, has
been inserted in a number of the English
papers by that assiduous gentleman who left
us, as the honorable member for Essendon
Now,
said, "without ,saying good-bye."
what are the real facts, as we understand
them from the Brighton speech? A sum of
£ 147,000 will be paid over to the trustees
of the trust fund, but 'a sjmilar amount will
be borrowed fro~ them for the DurDose of
paying for these estates. Nmv~ how the
.hanora1=>le gentleman can say that money
paid to the trust funds, and then borrowed
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back from them is monev that is us:ed for
the purpose of paying -'off debts puzzles
n1e.
:Mr. BENT.-Surely I can do as, you do,
and use figures of spe~ch?
Mr. MACKINNON.-In that I think
the Premier's capacity is unrivalled, but I
do not think that his great capacity, even
in his palmiest days, was equal to making
one sum of money operate for two purposes
in the way he proposes now. I doubt if
the £147,000 can be worked so as to entitle the honorable gentleman to credit for
buying estates with it, "and at the same time
using it for the purpose of paying off jlldebtedness to the trust funds. With regard
to the trust funds, I may ask here-we shall
have an opportunity of discussing the matter later on-are we going to give up altogether the idea of paying off what may be
properly called our overdraft-our indebtedness, to those trust funds? Personally, I
cannot see that there is any great objection
to the operation which the honorable gentleman proposes to carry out. I think that it
is, in the circumstances, sound finance. But
let us be frank about it, and not pretend
that we are paying off money taken from :he
trust funds when we "are not reallv dOIng
so. We are assuming something like the position of the man who gives his servant a £1
note in the morning and borrows it in the
afternoon. What are we going to do about
the trust funds? Are we going t~ payoff
our indebtedness to them at all, or are we
going to convert them into ordinary funded
debt, or are we going to leave them
as they are now ? Certainly I think
that is a question which the Committee of Public Accounts should take
into consideration. What I simply desire to
emphasize at present is, that whatever way
the Treasurer may turn and twist, he cannot take credit for, using the same money
for buying estates, and also for paying off
indebtedness to the trust funds. I now
proceed to deal with some of the matters
which have occupied the attention of the
people during" the recess. I do not think
anyone will deny-not even the most enthusiastic members of the Government themselves-that there have been a number of
very remarkable things that have happened
in Victoria since this Parliament last met.
There has been a long chain of what you
might ca1l "regrettable incidents," and
might even term humiliating episodes. I
propose t.o deal with a few of those, very
much on the lines of the remarks made bv
the honorable member for Essendon. I
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am bound to say that that honorable member's valour .seemed to have oozed out of
his boots very much on the second day he
addressed the House; but on the first day,
not only were his remarks absolutely truthful, but it seems to me they demand a certain amount of explanation from those who
are respons2hle for the administration of
affairs in Victoria. The first thing I come
to is the case of the North Melbourne hotels.
I will not d well very long on the manner
in which that matter was dealt with, and
I can understand the honorable member for
North Melbourne having a certain amount
of reluctance to discuss this particular
phase of the Government's action. I do not
want to refer to the extraordinary deputation which went round inspecting those
various establishments in North Melbourne.
I do not know whether, as has been said,
the sight of Lord Salisbury going round to
see all the hotels in Pimlico would have
been regarded in England as an edifying
spectacle; but we have a business Government, and things at present have to be carried on in Victoria in a rough-and-readv
way, so that I will not quarrel about th;t
sort of thing. But what I do say about
those North Melbourne hotels is that, however the Government may have pocketed
their dignity in settling this matter, they
cannot escape the charge of being to a large
extent responsible for the carelessness w~il:h
which that enormous bill was run up. The
history of this North Melbourne licensing
business is involved with the historv of the
operation of local option through~ut Victoria, and where the Government have
shown a ,sad lack of business capacity is
in not recognising that they were going to '
deal with the problem of the closing of hotels
in an urban area like North l\Jelbourne-a
densely-populated area near the centre of
trade. Thev were accustomed to deal with
such places ~s Echuca, to take one instance;
and other places throughout the country;
and they were accustomed to allow a certain
method of calculating compensation on the
basis of the trade done by those establishments. But the basis which is suitable for
some outlying country towns, where public
houses have considerable expenses, and do
not· do a large business, is anything but
a proper basis for places where they have
a very large turnover. A very ingenious
young gentleman was brought down from
Echuca, and I think he completely baffled
the Government in dealing with the North
Melbourne cases, as regards compensation.
The result has been-as is openly admitted
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bv those who know the trade-that enormous, outrageous compensation has been
paid in those cases.
Mr. BENT.-You are saying ,it better
than I can.
l\1r. MACKINNON.-I desire not only
that the Premier should be cheerful, but
that the Government should recognise that
·they have the grave responsibility of allowing the country to be fleeced in this manner.
Instead of employing the ordinary valuers,
a gentleman was brought from Brighton.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-And one
from K yabram.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Every one prominently connected with the reform movement has done remarkably well during the
last two years. Mr. Dean, the secretary
of the K ,:abram League, was employed at
North Melbourne, and 1\1r. Gillespie, who
took a great interest in political developments some time ago, has his reward also.
Thev have all done well. More power to
the~ with a Government like this to work
on ! ~1r. Lamb Smith, I am afraid, is a
special pet of the Premier's:.
·Mr. BENT .-He is not a Brighton man.
Mr. :MACKINNON.-He is a Moorabbin man.
He is notj he is in
Mr. BENT.-No.
Melbourne.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Well, he has left
the district of B~ighton. He was employed
in that somewhat servile occupation of looking ::tfter the railway people one time.
He might have been very skilful in observing what was going on through a railway
window, but he was not a success in connexion with the hotels of North Melbourne.
Mr. MURRAY.-Why don't you attack the
Court that fixed the valuations?
1\1r. l\1ACKINNON.-The Government
do not trelt the matter with sufficient seriousness. I am very sorry that the honorable gentleman who just interjected was
Chief Secretary at the time, for I thought
he would be quick enough to recognise that
the cases required special looking after.
:Mr. BENT.-I tried to smash the Court,
but you would not let me.
Mr. MACK1NNON.-I did not attempt
to defend the Court. The Government, by
careless management ir.. these compensation
cases, have allowed the country to be fleeced
of a large amount of· money. No amount
of inspecting the houses afterwards will
make any reparation for the heavy loss to
the people.
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Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Is it not recognised that arbitration is always unsatisfactory to the Government?
Mr. MACKINNON .-1 quite admit
that, but it is seidom quite as unsatisfactory
as in this particular instance. The whole
system of local option has practically been
broken down by the careless action of the
Government in connexion with these cases.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-1 will undertake
to say that, if examined, the amounts will
not be found to be excessive.
Mr. MACKINNON. - A completely
wrong basis of settlement was allowed by
the Government. They were not watchful
in the public interests. There is another
matter that was mentioned bv thE' honorable
member for Essendon, and I would like to
have some explanation from the Premier
as to the part he played in it. I am passing by the examination of the houses, and
all the things that supplied laughing matter
for the people for about six or seven weeks.
Mr. BENT.-It must have been good for
their livers.
Mr. MACK1NNON.-I want to know
on what grounds the Premier justifies his
interference in a libel action that arose in
connexion with the cases. How does he
justify the Premier or the Government interfering in litigation between private individuals?
:Mr. BENT .-1 took care that the lawyer
was not going to impose upon him.
Mr. MACK1NNON.-1 would ask the
Premier if he can be serious about anything
to be serious about this. How does he justify his interference with the ordinary
course of justice in the Courts? It is all
very wen to laugh at these things, but does
the honorable gentleman realize what was
done on that occasion; how he used his
position as Premier in order to stifle or
interfere with litigation? How does he
justify such conduct? The same question
was asked bv the honorable member for
Essendon, an-d so far it has been treated
jocularly by the Premier.
Mr. BENT.-You can answer each other.
Mr. MACK1NNON.-Now we come to
a thing that will excite laughter. With regard to the evil the Premier proposed to
cure, 1 may say that I am satisfied that the
evil existed; that there was an effort here
by people to control as financiers, operators, or manufacturers, the brick supply of
the people of ,Melbourne j it was a case
which unCloubtedlv called for some sort of
interference.
Whether that interference
was to be by the Government starting brick
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works, or \V'hether they were to endeavour
to get the assent of Parliament is, beside
the question. I admit that the evil did
exist. What I want the Premier to explain
is this-on what authori~y did he proceea
to start these brick works? We are supposed to act in governing this country in
accordance with the law j there are definite
laws which- regulate the public expenditure,
and there is a control by the Auditor-General of ever'ything done by the Government.
Expenditure cannot legally take place unJess there is some parliamentary authority
for it. By what authority did the Premier
propose to start making bricks. on that
piece of land at Thornbury? He will, perhaps, say that he takes the risk. If he
can be indemnified by Parliament for the
'expenditure; if it is ill-egal, and he can
have it mad~ right by the consent of Parliament, I dare sayan effort may be made
to do that. Although he may make that
act legal in this way, he has acted in an
utterl y unconstitutional manner in the matter.
Mr. BENT.-I am a great authority on the
Constitution, for I was brought up under
that great University man, Dr. Hearn.
Mr. MACKINNON.-The contention I
put forward is that the action of the Government in starting an absolutely new thing
of this sort without the consent of Parliament is utterly unconstitutional. It js not
a fair thing, especially after the wonderful
efforts we have had here to a~hieve some
sort of reform. that this action should pass
unchallenged. I hope the Premier will give
us some explanation of the grounds on which
he embarked on this proposal.
Mr. BENT.-You bring me in guilty, and
then want to hear the evidence.
Mr. MACKINNON.-I do not. If the
honorable gentleman can satisfy me that he
'acted on proper authority, I will be quite
content to accept the explanation.
'
'Mr. MCGREGOR.-Nobody knows l:ow far
he has gone yet.
Mr. MACKINNO:\T.-I dare say he
does not know himself. The people of the
-country would like to know on what grounds
he justifies the action he has already taken.
'If his action is justifiable, what is to prevent Governments during the recess doing
'almost anytt:ing-what is to regulate and
guide them? It must be obvious that a
very wrong thing has been done by the
'Premier in connexion with the matter. He
may get the authority of Parliament to
'justify the proceeding; but the unconstitutionality of it must be apparent to every
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one. - :M v words f all with more force than
words c~ing from those wr.o may disapprove of any effort to interfere with this
monopol y. As soon as I ascertained the
facts, I felt that it was a case in which the
State, or the Metropolitan Board of Works,
or some other parh' intp-rested, might justifiably interfere. With regard to the matter
on which I propose to make my main objection, a good deal has been said by the honorable member for Essendon-I refer tOo the
matter of Mr. Taverner. I think a great
cleal will have to be explained with regard
to that particular episode in the Government's administration'. What are the facts?
In the first place, 1\1r. Taverner came out
here, and somp. time in the month of J anuary a conclusion was come to with regard
to certain charges made against him.
I
will first of all refer brieflv to the charges,
viz.: First, that he had ali owed himself to
be used as agent for a certain consigning
company at Horne j and second, that he used
his position as Agent-General, general agent,
or Minister of Ag~iculture, with one of the
employes of his' Department on two occasions to obtain SOome ,vork for himself.
Mr. BENT.-Was that not before he became General Agent?
Mr. IHACKINNON.-Yes.
Mr. BENT.-Not one of vou said a word
about him when he was here.
Mr. MACKINNON.-It is not our function nor our duty to interfere in any litigation that is going on. The flight of Mr.
Taverner took place under very peculiar
circumstances. I want to draw the attention of the House to tCis case, because I do
think that the Government behaved-in a very
extraordinary manner in connexion ,vith Mr.
Taverner's return to his duties in England.
As far as one can make out from documentary evidence, and from reading the newspapers at the time, this case never seems
to have been considered by the Cabinet before Mr. ,Taverner went aWlay, and the
recommendations of Mr. Justice a'Beckett,
who sat and considered the case, were
treated-Mr. BENT.-And who said nothing?
Mr. MACKINNON. - Mr. Justice
a'Beckett threw on the Government the distinct responsibility of saying whetherMr.
Taverner was a fit and proper person to hold
this office in London.
Mr. BENT.-YOU are the verv man who
recommended that it should ~ot be submitted to a committee.
1\1r.' MACKINNON. - The Premier
spoke to me, and asked whether I thought
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if the case were sent before a Judge, it

That letter was posted to Melbourne, and
would go before a suitable tribunal, and if posted on Sunday, it would presumably
I said it would. I do not find fault with . get here on Monday, and be delivered about
If it
the tribunal, but what I do find fault with three o'clock on Monday afternoon.
is this, that when a Judge has gone to was not posted until early on Monday morntrouble in ascertaining definite facts, the ing, it would probably be delivered on
Mr. Taverner left in
Government do not go to the further trouble Tuesday morning.
of considering the very facts to ascertain the 1110ana on the following Monday. We
which Mr. Taverner \"as brought bRck.
are unable to say when the letter was
Mr. BENT.-That's very good. He re- posted. The M oana could have been comcommends a Judge, the Judge says nothing, municatea with on the 25th at Brisbane.
and the honorable member finds fault.
According to some accounts of the matter,
Mr. l\IACKINKOX .-1 am going to the Premier did not receive that letter unread out what the Judge said.
I do not til Thursday.
wish to go over a great number of details.
Mr. BENT .-1 suppose I was out.
Mr. BENT.-1 think, for the future, it
:\1r. :MACK1XNON .-As far as I can
will not be wise to consult you, in the in- follow th'e honorable gentleman's footsteps,
terests of the public.
he was at that time away at Port Fairy,
Mr. MACKINNON.-If the honorable but as a matter of fact he came back on the
gentleman consulted me more, he would "Vednesday, and must have received that
make fewer mistakes than he has made.
letter on the Wednesday.
No effort was
l\[r. BENT.-You advised me to appoint made to deal with Mr. Taverner, or to stop
a Judge, not a committee, and you are him. The papers were beginning to make
finding fault with the Judge.
a noise, and exclaim about the departure of
Mr. l\IACKINKON.-I am not finding j\lr. Taverner, which had been communifault with the Judge.
cated to them from the press in Sydney j
Mr. "iv1uRRAY.-You are finding fault and on the Tuesday following a Cabinet
with the Government for not finding fault meeting was held, and the next day the folwith the Judge.
lowing letter was writter,. to this gentleman,
Mr. :\t£ACKINNON.-I am afraid the adrlressed to Englandhonorable gentleman's intellect is too (luick
Sir,-I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your
for me. ~l y point was this, that after the
letter of the 22nd ultimo, in which' you state, on
report of the Commission had been made account of illness, you are sailing for Englan<t
public, or communicated to the Governor in from Sydney without returning to Melbourne.
While I regret to hear of your illness, I cannot
Council, Mr. Taverrier went away to
Sydney. From all the evidence one is able refrain from expressing my astonishment that you
have left Australia without first consultin~
to get, a very extraordinary thing hap- should
me, especially as you must surely have known that
pened. Mr. Taverner wrote from Sydney. I expected to see you again before your departure
He was apparently there on the 22nd fot England, so that I might further discuss with
further points of interest in connexion with the
Januarv of this year. He wrote a letter you
dated from his hotel, addressed to the P re- future management of the Agency-General.
mier in the following terms:I see he is always called the Agent-GeneThe doctor would not let me take the ri~k of a ral.
The General AlSent business is on]v
railway journey. I had hopes of being able to f<;>r consumption in this Chamber.
rnn over by to-night's express1\1r." BE)JT.-He is Agent-General and
That was dated on Sunday, and he would
General Agent.
have left Svdney on Suqday night's express.
Mr. MACKINNON .-His official title
but was afraid, as, after what the doctor said, I
evidently is Agent-General. He is a yerv
must keep quiet. The boat sails to-morrow-amphibious kind of gentleman. The letter
That was on the Monday.
and no other boat via Canada for a month, so will continuessail from here. The manager of the Canadian.
Pacific line is kindl y giving me a bed instead of
a bunk. I am a good sailor, and a week or ten
days on the water will fix me up.

Then there is something that was not publishedPlease say good-bye to myoId colleagues. With
best wis}:les to ycurself anq colleagues.
Yours sincerely,

J.

W.

TAVERNER.

The fact that there was no other steamer for a
month does not affect the question, as your leave
of absence was not for any specified time. It was,
I maintain, your du·ty to have considered yourself
still under the orders of the Government as to
your movements, ancl to come back to Melbourne
as soon as your health permitted, in order that
you might see me again for the purpose stated
above,. and that you might ascertain the wishes of
the Government as to the date of your return t?
Lonaon.
.
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I regret, therefore, that I cannot but regard
your action in this matter as. highl y censurable.
I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
T. BENT, Premier.
Hon. J. W. Taverner,
Agent-General for Victoria,
London.

That is quite a different tone from Mr.
Taverner's.
Mr. Taverner wrote to the
Premier as "yours sincerel y , J. W.
Taverner."
The feeling which one
cannot help having with regard to
this particular matter is that Mr.
Taverner bolted from here, and if anything
should have stirred the Premier to endeavour to s.top him at Brisbane, it was his
not having communicated to him the fact
of his going until he had actually gone.
Because Mr. Taverner well knew that that
Jetter would nev~r come into the possession
of the Premier until he was off from Sydney.
~1r. BENT.-" Suspicion haunts the guilty
mind."
.
Mr. WATT .-Some people would go so
far as to suspect connivance.
Mr. :MACKINNON.-I am not one of
those who suspect connivance, but I can
quite understand those who do suspect conniv.ance.
Mr. BENT.-Do not adopt that, please.
Mr. MACKINNON .-1 do not adopt it,
but I say that the head of any Government
should be very jealous of any suggestion
of that sort going about.
Mr. BENT.-What did the Judge say?
The Judge did not find him guilty of anything.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Only white-washed him.
Mr. BENT.-What did your appointed
Judge say?
Mr. MACKINNON .-1 wish tr,e honorable gentleman would not refer to "my
appointed Judge.'"
:Mr. BENT.-He was appointed on your
suggestion.
Mr. MACKINNON.-I quite admit that
a great deal of what the honorable gentleman does is suggested from this side of the
House, and some of the honorable member's
best proposals have been suggested from
this side of the House. What was Mr.
Taverner's mission? He came out to answer certain charges. These charges were
considered by a Commission constituted of
an eminent Judge, who was as well able to
find out facts as anyone.
Mr. BENT.-·What did he find?
Mr. MACKINNON.-What did the
Judge state in reference to this most serious
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charge, that Mr. Taverner had used his
position as Minister in order to induce one
of his employes practically, who was at a
distance, to obtain some position for him
in England? That was the charge. The
Commission found thusIt does appear that Mr. Taverner and Mr. Sinclair occupying the official relations in which they
stood to one another, Mr. Sinclair was twice
asked by Mr. Taverner to recommend him for
employment. This is what is described in the
charge .as '.' attempting to use improper influence
or makmg Improper overtures," and I do not consider it my duty as Commissioner to express mv
opinion as to how far those terms are deserved. .

The other charge was that he had sent to
the old countr\' bad meat which had to be
condemned. The Judge said in regard to
that, that there was no evidence that Mr.
Taverner was aware that this meat was bad
when it was shipped. The finding III regard to the other charge vvasUnless it be improper for a Minister of' the
Crown under any circumstances to negotiate on
behalf of an unnamed principal with the Harbor
Trust for a lease for storage purposes-as to this
I express no opinion-I find nothinv improper in
Mr. Taverner's approach to the Harbor Trust for
a site for stores.

Those two points, as to whether it was improper for a Minister to be negotiatin cr for
some principal in regard to that parti~ular
class of premises which was under his control, or might be under his control-Mr. BENT.-How many years ago was
it? I knew nothing about it.
Mr. MACKINNON.-:-We are not going
to bandy words about times long ago. The
dead past for all of us c.an well bury its
dead.
We are dealing with- present
charges.
Mr. BEr-.-r.-You are trying to make out
that I knew about this-that I was Minister
at the time.
Mr. MACKINNON.-The honorable
gentleman is trying to drag a red herring
across the trail. Mr. Justice a'Beckett threw
on the Government the responsibility of
deciding whether it was improper for Mr.
Taverner, under the circumstances, to have
used his position with Mr. Sinclair for the
purpose of influencing decisions in England
in his favour. What I say in regard to
that is this: Is it not hypocrisy for us to
be complaining about secret commissions,
and for us to be posing as the ablest men
to bring in a Secret Commission and Corruption Bill, when we do not take any heed
of similar conduct in connexion with our
Agency-General?
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Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-There were no
secret commissions.
Mr. 1\1ACKINNO~.-The Judge deliberately, and advisedly, threw on the
Cabinet-Mr. BENT.-Yes, "threw on."
Mr. MACKINNON .-Threw on the
Cabinet the responsibility of cons~dering
whether such conduct was reprehensIble or
not. As far as we know, the Cabinet did
absolutely nothing. Nothing was ever decided in regard to Mr. Taverner's conduct.
The responsibility thrown upon the. Cabinet
by the Commission was never delIberately
acted upon. Th;s man goes away-bolts
practica.lly; and I do say that the Ministry
do expose themselves to unjust reflections·
for allowing 1\1r. Taverner to escape.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-How did they
allow him to escape?
l'l'1r. MACKINNON.-The Government
censured him. They should have recalled
him.
Mr. BENT.-The Judge white-washed'
him.
Mr. MACKINXON.-The Judge found
certain facts, a.nd he invited certain considerations to be dealt with in view of those
facts. Those were not dealt with, and it
is a singular thing that the gentleman in
question was so doubtful about his position
-it is a fair assumption--that he cleared
away, and only communicated his clearance
at a time when he knew it would reach
the Government after he had left our shores.
That is a thing which requires a great deal
of explanation. I do hope that the Premier
will see his way to take the people of this
country into his confIdence, and will say
that the Government not only approved of
Mr. Ta"\;erner being sent to England, but
entirely disapproved of his going away in
the way he did. What sort C'f position
could he hold when he went home with such
a letter of introduction as ,he possessed?
Here he is, among all the other AgentsGeneral, censured by his employers. Was it
fair to allow him to go home with such credentials? What is the Agent-General? Is
he not a person sent to keep up the honour
of the people of this State in the old countrv? He is away from our eyes, and we
have no control over him. There he is,
drawing public money, but not subject to
supervision by the people or the members of
this House. What are we to say of a Government who halve so little solicitation for
the interests of this country as to allow this
gentleman to go away under such circumstances? They should have taken stronger
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measures than they adopted, and if they
were desirous that 1\1r. Taverner should be
here to take part in ,-)tir public life they
should have brought him back and dealt
with him.
An HONORABLE ThJEMEER.-Did the Government exonerate him?
1\1r. MACKINNON.-That is a very usef ul interjection. Jt is a question the answer
to which the public should know. All that
we know is that Mr. Taverner cleared away
from here with a letter which certainly
was humiliating to any man of independence:
The Government should take the people of
this country into their confidence and tell
them exactly what did occur, and ·whether
they consid~r it desirable that an AgentGeneral should go away, bearing with him
unpleasant reflections such as any ordinary
citizen would not be called upon to submit
to. However, it is. quite obvious, from the
correspondence, Mr. Taverner is quite able
to look after himself. This, too, was made
obvious bv the disclosures made during the
course of the inquiry. K evertheless, in fairness to the countrv, the Government ought
to explain what pa"rt they took in connexion
with this transaction. There is an idea that
the Government ·were not too anxious to haye
1\1r. Taverner present here as,a. political
factor, although it is undeniable that ~Ir.
T:l.verner has an amount of skill in political
matters which would be very valuable to
him in Victoria at the present time.
1\1r. GAUNSON.-Do you think he would
bt'come leader of the Labour F arty?
1\1r. MACKINNON .-He might become
leader of a fourth partx. I should like
to say a word or two in regard to closer
settlement. It has been said, in regard to
the Biil passed last session, that it has
broken down. I speak on the subject with
some knowledge of subdivision of land. I
do not think it is part of the duty of members of this House to go out of their way to
decry the land purchases that have been
mane. It will not help the realization of
settlement. But the properties that have
been bought are, to the knowledge of most
of us, properties that have been on the market for some time past. Some time ago,
the Premier, speakIng at some place to
which he had been taken bv the honorable
member for Benambra, said that he had
been offered billions of acres of land.
Mr. BE!'.'T.--Kot billions.
Mr. :\IACKINNON.-I am ·afraid the
Premier suffers more through the press
than most people. He must realize that
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the~- look to him to supply them with ,about
two comic columns a week, so hisi reported
utterances must not be taken too seriously.
Mr. BENT.-Now that you are speakin,g
about this sort of thing, there was some fun
with ypu and "Vida," last night, at Prahran.
:Mr. MACKINNON.-I do not think it
is fair to mention that, if we cal) be serious
about any matter at all. The Premier subsequently spoke of millions of acres. of land
having being offered, and I doubt if there is
anything like even a million of acres available.
.
. .
Mr. BENT.-I dId not say mIllIons.
Mr. MACKINNON.-I think that the.
best our Government can
do
with
our present Act, seeing that it has
become such an absolute failure, is
not to take up some of the properties which have been hanging on the market for some time past. The board have
done the best they could, but I am convinced
that it would be better to leave the thing
alone altogether than to continue on the present lines. The Treasurer is able to get
money for closer settlement; anybody can
get money, and anybody can spend money,
but he js a wise man who is able to keep it.
The Minister of Agriculture is being allowed
to tackle a double problem, that of closer
settlement, with irrigation. You must make
the business, 'as plain and 'siIT'ple as you can.
T,he properties that should be bought are
in districts where there is a bigger land
hunger than exists in the districts to 'which
the board as yet have gone, and then they
must have a definite scheme of subdivision
m there will never be success. In New Zealand, I had an opportunitv of talking to the
head of the Government there on this very
question. He knew our law, and he said,
l~ntil you have compulsory purchase you
have no chance of making a decent success
?f your scheme." I am convinced that that
IS perfectly correct. We have compulsory
purchase now, bl~t i.t is in such an emasculated form t.hat It IS absolutely of no use.
\iVhat has happened throughout Victoria today? The honorable member for Dande~0n.g
and many other members know, and It IS
well known generally to those connected
with the farming of. lands in yic~oria, t?at
our farmers are. go~ng away m. mcreasmg
numbers from thIS State. I see It reported
down at Mortlake that there w~re s~me 777
applicants for some very infenor pIeces of
land.
1\1r. MURRAY.-Some very superior land.
(C
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Mr. MACK1NNON.-A great deal of it
very poor. What really is going on is a
great deal of subdivision of land in New
South Wales with Victorian capital.
. Mr. BENT .-1 should think the exposure
the other day about Willis, in Sydney, is
not very gratifying.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Yes, the gentleman
who was trying to get to Europe,. but did not
get away. But if the Premier will forsake
his jocular attitude for a little while, I will
warn him that unless he engages in something more vigorous in the way of closer
settlement than he is doing at the present
time, the farmers will go, as they are going,
away in battalions. Moreover, every man
who goes away to the fertile districts of
New South Wales and Queensland will
drag others after him. I would be prepared
to spend a far larger sum than is proposed
towards keeping them here.
There has
been a great deal of con~ratulation about
the Hobart Conference. I read the results,
and I do not know that the events of the
last two days have made those results very
much less valuable than they were before
Reid dropped out of office. Reading them
with a charitable disposition, I am inclined
to think that the congratulatory references
made to the wonderful deeds done in Hob.art
are scarcely justified under all the circumstances.
As to the attitude which was
adopted by the Treasurer of the Commonwealth in the carefully-edited edition of
the report that the public ,,,'ere favoured with I say nothing, but I am inclined to think that the idea formed by the
outside public, that the representatives at
that Conference were engaged in somewhat
of a picnic was not altogether without justification.
Mr. BENT.-They had not the slightest
show of a picnic.
Mr. MACKINNON.
Now, Mr.
Speaker in conclusion, I should like to
say thi;, that I am as keen as anybody
in this Chamber to see the government of
this country carried on on sound lines, no
ma.tter who is to do it. All of us are
anxious for the prosperity of this country ;
some of us are very largely interested in
its welfare, and would be sufferers if anythin!! were done to iniuriously affect its
prosperity. I do not think we will have
anything else but prosperity for th~ next
two vears; but what I wish to say IS that
the Government, by the half-hearted way
in which they are dealing with problems
which have arisen amongst us, exag1!.erate
the difficulties which must ~e faced. The
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Government, indeed, are doing nothing to
solve any of the prominent difficulties which
are vi,sible to the eyes of every thinking man
here, and are shirking all the great questions. The member for Hawthorn is manfully tackling the ·great problem of water
supply, and if all the other Ministers
were to tackle some of the other questions
which are bound to entail great burdens ori
the people before long,
and thus
wake up to our position, a great
deal of good would be done.
I
think the :\1inister for Water Supply is,
to a large extent, a pathetic figure, if he
will allow me to say' so, in the present ~1in
istrv.
A friend of mine the other dav
said, "vVhat with the Water Supply De"partment, if he were to take over the Forests
from the pre3ent Minister he would be what
you might call the 'wood and water Joey ,
of this Government." But while we cannot
but admire him, we can expect his example
of seriousness and earnestness in politics to
he more a ppreciatec1 and more fo llmv·ed by
some of his colleagues on the Ministerial
bench.
Mr. BENT.-SO mote it be.
:Mr. MACKINNON.-That is my general complaint against this Government, that
they will not undertake any of the large
problems, that their Governor's speech is
full of easy problems about which everybody is agreed, except this particular matter
of water supply.
There were matters
which happened during the recess which I
feel that my friend the leader of the Opposition d:d not lay sufficient stress upon, and
which should, in fairness to the people of
this country and to the Ministry it"eH,
receive some answer at the hands of those
who were responsible for the things which
were done.
Mr. BENT.-It boils down to Taverner
and the North Melbourne poll.
Mr. KEAST. - After the eloquent
speeches delivered by the honorable member for P rahran and the honorable member
for Essendon, I am like the boy who fell out
of the balloon-I feel almost out of it for
want of something to say.
I intend to
confine my remarks as nearly as possible to
the closer settlement proposals of the Government-Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Do not forget the Carrum Swamp.
Mr. KEAST.-I am not going to touch
on that.
I shall refer to what has been
done by the Government already under the
Closer Settlement Act and to agricultural
m,'\tters generally.
In the first place, 1
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am not too sure that we have not been bordering too much on one side of class legislation.
I want this House to consider tonight that I am not biased on one side or
the other j but I do know that in other parts
of the world, where the State does not interfere with the private enterprise of the country, and does not dictate to you how you
shall carryon your business, where capital
is made more reasonably secure, and there
is greater attraction for it, there is a great
deal more progress than in this counfry today.
I am one of those who rega.rd pri~
vate enterprise and private initiative as deserving of the greatest encouragement, teaching the people as they do to be self-reliant
and progressive.
We can only do that by
looking to the increase in our production to
lead us to the high ro.ad to prosperity. In
this State we have 56,000,000 acres of land,
out of which 31,000,000 acres has been
parted with by the Crown, either in fee
simple or leasehold.
The national wealth
return from that 31,000,000 acres is only
£14,168,000.
When you compare what
we are doing in this country with what other
countries are doing, it is apparent that half
of us are asleep.
There is not enough
production, comparing what we have done
in Victoria with what Denmark has done.
Denmark is a little place not the size of the
Western District in Victoria, yet it sent to
London last year £9,5°0,000 worth of butter alone, and raised over £20,000,000
worth of wealth.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).They started a little sooner than we did.
Mr. KEAST.-They st.a.rted in 1882 by
sending to London £1,000,000 worth. Are
we going on like this with no increase in
our population, and hardly any increase in
our production?
Are we going to stand
stilf ?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Will you tell us what
private enterprise did for the butter trade
here?
Mr. KEAST.-I am not talkiJ;lg about
the butter trade, but about our production
generall y.
The Government are not going
to aid very much the popUlation question
of this country by buying up large
estates and giving £1,5°0 worth of land to
each settler.
I want to be as friendlv as
I can to the Government in every shape "and
form; but my opinion of the closer ~ttle
ment policy, as it is being carried On just at
present, is that to buy large areas of land
and to give men 300 or 400 acres is not a
policy that is going to do any good.
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Mr. BENT .~First of all, who has done
that?
Mr. KEAST.-I understand it is the Government's intention to cut up this land
into something like 200 and 300 acre
blocks.
Mr. BENT .-Did not I say that 100 acres
was quite enough?
Mr. KEAST.-I do not think a man
could live on 100 acres in the Overnewton
Estate. He might be able to live on 30 to
50 acres in the Arundel Estate, which is one
of the best pieces of land about :Melbourne.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-What is the average
holding in Denmark?
Mr. KEAST.-I will tell the House
that later on. I was going to refer to the
remark of the honorable member' for Prahran that, jn buying these estates up-country
and putting water on them, the Government
were going to increase the cost almost
double. Out of 22)000 acres in the Wyuna
Estate, over 9,000. acres is plain l,and. I
have had a fair amount of experience as a
farmer mvself and I have travelled all
over Victoria, 'New South Wales, Western
Australia, and Queensland, for a number
of years, but I have never yet seen any good
come out of the irrigation of plain land.
If the Government are not very careful in
bringing water over the Wyuna Estate they
will have a good deal of it left on their
hands, because of the extra cost put on to
it.
I understand the Minister of Water
Supply is going to bring a channel right
from the Waranga Basin to the Wyuna
Estate-something like 25 miles. I would
like to know from the honorable gentleman to-night whether he proposes to bring
that channel any further, because if it is
only going to serve 13,000. acres of land,
the cost will be far too great to irrigate that
land and sell it to the general public.
Mr. LANGDON.-I hope he will take it
to the Avoca River.
Mr. KEAST.-I do not know the
scheme proposed by the Minister of Water
Supply, but I agree with .the honorable
member for Prahran, that It wants most
serious consideration.
Mr. S WINBURNE.-The survey is not
finished yet.
Mr. KEAST.-The Government should
see whether that channel can serve any
other purpose than that one estate. If it
cannot, the cost of channelling and bringing
the water down there will be an extra
amount put on the land which the settlers
will not be able to pay, and when they have
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got it there, there will be over 9,000 acres
of plain land which will not be fit for irrigation.
Mr. COLECHIN.-What will it cost to
bring the water there?
Mr. KE~ST.-It will cost an enormous
amount to bring it over 25 miles.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Can you tell us to a
billion nounds?
Mr. KEAST.-I cannot tell to a thousand or two. There are 7,'000 acres of
good land in the Memsie Estate, which I
know. fairly well, but it has a tail of 3:°°0
acres not worth more than £3 lOS. an
acre. The honorable member for Korong
can easily bear me out in that. What is
more, there is no possibility of getting irriga60n on to that place. I have seen the
cattle dying in hundreds in the Bridgewater
district.
1\1r. MURRAY.-Has not that been seen
lately in Gippsland?
1\1r. KEAST.-I have not seen it.
1\1r. MURRAY.-You have not been there.
Mr. KEAST.-Yes, I have. I want the
Government to consider seriously before
they go too far, because I believe, with the
honorable member for Prahran, that they
will be getting too much land in dry districts up country. I want to help the Government in every direction I possibly can,
and this is the advice I am giving them, as
I see it myself. I may be wrong or right,
but if I had anything to do with the administration or the Closer Settlement Act, I
should not go in for estates of this character.
I should certainly bu~ 40,000 or
50,000 acres of good land, with a good rainfall, where you could cut it up in blocks of
from 20 to 30 acres, as has been done in
other countries, and put on a number of
people instead of a few.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Why not go in for compulsory purchase, and then you would get
what land you want?
Mr. KEAST.-I do not go in for compulsory purchase, because I do not think it
necessary. If the Premier liked to empower n;.e, I could buy enough land without compulsory purchase 'to do this House
for the next two years.
Mr. COLECHIN.-What· is the commissian?
Mr. KEAST.-I do not want any commission, neither will I take it. I will do
it for the good of my country. A great
deal has been said already about the Overnewton Estate. I visited it last Saturday
with the Premier and the leader of the Opposition, the honorable member for Albert
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Park, and several other members. It is not
Mr. KEAST.-The Government would
nearly as bad as it is painted. The Go- not have got it at the price they did. It is
vernment have bought this estate well. I a question whether the House ever intended
will give the House the prices paid for that the Government should buy that class
other lands, adjoining it.
of land at all.
They have bought it all
Mr. TouTcHER.-How much of the right, but it is just a question whether they
estate did you see during the time you were should buv better land further away. There
there?
is a terrible tract of country lying idle near
Mr. KE4-ST.-I had the pleasure of Melbourne. Why should that land lie idle?
making a valuation of it over four months The peop.le who hold it cannot put it to
ago for the owners of the property. I any use at all, but the Government could
valued it at £6 per acre. I put a value put it to the very best use by buying it ann
of £r5 an acre on Arundel. The Govern- cutting it up. I believe every acre of the
ment bought. the Overnewton Estate at £5 Overnewton Estate will be applied for, and
I os., and the Arundel Estate, I understand,
that it will be sold.
at .£ I 4. I f that is so., whether there are
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Notwithstanding
stones on it or off it, they have got Over- the letter in to-day's Age?
newton at a "ery cheap rate.
Mr. KEAST .-N otwithstanding that
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Then 'you there is a lot of stones on. the property.
were out in your valuation?
.
Look at the facts. You have no ten-shillitl~
Mr. KEA"ST.-I was over in my valua- railway freight to pay on your stuff. Everytion. I valued it for selling purposes, thing you get off that estate comes right into
and I could resell it to-morrow at £6, so your market without any further expense.
that the Government have ne1: paid too much
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You say there is a
for Overnewton.
lot of land near Melbourne not put to
lir. TouTcHER.-Did you value it for its
full use.
How would you prevent that
productivity, or fOor its nearness to :Melland being unoccupied? Do y;ou believe in .
bourne?
a land tax?
Mr. KEAST.-Ko; I valued it for its
Mr. KEAST.-I do not believe in a land
carrying cap.acity, and that is all that land
tax; and I will deal with the figures of the
is worth, after all.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You valued it honorable member for Prahran directly. I
am going to show that some honorable memfor the stones on it?
Mr. KEAST.-There are a good many bers are very inconsistent. They talk of
stones there. I should not like to have to putting the people on the lann, and when
they get them there they want to tax them
carry them a wa y .
off.
I do not want any policy of that kind.
Mr. TOUTCHER. - Did YOU consider in
your valuation the cost of the unemployed We can do very well without a land tax.
The honorable member for the Public Serremoving the stooes?
vice asked if I could give the figures with
~:[r. KEAST.-If the unemployed were
there till Doom,daY they could not remove regard to the closer settlement policy in
In every civiljzed country
the stones from all of it. - In October, J90J, other countries.
my firm sold 6,169 acres adjoining this es- 30'1 the world it has been found advantageou"s
.tate, on the 'iVerribee side, at £5 lOS. 6d. to cut up large holdings into small alhfper acre.
In November, 1902, we sold ments, which enable the occupiers to obtain
2,522 acres, on the Kororoit side at £9 6s. far better results than can be obtained on
larger holdings.
Thus, Germany has
3(1. per acre.
Mr. ~{URRAY.-And land has increased in 5,000,000 allotments, averaging 15 acres
e:lch; Russia, 9,000,000 holdings, of 10
price since then.
Mr. KEAST.-That is quite true.
Tn acres each; France, 5.000,000 holdings, of
February, J904, we sold 5,274 acres on the 6 acres. each; Roumania. 700,000 holdings,
Sunbury side, .adjoining the Sydenham sta- of 10 acres each; and Denmark, a country
tion, at £6 17s. 6d. per acre, and in only one-s:lXth the size of Victoria., ha"s
The
March, 1904, 'we sold 1,253 acres at 1-,-5 160,000 farms, of 10 acres each.
Danish and French small farmers are known
I4S. 3d., so that the Government purchase is-to be the most prosperous of their class
Mr. COLECHIN.-What was left.
anywhere, and other European countries
Mr. KEAST.-I "never had this estate to are following the good example thus set,
sell.
and are beginning to reap the benefits. CaliMr. :MURRAY.-It is ,a good job for the fornia, so like Victoria in climate and so~,l,
Government that you had no1:.
has for a long time been engaged in cutting
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up its big holdings into 2o-acre blocks,
wjth surprising results. S urel y, with all
these examples before us, we could with
advantage follow suit in this best bit of
Commonwealth territory which God has
given us. In Victoria 49,000 farmers possess an average of 334 acres each, and of
those 334 acres the average area under cultivation is 82 acres. N ow, I want to deal
with another phase of this question. I want
to know if the Government intend to go
on with any policy at all with regard to
the Crmvn lands? During the different trips
that I have made to different parts of the
country, I have frequently seen large areas
of Crown lands suitable for cultivation.
Mr. MURRAY.~Didn't vou send me on
a wild-goose chase to wh~re YOU said the
I and was worth £8 an acre, -and I found
it was worth nothing at all when I got
there?
Mr. KEAST.-I would like the honorable gentleman to tell me where that was.
Mr. MURRAY.-You told me you had
sold hundreds of acres up to £IO or £12
an acre, and I discovered two 2o-acre
blocks, worth about £2 an acre.
Mr. KEAST:-The IVnnister of Lands
is joking. I think he ought to retract that
statement, as 'it is not correct.
Mr. MURRAY.-If it were not true I
would retract it with pleasure.
Mr. KEAST.-The honorable gentleman
knows it is not true. However, I will forgive him, as I am certain the House believes me. I have a map here, which shows
what areas of Crown lands are held bv a
few people in Victoria. This map was ;ent
to me three days ago. One man has 37,000
acres, another 23,000, another 15,400,
another 38,000, and another 20,300 aqes.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippslaind East).-I
could show you 70,000 acres held by three
men.
Mr. KEAST.-In the parish of WOlmangatta I30,000 acres are held by five people.
In one part of Gippsland 156,000 acres,
comprising I3 miles of river frontage, are
held by seven people. Surely we are not
going to allow this policy to go on year
after year, and do nothing?
:Mr. BOYD.-This is all in the hills.
Mr. KEAST .-1 do not care wbether
3t is in the hills or the holJows. No man
has a right to hold 27,000 acres for a few
"bob" a year, while people are every dav
!ooking for land and can't get it. I say
It would be far better to give Crown land
to the people for nothing than to leave it
as it is. It is only a menace to the public-:.
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three~parts of it overrun by rabbits, and
not a head of stock on it. As I travelled
through the country, and saw what I did,
as a land salesman I stood amazed at the
apathy of the Government and the people
in lallowing this sort of thing to go on year
after year. At Wentworth, I am told there
are over 100,000 acres in one run, with a
~1urray frontage.
,
Mr .. MURRAY.-vVith a rainfall of about
five inches.
Mr. KEAST.-Then there are 4,000
acres at Murtoa--'-:"held in the middle of the
Longerenong block-fairly good land.
Mr. MURRAY.-That is a. timber reserve.
Mr. KEAST.-Then that ought to be
altered, and the land given to the people,
because the timber is absolutely no good
wherever it is. In my own electorate,
within thirty miles of Melbourne, there are
20,000 acres containing a lot of very fajr
land, worth from £6 to £8 per acre.
Mr. MURRAy.-It would not sell at 30s.
an acre.
Mr. KEAST.-The Government got up
to £I3 an acre for some of the land.
Mr. MURRAy.-We sold the good land at
that, and could not get 30S. an acre for the
rest.
?vfr. KEAST.-The Minister put it up
under different terms from the 32 years'
purchase system. Then there is a piece
of land held by the Council of Agricul.
tural Education down at Monomeith, containing 5,000 acres. I venture to say that
if that land was made available, you could
settle at least. roo people on it. In fact,
I have it from persons in the district that
you could put 200 people on that land.
I sincerely hope that the Government will
bring in some policy by which our Crown
lands can either be given to the people, or,
at all events, something, useful be done with
them.
Mr. MURRAY.-You could not get a sensible man to take some of the land for
nothing.
Mr. KEAST.-The Minister for Lands
has not had much experience in the land
business. I remember, 30 years ago, when
my father took me down to Gippsland, before the railway wa.s made, it was sajd that
people were mad to settle there, but that
land is now worth £20 and £30 an acre.
Mr. MURRAY.-And what has become of
the people who took it up?
Mr. KEAST.-The.people who took up
that land have done verv well out of it. I
have, seen some of it sold up to £I5, and
£20 an acre. In Gippsland, to-day, there
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is plenty of good Crown land, but the offi.cers of the Department cannot find it. I
think that when the three Commissioners
have finished their work in connexion 'with
the closer settlement business, they might
be sent up to classify Crown lands, so that
something might be done with them instead
()f their being allowed to run completely
to waste.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Do you believe in the
Council of Agricultural Education?
Mr. KEAS T.-There are some very desiraJble gentlemen on the Council of Agri-cultural Education, such as the honorable
member for Korong' and the honorable
member for Goulbmn Vallev, but I think
they have outlived their t;sefulness.
r
am" the last man to say a word against
agricultural education, but I say the time
has gone bv for the class of teaching the
Council of Agricultural Education are giving at present.
Mr. LANGDON. - You have never seen
what they are doing.
Mr. KEAST.-Yes, I have.
I called
for a return in this House after I had visited
the Longerenong College with the honorable
member for Korong, and the honorable
member for Goulburn Vallev. I was not
at all pleased at the way thi~gs were going
on there, after seeing other colleges in other
States.
Mr. LANGDON.-You did not see ours.
Mr. KEAST.-I did. I was with the
The council have
honorable member.
spent on the Longerenong College no less
a sum than £46,905, and they closed the
college up. Do I not know what they are
doing? I have followed it up pretty
closely, and I say that college never should
have been opened ag,ain. As for Dookie,
they have done a fair amount of good work
there, and I gi"e them credit for it.
But
I say also the time has arrived when we
should have a central college near Melbourne; I do not care where it is.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Oh, at Dandenong!
Mr. KEAST.-If there is a suitable
place at Dandenong, and I believe there is,
bv all means let it be there; but the time has
arrived when we should go in for the scientific teaching of the people in this country.
As I travel round the country, I can see
every day the want of education on the part
of the farmers.
Wherever you "Talk or
ride, in the ~lallee or in any part of Victoria, y.ou will see wretchedly bad farmingnot half as much being got out of the land
as could be got out of it. The Minister of
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Agriculture should lose no time in having a
thoroughl y efficient college, so that our
people might learn the intellig,ent farming
which is going on in other countries.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The agricultural education is in the hands of the Council of
Agricultural Education.
Mr. KEAST. - The Government will
have to take the matter in hand.
Mr. BENT.-What about the University?
Mr. KEAST.-I saw a proposal-I
think in last night's Herald-for teaching
French and German by the Department of
Agriculture. I think Dr. Cherry made the
proposal.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Oh, no.
Mr. KEAST.-I think it is reported also
in to-day's Age. I do not think they want to
learn either French or German, but a pracIf the Gotical knowledge of farmin5,.
vernment can provide practical knowledge
they will be doing great good to the
people.
It is no use going on in
the old way; we must get the best results
out of our farming, and we can only do that
by having a place where the people can
learn. During my visit to the Hawkesbury
College I waS! amazed to find fifteen Victorian students there, and to hear that there
were applications by sixty-two others for
admission.
Mr. LANGDoN.-They have no farm at
all; it is all internal ed{lcation.
Mr. KEAST.-It is the most up-to-date
farm in the Australian Colonies. It was a
sand bed, and they turned it into one of
the finest farms in Australia. The greatest
mistake this) country ever made was to let
1\1r. Pott'SI go away. If we had him here we
would have had a college before now. During Easter week no fewer than 950 people
from Svdney visited the Hawkesburv College. What a grand th'ing for them t~ have
a practical illustration by seeing all that was
going on! In the winter the farmers come
down for three weeks' tuition, and they are
taught how to judge good stock and how to
get the best results out of them. I hope
the Minister of Agriculture, for whom I have
the highest regard, will lose no time in
establishing a college as near to Melbourne
as possible. TJ1e honorable member for
Essendon s,poke :splendidly on the question
of opening up markets. That is one of the
most essential things for the Government
to do, because we are going to have a very
good season. I remember the honorable
member for St. Kilda stated on the floor of
the House that a proper business man should
be sent to England to extend our markets.
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Mr. Taverner was not the proper man to
send; he should not have been sent to represent this country ip regard to the opening up of markets, because he has not had
sufficient experience. I know the Premier
dirl the best he could at the time. It is hard
to find a man who has the necessary knowledge to represent us in a commercial and
business capacity.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - Would you
be prepared to go yourself?
'Mr. KEAST.-No; I can do a bit better here. I do not want the billet nor any
other billet, but I do not want to see th~
interests of this country neglected, and we
require the very best men that we can get.
I believe in paying men a fair wage.
1\1r. HANNAH.-I claim your support.
Mr. KEAST.-Over twelve months ago,
when the Estimates were on,' I drew the attention of the Minister of Agriculture to the
necessity of grading produce. Nothing is
more important in the interests of thi's country than to have our produce properly
graded before it comes to Melbourne. If we
are not very careful we shall lose our potato
trade j if we are not careful in the grading
of potatoes, onions, and all kinds of cereals
we shall lose our export trade to a great
extent. I hope, therefore, the Minister of
Agriculture will look into the matter.
Mr. S\VINBURNE.-You will have a Bill
soon.
Mr. KEAST.--It does not need a Bill;
what is required is the instruction of the
farmer.s, I do not know that there are any
more incapable men than some of
those in our Agricultural Department.
The Minister has not got a fair
chance owingj to a number of his
experts. There 'are a number of experts in
the Department who ought to undergo an
examination as soon as possible j if they are
not fitted for the practical work of teaching
the farmers they ought to get their walking
tickets at once, and other men should be
engaged.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-That iSI a serious charge
to make against men who cannot defend
themselves on the floor of the House.
Mr. KEAST.-I am sure of my ground.
We have some men in that Department who
ought not to be there.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-You ought to mention
their names.
Mr. KEAST.-I am not going to mention
any names. There are some good men in
the Department, hut there are others who
should not be there.
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Mr. SWINBuRNE.-We are advertising for
two experts next week.
Mr. KEAST.-I am glad to hear it. At
any time that I can give any advice to the
Department I shall be only too pleased to
do so.
Mr. WARDE.-Whatabout that land tax of
yours?
Mr. KEAST.-The honorable member for
Prahran is going in for a land tax, and I
worked out something during the evening in
connexion with it, and my figures show how
disastrous that tax would be to the small
farmers. Take 'a farmer with 300 acres,
with an unimproved value of £6 an acre;
that would amount to £1,800. With a 10
per cent. exemption, there would be £1,620
on which the tax would fall, ,and it would,
therefore, amount to £6 ISS. per annum.
Mr. MACKINNON.-I did not discuss it tonight.
Mr. KEAST.-The honorable member
discussed it at the last election, when he
got so badly beaten. I want to protect my
own electorate, and therefore I examined
this proposal. I find that it would ha\'e a
disastrous effect on the smaller men, and it
is! the smaller men I want to protect. .
Mr. BEARD.-Ten per cent. is not enough.
Mr. TOUTCHER (to Mr. KEAST).-Is the
unimproved value in your district worth £6
ai1 acre?
Mr. KEAST.-Yes, and there is plenty
of it worth £20 an acre. In reference to
the analyses of soils, I have found in go:ng
through some parts of the State, that serious
mistakes have been mad'e. A number of
people have put in crops, and, through not
having the soil analyzed, used the wrong
manure. It would be a splendid thing if the
Minister of Agriculture would take one district and have the soils ,analvzed. It has
been a sorry thing for me to "see, in different parts of Victoria, the grazing capacity
of the land absolutely gone-the land has
become what we call "sheep sick j " it will
grow nothing. The people go on, year after
year, taking all they can out of the land, and
putting nothing back into it.. I have a table
here which has been prepared in Germany,
and I would' like to have it printed. It
shows the amount of nitrogen taken out of
the soil bv every ton of potatoes, and the
amount taken out by mangels, turnips, cauliflowers, cabbages, onions, wheat, straw,
oats, barley, rye, maize, beans, peas, green
oats, green maize, meadow hay, &c.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-Has
that not been printed a dozen times in the
Agricultural Journal?
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Mr, KEAST,-No j I have never seen it
in that journal, neither has the honorable
member, It is from a book issued by the
German Government not six months ago, If
honorable members only saw some of the
things that appear in the Agricultural]ournal they would not want to take much out
of it. If this table is published in Ii ansard
it will prove useful to some people, It is
of great interest, and I do not think it has
been published in Victoria, It is as follows : on Exhaustion of the Soils,-Agricultural
Expert, Agricultural Academy, Hohenheim,
Germany,-Showing exact quantities per lb,
removed in Nitrogen, Phosphoric Acid,
Potash, Lime, and Magnesia by each ton
harvested from different crops, and also of
one ton of Milk and Live Stock, compiled and
calculated, taking Professor D. Emil Wolff's
(Academy, Hohenheim, Germany) world-wide
known Tables on Exhaustion of the Soils as
a guide:-

TABLES

-'.
-------

Phos. (
Nltrogfn. Acid. Potash. Lime.

lb.
lb,
Potatoes
... 7'61 3"5 6
,
Mangels
4'03 1'79
Turnips
4'03 1'79
'"
Cauliflowers .. ,
8 '96 3 '58
Cabbages .. '
6'7 2 2'4 6
Onions
.. ' 6'04 3'9 1
,
Wheat
4 6 '59 17 '69
Straw
... 10'7 j 4'9 2
,
Oats
4 2 '00 IS '2 3
Straw
.. ' 12'54 5 '83
... 35'84 12'54
Barley
.. 14'33 4'25
Straw
.. , 42'7 8 19'04
Rye
.. , 8 '96 5'60
Straw
,.,
Maize
35'&4 12'76
.. , 9 1 '39 27'10
Beans
.. , 85 '9 2 20'16
Peas
Rich pasture
16 '12 4'25
Lucerne
in
16 '12 3 '58
blossom
Green oats .. '
8'28 2'9 1
Green maize .. ,
4'25 2,24
M eadow hay .. , 34'7 2 9'63
.. , 3'80 3'13
Grapes
A pples
1 '34- 0'67
."
.. , 12'09 4'4 8
M ilk
Live bullocks 81 '98 41 '44
.. , 56 '00 30 '9 1
L ive calf
L ive sheep ." 5°'17 27'55
.. , 44'80 19'61
L ive pig
not 120'96 1'5 6
W 001
washed
1 ton horse I I '20 5'60
manure contains, fresh

..

..
..

:\Iag--

nesia..

- - - --- - - - --- - lb,

lb,

lb,

12'99
10'75
6'4 2
8'06
9'63
5'60
11'64
14'11
10'75
3 6 'Sl
6'22
23 '9 6
12'99
19'26
8'28
28 89
22'62
18'14
10'08

0'67
0'67
1 '56
I'J2
2'68
3 '58
1'12
6'04
2'24
9'19
0'22
7'39
1 '12
6'94
0'67
3 '3 6
2'46
5 '82
18'04

1 '12
0'89
0'44
0'67
0'89
0'67
4'4 8
2'4 6
4'25
5 'I 5
4'74
2'68
4'4 8
2 '68
4'25
4'9 2
4'25
2 '68
2'01

12'5 6
8 '28
35 '84
11'20
1 '79
3 '8o
3'80
5'37
3' 36
4'°3
125 '88

2'01
3' 13
21 '28
2'24
0'22
3'80
4 6 '59
36' ~ 1
29'5 6
20'60
4'03

0'89
2'4 6
9'18
0'89
0'44
0'44
0,67
1'12
0'44
1 '36
1'35

11'00 4'4°

2'80

Mr, WATT,-The quantity varies in different seasons, as a wet season, for instance,
Mr, KEAST.-Yes, that is so, This Ii~t
has been prep,ared by one of the greatest
scientists,
Session 1905,-[6J.
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Mr, BOYD,-How are these matters to be
replaced?
Mr. KEAST,-By putting the stuff back
again, Right throughout Victoria we can
never expect increased production unless we
put these materialSI back again to the soil.
People keep on grazing off land for SO
years, and contribute nothing to the land,
Mr. MURRAy,-Except the cow which
dies on it,
Mr, KEAST,-The honorable gentleman
has had a good deal of experience of cows,
and will know all ,about that.
I think,
however, I have said enough,
:Mr, COLECHIN,-You have not touched on
the land tax yet,
Mr, KEAST,-Yes,
Mr, COLE CHIN, - Only the Victorian
Eleven's.
Mr. KEAST,-In most things the Government has done I cardiall y concur, I
think the Premier has shown himself one of
the finest men we have had in power in this
country for years" It is all very well to
laugh at the Premier for some of the thing·)
he is said to have done j but set the honorable gentleman to drive a bargain, and no
one will do better than he, I shall be sorrv
when the honorable gentleman leaves th~
Treasury bench, and, so far' as I am concerned, so long as the honorable gentleman
does the fair thing in the interests of the
country, he will get my loyal support.
Mr. LANGDON, - I thank you, Mr.
Speaker, for the opportunity you are affording me of saying half-a-dozen words, I am
not prepared altogether with the material
with which to reply to the honorable member
who has just resumed his seat, but I desire
to inform the Chamber that I am desirous
of answering all his assertions, and shall
take an early opportunity of doing so. At
the same time, I want to have it recorded
that it is altogether unfair that an honorable
member should attack a body, three of
those composing which are members of this
House, without giving them f?otice of his
intention to do so, If the honorable member had intimated to me that he was going
to do what he hasl done, I should have been
prep.ared to reply to him, and should have
been very much obliged to him for his intimation, I merely desire at present to state
that I shall give the House a full record
of our procedure at an early date,
Mr. HANNAH,-We have listened during this debate to two or three very interesting speeches, particularly the one from the
honorable member for Essendon, There is
no question about the value of that speech,
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because we have had from him to-night a
very important admission as an individualist. But I feel that it is my duty to my
constituents to bring under the notice of
honorable members. those questions that are
of vital importance to them, and afterwards
I purpose dealing with one OIr two questions
that the honorable member for Essendon in
particular has dealt with. We 'are all delighted to have s'Uch a splendid surplus as
we have this year, but at the same time I
must, in justice to my oonstituents, at least
enter a protest against the way in which that
surplus, to a very large extent, has been
brought about. I know that it is always
somewhat difficult for honorable members to
listen to grievances, but I want to say, in
connexion with this matter, that I believe
the whole of the House will, when they
know the facts, not for a moment sit down
and let it go forth to the country that we
have produced a very large surplus at the
expense of an important section of the workers. I think that honorable members, in
going through the country, must admit that
the treatment that has been meted out to a
very large section, particularly tOi the lowerpaid workers in connexion with the railways,
'deserves the serious attention of the Premier and Minister of Railways. I must
admit that Mr. Tait, the Chairman of Commissioners, is a very ,able man, yet I think
it was never intended by this Hlouse that
we should bring Mr. Tait to this country
'and hand over to him such a splendid and
valuable asset, in order to allow him to ride
practically rough-shod over this House and
over the interests of a very large section
of the community.
So far as the mannel
in which the surplus has been produced is
concerned, the Premier must admit that at
least there has been some retrenching to the
bone, which does not reflect creditably upon
those who are responsible for managing the
The leader of the Opposition
railways.
did bring under the notice of the Premier
one or two questions which the honorable
gentleman has promised to notice.
So far
as concerns the taking out of the workers in
this State a very large amount of which
tney should not have been deprived, I des:re to say to honorable members sitting behind the Government-because I am certain,
notwithstanding that they belong to a party
that holds very different opinions from ours
-that I trust they will not allow injustice
to be done to a very large number of men
who are placed under conditions that I am
certain many of us would not like to be
placed under ourselves.
I desire to give
Mr. Hannah.
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to the House one or two instances of the
treatment meted out to some of the lower
paid men.
We were told during last session, before the Premier brought forward
his Estimates, that the officers who held high
positions in connexion with the railways
We
would not receive any extra bonuses.
found, however, that as soon as the House
closed there was a very large amount distributed to a section of gentlemen who are
responsible for the running of our
railway system.
The honorable gentleman gave us that assurance. There
is nothing
so much
calculated
to
bring about discontent in the great
railway service as to find a body of
men, who are receiving from £1,100 down
to .;c,5oo, obtaining at the hands of the
Treasurer from £100 to £150 bonus,
while men for whom we have been fighting,
,and who have been entitled to an extra 6d.
a day, have been in receipt of only 6s. a
day.
I am glad to be able to say that at
last, beginning from 1st May of this year, a
section of those men are to receive that increase of 6d.
But I want to impress on
the House that those men were honestly entitled to that increase for a period of some
three years.
Mr. BENT.-Why did not your :Ministry
give it to them?
Mr. IrANNAH.-I would a.sk the present Minister of Railways to look through
the papers, and he will find that he was the
Minister who put his pen through those
pa pers, and stated the men were flOt to get
I am glad, however, to
the 6d. a da.y.
say that since then the Premier has given
the men what they are entitled to., and
therefore I am not complaining about that.
But I do say that those men entered into
an honorable compact with the Government,
and tha.t they have as much right to be considered as our bond-holders in Great Britain from whom we borro.wed money.
Mr. BENT.-Why did not your Government pay it?
Mr. HANNAH.-The Government that
refused it was the Irvine Government.
Mr. BENT.-Tut, tut!
Mr. HANNAH.-The Premier may say
" tut, tut," as much as he likes.
I am here'
to prove conclusivelv from the papers that
what I say is correct.
Coming now to
several other questions, hono.rable members
will recollect that Mr. Tait, when asked to
be present at a deputation, practically refused to be present when certain questions
were being dealt with, and after the deputation had taken place he immediately sent
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. forth a manif,esto through the papers to the
country affirming that statements made at
the deputation were incorrect.
I desire to
sav here that Mr. Tait and the other Commissioners take credit for certain things
which they had no right to, because what
was done in regard to certain increments
was Min:sterial action, and they stated in
that aocument that they had never reduced
There are honorable members in
wages.
this chamber who know that 1Hr. Tait was
iesponsible for reducing- the pay of a large
number of cleaners who were previously
rated at 6s. 6d. per dav.
As soon as Mr.
Tait took charge of the railways he said
that these men should not have more than
6s., as their labour was not worth more than
that.
I want to come to another matter
that is of great importance, and that is in
connexion with the accidents that occur to
men while engaged in the service of the
State.
I think honorable members will
agree with me that men, whether they man
the engines or make-up trains, or are doing
any other work in connexion with the
great railway system, have to submit
themselves to a great liability in regard
to accidents which, in some instances, cannot be helped.
This Government has
not shown a disposition to treat these
men as previous Governments have done.
It j,s a reflection on the Government to be
responsible for such a state of things as
exists in the railway service. Some men who
have been injured may have been able to
get a portion of what they are entitled to.
Some may have got half; but only a few
have been able to get the full amount. When
men are treated in this way I must enter
my emphatic protest. When Mr. Outtrim
was Minister for Railways, employes alw,ays
got full pay when they were injured, but
a different system obtains now that we are
having the railways managed on commercial
lines. I quite understand the reason for
having our railways so managed; we want
to show that our railways constitute a good
asset. Still I think the Premier himself
will admit that it was never intended that
they should be run upon lines which would
entail unfairness on the men. We know
that there is a system of sweating going on
in the Department, and th~~ngs are committed there which would not be permitted
in any large private establishment. Therefore it is that I am desirous of impressing
upon the Government the necessity of meting out justice to their employes. To a recent deputation which waited upon him,
the Commissioner of Railways said that as

far as he was concerned he did not expect
guards to work longer than 14 hours per
day. Surely it was never intended when
the railways were handed over to the Commissioner that he would have a licence to
increase hours and reduce wages.
Mr. BENT.-Do you mean to tell me that
any guard works 14 hours a day?
1\1r. HANNAH.-Yes.
Mr. BENT.-I would like you to prove it.
Mr. HANNAH.-I will give you one
instance. In connexion with the accident
that occurred at Frankston, the guard of
the train had been working 14 hours when
the accident took place. I could give more
cases, but I would like the Minister to
look into that one, and if he finds that
what I state is not true I am prepared to
make a humble apology; but the present
Commissioner admits that guards have to
work 14 hours a dav, and I would not
be doing my duty it' I did not brill1g this
matter under notice. The leader of the
third partv in the House referred to the re·
presentati~es of the Railway Service and the
Public Officers as being in the humiliating
position of being practically cadgers. I can
say fhat, since I have been in this HOllse,
I have never cadged' in the interests of the
workers,. Rather than do that, I would leave
the place, and prefer to see somebody else
represen6ng them; but I fought for the
railway men in the past, and as long as I
am here I am determined to fight for their
interests, and of course that means in the
long run fighting for the interests of the
whole community. With regard to overtime payments, the Railway Department
does not recognise any overtime rate, as is
done in other outside institutions. I have
here a list of a large number of porters,
who have worked overtime during busy,
periods. I have also a cutting from the Age
newspaper, signed by Mr. J. F. Butters,
and it shows that for whole weeks one man
had to work 92 hours and 35 minutes per
week, without any extra pay being
allowed. Such men have merely to take
time off on other days. Surely the Premier
will admit that this j,s something that cannot be or should not be tolerated any longer
than possible. With respect to the question
of engine-drivers, I believe the Premier is
giving their case serious consideration, and
I, of course, am anxious to know what the
Government position is in connexion with
that matter, and with railway employes
generally, especially when we have such
statements made about it as have been cir-
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culated in the press. Here is one statement because there had been imp/osed upon him
from the Camperdown correspondent of The a task beyond his capacity. In another acAgecident which I know of, but which never
Some of the employes at the Camperdown rail- got into the press, that occurred near Traralway station are greatly disheartened at having to gon, two guards were injured, and I bring
work such long hours. They say they go on at this case before the Minister of Railways
8,30 a.m., and remain at their posts until I I p.m.,
and sometimes midnight. Occasionally they have early, so that he may be able to get justice
to work on Sundays to keep pace with the work. done to these two men. With regard to the
The station, besides doing its own work, has to eight hours
question, I trust that the
furnish returns for the Cobden-Timboon line, as Premier will be prepared to keep the prowell as the Boorcan station, and the clerical work mise he made last session to the leader of
has increased fully 75 per cent. The chief cause
of the late hours i~ attributed to the employes the Opposition. I know that there is a
having to furnish such a large number of returns large section of men whom it will be imposto head-quarters regularly.
sible to work eight hours a day accurately;
In the performance of their duties, rail- but there are others who ought to enjoy the
way employes are taxed in our days to a eight hours system. The Premier was predegree that is disgraceful, especially by pared to move at the Hobart Conference in
having to supply number,s of returns at the this direction. Let him start in Victoria
time they are performing their ordinary with the Department of which he has conduties. Some of the men have told me trol, and so show his sincerity_. But I am
that they are really distressed by having to desirous of getting from the railways on to
make so many returns.
It is not wise a few other questions.
management to impose in this way upon
Mr. BENT.-OJ:. do say a word or two
such a body of responsible men. The re- about the monthly payments.
turns too, which they are called upon to
Mr. HANNAH.-I am glad that the
furnish are, to a large extent useless, and Premier has jogged my memory with regard
fit only for the waste paper basket.
to fortnightly pay.
I have a question
Mr. BOYD.-You say so because of your written on that subject, but I forgot to hand
inability to see the use they are.
it to the Clerk of the House at the proper
Mr. GAUNSoN.-The danger lies in the time. I was to have notified that I would
fact that they have to watch the signals at ask the Premier to-morrow when the Fortthe time they are making out the returns.
nightly Pay Committee, that is now sitting,
Mr. HANNAH.-I desire also to direct is likely to tender its report.
I 'trust
attention to the fact that there has been a the Premier will see that no set of officers
large increase of boy labour in the Depart- in the Railway Department are allowed to
ment during the last two or three years. block the fortnightly pay.
To realize this you have only got to look
Mr. BENT.-You may take my word that
around the stations, when you will find that no officer will block that.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am very pleased
men have been deposed, and that boys of
eighteen or nineteen have taken their places to hear that statement.
I think the
at less pay. You may go to other stations honorable gentleman will get a ceralso and find that women in receipt of IS. tainamount of praise that he will
or 2S. a day conduct the business of those be entitled to, as
the first
Minstations. This may be commercialism, but ~ster of Railways ;who has been strong
if so, it is commercialism of a character enough to enforce the fortnightly pay systhat no member who desires to see fair treat- tern against the opposition for so long a
ment to State employes should for a moment time of men who have opposed it simply
tolerate. There have been various accidents because they said it should not be granted
recently, and I gave particular attention to on the score of cost to the community. I
the one that happened at Beaufort. The am prepared to giye credit to the Premier
man found in fault in that instance had to if he does what I think right in the inlook after three things at one time-two terests of the servants of the State, but I
trains coming from opposite directions) the think he will agree that I am ~also justified
signal-box and clerical work. Yet that man in using my position here to draw his attenhas been disrated and sent to another dis- tion very forcibly to disabilities which those
trict. He has been made a scapegoat for whom I and my' colleague represent are
The honorable member
an accident that others were responsible suffering under.
for, and for which he had to take the blame. for Essendon and the honorable member for
He w~s reduced, I am· informed, by IS. Prahran touched very severely upon the
per day, and was shifted. This was wrong, action of the Premier in embarking on the-
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new venture of manufacturing bricks for
the community. The Premier is to be commended for taking hold of such a monopoly
as the brick combine, which has existed in
Victoria for the last six years. I am sorry
the honorable member for Essendon is not
in his place, because I am going to sh?w
that there is probably no greater authonty
on Yes-no-ism in Australia than that honorable member with regard to this particular
matter. The honorable member tried to
show that there was no combine in existence
in Victoria.
I have his words here in
Hansard, which, I believe, according to the
rules of the House, I am not allowed to
quote from. The honorable 'member first
'admits that there is a ring, and then he
states, "I do not think a combine ever
existed. ' , I f a man can explain such an
attitude as that, I should like to hear him.
EVerv man who has had any business in
the building line at all knows that there
has been a ring in existence, and that it
has got hold of the building trade, so far
as the supply of bricks is concerned, in a
manner that is disastrous to the community
at the present time. The honorable member mav be a very good judge of bad taste
- I believe he is-but I do not think he is
any authority upon bricks.
He said that
his experience was that the New South
Wales bricks were 75 per cent. inferior to
Victorian bricks at present. As, one who
has handled both, I can say that there IS
no comparison to-day between the work
and quality and finish of the Sydney and
Melbourne bricks, because of the inferior
way in which the bricks are turned out here
by this combine. They are much inferior to
those that were turned out before the combine was formed, because to-day yO'll have
to take absolutely what they will give you
from whatever kiln they are prepared to
supply from.
I can give instances that
have ha.ppened upon large buildings during the last few months, where men who
have been used to take bricks from Hoffman
have been told that Hoffman can no longer
supply them, and that they must take them
from N orthcote, or other particular kilns.
The honorable member for Essendon has
not a single leg to stand upon in regard to
the figures he produced about the cost of
bricks.
Mr. BOYD drew attention to the fact
that there was not a quorum present.
A quorum having been formed,
Mr. HANNAH said-There is no comparison as regards the cost of production
and the price of bricks in Victoria and New
South Wales. By public figures, given be-
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fore the Arbitration Court recently, it was
clear! y proved that bricks could be produoed in Sydney by both manufacturers and
men themselves, including all expenses, for
£r per r,ooo, and yet the honorable
member for Essendon tried to make out that
there was no advantage in the Government
undertaking the direct manufacture of
bricks here for their own requirements. I
am not disposed to traverse the arguments
used by the honorable member with regard
to certain statements that have appeared in
the press, but as 'a representative of the
building', trade, I know the evil effects the
combine has had in driving thousands of
pounds out of this country, and in keeping
our own men unemployed, when they might
have been employed in making bricks, because the money has gone out of the country to America for timber for building purposes. While we are endeavouring to find
opportunities for men to sell their labour,
and when we know that this ring is operating, the Government are quite justi,fied in
stepping in, and, in fact, they would not
be worthy of support from the other (the
Ministerial) side of the House, if they did
not step in, because members on that side
who have the interests of their constituents
at stake, must take into consideration the
fact that this combine is competing unsatisfactorily with the trade that is being carried on in the country districts, which some
of those honorable members represent.
While to-day the combine charges men in
the city of Melbourne, whether they want
a million or two million of bricks, a price
o.f £2 per r,ooo at the kiln, take them as
they like, it is prepared to put them
on to the trucks for 30s. per 1,000, and
has done so for less, where it comes
into competition with men in the country. When the honorable member for
Essendon
delivered
his
memorable
speech upon separate representation, he
made probably one of the strongest
"Yes-no" speeches eve.r made in this House.
He made it against giving separate representation to the public servants of this
State. At that time he must have foreseen
very clear'!y what was going to happen in
the future, for he there said that, in view
of the increase in the services rendered by
the State, owing to the increase in the nUIITlber of monopolies and enterprises which
must come into the hands of the State, honorable members would find, not many decades hence, that not two men, but five
men or ten men would be representing the
Public Service and Railways Service of the
State in this House under the provisions of
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the new Constitution.
Evidently, the honorable member saw at that time that the
Government wou1d have to intervene to· stop
monopolies and other things of this kind
that are taking a firm hold, not only in connexion with the brick industry under private enterprise to-day, but also in connexion
with very many other things in this State
and in the Commonwealth. The Government that are not prepared to take a firm
stand, to take up the only tenable position
that any legislators to-day can take up with
advantage, and stop these abuses, are not
worthy ot support. While the Government
can make railway engines, run railways successfuUy, manage the Post and Telegraph
Departments, advance cheap money to
f a:rmers through the Credit Foncier, and do
many other things with equal advantage to
the people, it is their imperative duty at
least to burst up any monopoly that is causing such disaster to a large section of the
community. I recognise that it will not be
the men that we specially represent as
Labour members in this House who will get
the greatest advantage by the action of the
Government in this matter. No section of
the community will get greater advantage
from the bursting up of this comoine than
property -owners who, like the Chief Secretary, know what it is to have to pay £2.
per 1,000 for bricks; when in S ydnev, notwithstanding that there is a combin~ there
to-day, peopfe are able to get bricks deli vered for 3 IS. net per 1,000. Wages on
the average are higher to-day in Svdney than
in Melbourne, but they are lower'there than
when the manufacturers were selling bricks
in Sydney some six or seven years ago for
r8s. per 1,000. The combine does not exist
to the same extent in New South Wales as
in Victoria. In Victoria, as the .Premier
knows, there is adjacent to Thornbury today a ~plendid plant lying idle, capable
of turnmg out the very best bricks. The
Premier tried to get those works and also
other good' works that are lying idle in
Brunswick, but he found it was a matter
of impossibility to secure them because in
no less than ten or eleven instances the
combine· have different kilns lying idle.
They are paying large sums of monev to
keep them out of use in order to be 'able
effectively to control the supply of bricks
to the metropolitan area. If we as Trades
Unionists were to demand and secure from
the community, not only a minimum rate of
wage of lOS. per day to every man in employment, but also the payment 6f lOS. per
day to every man that was idle, would not
Mr. Hannah.
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honorable members like the honorable mem-·
ber for Toorak, the honorable member for
St. Kilda, and others who support private
enterprise as we know it, and as thev know
it, severely condemn such a demand' as injurious to the community, and claim that it
should be regulated as quickly ,as possible?
If the honorable member for Essendon happened to be a member of the present Government there is no man who would be
able to give stronger reasons why the Government should continue in the direction
they have gone in bursting up the injurious
combine in connexion with the brick industry. I want to deal with the matter referred to by the honorable member for
Dandenong to-night.
When he rose he
tried to show that we were not a prosperous people, and that we ·were not producing as much in wealth as some other countries. I have up-to-date statistics on this
matter, and I was carefully watching to
ascertain what he drew his conclusions from.
While making that bald statement, he did
not give any proof. I would like to draw
the attention of honorable members to some
figures dealing with this matter, especially
on account of the charges brought against
the Labour l'arty as to injuring the credit
of Victoria. The value of wealth production in the Commonwealth for 1903 was
£30 os. Iod. per head, while in New Zealand-the most socialistic country 1n the
British Empire-it was £36 r3s. 4d. per
head.
In the United Kingdom 1t only
amounts to £7 I8s. 6d., and on the Contlnent it ranges from £4 I9s. 8d in Russia to
£II !IS. in France. In the United States
it is £14 I4S., and in Canada, which I
understand is the great country that is
attracting population, it amounts to £r6 5s.
per head. The Premier, in the statement
he made the other night at Brighton, was
right to a larg,e extent, for he said we
could buy Canada out. Therefore, as far
as wealth production per head.is concerned,
this is not such a bad country for the capitalist and for the gentlemen that the honorable member for Toorak represents in
this Chamber. The latest returns in connexion with the banking dividends show
that the amount paid in dividends went up
from £908,000 in 1899 to £r,304,000 in
I90P; and in 1904 the ,amount was
£r,7 0 5,000. Not such a bad country for
the capitalist after all!
Two or three·
members have referred to-night, and parti.
cularly the honorable member for Essendon
and the honorable member for Dandenong,·
to the state of our population. I t is a'
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standing disgrace to us that we are losing
the strongest and the best men-men in the
prime of life, who are being driven out
.of our State because they cannot get an opportunity of selling their labour. During
the last twelve years we have lost something
like 157,000 of our population.
This
.ought to arouse the attention of every honorable member, and members should ask them,selves why it is that men are being driven
from this country in search of employment.
Why is it that they are being forced to
search for employment, probably under
more favorable conditions elsewhere, when
we have all the opportunities here if the
Government will make them available to
these men?
The honorable member for
Lowan, who delivered a strong speech at
the close of last session, tried to fasten
this on the Labour Party-that they were
responsible for the loss of population and
'for everything that occurred in Victoria during the last ten or twelve years, with the exception of ~he bubonic plague and the
drought.
I dare say the honorable member
for Essendon will say the same thing. The
'Labour Party have never yet occupied the
~reasury bench, and therefore the blame
does not rest with them, but with those men'
who have occupied and do occupy that
bench. They are responsible in that they
have only introduced such legislation as another Chamber will permit to become law.
I was glad to notice that the Premier at
Brighton drew particular attention to the
matte!. of the _unemployed, and I am also
glad to know that in reply to a deputation
led by Mr. Tom Mann he showed a sympathy that has not been shown by other
Ministers in the past.
We, like New Zealand, must seriously grasp the question of
employment.
The large numbers of men
who are walking our streets unable to get a
decent livelihood are an economic loss to us.
To have 8,000, 9,000, or 10,000 men unable to find sustenance is to have something
.that reflects upon the wisdom of the legisI notice that some honlation of the past.
,orable members have been only too ready
<luring the recess on many occasions to fasten certain things on the Labour Party at
",orne of the afternoon teas under the auspices of the Australian Women's League.
Some members sitting on the Government side of the House, and notably
the honorable member for Toorak, the honorable member for St. Kilda, and the honorable member for Wangaratta. in entertaining these ladies, gave them solid advice to
:steer clear of the prin<;:iples of the Labour
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Party.
We have one lady brought all the
way from New South Wales, who, when
there had °no B.A. degree, but here has
suddenll. developed into a lady with that
UniverSIty title. Honorable members should
be exceedingly careful in trying to fasten
on one section of the representatives of the
people tha! which they are not responsible
for, and nave never been responsible for.
These honorable members should be exceedingly careful in talking about Socialism,
the destruction ')of famil v life, and the marriage tie, and the turning of our dear little
children into a State nursery.
Does not
the responsibility for the bursting up of the
home Tife rest greatly on those gentlemen
who have occupied the Treasury benches?
Have they given men opportunities to keep
their homes in this country?
Honorable
members will find, if they go through the
records carefully, that most of the men who
left Victoria came from the rural districts
and the mining centres.
While I am not
particularly interested in what certain honorable members may say in regard to our
par~~, still I am somewhat jealous of my
pOSItIOn as a representative.
I think
our party is just as moral, and just as anxious to keep the home life pure as these men
and these women who have been usin,g the
public platform and circulating manifestoes
through the press. Some of those who have
put their names to these manifestoes ought
to be very careful, because one or two of
~hem, particularly the leading lady organIzer, who has been 'through the country, is
about the last authority on the marriage
tie that I would take.
Mr. WATT .-What are you hinting at?
Mr. BANNAH'.-I am saying what I
mean, and what is true. I say that some of
these ladies who have been using the public
platform are about the best authorities upon
the bursting up of the marriage tie, and of
the home life, that I know of. Seeing that
they live in glass houses thev should not
throw stones. Statements have emanated
from the honorable members I have referred
to that do not reflect much credit on them.
The honorable member for St. Kilda saidThe State representatives of labour were D:Jt thp.
men to undertake this class of work, and had
ruled the country long enough.
They must not
in the future be allowed to assume to themselves
the powers of government.

The gentleman who made that statement
was arrogating to himself all the power of
government, and the class to which the honorable member belongs are responsible for
the government of the past.
Therefore.
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these honorable members cannot fasten on
the shoulders of the Labour Party anything
that has been done, because that party has
not had an opportunity of governing.
:Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-They must have been
intoxicated with the afternoon tea.
Mr. lIANNAH.-I am sure that it must
In whose
have seriously affected them.
company do we find them?
We have to
judge a man at least by the company he
keeps. Janet Lady Clarke, a very estimable
woman, but very much opposed in the past
to the extension of women's franchise,
Mrs. Austin, Mrs. Staughton, Mrs. McCutcheon, Mrs. Chirnside, and a large number
of ott.ers. These ladies are all yery much
interested in the purity of home life, and
are trying to fasten upon the Labour Party
some of those things for which we are not
responsible. But when we pin them down
to their statements, they have to turn to
some writer upon the Continent of Europe,
who has said something or other upon these
questions. So far as the Labour Party are
concerned, I do not think that anything
they have advocated, whether the running
of the Newport 'Workshops, or the building
of engines, or the extension of the Credit
Foncier, or the extension of Socialism of
that kind, has very much to do with the
purity of home life. If we do apply these
principles even further than we are doing,
I think the community will be all the better,
because the cause of very much trouble will
be removed. I want to give the Government credit for one thing which I had the
opportunity of witnessing yesterday.
It
may, of course, come rather as a surprise
from critics of the Government that we
should give the Government credit for
things that they have done, but 1 think
that the Labour Party has been frank at all
times upon these questions, and has been
prepared to give credit where credit is due.
The GovernlIllent, in connexion with the consumptive sanatorium, has done something'
which· I desire to see extended, and I had
the pleasure of going over that institution
yesterday. So far as the open air treatment is concerned, that institution has extended a benefit to a large number of those
who were unable to get attention in this
respect by themselves.
I would urge
the Government,. socialistic as that institution is, to extend it very much
more.
I know that advocates of good old
private individualism of the Essendon stamp
would not take over some of our institutions, but they would make an exception in
the case of consumptive sanatoria. They
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would leave that for the State. I would
urge UJJon the Premier that he should extend that institution as far as possible.
While visiting there, I noticed several things
that require improvement, and I trust that,
even if it means the expenditure of a few
thousand pounds, the Government ""ill not
stand in the way of giving that money, and
making that institution one o.f the most c~m
plete in Victoria. There IS another thll1g
upon which we have cause to be grateful.
I would mention particularly the Butter
Commission, which has done so much good
work. I am alad that one of the members
of that Commission is in his place to-night.
Representing a large section of the farmers
of this State, that honorable member had
an opportunity of investigating to the very
bottom matters in connexion with the butter industry. But a promise was mad~ .by
the Premiier to the leader of the OppOSItIOn
last session that he would allow the question of the export of rabbits to be submitted to this Commission of Inquiry. I
can assure the Premier that if he had kept
his promise, and continued th.e inquiry in
that direction, it would have been as much
in the interests of the community as the inquiry into the butter industry. In .connexion with the rabbit industry, what do
we find? One gentleman, who figured very
prominentl y in connexion with the butter
business, controls two-thirds of the rabbit
industry. If the Premier will go into_ this
matter, there is an opportunity of benefiting
a large number of men, who have to work
hard under disagreeable conditions in trapping rabbits and bringing them to market.
Before the Commission winds up its work
the Prem:ler should give relief to these men~
who are suffering in the same way as are the
men connected with the butter industry. That
brings me to another topic, and one which
other honorable members have touched upon.
I am sorry that the gentleman in question, a
member of this House at the time, was
awav and unable to defend himself. But
that"' should not, under the circumstances,
cave caused members to refrain from doing
their duty honestly in the interests of the
country. So far as the action of the present Government is concerned in permitting
Mr. Taverner to keep his position in Great
Britain, I and one or two other honorable
members think that his presence there does
not reflect credit on our commercial
morality, nor tend to rehabilitate that confidence in us which is necessary in the old
country to-day. We had a great deal to
wipe off in the past.
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Mr. BENT.-Have you one word of proof
against him? Where are all those friends
of his? Have you one word of proof, any
of you?
Mr. HANNAH.-I have had nothing to
do with the gentleman in question; but so
far as I can see, I think it is only fair that
matters should be sifted to the bottom by
an inquiry being held. There is still some
lingering doubt in every man's mind in this
community as to the way in which' those
papers were manipulated. We shall not
be doing our duty as representatives of the
people until we either absolutely clear Mr.
Taverner and allow him to occupy his position without any doubt being cast on him,
or prove what has been said against him. I
regard the position which Mr. Taverner
holds as too important to this community
to allow a gentleman to occupy it with any
suspicion resting upon him.
Mr. BENT.-Would you like to be turned
out on the same kind of statement? Would
you like to be treated like that?
Mr. HANNAH.-I am desirous of treating Mr. Taverner in no other way than in
the honest and fair-minded way that one
Britisher should treat another. I am desirous
that, if Mr. Taverner has been blamed for
things he is not responsible for, the Government should regard it as their duty to remove
e'Very vestige of doubt from men's minds
in regard to our representative in London,
and thousands of pounds would be saved
by doing that.
Mr. WATT.-Will you support the proposal for a Select Committee?
Mr. HANNAH.-Undoubtedly.
Mr. BENT.-Let us bring in the Judge
who gave the verdict.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am not responsible
for the appointment. I understand the
Premier to say that the Judge was appointed
upon the advice of the leader of the third
party, and I, therefore, have nothing to do
with the matter of who was appointed.
Mr. BENT.-Did he not admit it?
Mr. HANN AH.-Supposing the honorable member for Prahran did admit it, and
that that honorable member was of opinion
that it would be better to submit the matter
to a Supreme Court Judge, has that anything to do with the responsibility now devolving upon the Ministry of fairly putting
their position before the House, so that
there may be no suspicion in anyone's mind
in regard to the gentleman who is representing us to-day in Great Britain? I think the
Premier must see that this is too serious and
too important a matter for us to allow to
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pass without dealing with it as it should
be dealt with,. We were in this position
last session. We had to remain silent. I
was anxious to raise my voice in protest in
regard to certain other matters I had heard
in the past, but I found that I could not
do so while that gentleman was being
brought back. Then was the time I should
have liked, as a Member of Parliament, to
speak from my place here, but I felt that
I must in duty bound remain silent. After
Parliament had prorogued, the report of the
Commission was presented to the Government, and practically nothing was done.
Mr. LEMMoN.-What about Mr. SiD:clair?
Mr. HANNAH.-I have never met him.
I believe him to be a very honorable man
In my
upon whom no suspicion rests.
opinion, after reading the evidence carefully
and closely, that gentleman has not been
treated as he should have been treated,
seeing that he occupied such an important
position, representing the people of Victoria.
But that is altogether apart from the other
matter upon which I have spoken. So far
as our party is concerned, the Government
of enterprise, or of prosperity-Mr. BENT.-Prudence.
Mr. HANNAH.-The Government of
prudence will have to get out of the old rut
and step forward a little faster than they
have been going. I desire to know from the
Premier what was done with money that
was voted last year and unexpended, and
which has gone to swell our surplus? What
has become of the £60,000 that the Premier told me would be expended immediately?
Mr. BENT.-The surplus has not ,been
touched.
Mr. HANNAH.-Twelve months have
gone by, and the old Central Railway Station
is still there-the same old eyesore. It is
costing ,a large amount of money, w,hich
could be saved, and nothing has been done
to get on with these buildings. The Premier knows that the new buildings, when
erected, will give 'a fair return.
Mr. BENT.-We have the plans, at any
rate.
Mr. HANNAH.-It has taken some
seven or eight years to get out 'a set of
plans.
Mr. BENT.-Hear, hear.
Mr.. HANNAH.-And to be in the position of calling, for tenders.
Mr. BENT.-Hear, hear.
Mr. HANNAH.-So I suppose the present Government and the :Premier are to be
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congratulated on going a little faster than
a number of their predecessors. Sir George
Turner, when in this House eight or nine
years ago, promis.ed to push on with all
possible haste the construction of the new
building, which would have given employment to a large number of men. However,
we find the position practically the same
to-day
as
it
was
then, and that
no
building
is
being
erected.
There are a large number of legitimate unemployed in town and country, and I trust
the Premier will show a little enterprise by
going in the direction I have indicated towards giving the men the work they are begging for. Let me urge this Government of
prudence and prosperity, to step out of the
old ruts which previous Governments have
been travelling in, and show a new policy,
at least as far as land settlement is concerned. So far their closer settlement efforts have been a practjiCal failure, as land
resumption without compulsory purchase
ever must be. I have travelled through several portions of the Western District, and
have had opportunities of seeing what a nonprogressive policy means. There is country
in that district upon which YDU could put
500,000 people at productive work within
a short space of time, producing things for
our own consumption.
~lr. BENT.-That is not fair; you might
have told me, so that I could have got the
credit for it.
Mr. HANNAH.-Anyhow, I will give
you just .one instance. There is in the
Western District one area of 4,000 square
miles on which there are only 60 families,
whose total dwellings, Jnc1uding tents, number r,285, the total population being 7,869,
The Government have built there 362 miles
of railway, at a cost of £3,753,000. There
are between Hamilton and Mortlake twenty
families owning over 800,000 acres. They
hold closed wads measuring r6,357 acres,
for which, up till recently, they paid nothing. Over r, 000,000 acres is held by eleven
persons, and r,242,000' acres is held by
eighteen persons. Seeing that that sort of
thing obtains, it is no wonder that Victoria
has been losing her population during the
last few years. These figures are not from
the Tocsin, but are circulated by a man of
good authority in Victoria, and who knows
as much of AustraEa as any other living
man in the Commtmwealth. I refer to Mr.
Spence. I noticed a kind of closer settlement at Wickliffe-road.
Mr. BENT .-Surely you do not call that
closer settlement.
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Mr. HANNAH.-No, not much; but
there we find a large number of men paying
large amounts of money for the privilege
of producing wheat, and the chief gain goes
into the hands of those who own the land
and who do not pay much in land tax.'
Most of the men engaged in this production,
too, have been driven from the Mallee, and
are now in a district the land of which is
capable of supporting hundreds and thousands of people in prosperous conditions;
but, as the case stands, we are allowing a
condition of things to operate in Victoria
which is a reflection on our inte1l1gence, es:pecially when most of us know that not onlYI
IS compulsory resumption necessary, but
also an alteration in the incidence of taxation. I may give the Premier one fact as
an illustration in connexllOn with an estate at
the Werribee. Down there you will find'
a gentleman who owns 40,000 acres of land,
and, according to the Land Tax Register,
he pays only £2II of taxation on'
it, whilst the Metropolitan Board of
Works own
near
by
some
9,000
acres, and pay exactly the same amount of
tax within a few shillings as the man holding close on 40,000 acres. Indeed, they
purchased their land from the private owner
referred to, in whose hands it was valued'
for a very small amount of taxation, but
who, when it was wanted by the community,
charged £17 lOS. an acre for it. This, I
hold, clearly shows the necessity for an alteration of the incidence of taxation with
regard to squatters who are benefiting by the'
expenditure of public money. I know that
it is said that the representatives of labour
have no interests in thp. welfare of the
farmers, but I ask when has the Labour
Party ever given a vote detrimental to the
farming interests? When the Credit Foncier was proposed, did not the Labour
Party give j;t fheir strenuous support?
Have they not always supported proposals for giving increased facilities
for the transit of produce? Certainly the
Labour P arty are accused ,of being
socialistic.
That term ma y not be'
palatable to certain gentlemen, but if
this Government will not come forward with some bold proposlals in
the interests, of the working classes, and the'
producers, the day is not far distant when
it will be done by some other Government.
I have here a statement by the President
of the Chamber of Manufacturers Mr.
Aitken, advocating an extension of fa~ilities'
for the transit of produce to the markets in
Great Britain, and .he refers to the shipping-
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saying that it will have to be dealt
with by the Commonwealth Government by
the running of cargo steamers or by some
:other methods. Honorable members must
admit that the mail contract recently entered into with the shipping companie~ does
not reflect very creditably upon gentlemen
upon whom the producers were formerly
dependent. The amount of subsidy would
pay interest on the cost of t&l1 ships for
the conveyance of our produce to the English mad,ets. In South Australia they have
had a State election, and, notwithstanding
the cry of anti-socialism, the result proved
that the Labour Party were in strong
favour, not only with the workers, but also
with the producers. I confess that I used my
pass and went to South Australia to help
the cause of labour, and I did not spare
myself, for I used to get up at 3 o'clock
in the morning and ride 30 miles in a
coach to keep an appointment.

system crf competition, whether by combines
in America or in Great Britain or in any
other country. What the Socialist is determined to bring about, and what he will not
be satisfied until he does bring about, is to
assure to every man a full share of the
wealth that he produces by his labour. As
a member of the Labour Party, I would not
waste my time, I would not trouble to stay
in this House, simply to endeavour to bring
about what is only a palliative, and what
only means putting a blister upon a wooden
leg-something that will have no effect. I
am desirous of fighting for what I believe
will be effective in the interests of the
people, in the interests of those who are
suffering to-day under the terrible conditions to which competition and the iron law
of wages have broug.ht us.
While the
Premier and others may endeavour to mislead the people as to the aims of the Labour
Party and their ultimate objective, the
Labour P arty are going to show, not only
Australia~ but all the rest of the peoples of
the world, that they are capable of dealing
with these intricate questions that mean the
complete emancipation of those who have
to toil, whether upon the land or in the factories. I am hoping that the Premier will
Gontinue to be a safe" Socialist, as he called
himself under the softening influence of the
Beechworth air.
Everyone of us on this
(the Opposition) side claims to be a safe
Socialist, and never to have advocated anything that is not in the interests of the whole
community.
Certainly, what we advocate maybe to the detriment of a
few who have been able under the
present individualistic system to extract from the people a very much
larger share than they are en.titled to, but
the very functions of government are to
conserve the interests of the many.
We
know that the passing of any measure may
sometimes injure a few so far as concerns
their present grip on the existing condition
of things. I and the party with which I ,am
associated here will not be satisfied until
we have secured for every man, whether he
is in the mine or upon the field, or in the
workshop, a full share of the wealth that
he is creating. Statistics show that the men
who are doing the laborious, the nasty and
the disagreeable work, and toiling. long
hours, are receiving wages that do not reflect credit upon this community or the wisdom of its legislators. I would urge the
leader of the Government, who has develope,d into such a safe Socialist, not to be
too slow, but to go forward in the direction
in ~hich I believe this House; on the whole,

~ombine,

Mr. BENT.-If vou had had as much
10 carry as I you ,v"ould not have liked it.

Mr. HANNAH.-I am not developed
much as the Premier yet; so far I am
able, however, to carry sufficient on the top.
'But what I want to say is that, notwithstand'ing the cry of anti-Socialism, the Labour
Party has been able to do .something in the
interests of the producers in South Australia. There have been there such thing,s as
rings and combines, and especially, in connexion with wire netting. This particularly
affected the farmers: who wanted large
quantities of wire netting to keep rabbits
'out. The Labour Party impressed upon
the Government the necessity of going right
to England for a shipment. They got out
a shipment and saved just £I,OOO over
'what would have had to be paid to the
'combine. Whatever the anti-Socialist may
say people are determined upon getting
what they have a right to, but Socialists
have ne,'er advocated a general divide.
r will quote for the Premier's information
the following :-" EociaIism, every man ac~ording to his deeds; Communism, every
man according to his needs; Capitalism,
every man according to his g.reed."
There
is a great difference between the greed of
the Capitalist and the needs of the ComSomunist and the deeds of the Socialist.
cialists to-day are the only men who are
pointing out the dir~ction in which every
civilized country must trend. They are the
.only men who are offering relief to-day to
,people who are under the iron heel of the
·.capitalist or ground down by the present
"'3.S
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is prepared to support him, recognising that
we desire nothing but what is in the interests of the whole community, even though
we have to admit that it is Socialism.
I
urge the' honorable gentleman to go forward
in this direction, ,even though it may be unpalatable to individualists like the honorable member for Essendon.
Even that
honorable member, at the conclusion
of his speech this evening, had to
admit that he was prepared to adopt
absolutely what I ,am advocating now.
No matter how individualistic a man
is to-day, he cannot escape from the position that he must come into line with those
who are in the vanguard of the movement
for the complete emancipation of the whole
community from the present conditions under which they labour. Several quotations
that I had meant to use to-night I shall have
to reserve for another occasion.
One of
them shows how a man like Lord Ranfurl y
has recognised the advantage of the socialistic legislation of New Zealand. We should
not expect him to be an advocate of Socialism, but he was so convinced by what he
saw in New Zealand of the ramifications of
business into which the State entered, such
as the State control of coal mines, that he
has written an article to show that New
Zealand is the country that is going to progress under such legislation, and to be able
to hold its own against other nations. If
Victoria wants to hold its own it must step
out of the old beaten track. Even if it
means the expending of a few thousand
pounds for the opening up of markets in
Great Britain, I believe the people of this
country are prepared to pay that if it will
tend to open up opportunities for men to
be employed here. I trust' that the Minister
of Lands will not be found wanting in the
promise he has made in regard to the unemployed question. As Minister of Lands
he has the opportunity of doing, what will
practicall y solve the unemployed problem
here to a very large extent for some 'years.
I was almost entirely, in fact absolutely,
responsible for bringing into being the
Royal Commission that sat some years ago
to consider the unemployed question.
Mr. BENT.-I would not give you 6d. for
the report and all that is in it. ,
'Mr. HANNAH.-I do not say that there
is very much in the report, because I
would not sign it. Some of the gentlemen that
I was opposed to were individualists of the
very worst character, and they were able for
the time being to get a majority report. We,
on the other side, who bel.~eved in a certain course of action, were not able to get
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our opinions placed on record, but certail)
evidence was brought out during that inquiry in the interests of the unemployed
and of the whole community, and I would
seriousl y ask the Premier and the Minister of Lands to get a practical committee
appointed to take up the question with that
evidence as a starting point. There are men
in this House and out of it who would be
glad to act') and in a very short space of
time they would be able to recommend reasonable action on safe lines that would he
of advantage to the whole community. The
people desire that this problem should be
settled, and we on this (the Opposition)
side, can do nothing but ask the Government
to take it up. We are not strong enough
yet to put the Government out, but we do
not want to see them occupy the Treasury
Bench for another twelve months unless
they are prepared to do something in the
interests of the community. If they are
prepared to do that I believe the community
are prepared to give them credit for doing
what they believe to be in the interests of
the people, and particularly in the interests
of those who are urging at this particular
time, that they should be given an opportunity to earn a livelihood under fair and
reasonable conditions.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg)
movedThat the debate be now adjourned.

Mr. BENT said he supposed the Government must agree to the adjournment of the
debate to-night, but it was really too early
to knock off at I I o'clock. In the old days,
unless the House meant business, the debate on a motion of this kind generally
went on until 12 o'clock at least.
Mr. SANGSTER.-We will go on till 12
when we get the motor car to take us home.
Mr. BENT said the mptor car referred to
had been used for the purpose of finding
employment for those very men that the honorable member talked about.
Nobody
knew better than the honorable member that
he (Mr. Bent) had gone about day after
day to try to find this particular work, and
therefore there was no thanks for the
motor car. The honorable member could
take it if he liked. He proposed, if long
speeches were to continue to be delivered,
that the House should sit on till 12 or I
o'clock after to-night. It was not business
to rise at I I o'clock.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until the following day.

City Terminus oj
ADJOURNMENT.
BONUSES AND INCREMENTS IN THE
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
Mr. BENT movedThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. PRENDERGAST said that he asked
for a return some time ago from the Railway Department as to the amoun.t of money
paid during the year in bonuses, mcrements,
and otherwise. He had received no information about it.
Mr. BENT.-I have enough to do in listening to this debate, without troubling about
anything else.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said if the Railway Department would have the common
courtesy to prepare these returns for honorable members there would be no need for
the honorable gentleman to trouble about
anything.
Mr. BENT.-After this debate is over,
perhaps I shall be able to answer questions.
Mr. PREN\DERGAST said he wanted
the Railway Department stirred up about the
return. The Department were simply flouting both the Premier and honorable members who desired to get the information.
Mr. BENT.-They will do a bit of flouting j not much.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at three minutes to
eleven o'clock, until half-past four o'clock
the following day.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
liVednesday, July 5, 190 5.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS.
Mr. KEAST stated that he desired to
make a personal explanation. During the
'debate on the Address-in-Reply on the previous night, he was a little thrown off the
track by interjections, and he referred to
the honorable member for Goulburn Valley and the honorable member for Korong
as two good men on the Council of
Agricultural Education. Honorable members informed him that he then went
on to say that they had outlived thei.r usefulness. He had never intended to say
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I'hat. What he had intended to say was
that other members of the council had outhved their usefulness. He had been going
to sa y that outside there was a personal
feeling of that kind, but that, in respect to
the honorable member for Barwon, that
gentleman was the most practical man in
Victoria. In regarp: to those three honorable members, he was of course responsible
for what he said, and he desired to tender
an apology for his remark, which was made
in error.
Mr. MACKINNON remarked that with
regard to personal explanations he desired
to state that he hClJd observed in one of the
newspapers, which was usually very accurate in regard to its reports of the
speeches made in this House, he was reported as having made rather a strong reflection on a gentleman named Mr. Lamb
Smith. What he (Mr. Mackinnon) was referring to, if he recollected aright, was
rather the nature of the occupation "than
the character of the gentleman, who was
outside the House, and unable to defend
himself. So far as Mr. Lamb Smith was
concerned, he meant to make no reflection
on him at all, and he felt it his duty to
say that.
Mr. BENT.-With a note of admiration,
of course.
Mr. MACKINNON said that, as the
gentleman in question had no opportunity
of defending himself, he thought that he
was only doing justice in stating that he
meant no personal reflection on him.
CITY TERMINUS OF ST. KILDA
RAILWAY.
Mr. GAUNSON asked the Minister of
Railways whether it was the intention of
the Railway Department to run the St.
Kilda, Middle Par'k, Albert Park, and
South Melbourne traffic on a line situated
dangerously close to the north bank of the
River Yarm Yarra; if so, would
the Minister insist upon the most careful precautions being taken to insure the absolute safety of the travelling public in respect of such line? He said this question
had been put on the notice-paper at the
instance of a large number of persons, who
were apprehensive that they might die a
very undignified sort of death by drowning
like rats in a trap.
Mr. WARDE.-YOU must be alluding to
the Federal Ministers, surely.
Mr. GAUNSON said' he would ask who
were the rats? . Were they not all alike?
Was there any difference?
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Mr. BENT.-The answer to the honorable member's question is as f(;ilows:It is the intention of the Department to run the
traffic on a line situated close to the north bank of
the River Yarra Yarra, but there will not be any
danger in the working of the traffic on such line.

The honorable member will see that "there
will not be any danger."
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TRANSFERS AND ApPOINTMENTS.
Mr. WATT asked Mr. Mackey, for the
Minister of Public Instruction, the following questions:I. Under what section of the Public Service
'Act 1890, or any subsequent Teachers Act read
and construed with the Public Service Act 1890 ,
was the head teacher of the South Brunswick
School (Mr. Hart) transferred to and appointed
head teacher of the Central Brunswick School,
No. 1213; and, further, under what section or
sections were Mr. Mountain and Miss Pye appointed assistants in the said school, No. 121 3?
2. Under what section of the Acts referred to
above was Mr. Byatt, late Sloyd instructor, appointed on the staff of inspectors of schools?

Mr. MACKEY.-The answers to the
honorable member's' questions are as £01low:I. Under section 6 of Act No. 1382 Mr. James
L. Robertson was appointed head teacher of School
No. 1213, Brunswick. Upon a joint application,
made by Mr. A. J. Hart, head teacher of School
No. 2743, South Brunswick, and Mr. Robertson,
they were allowed by the Minister to exchange
positions, both being head teachers of the first
class. Mr. Mountain, 'fifth class teacher, filling
the position of assistant, was allowed by the Minister to exchange with Mr. William J. Kennedy,
fifth class teacher, filling the position' of assistant
in School No. 1213, Brunswick, upon their joint
application. Miss Emmeline Pye was instructed
by the Director, under section 3 of Act No. 1777,
to act temporarily as assistant in school No. 121 3,
Brunswick, as it is considered that Miss Pye has
special abilities as a teacher of an infant school.
'All of the above changes have been sanctioned
by the Minister, with the object of making
School No. 12r3, Brunswick, a most efficient
school, in order that it may be utilized by the
principal of the Training College in training the
young teachers of the State.
2. Mr. John Byatt was appointed inspector of
manual training and drawing under the provisions of sections 32, 33, and 34 of Act No. II33·

UNDETECTED CRIME.
Mr. GA UNSON asked the Chief Secre'tary the following ques60ns:I. Whether reports have been called for by the
Chief Commissioner of- Police from the officers
in the metropolitan area in respect of the recent
alarming outbreak of burglaries, robberies, and
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general undetected crime; if so, will he lay
such reports, when obtained, on the table of the
House?
2. Whether such reports in connexion with this
subject were obtained on any previous occasion
by the present Chief Commissioner of Police j
if so, will he lay such reports on the table of the
House?

He said that the only fact that it was necessary to mention in connexion with these
two questions was in reference to the second
question, and that fact was that such reports were obtained by the Chief Commissioner of Police on a former occasion.
He (Mr. Gaunson) only wanted to know
whether they were going to be laid on the
table of the House, or simply suppressed.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-In repl)' to
the honorable member's questions, I desire
to say that reports have been called for by
the Chief Commissioner of Police, and have
been furnished by officers in the metropolitan area in relation to burglaries and other
crimes, and <).lso as to undetected crime.
These reports are of a confidential character, and while I shall be pleased to show
them to the honorable member, or to any
other member of the House I stilt think
it is not expedient to lay tbe~ on the table.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Why confidential?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Confidential
so far as the Department is concerned.
Mr. GAUNSoN.-Nonsense! Crime confidential !
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT. - I do not
know whether the honorable member thinks
it desirable that a confidential report to the
head of a Department should be made p,ublie to all the world. I shall be pleased to
:.;how it to the honorable member, as not the
slightest secrecy is intended so far as any
honorable member is concerned j but I think
it is not expedient to lay the reports on the
table of the House.
But the honorable
member asked his question during last session, and I then gave a similar reply, and
the reports, which I have with me now,
were, I believe, furnished to the honorable
member, and that he inspected them.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I never saw them.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Then it was
not the fault of the Department, nor my
fault.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I do not say it was. I
do not believe in any privacy in these matters.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-The honorable member has not the opportunitv of
knowing what is in them, or he would form
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a different opinion. With regard to the
honorable member's second question, the
answer is yes. The Chief Commissioner
has from time to time had consultations
with Inspecting-Superintendent Mahony,
Superintendent Commons, and Superintendent Sharp, and reports have been obtained as mentioned. I have the reports,
and shall be pleased to show them to any
honorable member of the Hc."l1se, either tonight or at any other time. That was the
reply I made when the question was asked
last session. There are matters in these
reports, I have no hesitation in saying,
which it would not be desirable to publish
to all the world.
'
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Those are nat the reports I am wanting.
The reports I am
speaking of are suppressed.
The SPEAKER.-I cannot allow any
discussion on the question. The question
has been asked and answered, and I cannot allow any discussion orr it.
SUPPRESSION OF GAMBLING
HOUSES.
]'\'1:-. MACKINNON asked the Chief Secretary whether he had noticed the recent
disclosures with regard to gambling houses,
called clubs:, round :Melbourne, and whether he proposed to take steps to suppress
them?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-Before the
publication of the paragraphs and articles
recently appea,ring in the daily newspap.ers
I had been furnished with a long and exhaustive report from Detective-Sergeant
O'Donnell, one of the best officers of
the Criminal Investigation Branch, relative
to the clubs to which the honorable member
refers. On account of legal difficulties in
connexion with prosecutions proposed to be
instituted, and which were deady set forth,
I thought it proper and necessary to refer the
file to the Honorable the Attorney-General,
with a request for an opinion on this difficult question. The pap,ers were first submitted by the Crown Solicitor to Mr. FinlaYson, ICC., but on account of preSSlliTe
of work which that gentleman has now in
hand, the same \vere returned by him, and
have since been submitted to Mr. Cussen,
and I expect to receive his opinion before
the end of the week. I f it is found that
these clubs cannot be reached under the
existing law, it seems to me that amended
legislation is necessary, and should be obtained wjth the least possible delay.
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THE CASE OF CONSTABLE
GEELAN.
1\1r. GAUNSON asked the Chief Secretary if he saw any objection to the presentation of a testimonial to Constable Geelan
by the many admirers of the oonstable's
conduct in respect of the perfmmance of
his duties as a constable of police? The
House was 'well aware of the recent facts
connected with this constable. An attempt
was made to hound him on to the general
public.
The SPEAKER.~I think the honorable
member is now go~ng beyond the question.
Mr. GAUNSON said that, with great
respect, he would p.oint out that he had
looked up the Standing Orders that day
carefully, and he saw he was only permitted
to state facts. He was now stating facts.
The SPEAKER.-This is' not the time
to state such facts 'as the honorable member is stating. This is the time to ask the
question, and the question has been asked.
Mr. GAUNSONsaid that he would ask
to be allowed to refer the Speaker to rule
80, and it would be found that he (Mr.
Gaunson) was within his rights.
The SPEAKER.-I do not think that
the facts the honorable member states are
necessary to explain the question.
Mr. GAUNSON.-It is impossible to
take a ruling of the House at the present
time. But this is a matter 'which must be
faced eventually. It is a question of privilege. .
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is going very widely wrong. There is
a means of testing it, as the honorable
member knows perfectly well, if he chooses
to resort' to it.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I only wish to refer to
facts in order to explain this complaint.
Honorahle members are aware that CO'llstable Geelan was recently called upon to
show cause why he had not hounded down
the general p,ublic.
The SPEAKER. - AgaIn I must rule
against the honorable member. I do not
think the facts that he is stating are necessary at all. The question is a very plain
one-as to whether the Chief Secretary has
any objectioo to a presentation being made
to a certain constable.
Mr. GAUNSON.-The House is also
aware that it was neoessary, for the protection of that constable, that the Chief Secretary should be resorted to as against his
officers.
The SPEAKER.-That has nothing to
do with a testimonial to a constable. .
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Petitions.

Mr. GAUNSON.-I never understood were presented, by Mr. ANSTEY, from inhaan honorabl.e member to consult the Speaker bitants of Brunswick; by Mr. ARGYLE,
as to the facts he should lay before the from inhabitants of Lancefield and district;
House in asking a question. It appears to by Mr. G. H. BENNETT, from inhabitants
me that the facts I am giving are necessary of Richmond (two petitions); by Mr.
BOWSER, from inhabitants of Wanga'to be stated.
The SPEAKER.-I rule that they are ratta and Oxley; by Mr. E. CAMEnot necessary to be stated. I have said RON,
from
certain
inhabitants
of
that the honC1"able member has asked his Merino; by Mr. DOWNWARD, from inquestion, and he must now leave it so.
habitants of Dromana; by Mr. DUFFUS,
Mr. GAUNSON.-To that ruling for from inhabitants of Port Fairy; by Mr.
the present time I bow, with the intention, , FORREST, from inhabitant's of Colac; by
however, of referring to it again. I simply Mr. GRAHAM, from inhabitants of Shepask my question.
parton; by Mr. GRAHAM (for
Mr.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I desire to MORRISSEY), from inhabitants of Euroa;
say that this subject is governed by No. 282 by Mr. GRAY, from inhabitants of Sea Lake
of the Police Regulations, which have been and district; by Mr. HARRIS, from inhabimade under a former Act, and continued in tants of Toongabbie, Cowwarr, and Heyforce by the last Police Regulation Act. field; by Mr. HOLDEN, from inhabitants of
I t is as follows:Meredith and district; by Mr. KEOGH, from
No member of the force, of any grade what- inhabit'ants of Bairnsdale and district, and
ever, can be allowed to receive any present, ad- from inhabitants of Stratford; by Mr.
dress, or token of respect from the inhabitants of LEVIEN, from inhabitants of Bellarine and
the locality in which the interests of the service
Portarlington, and from inhabitants of
require the retention of his services; for, by the
simple act of receiving such present, address, or Corio; by Mr. MACKEY, from inhabitants
other token, he lays himself more or less under .of N eerim South j by Mr. MCGRATH, from
an obligation to those persons who have been con- inhabitant:s of Buninyong, of Cape Clear,
cerned in its preparation, and is the less likely to
execute any duty in which they are interested Berringa, and Staffordshire Reef, and of
with that strict impartiality that is required o~ a Newtown; by Mr. McLEOD (for Mr. MURmember of the force. Nor is any such address RAY), fr<?m inhabitants of Ecklin j by Mr.
or token of respect to be received by any member OMAN, from inhabitants of Beaufort and
of the force on removal, or under any circumstances, without the approval of the Chief Com- district, and of Darlington and Dundonnell; by Mr. WARDE, from inhabitants of
missioner.
If I may be permitted to express any per- Flemington.
Subsequently,
sonal opinion, I can only s'ay that I have
The SPEAKER said-When the avano personal objection, but it has always
been held in these cases that, before pre- lanche of petitions descended on the House
sentations are made, they should first re- to-night, there was not tjme to see that some
ceive the approval of the Chief Commis- of them were not in order. Since then the
sioner.
That has been the practice all petitions have been examined. Those that
down the line, and it is continued up to the were printed were rejected at once. I have
two here, also, which do not comply with
present time.
the Standing Orders, because there are no
TAPERING RAILWAY RATE.
signatures on the first sheet. One of these
Mr. KEOGH asked the Chief Secretary was presented by the honorable member for
if he would confer with the Railways Com- Kara Kara, and the other by the honorable
missioners on the question of extending the member for vVj,lliamstown. They are both
out of order, and' therefore cannot be actapering rate to Gippsland?
1\1r. BENT.-The honorable member is cepted by the House.
aware that a decentralization deputation
POLICE FORCE.
waited on the whole of the Ministry not
ALLEGED
DISORGANIZATION.
very long ago, and this was one of the subMr. BENT.-I desire, by leave of the
jects referred to. I think he has: just put
this question in the nick a.f time. I believe House, to say that, in accordance with my
that before long what the honorable mem- promise to the honorable member for the
Public Service, when I got home this
ber asks will be agreed to.
morning I read the article he referred to
PETITIONS.
in yesterday'S Age, on the subject of the
Petitions praying that the House would disorganization in the Police Force, and I
order that no excursion trains should be think that it is of sufficient importance to
run on the Victorian railways on Sunday,s, refer to my colleagues.

The Governor's Speech:

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY TO THE
GOVERKOR'S SPEECH.
FOURTH NIGHT'S DEBATE.
The debate (adjourned from the previous day). on the motion of Mr. Robertson for the adoption of the Address-inReply to the Governor's Speech was resumed.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).Mr. Speaker, I do not intend to refer at
any great length to the generally useful
questions in the speech delivered by His
Excellency the Governor, beyond commeQding the Government for their intention of
establishing docks for Port Melbourne, and
making a straight cut to the Yarra ~iver.
That would be a work valuable to all the
people of Victoria, particularly if cold stor. age be provided in connexion with it. My
intention this afternoon is rather to deal
with the omissions from the Governor's
speech than w'ith the items contained in it.
I had expected that there would have been
references to our system of direct taxation,
and to modifications thereof, which might
have been proposed by the Government.
But beyond reference to the Land Tax Act,
and some amendments to it, which I presume will be of a minor character, I do
not see any reference to direct taxation.
Mr. BENT.-This is not the time to talk
about it.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).I think that it is; because it is a matter
of paramount importance to the policy the
Government intend to carry out that they
should recast our svstem of indirect taxati'on in its relation to our svstem of direct
taxation. I think that the 'indirect system
is militating against the policy which the
Government are endeavouring to carry out
-against the aims and ohjects which they
have in view. For that reason, I intend
to deal with this aspect of the question this
evening; for the policy which the Government desire to accomplish 'would
be impossible while we have our
present system of indirect taxation,
The Minister of Water Supply, as the
under-study of the Treasurer, directed attention to the income tax proposals of
previous Budgets, and, in connexion with
the list of Bills published in the press, it
was stlated that some modification of the
income tax was to be proposed. The whole
of our indirect taxation presses unduly on
the producing interests, and has the effect
of unduly inflafing land values. At pre,sent the Government are endeavouring to
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carry out a policy of closer settlement, in
the face of difficulties.
The board appointed, after going all over the State, have
found a difficulty in acquiring suitable properties. They have found, as the leader
of the Opposition pointed out, that although there are many, suitlable properties,
they have not been able to come to terms
with the owners of them. When we look at
the attempts made in the past in connexion
with closer settlement, we find that the difficulties were attributed to the cumbrous
machinery that had to be put in motion.
Properties were lower in value then than
they are now. Since the Government have
l,aunched their closer settlement measure,
there has been an appreciation in land
values that will cause the greatest difficulty
to the board in acquiring the necessary
properties.
If we take the period over
which the Government have operated, we
shall find that there has been an appreciation of 30 per cent. in land values-that
is, since the Government acquired the
Wando Vale Estate. Probably the Walmer
property would not be purchased now under
a 30 per cent. advance. In the Western
District values, judging by recent sales, are
steadily increasing. Now we have the
spectacle ,of wea:ltih accuhlUlating in th'e
shape of land values, and the difficulty of
obtaining employment becoming greater.
We may say that wealth is increasing, and
population decreasing. It was said hy
the leader of the Opposition that our rural
population is leaving us. It is true that
the growing-up population are not staying
with us. The outlook for the rural industries was never better than it is now. Their
prosperity is most marked, and if you take
those engaged in the secondary industries
you find that they are struggling with difficulties. Take the reports in the daily press
concerning the manufacturing industries of
Melbourne, land you find that they are in
~ very precarious condition. The Age states
that owing to the Tariff and legislation
generally, the manufacturing industries are
being stranded. Those out of employment
find the greatest difficulty in obtaining
work. Anyone seeking ;to obtain work
for others knows that in Melbourne, no matter how competent the man may be, the
greatest difficulty will be encountered in
obtaining employment for him. To send
him into the countf)l would be useless, because there appear to be as many men there
as are required. The proposal' of the Government to spend £500,000 a year in ,acquiring estates under the Closer Settlement
Act can only lead to some 500 people being
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placed on the land annually. It will take
a great number of years before any large
number of people are settled under the
Act with this expenditure.
Besides,
the fact that they are entering on
the market with £500,000 to buy land, has
the effect of raising the market on
themselves. There is an appreciation of
land values, but how much of it can be
attributed to the Government being a buyer
is difficult to say. The most important factor in raising land values in recent years
has been the development of our export
trade by refrigeration, the facilities provided by shipping, and the bridging of the
ocean in such a manner as to carry our
perishable ~products. at lower rates than
formerly. These thmgs have been to the
advantages of people owning land j the effect'
has been to increase l,and values, and to
make it more difficult for the Lands Purchase Board to acquire properties for the
closer settlement policy. ~hen addressing
the electors last }lear, I pointed out that
the policy outlined by' the Premier at
Brighton would not accomplish what 'was
desired, unless accompanied· by a revision
of our system of direct ,and indirect taxation. The Government is a large factor in
promoting the industries of this State j it
spends a great deal of the revenue in helping many of the industries. \Ve have an
Agricultural Department that costs a considerable amount of money, but does not
earn in fees what it costs. As a matter of
fact, the Government indirectly spends a
great deal of money in encouraging industry, and does not get back from the people
that benefit in taxation that it should
get as a quid pro quo for the benefits conferred. The taxation is being borne by the
producers generallYI for the benefit of
people whose property is being enhanced
in value.
The railways have become a
huge taxing machine. Our great interest
burden is largely due 10 borrowing for railway purposes. Something like £1,5°0,000
has to be paid as interest on railway~ loans.
The raihv,ays have become an indirect taxing machine, and have increased the value
of property enormously in both city and
country. They are used for the purpose
of earning the interest and working expenses, but indirectly as a taxing machine
to raise the interest burden on our railway
loans.
The result is, that the people who
are industrious are hampered by having to
pay higher freights than they should be
c~lled upon to pay.
When you consider
that a railway serving 10,000 acres of agricultural land with 66 occupiers on it-that
Mr. Ewen Cameron.
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being the number that the Wando Vale Estate has now-receives fifty times as much
produce from that area as from 10,000
acres devoted to wool-growing, you will see'
at once that for the benefits received in one·
case, the State receives venl little back in
comparison with what it ~eceives in the
other. I hold that the effect of such ~
policy has been to unduly infl,ate land
values, to give lands a speculative
value, and keep them out of occupation;
they are held for speculative purposes.
and not made to produce, so that they contribute little or nothing to the interest burden
th~t maintains their value. The people of
thIS State who are not directly interested in
prope~ty should not be called upon to pay
the mterest burden of the railwavs
that maintain the value of propertv.· It
IS idle to say that these pr;perties
hav,e changed hands,
and that the'
people who have them now have not re~
cei~Ted the benefit of the unearned increment.
!t IS unfa}r to ask other people to pay the
mterest burd~n to maintain the valU'e of
t~ese propertIes. I do not think it will be
dIsputed that there has been an increase in
land values, and that the only people who
have benefited are land-owners that are not
producers in ~he sense of being active farm~
ern and c~ltIvators. Recent sales in the
Western DIstrict have shown that the producers can scarcely compete with the specu.:.
lators. The sale that took place the other
day of the 10,000 acres, known as the Winninburn Estate, showed an appreciation of
at least 20 per cent. in value within the
last three years as compared with the value
of Muntham and Tahara.
The bulk
of that property was not bought by men who
are going to reside there. I asked a buyer
yesterday how many are likely to settle on
It ~nd ;?ake permanent homes, and he
replIed,
Not more than seven." On a
similar area at Wando Vale there are sixty.
six families. There is room for sixty-six
families on the Winninburn property if it
were rt.sed for closer settlement and intense·
production. As it is, of the people who,
bought it, some will reside on it, but others
will only use it as. glazing land. There will
be no very great appreciable difference in
the quantity of freight sent to the railways.
The only pea/pIe who will benefit by what
we might term the aid given by the Governmenf to promote land values are
the owners. When we look to our income
tax returns, we find that property-owners
do not pay the bulk of the tax.
As a.
matter of fact, personal exertion pays some.~
thing like £196,000, as against £II2,000
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,aid by property. These figures are given is taxed indirectly in many ways, which
III the Trustees and Investors'
Review. make him a larger contributor to the State
It is time, as a matter of equity,
~hey show that for 1904 personal exertion revenues.
that
we
altered
our svstem of direct taxawas taxed on £rr,702,299, and property
on £3,102,203.'
The number ?f people tion, and did away with the present anon:aly
who "pay under personal exertion IS 39,83 6 , of a land tax, which has been recogmsed
a.nd on property 8,198.
The following as an absurdity for years. I see it is on
the books again for amendment. I presume
statement appears in this review:that means minor amendments, such as we
The next fact involved is that personal exertion, though taxed at only a~out one-half. the had brought before us some two years ago.
It should
rate as income from property, vlelded a conslder- But it is not worth maintaining.
ably larger proportion of the total revenue than be put into the melting pot at once, and a
property and that this condition also has been proper universal system of land taxation
accentuated by the changes made in the law.
adopted.
Until that is done, we are not
The relative proportions are : likely to succeed with our closer settlement
1900
190 4
Per cent. Per cent.
policy. I do not advocate a land tax for
Personal exertion·
... 57 ... 64
confiscatory purposes. I advocate it on the
Property
... 43 ... 36
ground that it is just because of the serIt is about time the double rate was dane , vices the State is rendering to land-owners
away with and only the, property rate and per- generally, who should give some return for
sonal exertion rate maintained. We ,should the ben.efits they are receiving from Governhave a system of direct taxation over all ment action. While you have State Socialthe land or property, but prefle'rabl y on ism, as you have, while you have the State
land alone. I look upon all improvements providing for cheap butter freights, and
on land as the result of personal exertion. cheap cold storage, providing experts, and,
U'he improvements on property ought to be in fact, engaging in every way, it possibly
taxed at personal exertion rates.
Until can to foster industries, yet the people who
we have a graduated land tax, we shall not are benefited most are the people who own
have an equitable system of taxation. That the land, and not the people who use it.
is' absolutely necessary for the prosperity The effect is! that you have an appreciaof the ,people, and, as a matt'er of equity, tion of land values that will in the end
we should have a graduated land tax on create a class of helots in the State-a
all our land. I do not agree with the number of people who will become merely
leader of the Opposition that we should have the serfs of the land-owners.
A number
any exemption. He suggests an exemption of men now cannot afford to buy land. They
of ./"r:,oo, and says that only nine out of will require to rent land, and all the profits
twelve of the farmers should be taxed. I derived from Government endeavour to pro9bject to that j there should be no exemp- mote ,an industry will go to the 'Owner,
tion j because the State has: rendered such and not to the producer.
The effect, of
s,ervice to landed property in the expendi- course, of a land tax would probably be to
ture of the people's money that this is the prevent the appreciation of land values. It
most leg,itimate way of securing 'fair ex- would be a very good thing if it did. No
change. The State js increasing the value greater calamity could fall upon this State
of landed property, and should impose taxa- than to have high land values. A number
tion according to the benefits given to the of people saY' you would depreciate the
people.
value of property by putting on a land tax.
~Ir. FAIRBAIRN. That wcruld not suit It would be a very good thing if we had
this p.artv.
much cheaper land for those who have got
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).- to earn their living on it-to produce from
I do not care what party it suits; I am it. One might as well tell me it would be
merel v speaking from the view of equity a good thing for the manufacturing indusand justice. Th'e present taxation is untry to have dear coal or iron as tell me that
fair, as it is heaped on those who are inThe
dustrious as against those who are the farmers should have dear land.
not-the drones escape.
A man may effect of Government enterprise without the
have £10,000 worth of property, and Government endeavouring to secure part of
:n1"<lly not put it to the best use. the increment it creates, has been not in
He may be keeping it for some unearned in- the interests- of the producers nor of the
crement in the future, or he ma,v be unen- people of the State generally:. The closer
terprising, but the man who is industrious, settlement policy must encounter difficulty
the man who invests capital in an industry l,.lpon difficulty, especially! the more land the
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Government buy, while the present system
of land taxation and the present system of
indirect taxation are in force. Large estates
now such as are suitable for agdculture are
not being offered to the Government. Tqe
appreciation that has taken place in land
values is such that the owners say, " Oh, we
can do better than sell to the board. We will
offer it ourselves." They have the unrestricted competition of the specu!.ators, as
well as of those who are unable to obtain
land under the closer settlement conditions,
and recent experience shows that they are
perfectly right in their judgment, and that
the Government are not likely to get .a property in the Western District in the most
ideal areas for closer settlement. Exception
has been taken to the action of the board in
buying those areas in the Northern District,
but, as a matter of fact, the board had no
option that I can see to go anywhere· else to
obtain properties at anything like a fair
value. If the Government carry out a policy
of irrigation in connexion with the properties, they are buying in the northern areas, it
seems to be a very proper place for them to
secure their properties. They will secure
them on better terms, and be enabled to put
men there on better conditions than if they
bought the high-priced land of the 'Vestern
District. One thing settlers will be able to
do on smaller areas with a water supply,
is to go in for intense culture, to go
in
for
dairying by growing fodder' and on a small area to produce a great
deal more than they could under natural
conditions, in the Western District. They
will obtain land at a much lower rate, and
have a very much smaller interest burden.
When you estimate the conditions under
which our producers have to compete, when
you see that the v.alue of their production is to be determined in the world's
markets, and that the competitorS! they have
to meet in that market have both cheap land
and cheap labour, you will find that there
is no warrant for the Government giving
very high values for land for closer settlement here.
It appears to me that values
are altogether inflated in the Western District, if estimated on the production
of the land.
It is perfectly true
that a few choice
dairying
areas
have been very successful, but the opportunity they have had of late years has
been because of the disasters to others in the
northern areas. During the period of the
drought the farmers in the Western District
were coining money at the expense
of the unfortunate nQrthern people.
Mr. Ewen Cameron.
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That was a factor in putting u,t
land values in the Western District and in
Gippsla'1d j but it must be remembered that
there is no particular advantage in buying
a property such as Overnewton simply because of its proximity to Melbourne, when
we consider the general effect 'it will have
on the prosperity of the people. It may
give an opportunity to those .on it to obtain a local market for some of their pro~
duc~)1 but in doing so they are brought into
competition with those of our own people
w.ho ar~ already in this market. They are
dlsplacmg somebody else or lowering
values in our own market. We have to
look abroad to the London market .for the
prices that are going to control the value of
produce here. In competition in the London market we have in butter a very
important rival in Siberia. Siberia's trade
is growing by lea,gs: and bounds.
I t has
a fertile area, cl1J\:'ap land, and very cheap
la?our. I.n A~gentina we have a ,very formIdable rIval m the frozen meat industry.
The American Consul at Buenos Ayres recently reportied to his Government that there
were in Argentina 30,000,000 of horned
cattle ~d I IO,OOO,ooo of sheep, with a
populatJOn of only five millions to consume
t~1e surplus j and that, if necessary, Argentma could export a very much larger surplus to .the world's markets than it is doing.
He saId the possibilities of expansion
were so great, and the territory available
for nroduction so Iarg,e, that Argentina
could, and ultimate;lv would, have one
hundred miLlion of horned cattle and three
hundred million of sheep. The price of
la~d there is such that even people here are
be5.ng ,attracted to it.
Notwithstanding
whatever may be said about the svstem of
government there. capital from" here is.
being invested in that country, and one Victorian speculator has gone
both for Ja:nd
and for the freezing industry on the River
Plate. Land in Paraguay at the present
time can be bought for something like three
cents an acre. That is land of which seven
acres will run one head of cattle.
All
th~se areas will ultimately, come into competition with us in the world's market. English capital at the present time is being
diverted to Argentina and Paraguay. Those
countries are certain to become our most
formidable rivals in the world's market.
We are not likely to attract population here
to be consumers of all we produce, so that
we have to depend for prices in the future
an th'e basis of London values. That means
that the' bridging of the ocean with steam-
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ships, and the providing, of refrigerating
machinerv for carrying perishable produce
from one' part of the world to the other, is
assimilating land values throughout the
world, and therefore any temporary rise
in values here will militate greatly against
the movement the Government have in hand.
The indirect system of taxation that
we have has been largely instrumental in
promoting speculative land buying througpout our State.
If those who have kept
land ~out of employment for many years
-who have had railways running thrQ.~gh
it, and not contributed to the interest burden of the State-had to contribute according to the benefits the Government have conferred upon them in the shape of railways,
they would not have held their land so long
out of occupation. Speaking personally for
the district I represent, some of the finest
land in Victoria, in the valley of the Wannon, called by Major Mitchell "Australia
Felix," has practically lain idle for years,
with the exception of growing. wool and fattening cattle. At the present time a few
industrious dairymen have been imported
into the district bv the cutting up of properties, but directly they have set an example, and shown the value' of the land
for dairying purposes, we find there is a
difficulty in ohtaining dairying land, because
values have immediately risen. My only
object in addressing the House this evening
was to voice the opinions I expressed to
the electors last year, that no closer settlement policy could succeed unless we r'ecast our system of taxation, and had a graduated land tax in connexion with our
closer settlement policv. We have to bear
in mind that the producers of the present
time are paving nearly the whole of the
taxation of the State, and that those who
are property-owners are escaping their fair
share.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-No exemption.
Mr. E"VEN CAMERON (Glenelg.)I should allow no exemptions of any kinq.
I should not exempt an acre or allotment
in anv part of the State, for the reason that
the State is rendering such services to landowners generally throughout Victoria that
it is time it recovere,d at least a portion
of the interest burden in taxation. One of
the difficulties that I think my honorable
friend the Premier had' at the Hobart
Conference, in arriving at a scheme for the
conversion of the State debts with the Commonwealth Treasurer, was in connexion with
the railwaYSl--the 'difficulty that the revenue
from the Customs might not be sufficient to
pay--
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Mr. BENT.-I should not think of giving
them the railways j no fear.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg.)The honorable gentleman might entertain
the idea of giving them the revenue 'from
the railways, not the control of the railways. In any case, I contend that whatever amount is raised in land taxation by a
graduated land tax should be devoted to
a sinkin~ fund in connexion with our railway loans.
I think we have some
£40,000,000 of borrowed money in connexion with our railways. The least sacrifice
that should be made by the land-owners
of the State is to provide a 1 per cent. sinking fund in connexion with our railways.
One per cent. sinking fund could be provided by land taxation to the extent of
about £500,000 a year, which would not be
a great burden upon the Sbate, if the tax
was levied universally on the whole of the
land in the State, city, town, and country.
When one thinks of the enormous val ues
created in Melbourne by the expenditure of
Government money in railways and in other
directions, when one considers that the
Crown lands of the city between Springstreet and Spencer-street, and between Flinders-street, and Latrobe-street were, according to an article contributed by Mr. David
Syme to the Melbourne Review in 1879,
originall y sold for a total of £240,000,
and that their present value is about
£20,000,000-for I am told that the value
of land in Collins-street is £850 a foot
front,age, or at an~1 rate, it is £800 a foot
- I contend that all this property has escaped taxation. It is no use to tell me
that the municipal burdens are heavy, because these rates and taxes are merelv for
benefits received and confined to"~ the
city. One might as well compktin that the
gas bill is taxation, as that the water rate
is taxation. There is no taxation as far as
the State is concerned on city property
'whatever.
'
Mr. BENT.-They pay a stiff income
tax, some of them.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).But the property rate in income tax should
be done away with and only the personal
If there is an
exertion rate retained.
appreciation, I may point out that the income tax does not catch all the income of
a property-owner. If property has appredated 20 per cent. in the ]as't few vears,
as it has in one district, it has appreciated
more than the owner has paid income tax
upon.
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Mr. BENT.-It has appreciated since Mr.
Irvine came into office. That is the date,
whatever it was.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).If the honorrable member for Lowan came
into office again, and appreciated values
by another 30 per cent., he would be doing
-a greater injurYl'to this country than anybody has done before. The dearer you
make land the harder you make it for
people to live. My contenti.on is that cheap
land is a blessing to any country, and that
dear land drives people away from a country. We are in competition with the adjoining States. It will be very difficult for
the Closer Settlement Board to compete
with the closer settlement policy in the
other States. There is the cheaper land of
Queensl,and and New South Wales. If I
myself were going to settle on land to-morrow 2 I do not believe I should think of
stopping here, with land at the present
price.
Mr. BENT.-What about the climate?
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).'There is a very good climate in the other
States.
Mr. BENT.-What! What!
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).On the Darling Downs there is a very good
rainfall.
Over a large portion of New
South Wales, ,a part you could put Victoria in, there is room for a great population. Victoria will have a great difficulty
in increasing its population if there is an
increase in land values. One of the most
intelligent and successful farmers in m~1
own district has gone away to the Darling
Downs to inspect land there.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-He
will lose his money there.
Mr. F AIRBAIRN.-There is no land tax
there.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).'That will come in due course. They have
-cheap land and good land. Any large landowner in Victoria, by putting. his property
to its best use-by cutting it up-could
escape heavy taxation.
If you have a'
graduated tax beginning at dne-eighth of a
penny and going up to 3d. when a man
holds £250,000 worth of property in
-one area, he would contribute what is
proper, for ,at present he contributes very
little to the indirect taxation of the State.
What does he contribute to the Customs and
railways? As a matter of fact, he is re<:eiving benefits from the State without rendering a quid pro quo for them. I hope to
see in this House at some time a sufficiently
strong party to insist upon a graduated
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land tax, not for the purpose of confisca·
tion, but for the purpose of securing to the
State that fair amount of taxation for the
expenditure which it incurs for the benefit
of land-owners. The Premier, in reply to
some question or motion of, I think, the
honorable member for Stawell and Ararat
last session, said that he thought the time
had come to review our sY,stem of taxation.
The two Treasurers, Mr: Irvine and Mr.
Shiels, who preceded the present Treasurer,
apologized for their Budgets. They did not
say that they were the best sort of Budgets,
but that it was expedient to have them at
that time. They did not vindicate their
Budgets on the ground that they were fair
and equitable, but on the ground of the
necessity and urgency of the situation, and
that there was no other course open, and
that money had to be hauled by the most
easy and accessible manner into the State
Treasury. Their excuse was the necessity
of the situation. But that does not exist
when the Treasurer is handling a surplus
of £500,000 a year. This is a time of
prosperity, when our taxation could be
recast, and it is for that reason that I calleu
the attention of the House to the matter
this afternoon.
Mr. ANSTEY.-I shall not detain the
House for any length of time, and, indeed,
I should not have spoken were it not for
certain circumstances which have arisen during the course of the debate. I think the
Government, considering its followers, has
done as much as it possibly could do. Considering the difficulties it has to face, if it
is not as radical as the Labour Party could
wish, it is far more" progressive than many
of its followers desire.
Consequently,
whatever ma)i be the traditional policy of an
Opposition, I do not think it desirable for
the leader of the Opposition to enter upon
any carping criticisms of the Government.
I have adopted the policy which I thought
exactly proper and fitting to each occasion.
I should not have addressed the House
at tLi" stage, but for '~ertajn remarks which
have fallen from the honorable member for
Es,sendon. According to that honorable
member, no one in the Chamber was correct.
The Government were all wrong, the Opposition were all wrong, the Corner Party were
all wrong, the honorable member for the
Public Service was all wrong. There was
only one righteous man on earth-the honorable member tor Essendon. The honorable member came forward with some
beautifully smart phrases, and he remarked
of the leader of the Opposition that that
honorable member's speed! was bOl:lnded on
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the north by stupidity, on the west by folly,
and on the south by ignorance. All persons are ignorant in --the estimation of the
honorable member for Essendon.
There
is only one supreme intelligence in this
community, and that is W. A. Watt. Of
that honorable member's speech I will not
say that it was bounded by ignorance or
stupidity, but I will say that, of all the
men who have spoken in this Chamber, no
one has spoken with such vanity, such unbounded conceit, such snobbery, and such
an assumption of superiority and intelligence over his fellow members. The honorable member turned his attention to this
(the Opposition) side of the House, and to
honorable members here he said apparently,
as he has said outside, "What ignorant
teachers! What rotters ! " so to speak. But
in the Federal Parliament, according to
him, there are superior men. There are
labour men there possessed of intelligence.
Probably that explains why the honorable
member does not go there himself.
He
prefers to be here among the mediocrities,
amongst those whom he can regard as his
equals, rather than go to another pI ace
where he would be looked upon as an intellectual maggot.
AccOrding to him,
everyone is wrong here. It is a pity
he did not live many years ago. If he had
lived a great many years ago, he might
have saved Sodom from destruction. I am
a man of few talents. I possess but. very
few educational attainments; but, if I possessed the highest educational qualifications
which this community could bestow, I
should regard myself as open to contempt,
and as doing something beneath me, to be
constantly making jibes and jeers that other
men's opportunities of education have not
been equal to my own.
The honorable
member classed himself as a gentleman,
and consequently delights in that sort of
thing.
I have never once heard the honorable member express a good word of any
man in this Chamber.
His policy is a
sublime conceit in himself, an utter snobbishness, a supreme assumption that he
knows everything. He is the master teacher,
to whom all other persons must bow. As
to the Government-why, they are wrong,
and will never do anything right until they
take the honorable member to their
arms, and displace some Minister for that
purpose.
Whatever question comes upaccounts, lands, astronomy, agricultureask the honorable member for Essendon. I
have sat here time after time and listened
to him.
I thought to myself, it is marvellous bow much he knows.
Any thing

that comes along-he knows· all about it
There is not a single subject on the face of
earth that he does not know all about.
We have heard of certain animals which
have taken upon themselves the skins of
other animals, and have disguised themselves, and have only been discovered by
their bray. I would not say that we could
judge of the honorable member in that way.
I f we judged of him by his skin, we should
take him to be a rhinoceros" and if we
judged of him by his voice, we should take
him for something else.
One could never
class the honorable ~ember by his bray
or his skin. You could only do it by his
Lambeth walk, his bli' me, larrikin hop.
I care not whether I possess the educational
qualifications of other men in this Chamber or not.
Be they ignorant, or endowed
with all the talents that man can possess,
if their opinions are contrary to mine, I respect them.
In like manner I expect some
sort ·of respect for my own.
That has
been my attitude in this House since I have·
been a member.
Last Thursday the honorable member for Essendon said practically of the leader of the Opposition, "What
ignorance he displays! He takes up land
questions, and gives statistics, but does not
know anything about the matter.
I will
tell you the real facts of the case."· And
then the honorable member proceeds to
point out the facts.
The honorable member prev!o~sly, in his criticism of the Government, said that he had no party purpose to serve, but only the purpose of the
public. When the leader of the Opposition
had made a statement, and another individual had made another statement to the·
contrary, if the honorable member for Essendon Ead only a public purpose to serve,
one would have imagined that a gentleman
of his original research would have gone tothe official documents and have discovered
who - had stated what was incorrect.
He merely accepted the statement made with
-regard to one period, because it was suitable to his prejudices, and asked honorable
members to condemn the other statement.
There is justice for you! Such honesty!
Is not this .a man to be proud of? But
when he was asked for his authority he
said he got it, from where? IFrom the Age.
I t is not so very long ago since he would
not accept the Age. He once ,held office·
in the Government of this country, but he
never paralyzed anybody by his powers of
administra:tion. Noone hias ever called
him to judgment since, although he is! a
gentleman of such capacity. But he thought
he would come along yesterday afternoon
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and produce some figures, and when his
authority of the Age was questioned he
rushed away to the Statist's Office, and, like
many other gentlemen in a simUar position,
he found that he had been making statements without any analysis, and without
seeking to investigate the facts. He demonstrated that he was nothing more than
an intellectual sponge, and a squirt at the
same time. Should 'any gentleman, taking
a1 interest ip publ~c affairs, have any rea50:1 for putting forward deliberate falsehoods? None whaJt:ever. 'He made a quotation from a speech made by the
leader of the Opposition on last Eight
Hours Day, with reg,ard to the comparative
condition of agriculture in the county of
Anglesey in 1880 and 1903, and then made
a contrary statement alleging that it was
correct, seeking, at the same time, to prove
from parliamentary papers and bound
volumes of statistics, that' the figures used
by the leader of the Opposition were false.
I propose to test the accuracy of the honorable member for Essendon. Here are
official statistics with :regard to cultivation,
dated 1St MaTch, 1880, and 1St March,
I903-the statistics quoted by the leader of
the Opposition. The figures they show are
as follows :-1n the county of Anglesey there
were 817 holders of farms in 1880, and in
the year 1903 the number was only 530.
These figures are in accordance with the
statement made by the leader of. the Opposition. What is false about them? The
honorable member for Essendon savs that
somebody told him differently.
He did
not know himself, and never troubled to
look, but he was told, and what was told
suited his prejudices, so he squirted it out.
Again, in the county of Bendigo, there were
2,894 holders in 1880, and in 1903 there
were only 1,74°. Again, the official figures
'are in accordanCe! with the statement of the
leader of the Opposition. In the county
of Borung there were 2,596 holdings in
1880, and in 1903 the holdings numbered
only 2,312. Reg,arding these three counties, then, there was not a single statement
made at the Eight Hours banquet by the
leader of the Oppos,ition which is not borne
out by the statistics, and yet in the face
of that the honorable member for Essendon
affirms that the statements of the leader of
the Opposition are false. I leave it to all
men to judge who has been false in ,this
matter, and whOSe! statements are to be
believ·ed. Coming to another part of the
speech of the honorable member for Essendon, he said that in 1880 there was adopted
a totally different method of compiling the
M?'. Anstey.
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figures for agricultural holdings. That, too,
i3 not true. Again, somebody gave him
information. He said that the leader of the
Opposition had taken a period when the
statistics of agricultutal holdings included
pastoral holdings, and compared it with the
period the statistics for which included only
cultivated holdings. He thus reversed the
position. He ought not to go to the daily
press for his information, but to the official
documents. He would then distinctly see
that in 1903 the agricultural statistics were
not collected upon the basis of cultivated
holdings, but that they included land under grass for cattle grazing, bush land on
which imported grass and clover is growing, and scrub land on which grass grows
without the plough being put in. The facts
are as stated by the leader of the Opposition, that in the year 1880 the total holdings
were 48,969, the area occupied by these
holdings being 16,620,000 acres; and that
in 1903 the holdings diminished to 43,768,
and the area occupied was 20,577,000
acres, so there were 4,00.0,000 acres more
in occupation, but practically fewer holdings than during the previous periodL-5,20o
fewer, as the leader of the Opposition
stated.
Now; I want to point out
what has happened in this community
since .the inception of agriculture. Previously areas were counted holdings so long
as they were not Crown lands in pastoral
occupation. The practice existed down to
the end of 1881, but in 1882 j,t was altered,
and the statistics were compiled on a basis
of cultivated holdings. Statistics were collected on that basis from 188" right down
to 1902, when the collection of such statistics upon the basis of cultivated holdings
pure and sjrnple came to an end in tliis
community. In 1903 there was a partial
reversal to the old system, and in 19°4 there
was an appearance of a great extension.
Now, amongst the figures which the honorable member for Essendon laid on the table
yesterday were these: That in 1888 there
were 37,7 I 5 cultivated holdings, and in
1896 33,684, or a decline of over 4,000.
Now, I propose to take as a matter of comparison figures for 1881 and 1904. In that
year there was a total of 31,000,000 acres in
occupation. According to the statistics there
were agricultural, dairying, and pastoral
holdings to the number of 49,002, and the
area occupied, as I said, was 31,000,000.
Now, in 1881 there were 49,637 holdings, but the land in occupation was
only 18,000,000 acres.
Surely there
should have been more holdings in
1904, with 31,000,000 acres in occupation,
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than in 188r, with only 18,000,000 acres
occupied'; but the reverse was the case.
There were 600 fewer holdings than there
were over twenty years before. As a matter
of fact, whole areas have gone from under
the plough and back to sheep, and .had it
not been for the opening up of new territories, and the alienation of land in Gippsland, the :Mallee, and such distr3.cts, there
would have been actually a decline of agriculture in this State. There has been a
process of depopulation going on in Victoria, which has been hidden by the alienation of land that I speak of. In 1881, according to the census return, there were
77,195 men employed in the agricultural
.~ndustry in this country, and of that number 38,652 were employed at farming, 2,582
as graziers, 18,856 as relatives, and 17,105
as wage workers. According to the last census
the number returned as farmers employing
labour or working themselves was 38,713,
or only 61 more than at the previous census.
So, apart from the statistics relating to
cultivated holdings, here is testimony from
the census that, so far as farming is concerned, it i.s stagnant in this community.
And so we have this peculiar fact demonstrated to all those who take an interest
in industrial development, that the- same
tendency which is observable in connexion
with manufactures is also to be seen in
connexion with agriculture. Just in proportion as combines grow there are fewer
employers, although more produc.tIon, the
few employers becoming immensely richer,
without any proportional benefits being conferred on the employes, so in like manner
with the absorption of small farms, and
the conducting of agrilculture on a larger
scale, the benefits are for the few, and not
for the many. The Argus has said that experience shows that as production develops
so also does employment. But that is not
so. In 188r we had between 1,700,000 and
1,800,000 acres under cultivation, and the
number of men employed on the soil was
77,000 odd. Last year the area under cultivation was about 4,000,000; but is there any
corresponding increase of employment or of
the number of homesteads? Not at all.
Production on a large scale, with improved
machinery, simply means that, while there
is 133 per cent. increase in the area under
cultivation, the volume of employment in
agricultural pursuits has only increased by
33 per cent.
Men come along in
the
agricultural
industry,
employing
more machinery
and
saving
labour,
and some of them become them-
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selves the makers of agricultural appliances.
Thus it is that this modern tendency in the
development of mechanical appliances applied to the field means a decrease of
labour in the country, and an increase in
the town-less work in the country and
more in the factories. In the year 1881
the total area in occupation was 18,000,000
acres, and in the year 1904, when there
were 31,000,000 acres under occupation,
there should have been more holders. The
reports go tq show that in Anglesey there
are now only 62 I holders as against 774 in
that year; in Bendigo only 1,800 as against
2,600; and in the county of Bourke in the
year 1871 there were 4,608 farms, and today there are only 3,763, so that in that
county there are 1,000 fewer holdings than
thirty vears ago. I propose now to deal with
the area from Port Phillip Bay up to the
South Australian border. There are ten
counties in that part of the State, viz.:Grant, Grenville, Heytesbury, Polwarth,
Ripon, Hampden, Dundas, Normanby,
Villiers, and Follett. In 1871 the population of the shires of these counties was
117,000, but in 1881 it had fallen to
103,000, and in 1891 to 101,000, so that
in that period of twenty years, prior to the
advent of any Labour Party, the population
of the richest districts in the State had immensely declined. It was not due to any
Labour Party policy, but to the policy of the
party that preceded its advent. In these
districts there was in the year 1871 II,843
holdings, but in the year J 88 r they had
fallen to 10,607, and, according to the statists, the total number had fallen last year
to 10,447. In the year 187 I there were
,)I 5,000 acres under cultivation, and in the
year 1881 the area had fallen to 281.000.
It fell persistently down to the year ;896.
The area under cultivation, and the number
of holders throughout the richest part of
Victoria continued to persistently decline
during these thirtv years owing to the
gradual extension of monopoly within this
area.
A recovery has taken place in the
"'VIrestern District during recent vears.
Last year, for the first time in thirtv-five
vears,· the area under cultivation in the
Western District was more than in 187 I by
3,000 acres, and if we look for the causes
we find them in the opening up of the
Otway Peninsula, in the attraction offered
by the Metropolitan Board of Works farm
at Werribee, in the operations of the squatters about Camperdown and elsewhere in
opening up a portion of their property for
dairy farming, and in the fact that in the
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county of Ripon a number of men have
been allowed to take up land on the share
system.
There is a recovery, but. it is
under new conditions. The land IS no
longer cultivated by the proprietor, but by
a class of tenant farmers, and thus is being
perpetuated the iniquitous landlord system
of the old world.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (PortZand).-And
the taxation is on what they produce.
M)T. ANSTEY.-That is so.
Whilst
our railways have to run through immense
areas used' as sheep walks, it is inevitable
that those who hold these areas will contribute little to the revenue, and that the
rural papulation who refuse to contribute
to a land tax must contribute the money in
railway freights and in income tax, which
fall upon the production of the land. In
the year 1891 Mr. Hayter, who was t~en
Government Statist, called the attentIOn
of Parliament to the fact that over wide
areas the land was going out of cultivation.
In the Wimmer a there was a large exten.sion
of cultivation and an increase in population, but that process is at an end, and the
small farms are being joined together. Can
we turn to any part of this corlllilUnity and
not see what is going on? Can we not see
it in Kara Kara and BOTung? One may
go and see that where there were dO'zens of
farms formerly there is now only one, t~e
holder having a body of men workmg for him
casually. Between the years of 1891 and
1901 there was in the Wimmer a a de.crease
in popUlation. Some may say that It was
due to' the dry seasons, and to n? cr~p
being put in j but if tha! were so m t?IS
case how comes it that m the more ar.Id
and' distant Mallee the popUlation during
the same period increased by over 10,000?
It was not any natural cause, but a gradual
extension of monopoly. We were told at
the opening of last session by the honorable member for Rodney, that he knew of
six parishes in which the farmers at. one
time numbered 700, and had no~ decllJ:ed
to onl v 120. I will take a tYPIcal shIre,
name] ~r East Loddon, as an example of
what ;; going on. That shir,e lies between
Raywood and Mitiamo, and a fe,~ men have
come to own the place. Thcre IS Dr. Atkinson, whlO has two or three properties at
Ravenswood j and there are Ettershank and
a few others. One of the officers of the
Lands Dep,artment, in a recent publication,
reported as follows:it is a fact that the maps of many of t~e .early
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squares, from which the men are miss!ng, the la?d
of whole parishes having become, III many Instances, merged in one large estate, the property
of one person.

Throughout the East Loddon the number
of holdings is declining, and the revenue to
the shires diminishing j there are fewer
people and fewer h~mes than. there were
in 1891. If there IS an avrulable. ~ove
that the Government should adopt It IS a
provision in the Closer Settle~ent Act, and
it should be applied to every Inch of Crown
N ~ lease
lands being put under lease.
should be issued to anyone unless WIth the
prohibitions against aggregation which ~ist
in the closer settlement law.
Holdmgs
are diminishing in Borung, Ka.ra ~ara., an.d
Lowan whilst the area under cultIvatlon IS
increasing. The county of Moira, in which
monopoly has not made much progre~s,~as
50 per cent. more land under cultlvatI.on
than the Western District, although MOIra
is only one-fifth the size of that district.
Is there any reason why the Western District should not have as much land under
cultivation as the county of Moira? If it
were like Moira, it would have 2,000,000
more acres under the p,lough and 5,000
more homesteads. Under the existing law
every property purchased by the State increases the value of the adjoining prope,:ties we may wish to buy to-morrow, and it
is inevitabie that, without a land tax, we
shall come to a de.ad-Iock, when the policy
of extension will be impossible. I venture
to say that, whatever be the s~bject upon
which I trouble the House to lIsten to me,
I try not to absorb a few statements made
by the daily papers, or to make ~emarks
suitable to my prejudices. I am satlsfied to
remain where I am, though it would be
p rob abl v mor.e p.leasant on the other side
of the House. If the Government hold to
my views, they will. have no more loy~l
supporter. Last s'eSSlOn I strongly. c:ntIcised the Bill introduced by the Mmister
of Mines; but I honestly held the views
I expressed, fought very strongly for them,
and divided the House UDon them. I am
in strong agreement with some of the proposals of the Minister of Wate'!' Supply,
and I hope he will introduce other mea~~res
that will be acceptable to the OPPOSItIOn.
Wherever I see bitterness and nastiness, I
am up against it j but if fair dealing is
dealt out, I am prepared to deal out the
same.
That supercilious, bally sn~bbery
that some men exhibit; that assumptIon of
superior know ledge and intdligence, the
settled parishes, subdivided, as they ~ngIllally
were into numerous valuable farm sectlOns, pre- recognition that we are a lo~ of. b~ys
sent 'the appearance of so many draught-board who ought to stoop down and hsten IS In-
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tolerable.
Any man who talks like the
honorable member for Essendon ought to
be darned well ashamed of himself.
M.r. FAIRBAIRN .-After the long and
interesting speeches I have listened to, I
do not feel called upon to say a great deal.
During the reoess I travelled over the Empire to some extent, and picked up a few
ideas. I have seen Victoria from outside,
as it were. I always come back with great
satisfaction to my native country. I have
seen a great many parts of the Empire, but
I can assure honorable members I have seen
no better place than our native country.
The climate is excellent fVf the white race,
the soil is most productive, ,and we have
in every W:ly a first-class country. I congratulate the Government, and particularly
the Treasurer, on our sound financial position. The surplus is really an excellent one.
It is greatly due, of course, to t.he Treasurer's shrewd business management. One
method of diSlposing of a surplus is to
reduce taxation. That is a most excellent
method, because we are not always ,going to
have flourishing times, and when we again
fall on trying times we shall have to put
on more taxation. The trouble then will
be that that taxation has to be put on to ,an
already burdened people. I hope, therefore, that the Government will take into
consideration the fact that there is a good
chance now to reduce taxation to some exThe fact that we are Daying out of
tent.
revenue for a lot of the land that we are
buying under the compulsory Land Purchase Act·Mr. MACKI!\"'NON.-Compulsory?
Mr. 'f.ouTcHER.-Bogus compulsory Act.
Mr.
F AIRBAIRN.- The
honorable
member can call it what he likes. It is
quite compulsory enough for me. The fact
that we arc paying for that land of course
makes it not so necessary to reduce taxation, because if hard times come we might
have a safeguard in that, 'as we need not
go on buying land in that way. That land
is an asset for the country, but I ,always
think that more monev should not be extracted from the people than is enough to
pay our way. Undoubtedly, Victoria is in
a thoroughly sound financial position. We
owe about '+'52,000,000, and we .have an
asset of £38,000,000 in the railways ,alone,
which are paying their way. Senator Trenwith, who is generally pretty aC''2urate in
figures, recently compared the public debt
of Australia, a little over £200,000,000,
with the public debt of the old country,
which he gave as about £600,000,000, and
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said that, comparing our populations, we·
were in a very bad way. But the senator,
who can now put it right if he thinks it
worth while, forgot altogether that to arrive
at a true comparison we ought, in the' old
country, to add' on, at any rate, the railway'
debts.
That would be a very large sum
to add on. There areal so all sorts of other
debts. We in Australia own our schoolhouses and our water supply, and if the
money borrowed for corresponding services
in the old country was added on it would
produce a compa~ison entirely in favour of
Australia.
The main criticisms in the
speeches in this debate have circled round
the most important Act of last sesslon-the
Closer Settlement Act. That measure has
been attacked by the leader of the Opposition, as we quite expected, although only
mildlv attacked. Of course, that honorable
member has a perfect right to express .his
ideas. The measure has also been commented'
on by the 1ea4er of the third party, and by
the mover of tbe motion for the adoption of
the Address-in-Reply, the honorable member for Bulla. That honorable member is
sitting so near the gangway that I am afraid
he has caught a microbe from the other
(the Opposition) side.
As I am more immune to that class. of microbe, perhaps I
had better change ·seats with the honorable
member. I will deal, first, with the criticism
uttered by the leader of the Opposition,
but as that honorable member has had a
good deal of criticism already directed towards him I must deal very gently with him.
On page 53 of Hansard of last week, the
honor,able member is reported as follows:While there is a 'continuous falling off in the
population here, we find that New Zealand,
where the compulsory purchase of land exists
in connexion with closer settlement, is f1.ttructing
population. It is to that country that about onethird of the population which has left this State
has gone-

Of course, the honorable member's argument is that if we had a graduated 1and tax,
and ,a severer form of compulsory closer
settlement here, the people who are now
flocking to New Zealand would strty here.
That would be a right enough arguIDp.nt, but then the honorable member \yent
OJl to saywhile another large portion of the population'
which we have lost has gone to another State,
namely, Queensland, where land is made available for settlement.

The fact is that Queensland has no land
tax at rtll. and no compulsorv sections in its
Closer S~ttlement Act~
-'
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Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-They are expecting
it immediately. The Labour Party are in
'a, majority there.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-Does the honorable member think that our hard-headed
Victorian farmers are going there on an
expectation of that kind?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-They are going
there, knowing that the Labour Party are
in power.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-Those farmers do
not deal much in expectations. They go
by hard facts, and the actual fact· is that
they are going. to a co~ntry where there
is no compulsory resumption, no land tax,
and cheap land. The fact is that Victorians
are showing the way to other States, as
they always have done. We showed the
way in the meat jndustry. I happened to
be connected with the first successful ship·
ment of meat that was made here. We
have shown the way in the butter industry,
and by the energy of our people we have
increased the price of land in Victoria to
a considerable extent. This has had a
great effect, for of course the Victorjan
farmer has seen cheaper land in New South
Wales and Queensland, where the people
had not wakened up, and naturally he has
gone there. A friend of mine, who came
down the other day from Rockhampton,
which is a small town, told me there were
over 50 Victorian farmers looking about for
land there.
They want to get away to
places where the people have not yet
awakened to the fact that to produce butter
from land is far more profitable than to produce sheep.
.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What is the good
of the increase in the value of your produce if the price of land goes up at the
same time? It only leaves you the same
margin of profit.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-The price of land
going up is very useful to the people who
have it. There are a good many landowners in Victoria, and I hope there wlll
be a. great many more. I thoroughly sympathize with the closer settlement movement, and I am doing what I can for it
in my own small way. I hope the Government wiII pursue the course they have entered upon. I will read the figures pubJished in the Argus of yesterday, to show
how much Victoria has been ahead of the
other Australian States in the production
of butter. In the season 1901-2 Melbourne
shipped 5,800 tons, Sydney I,700 tons,
B rjsbane nil, and Adelaide 85 tons. In
the season 1902-3, the year of drought,
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the figures were-Melbourne, 1,045 tons j
Sydney, 73 tons; Brisbane and Adelaide,
nil; in 19 0 3-4 - Melbourne, 10,630 tons;
Sydney, 6. 642 tons j Brisbane, I,804 tons;
and Adelaide, 232 tons, and for the year
ended June 30, 1905-Melbourne, 12,004
tons j Sydney, 8,916 tons j Brisbane, 2,635
tons j and Adelaide 353 tons. This return
shows perfectly clearly what is making the
enhanced value of land.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Tell us how much tne
taxpayers paid to help the producers to
export that amount. How much came out
of the Government?
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-I understand the
honorable member will follow me and I
will leave that to him.
'
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Nearly 20,000 tons
of butter went away from New Zealand
last year.
.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-I have not gone
into the export of New Zealand. The
argument hardly applies, because in New
Zealand thev have 'a verv much better climate and a larger rainfall.
Mr. BENT.-They have got more land
there.
Mr. KEAST.-More land under cultivation.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-A proper land tax
has put more people on the land.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN .-All I want to show
is how very little effect legislation, unless
it is altogether ridiculous, has in these
things. Ordinary legislation has, I think,
very little effect one way or the other.
The honorable member for Bulla also said
in his speech last week that before the
Closer :Settlement Act could be made a
success, .we shall require more compulsion.
He stated that he wished to see the present
Act get a fair trial-and in that I 'am entirely with him-and then he wen't on to
sayI still venture to hold the opinion that in order
that this scheme may be successful, we will yet
have to yest in the board the power of compulsory
resumptIon.

He proceeded to compare the early stages
of the Victorian Act with the early stages
of the Act in New Zealand, and he wound
up by .sayingThere is a danger in withholding that power,
because we must assume that if the Government
act on the policy that £500,000 per year should
be expended for the purchase of land, eventually
there must be a very much enhanced value given
to this land.

Now, we would quite expect that in the
ear I y stages of the Victorian Act a great
number of estates would be offered to the
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Government,,! the same as was evidently
dene in New Zealand, but I do net think
that that preves anything. The sti~g of
the h0'nerable member's remarks is in the
tail, where he says he wants mere compulsien--net to make mere ,settlement, but in
erder te reduce the price of the land. Of
ceurse that is evidently what his object is,
and what is the ebject 0'f all these honerable members whe think with him.
Fer
my part, I censider that the Act ought to
have a fair trial before anvthing further
is. done. If any particular case had been
brought befere both Heuses of Parliament,
and the Council had declined te go on 'with
that case, honorable members w0'uld have
something to base their remarks on, but
there has not been a single case 0'f that
sort, and until we have a case 0'f the kind
I think it is unfair te condemn the Act. I
never expected a great deal from the Act
mvself. Yeu will see that there is only
£50'0,0'00 per annum to be spent, and that
can only settle 50'0 families, even at 'a liberal calculation as t0' the smallness 0'f the
am0'unt that each family would pay. That
is not going to do what Victoria wants, and
I weuld direct the attention of the Government to the scheme which is now being discussed so much in New South Wales. That
is, where the land-owner and several other
people, who want to buy his land, come to
the Minister, and say, "We are prepared
to buy this man's land at se much," and
where the Government, through their bn~rd
thoroughly inspect the land, 'and find that
the bargain is a reasonable one, the matter
is carried through in that way. Of course,
before making the offer the proposed buyers
would have worked the matter eut, but stjIl
I think the Gevernment ought, through
their beard, to examine the land, and when
it is examined and approved of I weuld
like to see the GeverlllITlent in Victoria take
pewer to be able to confirm the bargain.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-That power is already
in our Act.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN . -Yes j but we are
limited to £500,000 per annum. I would
like to see £500,000 kept strictly for
straight out purchases, and that the Government should take power te take another
£5°0.000 for this sort ef subsidiary way
of deing business. That propesal is being
greatl y discussed in New South Wales just
now, and I think it would be a great ad;unct if the Gevernment here were allowed
further powers, especially where the owner
of the land weuld take his payment in Victori~n Government debentures, so that we
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would not have to go on any market, either
here or in London to borrow.
Mr. MACKINNON. - One gentleman in'
New Zealand took £400,000 in New Zealand bonds as payment for his property.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-I think that was a
company.
Mr. MACKINNON.-No j Mr. McLean.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-I should say that
a man could have no better investment. I
think this is a very good and simple plan,
and I am sure that there are many landowners here who would do the same thing.
I would cemmend that suggestion to the
Minister of Lands. Nebody can ge to the
old country as I have recently dene, and
return here with0'ut wishing, after seeing
their teeming .millions-because there they
have a hundred people to the square mile,
while in Australia we have only I~ to the
square mile, and in Victeria only 13-ne
one, I say, can visit' the eld country and
not long te see a far greater number of
people here, and if the Government would
take in hand some good scheme for getting
out the right sert of peeple here, I think
it would do well. We de not want tewnspeeple, because we have already plenty of
artisans among the unempleyed, and te increase that number would be cruelty.
Mr. HANNAH.-They make fine farmers.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-They take a let of
breaking in. Man is a gregarious animal,
and a man whe has lived in town leng
dees net take very kindly to the bush.
Mr. W ARDE.-Some of the best dairy
farms are carried on by men who were
artisans for years.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN .-1 do not saoy that
artisans cannet de it, but if we get people
from the old ceuntry, I think we should get
agricultural labourers, and not artisans.
That is my idea. It is more likely if you
take an agricultural labourer that he will
succeed on the land, than if you take an
artisan, just as it more likel v that an artisan will succeed here better as a carpenter than if you took an agricultural labourer
and tried to make him a carpenter.
Mr. WARDE. - But should we not provide first for our own people before troubling to provide for the people in Great
Britain?
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-1 think that if we
provide for the people in Great Britain by
getting here some of the class that I have
mentioned-the nual class-we should do
a great deal to solve the unemployed difficulty. They would create eccupation.
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Mr. WARDE.-Is it not within your knowledge that we have the rural class leaving
Victoria, because there is no land availableoo?
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-I do not think they
are leaving because there is no land available, but because there is cheaper land in
other countries. The other countries have
wakened up. The Victorians are teaching
them. The leader of the third party knows
perfectly well that it ·is not a very easy
thing to run a dairy farm, but the Victorians know how to do that, and have gone
to the other countries, and are doing it
there now. I remember the first agricultural
experiment I made myself in Queensland.
I found the grass was going to waste, and
I got a reaper and binder to cut it.
But I had no one to put the reaper together, and, when I got it together myself,
I had no one to drive it. However, I got
the horse-breaker to put in the two quietest
horses. Away they went, and I never saw
that reaper and binder again.
Mr. WARDE.-If you had been the man
instead of the master, you would have had
your cheque paid at once after that.
Mr. F AIRBAIRN.-The artisan ..Jvould
be perfectly at home at his own trade, but
if you want to settle people on the land, I
think you should get people who are used
to it. Man is a gregarious animal, espeThere is no doubt about
cially women.
that. Honorable members may laugh, but
those who are not married will find that
out when they are married. Many people
would sooner run great risks in Melbourne
than go and live at, say, Warracknabeal.
Honorable members will recollect what
Alexander Selkirk said, or what CowPeJr put
into hi.s mouth as saying. I will just quote
a little bit of poetry. The P remi~r is very
good at that-

o

Solitude, where are the charms
Which sages have seen in thy face?
Better dwell in the midst of alarms
Than reign in this horrible place.

We must have the right sort of people. I
feel the greatest sYlffipathy with the unemployed, and if the Government win bring
forward a proper scheme, a well thoughtout scheme-none of your 7S. a day and no
work, because we 'would then all become
unemployed at once-but a proper! y
thought-out scheme, it would find support.
I will just sketch what I think should be
done. As a practical man, I should take
a part of the Gippsland forest, a piece of
first class land.
Mr. BENT.-Where would you get it?
Mr. F AIRBAIRN.-There is plenty of
it uncleared.
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Mr. BENT.-You would have to pay a
good round sum for it.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN .-1 do not think so.
I think it could be got. If a block like
that was got, and made a sort of stock job,
and if the unemployed w~nt there, and
were furnished with rations and a low
wage-Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-How
about their wives and families?
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-Their wives and
families would have to go too.
illr. J. "V. BILLSON (Fitzroy). - You
would have to give the men enough to keep
their wi \ es and children.
Mr. F AIRBAIRN.-Yes.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy). - You
do not believe in the living wage, then?
Mr. F AIRBAIRN.-I would keep an
accurate account, and if a man stayed for
six months, and the land was eventually sold
for more than repaid the cost of the labour
on it, I would see that he got his share of
it.
The man would, therefore, be doing
bona fide work there.
I only sketch that
scheme. It 'vants to be worked out in its
full details. I think it is a bit of a scanAnother
dal that we have unemplo~ed.
point about that scheme would be that with
it we should be able to sift out what the
Age calls the unemployp.ble.
No doubt,
amongst the number of unemployed, there
are some poor fellows-I sympathize with
them-who, for some reason or other, do not
suit the conditions, or the conditions do not
suit them, and they are unemployable. I
have not gone so far into the matter as to
be able to say what should be done for
them, but they would be provided for. I
would back the Government in their action,
if some feasible scheme were adopted by
them. The fact of our having unemployed
in Austi:-alia reflects on the political management of the community. If we had good
commercial management, I think we could
make the unemployed pay.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-We have
never had the Labour Party in power, and
the other parties will not do that.
Mr. F AIRBAIRN.-A word now about
the Hobart Conference, which appears to
be abortive. I paid a good deal of attention to what the different Agents-General, or
General Agents, are doing, and they appear
to be doing their best j but our system of
advertising the country compares most unfavorably with the Canadian system. The·
Canadians seem to have a very perfect· system. They spend more money on it than.
we do on ours, but they show their P'ro-
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<Iuce and ao their work very much more
.effectively than we do. I think that is due
to the fact that their Agency is well organised under a High Commissioner, and
their High Commissioner there is a very
able man. I do not wish to hand over any
further powers to the Federal authorities,
because I do not think that they have de·
served our confidence so far; but, if the
thing can be better done by the Federal Government than "by the State Government,
I am not one of those who would
~tand
in the wa'1.
I want to see
Australia run in the "Very best possible manner, regardless of whether it is the
'Federation or the States which do it.
I,
however, think that the Federal Government is the best authority to do this. But
it is no use having agents at the other side
to send out people to settle on the land
here if we do not provide' them with some
scheme. Canada ha;s a splendid scheme.
A man sees their advertisement, and ascertains where he can obtai1n a piece of land.
We have nothing of that kind at all. It
is no use having Agents-General in the old
oountry unless we provide them with a
scheme; and that is what the Government
"ought to see to. Provide our AgentGeneral with a scheme, and as soon as
'the High Commissioner comes along, and
cam do the work better, let him do it. I
'do not wish to say anything about Mr.
:Taverner. That gentleman has gone, and
I think that nothing became him worse tham
his leaving-to reverse what Shakespeare
said in 111 acbeth. It is a pity he left in
that way. That is all I wish to say about
it.
The Minister of Agriculture is to be
congratulated on the g-.reat reduction in the
butter freight.
We hear very much
about Denm'.a"rk anid Siberia, and aJbout
their going to cut us out, but the information I have is to the effect that Victorian
butter is doing very well, and the expectation in the old cOlmtry is that in a year or
two our butfer will equal the Danish butter in price, as it should, for our herds
are fed on natural grasses to a great extent, while the cows of Denmark are fed 00
turnips and other thing~ which leave a
taste in the butter. With regard to the
Factories Acts, I will promise a continuance of my support to the Government in
their proposal to consolidate and make these
Acts permanent. I hope that the difficulties
that the employers experience in connexion
with this matter maybe made up for by
,doing a"'ay with sweating, but I feel
~ertain that sweating is by no means yet
<lone away with. It may be dcme away
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with in the factories, but I fear that it is
being sent out into private homes.
The
man who is found to be too old to do work
in the factory is now working in his horne,
,and I am afraid that this has only shifted
the sweating, from the factory to the home.
There are a number of matters which I
should have liked to see in the Governor's
speech, but I will only mention two or
three of them, because the Premier is getting
restive now at the length of the speeches,
and I know we can trust him to bring in a
few of them. The first one is the Licensing Act.
The present Act has entirely
broken down, and the public conscience on
this matter is waking up. We are not going
to have this scandal in our. midst any longer
-that a man may drink all he has and
saddle his wife and family on the public.
We want some legislation to put a stop to
that, and I hope the Premier will introduce it. In connexion with this subiect,
there are some very interesting figures about
drink, which have just appeared in the Vic.
torian Year-Book.
IHonorable members
will be glad to hear that there has been
a reduction in the percentage of arrests for
drunkenness in Victoria.
In 1890 the
number of charges of drunkenness in Victoria was I6'54 per thousand j the proportion fell off to 10'45 in 1903.
That is a
very substantial decrease, and we may congratulate the country upon it.
lin New
South Wales the percentage fell during the
same years from 16'93 to I5·39. In
Queensland the proportion feU from 16'41
to 14'02 j in South Australia from 7'53 to
6'39; in Western Australia from 26'37they are a drinking lot over in Western
Australia-to 16' I4; in Tasmania-a very
sober lot-the percentage fell from g'OI to
2'9 6.

Mr. KEAST. - They clos~d a brewery
there.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN. - In Tasmania,
drunkenness has near I y gone j but I am now
coming to a very strange fact, that will
startle honorable members. In New Zealand-the white-haired boy of the Commonwealth brotherhood - notwithstanding
all its. prohibition: laws and restrictive laws,
honorable members will be sorry to hear-I
am rather glad-that the charges of drunkenness in 1890 were 9'39 per thousand,
and in I903 they were 10'82. I expect we
shall have some of our friends on the Opposition side of the House claiming that as
a socialistic triumph.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens.)-That is
the experience of all prohibition countries.
Compare Maine with Londan.
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Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-I have been searching in my mind for a reason. I think it is
because they are blessed with so many socialistic laws, and because the people are
getting wearied to death. And I do not
wonder at it. My only wonder is, not that
the figures have increased to that extent,
but that there are any sober people in New
Zealand.
:Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Here they have not
enough to get drunk with.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN .-Whatever may be
the reason, there is a very alarming increase in drunkenness in New Zealand.
Another ghost that I very badly want to see
laid is this continual extra-political question, the Bible in State schools. We had
a referendum that was to get over every
difficulty, and of course it has broken down
completely.
Mr. COLECHIN.-You do not call that a
referendum, surely?
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-It jQst shows the
difficulty of a referendum.
Mr. WARDE.-Did you expect a question
of that character would be settled by a referendum?
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-Yt$ j I think so.
W,hen asked at my last election about what
I would do in regard to the Bible in State
schools question, I said I would abide by the
finding of any referendum which satisfied
everybody-that is a referendum on a
simple question, such as " Are you in favour
of Bible teaching in State schools?" I am
quite s.ure the clergy of all denominations,
having given their promise, would abide by
the result of such a referendum. I am very
much against woman suffrage. I do not
want women fa be forced to vote, and I
know that /tlhey themselves do not want
the franchise in regard to political matters
generally. Bu,t this question of Bible teaching in State schools is an exception, and if
it were possible to have a referendum on
it, using the Federal franchise, I ,should
be perfectly agreeable to the women taking
part. A very imporitant matter that I promised to bring up is that of having a Fa:rriers Act passed. Technical education is
in the air, and the farriers all want a Bill
brou!g,ht in requiring some small tests of
competence to be made before a man is
allowed to cut a horse's: hoof. We all want
good men to shoe our horses. The honorable
member who represents the railway men
(M-r. Hannah) made some remarks with regard to the member w\ho represetn1ts St.
Kilda, and myself, in connexion with the
Women's League. I do not see why he
should take exception to what we did in
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that matter. We did our best to get the
women to interest themselves in politics, so
I think the honorable member, instead of
being angry with us, ought to have been
thankful for what we did. The Labour
Party themselves have refuted some of the
scurrilous rema:rks that were made in the
Tocsin, and the Queensland Worker, and
there the matter should end. The Labour
Party deny that they are against the maintenance of purity in home life, and I think
that the Women's League did a good thing
jn pointing out, in this connexion, that the
official organs of the Labour P arty were,
week after week, publishing scurrilous 'rubbish relative to that subject.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The charge was refuted by the papers themselves.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-I congratulate the
F remier on having started consumptive
sanatoria.
His action in this regard may
be claimed by the other side as socialistic.
If it is a socialistic measure, you may write
me down as a Socialist, although Socialism
i., a term very difficult to define, and a subject which I will not pursue at present.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I 'have been very
pleased to hear the honorable member who
has just sat down, speaking in a very kindly
way in reference to the party on this (the
Opposition) side of the House. There
are a good many members who think that
0:1 the Address-in-Reply very little should
be said indeed-that it should be galloped.
through. But we have to recognise that
possibl y some members come into the House
with a good deal on their chest, and that in
the interests of the Bills which are to be
discussed, it is just 'as well to allow them
to relieve their chest, and then we can settle
down to ,business. The Premier is very desirous of getting through, but I think that
he is also prepared to bear with members.
who are desirous of speaking, so long as.
they confine themselves to matters which an~
to be discussed, in the hope of being carried through during the session. We hear j
the member for Bulla spoken of as not having been up to his usual form, but I think
he displayed a large 'amount of courage and
ability in discussing the Bills prepared by
the Government. He said, amongst other
things,' that he was prepared to support the
Premier's proposal for the manufacture of
bricks, which is regarded as a very import-ant matter throughout the State. People
believe
in
getting
value
for their
money,
and
when
they
find
men
banded together to supply bricks at from
25 per cent. to 50 per oent. more than their-
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real value, or more than other people are prepared to sell them for, people natural Iy
resent anything of that character. It is
onl y prop.osed tv take over such things as
the manufacture of bricks when the charge
made becomes a cruelty. 'Vhen such things
become a cruelty it is far cheaper for the
oommunity to take over the work, instead
of playing into the hands of a combine.
Much has been expe:ienced in this regard
in the United States. The President of the
United States, one of the most earnest men
of his time, has taken the matter up, and
it seems to me that he did so originally as
an election dodge; but he seems to be going
on with it, and I trust that he will continue to do so in the interest of the peopile
This matter of brick-making
generall y.
may be looked upon as the thin end of the
wedge.
In any case, it has placed the
Premier on a splendid wicket, and ev,ery
business man should support him in carrying out the project, in order to try and
break down the monopoly. Many of those
who have brought forward adverse arguments in the p.ress and elsewhere have stupidly stated that all the money to be spent
on the brick works will be lost, failing to
take into consideration that, if it is properly spent, we will have, not only the
l~nd, the buildings and machinery, but very
lIkely a large steck of good lxicks as well.
The Premier himself says they will be good
~ricks.
I myself had the honour of bringl11g samples of them into this House. I
did not know that I was out of order in
doing so, otherwise I would not have
brought them in.
But, seeing the good
quality of those bricks, I thought I was
justified in showing honorable members a
sample of them. I am satisfied our Premier
is on the right track, especially in view
of the ,experience of Mr. Hordern, in Sydney, who was, I am informeD, served in
the same way when he wanted a large quantity of bricks for his: new building which
he was putting up by day labour, and who
foOund that the brick-makers were taking
him in to the extent of 25 per cent. in the
prices they quoted.
Mr. Hordern, I am
told, decided to make his own bricks, and
succeeded, it is said, in breaking down the
monopoly. I believe the Premie::- is on
the right track, and is doing a splendid
thing, not only for the Labour Party,
but for the taxpayers of the State. As
far as the land secured for the brick works
is concerned, I met a friend in Bourkestreet the other dav who told me that similar land in North-cote had brought £800
an acre for the purpose of making bricks;
Session 1905.-[7J
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consequently, I think the Premier made a
good bargain in his purchase at Thornbury.
The honorable member for Toorak made a
statement in reference to butter, and desired.
me also to mention the matter. A good:.
deal over £100,000 of the taxpayers' money
has been spent for the purpose of assisting
I
to put our butter on foreign markets.
do not say that that. money was ill sp.ent,
but this I do sav, that it has caused an increase in the p~ice of land; and let me,.
in this oonnexion, call attention to the innume':'able deputations of lawyers, members of Parliament, and owners .of land in'
the past who have ,vaited on the Premiers'
for the purpose of getting railways for the
districts in which they were inter,ested, and
who made verbal promises and have broken
them.
This, too, means the raising of
the value of land.
Meanwhile the taxpayers suffer. In this connexion the Govornment should make a point of seeing
that the taxpayers are not called upon to put
money into the pockets of the middlemen.
Thev have stored the butter to the extent
of h'undreds of boxes, when the people here
were prepared to give them as much for
it as it was sold for in London. To my
knowledge they have sold butter here reta{I
for 33! per cent. more than it was sold
retail in London. The working people of
Victoria are justified in demanding that
thev shDuld not be called upon to assistpeople who do that kind <;>f thing. Legislation is needed to cure this evil. I hope·
the Premier will put this on his list, and'
see that those who get consideration from'
the Government do not inflict this sort of
thing on people by corners in butter and
wheat. vVe knmv that some fami:lies are
half starving, and it is the duty of the
Government to see that these poor people
especially are not robbed by corners, trusts r
and rings, particularly in connexion with
the necessaries of life. As to luxuries, it
does not matter so much. I was pleased
to note the health" tone of the speech delivered by the hono~able member for Borung,
but I regret very much that, unlike the honorable member who moved the Address-inReply, he did not express himself in favour
of compulsory purchase under t11e closer
settlement law. The honorable member for
Essendon made another of his cruel personal attacks on the leader of the Opposition. The leader of the Opposition tried
to treat the
honorable
member
as
kindly as he could.
The leader of
the Opposition looked
l~ke
a large
cat playing with a small rat, anu let the
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honorable member for Essendon: off perhaps too easily. The honorable member for
Brunswick properly pulverlzed the honorable member for Essendon to-night, and I
was pleased to hear it, after the attack the
honorable member for Essendon made on
members all round the House, calling the
Premier a monkey, and telling the members
in the Opposition corner that they had no
intelligence, and ought to clear out. The
honorable member forgot that he was a
member of a sort of third or fourth party.
When such statements are made it is about
time that the honorable member for Brunswick should castigate the honorable member
for Essendon in the healthy way he did.
\iVhile I aould not follow the leader of the
Opposition in his proposals about the ships,
it is a thing that will have to be taken into
consideration, and the earlier the better. The
speech of the leader of the Opposition upon
the land question will bear comparison with
anything the honorable member for Essendon ever said in this House or any other
House. The thorough manner in which
the leader of the Opposition dealt with that
question wi] I render it unnecessary for other
members of the Labour Partv to say verv
much on the matter. As to th~ speech mad~
by the leader of the Opposition on Eight
Hours Day, I may say that I heard that
speech, and went away afterwards to look
up the 1I1unicipal Directory. In opening the
C~lfectory I fou~d that the speecE was practIcally correct In regard to the decimation
of population in the different shires. I
think in one case there was a small increase.
Even if there was a larger area under cultivation, but a smaller popUlation, it shows
I.hat what we want j,s not there. We want
to see small farms, and many of them; we
do not want to ride mile after mile through
the country, and see nothing but a few
sheep, frightened when we come near them
,
'
as though they never saw a man before.
I .have gone through ten or fifteen square
mIles of country, and have seen sometimes
one farm, and sometimes not one, whilst
there were a few cows and some thousand
sheep, but no working men to be seen,
and only a squatter where there ought to
be manv men.
I do not think there are
as many places where the land is suitable
for cultivation as the honorable membe.r for
Dandenong stated. As the Premier has
stated, there js better land in Victoria than
in New Zealand, and there must be some
reason for the difference in the land settlement in the two countries.
Our Closer
Settlement Act does not go far enough. We
Mr. Coleclzin.
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need a land tax, but the £500 exemption
is a necessity, because the Metropolitan
Board of
arks are running all over the
place collecting taxation, that it costs more
to collect than the money is worth. If we
begin at 1-I6d. it will be a mere bagatelle,
the amount exempted.
Mr. TouTcHER.-When you make a
£500 exemption you make it a class tax.
Mr. COLECHIN.-We have no intention of taxing the farmers. It was said
that we believed in taxing the poor farmers,
but that is not so. New Zealand does not
tax them. The members of this House
ought to have sufficient common sense to
take from New Zealand what is good, and
what our Closer Settlement Act lacks.
There must be some reason why we fall
behind New Zealand, and there nas been
no reason advanced except the difference
in leg~slation. If we will not initiate, let
us copy the legislation of New Zealand, a
country which has attracted so many people
from our shores. The honorable member
for Dandenong said he was prepared to
value the land for the Government. What
a pity he did not say before the Closer
Settlement Bill was passed that he was
prepared to do for nothing at all the work
the board is doing! I am s.atisfied that
the Closer Settlement Act and· -the board
have been a failure up to the present tlme.
As far as I can see, looking at the actions
of the board and the land' they are buying,
they are not doing the work as I hoped they
would do.
Mr. BENT.-I can; tell vou that the honorable member for Dandenong has gIven
us a lot of good advice.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I am glad to hear
it. The Minister of Lands pulverized the
honorable member for Dandenong when he
said that the honorable member took him
on a wild goose chase to see some beautiful
land, worth £8 an acre.
Mr. KEAsT.-That is not correct; I contradicted that last night. The Minister of
Lands was only joking.
Mr. COLECHIN. - If that is SIQ, the
Minister of Lands ought to withdraw
the statement, as it is a very serious
one.
I want to sav a word or two
in reference to the "Governor's speech.
The first matter mentioned is the purchase of estates bv the Lands Purchase
Board. While I have no desire to say anything personal, I have a duty to perform in
this House. I am not satisfied with the work
done by the board nor with the Act, and I am
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not satisfied "with the personnel of the board.
The chairman of the board is a gentleman
who has failed as a squatter. There ar:e
very few men in Victoria who have failed
in that line. The fault is that of the law,
which has played into the hands of indivi~
duals, instead of working for the good of
the Stalte. This man has boon selected
from the very party whose record should
have made the Government positively refuse
to look at any member of it, because there
are reasons following the New Zealand
mod,e why no member of the Pastoralists'
Society should have been selected for that
position.
I do not know that any
boom squatter or bung squatter, who
has taken any part in opposition to
those who were desirous of bringing
a proper Closer Settlement Board to
fruition, should have been selected as the
chairman of that board. The next ?entJ:eman, NIr. Gillespie, has taken a large
amount of interest in certain political questions. He is said to have come out of a
Cabinet meeting on one occasion a good
deal rich\er than he went in-possibly not a
meeting of the present Cabinet-but at any
r,ate he has taken a very large amount of
interest with reference' to what is known as
the Reform Party. I am dissatisfied with
the action of the Governme'nt in selecting,
as the second memb\er of the board, a land
agent like that gentleman, who has followed a certain course in this community.
I think the actions of that board have not
re'dounded to the credit of the country.
The other man, so far as his record is concerned, is the best of the three, and, being
only one of three, he may have been thrown
in, knowing that the scale would kick th~
beam notwithstanding any influence he
might bring to bear.
Mr. BENT.-You are as bad as the honSuspicion
orable member for Prahran.
haunts the guilty mind again.
Mr. COLECHIN. - The honorable
?entleman has knmvn me for too many: years
to be able to say that I have a guilty mind.
Mr. BENT.-I never said that you had
any mind.
'Mr. COLECHIN.-I do not mind anything that the honorable gentleman says
jokingly. The third member of the board
did honestly try to administer the Lands
Department when in office, and, like others
before him, he could not do it.
I think
his constituents blamed him for not doing
it, but I believe he honestly tried.
I
believe that when he went to his constituents, after his electorate was slightly
altereci. they refused to re-elect him for that
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reason, but in spite of that the" Government
thought he was good enough to take up a
position on the Lands Purchase and
:Management Board.
NIr. TouTcHER.-He was one of the best
Minist~s of Lands that ever sat in this
House. "
Mr. COLECHIN.-I have said that he
tried, which is saying more for him than
I can sav fOT some other Ministers of
Lands, orl'e of whom in particular failed
miserably, and did something else that I
need not mention h'ere. This gentleman
is the best of the three that the Government appointed. He tried to do his work
as a Minister honestly and fearlessly.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-What is the matter with
Duggan ?
Mr. COLECHIN .-1 think I have given
Mr. Duggan some very good praise.
It
would be a good thing if the honorable
member who interjects had as good a record in the little time that he was holding Ministerial office. Something happened
to him, and I do not think it should lie
in his mouth to interject at the pres:ent
time.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-I had no Ministerial record at all.
1\1r. COLECHIN.-The action of the
Closer Settlement Board with reference to
the estates they have bought, does not
show statesmanlike work. It looks strange
to me, after the three of them have been
appointed at the enormous salaries they are
drawing, that the Minister of Lands and
other members of the Government should be
trotting all over the country to pick out all
the little bits of land they could find, as
though they were desirous of acquiring land
in some other way than through the Closer
Settlement Board, to put the people on.
It may turn out later on that the land the
board have bought is suitable for the purpose, but it does not look at present as
though it was. The Premier himself said
the other night that there w'reTe big bands
of stone running through the Overnewton
Estate j and the Argus, which we hear caned
the Government paper, states that if you
warm it, and shelter IT, and remove "the
stones, and manure it, and look for wate:on it, it will be useful. One of the Age
articles states that it is cold, stonv, waterless, and a wilderness. I am "informed
that the Premier went up there to have a
look at it. I will pav the honorable gentleman this due, that when he hears anything
that he believes to be wrong about a matter.
he is alwavs prepared to look into it himself.
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1 am informed that, with his ferocious
'goggles on, he went flying alon~ the road
'in his motor at twice the pace that the shire
allows, and that a little boy ran to his
.mother, saying, "Here comes the bogy
man. " I believe that about that time the
tire blew out. That looks very bad for
the Government, becal,lse I remember reading, many years ago, that at the time of
a great quarrel in the House of Commons between the two parti'es" Mr. Gladstone arrived at the House with a long
face. He had what I have heard called
the drop-jaw. When asked what was the
matter, he said he was in the best of
"spirits when he left home, but the carriage
broke, down, and he believed something
wa's going to happen.
His Government
went out that night. I am not going to
say that anything is about to happen to
this Government. I do hope they will look
very closely into the purchases ma.de by
the 'Lands Purchase and Management
Board, and see that no land is purchased
of which only 10 or '20 per cent. will be
sold for the purposes for which it is acIjuired, while the rest filters into the hands
of a few squatters at a pittance.
That is
what I fear, and what I feared when the
Bill was going throut!,h, and I said it. The
11ext line on the programme refers to the
Murray waters question. It seems as if
we have almost dropped back to the position that obtained before Federation, when
it wall necessarv to have a conference of
Premiers to settle matt.ers. 'The railways
question, and the adult vote, which, by the
way, we do nOlt get in this programme, wer:e
there discussed.
I understand that the
Premier agreed with his fellow Premiers at
Hobart' to bring the question of the adult
vote forward in this State in order to put us
'On the same level as the Federation. Do
'l1ot let the people in the other States point
<1t us any longe'r, saying, "You do not re'Cognise that vour women are anything but
chattels in Victoria, while in all the other
States and in New Zealand we are prepared to recognise them as equal with the
men. " I hope the Premier wiII give us
all the assistance he can when proposals
for adult suffrage are brought forward by
private members this session, and carry
out the promise that I believe was made
at Hobart. A number of other Labour
members, with myself, went to S'outh Australia recently.
We did not cost the
country anything, but r b~1ie'Ve we did more
there to do away with the friction about
the 1\1 urra y waters and other things than
.~ven the Premiers' Conference did.
I
Mr. Colechin.
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hope, when they come over here from South
Australia to help u;s as they have promised to do, the Premier and others will be
prepared to meet them and discuss with
them questions that are likely to lead to
friction, and see if we cannot arrive at a
settlement.
Another gentleman who attacked the LabourP arty said that '~e
had had too much steering from the
steerage.
I
believe
that
in
this
House as well as in others there has been
t0'O much steering from the saloon, which
is not the proper place to steer from. The
steerage, as the name implies, should be
the place from which the steering is done,
and every State which takes on the steerage
to do the steering progresses as New Zealand has done. The honorable member for
Essendon and others made statements with
referencf- to the Arbitration Act and the
Factories Acts and other matters. I hold
in my hand the last issue, dated roth June,
of the Journal of the Department of Labour
of New Zealand.
One paragraph of a
judgment by the Chairman of the Arbitration Court is as follows:And the Court doth hereby further award, order,
and declare that any breach of the said terms,
conditions, and provisions set out in the schedule
hereto shall constitute a breach of this award, and
that the sum of £'100 shall be the maximum penalty payable by any party or person in respect
thereof; And the Court doth further order that
this award shall take effect from the 31st May,
1905, and shall continue in force 11ntil the 31st
May, 1907.

\Vhat can show clearer than that that in
New Zealand the whole of the people are
desirous of preventing strikes, and are prepared to attack both sides if they break
the agreement they enter into? 'What becomes ot the thousands of statements made
in Victoria that the Labour Party belIeve
in strikes, and force people to strike? In
New Zealand, they have settled the que::,tions of the minimum wage" and of the old
and slow workers, satisfactorily to both
sides. Then, as to preference to unionists,
that cruel thing that even drove a Government out because they had sufficient backbone to leave the T'reasury bench rather
than sacrifice any of their principles, I see
that Judge Chapman, in New Zealand, put
the case to show that the Court there is prepared to recognise that preference and make
it law. He saidIf and after the union shall so amend its rules
to admit any person now employed in this industrial district in this trade, and any person now
residing or who may hereafter reside in this industrial district, to become a member of the anion
upon payment of an entrance fee not exceeding 5S .
and of subsequent contributions, whether payable
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weekly or not, not exceeding 6d. per week, upon
the written application of the person so desiring
to .ioin the union without ballot or other election
and shall give notice of such amendment in the
New Zealand Times and Evening Post newspapers published in the city of Wellington, then
and in such case and thereafter employers shall
in the engagement of workmen employ members
of the union in preference to non-members, provided that there are members of the union equally
qualified with non-members to perform the particular work required to be done, and ready and
willing to undertake it.

The people of New Zealand, therefore, are
prepared to carry the principle of preference to unionists into law, and there is no
demur against it, so far as I know. The
employers and the workers are satisfied, and
at peace. The reform people here, especially ~lr. Goddard, the dotard who
writes to the paper to-day, cry out,
"We don't want this kind of thing,"
when we of the Labour Party try
to bring capital and labour together
on friendly terms under an agreement by
which both sides shall pay equally if they
break their agreement. We state that we
want to do away with strikes, and all causes
of friction between emploYler and employe.
Our ends are honorable, and the experience
of New Zealand, has proved that such legislation as we advocate is effectual.
The
honorable member for Toorak has just returned from England, where they do not
take on any of that kind of legislation that
deals with the unemployed question. I see
a report in the journal from which I have
been quoting, with regard to the Midland
counties, and the relief of the unemployed
question. It is' as follows : Midlands.-The reports received indicate a
general improvement, but exceptional distress was
still reported in fi fteen towns, as compared with
nineteen a month ago. "Vork for the unemployed
was continued during March by the local authorities at Burslem, Gloucester, Hanley, Leicester,
Leamington, Nottingham, Oldbury, Oswestry,
Stoke, W'olverhampton, 'West Bromwich, Bilston,
Coventry, Northampton, and Smethwick, but has
ceased at the first eleven of these towns, and will
be discontinued at Northampton towards the end
of April.

Therefore, honorable members see that at
the present time in England, where legislation of this kind is wanted, the authorities have to dole out food to people
who are 1?repared to work, but cannot
get work, simply because they are refused an Arbitration Act, and denied
land on which to
make a
living.
In England the Duke of Devonshire and
others own and control land on which
thousands of people could get a living.
'Mr. KEAsT.-That does not apply to
Victoria.
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Mr. COLECHIN.-The trouble is not
so acute here. It is in places like England
where they have worse legislation than we
have here-where the unemployed are not
so well considered-that the trouble is so
acute.
Throughout the whole of England thousands of persons are living on a
pittance.
Many of them' rarely have
more than one meal a day, showing clearly
that legislation is the only thing that will
relieve to any extent the acuteness of this
trouble of starvation. I would like to say
a word with reference to the Butter CommISSIon.
I regret that there has been very
little done in relgard to that matter. I hope, as I have already suggested last session-although very great
opposition was extended to the suggestion by the honorable member for Essendon and others-that the report of the
evidence taken by the Butter Commission
will be thrown open to the farmers, who
haye been robbed of thousands of pounds.
I am not only referring to the shareholders
of the factories, but to the rebates and commissions. I have it on the authority of a
gentleman who was here last night, that
some of the people who committed these
robberies have got away with their assets,
and I have been informed that throughout
the Western District some of the butter factories are afraid that when they are able to
take action through their solicitors, or otherwise, they will find that some of the people
who collared this money-to the extent of
perhaps £80,000 or £Ioo,ooo-will not
They will have transferred their
be here.
assets or sold off and gone away, and those
poor people will suffer for want of the
assistance which: the Government could have
extended to them without much trouble. I
think that they would be delighted to find
that the Government were prepared to throw
open the evidence taken by the Commission
to them, so as to give them a chance of recouping themselves some of the money that
they were robbed of. I also regret that
the Government are extending some consideration to a certain firm, by allowing their
officials to go into that firm's butter factory, somewhere about Melbourne, using it
for an advertisement for themselves, and
possibly also for the firm by displaying
some of the work that they have done. No
doubt some very wise work has been carried out, but surely the Government officials could find their way into some factory,
the owners of which have not been fined
for selling milk containing not the slightest
scintilla of wholesome or food properties.
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The late Dr. Gr·esswell, Dr. K orris, and
th~ analyst have said in evidence that that
firm were selling condensed milk that was
slowly poisoning every child that used it.
I think the Government, especially in view
of the proposal to bring forward a Bill to
prevent the adulteration of food and milk,
should, at any rate, keep clear of firms
that import and sell milk that robs children of their liYes.
~1r. BENT .-1 wish you would tell me
the name of that firm.
~1r. COLECHIN .-It is one of the
firms that I wanted to get at in my Shops
Bill-a firm that runs more shops than any
other in the community.
~lr. BENT.-Would you whisper the name
of the firm?
Mr. COLECHIN.-Certainly, I will. I
have gone near enough to it already in saying that they own more retail shops than
anv other firm in that line.
~1r. MACKINNON.-" Plato, thou reasonest well."
~1r. GAUNSON.-The honorable member
for Geelong should say more clearly what
he means.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I refer to a firm in
l\Ielbourne which has been allowed to give
the use of their factorv to the Government
foe an advertisement 'in reference to the
manufacture of butter, thus getting a splendid advertisement themselves, and I say
that this firm were fined for selling milk
that was stated to poison every child that
consumed it.
Mr. BENT.-VOU have not whispered the
name of the firm.
:Mr. COLECHIN.-I will whisper it as
soon as I have finished my speech. I now
come to the next item in the Governor's
speech-the Water Bill.
I am prepared
to admit that the Minister of Water Supply has done splendid work in reference to
this matter, but I hope that he will not in
his new Bill propose what was in 'his
former Bill with reference to the urban
constituencies.
Many of these people pay
a very high rate indeed, and I hope he will
fake that fact into consideration. There
is another little matter that I have spoken
to the Minister of Water Supply about,
and knowing that he is .a humanitarian, I
am sure he will attend to it.
I am certain he will see that any person in the position of Mrs. Williams is relieved of the
liability such as she is subiected to. She
gets the enormous sum of 6s. per week as
an old-age pensioner, and yet she has been
called upon to transfer the right, title, and
c
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interest of a house worth £100 or £200
-all she has in the world, except a few
shillings worth of furniture, and she has
been pressed by the local water supply to
pay lOS. for the use of 'water.
I hope
the Minister will see that such oppression
is not carried out in this or any other simi-.
lar case. Here is a poor widow who has
only her paltry 6s. a week as an old-age
pensioner, and, she has no right to be
frightened and dragged before a Court for
a paltry lOS. With reference to the HopetOUlt Channel, I know that the improvements there are not a matter simply con-'
cerning Geelong, or the residents of Geelong, but more particularly a matter
'affecting the farmers. When the Premier
was speaking at Brighton, and I ,had the
pleasure of listening to him, I saw him point
to a mapl on which he showed the enormous area of land that would be benefited
by the Hopetoun Channel being deepened,
and in this he was qui,te correct. The Premier knows, however, that I have approached
him and shown the way in whjch I think
one-third of the monev that he proposes tQ
spend on the North Shore scheme would,
,at any rate, for the next twenty years, satisfy
all those people. By filling up and raising the land near the pier with the useless ballast from the ships, and using the
frontage, he can, I think, for one-third or
one-fourth of the money, get as good results 'as can be procured from the North
Shore scheme.
I have consulted many
people who ,are thoroughly conversant with
the subject, and they agree in this opinion.
Thisi is apart altogether from the Chamber
of Commerce, who, I believe, would be prepared to spend a million if they could get
it from the Premi.er, regardlesS! of \vhether
th,= scheme would pay after construction or
not. I would point out, however, that if the
Premier says he is going to get 'a sovereign
fori every sovereign he spends it will be
rather a serious tax on the farmers if they
are called upon to pay interest on t.he scheme
at Korth Shore. I hope the Premier' will
look closely into the matter and carrv out
the scheme I have suggested near Moor abool-street, and near the present piers,
where a good deal of work has been done
recentlv.
Mr. -BENT .-How could ,iou bring the
wheat along that single line?
'Mr. COLECHIN.-You will have to
bring it along a single line to get to N ortll
Shore. What about what is known as the
"Canadian Curve"? Trains there have
often to be broken in two, and even three,
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before they can get round the "Canadian
Curve."
The next measure referred to in
the Governor's speech is the measure promised for insuri,ng that food shall be pure
~nd wholesome.
I hope that the Premier
will not only look into the milk -supply and
the bread supply, but will 'also look into the
question of Deer. The wtJrking man's beer
used to be talked a good deal about many
years ,ago, and when the honorable gentleman, I think, was in a Government once
that wiped out the tax upan beer. From
what I can learn the beer in Melbourne is
good deal worse than it ought to be.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-You know
nothing about it.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I hope the Government will take into considerMion the fact
that some of the beer that has been brewed
is too cheap to be good, and that when it
is dispensed by having le,!den pipes running into cellars it is not like 1y to be wholesome. Thev do not use leaden pipes in
Geelong, or in the honorable member for
Ovens' constituency. I believe that they
have a barrel on the counter in which they
have a tap. I hope the P,remier will look
into this matter.
Mr. BENT.-YOU do not w,ant me to go
round the hotels again.
Mr. COLECHIN.-The honorable gentleman ,vent round the North Melbourne
hotels to save ,a few pounds, and I believe
that when he did so he was mistaken for a
brewer's traveller, and asked to shout.
If he did, I hope he called for beer from
Geelong, or Beechworth, or Ballarat, or
from somewhere where they do not use
these leaden pipes. If the people will
drink, I think a most important thing is
the quality of the beer. I know that I
could not do my work if I drank very much
of it. But there is not only the question of
the quality, the question of price, the
question of tax, but the question of the
filthy leaden pipes that poison men who
drink the beer that is brought through them
during the first hour of the morning. With
regard to the question of the adulteration
of foods, surely the wholesomeness of beer,
if it can be called wholesome, should be
taken into consideration bv the Government
or by the Board of Public Health.
Mr.
Fitz Gibbon stated recently, at a function,
that the British race had been made strong,
and had accomplished what it had accomplished, on beef and beer. I am not sure that
that is tme, but if consideration is given
to the purity of bread, milk, and other
articles of food, surely the working man
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who says he must have beer-I do not say
he is right-should have what he expects.
It is the duty of the Government to take up
this question, which I am satisfied has been
neg lected in the past, and beer should be as
good as it can be made. Then I come to
the question of Dr. Jones' ideas in reference to the Yarra Bend and Kew Asylum
reserves. A very' big mistake has been
made in reference to these reserves in the
past. I hope the Premier witI not allow
them to be sold, because certain 'influential
land boomers are desirous of forcing the
Government to sell to-day and buy to-morrow. I do not blame them, but I hope that
the Premier will resist their representations.
Any alterations that are made should, I
thi~k, be effected without pulling down the
buildings ana selling the land, and increasing the tax on the community by borrowing
money for the purpose of replacing what is
destroyed. The next subject I would refer
to is the care of consumptives.
That is a
noble and a necessarv work. The Premier
was attacked time after time in reference
to the Austin Hospital, at Heidelberg, but
while he was being attacked, I was satisfied that he was on a splendid wicket, and
was doing a good work in resisting the
packing of consumptives in that little place.
The area is too small for a large number,
and the Premier is right in not allowin~
those people to have all their own way. I
think he did bend a little afterwards. He
would have done better if he had' resisted
a llttle more, and prevented a certain gentleman from getting the advertisement that
he did. The climate of Victoria is one of
the most" attractive on earth to these delicate people. If the United States, England, France, and Germanv take certain
action in reference to delicate people, as
well as to undesirable people, entering the
country, we have the same right to do that,
and I hope that steps will be taken so that
delicate people will not be dumped down
here without certain inquiries first being
made by the authorities, so that the taxpayers shall not be called upon to provide
institutions for them without their relatives
or themselves contributing to their support
while here. In reference to the Petriana
case and the six hatters-Mr. BENT.-That has nothing to do witlt
us here.
:Mr. COLECHIN.-The fudge that was
talked about in certain newspapers, and on
certain platforms, was that the Labour
Party was to blame. I say that we had
nothing to do with it. I saw that a great
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many statements in reference to both matters were made, and no doubt similar statements will be made if we take steps to prevent hundreds of undesirable people being
dumped down here, because of our taking a
little more care of people who are suffering
as these consumptives are. With regard to
tne Factories and Shops Acts;, the Chief
Secretary, who has been good enough to
meet the workers after working hours in
deputations; has, I think, the confidence
. of these people, and I hope they will find
that their trust is not misplaced, and that
he will use his influence so that the F actories and Shops Acts will be consolidated
and made as perfect as every honorable
member on the Opposition side of the House
hopes it will be, and ?s I think also a very
large number on the Government side of the
House desire. With res.pect to the Continuation School, I hope the Government
will take into consideration the question of
the utilization of Osborne House' that they
have bought. It is not in my electorate, but
near it, in the electorate of the honorable
member for Banvon. The Government paid
£17,000 for it. It \vas valued at £14,000
for municipal purposes, but I think it has
been val ued by some land agent at about
£20,000.

Mr. BENT.-Yes, £20,000.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I hope the Government will put it to good use. It would be
a good idea if they made it a State House.
I believe that the air would be so good
down there that honorable members would
get off their speeches, in less time~ and would
be stronger .supporters of the Government.
If the Government will not make it a State
House, for which it would serve when we
succeed in inducing the other place to
eff ace itself in the public interest, the
Government could put it to use as an agricultural school on the lines of the institution in Adelaide. There, just outside the
city, they give the young fellows all the
tuition that is needed, and at the same time
provide tEe land on which thev are to work
while at "the school. The Premier will not
require all tha.t land in connexion with the
wheat traffic, and for running the wheat
on the boats, if he ever gets them there,
and he could use the other portion of the
land for an agricultural school similar to
that at Adelaide. If he will not use the
place for that, he could utilize this and a
portion of the grounds for the old pioneers
of this country, who could not live in a
The moment these offibetter place.
cers are relieved of their arduous work,
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they make for that pretty place, Geelong. I do not know whether they live
more cheaply there, but they live happily.
I often see them at the end of that wharf,
for repairs to 'which we have been waiting
so long. The repairs would cost only from
£15 to £215.
Mr. BENT.-I will go down on Saturday
night and do them myself.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I will take the honorable gentleman round, if -it is moonlight,
and he will not be in any danger.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You will be able to
make a divide with him on Saturday night.
Mr. COLECHIN.-The Premier does
not believe in the divide on Saturday night.
1\1r. BENT.-The leader of the Opposition and I ha,ve squared that.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Then, we will wait
upon you for our Saturday nig,ht divide with
the Ministry. I now come to the railways.
The results obtained there have been got
chiefly through more rains and less trains.
I say, in regard to less trains, what I said
in referenCe to the "Canadian Curve." I
think it is unfair to people to have to suffer
the delays they do. I am glad that the
Premier and all his colleagues were good
enough to meet the Decentralization Committee. All the Ministers attended-a most
unusual thing. It shows that they were
prepared to take an interest in a matter of
concern to places outside the city of }\lelbourne.
1\1r. BENT.-vVe met the whole country.
:Mr. COLECHIN.-After the work that
was gone through-and very good work, too
- I approached the Railways Commissioners and laid certain matters before
them, such as the length of the trains, and
the delay that has been experienced. They
wanted me to give them particular instances
after my laying down clearlv the fact that
my complaint was a general one. People
were complaining that where they used to
get their goods two or three 6mes a week
they now get them only one or twice a
week, through the trains waiting on sidings
or near the shed for two or three cIa ys
longer than they used to. People got so
disgusted that the)l would say~ "Bring up
the carrier's cart," and the goods were put
ill! the cart, and went awav to BaHarat, or
Bendigo, or el~ewhere, an'd were delivered
at the door. The Premier will see that where
the people have to ca,rt to and from the railway station there is a certain amount of
delay, even although the Commissioners do
their duty to the consignor and consignee.
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I hope that the Commissioners,. instead of
writing letters asking for specific instances,
will go back to the time when the Department did consider the interests of the consignor and consignee. Then there is the
question of pilfering from the trains. At
one of these decentralization meetings, I
mentioned this matter, and I thought it was
going to be brought forward at the deputation but I believe it was omitted. A gentle~an, who is not a political friend of
mine, or on the Opposition side of the House,
agreed with what I said with reg.ard to
the pilfering. This occurs through the length
of the trains. In order to save one man's
wages, the Commissioners give a man a
train that he cannot have under his eye
from one end to the other. Thieves along
the route were not long in discovering this,
and they rob the trains. There will be no
saving to the Department, because the Department will have to recognise and pay the
claims that arise out of this. Then there is
the question of the damage to the trucks.
Where you have an enormous train, you
have the couplings smashed, next the delay,
and next the pilfering. All this is for the
purpose of saving one man's wages during
the time the train is in transit.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-That is the
way they make their surplus.
Mr. COLECHIN.-That is my opinion,
and I hope that the Premier, as Minister
of Railways, will see whether something
cannot be "done to meet the wishes of the
consignor and consignee. For the sake of
saving, at the most, £1 or £2 on a trip these
delays take place, and the Department is
driving traffic to the boats and carriers. I
have no desire to do anything against the
interests of the carriers, but the Government
should look after their assets, and make the
railway service better than it is. I come
now to the question of the FriendlYI Societies
Acts Amendment Bill.
I have taken a
good deal of interest in that, as one who
has gone through the chairs. I think the
fust close relationship I had ,,,ith the Premier was when I was holding the position of
secretary in a friendly society's lodge. I
remember the Premier giving some very
good advice, and I am proud to attribute
anv good work that I have done to my early
training in that society, first as secretary,
and afterwards as treasurer, a position
which I held for many years. I hope that
when the Bill comes before the House the
Premier will endeavour to meet the wishes
of the officers of friendly societies. There
are two or three other matters I would refer to, amongst them the question of
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cheques, which the honorable member for
Abbotsford tried to get through, but I hope
that the question of the friendly societies
will be taken up, becallse I look upon it as
a mos.t important one to this, community.
I do not know whether the Premier is
reall y desirous, of giving us a La1nd Tax
~ill this session, although it is mentioned
111 the speech.
V/ill the Premier say if
that is. so?
Mr. BENT.-Give notice of that question
if you please.
'
Mr. COLECHIN.-Then the Premier
will not say that he is in earnest on this
m.atter.. but I tell him that this, House is
very much in earnest, and that if
he brought in such a Bill it would
go very tar to make his claser settlement
scheme a, success. Then there is in one
clause of the spee~h the Public Service Act
Amendment Bill, tTli~ Stock Foods Bill
Stamp Duties Bill, and last, but not least:
the Carrum Swamp measure.
Mr. BENT.-And is there not something
else?
Mr. COLECHIN. - Oh, of course, I
~nm~ the honorable gentleman is very good
111 hIS reference to Divine Providence.
T
see, however, that there is no Shops Bill in
the programme. I hope that the Government will help me, and bring in a measure
on that subject, otherwise I will have to
ask the leader of the Victorian Eleven to
assist me with this .Bill. It will really be
a measure for checkmg monopolies. Neither
?o I see any reference to State fire and life
Insurance. In New Zealand they are advanced considerably in that regard. One
of the funniest thing~ that I observed lately
was th8t representatIves, of the fire insuranc~ companies in New Zea"Iancl met and
deCIded thc:t the Government were making
a very senous mjstake bv bringing in a
Government meaSllre for State insurance.
Mr. BENT.-But vou have had a Libeml
Government for only three years. and in
New: Zealand they have had one for twelve
years.
:Mr. COLECHIN. - When the Labour
P arty get on the Government side, and
prove as good as the Labour P arty in New
Zealand, you will not i!,et them off those
benches for twenty years. But the point I
want to make is that those insurance compani'e'S met together, a:n.d said that the Government of New Zealand, in having established fire and life insurance departments, were wasting the neople's monev.
and that the earliest possible opportunity
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should be taken by the people to prevent
them from misusing the people's money in
that way; and, before they departed, they
furthler decided to :spend £10,000 in one
year for the purpose of fighting the, Government, and getting back the insurance
busineSis that the State had taken from
them. So It must be an extremely profitable busin'e'ss when they are prepared to
spend £10,000 for the purpose of getting
a portion of it back. I hope the Premier
will look into this matter of life insurance.
'M v own parents paid into a life insurance
office in England for nearly twenty-five
years, and when they became old and were
111 that condition in which they were likely
to need the money-£800 or £1,000, they
should have got-the insurance company
went bung, and they never got a farthing.
And so my brother and myself had to contribute what money we could sp;tre for
the support of our old parents when they
were thus robbed by a life insurance compa:ny. Myoid employer, in Geelong" many
years ago was served in the same way, and
diled a poor man, when he ought to have
had at least £r,ooo out of a life insurance
office. S'urel y something. should be done to
protect people who pay into th'ese offices
for twenty or forty years, and have no proof
that the money they thus invest is properly
exp~nded, many of them being landed in
their old age in poverty, having then to be
content with the old-age pension of perhaps
6s. a week.' When thes'e institutions have
l.ost in land boomS! and other ways,
then people who have insured with
thlem are left helpless in' their old
age in this State, having no Government behind them, as in New Zealand,
to make th'e:ir rights secure. I trust also
that the Government will introduce a measure for the establishment of a State bank.
The Labour Partv have been blamed for
going- to too many'" banquets, but they have
not been to a tenth the number of those
attended bv the Premier and other Ministers.
Statement~ of the kind ought to be corrected and resented in this House. It is
quite true that representatives of the Labour
Party have been stumping the oountry during the recess, but so also have Ministers,
and it was only right that they should all
go over the land and keep themselves acquainted with the conditions of the people.
I t has a Iso been stated that members of the
Labour Party :was'te their time in playing
billiards; that, too, is a slander, and members of the Labour Party are willing to
join for the closing up of any means of
entertainment, such as billiards, that may
Mr. Colechin.
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exist in connexion with the House. Being
in a majority, the other side could do this
at once, and if it is proposed, I will vote
for it'. I have never seen even a game of
cards played within the precincts of the
House. Statements have also been made
about drinking going on here, but the Chief
Secretary said to me at dinner the other day,
and said truly, that never in his life had he
known a legislative body so sober as this
House. Such slanders, then, should not
be made about members, and allowed to go
without contradiction. At Osborne House,
the other night, the Premier denied in toto
that he had been a party to the making of
<my such statement that Labour members
played billiards half their time. I accept
that denial, and now it is a matter between
the Premier and the press. I trust that such
slanders will not be repeated, although
Martin L. Tupper, the poet, has said that
slander is very useful, because it rouses up
our sleepJng friends and is medicine for our
health. :Men ,,,ho have sat in this House
have been driven out of it by slander, but
there has been a rude awakening on this
subject since last sessi<;>n, and now men
hesitate and are extremely careful how they
use words outside, either printed or spoken.
If we had less of personalities we would get
on better with Qlur work, and we would
have more oonfidence in each other, while
people outside would respect us the more.
I had intended to refer to what has been
said on social questions by such writers as
Professor Leckie, Herbert Spencer, and
others, but I will here content myself by
reading a few extracts I have compiled from
the South Australian H er/ald and Spenoer's
Anti-Socialism. It will not take me many
minutes, and I think it is! matter which
ought to be read to the House.
Australian banks in six years made about I~
million pounds a year net profits-nearly
£9,000,000.
'Ve still allow this, and concede
considemtions to State and Federal institutions.
This reflects seriously on our statesmen. Divi·'
dends and profits, as well as monopolies, are ex·
tending, and the people are still waiting for ne·
cessary legislation, while the best population is
drifting to where the legislation is enacted. Labour
Party legislation is required; all other is hide·
bound and out·of-date. About thirty companies,
many of which have had sp_ecial legislation, made
10 per cent. to 36 per cent. per annum up to
December, 1904, and are always screaming to the
innocent that capital :will gather up its sticks and
leave the country. In all the bank and financial
smashes, and ruin to hundreds, State banks would
have been safe. Even the Bank of England has
had its failures (suspended fifty.two times). The
nation only gives safety and stability in savings
and insurance (fire and life). To refuse a N ational Bank is to court disaster. When 62 out
of 63 b~nks failed in New York, they fought, as
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,United States. The profits now go to the State
or to the nation, and so lighten the burden of the
people.
The wealth produced per head is in
Australia, £30; in New Zealand, £36; in the
United Kingdom, less than £8; in Europe, £5 to
£12; in the United States, '£'14 14s. ; in Canada,
':£'16 5s,
Arbitration in Australia and New !-ealand, where applied, has almost prevented stnkes,
and has been beneficial to employer and worker.
John Ballance, with a land tax, struck at the root
of the evil, whe,l he found 1,600 persons possessed of 17,000,000 acres out of 19,000,000 of
acres then transferred from the Crown in New
Zealand. In South Australia Mr. Kingston put
on a land tax when he found that 703 persons
owned half the land which had been sold, or
properly and improperly transferred to proper
and improper people. If commercialism cannot
,be trusted-as instance South Africa and other
wars proved now to have been for money-len~ers,
army contractors, and boodlers on the mines to
get Chinamen, &c.-Iet us, in Heusen's name,
trust the Government and Parliament (the people).
Setting peaceful nations at war for greed, and
'depriving thousands of food, is butchery and
murder.

It was stated that' the Iear:ler of the Opposition had a mouth full of red adjecti\-es,
that he was bleary-eyed and an anarchist.
The honorable member for EssendQn called
the Premier a monkey, and told a story
about cocoanuts, which reminds me of a
:storv I heard in reference to a steward Qf
the -'Duke of DevQnshire and a man named
Jones, with a wooden leg, who was chairman of the Duke's election committee. 'Vhen
'the wooden legged man and others of the
,election committee came to. spend a few
hours with the Duke in his beautiful home,
with its thousands Qf pounds' worth of oak
flQQrs, the Duke told the steward to be ex'tremely careful nQt to quarrel with Jones.
'The steward was very PQlite to Jones, and
when he entered the house thumping
'his wooden leg DIll the PQlished oak floor,
the steward said, "My dear sir, do keep
.on the COCQanut matting. I am afraid you
He was on the beautiful oak
will fall."
'floor; that was the trouble. He shook his
head at the steward, who was like the hon'orable member for Essendon. Jones, who
was like the Premier, said, " I am all right;
I have got a nail in the end of it." I hope
we shall not have any more statements
'made like that in reference to the bQwer
bird, which implied that the Premier is
buying members over in order to get their
votes. That statement is improper. I might
make a statement as, to what the lyre bird
does. Where the lyre bird is to be found,
there is a good peal of scratching done, and
'1 am satisfied that the honorable member
fQr E ssendon has done a good deal more
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scratching than reflects credit upon him.
I hope such speeches will not be made again,
necessitating the castigation administered
by the honorable member for Brunswick.
. Mr. :McCUTCHEOK.-I am sorry that
this debate has taken such a tremendous
time, and I do. not know whether it would
not be well to make Standing Orders to regulate the length of speeches on the Address-in-Reply. It appears to me that we
shall be going over a lot of this ground again
when certain subjects are brought up.
I
merely throw that out as a suggestion.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Why don't you sit
down, then?
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-That is, perhaps,
a very pertinent question. If gentlemen representing constituencies make such speeches
as they have made, it is absQlutely
necessary for Qthers to follow them and
speak on the opposite side. It will not do
to allow three or four or half-a-dQzen members on the Opposition side of the House
to take up the whole of the time. Every
member is responsible to his constituents,
but at the same time a great deal
might be said for the adoption of
my
suggestion.
Whilst the Government are to be congratulated on the
state of the finances, it would not be a
good thing to have a surplus every financial
year. I think it would be a good thing,
seeing .that the Treasure.rl Iha5> had surpluses for two years in su~cession, to see
whether something cannot be taken off the
taxation, or whether some fixed system should
not be adopted of paying off our debts. I
hope these large surpluses will no.t recur. I
think the rail wa y service is very much in
the condition in which the brick companies
","ere when thev formed their combine. A
number of railways have been made, and
have not paid, and other railways have been
Sundry mistakes have been
closed up.
made in the construction of the railways.
The raihyav system has to bear the whole
of these mi~takes, and the loss made on
lines that do not pay.
That is an exactly
similar case to the brick companies in Melbourne. Those compani'es, before they came
together, found that there were too many
kilns in the State, and that if they continued cutting each other's throats, they
would get no dividends, whilst the public
would get all the benefit. As a consequence
they combined to have a fixed price for the
bricks, so that they would get a dividend on
the capital invested. The Railways Com:missioners are in exactly the same position.
with all the drawbacks I mentioned, whilst
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the instructions to the Commissioners are
that the railways are to be made to pay. I
gi ve every praise to the CommissionerS! j
they have done their work splendidly; they
have done everything that could be expected
of them. It is not for them altogether to
govern the policy of the railways j the
people, through Parliament, must have a
voice in the matter. While the revenue is
raised as it is now, I think it would be a
fair thing to take into account the profit
that is made, and to make some allowance
to the producing interests in the shape of
reduced freights.
The railways now receive a subsidy for carrying coal and a subsidy for carrying agricultural produce, so
that only a reasonable charge should be
made by the railways on agricultural produce. There are two matters with regard
to which the Governor's speech is silent.
I differ from the previous speaker as to
the arrangements made by the Government
in regard to the Kronheimer wing of the
hospital for incurables. While good reasons
may exist in the minds of the Minister
of Public Health and the Premier for not
increasing the number of beds in the hospi,tal, they should be expected to take the
House or the public into their confidence,
and state the reason why. There is absolute
silence as to the Teason for sixty beds not
being made available. Whilst every credit
is to be given to the Government for the
exertions it is making to deal with consumptives, yet I do not see ,vhy, in the case
of the hospital to which 1 have referred,
which is under careful medical supervision,
and has been subject to the inspection of
some of the leading medical men of Melbourne-I fail to see why this place should
not be taken advantage of to relieve those
The other
who are 'suffering so badly.
point I allude to is the question 1 have
been ill u stra ting, namely, the working of
the Railway Depa,rtment.
1 am with the
Premier il1J his desire that the country
should not pay too much for the bricks required for the Central Railway Station. 1
do not think that the combine is justified, in
any shape or form, in expecting this corr~
munity to pay for mistakes, losses; and dead
kilns. That is unfair. If thev attempted
to do the same thing with me, 1 would try
as the Premier has done, to make the bricks
I required myself. On the other hand, 1
think a great deal of needless alarm has
been created in the cit v . Moving about in
the city, as I do everv day, is one reason
why 1 take up time in alluding to the
matter. A great deal of needless alarm has
Mr. McCutcheon.
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been caused in the minds of the people of
the city, and beyond the city, by the manner in which the announcement was made
in regard to this brick factory. Not only
the Premier's statements, but in addition a
,remark which appeared in the newspapers
fell from the Minister of Lands, namely,
that bricks would not only be made for the
Government, but they possibly might be
made for the public as ''v"ell. The making
of such announcements is very serious, l;>ecause the business people of the city get
alarmed, believing that if the Government
can make and sell bricks, they will interfere with other people's businesses and supply the public with what private enterprise ~lIs, pmduces, or manufactures.
That kind of thing won't go down with
the people of this State, and the very fact
of this strong feeling being excited, not only
in Melbourne, but outside, shows that ther,e
is a good, sound, robust public opinion
against the proposed Socialism of the present day.
Mr. HANNAH.-Ninety per cent. of the
people of the metropolitan area would be
found to be in favour of it if a poll was
taken.
Mr. McCUTCHEON .-1 know that
honorable members on the Opposition side
do not agree with me on this subject, but'
we are only expressing our opill1ions in a
country where thought is free, and free expression of opinion is allowed. The people
of this country are not prepared to allow
their busin~sses to pass into the hands of
any Government, and any Government
would be very quickly thrown out that attempted it.
From what 1 know of the
Premier and the oth'er membe$ of the
Cabinet, 1 do not think that they even contemplated that for a moment.
I have seen
the Premier manfully, and in a matter of
fact way, fighting Socialism on the platform.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-That is
the only place fie does fight it.
Mr. McCUTCHEON .-1 do not believe
that interjection. I believe ,ve have as
honest and goo-d a. Premier for practical
work as we have had in this State, and I
have lived here for over 40 years. He is
doing good, practical work, and I have
every i",1tention of sitting behind the Go~
vernment and supporting them, although I
make this criticism. I think a little criticism is healthv.
Mr. HANNAlf.--Do not vou think that
breaking down the brjck combine is
healthy?
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Mr. ::\1cCUTCHEON .-1 will show the
honorable member that any attempt that
has been made to break down the combine
has been a failure. The Government may
make bricks justly and properly, but I
think all the members of this House will
admit that that will not break the combine.
I must admit that the Minister of Lands
came to a logical conclusion, if the comb3ne was going to be broken, when he said
the Government would supply bricks to the
general public, because it is no use for the
Government to make these bricks unless
the)i can find a supply for the public if they
are going to break the combine.
They
would be exceeding their functions alto-'
gether if they attempted to do anything of
the kind j but the fact that the combine
will go on in the same way, even if the
Government do make their own bricks for the
Central Railwav Station, is the best T)roof
of the failure of any attempt of that bnd.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-We shall have a new
Department,. with a Minister of Bricks.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-Judging by the
time taken up over this matter, we may require a new Department of that sort. I
do not think for one moment that there is
anything to he alarmed about in the matter,
for I do not think the Government will find
any necessity to undertake this work themselves. An excellent offer has been made,
through the agency of the honorable member for Collingwood, to supply bricks to
the Government at 25s. a thousand, and,
although I have not been taken jnto any
confidence in the matter, I will take the
Cabinet and the House into my confidence
about another offer. Ferguson Bro~" have
made another offer to the Government to
mak.e and supply bricks at 25S. a thousand,
on such terms as would certainly show a
saving after supplying the whole of the
bricks for the Railway Department, and
either leaving the machinerv in tne hands
of the Government or takin"g it awav at a
rebate. If they take it away at a' rebate
it will leave a saving of about '£2,000, the
bricks would be supplied to the Department, and the Gov,ernment would have its
kiln. 'When such offers are made the Government, in the exercise of their judgment,
will, I am sure, see that it is not necessary
for them to undertake the manufacture of
any such article. If good' ha~ come out of
this business at all, it is tnrough these
people being induced to make these offers,
and by the encouragement the Government
will give them to fight this combine. I am
not dislposed to be critical in the extreme
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at all, only I deprecate the alarm that has
been unnecessarily caused in the minds at
the people, and I hope that such threats
will not be made under similar circumstances again. I am glad to find that some
finality will be arrived at about factories
legislation, and I cannot too strongly impress upon the Government the necessity
of issuing the proposed Bill at as ~arly a
stage as possible, and of giving as much
time between the issue of the Bill and the
debate as they reasonably can. The rea,
son for that is that such large interests and
extensive works are affected, and the codifi~ation of these seven or e;jght Acts, extendIng over several years, is such heavy \\"ork
th~t v~ry great care will be required in
dOIng It, and great care will be necessary
on the part of both employers and emplo):ed in going thwugh the Bill, and havIng It thor?ughly thrashed out in this House,
so that dIsputes and d,:,sturbance$ will t""
prevente? from happening again. Th~
worst thIng that can happen to trade 1S for
e~ployers and employes to be at variance,
WIth constant fighting, and with legislation
left in a .state . fusion, so to speak. That
sort of thmg WIll go on until we can arrive
at .a r~asonable understanding about this
le~:!s!atIon, and: get a Bill passed to stop
fnchon as far as possible.
If that is
brought about, the Government will have
done a very creditable work, upon which I,
for one, will congratulate t"hem. 1£ possible,
the measure should be divided into two.
There is no necessity whatever, as the honorable mem~r for Essendon ,has pointed
out, f?r hav!ng th~ shops sectIOns and the
factones sections. mi.xed ul? at all. Although
I know that th1s IS ask1l10' somethinrr of
the C~ief Secretary to do, s~ill if he u~der
tak~s It l;e can do it, and give us two Acts,.
whIch WIll be complete in theinselves.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-It will cause sorpe
delay.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I know it wiII
cause a litHe delay, but I would earnestly
request the Chief Secretary to take the
matter into consideration.
Mr. COLECHIN.-What benefit would it
be?
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-Can anyone
understand a question like that coming from
What benefit
a Member of Parliament?
would it be to _~eparate two totally different
things? There is no connexion between the
two things. Shop assistants and factory
operatives are under tot all v different conditions. Many of the operati'ves are prud
by piece-work; and all the shop hands are
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paid by wages. The conditions of !abour
are also totally different. The shops people
at present have ·to wade through a Factories
Act to find what they want, and the artisans
and factory-owners have to wade through
provisions relating to shops, which they
really do not require. On the face of it,
it is clear enough that the Chief Secretary
will be doing R public service in acceding
to this request. I cannot understand the
mind that prompts such a question as that
asked by the honorable member who interjected. I should like to allude to the excellent work done by the Government at
Hobart. The~ did a great deal of excellent and very hard work. The Premier deserves credit for the way in which he managed our affairs there. He received excellent assistance from the Ministers he
took ·with him.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What about
Mr. Toutcher?
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I am sorry if I
forgot the honorable member for Stawell.
I know that he was summoned over there,
and I am sure he gave the best assistance
he possibly could to the Government. As
he is a member of the Opposition side of
the House, I think we should thank him for
that.
I am sure the Government will do
so. I did not see the necessity for his
presence there, but I was not in the inner
running. I am not in it .still, but the Government may~ see the necessity for what I
do not see. The conditions proposed by'
the Federal Government with regard to the
transfer of the State debts were very obnoxious, pa:iticula:rly that relating toO the
handing over of the income of our railways.
That was very properly resisted by the
Premier and the other members of the Government. They got that most off.ensive
claim removed, and an agreement arrived
at to take ovm the debts without any such
humiliating condition. If, in addition to
that, the;l can get carried fhe extension of
the Braddon section for another twenty-five
years, as is proposed, it will be a most
necessary and excellent safeguard against
extravagance on the part .of the Commonwealth Government.
The one matter is
secured already, and if they can get the
other, the Government will deserve further
congratulation for their very excellent work.
It must be borne in mind, however, that, in
any arrangement for 'the Commonwealth
taking over the State debts, we must preserve our liberty .of borrowing for necessary
works.
Mr. :gENT.-Yes, local borrowing.
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Mr. McCUTCHEON. - Of course.
There has been a great deal of talk by the
Commonwealth people that there must be
no more borrowing, excep,t what they allow
under an undertaking that the States must
not do this or that.
It will be better for
us to keep our debts and our own credit,
and keep it well, even if we have to get
surpluses to do it, than to tie ourselves
hand and foot to any resolutions of the
Commonwealth, which would· bind us to
something that might prevent us froin moving on towards progress and prosperity.
Any member will give me credit for not
being one of those who want to see borrowing goO on. I am opposed to borrowing except under absolutely necessary conditions,
which involve reproductive works. If those
conditions existed, and we found that,
owing to possible friction, there was not
that recognition of them by the Commonwealth which we desired, we should be in a
very bad fix indeed, if we found ourselves
held back in the march of J¥'ogress because
we could not bwrow money in the Lundon
market. I join most heartily in the congratulations to the Government, and particularl y to the Minister of Agriculture and
·Water Supply, on the splendid bargain
that he has made in the reduction of butter
That is where the mercantile
freights.
and business mind cernes in. Although we
have had several appeals to-night to us' to
leave this (the Ministerial) side of the
House, and allow members on the Opposition side to occupy our places, I hope -that
when that time does come the members on
the Opposition side will see the necessity
of having at least two business men-Mr. MACKINNON.-I do not think it is
your place they are jealous of-at least,
not yet.
Mr. McCUTCHEON .-1 have already
said that I would rather be a freelance
on the Opposition side than sit behind the
Gove'rnment, S'O far as pleasure is: concerned j but duty calls me here. Honorable members on the Opposition side will,
I am sure, agree with me that, in the matter of the butter freights, we have made
an exoellent bargain, and credit is certainly
asked for by our own generous instincts
when a man performs a work like that.
Another matter that will please all concerned in agricultural and dairying,
as well as the trader and the merchant, is the intention of the Government
to give. increased facilities for vessels coming to this: port. They have done exoellent
work already at'the Heads. It was 'a great
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pity to see such liners as the White Star
coming into and going away from this port
with only partial cargoes. If the Government can so manage to clear the passage
that vessels of that kind can come in and
go out with full cargoes it will be a means
of reducing freights to the home country,
and help to bt:ing our butter right up to
Liverpool and ern to Manchester, if required, on the very lowest possible terms.
That is good practical work. It is the
sort of work we wan't our Government to
do.
Mr. HANNAH.-Goctd practical SocialIsm.

Mr. McCUTCHEON. - I denv absolutely that such things as these are' Socialism. There must be a central authori!ty
to do such works.
Does the honorable
member mean to say for a moment that the
merchants or farmers must combine to raise
a fund to deepen the water at the Heads?
It is ridiculous nonsense to talk in such a
way. The function of the Governmen1t is
t.o do sucIi work as that, and then leave
freedom for individuals to carryon their
work under the conditions thev find best.
That is a totally different 'thin'g from Socialism, which, as already announced, means
the pooling together of every piece of land,
of every means of production, and every
means of exchange, and I suppose also the
money which is in the banks.
Mr. BOYD.-It means grabbing what belongs to other people.
Mr. HANNAH.-And dividing it up every
Saturday night, according to the Premier.
Mr. :McCUTCHEON.-There is a very
wide distinction to be drawn between these
things. I have listened to interjections by
honorable members OIn the other (the Opposition) side that this thing or that thing
is Socialism, when it is nothing of the kind.
There is no resemblance between the Government doing necessary work that only
a Government can do, and taking on themselves the businesses of other people, and I
hope that such a thing will never be seen
in this place, at any rate. I am pleased to
see that the Government are going to bring
in a Bill for compulsory voting. I am aware
that in connexion with compulsory yoting
there are many difficulties to be surmounted
in order to get a good working system. A
couple of years ago I tested the feeling of
the House on this m'atter-the old House,
before the Reform Parliament-and there
were twenfy-seven members who, under circumstances of considerable drawback, recorded their opinion that compulsory voting
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was desirable. There would have been more
but for Government business coming On.
I do not say for a moment that we should
impose a penalty of anything like fines and
imprisonment on a man who will not yote.
I think that that would ma'ke the Act hated
b j the people, and it is no use putting Acts
on the statute-book which will be repealed
in consequence of a revulsion of feeling in
the course of a short time j but what I do
suggest is that, if a man will not record his
vote, if he deliberately and wilfully refuses
to do so, and has no explanation or excuse,
whalt s.hould be done should be to deprive
him of the franchise for the next election,
and also publish his name as one who has
not done his duty to the country. I think
we should cultivate, as far as possible,
some patriotic feeling in the country.
A
man is not worth v of the vote w,ho when
.a serious question ';comes before him, 'and he
is asked to declare his mind on the matter,
refuses to go from his own door or travel
three or four miles~ probably in his own
conveyance, to record his vote.
l\1r. PRENDERGAsT.-They have something like that in New Zealand.
'Mr. McCUTCHEON.-While it mav be
objected that to take his vote away is only
intensifying the evil, I say that it is no use
gi ving such a man a vote if he will not use
it, and he should be branded as a man who
i3 not doing his duty to ,the country. Of
course, there ,are various things which will
have to be taken into consideration, and the
matte,r requi,res great care.
However, I
am not now going into details. Voting by
post will have to be allowed, and perhaps
extended, and steps ,taken such as I have
suggested to-night. Having dealt with what
I consider to be legitimate matters for discession upon the Address-in-Reply, I am
sorrv to be dragged into matters by the honorable member representing the Railway service (Mr. Hannah), which I regard as
outside legitimate comment here.
Last
night the honorable member sintl)ed
out the honorable member for Toorak
and myself as having taken part, by
our countenance and persona]] \', in libelling the Labour Party bYI imputing to them
thi~ holding of doctrines which lead to immorality. I should like the House to be
very clear upon this point, because the honorable member has. in mv opinion, probably
honestly, taken quite a mistaken view of the:
matter, and I think that when the facts are
put before the House the maiority of honorable members will agree with me in that
statement.
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Mr. TOUTCHER.-We can only tell what
was said bv the press reports.
rvIr. ~'IcC(J,T.CHEON.-Honorable members will see at once that this iSI a matter
which extends beyond the State Parliament
altogether. When the Women's League was
fDrmed, it was formed for four obje~ts.
T,he first was loyalty to the Throne. Are
'We going to laugh at loyalty to the Throne?
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It is not neces:sary on any party programme in Victoria.
Mr. McGRATH.-It has been said that
patriotism is the last refuge of the rogue.
~Jr. McCUTCHEON.-The first thing
''On the programme was that there should
be loyalty to the Throne. I think that necessan". Then there was the political education
of -women, next, opposition to Socialism,
and lastly, the purity 0f the home. In connexion with this matter, sundry meetings
were held, and addresses ,vere given
as to what Socialism is. I understand that
some 'Of the honorable members sitting on
the Opposition side of the House claim to
bt! Social isl1:s.
~rr. HANNAH.-I am one.
l\Ir. McCUTCHEOX.-But never have
I heard either privatel y or on the public
platform', any suggestion made that anyone
of those gent lemen hel d such views as those
which were denounced bv the Women's
League. I speak for myself. I have never
thrown out a suggestion that they hold such
viE:ws.
,\If. HANNAH.-Why did you not condemn
it?
1\1r. McCUTCHEON. - Personally, I
have never made a suggestion that the members of ,the Labour Party have held views
which led to immorality, but I have said
that the members of the Socialist Partv
beld socialis6c views.. Nobody deni~s
that, and they are proud of' it.
But
that I, or that any persons I have
heard at these meetings, have stated
that these gentlemen sitting opposite me hold
views which lead to immorality, I deny
wholly and solely. What was prea.ched and
taught by the lecturer of the Women's
League, and what I and others have
spoken against, has been the adoption apparently of the socialistic name.
'As a consequence of that, I think
that people have looked up the encyclopedias and books for information as
t~ what ,:lire the doctrines of Socialism, and
in consequence of that the doctrines that
the Socialists have held and published halve
been denounced by the Women's League.
But I repeat that never have I heard attri-
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buted to 'One of those honorable members
sitting opposite me, and never have I attri-'
buted to them, any desire to preach doctrines
whic.h would lead to immorality.
Mr. HANNAH.-Have you looked up the
dictionary to see what individualists say on
these questions?
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I am here as a
member of this House, and .recognise that
sitting opposite to me are men who ,\-ant to
do proper work, and I am gl.ad to see that
they are representing 'workmen, and are calling upon us to discuss these matters. I myself feel that to bring charges against Members of Parliament of preaching doctrines
which lead to immorality or anything of
that sort, is grossly unfair, and so far as I
am concerned, to say that it has been done,
is unfounded.
I am speaking only of
meetings at ,vhich I have been present, and
I deny that either the honorable member for
Toorak or myself has been guilty of making
such charges, or 'Of countenancing them.
Mr. HANNAH.-l say you were in company with those who made those charges.
IHr. BOYD.-I have seen the honorable
member for the Railways Service (Mr.
Hannah) in company with Fleming.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am pleased to be in
the company of an honest man.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I have seen the
honorable member for Melbourne in company with him years ago.
Mr. McC'UTCHEON.-We were m
company with persons who spoke of the
doctrines of Socialists, as interpreted from
their books, and printed matter, and their
Dwn utterances, but those doctrines were
never attributed to the honorable members
sitting opposite me, or to any member of
the Commonwealth Parliament.
Surely
honorable members can see the distinction
between a thing of that kind, and the
charges that the Labour Party were determined to do certain things which led to
immorality.
Mr. HANNAH.-Who employs Mrs. Barrington?
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-That is totallv
What is the usec{f
beside the question.
discussing the question of which partie!S
employ paid agents ?', The question is,
whether certain statements are true.
I
have explaine? what actually occurred, and
how these thmgs arose.
When first the
'Vomen's League was formed, the idea was
that it was to promote the political education of women, which honorable members
on the Opposition side agree as necessary,
and as a right thing if properly carried out.
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There was no idea in the mind of those
who promoted it of reflecting on any person whatever, but simply of showing what
the effect of the Socialist doctrines would
be if carried out to the full length. When
I hear people talk about the economic freedom of women, the idea occurs to me that
it will result in anything but economical
freedom. I think mv remark is justified in
this way. When you' take woman from her
proper alliance wifE man, and set her out
to battle with him in life, who believes that
it will lead to better morals among women
or men? I think that is a fair philosophical proposition.
Mr. HANNAH.-Do vou think that the
women" will make
economic emancipation
them immoral?
Mr :McCUTCHEON.-I do not know
what 'the honorable member means oy the
economic emancipation of women.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-I thought you did not.
!\h. McCUTCHEON.-I do not.
I
think the so-called economic emancipation of
women is probably the worst thing that can
happen to them, and if their relative position is made worse, I do not think it will
raise them either in the moral or the intellectual scale. I think that is a fair conclusion from my point of view, and I object to men of straw being set up in order
to be knocked down, and the thing done in
such grossly bad taste as was the case with
the honorable member representing the
Railways Service.
l\lr. .; PRENDERGAsT.-We accept your
apology.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I make no
apology. Anything I have said I am .pr~
pared to stand by, whether I have sald It
outside or inside this House. Wha.t I have
endeavoured to do has been to correct misrepresentation, and I think honorable members will agree with me that what I have
said iSI the proper explanation. The only
other matter with which I will take up the
time of the House is a remark which the
honorable member for the Railways Service
(Mr. Hannah) made about my~elf. He
quoted one of my utterances as reported by
the press. I am not going to deny that
utterance, although I forget the particular
occasion. Anybody knows that when one
speaks for a quarter or half-an-hour, and
that what he said is condensed into two
inches of a report, there is not a proper
representation of what he said. I will not
vouch for the correctness of the report, but
if the honorable member says that I objected to the artisan classi of this country

of
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arrogating to themselves the whole direction
of the State and Government, then I am
prepared to repeat that statement heme.
The reason why I spoke in those terms is
that, so far as I can see, the tendency of
socialistic and labour legislation is in favour
of one particular class. It is not my idea of
parliamentary government or of good government in any country that a particular
class should be singled out for special benefits and consideration, to the ignoring of
all other people. If this were a downtrodden country like Russia, or like Englanel before reform took place, and before
the people awok,e to their rights, I could
understand these gentlemen. "When I find
a country with universal franchise, the eight
hours s\"stem, trades unions which can dictate th~ir own terms, and liberty of free
speech, then I say tho;: Labour Party in that
country have no right to say that they are
a down-trodden class, or that they shO'uld
legislate for themselves alone.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It was: 'a 'painful
struggle to get some of those things.
i\h. ~JcCUTCHEON.-There is not one
of us who does not rejoice in the political
freedom that we possess, and I see no justification for half of the legislation called
for by the Labour Party, but for peace sake
we give way a good deal. The point is that
I object to the working men of this State
arrogating to themselves the power of directing all government and all l"cgislation in
their own favour. I am justified in making that objection, because the measures
they promote are all for the benefit of their
own class. We could not have a better illustration of what the Socialist Party would
do than is to be found in tne provision
in the Arbitration Bill of preferen('~ to
unionists, although there are other restrictive measures equally good for illustration which this country would be better
without. If there was less of this party
effort for special legislation, there would be
greater prosperity in the country, and fewer
people would leave it. If there is one thing
above another which is damaging the country, it is this perpetual fighting between
parties, and if there is one thing more than
another which increases the bitterness of
political life it is the personal allusions
which are made in this House. I would
like to see us coming to closer terms of
agreement with each other, and not continue to be like two hostile camps, pulling
in different ways, but joining together and
pushing on works for the benefit of the
country. Each party should not be trying to
grab for itself as much as it can get.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST .-Let us have arbitration on those terms.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-If there is to
be any law at all interfering between master and man, we have a right to expect the
most reasonable and equitable solution of
the difficulty, on lines such as those on which
our Wages Boards are constituted.
Look
at the results of arbitration in New South
Wales j see what an utter failure the principle has been there so far. Men have .refused to work there under it, until coerced
or reasoned with into something like sense.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The men you refer
to in Sydney, who went out on strike, never
bad an award given against them.
Mr. l\fcCUTCHEON.-Well, it is no
use going into details that cause interjections. Sufficient it is for me to say, as one
who knowsi the position of arbitration in
New South Wales,. that it is a failure
there, in my opinion, and I speak as one
who is as much interested in the working
men as anybody else.
Arbitration seems
to be the best way! ,of provoking bad feeling and raising disputes, of increasing disputes, and of creating armed camps on each
side-a state of things which I deprecate.
"Then a country is pulled to pieces in that
way, there is no chance for national
prosperity.
You cannot have a better
illustration of this than that of Russia,
which is toppling to its fall, not merely
through having a foreign foe at its gates,
but because of having internal disputes
If there are membe.rs who, for
as well.
selfish purposes, try to bring -in laws 'here,
arrogating to themselves in doing so a position which they have no right to hold, as
long as I am here I will oppose them.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Oven·s).-I intend
to make my remarks very short indeed. The
last speaker drew attention to the long and
discursive speech of the previous speaker,
and yet I observe he extended his own remarks over three-quarters of an hour. I listened with a great amount of interest to two
of the ,speeches made in the House to-night,
but I think both of them were marred by
the introduction of a lot of personalities.
I refer to the speeches of the honorable
members for Essendon and Brunswick. Of
course, the speech made by the honorable member for Brunswick was a
reply to the remarks made by the
honorable member for E ssendon, but I
think it is very desirable that personalities
should be kept out of all speeches as far
as possible.
When the Governor's speech
was read, I thought there was a desire to
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look upon it as a formal piece of business~
but it appears to me now that a good deal
of vigour has been imported into the debate on the Address-in-Reply.
I desire
to refer to one or two matters 'in the speech,
and to one or two matters which should
have been placed therein. In listening to the
honorable member for Essendon, I thought
that the nature of his criticism was such that
it should really have come from the leader
of the Opposition. We know the great industr;l of the leader of the Opposition, and
on this occasion he had evidently been industrious, but he appeared to have got his
papers horribly mixed up, and to have
started at the end instead of the beginning
of his speech.
I t is a pity that an honorable member who can collect so much matter
should so misuse it that the country does
The remarks
not get the full value of it.
of the honorable member for E ssendon were
of a very ~vithering chara.cter. The Premier
must have been sa}~ing to himself, whilst
these remarks were being made, " Save,oh
save me from the candid friend."
Mr. BENT.-Upon my word I quite forgot that part.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-He went
on criticising the Government and the Premier anyhow in vigorous fashion.
Mr. BENT.-I never take any notice of
eight months' impromptues.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON· (Ovens).-But the
honorable gentleman did interject at one
part that it was a very pleasing entertainment, indeed.
Mr. BENT.-That W3)S rjght.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Altogether, the Premier appeared to regard with
very great indifference what the honorable
member did sav, and also what was said by
the leader of the Opposition. His attitude
was as much as to say, .c, We are perfectly
safe here from all your attacks, and the Government will remain here all the time." I do
not want to throw out any hint, but sometimes when a Government feels that it is at
its strongest, it proves to be at its weakest.
I say these things notwithstanding that the
Government is in a position to be able to
announce another surplus, for I do not
think that there has, been excited generally
throughout the country that measure of confinence, that sort of enterprise, that general
increase of emplovment, and that general
spread of prosperity that should be indicated bv the condition of our finances. So
far as the Gm,e'fnor's speech is, concerned,
I can see nothing in it that is likel~ to galvanize this community into a very high state
of prosperity. The speech reminded me of
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the vendor of apples who places his best specimens on the top of his bag, or of the man
calling at the back g,ate with his best cabbarre on the top of his basket. The Governme~lt, either by accident or from a knowledae of the facts that a good apple or cabbag~ on top would induce people' to take the
whole bag or basket, placed at the head of
the speech the annou~lcement that ~h~ finances are in a very satisfactory condItion. believing, I suppose, that they would so tempt
the House to accept the whole of the speech
without comment. There will, however, be
a good deal of vigorous debate during the
session on the Government programme, and
it will be our duty to closely and carefully
consider every measure brought before us so
as to prevent any getting on the statutebook that would not be of advantage to the
community. WhoLesome criticism should be
relished by the Government, and we should
remember that it is only by continued oversig,ht that a democ.rat in office c~n be prevented from becommg hardened mto a despot. _ It is only by agitati~n that !he peop~e
can be kept awake to theIr true mterest m
not allowing their liberty to be smothered
by prosperity. It is just possible that people
mav 'g,o to sleep and anow themselves
to be robbed of their liberties. As to the
flight of 1VIr. Tavern~r, in spite. of the interjections of the PremIer that thIS matter has
been done to death, I desire to allude to it,
and -here I would like to make one little.
quotation from one of the journals on this
subject. It says : Some months ago Mr. Taverner,. with a great
pat on the b;lCk from _ Mr;, R.ent, went off. to
London to discard all the
fTlppery and fnlls
of an Agent-General," and to sho\v Victoria how
her producers were to be rep:esented .by a pushing General Agent-a practIcal busmess man.
Yet the description 0 f his show window for the
display of Victorian products sounds worse than
that of a London slum grocery, where refuse food
is retailed in hn i I penllyworths. Th~ tin of. stale
biscuits with the yellow labeJ, the dIsmal tms o~
jnlll :ll1d the dirty speckled odds and ~nds 0 t
crumbliorr ears of oats and wheat, even If there
is exaggebration i.n the squalid pich~re, tell a tale
of dreary inefficIency. The thmg IS bad enough
in itself but becomes far worse when regarded
as a sy:Uptom of possible rottenness running
throurrh the whole department. A Minister of
Agric~dture gives up his portfolio and goes
straight from his office here t<;, make. the Ar;entGeneral's office in London an ImpreSSIVe busmess
centre in all that relates to our producing industries. He is content to tolerate there a display
that would turn back any likely inquirer at the
doorstep.

That was said in a leading aiticle of the
Age, and if the statement is a t:~e and correct representation of the pOSItIon of the
Agent-General in London, it ought to be
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sufficient to induce the Government to take
speedy action to remove Mr. Taverner from
office.
Mr. BENT.-Poor Taverner, where are
all his friends that used to be?
~Ir. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Enough
has been said about the brick works, so I
will pass on to finance. The first paragraph
in the speech says that the finances are in 3.
satisfactory condit;on, but I would point out
that the adjective" satisfactory" has a very
vague application. It_may be a satisf~ctory
thing to have a surplus, but the questIOn .to
consider is that having one, does our financIal
position 'g,ive proof of a general state of
progress and prosperity throughOl;.t ~he
communitv? Then should follow an mqmry
as to hO\; the revenue was obtained. Was
it collected on ,equitable lines?
Was its
largeness due to good laws or to good
seasons? Ever since Federation was accomplished a revision of our taxation has been
consistently urged. This has been regarded
as necessary, particularly because of the
fact that we have important new charges
made on the revenue of this State, notably
that for old-age pensions, which absorbs
upwards of £250,000, and also our
share of the cost of F ederati.on. When
we come to remember that these are great
charges against the revenue withe'ut additional taxation, it should open our minds
to thei question as to whether there should
not be a compl,ete revision and re-adjustment of our taxation; and because the
revenue is in a buoyant condition that is no
reason why the consideration of the revision
of our taxation should be postponed. It is
much more easv to effect alterations when
the revenue is in a buoyant condition than
when it is depressed. We cannot fully discuss the finances now; the proper time will
be on the Budget statement, but this is an
opportune time to bring this matter under
notice for the benefit of the Government.
Mr. BENT .-1 am very much obliged to
you, because you have done it so nicely.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I think
the Treasurer has heard sufficient to show
him that if he finds it necessary to impose
additional taxation, which he will have to
do at no distant date, members will be
prepared to support him. We do not know
what the expenditure is coming to, but we
know from the remarks of the Treasurer 'at
Brighton that the country is to be committed to heavy expenditure. We are to
have improvements at the port of Geelong
and docks at Port :Melbourne; £50,000 is
to be expended on lunatic asylums, and I
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suppose a large sum-probably about halfa-million-will be required for the Central
Station. The Treasurer will find that the
expenditure on these works will come to
about thl.1ee-quarters of a million.
When
he comes to deal with the finances of the
current year he will find it imperative to
deal with this important question of the
revision and re-adjustment of our taxation,
and I hope when he does deal with it he
will be able to give us some form of taxation that will place our finances on a sound
and permanent basis. It is just as well to
point out to the Treasurer that we have
had very large revenues in former years.
In the year 1888-9 we had £8,731,000, and
if we had the Customs returns in our revenue
the amount would be the same now. In
the year 1895-6 the revenue fell to
£6,458,000, or a fall of £2,3°0,000 In
three years, due to bad seasons.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-And the collapse
of the finanical institutions.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-In the
year
1889-90
the expenditure
was
£9,645,000, and in the year 1895-6 it fell
to £6,535,000, or a reduction of ,about three
millions. This great reduction took place
amid a very severe depression, which was
caused by the collapse of the boom and the
financial crash in 1893. To balance the
State ledger under such adverse circumstances was an achievement the then Treasurer might be very proud of. It is of very
little credit to balance it when normal conditions prevail.
Since the Governor's
speech was delivered we have received the
revenue returns for the past year, and they
show that the increase is £190,286 on the
amount received in 1903-4. When we examine the heads and sources of the revenue
we find that the railways produce an increase of £208,384. In other words the
general revenue showed a decre-ase of
£18,000. But for the great increase in
the railway revenue there would have been
a decrease in the general revenue.
Mr. BENT.-No, you are wrong.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-The
total increase is £190,286, and the increase on the railways is ,+,208,384, so that
I think my contention is right. This is one
of the very strong -reasons for a revision of
our taxation. \Ve know that one of our
sources of revenue is what is known as
C/ territorial revenue."
When the selectors
have paid up' the rents there will be no
territorial revenue. It is a disappearing
ollantity, getting less every year. It is a
little more this year because the Govern-
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ment has been exercising a good deal of
pressure, but not undue pressure.
We
know that the probate duties are a most uncertain quantity. The revenue from that
source may be £50,000, more or less, than
any Treasurer can estimate. You may have
a large increase in one year and a falling
off in another. The railway receipts are
dependent on the character of the seasons,
and when we have two seasons-one with
28,000,000 bushels., and the other with
21,000,000 bushels· of wheat, it is natural
that the railway receipts should be large.
In respect to the railway receipts I wish to
say something special. I was pleased just
prior to the last general election that the
Government, in the ninth cTa.us); of its manifesto, declared that while the Commissioners would have a free hand in
managing the railways, the Government
would retain to itself the right of directinO'
the policy. I \vant to fasten on the Go~
vemment the responsibility of this. particular policy, and I want to ask them to take
into early and serious consideration the
question of seeing that
the numerous
anomaTies in the freights are removed as
speedily as possible, and that many of the
privileges that were taken away during times
of stress are restored as speedily as possible. When the Government recognise that
they made this declaration I believe they
will do that. In criticising the railway receipts last year the Argus contained a very
fine leading article-an analytical1article on
the whole of the receipts and the proportion
of working expenses.
The Argus said
thatThe most significant feature of both returns-

i.e., for the March quarter and for nine monthsis the heavy reduction in working expenses, which
total only 5-2 per cent. of the gross revenue for nine
months, and 45 per cent. for the quarter. Such
a remarkable record seems almost too good to be
true, and it is desirable that there should be a
fuller statement as to how it has been brought
about. The percentages are abnormally low. According to Coghlan's tables for 1902-3, the percentage of working expenses to gross earnings in
New South Wales was 68 per cent., in Queensland
6q per cent., in South Australia S8 per cent., in
'''estern Australia 80 per cent., in New Zealand 68
per cent., the average for the year being· 52.61.
The average r ercentage on railways in the United
Kingdom has in recent years been about 62 per
cent. It seems incredible that on the Victorian.
railways working expenses can be cut down to 45
per cent.-or 52 per cent. of the takings-without
unduly starving the service.

In the United Kingdom, where there is
competition bet\veen the different companies, it is natural to suppose that they
have the working expenses cut down to the
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very lowest. They cannot do it in England
lower than 62 per vent., and it is reasonable
for the House toO ask the Minister of Railways to inquire into the method by which
our Commissioners have been able to cut
down expenses to' the amount stated. The
Argus goes on to sayThe Commissioners would have done admirable
work this year if they had brought the railways
reasonably near paying their way, inclusive of interest charges. There is no obligation to press
forward too hastily. The country is well inclined to give time.
Profitable as the management has been, the
return suggests that the results may have been
achieved by excessive reductions,
If more detailed information confirms that suspicion, would it not be advisable to restore some
of the conveniences and facilities which have been
cut off?

I particularly desire to impress the last quotation strongl y on the 'MinisterAs a matter of policy, ought surpluses to be
aimed at with a view to wiping out past deficits,
or should those deficits be regarded as a pennanent addition to our debt? . ~ .

Then the question is askedHave the commissioners kept
steadily in view as economy?

efficiency

as

There are a great many anomalies: in the
railways. The Ministe~ .of Railwavs received an importa!l.t deputation organi~ed in
Bendigo in connexion with various matters
affecting country centres, and a circular
was issued showing some of the anomalies.
For instance-from Melbourne to Geelong,
45 miles, third class, the freight is lOS.;
and from ~lelbourne to Broadford, 4 6!
miles, third class, the freight is 28s. '5 d .
How do the Commissione:rs explain this
anomaly? From Melbourne to Hamilton, a
distance of 2 I 9 miles, the freight, third
class, is £2 ; and from Melbourne to Dooen,
a distance of 2 20~ miles, the freight, third
class, is £5 12S. 9 d . And so it goes on
through the ,,,hole list, and the anomalies
'are operating most seriously against country
traders'.
Mr. BENT.-It is said that you can take
a ton of goods to Geelong for 5s . by another means.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-In connexion with the omissions in the speech,'
I would like to have seen a paragraph
dealing pointedly with what the Government has done, or contemp.1ates doing,
with 'the great, growing, and important
9uestion of pop.ulation. There is no more
'Important questIOn that I know of than
how ,:e are going to increase the population
of thIS country.
Members are already
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aware of the abnormal exodus that has
taken place. During the last thirteen years
157,000 able-bodied men and women have
left' this State, and but for the 2:20,000
babies, born there would be a decrease of
population.
We have lost able-bodied
adults, but we have the babies left. I
think the House would be unanimous in
supporting any practical proposal submitted
by the Government. One thing will be
absolutel y essential, and that is that the
Government will ha ve to be prepared to
spend money in judicious advertising, and
we are not going to get it if the statement
which I read from the Age is correct regarding. pur Agent-General' s office. We
must have an attractive office, and a man
more fitted for the position of Agent-General than the honorable gentleman said to be
adorning it now. v.,r e know that the population question will have to be dealt with
jointly by the State Parliament and the
Federal Parliament, and it is therefore
highly desirable that a spirit of ha;;:mony
should be cultivated between the two Parliaments. Therefore, I regret that on one
or two occasions the Premier has publicly
made certain disparaging referenoes to
Federation. Occup,ying such a high and
distinguished position, the Premier should
be careful
in his remarks,
knowing that the people entered into Federation with their eyes wide open.
The fullest publicity was given both through
the' press and from the platform to the
new Constitution, and the people acoeptiCd
it with joy and rejoicing. We have entered
into a Federation which will last forever.
!tis no good sayjng what the people would
do to-morrow.
They will never get the
chanc~ to do it, for we are just bound to
go on for ever under the compact into which
we entered.
We brought it about in order
to fulfil what is, after all, the natural destiny of Australia as a united country, and
we should try to make the best of it. This
can only be done by those who are intrusted with the governm~nt .of the States
working in harmony with the Federal Government.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-It is sometimes very hard
to do that.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Whether it is hard or not an effort should be
made to do it.
There are two matters that
I should have liked to see referred to in
the Governor's speech.
One is a Bin that
we were promised last session dealin cr with
our charities, but that, I presume, through
pressure of business, the Premier found he
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could not introduce.
Koone knows better
than the honorable gentleman filling, as he
does, the positlon of Treasurer, the demands that have been made upon him from
time to time concerning the charities of the
State.
~Ir. BENT.-I thought you were going to
use another word.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-No, I
am not.
I hope that time will permit the
Government to look into this very important
question, and that they will find an opportunit'l of introducing a Bill of that kind.
'Ve ~annot afford to see our charities left
in such a position that they cannot fulfil
their usefulness. l'hey cannot do the work
they ought to do without a sufficient sum
of monev.
Whilst the annual grant to
the charities now amounts to £100,000, yet
twenty Yjears ago, when we had a popu~a
tion of about half the present one, ParlIament used to vote £I25,000 a year. The
vote, instead of being £25,000 a year less,
should be as much more, for it is natural to
suppose that with an increased population
there will be an increased demand upon our
charities.
Therefore, the Government
ought to see if they cannot make. some
extra provision upon the Estimates thIS year
in the ,vay of a subsidy to our charities.
Mr. MCCUTCHEoN.-What about old-age
pensions?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-That has
nothing whatever .to do with it. It is not
necessarily a demand upon the charities.
':Jh. MCCUTCHEON.-It ought to be.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).
It is a thing altogether apart.
The
charities and the Treasurer will tell
the honorable member that there is
just as big a demand upon them as
ever there was. It is incumbent upon the
Government to see that no one is left out
upon the doorsteps, and that the charities
are properly supported, so that they can
take these people in, and provide for them.
I should ,also have liked to see some .reference made In the speech to a proposal made
last year to reclassify the shires.
Mr. BENT.-Oh, oh!
:!\'.lr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).
I know that . lias struck the Premier
rather hard, but all I saw of the
reclassification last year was a printed
'Slip showing the
proposed arrangement. Speaking with a knowL:dge cf certain shires in my part of I he district, it
appeared to me that the classification proposed was extremely fair. I do not know
how it affected shires in other parts of the
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State, but a lot of members Itold me they
thought the proposition a fair one.
The
present Government are a strong Government, ,and are in the happy position that if
they bring in the most advanced piece of
radical legislation. there are 30 members
on this side of the House who will vote
with them to carry it, even if the whole of
the Government supporters desert them.
Mr. BENT.-Then what would happen
next week?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).On the other hand, if the Government choose to bring down a very
conservative measure, they have their
own supporters to carry it through, so
I do not know any Government that ever
occupied ,a happier position than the present
one.
Mr. MCCUTCHEON.-That is the Commonwealth system of government.
J\1r. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens). - I
Premier's
am only speaking of the
I. know
he
is rerfectly
position.
happy. He knows that no matter how
radical a measure is, he can carry
it, despite all the opposition there may be
to it on the part of ,honorable members sitting behind him. Those honor,able members
can walk over, and then walk back again.
1\1r. BENT.-Would not the Premier be an
innocent to try it?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-The
honorable gentleman does try it on
sometimes.
We, in this (the Opposition) corner are not likel y to follow the advice of the honorable member
for Essendon to cross the floor and sit behind
die Government, for what benefit would that
be in those circumstances? I think, however, the Government will find that they will
always receive, both from this corner, and
from the direct Opposition benches, jud,ging
from the remarks of the leader of the Opposition, good consideration and support for
any measures thalt are based on sound liberal
lines, and that we deem to be for the good
of the country.
On the motion of Mr. BOWSER, the
debate was adjourned until the following
day.
AD IOURN'MENT.
Mr. BENT movedThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until tomorrow at half-past one o'clock .•

He said this meant two o'clock. The Government intended to ask the House to adjourn at half-past six.
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PETITION.
Mr. BOYD said the P,remier might agree
to the House meeting at ,half-past two. If
A petition was presented by Mr. BO\VSER,
that was granted, the generosity of the honon behalf of the Speaker, from residents of
orable gentlem'aIlJ would be the means of
shortening speeches.
Honorable members Canterbury, against Sunday excu!Tsion traffic
would get home late to-night, and they had on the railways.
thejr businesses to ,attend to in the morning.
ADDRESS-IN -REPLY TO THE
NIr. BENT.-Very well, I will make it
GOVERNO~S
SPEECH.
two o'clock for half-past two.
The motion was amended accordingly, and
FIFTH NIGHT'S DEBATE.
agreed to.
The debate (adjourned fwm the previous
The House adjourned 'at five minutes to
eleven o'clock, until half-past two o'clock day) on the motion of l\Ir. Robertson for
the adoption of an Address-in-Rep]y to the
the following day.
Governor's speech was resumed.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, July 6, 1905.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
two o'clock.
RAILWAY COl\Il\IUNICATION.
WOOLAMAl, SAN REMO, AND CAPE
PATTERSON.
Mr. GRAHAM brought up a report frem
the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways on the question of railway communication with Woolamai, San Remo, and
Cape Patterson.
The report was ordered to lie on the
table.
CASE OF DR. HEARNE.
Mr. :McCUTCHEON asked the Premier
if his attention had been directed to the
occurrence at the Coroner's Court, when
Dr. Cole cautioned Dr. Hearne as to the
way in which he should give evidence about
a case in the Alfred Hospital, where Dr.
Hearne had been called in to administer
chloroform to a patient in extremis. . Chloroform was administered, and as a result
the man died. Would the Premier take
any steps with ref;erence to the action of the
Coroner in this cas'e?
Mr. BENT. - A gentleman connected
with the press asked me to-day if I had
looked into this matter carefully. At that
time I told him no j but in consequence of
the inquiry, I have looked into it sinoe. It
appears to be a matter of sufficient importance for me to draw the attention of the
Atto:ney-General to it, and I shall take the
earliest opportunity of doing so. I think
that is as much as the honorable member
can ask me to do to-day.

Mr. BOWSER.-I desire to cong.ratulate
the leader of the Opposition upon the general tone of his speech on the Address-inIt was remarkable for the eloReply.
Q4ence of the silences throughout it.
I
have no doubt that is due to some extent
to the reoognition of the fact that the
Premier is the real labour dynamo, that his
ene:gy touches and revives every industry
in the State, including, of course, the interests of labour, and I think that is as it
ought to be. At the same time the Premier
is quite cognisant of the fact that at the
back stands a still greater magician namel y, the steam engine of good seasons,
aiding the producers of this State. I am
happy to be able to say that we can look
forward in the near future to a season as
prosperous as that which we have just had.
If we are to believe the Government Met.eorologist of N' ew SC'llth Wales, we are to
have a cycle of six or seven good seasons,
and if so, this Parliament, and I hope also
this Gove'fnment, will be able to turn its
attention to those problems which still lie
unsolved in the future-namelv, the problems of labour and capital, of Immigration,
of water supply, of competition, and of
gluts in oonnexion with our Plroducing interests. These gluts have in the prIst had
the effect of stagnating the industries connected ,vith intense culture in this Stale.
The flax, wine, tobacco, hops, and other
industries of a cognate character, have been
stagnated during the past five or six years
almost entirely by gluts.
We shall be
able also to turn our attention to the expansion of our closer settlement system and
of our excellent Workmen's Homes Act,
which provides that the State shall, on the
credit of the goed name of a working man,
'give an advance up to £5o-a measure
which is not to be found in the legislative
enactments of any other coun'try jn the
world. All this work we shall be able to
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do under the system of good old individualism, which I have heard despised by honorable members on the other (the Opposition) side during this debate. That good
old individualism which has given one man
one vot,e to the State, and which has made
possible the presence on the Opposition
benches of so many honorable members of
the Labour Party; the good old individual·
ism which haS' given us a Factories Act and
a Workmen's Homes Act-Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The one man one
vote was forced from you at the p.oint of
the sword, as it were.
:i\Ir. BOWSER.-It is that good old inoi vidualism which in the political sphere
has given us also, in addition to one man
one "ate, the limitation of el,ection expenses,
and voting by post, and which will, in the
future, I hope and believe, give us other
measures of the same liberal character.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-'Vill it give us adult
suffrage?
Mr. BOWSER.-We have had some experience of adult suffrage in the Federal
Parliament, where we see a Senate created
which holds itself responsible to an outside
body-namely, the Political Labour League.
What have the honorable members oppos;te
done with the concession which has been
made to them by the Liberal P arty in this
State of one man one vote?
Almost the
very first act of that party has been to
blazon on their banner the nationalization
of land and industry. I notice, also, in
a deliverance of the leader of the Opposition the statement that he intends to try to
abolish the Upper House.
I would point
out to those honorable members that when
they go for the nationalization of land
they forget that they are attacking what is
also a form of labour, and of labour that
has been of the very hardest and most difficult kind, so that the i::;sue is narrowed down
to this, that we have to-day one class of
labour in the towns and cities: organized for
the purpose of wresting from another form
of labour in the country the homes and the
properties which they have won as: the
frult of their own toil.
Notwithstanding,
therefore, all the concessions which have
been made by the Liberal P arty of this
State, and I am proud to have had a hand
in many of them, we do not see a recognition of the fact in the programme or the
speeches of honorable members opposite.
We on this (the Ministerial) side recognise
that wealth is a trust held for humanity,
for however wea.lthy or clever a man may
be, if he have not in the heart of him a
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warm feeling for the poor, for the infirm,
for the naturally inefficient, aye, and for
the efficient workman who has been borne
down
by
the
effects
of
competition, then all his wealth has been
given to that man in vain, and it
would be oetter for him, in order that he
might learn the lesson of life truly, if all
his riches were taken awav from him. But
wte have fe1w of that class 'in Victoria. The
employers and manufacturers of this State
are men who, in the main, have been workmen. themselves, and who by their ,ability
and intelligence and industry have gradually worked themselves up into their present position.
The farmers of th:s State
are men who have worked on the gold-fields
in the old davs, who have been teamsters
and splitters, 'ind who a.re in full sympathy
So, if vou turn to the Treawith labour.
sury bench you will fi~d that, in tEe main,
the records show that the majority of Ministers have been men who hav"e worked
themselves up from the ranks and have
given their great talents and powers and
abilitie3 for the purpose of improving the
standard of comfort and the social felicity
of labour in this State.
We cannot g~t
away from that fact; but when we see the
party in opposition devoting itself to a
programme of State Socialism, we should
be traitors to the people if we did not oppose lt and shO\y that the ultimate effect
of State Socialism-I understand that thev
have pinned themselves to that programm~
-upon the jndividual and upon the n:1.tion
will be the deadening of our social activities,
the dissipation of our national wealth, the
despotism of an armv of officials and a
state of poverty and sl.avery instead of the
prosperity we now en joy.
Mr. SMITH.-Pure imagination.
Mr. BOWSER.-If the honorable member had read the historv of this State, he
would see that the progress which has already been made under our present Constitution, and with the powers and freedom we new enjoy, is' a very good augury of
the progress we shall make in the future
under that same system.
If the honorable
member thought about the effect of the
nationalization of land and industry, of
the abortion of monev as a means of exchange and the substitution of consumption goods, of the abolition of all natural
rights, and the vesting of all those rights in
the State, if, I say, he understood the true
meaning, of those things, he would not at
this moment be defending the false and
destructive system of State Socialism.
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Mr. McGREGOR.-Is that in their pro- a strong c:::mviction that the nationalization
of land is one of the planksl of the labC'llr
gramme?
"Mr. BOWSER.-"\Vhen a man declares platform.
Mr. ELMsLIE.-Because people, who do
h:mself a Christian we go to his source of
not
know anything aboot it, say so.
his inspiration, the Bible, for his faith, and
MI. BOWSER.-I am sure it will be a
when a man declares himself a Socialist we
go for his faith to Capital, Karl Marx's great relief to country members to hear this.
I desire to say that
great work, the Bible of Socialists a1l over We breathe freely.
the world. There \ve find that State Social- the Constitution under which we now live has
ism means ·the abolition of all natural given us sa much that we may confidently
rights and the vesting of. thoJe rights in the believe that in the future it will give all
State. One of the natural .rights is that that is required for the expansion of polithe workman shall have the fruit of his tical rights, and for the satisfaction of the
industrial demands of those who work. We
toil.
can depend upon this, that in the future the
1\1r.' TouTcHER.-What about the mar- fraternal spirit and the genius for ,selfriage tie?
gC1vernment which resides in the Australian
·Mr. BOWSER.-I have not one word to people will be sufficient to provide for a
say about it. I have not made any cha.rges solution of all those p.roblems with which we
as to the morals of members sitting in are at present confronted in both our proOpposition, or of those they represent. I ductive and industrial life. I would ask
have 'too intimate a knowledge of the cha- the attention of honorable members for a
racter, morality, and stability of the people few minutes to the education system of our
of this State to make any charges of that State. At present our syst.em of education
wild and absurd character.
is defective. It teaches yOllng people to
:Mr. TouTcHER.-What does Karl Marx read and write, certainly; but I think all
real education should teach our children to
say about the mattelr?
work with hand and brain as well. They
Mr. BOWSER.-The honorable member should be taught from the earliest years
has raised the question of Socialism and the rudiments of the trade upon which they
what it means. As I understand, and I do are going to depend in the future. Unnot think it will be contradicted, Socialism fortunat.ely, the present system has the effect
means, in the first p.lace, the abolition of of turning out a lot of young men and
all natural rights, and the vesting of those women who have not too great a fondness
rights in the State; and, in the next place, fm manual work, and in fact who r.egard
the nationalization of land, which is one it as .a degradation. They have yet to learn
of the main pI anks in the programme O'f the that manual work means civilization. vVe
Labour Party.
shou10 look forward. therefore, with prosMr. ANSTEY.-!s it?
perous seasons and such surpluses as we
Mr. BOW'SER.-I understood it was. It have, to exp,ansion and a change in our
policy in that direction, and to an improvehas been so declared.
ment in the svstem of education. Another
Mr. ANSTEY.-It is not.
C[uestion to which I desire to draw attention
Mr: BO"\VSER.-It was declared by the is that of agriculture. At present we have
conference of the Political Labour League no soil map in this State. That is regarded
as one of the most imDortant factors' in the
in Sydney.
settlement of the people on th.e land in the
Mr. ANSTEY.-It never was.
United States. There they have a system
Mr. BOWSER.-Then the conference of of soil survey, and have created a B~reau
the Political Labour League was mis- of Soils in connexion with the Department
of Agriculture, and in the bureau they have
reported.
a very large staff employed. During the
M·,r. ANSTEY.-Why not go to Siberia?
year 1899-J 900, 3,600,314 ac;:-es' were surMr. BOWSER.-Each Political Labour veyed in this way; they were surveyed and
League throughout the State has its pro- mapped on a scale of an inch to the mile.
gramme. I am glad to learn for the first In 1901 6,.c;S7,000 acres wer.e surveyed and
time that the nationalization of land is not mapped. The cost of the work, taking
on the programme of the gentlemen sitting into account the salaries of the parties in
in Opposition. I am sure that throughout the field, of transportation, and all the other
the farming centres of this State th~:-e is expenses, amounted to only 55 cents per
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100 acres.
The purpose for which these
soil maps has been devised is described in
the report of the Bureau of Agriculture, as
follo.wS' : The soil survey is to provide an accurate basis
for the adaptation of soils to products. It seeks
to present as clearly and forcibly as possible the
condition and area in such a manner as to make it
possible for prospective settlers to take up land
suited to certain crops, and to enable present
owners of land to learn from the experience of
other localities what crops are best adapted to
their own soils and climatic conditons. In the
present struggle for commercial supremacy, the
importance of such an accurate knowledge of
agricultural conditions is becoming daily more
evident. No community can now afford to waste
its time and money in pursuit of interests to which
its conditions are unsuited.

It is a very grave defect in our agricultural policy that we have not this condition
precedent to settlement, namely, a good,
authoritative, and reliable soil map, as this
is especially necessary in connexioo with our
closer settlement system. We put these men
on to the land, on which they have to depend for the support af themselves and their
families, and to provide the money to repay principal and interest j we put them on
the land without giving them an adequate
knowledge of the soils of which the land is
I intend during this session to
composed.
devote myself, to an effort to get introduced
in 'connexion with our agricultural system
If it can be
this policy of soil survey.
done in the United States for 2S. 3~d. per
100 acres, I think we might, at a very small
expense, have an efficient soil map for this
State.
It is a condition precedent to settlement in the United States, is regarded
as compulsory there, and so it should be
here.
I t would be of very great assistance
to men going on the land, many of whom
are not familiar with the methods of agriculture, not to speak of intense culture, for
wh:.:h small allotments under the closer
settlement system must be used. Therefore,
the survey of the soil of the land should go
on concurrently, and a man when he goes
on the land should be in a posation to know
what kinds of products can be best cultivated
on it.
We will have to be most careful in
dealing with the purchase of estates under
closer settlement in the future.
Our experience of closer settlement on the Whitfield Estate is not of a character to raise our
hopes,. It would be a grave misfortune if,
.at the initiation of so beneficent a policy, it
should be injured by failure through want
of circumspection and forekn.owledge of the
difficulties of the settlers. We shall find it
absolutely necessary to make it a conrlition
Mr. Bowser.
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in connexion with closer settlement that there
shall be no rents for the first two years, but
interest only.
The settlers, as a rule, have
not more than £200 or £300, and are fortunate if they have that. You cannot expect to get a better class to settle on the
land. F or the first year or two these men
are engaged in clearing the land, fencing,
erecting buildings, draining the land, arid
buying implements and stock, and at the
end of the first year most of their money
has already disappeared.
Then the Department comes down upon them for the
rent, which may amount to £70 or £85
for the twelve months.
The half-year's
rent must be paid j they have to sell their
young stock to meet that rent. They cannot keep their stock for two years, as they
should do. They have always to sell their
young stock before thev are ready for the
market. They have to &ell them at six and
nine months, at 15&., instead of keeping
them for 2 k years, and selling them
at about £3 lOS. It would not be a great
concession, and no violation of principle, if
the Government decided that for the first
two years the rent should not be exacted,
in order that these men should not be forced
to go outside and borrow money to pay the
rent, as they are doing now on the Whitfield Estate.
There is' one man who ha.s
been working for four years on a stringy
bark hillside, for 'which he was paying 8s.
an acre rent. After four years' experience
he has abandoned his holding, and escaped
from the difficulties of his environment.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Eight
shillings to the Government?
Mr. BOWSER.-Yes. In another case
there were a father, mother, and two sons,
hardworking people, who had saved between £600 and £700, and decided to put
it into closer settlement. Thev have been
there for four years, and th~y are now
Theyi are unable to
minus their £700.
pay their rent, though they have toiled hard
and intelligently on that land, but the land
was not worth the money paid for it. These
people should never have been settled on it.
Where the land is of poor quality, rather
than settle the people on it, it v{Quld be better to let it for' grazing.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-What
price was the Government charged?
1\1r. BOWSER.-I think the cost of the
estate was £8 lOS. per acre, but this Government had nothing to do with the purchase of that estate.
Merev should be
shown in the administration at" the Act, and
there should be some foreknowledge on the
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part tlf the administrators of the difficulties
the settlers have to combat. The Government will recognise that they are not only
dealing with estates, as any individual outside might be, but that they are dealing with
the lives of men, women, and children.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Hear, hear.
Mr. BOWSER.-There is no one more
conscious of that fact that the Premier,
and I am very proud to see it so readily
recognised by the leader of the Opposition.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The question is a
difference between how the State would
deal and how an individual would deal with
ind~ividuals .
Mr. BOWSER.-We know that there
are cases which the State can more efficiently
deal with than individuals, so there is
nothing in what the honorable member says.
What I am proposing is something totally
different, and the honorable member knows
it. I dlesire also to call attention to our
Credit Foncier system, and the working of
that system. The original intention of the
Act has not been carried out in all cases.
'Money has been lent to men worth some
£10,000, and it has been refused to struggling men who are in need, although: it was
for such that the Credit F oncier was supposed to provi,de assistance. The result
is that you are lencEng mOD-ey to men at
4~ per cent. for the purpose of buying out
their struggling neighbours. That is a wrong
which I think no one in this House ever
intended should be done. Some three years
ago I began an agitation in a mild form for
the purpose of clearing our rivers of sih
and sludge, the result of prospecting by
miners. By the grace of the House and the
Government, we got incorporated in the
Lands Bill last session a series of clauses,
which I hope will have the effect of greatly
decreasing the injury done to our channels
in this way throughout the State. A decision has been come to by the AttorneyGeneral, which states that private owners
of land along water-courses must carry
out conditions for the purpose of
stopping the pollution of the streams; but
although I believe that success will attend
the arrangement, the decision will be inoperative in many cases in which injury is
proved to have been done to adjoining
lands. Hmvever, I hope that the Department will be able to work the arrangement,
so as to allow mining to be done without
injury to the country. That no doubt will
be the case as soon as we get proper administration. Last year I devoted myself
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to the fortnightly wage question, believing
that the application of it to our Public Service would do good. But it was an inarticulate advocacy, for the reason that the
Premier kept me at bay. At the same time,
I knew throughout that he was in sympathy
with the proposal, and that ultimately he
would do something practical in connexion
with it. I do hope that he will succeed in
ha ving thi s reform carried out in conn~~ion
with our largest trading system. The effect
of the existing system is to injure our credit
with the storekeepers, and with everyone
except the money lender. It is an obligation
on the Government to see that their business
is conducted in such a wav as to enable
workmen to economize thei~ wages. The
Government might, by the adoption of the
system I suggest, be able to put into the
minds of men a more economical wav of
using their money. We should give them
help in this direction, provided it is given
without increasing the working expenses.
I do not know that we have got this reform
yet, but I believe it is coming, and I hope
that we will get it this sess,~on. I desire
during this session also to devote myself to
another task, on a somewhat larger scale,
which I hope will be equally successful,
namelv, the insurance of the workmen of
the St~te in all classes against sickness, disablement, and old age. I am going for State
insurance to all workmen against such adversity. In Germany this system was introduced by Bismarck many years ago, and
the effect there has been most salutarv in
all branches of industrial life, including the
producers. In 1902 they paid away in Germany under this system £27,000,000 sterling-£lo,ooo,ooo in sick pay, £7,000,000
for disablement, and £10,500,000 as oldage pensions.
The effect of the introduction. of that most admirable svstem in our
State would be to rellieve the a~JOmalies that
exist in our Public Service.
The present
system of insurance of the Public Service
here is utterly inadequate and ineffective.
Such a systl~m as I suggest will have to be
adopted on the lines of that obtaining in
Germany, namely, with a contribution by
the workers, a contribution by the employers, and to some extent a subsidy by the
State.
The inculcating of principles of
thrift in this way will greatly relieve the
old-age pensions system.
Instead of increasing old-age payments it will gradually
wipe them all out.
There are a number
of other subjects to discuss, but I do not
propose to trespass much longer on the kindHowever, I
ness of honorable members.
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wish to refer to the matter of the AgentGeneral.
I must express my regret at the
manner of his treatment by the Government.
I do not think that Mr. Taverner
was treated with that courtesy and respect
which is due to an Agent-General, in whom
the Gnvernment has confidence. I do not
think it was right that when he left with his
character rehabilitated the Premier should
have had a flying shot at him, sending him
on his homeward flight with a broken wing.
I think there was something cruel in the
Premier'S! letter to him, and something unfair in the whole proceedings.
Either he
was innocent, and, if so, he ought to have
been strongly defended on the floor of this
House, or he was guilty, and ought not to
The
be in the position he now occupies.
mere fact of sending the Agent-General
home in such a way will injure the credit of
this State in London.
Therefore, I must
express my regret that the incident arose in
such a way. Honorable members have called
attention to the fact, ,especially, at the close
of last session, that many amendments are
thrown into Bills which are anI" calculated
to encumber the administration of the measures. If we had a supervising cnmmittee
of three, with, say', the Speaker as chairman, to revise Bills on their third reading,
it would have a most salutary effect on
legislation, and save a considerable amount
of work in this House later on.
~Ir. PRENDERGAsT.-That will be a step
to be taken ",hen we abolish the Upper
'House.
Mr. BOWSER.-The honorable member
cries for the moon. The more the Liberals
gi ye to the Labour Party, the more they
ask for. We hold that we are doing the
very best that can be done for the improvement of the standard of comfort of the
worker, and fnr the felicity of the people
of this State.
The Opposition work for
but one party. We are working for all sections and classes of the State.
Mr. PRENDERG·AsT.-Why don't vou join
the Liberals?
Mr. BOWSER.-That is an old gibe,
and one that carriesl no meaning, so far as
ll1V constituency is concerned.
My constituents have given sufficient answer to the
honorable member in all elections at which
he has contested the point against me in the
past.
Mr. SANGSTER.-I am going to take
up very little time. The Address-in-Reply
has gone to a great extent already, but
there are one or two things 'which one has
to say) when he gets an oppnrtunity. The
strange part of this debate has been that
J
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each individual member who has spoken on
the Government side has had a tilt at this
Take the honorable
so-called Socialism.
member who has just resumed his seat. Can
he define what a Socialist is? If he claims
to be a Christian, where have we to go to
find evidence as to his particular creed?
There are ISO different ways of preaching
the Christian creed, and he would be very
much surprised if anybody said that he was
not a Christian of the true sort, because he
did not worship in a certain way. It is the
same in regard to Socialism. The honorable
member for St. Kilda told us very strongly
last night that he never said that
any member of the Opposition was in
favour of destroying the marriage tie.
But the honorable member sits on the platform very humbly and quietly with those
who do, and smiles to think how well they
are saying those nasty things. If one doe's
not believe what :)s being stated on the platform, then I think the best thing would
be to rise and say so on the platform. If
an honorable memb~r sits. with these people
who are making these observations, and if
he does not immediately deny them, then
he is associating himself with those statements. The honorable member takes up
a different position now from what he took
up on the platform, and he tells us that he
does not approve of that sort of thing, because he has no proof that it is true. But
by associating himself on the platform with
those who make these statements he becomes
as much responsible for those statements
as the people who made them. That would
be the position taken up with regard to
members of the Labour Party, if they sat
on a platform with anybody who was saying
what was wrong and did not give a correction. However, I do not think the ques,
tion is worth discussing to the length it has
been discussed, because every honorable
member knows the position the Labqur
Party has taken up in this House, and the
position their opponents take up inside and
outside this House. There is not a single
plank in the platform of the Labour Party
but that is in the interests of the mass of
the people of this country, or any other
countrY. But the other side want to have
their {vay in carrying out these proposals.
They have the administration, and we have
to criticise the administration, and we say
that in most cases the administr'ation is of
such a character that it would be better
if those who devote a portion of their time
to condemning the so-called socialistic party
devoted also a part of their time to criticis-
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cost through land that has not been cultihow in some respects the administration is vated. This land is not providing freight
reallv bad. We have seen articles in the for the railways to any great extent. We
news'papers about the Lands Department. can understand, then, how high the freights
Here is a case which was in yesterday's must be in order to make the railways pay.
paper. Is it true that certain people made The only way' to deal with thi·s difficulty,
application for a 3s-acre block, that five as I have stated before, is to see that the
married men applied, and that a widow, land is put to proper use. The Premier has
who already had goo acres of land, was told us that every railway to be made in
granted the block? If that is true, surelv future is to be constructed on the betterthere is a case of maladministration. A ment principle. Why not apply the bettercase was brought under my notice a very ment principle to the lines already conshort time ago, where five or six individuals structed, as well as to those which are to
were applying for a small block of land be constructed in the future? If our prothat they could have made a living on. It du~ers do not have reasonable railway
was of some 140 acres in extent. Two of freIghts, they cannot compete with advanthe applicants were labourers, men of about tage jn the markets of the world. A great
twen~y-eight or thirty years of age. They had amount of our produce has to be disposed
applIed for land several times in that d~s of in th~ world's market, and every faCility
trict, but caul d never get any. Another ap- f?r getting the produce there must be proplicant was a married woman, and another a VIded. The Premier says that he is eroiner
?oy, who reached the age of eighteen years to assist in doing this as far as he po~sibl~
Just a CaUDle of days before the applications can. The honorable gentleman is going to
clo3ed. The boy was granted this land on spend thousands of pounds at Geelong to
condition that his father advanced 'him make a harbor there, so that vessels calling
,£roo to start upon it. His father had a there can .d;g'charge their cargo quickly,
fair shar~ of land--enough fa keep that and get qmckly loaded. That is the right
boy working for years to come. An appeal thing to do, so that the haulage on land
was made by one of the men, because he may be as short as possible. The Premier
'vas coming to Melbourne. It was impossible in endeayouring to bring the water as nea~
for the others to appeal. because they could th~ producers as possible, is doing the right
not afford to come to 'l\lelbourne .. Could thing. The honorable gentleman also prowe not have a better system of dealing with poses to spend some monev at Port Melthe land? Everv one who was in the Court bourne in making a new do~k. The honorrerogn:·sed the fact that a great injustice able gentleman tells me that when he was
had been done to these people, who \vere in a Mjnistry long ago he was the means
of having land reserved for that purpose.
bona /ide applicants for the land, and who
Mr. BENT .-He said that he reserved it
should have been given preference to the
when he was Minister of Lands for a week.
boy of eighteen years, whose father already
1\1r. LEMMON.-It has gone to the board
had enough land for him to work on. i
could mention another case of a similar since.
1\1r. SAKGSTER.-Anv one who underkind, but I do not want to enumerate a
great number of these cases. However, stands anything about th; shipping of the
if the Department is going to try to settle present day must realize how necessary it
people on the land, why should, it not show is that that work should: be gone on with at
Some years ago Sir George Turner,
more anxiety to do so? We have been pro- once.
mised time and again that different parts when Treasurer of the State Government,
in Gippsland would be thrown open for set asi.de £78,000 with which to build a
selection, but it is still not surveyed, or new pier.
1\1r. BENT .-Can you tell us where it is?
some other excuse is made. Why not -make it
i\fr. SANGSTER.-But the House said
available for people who are' anxious and
in
effect. "What about the building of the
willing to get on the land, instead of buying
The matland at enormous cost for closer settlement? new pier at South Melbourne?"
ter
was
f:ubmitted
to
the
Railways
Standing
Why not give the people the chance of getThe
ting on the land the State has? If that Committee, whleh condemned it.
railwav
authorities
were
in
favour
of
it,
were done, there would be a bet~er opportunity of settling the unemployed question. and ,,:ere anxious to see the pier gone on
The honorable member for "\VilThere are great complaints about heavy with.
railway freights. These are in consequence liamstown says that they did not recomThey recommended
of railways having been made at enormous mend the straight cut.

109 the adminiS'tration. I should like to show
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that the Public Works Department should
immediately prepare plans for sections I,
2, and 3 of the straight cut, with an estimate of the cost, ::md that that should be
submitted to the committee, believing that
it was the best thing in the interests ,of the
port.
Mr. LEMMON. - The evidence was
strongly against it.
Mr. SANGSTER.-Some people were
against it.
The people of Williamsto~vn
were afraid that if the work were carned
out the lmver portion of the River Yarra
would go dry.
Mr. LEMMON.-That was Coode's idea,
and the idea of many other engineers.
Mr. SANGSTER.-It would not be a
bad thing if the lower end of the Yarra
was run dry.
If we want_ the shipping
as near the city as possible, the sooner we
make this straight cut the better.
We do
not want to see ships having to go round
the bend, which will take them 45 minutes,
and alon which a ves;sel of over 500 feet
It is time we had a straight
cannot p:ss.
cut made, so that vessels of any size might
be able to get up to the city.
Everyone
knows that before the cut is made a bIg
difficulty will have to be overcome on account of the sewer across the Sandridge
But that difficulty can be overBend.
come more easily than the difficulty in connexion with the sewer in the Yarra.
If
you deepen the river one foot more, you
will have to lower the sewer at Spottiswoode. The idea of making Williamstown
the port for Melbourne would be one of
the most absurd things one could think of.
Mr. LEMMoN.-Look at the natural advantages of Williamstown.
Mr. SANGSTER.-The natural advantages! There is plenty of stone there,
which makes it hard to construct docks, as
the country knows to its cost. _ Political
influence was brought to bear on this Hous~,
and was the means of having hundreds of
thousand:; of pounds spent at Williamstown when it IShould have been ~rent at
Port Melbourne, where there is every facility for making a dock much more cheaply.
Every engineer knows that, as borings of
the ground have been made.
It is known
exactly that the first portion of the straight
cut can be made easilv, and accommodation
provided for six or -seven vessels of the
largest type that come here at present. The
IShips are getting larger and larger every
Is not a great injury being done
year.
to consumers by delaying this work?
(T
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Mr. LEMMoN.-Are you not doing a great'
injury to Williamstown?
Mr. SANGSTER.-So long as we do
the best for the State of Victoria, it does
not matter if the village of Williamstown
goes under, or even Port Melbourne.
Both can go so long as we do the best for
the producers of this State.
A few years
ago, when there was not shipping accommodation at the port, when there was a
boom in shipping, and the vessels lay two
or three deep at the piers, the Harbor
Trust was formed to make shipping accommodation in the river.
One of the finest
docks in the world was made j but there is
no way of getting to it, because a ship of
over 500 feet in length, or drawing mo!e
tha;n 28 feet of water, cannot get up the
river.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Take it to Geelong.
Mr. SANGSTER. - A steamer came
here the other day which could not be got
within 20 feet of the wharf.
Mr. HANNAH.-O,;ing to an engineering blunder in the past.
Mr. SANGSTER.-We were informed
that the best plan would be to strengthen
and widen the piers, and make that the
place for the shipping to come to j but I
am pleased to see that the Premier at last
is satisfied that the best thing to be done
to provide accommodation for shipping is
to start by building a large dock, or
the first section of the straight cut.
If they build according to the plans in the
Public Works Department it will be a very
good place for a start. I do not say that
it \vill be enough by any means, because
I am s'atisfied that, with the competition at
present going on in connexion with shipping, much more will be required. When
the Federal Parliament tried to get
some erne to carry the mails at a
reasonable figure the ring was so, strong
that no one would interfere; but since the
Orient Company decided to carry the mails
at the price they did the other comp.anies
formed a combination, with the result that the Orient Company is now competing for a share in the carriage of butter
and other produce.
Now our wheat principally goes from Geelong and Williamstown at the present time. And why? Because we have not the accommodation anywhere else to send it away.
We provide
for landing our cargoes, but we have not
made provision for shipping our wheat.
Vessels are coming up the river to discharge
cargoes, and then they take in ballast and
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go dmvn to Williamstown or Geelong at a
loss. Is that the proper way to provide
port accommodatian?
Mr. LEMMoN.-Would vou concentrate
all the shipping at Port ~Ielbourne?
Mr. SAKGSTER.-I would concentrate
the shipping as much as pos.sibl~ at the
port where it was to be used.
I would
not bring all the ships to Port Melbo,urne
.or anywhere else unless that was the best
course; but I would concentrate the shipping as near the city as possible. I would
not have a steamer take 50 or 60 minutes
in coming up to a wharf if it oould do
it in ten minutes, and then after. coming
up ,and discharging cargo ha.ve to
go down to Geelong or Williamstown to
If the honorable members repreload.
senting Geelong or Williamstown wish to
dr.ag the vessels out of their way simply to
suit the convenience of those places, the
thing is. absurd, and hardly worth talking
about.
Mr. COLECHIN.-What is the nearest
port?
Mr. SANGSTER.-Geelong is the nearest port to Melbourne.
There is a natural
port there which has been neglected in the
past.
The honorable member who represented Sandridge at the time the Harbor
rI'rust was formed assisted to drag ships up
the river instead of looking p.fter Port Melbourne, perhaps because it suited his own
interest.
Mr. LEMMoN.-That was the time tu
mak~ the straight cut.
They have spent
five millions on the river now.
Mr. SANGSTER. - As the honorable
member says, that was the time to make
the straight cut, or to decide on making a
breakwater and providing wharfage accommodation along the foreshore; but because
a mistake was made at that time in trying
to drag the ships up the river it is not neces3,a.ry to perpetuate that mistaKe. I know
that the Hatbor Trust, or a great number
of the members of it, will be op.posed to
Some of them will
the straight cut.
not, but many of them will oppose
it because they know their occupation
will be gone.
They are afraid that
the Gc'vernment are going to take charge
of the shipping, instead of leaving it to
the trust; but I suppose the Premier does
not care who takes )charge, slO long aSl
the matter is carried out in a proper way.
But if we are are to spend miWons dragging ships up the river unnecessarily, that
is inevitably a charge on the shipping. It
is because the trust have spent so much in

this way that they have. now to charge such
heavy wharfage dues in order to pay interest on the expense that has been entailed.
But when we recognise that the thing can
be done cheaply and efficiently-remembering that there is !?~enty of land now in the
hands of the Crown, so that they will not
have to buy land, and that there are no
engineering difficulties in the way- I say
all that is wanted is that the Premier and
the Government should determine that the
matter shall be carried out.
I am satisfied if they do that it will be in the interests of the shipping.
Mr. COLECHIN.--Is it true that the Harbor Trust have to make up £85,000 a
year in interest?
Mr. LEMMoN.-Have not the engineers
condemned the scheme?
Mr. SANGSTER.-Certainly, the engineers of both bodies condemned the scheme
before the Railways Standing Committee.
No doubt the Harbor Trust engineers condemn the scheme, and also the Metropolitan
Board of Works engineers, because the engineers of that board do not want the
sewerage interfered with.
The question,
however, is whether the shipping is to be
blocked and the port to be blocked for all
time, because 1\1r. Thwaites or some one
else has made a mistake.
Mr. LEMMoN.-Captain Harvey said we
did not need any extra accommodation for
the next fifty years.
Mr. SANGSTER.-Captain Harvey no
doubt is a pretty good authority, but it is
not the bodies that are interested that we
should regard in this. matter. Let honorable
members go and look for themselves, and
they will see-three or four big steamers discharging and taking in cargo, while a tremendous lot of time is lost, and two or
three hundred men, perhaps, are standing
idle waiting on the trucks.
Captain
Harvey may say what he chooses.
I do
not know that he is a great expert authority.
He is a railway officer, and all the
railway officers have been against any
scheme that would take away the railway
pier, because they reckon it would spoil a
great deal of the:r freight traffic.
Mr. LEMMoN.-And put it into the hands
of the merchants.
1\1r. SANGSTER.-Wha.t we want is to
put it into the hands of the people who
\'iish to send their produce away, and to
provide them with a proper means of
loading it and handling it. We are the
most backward of almost any port in the
world at the present time. Sydney has its
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natural harbor. We have a b:!y here, and
if we had spent in a proper way one-half
the money that has been expended in dragging ships up the river it would hn.ve been
much better for the State. In LIverpool
they have a splendid harbor, with every
accommodation for shipping, and yet in the
face of that the 1VI:mchester people have
spent millions in making a canal, so as
to have goods brought right up to Manchester. The same kind of thing ~s going
on in every part of the world except here.
We have been so dilatory and so neglectful,
we have spent so much money in a wrong
direction in the past, tha,t it is now 4:ime
vve began to spend some in the right direction. and make adequate shipping accommoda6on at the proper pl ace. I hope the
sub-committee of the Cabinet who have been
appointed to look into the matter will take
all sorts of care to see that if they do not
a pprove of this scheme they will only disapprove of it on proper authority-on the
evidence of men who condemn the scheme,
not because it happens to be here or there,
but because thev believe It is not in the
best interests 0.£ the port. Let us spend
our money for the best interests of the port,
whether it be at Port Melbourne, Geelong,
or Williamstown. For my part, I believe
that at Williamstown far too much has been
spent already. As I said last year, to spend
more money on the pier there was one of
the worst things that could be done, and
I trust that no more will be spent in that
way. It would be better to get the shipping
into a dock, where it ought to be, and
where every facilj,ty could be given for
handling the cargo, without the delay and
expense that have been incurred in the past.
:Mr. KEOGH.-Like the hon~rable members who have preceded me, I must congratulate the Premier and Treasurer on the
handsome surplus he has in hand. I suppose if I do not do that North Gippsland
would not get any of it. A great many
things, as other honorable members have
pointed out, have been left out of the Governor's speech. I suppose that speech has
to be read in conjunction with the great
speech the Pr~nier made at Brighton on
the 22nd June. I had! the pleasure of being
there, and I was pleased to see the ladies
in the front rows beaming with delight as
the Premier unfolded his programme. I
think they would have smiled quite as
sweetly if he had said just the opposite
to what he did say, as the honorable gentleman at, the time was "on the dignified,"
and he quite looked it. I was rather sur-
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prised that they did not remind the Prem~er
of what ought to be one of our greatest Industries-that is, the sugar industry.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-~laffra.
Mr. KEOGH.-Yes j it is because those
sugar works are in my own district that I
take an :illterest in them.
2\1r. BENT .-1 sent a telegram to England
to-day to let that place.
1\1r. KEOGH.-I am'very glad to hear
it. I am glad that the Premier is doing
something in this direction, because the
sugar industry' ought to be one of" the
greatest industries in the State. We are
imp,orting into Victoria £657,000 worth of
sugar annually. The whole of that money
is going away, while the whole of the sugar
that is consumed in Victoria might well
be grown here. They grow sugar beet
in Russia, in Canada, in Californln, in Germany, and in France. In fact, I think it
was in France that this great industry was
started, at the time when Napoleon shut
out the British merchant ships. The French
had to find some other means of getting
sugar, and so they turned to beet. At that
time sugar beet was only yielding about 6
per cent. of sugar, while the Maffra beet
averages about 14 per cent. The beet sugar
industry was a failure at first in every
country where it was started, but in Germany, California, and other places they
pushed on with it, and made it a great
,success. At the present time two-thifods of
the world's supply of sugar is made from
sugar beet.
'We are ,sending away a
large sum of money every year to Queensland as a bounty on sugar grown by white
labour. I suppose that is so that the white
labour can successfully compete with the
coloured labour. Now I would ask the Labour
members who are here why it is that they
do not look after white labour in Victoria?
If we can send away some £40,000 a year
to Queensland, so that white labou'T there
may compete with coloured labour in growing sugar, why do w,e not ask the Federal
Parliament to give the cabinetmakers here
a bonus on furnitu::-.e made by white labour,
to enable them to compete against the yellow race that has monopolized the whole
of this trade?
Mr. COLECHIN.-Would you support it?
Mr. KEOGH.~Yes, certainly I would,
while the bonus is going to Queensland for
suga'r grown by white labour. Are we not
just as much entitled toO protect our own
kith and kin against the competition of
coloured labo'l.1r in Victoria as in Queensland?
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~1,r. BENT.-You are on the right wicket
now.
Mr. KEOGH.-I think I am. This is
a matter that the Labour Party ought to
urge upon the Federal Parliament. I say
particularly the Labour Party, because they
always take an interest in labour, and endeavour to see that it is properly looked
after.
Mr. WARDE.-Why did not you get Ylr.
McLean, your representative, and the late
Minister of Customs, to take it up?
Mr. KEOGH.-I did not do S'O because
I wished to give the Labour P arty a chance
fi rst. I sha 11 try to get some member in
the Federal Parliament to take it on.
Mr. WARDE.-He had his chance, and
missed it.
Mr. KEOGH.-I am not here to defend
Mr. McLean.
I suppose he will come
again, like all great men do. The Premier
says he has cabled to England to-day to
let the Maffra Beet Sugar Factory. I do
not knO'w what arrangements he has made,
'Or whom it has been let to.
Mr. BENT.-I did not mean that the
cable was to let it. I meant it was an
offer to let it.
Mr. KEOGH.-Why does not the honorable gentleman cable also to California?
Mr. BENT.-The cable was in reply to an
inquiry.
Mr. KEOGH.-The Jabour conditions in
California are mOire like our own. We have
had Germans out here already, but they
did not understand our climate; we did not
understand their language, or they did not
understand ours; and we found that they
were not a great success in this' industry.
Labour in Germany is only about half the
price it is here.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-It sho'Ws
'Our need of education, if we don't understand the German language.
Mr. KEOGH.-It might .show that; but
we want people here whoO have been growing sugar, as in California, under climatic
and labour conditions very similar to our
'Own, and whOt are more likely to make it a
success than people from Germany. We are
at present sending out for sugar considerabl y over £500,000 that should be spent
amongst our own people. The honorable
member for Toorak called attention to the
fact that we were dividing up a great number of estates, and that, if we all went in
for butter p,roducing, we should have great
difficulty in finding a market, especiallY as
Queensland' was bedomjng :a loom p e'titbr.
We have a market here for over £500,000
worth of sugar, and it would be a great
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thing, in the interests of closer settlement,
to have the great industry of sugar growing established in Victoria.
Mr. HANNAH.-Give us compulsory purchase, and we shall soon get the land for
growing sugar here.
Mr. KEOGH.-Have we not got compulsory purchase?
Mr. HANNAH.-No; and you know it.
Mr. KEOGH. - There have been some
300 places put before the present Lands
Purchase and Management Board, and I
have not heard of any estate that has been
brought before this House, although, if
they want any place particularly, and cannot acquire it by voluntary purchase, the
board have a right to report to the Minister
of Lands, who haSi then to bring down to
this House a motion for its acquisition.
N at one place that they want has yet been
put before this House in that way. Consequently, until that plan has been tried and
failed, I do not see why we should make
the compulsory sections of the Act any
more stringent than they are at present. I
have been told-L do not know whether on
good authority or not-that the board have
anI y made an offer for eight places, four of
which they purchased.
Mr. BENT.-We have got six or ·,s'even.
M1\. KEOGH.-Surelly" then, we are
going fast enough. How much money have
we spent already?
Mr. BENT .-Pretty well half-a-million.
Mr. KEOGH.-We are entitled to spend
only half-a-million a year, and only six
months have gone. How much faster do
honorable members want toO go than that?
The places are not surveyed yet. They are
not prepared for settlement, and the plans
are only: out for one place so far.
Mr. HANNAH.-Shake up the Lands Department.
Mr. KEOGH.-I am coming to that Department.
I have no fault to find with
the board, with the exception that they have
not, so far asi I know, gone down to Gippsland yet. I should like to see them get a
place in Gippsland, but I think they are
rather frightened of the high price of land
down there. The land is high-priced there,
but high-priced land, so long as you get
value for your money, is much better than
low-priced land, as anyone with any experience in land wiJI agree. Take two acres at
£10 an acre, and one acre at £20. Both
places will produce the same amount of
stuff, but you have only to cultivate one
acre of the rich land, and you can cultivate
it very much longer without manure than
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you can the poorer land. I do not suppose
many people in Gippsland have had more
practical experience with land than I have.
I have owned several places in Gippsland.
'
Flat and
I know rich land on the Lindenow
the Tambo River that has been cultivated
for 16 or 17 years without manure, and that
is still yielding splendid crops of maize. I
am sorry the: Minister of Lands is not in
his place, because I wanted to mention something about wattles to him. There are
grazing areas which people take up in 1,000acre blocks, but which they are not allowed
to cultivate:. If we want to settle people
on the land, why not allow them to cultivate
grazing areas? They) can take up 2,000acre blocks under the wattle section, but if
they grow wattles on an ordinary grazing
area, although they pay a good rent to the
Crown, the Crown steps in and demands a
royalty.
Mr. HUNT .-And lets the wattles to outsiders after all the work has been done.
Mr. KEOGH.-Yes, it takes: a man five
years to grow a crop of wattles, and just
when the time Comes to strip the bark the
Crown demands a royaltv of one-third or
one-fourth, which is the profit in the crop.
I hope tpe Minister of Lands will look into
this matter and give the people an opportunity of making a living by growing wattles.
Surely the Government are well enough paid
by getting the rent without demanding the
profit on the crop too. I have something
to say, too, about the Lands Department. ·1
always find the Minister of Lands most courteous. He gives great attention and goes
thoroughly into every case, and exercises
great discernment, but it is not the cases
that come before him that I am particularly
talking about now. It is the cases that do
not come before him.
I can give a few
examples of the delay, the chaos, and the
stagnation in that particular Department. I
am not blaming the present Minister at all,
because this is what the late Mr. Shiels
would have called a damnosa hereditas
that has been handed down to him.
One
case in Gippsland was that of J. D.
O'Brien, who applied for 200 acres over
two years before the survey was made. By
the time the survey was made he had cleared
out and could not be found. J. W. Biggs
applied to select 250 acres out of a 32nd
section grazing area, and it took nearly four
years to make the 'Survey. Another man
He v,raited two
applied for 320 acres.
years for the survey, and then he was told
that the land was within five miles of the
Walhalla railway, and that he could not ·get
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it.
This was after the Department had
taken his, survey fees for two years.
.
Mr. BENT.-If that land is on the railway track, then he won't get it.
Mr. KEOGH.-Still he might have been
told so when the Department took his survey fees, instead of being kept hanging
round for his land.
Mr. BENT.-He would do well to get his
land on the railway track for a penny an
acre, would he not?
Mr. KEOGH.-He is somewhere else
now, at any rate.
A gentleman who came
down to Gippsland to see me, had his application in for twelve months.
When I
went to the Department with him, the Secretary said he did not think the application had ever come in, because he could
find no trace of it. I was sure it was there,
because I had put it in myself, and I determined to find it, so I went from officer to
officer in the Department until I did find
it. Then, of course, they were very sorry.
There must be something wrong when these
delays are going on. There is ,not a country
member in the House who could not give
similar cases, if he liked. The great cause
of the delays is! the Survey. Department.
The Surveyor-General has too much work
to do, and is on too manY.' boards. I have
a list of the number of boards he is onthe Land Classification Board, the Surveyors Board, the Land Tax Board, the
Board of Land and Works, and the Sludge
Board. Besides this, pretty well all cases
under section 184 come before him, land
applied to be thrown open for selection is
always referred to him, and so is all swamp
land, before he commences with his professional work for the Department at all. Then
the district survevors who are under his control are continually reporting on cases. They
hardly ever have a theodolite or chain in
their hands, as they have to report on so
many cases which used to be referred to the
Crown lands bailiffs or the district land officers.
Consequently when the surveys come
down unchecked, it very often takes six
months in the offices down here to put them
right. Besides this delay in the Survey Department, which is the cause of 50 per cent.
of the' delays in the Lands Department,
there are the rents! to be collected.
The
Department have pretty well all the rents to
collect. After a lease has been granted, and
many thousand leases have been granted,
the Lands Department have very little to
do with the lease-it is very often in the
hands of a bank-except to collect the
rents. The Department are constantly sending out letters to people who owe money on
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selections, sometimes to banks and others
who have taken possession of them.
The
whole of that money could be collected by
the Treasury Department, or by some outside board, and takep away from this branch
of the Government service altogether. The
public offices themselves are an immense
building, but as the Premier and all honorable members know, the officers are scattered all over it.
You first go to the Inquiry-room if you want anything. That is
downstairs.
If it is anything particular,
they do not know a great deal about it, and
in some cases you have to be referred to
the Secretary.
He is upstairs.
You
go to him, and he telephones still higher
up, and one of the well-paid officers comes
down and wastes; his time wlth a bundle of
papers and maps waiting in the Secretary's
room until he is wanted.
Mr. BENT.-If it were not for the lift
you would never get through.
Mr. KEOGH.-It must have been a verv
great mind that proposed to put the lift
there. I suspect it was the Premier himself.
We shall never get the full value of the civil
servants whilst they are required to run up
and down stairs with plans. There is no
reason why the officers of this Department
should not be all on one floor. I am only
throwing out a few suggestions to the Minister of Lands, because the state of stagnation and chaos in the Lands Department is
something deplorable. I am sorry the "Minister is not present.
Mr. BENT.-I will report every word I
can think of.
Mr. KEOGH.-I was very glad to hear
the honorable member for Bulla call attention to what we might do in the way of getting artesian water. On the 9th September,
1898, you, Mr. Speaker, called attention to
what might be done in this direction. You
pointed out what a great rain.fall we had,
and that only a small portion, perhaps onesixteenth, of the water found its way by
rivers .and creeks to the sea. That water
must go somewhere-and you, sir, supposed,
and I believe you are right, that in a great
part of Australia there is a large underThat view is borne out to
ground sea.
some extent, because in Queensland, where
they have put bores down some 4,000 feet,
The
eyeless fish have been thrown up.
geologists say we are not likely to get artesian water in Victoria. I think thev can
see down through the earth's crust about as
far as these fish can see up through it. The
average rainfall of Australia is 35 inches; in
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Victoria the rainfall is 25 inches, in England 22 inches, in France 27 inches, in Russia 17 inches', in Germany 24 inches, and in
Europe 23 inches.
It is apparent, therefore, that we have as good a fall as any
other country, and better than most. Australia is, however, without doubt, the worst
rivered country in the world. At that time,
Mr. Speaker, you pointed out that at ~Ie
rino, where they were boring for coal, they
struck good water at a depth of 900 feet;
they also struck water at Portland, Stawell,
and Ararat. They have tried in the Mallee,
but they did not go down deep enough. In
Queensland they have gone down to a depth
of 4,000 feet,Jbut in the ~lal1ee I donot think
they went down more than 1,000 feet. On
the I I th December in that year you again,
Mr. Speaker, called attention to the great
possibility of getting artesian water, and
you pointed out that the range of mountains
from Kosciusko down to the Grampians
blocked the rainfall, and any water going
The theory
from a southerly direction.
appears to be that the Avoca, the Wimmera,
and the Richardson Rivers, and nearly all
the creeks running towards the Murray never
get there; the water goes underground. When
the great geologist, Professor Gregory, was
here, he coincided with your views, ~Ir.
Speaker, and said that if we tried for artesian water between Horsham and the
Grampians, we might expect gzeat results.
Boring does not cost a great deal.
In
Queensland the bores are put down by private e.nterprise, and pay well. Surely, when
we take all the circumstances. into considera.tion, and ha.ving the opinion of Professor
Gregory, it would be worth the while of thb
Government to put down a few test bores.
While upon the water question, I may sav
th~t w~1en. the Mini.ster o~ Water Supply
bnn~s In hIS g:eat .BIlI agaIn, I hope it will
be CIrculated In tIme to allow us to forward it to the people interested, and that
we shall not be expected, as on the last occasion, to deal with it right away.
Mr. BENT.-Put through the Address-inReply, and we will have the first read1nao
now.
Mr. KEOGH.-We will ask for at least
three weeks to consider it.
This applies
not only to the Water Bill but to other
Bills. Last session Bills w~re put into our
hands, and we were asked to deal with many
of them directl~ we got them.
I hope,
therefore, the BIlls, the Government intend
to iI?troduce will be got ready as soon as
pos~Ible, so ~hat members may have fair
inotIce and tlme to read and understand
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them. In reading through the Governor's
speech, I find that there is a sum of
£20,000 to be expended on public works_
Mr. BENT.-More than that.
~Ir. KEOGH.-I am glad to hear it. I
am glad to find that the Opposition are
going to give the Government loyal support.
I thought the members. in the Government
corner were about the most loyal supporters
the Government had, but we have to bow
our heads in shame when we hear the declarations of members sit6ng in direct opposition. I am not going to be outdone, and
I ,may say that in regard to any measures
that are right, the Government can depend
on my loyal support.
Mr. WARDE.-The debate has extended
for some considerable time, and the speeches
have been very interesting, if somewhat
lengthy.
As you, NIr. Speaker, are well
aware, it is impossible for everyone to catch
your eye at one time, and there is a great
difficulty in members getting an opportunity
to address their remarks to the Chamber.
From my point of view, even though the
time the debate takes may be a little longer,
there is no reason whatever why members
should debar themselves from expressing
their opinions, simply because some other
member has been fortunate in catching your
eye earlier.
As to the debate itself, I
think the House may congratulate itself in
the main upon the tenor of the speeches.
Some of them have been of a very critical
character against the actions of the Government during the recess, but most of
them, I think, the Government will admit,
have been fairly complimentary to the Government.
However, that may be, I think
we, on the Opposition side of the House,
may say that, while there are great differences of opinion between the different
parties as to what should be the proper form
of procedure for the welfare of this commu
nity, we welcome these speeches of a critical
character when they: are free from the personal element. We do so because we think that
in justice to the large section of people we
represent, we are entitled to fairness and
consideration from all sections of the House.
Therefore, while we are prepared to accept
criticism such as the honorable member for
St. Kilda and' the honorable member for
Toorak indulged in last evening, we know
that they are perfectly within their rights,
and wel feel that it is criticism of a character that no person of opposite politics can
condemn. If all honorable members were
imbued with that spirit, I am sure that the
friendships made in Parliament would be
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of a more lasting and better character than
they ar~ both inside and outside the walls
of . this chamber.
As to the programme
whIch the Government have placed before
the country, I would like to say that, with
the leader of the Opposition, while I indorse the action of the head of the Government in paying off £147,000 to the Trust
Funds I cannot for a moment say that I
agree with his idea that it has been paid out
of surplus revenue. If these lands were to
remain in the hands of the Crown, and there
were not tenants sufficient to take them up,
this country would have to pay back the
indebtedness to the Trust FundS!. The deal
is a very good one. It gives the trustees of
the Savings Bank an opportunity of investing the money, and the Government are enabled to get it at lower interest and with
less charges than the flotation of loans in the
ordinary way would necessitate. I do not
wish to pass any further comment on that. I
think the Treasurer can say that it was a
good financial deal in the interests of the
community. In regard to the closer settlement
scheme, which has been so well criticised,
I think we mav assume that the criticism is
of a character- that, at all events, will not
hurt the Department, if that criticism has
the effect it ought to have. I think it was
the Campbell Estate that the Government
purchased on the day when this Parliament
was opened. That is) over twelve months
ago, and I do not believe there is one settler
on that estate. I want to know what the
Premier's Department has been doing during that time, seeing that there is no one
settled on the land. Seeing that nearly the
whole amount has been expended, and 'no
settlement made, the people will begin to
feel that the closer settlement policy, as administered up to the present time, will be
very slow indeed in solving our difficulties.
I do not think that those who criticise the
measure from the point of compulsory purchase have been unfair in saying that the indications 'are that the measure is not working favorably in the direction expected.
It may be said that the compulsory clause
which exists in the measure has not yet
been tried. It is true that the Government
have not yet submitted a resolution to this
House asking for compulsory purchase,
and also that they have not tested another
place to see if they would! support the proposal. But the indications given by the
board's action in refusing to treat for a
number of better and more expensive estates
show trrat sw,table land is not available at
a reasonable figure. That aspect of the
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question has been sufficiently dealt with.
It has also been pointed out with approval
that in New Zealand the measure had to
be amended in the direction of true compulsory purchase. When Mr. Mackenzie
introduced his measure there a similar clause
to that in our Bill was in operation. But
after a few years it was found ineffective,
and a further amendment was made, the result being that the measure is now working
without frktion in New Zealand. But there
is another phase, of greater importance. Even
if the measure is operative, and sufficient
land is obtainable at a reasonable price,
is it not high time to consider that in many
instances the quantities of land which may
be given by the Closer Settlement Board
should rather err on the side of liberality,
than be too small, if the desire 'is to settle
people on the land so that they may obtain
a decent livelihood? I have heard in Gippsland and other places, where men have been
working on the land for years, that 40 or
50 acres of first-class land in good localities are sufficient to maintain a family in
ordinary comfort and decency. If that is
a fact, then seeing the great demand we have
for land in our midst, and that through the
impossibility of supplying it many are
leaving our shores, surely there is cause
for i'nquiry. I am one of those who say that
the duty of the Government is not to put
wealthy men on the land, but to give facilities to industrious settlers by affording them
a sufficient quantity in order to get a decent
. living, and thereby creating closer settlement of a true character, which will benefit
the towns as well as the country. . I was
very sorry indeed that when closer settlement was under 'discussion by the
honorable member for Essendon, and
when he was criticising some of the blocks
purchased, that he should have referred to
the fact that the purchase at Footscray was
done to placate the honorable member for
Flemington. Now, this matter was brought
under the notice of the Government before
the electorate of Flemington was in existence. It was brought under notice by the
m~mbers of the Footscray CIty Council,
WIth the late member for Footscray, Mr.
Alexander :McDonald j and I think the request then made was a fair one.
They
offered land somewhere about the powder
magazine for the purpose of creating settlement. At that 6me I had no lot nor parcel
in the settlement of land at Footscray.
Therefore, when it was purchased, it was
bought before I had anything to do with
the matter. So far as I was concerned,
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there was no attempt whatever to placate
the honorable member for Flemington in
that particular settlement.
This project
has not been the success expected up to
the present. In.my opinion, the land is
quite suitable, and tavorable for the arrangement made in connexion with it, and
I believe it was purchased at a perfectly
reasonable price. In fact, I am satisfied
that some of the agents, who used strong
criti'cism as to the value of the blocks in
that particular locality, were asking twice
as much for land only two miles away from
the station, and yet they said this land
was not worth the money the Government
gave for it. There is one gentleman in the
city who condemned the price the Government paid for land facing the Ballarat
road, and yet this same gentleman owned
land right opposite that which was purchased by the Government, and for which
he required a very much increased price,
and having offered that land at the
price considerably in advance to what the
Treasurer bought the other land for, he
said, through the local council, that the
Government purchase was not one of a
cheap character, and that better could have
been done for the money. If criticism of
this kind leads members to form convictions as to the valuation of that land, it
is not a fair thing, under the circumstances j
and I say so as an opponent of the Government. I hope that it is perfectly clear that
the Government acted because they thought
the land was of value. Taking into consideration the surroundings of that pai-ticu"
lar block, not necessarily from the point
of view of the expenditure necessary to put
settlers on it, the arrangement was of such
a character that, however much the desire
might be of the workers of Footscray to
go upon it, they "iere barred by the unfortunate fact that it required £20 at the
inception to get on to that particular block.
If we take into consideration the average
earnings of the people in that district, the
money they receive when in full work does
not amount to £2 a week for men who
have to keep families. And jJ we, allow
for broken time, and the ordinary illnesses of the year, I will be much nearer
the mark in saying that their earnings
average only 30S. a week for the full
year.
So with the poorest decency
and greatest economy, it is not possible for
these men to furnish the i11itial ,£20 to get
upon the block. No doubt the Gm'ernment made it as low as the.y Dossibl v could
from their calculations, but now th~t these
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lands have not been applied for as rapidly
as they might have been, if the Government
could give an opportunity for the payment
of some smaller initial amount than £20for the paym~nt, say, of 5s. a week, which
would be within the power of residents, the
whole of the blocks would be applied for,
and you would have sixty or seventy poor
people relieved by the action of the Government; and, whilst this would be a benefit to
the community, land whiCh has been held up
would be unloaded. I hope the Government will seriously consider the position
from that point of view .. In connexion with
the operation of the Closer Settlement Act,
there is another matter I wish to
draw attention to. We know that when the
Irvine Government went to the country
one of the principal cries they had was
that as to the overmanning of the Public
Service, the late Treasurer of that Government having informed the House that there
were 4,000 too many public servants in the
service of Victoria. Fancy that, remembering .at the same time that the first estate
purchased for closer settlement twelve
months ago has been so hung up in the
Lands Department that there is not a single
liS that not a reflection
settler on it yet.
on the capacity of the public servants?
Remarks made on this point by the late
Mr. Shiels was .a chicken sent out for other
reasons entirely; but it is coming home to
If it is a fact that the Public Serroost.
vice was overmanned to that extent, why
d:d the Government go outside the Public
Service to appoint three men as members
of the Closer Settlement Board? Were not
exist;ng officers of the Public Service fit
for that position, and able to do the work
required? Or was it necessary to appoint
friends of a particular movement from outside?
This question requires answering.
I will not allude to the position of Mr.
Lamb Smith, but I say here that it seems
J)e~uliar that the people who were so much
in favour of purity of admini,stration and
against an overmanned Public Service
should be the very Government to go outside the Public Service in making new apoointments.
I ,,,ill not deal with' Mr.
McAnulty's case, although evidently he has
been r~moved in order to make room for
another man from outiside the service, thus
again swelling the ranks of the service. We
find in contradistinction' to that that wnere~ver there has been an opportunity in the
Railwav Department lowly-paid men have
been dispensed with. It has been staten
that the revenue of that Department was
71fr. Warde.
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never in a more satisfactory condition than
it is to-day; but in an analytical article in
the Argus it is pointed out that if the Railwavs Commissioners can carryon operations at nearly 10 per cent. less than can
be done by any British company, the
matter should be inquired into, .and the
public made acquainted with the facts as
to how par6cular savings are made. That
is a reasonable conclusion to arrive at.
Mr. BENT .-Surely you do not comparct
English railways with those of Victoria?
Mr. WARDE.-I think that a comparison between the Victorian railways
and those under private management
shows that companies can carryon at a
cost of under 62 per cent. of the revenue,
notwithstanding the fact that their properties are very costly, and that they have
other heavy charges against their earnings.
Moreover, the employes on the railways of
the United Kingdom are in receipt of
nead y 50 per cent. less wages than is paid
to the artisans who are running the Victorian
system.
That is a fair set-off against the
value of properties owned by companies in
Great Britain.
Recently railway administration in Great Britain has received very
severe criticism.
Honorable members are
aware there are many millions of money invf:stf'd in British raHwaYis, and when they
are depreciated it means a very sev€re loss
to investors. Some of the very best financial men there have been devoting their artention to solving the intricacy of railway
They have come to the conclusion
finance.
that it is hardly possible to do that.
The
New York people appointed a body to
make inquiries :into the working of the
railways in the United States, and we may
depend upon it that in that great country
of finance, whether it is wise finance or
unwise, whether it is good finance or bad
finance in the interests of the country, there
are clever and skilled men at the head of
affairs.
They had to report to Congress
that, after an investigation of the accounts,
it wa,s impossible for them to completely
Suqh being the case, is it
solve them.
not possible that, even under our railway
system, if la thorough investigation was
made, we should fail to get at the exact
facts? I think that every Treasurer of this
State who has taken the matter in hand has
had to admit that he has been puzzled, and
I think that the men who have been Treasurers of this S'tate are, on the average,
equal to those who have occupied similar
positions in other parts.
As far as our
railways are concerned, every man who de-
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sires to see the system of transport improved, and freights lowered, must be
pleased to know that the railways are in a
prosperous condition; but those who desire
to see fair conditions prevail, do not want
the railways to be brought into a sound
financial position at the expense either of
the producers or the wage-earners. Amongst
the important factors which have led to
the success of the railways during the last
few years is this, that in 19°1 -2 the rail'\vays were paying about 17s. 6d. per ton
on the average for coal, while during last
year the average price was something like
When we consider the vast differI IS.
ence between 17s. 6d. and I IS. we can
see that at least in regard to fuel a large
reduction in expenditure has taken place
which cannot be put to the credit of management alone.
Another contributing factor was pointed out by the Royal Commission appointed by this House some years
ago to inquire into the administration and
". orking of the railways. In the report w,hich
that Commission presented to Parliament,
it was shown that thousands of useless
miles were travelled by trains from end to
end of Victoria, and' that goods trains,
with as little as twenty-seven tons of merch.a.ndise, were to be found travelling Clver
the State at all times.
It almost
amounted to this, that if a storekeeper at
an up-country town wanted a ton of goods, .
a special train was provided to deliver
them.
I am prep.ared to admit that under
the system of political influence which existed in the past, there was no Government
which dared to deal with the railway system in the direction in which true economy
\Vas to be found.
If the Ministers had
dared to curtail these services to every little
hamlet in Victoria, they would not have
been long on the Treasury bench.
A combination of honorable members whose districts were affected would have quickly
transferred them to the Opposition side of
the House.
And so these useless extensions of railways were carried on.
Today, while the service may in some cases
require an alteration or an increase, the
railways are earning much more money,
whilst running something like 2,500,000
le3s
mileage
every year.
The railways are running about 9,000,000 miles,
as against nearly II,OOO,OOO miles of two
or three years ago.
Honorable members
will find that there has been an enormous
'Sa ving in that di,rection. . The unfortunate
strike which took place a couple of years
back gave the Government an opportunity of
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cutting off these useless services, and that
could never have been done under any
other conditions. If for that reaS0n alone,
the Government should give more consideration to the members of the dismissed executive, who were barred for all time
from entering the railway service again.
There is another matter of serious consequence in connexion with the railway system. We have certain seaports in Victoria,
and the expenditure upon opening up these,
as honorable members are aware, has been
In fact, it 'would be safe to
very large.
say that during the last twelve yea.rs it has
cost pretty \vell £100,000 to keep these
What are these ports kept
ports open.
open for?
Here is a community running
a railway system of its own, and it is supposed to be in a condition to carry its own
traffic.
But, concurrently with its railway system, it opens ports so th.a.t privately
owned steamers may compete against the
railways which have been built at the expense of the taxpayer, and which for
many years, at the initia.tion of the scheme,
were running to many districts at a loss.
Besides that,\ we :have had .tabout
£10,000,000 voted in addition to the borrowed money in connexion with the system.
We find that we have settled a certain population on the land in far-away places, but
immediatel y this settlement is being turned
to some account for the railway system, in
comes the private exploiter, and a generous
country spends hundreds of thousands of
pounds on the seaports to open them up for
these people's cut-throat competition with
the State railways. Is that the sort of thi~g
a truly economic Government would allow?
Then we are faced with
I think it is not.
this question: The Treasurer proposes to
spend a sum of money at Geelong for the
purpose of assisting the producers to get
thei.r products to the world's markets at the
cheapest possible rate.
The honorable
gentleman's \idea. ~,s that Jarge steamers
should come in there, and take away large
cargoes, which would be an advantage to
the producer.
With that I find no fault.
It is the dutv of the Government to render
all the assistance it possibly can to producers.
But I hope that the honorable
gentleman has also taken into consideration
what the effect of this scheme will be on
the railway system in connexion with the
wheat traffic on the western system of railways, which in fortunate years ha.s
been one of the chief causes that have
led to the surpluses we have enjoyed.
Has the honorable gentleman recognised
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that when he deepens the harbour and lets
large steamers go there, the chance9 are that
wheat grown about Rupanyupl, Glenorchy,
and the whole of the central district of
which Ballarat is the centre, will not be
carried to Melbourne?
Mr. BENT. - It does not pay through
Geelong.
:Mr. WARDE. - I am afraid all that
freight will go to Geelong, which will be
I9 miles closer than via Bacchus Marsh to
the Melbourne dock, and about 6d. per ton
will be saved by those who are sending this
wheat for shipment. If the honorable gentleman, before he prepares his financial statement, will take this matter into consideration, he will see what a difference it is
going to make to the railways'. Experience
of this has been gained before, and the
honO'fable gentleman knows that. I was
at a deputation of producers, comprising
the Decentralization Committee, which
waited on the Premier, and the honorable
gentleman distinctly saw the point.
The
honorable gentleman talked about the money
which had been sp.ent on the Gippsland
ports to enable them to compete against the
railway system. Would any private system
of railway management be benevolent enough
to construct railway lines into the country,
and then open up free of charge a means
of export by shipping?
M.r. KEOGH.-Will vou support a motion
to close thoSe ports up?
Mr. WARDE.-The Premier knows that
if he does what is proposed, he is going to
lose a very large amount of revenue. He
will have to look for some means of obtaining it, 'and if he reduces freights to the
producers, and affords facilities to them
for getting their produce away, is it not a
fair thing that all thes~ producers should
be put on an equal footing? The proper
way to make up the deficiency thereby
created in the railway revenue is by putting
on land taxation, so as to make up, to the
Treasury the expenditure that has been incurred for the benefit of so many people.
If the honorable gentleman considers this,
'he will find it is a fair and reasonable proposition. Noone knows better than himself
that in an average year his scheme would
entail much loss on the railwavs. That is
no reMon why the farmer, in o;der to make
up what is lost, should have to pay a
higher burden in the way of freight. There
is another matter which requires consideration from the Government and from this
House.
I have already pointed it out on
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another occasion, and I think that the Pre~
mier then, instead of giving it the consideration which it deserved, adopted an
attitude which wasl rather antagonistic. I
refer to the cOlJ1version of our present suburban steam locomotive traction to electric
traction. I t is now many years ago since
the Legislative Council first appointed a
committee to inquire into this question, and
I regret to Slay that many Governments have
come jnto power and gone out again without
doing anything in this direction. We have
seen that in other parts of the world electric traction is' successful. It has been
successful, although the conversion to' electric traction has almost doubled the capital
expended on the railways, and this success
has been achieved because of the economies
it enables to be made in connexion with the
working.
All those who have converted
their railways in this respect are satisfied
that electric traction is! the better system,
and more economical. We, however, are in
this position: The Government have given
no indication during the three years they
have been in office that they have any
definite plan in regard to this matter. We
have been told that an expert-Mr. Bradford, I think-has been appointed to advise the Government. First we were told
that that gentleman was only appointed for
the purpose of supervising the construction
. of the electric tram along the St. Kildaroad, and then we were informed that he is
engaged to generally advise the Government in regard to the conversion of the suburban railway system to electric traction.
When Mr. Tait, the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners, came out from America, he brought a report, I believe, from
one of the greatest authorities in that country. in connexion with the electric system;
but no action, so far as I know, has been
taken upon that by the Government up to
the present time. We 'have application,s
for the extension of our suburban svstem of
railways. Speaking generally, not-on individual lines, I wO'llld say that the suburban
system of railways is not likely to prove a
success if it is extended. Without any disfavour to Collingwood, I would p.oint out
that there could be no more favorable place
in which to try the suburban steam servioe;
but here we find that, against the system of
cable traction, it is utterly impossible for
the railway line to pay. There is a deficiency of some £,6,000 or £8,000. I win
admit that previous' to the completion of
that two miles of line, to give connexion
with Melbourne, the loss upon the Heidel~
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berg line was greater than the total loss
has been since the Collingwood line was
opened.
Mr. BENT.-What loaded them was the
price of the land.
:Mr. WARDE.-Yes. It is' only fair to
say that, whilst there is an apparent loss
since the Collingwood line was opened, the
loss on the line to Heidelberg was more in
one year than the los's has been during the
whole of the time the Collingwood to Melbourne line has been op~ned. I do not say
this as an indication ,that I think the Col.
lingwood line should not be made to' pay
its way, and I hope the Railways Commissioners will take the necessary steps to
compel the parties concerned, and all those
who enter into obligations with the State,
to carry out their engagements, and I have
no doubt the people there would be honorable enough to carry out their compact.
The failure of that line, in a dense population like Collingwood, is an indication that
further extensions of our present railway
system where it comes into competition with
the trams are not likely to lead to success.
The honorable gentleman knows very well
the history of the Brunswick line, which
also met the competition of the Tramway
Company. There are, however, no insuperable difficulties, 'except money, in the way
of converting-Mr. BENT.-That is what is the matter.
Mr. WARDE.-If the honorable gentleman desires to do something in this connexion, the first thing for him to do is to
get his expert" whom he has at hand, to
report to him what it will actually require
to alter our present system.
Then he can
find whether it would not be possible, by the
allocation of so much per year out of the
revenues of the country, gra:dually to transform our obsolete system of steam locomotion into an up-to-date scientific system of
electric traction.
The experience of the
world has been that it will pay. The experience of large numbers of companies in
Great Britain and America has shown that
it is possible to give the people these facilities with profit to the· companies themselves.
There is, therefore, no reason
why this community should not be
a1ble to do it without any expense
when it is not looking for the profits.
Our
large railway trains cost about 4S. per mile,
but of course each of them carries far more
passengers than an ordinary tram-car.
Against that, the electric tram system of
New South Wales only costs about Io2'd.
per car mile. If, then, they were desiring a
profit, all that their electric trams took over
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lo!d. a mile would be profit for the people
of New South Wales. When the system
of trams that run from Subiaco to Perth, in
Western Australia, was first established,
the charges came to about lod. per car mile.
Now, after the cars have been running for
some years, 8d. per car mile covers the
necessary charges.
Even allowing for the
difference in the weight of our railway
trains, and the number of people they carry,
it ought to be possible to carryon an electric service here for 9d. a car mile. When
the honorable gentleman considers this, I
think he will agree that the subject is worthy
of consideration in the interests of the community.
Mr., WILKINs.-He is ·~:.oing to try it at
Brighton.
Mr. WARDE. - Yes.
The honorable
gentleman was under the impression that
no recommendation had been made by the
Railways Standing Committee about that
m~tter, but some two years ago the commIttee recommended the conversion of the St.
Kilda line, because it was an isolated line,
apart from all other sections of the railways, upon which a reasonable experiment
could have been made. The honorable gentleman, however, did not go on with the committee's proposals.
Mr. BENT.-The committee's proposals
were not worth the paper they were written
upon.
Mr. WARDE.-That is the honorable
gentleman's opinion, but I suppose he will
allow other people to have opinions of their
own.
Mr. BENT.-I have proved it to-day by
the tenders. You made up your minds to
damn a certain line, but you have damned
yourselves inste'ad.
Mr. WARDE.-The honorable gentleman got a report on what it would cost to
construct an electric tram through the Elwood swamp. The fact that that swamp
was to be reclaimed, and sold for a large
amount of money, was a great factor in
getting that particular line through.
Of
course, it has still to be demonstrated
whether the land will sell, and whether it
is going to return anything like the profit
that the honorable gentleman states it
will.
I admit he is a good judge of land
values j but while there is land available
in its natural state within reasonable distance of Melbourne-not slimy, filthy, dirty
sludge that has been filled up-at about
half the price the honorable gentleman expects to get for it, I do not think any sensible man is likely to build his house on that
filth and slush when he can get natural land
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in higher positions at half the cost. The honorable gentleman said in this House last
session, "I do not intend to construct any
power-house; I intend to buy my power
from a company." Yet, during the reces~,
within a few weeks of the opening of this
session, tenders are called for the construcThe power is
tion of a power-house.
not to be purchased, but is, to be sent
directly from a power-house under the con.
trol of the Government. In the interests
of the good '5;overnment of this country, is
it right that promises should be made to
members in Parliament while Parliament is
in session, and then immediatel v the doors
of the HoOuse are closed for ~ix months,
those promises should be broken and directl v
opposite action taken to what was promised
in this Chamber?
Mr. BENT.-That shows what a lot YOU
know about it.
Mr. WARDE.-I have seen that tenders
have been called.
Mr. BENT .-Do yoOU know that we sent
the question of electric tramways on to the
Railways Standing Committee about twelve
months ago, and y.ou have done nothing
vet? A business man would have done in
two hours all you have 'done.
Mr. WARDE.-I have not dealt with
the question of the feeders to the railways
at all. I am dealing with the system of
conversion of our present steam traction to
electric traction. The quest;on of the construction of the electric tramway to Brighton
was debated in this House, and in that
debate the honorable gentleman promised
distinctl v, as Hansard will show, that he
was going to buy his power from a company, and not going to generate it himself,
yet jn the Government Gazette tenders have
been called for the construction of a
power-house, and the promise made to this
lIouse has been broken.
Mr. HUNT.-He must have been pressed
by the Socialists.
1\1r. WARDE.-The honorable gentleman was not pressed by the Socialists. He
is as well able to judge for himself, and
to take his own way, as any Socialist, or
any other member of this House. Still,
when the honorable gentleman does those
things which we on the Opposition side consider are 'not altogether right, he has got
to be just as amenable to the criticism of
this House as any other member. I think
he will recognise that that is a fair position
for any opponent of the Government to take
up.
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Mr. BENT.-I do not recognise jlt when
there is a personal bias to try to damn a
project, and those who try it damn themselves instead.
Mr. WARDE.-What personal bias, or
what interests, can any member have in
connexion with the whole transa;ction?
Mr. BENT.-You said enough at Essendon the other day to show what you are.
Mr. WARDE-The whole system that is
going on is likely to lead to confusion in
the future. It is because I think that
seriously that I say it in this House, and
have said it outside.
Here we have a
system of transportation that is gradually
going to be extended higgledy-piggledy,
without any central control. We have a
metropolitan system of tramways, which
will be owned ultimately by the same taxpayers, and yet in all the extensions that,
are taking place, or the rights that are being
asked for, there is no uniform system set
out. If it is necessary at any time to take
over that system, and work it under jojnt
municipal control, or in conjunction with
the railways, as is done in New South
Wales, we shall have pow~r-houses dotted
at enormous expense all over the suburbs.
We shall havre duplicated expenditure
and duplicated management.
We may
have different sy~tems and different gauges
on the different tram lines, and it is the duty
of anyone who has given consideration to
this question to warn the House and the
people of this country into what position
they are going. At all events, I conceive
that that is my duty, and I fearlessly do
it, and am prepared to take the consequences
of my action. I do not desire to criticise
many of the matters mentioned in the Governor's speech. I wish to compliment the
Premier upon his determination not to submit to the exorbitant demands the brick companies are making on the Government of
this country. When the honorable gentleman is right, even though I sit on this (the
Opposition) side of the House, I am with
him, and will help him to get what is in
the interests of the people. When I do
not agree with him, I claim my right to
criticise and a,Pvise, and I cannot help it
if the honorable gentleman does not feel
inclined to take that criticism in the spirit
in which it is meant. 'We know that he
does not like to be criticised, but every
man must be criticised on his acts, without'
the least loss of good feeling between honorable members, no matter on what side of
the House they sit. We owe a duty to the
public, and it is our duty as an Opposition
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to sit here and criticis.e. When, therefore,
the head of the Government makes promises
which ho does not follow up, it is the duty
of the Opposition, in the face of the public,
to show where that honorable gentleman has
broken the pledges he has made to the
House, and to the people of this country
through the House. So far as we are concerned, in connexion with the brick industry-:Mr. BENT .-1 do not want your compliments.
Mr. WARDE.-I am not dealing with
the honorable gentleman. He is onl y one
of the Government.
:Mr. BENT.-Your compliments about the
bricks make me believe I am wrong.
Mr. \VARDE.-I am dealing with the
position as it presents itself to me, without
considering the honorable gentleman's State
Socialism, or any other kind of Socialism.
It is a fact that one of the tenderers-who
3s likely to be favorably considered, simply
because of his tender and not for any other
reasou-requires for the delivery of these
bricks £2 13s. per thousand at the Flinders-street Railway Station. So far as
indications go, this is the individual who
is likely to get thjs contract. It will require in round numbers 5,060,000 bricks.
They are bought at the kiln at £2 a thousand, even at the monopoly value placed
upon them by the combine. It only costs
8s. for cartage from the kiln to the railway
station. Therefore, the Government are
going to pay 5s. a thousand extra for these
bricks, over and above the monopoly price,
a.s a profit to this man, who is prepared to
put them there. On the other hand, if the
Government supply the bricks themselves,
there js a set-off against the contract of
£2 13s. a thousand. The evidence is that
there are people willing to work the land
which the honorable gentleman bought at
Thornbury, and supply bricks to the Government at 25S. per thousand. When the
bricks are delivered from the company's
kiln, at Flinders-street, the cost does
not end at the £2 a thousand.
There
will be men there employed upon
the works to sort the bricks out.
Those which are not equal to the strongest
part of the building are placed in other
positions, so that to t.he cost of the job has
to be added the wages of the men who have
to sort the bricks out. I f the Government
produce their own bricks they can be
loaded in thei.r own trucks at Thornbury,
and sorted out at IFlinders.-street withollt
the double handling. If the honor.able mem-
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ber for St. Kilda gave us his opinion unfettered by the morbid anti-socialistic craze,
he would say that this scheme was on the
business lines' that any business man would
adopt. It is a practical business thing
which the Premier proposes to do, and as
for the aspersions cast on the ,honorable
member for Collingwood, that honorable
member is capable of defending himself.
(T.he honorable member for St. Kilda is to
be thanked for mentioning the names of
some other brickmakers whO' are prepared
to deliver bricks to the Government at the
same rate as the brickmaker who made an
offer to the Government through the honor'able member for Collingwood. (This, shows
that it could' not have been a put-up job
between the Government .and the honorable
member for Collingwood. The ques60n of
immigration has been mentioned. I think
that the honorable member for Lowan was
one of the first to draw attention to it on
his return from England. In addressing his
constituents at Horsham, he spoke on this
question. Where does he propose to get
the land to settle these people upon? Every
one admits that in Victoria there is a growing need for popUlation, but he must also
admit that while Victoria requires population it ruas thousands of its artisans en~
tirely unemployed, and hundreds of the artisans in its facto~ies only nominally employed, and not Igetting more than eight
months' work in the year. There are hundreds of applications for every acre of land
that is thrown open for selection. Hundreds of our population are migrating to
othe.r parts of Australia, and to other countries, because there is not land available
here. The honorable member for Lowan,
who sees the panacea for this country in
more population and greater land settlement,
ought to be able to point out the land. I
am sure we shall only be too delighted if,
after having provided for our own farmers
and the farmers' sO'ns, there is anything to
spare for O'ur British brethren and kith
and kin, to give it to them; but let our
charity begin at home.
I never thought
there waSi the least sincerity in the accusation made against the Labour Party as to
loyalty to the Throne and the purity of
home .life. This matter has been alluded
to by the honorable membe.r for St. Kilda.
I have been following politics for .(1 good
many years, and I know that when
different parties see that there is an
election coming round they begin to
Some of the society wireorganize.
pullers desired to find a good cry
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that is likely to be effective at the election. Everybody knows that the public
of Australia expected a dissolution of the
Federal Parliament within a few weeks or
months. There waSl, of course, great activity going on in the camps, of the different
parties. I suppose those wlho are 'Opposed
to the progressive, or the socialistic party,
as it is called, said to themselves, "Now
the women have ;a. vote for the Federal
Parliament, and there is nothing more dear
to an honorable woman than the welfare 'Of
her children and her pure and chaste name.
If we can only get the women of Victoria
to believe thisi accusation against the Labour
Party, though we know it is not true,
we will secure their votes. Thos.e 'who
taught this doctrine are dead and gone a
hundred years, but saddle it on to these
people. We will get the women to respond
because the home and chastity are the
first consideration with the womanhood
of this country." The dissolution has not
come along, and they aTe all di,sappointed.
The honorable member for Lowan hasl to
wait another two years to get 'a seat in the
Federal Parliament. As the dissolution has
not come off, Mrs. Barrington is ill. I do
not know whether the funds of this great
organizing party are being conserved for
future action. N a one knows better than
they do that it is not wise to fire blank
cartridge. As there is no necessity for thi,s"
they 'are now beginning to go to the penitent form to repent. Now they say they do
not believe that the Labour P arty are so
bad as some people say, and that is because
the opportunity is; not afforded to use the
cry to their advantage.
M,r. MCCUTCHEoN.-Was that not stated
in the press a month ago?
Mr. WARDE.-I do not know. The honorable member spoke very feelingly about
the matter last night, and felt that he had
no right to be criticised by the honorable
member representing the railways officers.
Our platform, planks, 'and actions are open,
and we do not care whether the Ministry
or any other section of the House criticises
the fact of our going to the country with
our propaganda. I remember in the days
when I was a boy, and you, Mr. Speaker,
remember the fights that took place between
the McCulloch, Berry ,and Service paTties.
In every part of the country there were
half-a-dozen leading men fighting the battle
of their party. No one found fault with
those fights in those days. They were the
battles of political giants. What was set
down in this community ,as the ide'al battle
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ground of politics has been followed by us.
We go to the country, and why? Because
we have no press fair enough t'O voice our
views in the country. We go into the back
blocks, miles away from railway lines, and
beyond using our railway passes we do not
t,ravel ·at the expense of the country; our
expenses are paid by ourselves. If, in the
way of relaxation, we occasionally play a
game of billiards) is there anything discreditable in that? No. Before the Labour
P.arty existed it Was not considered wrong
for Members of Parliament to go to the
country and use their railway passes not
only on public business but on private business. If it was not wrong then for a Member of Parliament to play a game of billiards, why should it be wrong now, because
a new party has come into existence? There
are people who think that they are the
heaven-sent directors of the welfare of this
community, and who denounce any other
party as being inimical to the prospects of
Parliament and of responsible government.
The same thing was done in the
Federal Parliament. I would like to ask
any honorable member what right he has to
set himself above the electors who sent these
three parties into the House?
Has any
party in this House the right to say to any
other party, "You have no right to be here.
Your electors have no right to representation." That will not bear the consideration
of an honest man for five minutes. If the
people decide that there is to be a triangular
division of opinion, and if we reflect the
opinion of the country in Parliament, then
the only possible solution is that there must
be a triangular division.
That does not
prevent these parties from dealing with all
matters as they should be dealt with. Notwithstanding the attack made on the Labour
Party by the honorable member for Essendon, who said we were a caucus party, and
afraid to vote as we thought right, I would
ask honorable members - When has this
party shown fear to do that which it thought
right, ,even though other members believed it was wrong? Can they point to
any instance of members of this party talking one way and voting another? It \vould
far better become the dignity of the honorable member who made the charge to
consider his own speech against separate
representation for the Public Service- and
officers of the Railwar Department.
As
soon as the Government cracked the whip
he was behind it, and did not vote as he had
been arguing for 'an hour . Yet he stands
up and says that we are afraid to do that
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which we believe to be right.
I think honorable members must admit that the thing
was a travesty, and so hollow that it did
not deceive anyone. The honorable member for Ovens was the only member who
made reference to the Charities Bill in
speaking on the Address-in-Reply. I consider such a measure one of the most growing needs of the community. We had a
Commission on the charities under the
chairmanship of the late Mr. Zox, who,
whatever his politics were, was a man in
deep sympathy with all classes of suffering
in this community.
The report of that
Commission is ,veIl worthy of the consideration of any Government. Whilst we have
numbers of good, -generous-hearted men,
whose pockets are always open to theappeal of those in distress, this country is
saddled with a large expenditure for the
needv. There are men and wOIffien :who
have been blest with the world's goods in
plenty, but never do anything, 'as far as
we know, to assist or relieve those suffering
from the misfortunes of life. If a proper
system were esfablished, it might lead to
the solution of this difficulty by compelling
these people to make a fair contribution,
,vhilst at the same time, it ,vould lighten the
burden on the generous, and relieve those
suffering from misfortune and poverty.
~lr. McKENZIE. - There are only one
or two matters that I intend to refer to.
As far -as closer settlement is concerned, I
do not think any reasonable exception can
be taken to the administration of the Act
It was only passed last
so far.
session, and certain preliminaries, had
to be undertaken and appointments made.
We heard from the Premier to-day that almost the limit of expenditure for the year
has been reached in the purchase of estates.
There have been some reflections in connexion with the personnel of the board. I
know only the chairman personally; he is
a gentleman who was trusted with most important functions by some of the greatest
financial institutions of this city for many
years. That fact must be somewhat of an
index to the man's ability.
It was said
by the honorable member for Dandenong
that it was undesirable that the Government should go north to purchase
estates. I think that is a grievous mistake.
Wherever water can be applied
in the northern areas a very great advantage is secured, the consequent production
,being so great.
The dairying industry has exhibited a great advancement
wherever fodders can be grown, and this is
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the case in the northern areas where also
there is no necessity for clothing cattle
during any portion of ,the year.
It has
been shown that there are better returns
horn dairying in the north than in any
other part of Victoria, and I suppose that
climatic conditions have a great deal to
With reference to the
do w~th that.
Wyuna Estate, I happen to have personal
knowledge of it.
I was employed on it,
With regard
and I was a selector on it.
to the price paid for it I feel sure that the
Government got it at a fair market value.
The best evidence of that will be when the
land is made available for occupation by
the extent to which it will be applied for.
The honorable member for Dandenong said
that there were 9,000 acres on that plain
which he did not believe suitable for agricultural purposes.
I can assure the hon·
orable member that he is speaking without
knowledge of the northern plains. Owing
to the drought in the north, work has had
to be done there which has clead y shown
that you can grow cereals on the plain, so
long as you have water, even to
greater advantage than on the rich
The plain
retains
timbered
lands.
moisture to a greater extent than the richer
lands, although they are timbered. The
consequenoe is that during the time of
small rainfalls we found that the plains
have grown better crops with a smaller percentage of water than the richer timbered
With the excellent implements
land.
they have in our days, such as drills, they
have revolutionized farming. With machinery placed on the ground, and the water
applied, there is no doubt that any man
who takes up the plain land will make it
a success in growing cereals. The best
evidence as to whether estates that have been
purchased are likely to be of the character
suitable to the intentions of the Government is obtained when they are applied for.
It is unreasonable to prejudge the purchases
made by the Government until the estates
are applied for.
If the Government will
deal with those estates in the north where
water can be applied, securing them a't their
grazing values, they can make no safer
purchase.
It may be said that the large
land-owners through whose lands the irrigation will go will have to pay for it.
That certainly will be an advantage, but
what we want is to have settlers on the
land.
There are thousands of acres
which, if the water goes through them, will
attract such a settlement as will De of
great advantage to the country and to the
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settlers themselves.
One matter for congratulation is the large revenue from the
railways.
To what extent the Commissioners are entitled to receive credit for that
I am not prepared to say.
I am prepared
to say, however, that public convenience
was never more disregarded than it has been
under the management of the present Commissioners.
The delays in the transit of
goods and live stock are greater now than
we ever experienced before.
The timet.ables are the worst we ever had in this
country.
In my own district we have had
for 35 years a train arriving at Echuca at
from 10.30 to I I in the evening, and it now
arrives after midnight.
In company with
a large deputation I asked that it might
arrive a little earlier, as it was most mconvenient reaching Echuca after houses
of accommodation were all closed. The
only result, however,' was that the train
arrived eight minutes later than before. We
asked the Commissioners for bread and
they gave us the proverbial stone.
Coming
fr<?m Echuca into Bendigo we find a train
gomg to IngleWOod start;ng five minutes
before we get there.
Coming to' Melbourne the same thing applies. The Warrnambool train is steaming out before we
arrive. At the junction of Mangalore can.
necting the North-Eastern line with the
Goulburn Valley the junction of trains
there which was established for years and
years has been broken, to the inconvenience
of travellers. Another instance: We asked
for a train once a week in the evenina from
-:r:atura to Echuca, and the municipai counclls were so sanguine of its paying and of
being a great public convenience that they
offered to guarantee the Commissioners
against any loss they might sustain if they
put it on for three months.
The Commissioners said, "Yes, if you guarantee us
for each train." So that whatever gain might
be obtained would go to the Commissioners'
but if there were one day's loss the guaran~
tors would have to pay it.
It must be admitted that that was -an unreasonable arrangement.
Another question is whether
the permanent way and rolling-stock is
getting justice.
In this connexion one instance has come under my own notice. Last
year the Premier at my request put £5 00
on the Estimates for repair,s to the Echuca
The Commissioner of Railways
wharf.
wished him to strike that item out, saying
there was no occasion for such expenditure.
The Premier, hO'\yever, said very fairly that
the member for 'the district who ought
to know had assured him that it was
Mr. McKenzie.
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necessary, and so he allowed it to remain.
What was the result? When the wharf
was stripped it was found to be absolutel y dangerous j the piles wer,e in such
a condition that it was a great wonder
the trains had not gone into the river?
especially trains of trucks heavily laden
wilth timber and other commodities.
There is still another t'hing which I would
like the Minister of Railways to take notice
of-it is in connexion with the Riverina
traffic.
In February last, the Railways
Commissioners of Victoria met those of
New South Wales and South Australia in
conference, and fixed certain rates. It is
a most important thing for this city to have
the Riverina trade, whlch it has had for so
many years. If you lose the wool from
that district, you lose also the trade in supplies which are required by the various
properties.
Hay is the principal point
from which we draw the wool. From Hay
on the Murrumbidgee, to Melbourne, the
freight for wool was raised 16s. 'per ton,
that is for greasy wool, and for scoured
wool 15 S. per ton. From Hay to Sydney
the increase made at the conference Ire-I
ferred to was only 5s. 3d. for greasy wool,
and the rate for scoured wool from Hay to
Svdney was lowered by 9S. 2d. per ton.
Thus were given concessions to Sydney of
lOS. 9 d . per ton on greasy wool, and
24 S. 2d. per ton on scoured wool. Owing
to the increase of the rates I have just mentioned, you can send wool from Hay down
to Adelaide at lOS. per ton less than to
Melbourne.
That surely is a matter of
very serious moment. And now I will quote
a few of the articles included in the supplies required by Riverina properties.
Take sugar in the first instance. That is a
commoditv which everyone knows must
be sold at the smallest possible profit. It
can be brought from Adelaide to Swan Hill
on the Murray .at 37S. per ton, whereas
from Melbourne to Swan Hill the charge
is 54S. 4 d . for sugar in 5-ton lots, and
72S . IId. for less quantities. For jams
from Adelaide to Swan Hill, the freight
is 4 2S ., and from Melbourne to Swan Hill
£4 12S. 7d. For wines andl spirits from
Adelaide to Swan Hill the charge is 45s.,
and from Melbourne to Swan Hill it
is £6 4S. 6d.
These figures. show
exactly the position ,'Ile are placed in with
respect to Adelaide by the freights arranged
at the conference I have referred to. Again,
the municipal council of Balranald stated
that they wished to buy a large pumping
plant, including a boiler, in Melbourne,
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if the freight could be arranged with the
Railway Depanment. A letter on the subject was handed to me, and 1 went to the
Department to ascertain if a concession
. could be made, but the reply was, "No, we
are hard-and-fast bound bv that conference, and there we must ~tick." Consequently, Melbourne lost the sale of that
plant. I trust that the Minister of Railways will look into the figures r have
quoted, and which have been taken from
the books of the Department compiled in
March. Probablv I am now about to touch
a note of discord. I wish to refer to the
Agricultural Council. Some t".-enty years
ago, there was vested in that body I 50,000
acres of the lands of this country for the
purpose of developing agriculture. I do
not know to what extent that board has
carried out its duties. I certainlv think it
has been tried and fauna wanti~g. Two
colleges have been established, and one of
them has been a failure, although some
£ro,ooo has been expended on it. The
other is at Dookie, where some good work
is being done. I visited the Dookie farm the
other day, and found the manager a scientific man, doing some good work, especially
in the growing of cereals, but I consider
he has far too much to do and to look after,
and there seems to be an absolute neglect
there so far as the breeding of stock is concerned. At an agricultural college the
breeding of stock shaul d be one of the
essential hranches.
As we have ,a!
Director of Agriculture, to whom we
pay a good salary - and reasonably
so, if we expect a good man-surely
that man should have some control of these
colleg,es. He should be the man who should
have the general control of them under the
:Minister. It seems to me to be against all
commercial principles, if we employ a manager to look after one estate, or any portion
of our business, that a part of that estate
or that business should be under separate
control from him altogether.
I hope that
the Government will look into this matter,
and see whether there cannot be some alteration made in connexion with it. I feel sure
that if we are goin~, to have the Agricultural Colleges a success, such as the people
of this country expect, it will not be obIn the
tained under the present control.
reDort of the Royal Commission of I900which I have glanced at to-day-I
notice that it is, stated that the Council
of Agricultural Education has evinced
no
interest
whatever
in
the
instruction or examination. of the students.
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Up to that time £I25,000 had been received
in votes and from the returns of this land.
After this body has been in existence so
long, and with such poor results, surely
it is now time that, having a Director of
Agriculture, we should give him control of
this 'work, which would mean that better
conditions WQuid prevail. I trust that during the session the measures mentioned in
the Governor's speech will meet with favorable treatment from honorable members
for I think that most of them will be favor:
ably regarded by the country.
Mr. BAILES. - I do not know that I
should have intruded in this debate at
all but for the fact that some nineteen
speakers have alre'ady addressed the House,
and not one so far has made any reference
in connexion with-Mr. BENT.-Mines.
Mr. BAILES.-In connexion with the
forest question and the mining question. I
couple the two together because, if our
forestry system is not properly looked after,
our mining industry is '~ping to be handica pped to a great extent indeed.
In the
Governor's speech I observe a paragraph,
statingYou will be asked to consider measures providing for the re·organization of the Forests Department, and for the better management of the
valuable timber-producing areas of the State.

I think the Premier may be fairly congratulated upon having taken that step, and I
augur from that announcement that a
Bill is to be introduced. We have been waiting a consider3Jble time for that Bill j and
although I do not assume that the Bill put
before this Chamber will be exactlv the
same as the one drafted bv the Forest
Commission, yet I feel satisfi~d that except
in one or' two details the Government would
find it of advantage to follow the lines
which that Commission has laid down. That
Commission went to a great deal of trouble
and labour.
We had as secretary of the
Commission a man who thoroughly under~
stood the subject, and I am satisfied generall y that no better provisions could be made
for dealing with the forests than those contained in the draft Bill I have referred to.
I t will be within the recollection of honor~
able members that the then Minister of
Lands, Mr. J. W. Taverner-whose name
has been frequently referred to during the
course of this debat€L-laid, as I think I
am right in stating, most unholy hands upon
the forests of this State. He was pursuing
this policy to such an extent that alarm grew
throughout the whole of the mining community. On the closing day of one of the
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sessions, Mr. Kerr, then filling one of, the
seats for Granville, undertook to move the
adjournment of the House, and in a most
able manner-because he was a thorough
expert on the question-pIiesented the case
before this House, and the Minister gave a
pledge that there should be no further interference with any of the forest land of this
Slate until a Bill had been submitted to
Par liament.
Mr. J- CAMERON (Gippsland East.)-Was
that how he secured 8,000 acres of the
forest lands of this State?
Mr. BAILES.-That int,erjection is most
uncharitable, because I know, and I suppose
th~ majority of honorable members know, to
what he refers. Those lands were acquired
by that gentleman's family before he was on
the Forest Commission. At any rate, that
gentleman is not here to answer for himself,
and I think it most unfair indeed to pass
a refiection, by interjection or otherwise, on
an absent man, who is not able to defend
himseilf. I think the Premier has been
paying a visit to the forest known as Moormbool upon the request of certain people who
'desire thaf a large portion of the forest
should be thrown open to selectors. That
forest is within a Viery short distance
of Bendigo, and it is a well-known
fact
to every
mining, man
that
throughout
the
State
the
mmmg
industry in all these centres is being severel v
handicapped owing to the scarcity of wood
supplies. It must follow that Bendigo will
be no less a sufferer than other mining
centres.
To-day the actual forests surrounding Bendigo, each and everyone of
them, on the recommendation of th~ officers
of the Department, ought to be absolutely
closed for some considerable tim'e at least.
Unless that is dane, there will be no timber
available for mining or for other purposes
within measurable distance' of Bendig,o and
Ea'glehawk. This forest is within a few miles
of Bendigo', and it is from this forest in the
future that the mining timber will have to
be drawn. The deeper we go in mining
'the more necessity there is for timber to
make the ground safe, and therefore the demands upon that forest, as soon as it is
necessary to go into it, will become greater
and greater every year. So small is the
margin of pfO'fit in carrying on mining operations now, especially at the great depths
a:t which it is carried on, that if there is
to be an appreciable advance in the cost of
timber and fuel for the mines, it means
that a great many of the mines will have
to be closed. Some of the mines to-day
are just struggling, not with a p;ofit, but
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with a small loss; and if you are going to
jncrease that loss by making the charges
hea vier for one of the greatest necessities in connexion with mining, it
must follow, as call paying will not go on
for ever, that the mines must close down.
The Moormbool forest is ~inly composed of ironbark and grey box, and all
mining men know that either of these timbers is suitable in every degree for mining
purposes, gjrey box especially. This is one
of the most durable and suitable timbers
we have for heavy work in deep mines.
But we cannot reproduce grey box by planting. It must be self-sown, and it reproduces itself in the ground most s'uitable for
it. The land in this forest consists of
ridges of irons'tone and red sandstone, and
sloping away from those ridges, and at the
foot of these ridg,es there are a number of
fiats and gullies. On the north side of the
main ridge, slome considerable time before
this area was converted into a timber reserve at all, nearly all the land jn the gullies and fiats, which is a rich sandy loam,
was taken U{Jl by selectors.
But on the
other side of that main ridge, near Whroo,
Graytown" and slouth towards Goulbum,
there is a fair proportion of the land of
the class I speak of still in the reserve,
and growing grey box. Some time ago the
Forest Commiss~on recommended the excision of some 2,000 acres of that particular
class of land in the vicinity of Gravtown,
and I understand that 'recommendation
was given effect to. These fiats and
gullies are scattered, and they vary
much in extent.
They are on the
average from 400 to 800 acres. There is
fairly good land in pa-tches of about that
size, but I am told that in the aggregate
there is' not more than 10,000 acres of that
sort of land that could be made available.
I, for one, am prepared to admit that
every facility should be given to the selector
to get on to land that is suitable, yet we
should not be expected to benefit one industry at the expense of others. If this
land, on which grey box is growing, is to
be excised from the forest and converted
into a settlement, the mining industry will
be handicapped, and I question whether the
benefit to the country from -the p~esence of
the selector will not be counterbalanced by
the harm done to the mining industry. The
ironbark timber grows on -the ridges. In
the fiats' that I have just been referring to
magnificent grey box trees and saplings
can be seen, from 6 to 15 inches in diameter, and with Items from 15 to 50 feet
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high. Anybody going through the land
adjacent to the forest, which is part of the
same class of country, cannot but be struck
with the immense amount of land which has
been excised from the forest area at some
time or other, and which is of no use at the
present time. It may possibly be attempted
to graze sheep on it, but there is not much
chance for sheep to thrive on the ironstone
ridges. But all over this forest land can
be seen the skeletons of trees which have
been rung in order that the land may produce some grass. Anyone can see that the
loss to the State has been something enormoys, through the sacrificing of that forest
land. I think the Premier, when gc·ing
through this forest, was told by some people
who were clamouring for land that the
forest land was worth from lOS. to ISS. p.er
acre. If I make any statement that is not
correct, I would be thankful to the hO'l1orable gentleman if he would correct me, as
I am taking my information on this matt~r
from the newspapers.
Mr. BENT.-What is that?
Mr. BAILES.-You were told t~1:1t it
was worth from lOS. to ISS. per :icr·~.
Mr. BENT.-You mean the land?'
:Mr. BAILES.-Yes, the land; and that
the timber was worth about lOS. per acre.
Mr. BENT.-I was not so sill v as to i)elieve that.
Mr. HANNAH. - A lot of the timber is
worth more than the land.
Mr. BENT.-SOme of those who got the
land at ISS. freehold are now getting :::os.
for the right to take the timber (Iff.
Mr. BAILES.-That will be the land
parted with before the timber reserve was
created. The box flats will, apart from the
sleepers and beams that they will produce,
give from 15 tO'l1S to 35 tons of first-class
firewood to the acre at the present time from
the over-matured trees, and the timber that
is lying on the ground. Some of the land
will give from 15,000 to 20,000 feet of
mining timber per acre, and the average
royalty on that is from 3os. to 40s.
an acre. It would be folly to imagine
that land which from a timber point
of view would bring to the State in
royalties 30S. to 40s. an acre can be
converted to any better use as a
source of revenue, setting apart altogether
the consideration that has, as a right, to
be shown to the mining industry of the
State. There are vast mining developments
taking place in the Loddon Valley. There
is every probability of those' developments
leading to operations of the most extensive
J
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character, and the same remark applies to
the alluvial mining at Marong. Setting
apart altogether the great amount of timber
that is required by the Bendigo and Eaglehawk mines, the demands that will be made
on this forest by the Loddon Valley mines
and the :Marong mines will be of such a
character that, if this forest is interfered
with to any appreciable extent, I am at a
loss to imagine any such source of supply
from which these mines can get what they
require, unless at such terrific cost that it
would simply mean the impossibiljty of
working the mines. Twenty-seven years
ago there were 27,000 acres excised from
this reserve. There were 200 selectors, who
came into possession of those acres, and the
average size of their holdings was about 110
acres. To-day of those 200 selectors there
are not twenty. left in possession, and yet
all the damage has been done to the land.
The trees have been sacrificed, and the land
is practically valueless, as far as producing
anything for the benefit of the State
is concerned. The consumption of firewood
in Bendigo alone amounts to 400,000 tons
annually, and in addition to that we use
260,000 feet of timber for the mines. One
can contemplate the amount of timber that
w.ould have to be used, in the alluvial mines,
f01: I a~ one of those who believe, rightly,
I Imagme, that the day is not far distant
when we will have alluvial mines in existence
in the locaEties I have mentioned that will
rival in richness the old alluvial mines in
the good old Ballarat days. Anyone who
understands mining, and who knows the
heavy character of the ground, .owing ta
the wet nature of it, can realize the immense amount of timber that must be used,
and that timber must be of good quality,
such. as grey box. Anyone, I say, who
conSIders the amount of timber that will
be required in this way can form an idea
?f h<;>w absolutely necessary it is to the minmg mdustry that there should be little interference, if any at all, with the IV[oormbool State forest.
'Mr. BENT .-Do you know that that part
is fifteen miles from any railway?
Mr. BAILES.-I am 'talking general1y
of the prj:nciple. I am not accusing th(!
Premier.
Mr. BENT.-You cannot accuse me, because I have been to look at it.
Mr. BAILES.-I do not desire to accuse
the honorable gentleman.
I am merely
urging reasons why the greatest caution
should be shown in attempting to take any
of the land out of this reserve.
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Mi. BENT .-Land has been got bit by bit
from the Lands Department by fellows who
are there.
Mr. BAILES.-I can only say, in answer
to that interjection, that on more than one
occasion I was l in company with two other
members of the Forest Commission, sent up
a.s a sub-committee to deal with some of
those cases, and the only regret I have is
that the Lands Department did not undertake the duty themselves. They carefully
passed over to this Commission the duty of
dealing with those offenders who had got
the land under certain conditions, and who
had wilfully destroyed the timber on it.
I further regret that the Lands Department
in every case did not deal with those offenders as we desired that they should be dealt
with. It is not the fault of honorable members if the Land's Department have been
guilty of laches in dealing with people who
have got into these forests some considerabie
time ago. The Minister of Lands at the
time, Mr. Taverner, possibly did not possess
any great amount of confidence jn the recommendations of the Forest Commission,
because there was not one of those recommendations that was favorable to the taking
and cutting up of those reserves. The Commission itself had. visited pretty well every
reserve in the State, and had recommended
in al~ost every cC!:se large excisions of land.
I remember that I had the duty thrown on
me of visiting the Cann River in the district of the honorable member f~r Gippsland
East.
We recommended the excision of
a considerable area of land from the forest
there, because we knew it would be of more
benefit to the selector than it possibly could
be to the State.
Mr. BENT.-And how much did the State
get for it?
Mr. BAILES.-I do not know j that was
not our duty. We simply said it should
be made available. The then l\1.~nister of
Lands had not, apparently, any great confidence in the recommendations of the Forest
Commi~sion-I infer simply because they
were dIrected very strongly against any interference with these reserves-and he sent
to India, which is regarded as a very good
object-lesson in connexion with what can
be 'I!one jn the way of forestry. They' sent
out to him a Mr. Tatham, a gentleman who
had been trained in the Indian school. I do
not propose to deal with what Mr. Tatham
said in his reports on the various forests
he inspected. I can only say that when he
came to treat of Moormbool forest he said
that not a single acre of grey box should
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be parted with under any consideration
whatever, because the life of the Bendigo
mines depended largely on the maintenance
of this reserve intact.
I don't know
whether the Premier has had that fact
brought under his notice.
How
Mr. BENT .-1 know all about it.
many years will it take for this grey box to
grow?
.
Mr. BAILES.-The longer it takes for
grey box to grow, the greater argument it is
why we should only: take down those which
are matured, and not interfere with those
that are only maturing.
Mr. BENT.-It takes thirty years.
Mr. BAILES.-Thirty years is a very
long time to wait for trees.
When the
Premier was going through this trip, I must
congratulate him on the solid front he presented to all those land grabbers. We had
the land grabbers before us on previous occasions, and I know the recklessness of their
statements.
How the land is not fit for
anything, how it won't grow timber, how it
won't do for this~ or for that, and, in fact,
is only suitable for their purposes. I congratulate the Premier on the strong front
he presented against those gentlemen. He
indicated to them pretty clearly that if he
did feel called upon to excise any of the
land desired by them, they could make their
minds easy that they were not going to get
it at the price they suggested was its value,
but would have to come up to something
like £2 an acre, and he also added, I believe, that the State would still take the
value of the timber that was on the land.
The statement was made to him that there
was no timber whatever being taken from
this forest.
Now, since 1870, there has
'been over £250,000 worth of timber taken
out of this forest alone, and of that over
£200,000 worth has been for sleepers and
beams, mostly for the Railway Department.
Very recen.tly nearly all the poles that were
required for the electric tram business up at
Ballarat were taken out of that forest, the
royalty on which is 5s. for every pole, and
I think pretty nearly the whole of the telegraph poles are coming out of it. In addition to that, showing that there has been
a very fair amount of timber taken out
of that forest, there is a syn.dicate in Bendigo who are keenly alive to the immense
importance of having good fuel supplies for
the mining industry, and who are preparing
and have arranged to put down a tram line
at a cost of £15,000. That seems to me to
indicate that whenever any attempt was made
to influence the Premier by a statement that
.100 timber was being taken out of the forest,
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leaving it to be inferred that the timber was
not required for any purpose whatever, the
statement was clearly a myth. I know that
nearly every Member of Parliament has at
some time or another to go to the Forest
Department with a request that a little block
of 20 acres here, or 50 acres there, shall be
taken out of the forest reserves, and invariably after due inquiry, if it was shown
clearl y that it was not necessary for forest
purposes, and that the land was practically
of no value, that request has been granted.
This has grown up to an alarming extent,
so that the Forest Department has intimated
that it will not permit any land whatever to be taken out of any of the reservesl until such time as the Forest Bill has
been dealt with by~ Parliament. I can say
this to the Premier-that as the result of
this continual cutting out here and there,
nearl y every forest shows the most extraordin"ary boundary line.
A dog's. leg is
nothing to it for crookedness.
'
Mr. BENT.-It is: like the teeth of a saw.
Mr. BAILES.-I would say to the Premier that where he can take and square up
the boundaries of those forests, ,even if it does
mean the taking away in a few instances
of some trees that are valuable, ,it would
be better to do that than to allow an indiscriminate cutting into the forest wherever
there is a flat or a gull Yl that seeffiSJ to contain land that can be utilized by the selector. The trouble is this-and I speak from
a knowledge of it-when the selector gets
in he is not satisfied with the land that is
given to him, but he 'wants to ringbark all
the trees he can in the vicinity, so that he'
can have more grass for his ,sheep. I have
seen this over and over again in various
places-from one end of the Otway Forest
to the other, and in the Moormbool Forest.
I have nothing further to say on the
forest question, except that I hope when
the Premier is giving his decision with reference to the excision of this land, he will.
only take the outsi,de fringes and carefully
and jealously guard all the timber that ought
to be conserved, especially. the grey box.
The paragraph in the speech dealing with
the mining industry refers only to the assistance to be g-iven to the South Star .Gold
Mining Company, Sebastopol. I see no better line of policy that call' be followed by thft
Government than assisting companies to sink
thei,r shafts to greater depths in order to
exploit the ground and see whether there
is anything payable. I want particularly to
congratulate the Minister on his action ir:
introducin,g a machine for the purpose of
dealing with miners' disease-the greatest
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curse that the mining industry has to con 1
tend against at the present time. I am
sorry to say that I have too frequently had
to refer to that question on the floor of the
House. The evil to-day is as great as, if
not greater than, it was on the last occasion
that I dealt with the subject. Any Minister,
who has shown a sincere desire to grapple
with this terrible scourge, deserves the con:gratulations not only of members of this
Chamber, but of every mining man, and
every good citizen of the State of Victo~ia.
The Minister of Mines has purchased a drIll,
known as the Leyner water drill. This was
sent up by the Minister, and it speaks
vblumes for the intelligence of the officers
of his Department, that in a very brief
space of time, although the drill was sent
up without any instructions how to work it,
they had it performing its work the same
as any drill that the men mig,ht have been
working on for years. It was working in
a mine at a depth of about I,400 feet. I
do not happen to be one of th<?se lip-servi~e
individuals who profess 'a great interest m
a question, and consider they have done
thei,r duty by referring to it in a public
manner. I feel a keen interest in the question of the health of the miner. His health
is important, not only to ,himself but to the
whole State, because these men are virtually
laid by at a comparatively early .age. From
th~ moment they have to cease work "they
not only become a charge upon the State,
but cease to be wealth-winnerS! for the State
as :well. I went below to see this drill working. Not being a practical miner, I cannot say whether it is a good or a bad drill,
but as a· dust 'allayer it is absolutely perfect.
If you were to see that drill ~vorking w~th?ut
the water being sent along the tube mSlde
the drill, you would see a cloud of dust
coming out from the face that, to the uninitiated, would make it appear as if something was burning inside the drill, and the
smoke pouring out 'as fast as it could. The
instant the water was put on that dust
ceased to come out. It must have been laid
·at the point of contact. Any contrivance
thata,llays the dust ,and prevents it being
breathed by the miner must be of great'
practical benefit to the community. The
miner is confined in 'a space some 5 or 6 feet
high, and often only about 3 feet across,
and as there are some 850,000 particles of
dust in a: cubic centimetre at times, you can
imagine what sort of dust-laden atmosphere
thE' unfortunate man exists in.
Mr. McLEOD.-Practical men, who are
workinf!. this drill, report that they can do
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as much work with it as, and probably
more than, they could with any other drill.
Mr. BAILES.-I give the Minister every
credit for what he has done, but, speakin,g
in no cClJrping spirit, I think he and his
officers might have gone a little further and
ascertained that there was a drill of an
exactly similar character in the city of Melbourne that might have been oper.a.ted on
too. It is known as the Shaw drill. It is
worked on exactly the same principle as
the Leyner drill, and as I have seen it working I know it is just as, good at laying the
dust. I offer no opinion whatever as to
whether it is a better drill for drilling into
the rock.
Mr. McLEoD.-I have offered to give
them a trial for a fortnight, on the same
terms as the other, as soon as they are ready.
Mr. BAILES.-I am very glad to hear
it. I was sure the Minister would do that
directly he became aware that there was
such a drill in existence. The Leyner drill
costs £100, put free on board .at Durban,
in South Africa. It is made in America.
The Shaw drill, made in Melbourne, costs
only £40' IMining is 'a very expensive
luxury at present, and in any improvements
of this sort 'you ihave not only to battle with
the prejudice that may exist, but you have
to look at them from their commercial aspect. If you tell the mine-owner he must
put i~. the Leyner diill in' a mine that has
some twelve or fifteen rock-drills at work,
it means that he will virtuallv have to throw
those drills on the scrap-heap, and layout
from £1,200 to £1,5°0 on the new drills
without even having the satisfaction of
knowing that the money they cost is being
spent amongst our own workmen. That
money would have to go to America, whereas
the other drill costs considerably less, and
is made, by our own workmen.
Mr. McLEoD.-Unfortunately, the Shaw
people did not approach me until the Leyner
qJ.rilI was landed here.
. l"[~. BAILES.-It seems to me that those
most directly interested, outside of the
miners themselves, the men whose business
it is to keep ahead with all mining inventions, have never, until within this last
year or two, made any attempt to battle
with this question. The firm who have got
tl:is Shaw drill, one of the largest firms in
Melbourne to-day, have shown what I might
call their indifference to the question bv refraining from bringing under the Minister's notice the fact that they had a drill
that would comply with all the requirements
so far as dust laying is concerned. These
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two drills, however, are not the only dust
layers. The Commission that sat in South
Africa, composed of members of the Mining ,Engineer'.s Association, the Transvaal
Chamber of Mines, the Mining Managers'
Association, and the Rock-drillers' Association, with Dr. Pakes, a Government expert
as chairman, recommended out of 229 de~
vices submitted to them, the atomizer for
the first prize of £500, and a gold medal.
I brought the matter under the notice of
the Minister at the time. The honorable
gentleman both cabled and wrote to secure
one of these atomizers. I felt, after reading all the literature 'available on the subject, .that the atomizer was the proper
machlllery to deal with this terrible complaint, and I am very pleased to tell the
Minister that, although he and his officers
failed to get one, I have been successful.
I have got a Britten's atomizer, and have
had it tested. As a dust-allayer, it is equal
to ei~her of those drills. Although we have
n? nght to allow the cost of any particular
pIece of machinery that is going to result
beneficially to our people to enter into consideration at all, still, those who have to
deal with it are bound to take that phase
into consideration. I have shown that the
Leyn~r cost~ £roo, and the Shaw £40. The
atomIzer wIll not cost as many shillings.
While mine-owners would be very reluctant
to buy from twelve to fifteen new drills 'at
a cost of from £r,200 to £r,50o.
they would readily grasp at a system
which I contend is equal to either
of the drills, and the cost of which to them
in a mine working some twelve to fifteen
drills, would be only a matter of £40 or
£5 0 , so that it would not handicap the industry to any great extent. The atomizer
stands out prominent! y ahead of either of
these drills, not only in the monetary aspect, but in the work it does. The two
drills I have mentioned keep down the
dust without doubt, but they require a
separate water service.
That means expense. I think the honorable member for
Eaglehawk could say something on that
question, from his experience of bringing a
water service ¢lawn to deep mines. If it
is impossible to have a separate water service, you must have a system of forcing
the water through these drills by means of
compressed air. All the compressed air
that can be supplied is wanted to keep the
drills going, and to make further demands
on it to drive the water through the drills,
means a still great.er handicap. An e¥en
greater trouble is that this system is so large
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that it will be continually in the road of
the miner, and will probably not always be
removed to a place of safety when the
blasting takes place, with the result that it
will often be shot to pieces. The atomizer
does more even than lay the dust. Every
mining man knows how thoroughly debilitating the fumes caused by the explosions
are to the men. I have met men still compaining of headaches next day, and I am
sorry to say that each and every successive
blasting compound introduced seems to increase the effect in that direction upon the
miner. It may be more violent and more
advantageous from an explosive point of
view, but whatever the combination is, the
miner, unfortunately, reaps the disadvantage by becoming a greater sufferer through
each successive invention. By the addition
of a little chloride of lime in the water,
the atomizer can be utilized by the man
whose business it is to set a light to the
charges, turning on a little tap as he
passes where the atomizer hangs, on his
way to a place of safety. Directly he
turns on the tap to establish the connexion,
the noxious gases are dispersed almost instantly, and the evil effects of the fumes and
smoke and yapours are completely prevented.
That is another advantage that this atomizer possesses-that neither the Leyner nor
any other water drill possesses.
For
the dust is not only made at the face by
the rock drill. There is what is called the
shovelling process, where as much dust is
created.
You cannot take the rock drill
anel spray these stopes, but you can take
the atomizer, and the spraying of the stopes
hvice a week will be sufficient to keep down
the dust. There is another advantage. In
those mines where the air is not continuous,
where it is all of a most vitiated character,
where the t,enlperature is sometimes over
90 degrees, the atomizer reduces the temperature. The result of a test at the Reitfontein mine by a Government inspector,
with an atomizer, showed an increase in the
volume of air in a downcast shaft of 600
per cent.
All these advantages are conferred by the atomizer, and they outweigh
the advantages from a commercial point of
view. I offer the Minister my sincere congratulations on the action he has taken in
connexion with the Levner drill, and thank
him for his intention tOo give the other drill
a trial.
He will render me, I am sure,
whatever assistance he can when the time
is opportune to put the atomizer to the severest test.
On the point raised by Professor Gregory, that it is dangerous to use
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any form of water spray in a mine where
the temperature is over 80 degrees, I have
to point out that the medical experts dealing with the question said that there was
no danger whatever to the miner, no matter
how super-saturated the atmosphere was,
p.rovided that he changed his clothing in
a proper changing-house before he went
home.
They further said that there was
greater danger to the miner leaving a dry
mine, and going home without changing,
than to the miner who worked in a supersaturated atmosphere, so long as he changed
his clothing at the changing-house. There
is one matter I want to direct attention to,
and I am confident that the Minister' of
Mines, when it is mentioned to him, will
see that everything that can be done is done
to place on a satisfactory basis a system
that appears to me to be very bad. Recently there was an accident in the Virginia
mine.
Two elderly, competent, reliable
miners, chaffing and jesting over their work
one moment, were almost atoms the next
moment. One was literally blown to pieces.
The Mines Department, under the Act
passed by this Parliament, has taken up
to the present time a great many precautions to guard against risks to the life and
limbs of miners. No matter how we legislate, and how carefully all the regulations
are followed for the prevention of accidents, there must from time to time be
accidents that may be reg-arded as absolutely unpreventable. I do not 'pretend to
be sufficient of an expert to offer an opinion
as to the cause of this accident. The cause
was of such a character that it has given rise
to a great deal of discussion amongst the
mining authorities of Bendigo. Evidence
was given at the inquest that, instead of
following the practice at one time observed
of setting light to the fuse by means of
snuffs, the practice of splitting had grown
up. A difference of opinion arose as to
whether splitting was unsafe or not. Snuffing seems to be regarded as absolutely safe.
There was a point raised as to the large
number of holes fired off at one time. I
have stood in the place set apart for men
when firing is going on, and the miners
there have been chatting and laughing when
the discharges began to follow in quick succession. The men did not seem to know
how many holes had gone off-whether
eleven or twelve-and there was a dispute
amongst them. Still, they boldlv went to
their work, regardless of the f~ct as to
whether the whole twelve had gone off or
not. Fortunately the twelve had gone off.
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I want the Minister to have an exhaustive
inquiry made by the experts to determine
whether it is unsafe or not to have so manv
holes fired off at once. There is also the
question of the method of dealing with unexploded holes. In the case of these two
unfortunate men one hole had not gone off.

out. That has occurred over and over again
in my district. I beg to move-

Mr. McLEOD.-It is penal to touch a
hole that has not g.one off.

The House adjourned at half-past six
o'clock, until half-past four o'clock p.m. on
Tuesday, July II.

Mr. BAILES.-I know they are not supposed to touch it. I would ask the Minister to make exhaustive inquiry to see if
he cannot have some regulations prepared to
still further safeguard the lives of these
unfortunate men. The Mines Department
is having geological surveys made of the
various lines of reef at very great expense,
but if these surveys are to be of any practical good to the mining community the
plans should be published at an early date.
The plans are allowed to mould away in
the office, until their usefulness is no longer
to be appreciated. I am referring particularly to the geological survey of the
Hustlers mine.
Some time ago a survey
was completed, but the plan has not yet
been published. It is absurd to go to great
expense in having surveys made, and then
not to publish the result until such a time
as it is practically useless. I want to mention one matter that concerns the Minister
of Water Supply. In Bendigo we have
recently had a 'very large addition to our
reservoirs at Malmsbury, and to-day there
is no longer the fear that used to worry
the people from Malmsburv for miles beyond Bendigo as to the failure of their
water supply. We are rated 50 per cent.
higher than we used to be," but I offer no
objection to that. I would have preferred
the old shilling rate. We have to pay IS.
6d. now, but I prefer to pay that, with
the assurance of a good water supply, rather
than the shilling rate, with an intermittent
supply, at times perilously close to a water
famine. In a large portion of Bendigo the
retic.ulation 'pipes can be filled with about
one-twentieth part of the pressure. The
pipes are only about one and one-quarter
inch. I would impress on the Mjnister the
absolute necessity of providing for a proper
reticulation of the streets of Bendigo, to
take the place of the ridiculous mains now
in use. In some of the large centres, where
the streets are lined with good, substantial
weatherboard villas, a fire breaks out, and
it is absolutely impossible for the fire brigade to do anxthing. The fire brigades attend, but there is no water to put the fires

That the debate be now adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, July II.
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The PRESIDENT took the chair at twelve
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
PETITIONS.
Petitions, praying that the House would
order that no excursion trains should be run
on the Victorian railways on Sundays, were
presented, by the Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL,
from residents of Ormond, from residents
of Dromana and district, and from residents
of Berwick j by the, Hon. D. E. l\1CBRYDE,
from residents of Brighton, and from residents of' Nar-Nar-Goon, Bunyip, &c. j by
the Han. T. H. PAYNE, from resiaents of
South Melbourne, from members of Clarendon-street Presbyterian Church, South Melbourne, from residents of Prahran, from residents of St. Kilda, and from res~dents of
St. Kilda and Windsor j by the Hon. F.
STUART, from residents of Essendon, and
from residents of Campbellfield j by the
Hon. T. C. HARWOOD, from residents of
Geelong (two p2titions), from residents of
Moorabool district, from residents of parochial district of Steiglitz, from residents of
Meredith and district, from residents of
Lara and neighbourhood, and from residents
of Colac j by the Han. J. Y. McDONALD,
from residents of Ballarat, from residents
of Scarsdale and neighbourhood, and from
residents of Buninyong and district j by the
Hon. .T. BALFOUR, from residents of Camberwell, from residents of Carnberwell and
Hawthorn, from residents of Canterbury,
from nesidents of Hawthorn, from residents
of Boroondara, from residents of Box Hill;
and from residents of :Malvern j by the Han.
D. MELVILLE, from members of Mconee
Ponds Baptist Church, from members of
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the Presbyterian Church, North Fitzroy,
from residents of Campbellfi.eld, from residents of Coburg, and from residents of
Brunswick (two petitions) j by the Hon. W.
LITTLE, from residents of Cudgewa; by the
·Hon. J. G. AIKMAN, from residents of
Footscray (two petitions), from residents of
Yarraville, from nesidents of Kensington,
and from residents of Flemington and Kensington; by the Hon. W. H. EDGAR, fro~
residents of North Melbourne, from reSIdents of Footscray, from residents of Ascot
Vale, from residents of Port Melbourne,
and from residents of Flemington j by the
Hon. M. CUSSEN, from residents of Euroa,
and from residents of Shepparton; by the
Hon. A. O. SACHSE, from residents of
Beechwo:th, and from residents of Wodonga; by the Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD, from
residents of Cavendish and Mooralla, from
residents of Koroit, from residents of South
Ecklin and Cobrico, from residents of Port
Fairv, and from residents of Merino; by
the Hon. J. M. PRATT, from residents of
Hopetoun, and from residents of Nhill.
A petition was pre.sented by the Han.
T. C. HARWOOD from certain barristers and
solicitors of the Supreme Court of Victoria,
praying that the House would take into
'consideration the courses of training provided by the rules relating to the admission
of barristers and solicitors to the legal profession, and take such action as might be
.necessary to provide for a minimum term
of service under articles of two years, and
that such term of service be free from attendance at lectures or examinations, and
.grant such further and other relief as to
the House might seem meet.
PROBATE CHARGES ACT 1903
A~lENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved for
leave to introduce a Bill to amend the Probate Charges Act 1903.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read a
first time.

Ra~lway

Depart111,ent.

POISONS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved for
leave to introduce a Bill to further amend
the Poisons Act 1890.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read a
first time.
BUTTER COMMISSION'.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that he
desired, by leave, to direct the attention
of the AttorneYj-General to a paragraph in
the Age with reference to the Butter Commission.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-The honorable member had better give notice of a
question.
The Hon. VI/. J. EVANS said he \yas
not asking a question, except in so far as
he wished to know if a statement in the Ag e
.was correct.
The PRESIDENT. - The honorable
member will have to give notice.
The Hon. 1vV. J. EVANS said that then
he would move the adjournment of the
House to discuss the advisability or otherwise of the Government instructing Mr.
Finlayson to avail himself of the services
of Messrs. Barry and Norris, the experts
who had to do with the Commission on the
Butter Industry.
Five honorable members not rising in
their places (as required by the Standing
Orders) to support the motion, it was not
put from the Chair.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS then gave
notice that he would move on the next
day of meetingThat immediate steps be taken for the purpose
of bringing into effect the recommendations of
the Butter Commission, especiall y with regard to
the return of the secret commissions taken from
the producers of this State.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
HOURS OF LOCOMOTIVE DRIVERS.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS asked the Attorney-General if the Government had taken
any steps to g,ive effect to the promise' made
by the Premier to consider the granting of
A~CIENT LIGHTS DECLARATORY the eight-hours day, Or 48 hours per week,
BILL.
to the locomotive engine-men employed on
He stated that
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE moved for the Victorian railwavs?
during
the
recess
he;
had
several times
leaye to introduQe a Bill to declare the law
waited on the Premier in connexion with
with respect to ancient lights.
this matter, and the Premier gave him to
The motion was agreed to.
understand that the information as to the
The Bill was then brought in, and read a cost, &c., would be prepared by the Railfi::st time.
way Department. He (Mr. Evans) had not
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been able to ascertain yet what the cost was
likel y to be, but, seeing the length of time
that the return had been in preparation, he
hoped it would be of a favorable character.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that the
question appeared to him to assume rather
too much.
The honorable member was
asking whether the Government had taken
any steps to give effect to the promisemade by
the Premier to consider the granting of the
eight-hours day, or 48 hours per week, to
the locomotive engine-men employed on the
Victorian railways. Now, what the Premier s.aid was thisHe had been considering the matter, and
brought it before the Cabinet. There were certain men in the Railway Department employed
on intermittent work whom they could hardly
limit to eight hours a day; but eight hours at
continuous work was enough for any man. He
had no hesitation in saying that the eight hours
principle was a proper principle; but he would
point out to the honorable member that he could
gain nothing by carrying his amendment to-night.
He (Mr. Bent) had seen the Chairman of the
Railways Commissioners to-day in the Cabinet,
and had asked him to prepare a list showing the
number of men employed in the various classes,
how they were occupied, and the length of time
they were engaged. He thought it was a fair
thing to tell the leader of the Opposition and the
House that, during the recess, the Government
would make inquiries and go fully into the matter, so as to be able next session to state distinctly their views in regard to the men employed
in the Railway Department, and what ouoht to
be done with respect to them.
b

The Premi'er was not forgetting, but he was
yet in a position to announce definitely
what the decision would be..

n~t

ELECTION PETITION.
MELBOURNE SOUTH PROVINCE.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the letter of the petitioner George Godfrey to the Honorable the President, and the
questions arising thereon, be referred to the
Standing Orders Committee for consideration
and report.

with the matter in his absence. In this
matter he had been persecuted by Mr. Godfrey for the last twelve months. He would
now leave the Chamber until the matter was
settled, leaving it entireily in the hands of
the House, and feeling sure that justice
would be done.
The motion was agreed to.
DAYS OF SITTING.
The Hon.

J. M. DAVIES moved-

That Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday ill
each week be the days on which the Council
shall meet for despatch of business during the
present session, and that half-past four o'clock
be the hour of meeting on each day; that on
Tuesday and Thursdav in each week the trans.action of Government' business shall take precedence of all other business; and that on Wed'nesday in each week private members' busine~s
shall take precedence of Government business.

The motion was agreed to.
APPOINTMENT OF STANDING
COMMITTEES.
On motilons of the Hon. J. M.
DAVIES, the Standing Committees for the
session were constituted as under:STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE. - The
Honorables the President, J. Balfour, Sir
H. Cuthbert, J. M. Davies, Dr. W. H.
Embling, T. C. Harwood, Walt,er S. Manifold, D. E. McBryde, E. Miller, and T. H.
Payne.
PARLIAMENT
BUILDINGS
COMMITTEE
(J oint).·-The Honorables the President, W.
L. Baillieu, W. Cain, W. Pitt, and J. M.
Pratt.
LIBRARY COMMITTEE (Joint).-The Honorables the President, E. J. Crooke, Sir H.
Cuthbert, D. Melville, and F. Stuart.
REFRESHMENT
ROOMS
COMMITTEE
(Joint).-The Honorabltes J. C. Campbell,
1\-1. Cussen, T. Luxton, J. Y. McDonald,
and A. O. Sachse.
PRINTING COMMITTEE.-The Honorables
the President, .T. G. Aikman, J. D. Brown,
W. H. Edgar, W. J. Evans, W. Little, A.
McLellan, W. Pearson, R. B. Rees, and
J. Sternberg.

He said honorable members would remember that the petition was presented the day
before the prorogation, and that it
was referred to the Elections and Qualifications Committee on the day of the prorogation.
There were certain questions
arising in connexion with the petition about
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
which it was desirable to consult the Standing Orders Committee, and the motion was
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movtedthat the petition be referred to the comThat
leave of absence be granted to the Hon.
mittee for consideration and report.
R. B. Ritchie for the remainder of the session,
The Hon. T. LUXTON said that, as the on account of urgent private business.
,motion affect,ed him personally, he thought
The motion was agreed to.
it would be better for the H~1Se to deal

Registration of

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat leave of absence be granted to the Hon.
N. FitzGerald for the remainder of the session,
on account of urgent private business.

He said that, although the motion was for
leave of absence for the remainder of the
session, the Hon. Mr. FitzGerald expected
to return very shortly. It was with the
gr,eatest of reluctance that the honorable
member went away. It had been explained
by the honorable member that his wife was
very dangerously ill, and that the only
chance of saving her life was in going on
a voyage, and it was necessary for him to
accompany her.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN movedThat leave of absence be granted to the Hon.
H. "V. H. Irvine for the remainder of the session,
on account of urgent private business.

He said the honorable member had been
called away to England on a very urgent
matter, but would be back as soon as possible.
The motion was agre~d to.
REGISTRATION OF DEEDS BILL.
The, Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIES moved the
second reading !)f this Bill. He said that
it was a measure relating to the registration of deeds, conveyances, and other instruments. Honorable membe;rs were aware
that deeds relating to real propert\· had to
be register,ed with the Registrar~General.
The section relating to thle registration was
as follo\\"s:The registration of all deeds, conveyances,
other instruments in writing of or relating
t9 any lands, tenements, hereditaments in Victoria shall be made in the following manner
{that is to say) :-A memorial shall be written
'On parchment or paper, setting forth the date
'Of the deed, conveyance, or other instrument
intended to be registered, and the nature
thereof, the names of all the parties and all
the witnesses thereto, and the address and addition (if ·any) given in such instruments of each
'Party thereto, the land, tenements, or hereditaments intended to be affected therebv, and the
pecuniary or other considerations paid, in the
'form or to the effect mentioned in the fourth
schedule to this Act, or with such alteration
there.in as the nature and circumstances of any
particul ar case may require, and the said memorial shall be signed by some or one of the parties to the original deed, conveyance, or instrulnent, and shall be delivered into the office of
the Registrar-General and verified upon the oath
.of some competent person that such memorial
.(:ontains a just and true account of the several
particulars therein set forth: and such oath
~hall be made before one of the Judges of the
Court, or the Registrar-General, or before any
Commissioner appointed by the Court. or a
Judge thereof, in any part of Victoria, for that
~nd

])eeds Bill.
purpose (such Commissioner not being 'a party
to the instrument, nor having been employed to
prepare the same).
The Registrar-General shall refuse to register
any deed, conveyance, or other instrument under
this Part unless the memorial thereof shall set
forth the particulars by this section required.

The practice was that, after a conveyance
had been drawn out, it was engrossed and
made ready tor signature. A mem:)fial was
also prepared and made ready for signature.
The person signing the deed appended his
signature, and then the memorial was placed
before the parties, and oll,e of the parties
signed it. Now, in doing that, the date of
the deed a nd the name of the witness were
The
not up till that mOITI\ent filled in.
memorial was signed with certain blanks
in it. N'J solicitor ever dreamt of keeping
a client waiting after he had executed the
de.ed, waiting merely for the filling in of
those particulars in the memorial. The memorial had to be signed on oath as containing true and correct particulars of the deed.
The clerk who verified the memorial before
swearing filled in the date of the deed and
other blanks, and carefully examined the
description of the land, and if there was anv
error made in the description it was corrected
and the description of the land in the men~oria.l was made to agree with the description 111 the deed.. That was the practice,
a!1 d he (Mr. DaVIes) spoke with some expenenQe, because when he was a clerk he verified many thousands of memorials, and he
o:mld say without any hesitation that in no
s·ingI.e instance, with some exceptions which
~e would mention afterwards, had the partIculars he referred to been filled in in the
~emorial before it was signed. The exceptIons were these: It sometimes happened
that there was a contract of sale, or some
other document, which, when prepared, was
not intended to be registered, and so at'
that time no memorial was prepared.
F or some reason it became necessary
afterwards to register the deed. Th~
memorial was prepared after the date
of
the
document,
and
after
it
had been witnessed, but the memorial
~efore it wa~ signe.d contained these particulars.
WIth thIS exception-he could
speak with confidence in his own casehe thought it was the practice uni versa 11 \'
followed by all solicitors: in all parts of the
There had been registered altoState.
get.her 2,500 Sydney memorials, 26,000
serIes· A to Z, and 429,736 volumes I to
43 0 , making a total of 458,236 memorials
regis~ered.
The probability was that not
one 111 a hundred, perhaps not. ol)e in a
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thousand, had the full particulars filled in
before being signed by one of the parties
No one ever thought that
to the deed.
there was anything improper or wrong in
the titles.
In February, this yeat, there
was a case, Darbyshire v. Darbyshire, tried
before Mr. Justice Hood. The report of
that case statedEvidence was given on behalf of the plaintiffs
by Alfred Ford, that he had verified on oath the
niemorial of the indenture; that when he received the memorial for the purpose of registration it was signed by John Darbyshire, one of
the parties to the original instrument, and all'
the particulars required by the Registration Act
6 George IV., No. 22, had been filled in with
the exception of the day and month of the execution of the instrument and the name of the witness thereto. The witness stated that he inserted
these particulars in the memorial; and having
verified it, he delivered it to the Acting·Registrar of the Supreme Court for registration.

AnY' one examining a memorial would see
that the date and the name of the witness
were in different handwriting from the rest
of the particulars.
Looking at the handwriting, he would see that it was the handwriting of the clerk who verified the memorial.
Then the conclusion was arrived
at at once that these particulars were filled
in after the signature.
It was objected
that the registration was bad, and that the
memorial should be verified by one of the
parties to the instrument, as 'well as by the
oath of a competent witness. Mr. Justice
Hood saidI think this objection is a fatal one.
The
section provides that the registration shall be in
the following manner-

The Judge then stated what he (Mr.
Davies) had already stated, and then went
on to say:I think the intention of the Legislature was
that the document was to be verified or authenticated after being filled up, and when so filled
up, should then be verified by the oath of a
competent witness, and also by the signature of
one of the parties to the document, so as to bind
him. I am prepared to hold that there was no
proper registration.
I reject the evidence, and
the plaintiffs' statement that their case for priority depends upon the effective registration of that
document.

The intention of the Legislature was just
the opposite. The intention was that some
one was required to verify the memorial, to
see that every particular was inserted in: it,
and correctly inserted.
It was never intended that it was absolutely necessary that
the person signing the memorial should see
that all these particulars were filled in before the signature. The person sjgning the
memorial might sign it in blank, and
H on. 7. M. Davies.
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authorize anyone to fill ip the· particulars,
or might sign it partially in olank, and
authorize anyone to fill up -the partial
bl anks, but the essence of the thing
was t.hat it should be verified. If a
COJ1Jveyance or memorial were signed, and
on examining the particulars of the land;
the clerk found that there was a mis.:.
take in the memorial, and that the particula.r,s did not agree with the deed, he would
correct these errors, and see, before swearing
to its correctness, that it was made to agree
with the deed. He had this Bill prepared
with the object of validating all past
registrations, providing that in the future
such registrations would be good, and'
that alterations might be made in the
memorial to make it agree with the deed.
There was a saving clause, which provided
that the Bill was not to affect any past
action. T.his saving clause provjded, as was
usual in legislation of this kind, that, notwithstanding this particular judgment, this.
Bill should not validate that case.
When any litigant had succeeded in getting
judgment, P.arliament did not step in and
set that judgment aside.
It was, however,
proper to validate every other transaction.
If all registrations were invalid, it would
be a monstrous thing. He had an~mend
ment to move in the Bill, for since the preparation of it something had happened that
rendered the amendment necessary.
A
section of the Act provided that the memorial might be in writing on parchment or
paper.
Of the 458,236 memorials there
was one on paper, and that was registered a
few dayS! ago.
It seemed that it
was registered through his own office.
It was an agency case, and his office'
was requested not to press the registration, but it could not be helped. The
registration had to be made. He had received a letter from the Deputy RegistrarGeneral, which was as follows:I have the honour to report that, on the 1St
inst., Mr. A. E. Davies, clerk for Messrs.
Davies and Campbell, solicitors, Melbourne,
tendered for registration uncler section 189 of
the Real PToperty Act 1890, a mortgage and a
memorial printed and written upon paper. Thedeed and memorial were prepared by
.
The invariable rule has been to receive parchment memorials only, although section 189 says
they may be on parchment or paper. I asked'
Mr. Davies to consult one of the members of the
firm of Davies and Campbell with a view to
return the deed and memorial to
, to·
have a memorial on parchment prepared. Yesterday . Mr. Davies b;ought the deed and pape!'
memonal back, and 1l1formed me that as it was'
an age~cy ~atter his firm did not wish to delay
the regIstratIon of the deed. The memorial was.
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:then taken in the usual way, So far as I can
ascertain, this is the only paper memorial ever
received in this office under section 189. As
these memorials are to be' preserved as a reference for all time, and the books they are
bound in are continually being used, there is
grave danger,. should .the practice of receiving
paper memonals contmue, that in the future
,the paper memorials will get torn and dilapi~ated, and the whole registry rendered unreh?-ble. I therefore beg to suggest that immedIate steps may be taken to make it compulsory
that memorials be on parchment only. The Hon.
the Attorney-General has introduced in the
Leg.islati,·e Council a Bill relating to the registration of deeds, and a short section micrht be
added to that Bill, repealing the word~ "or
paper," in the fourth line of section 189.

That letter was sent to the Secretary of the
Crown Law Department that the matter
might be referred to the 'Attorney-General,
and the Secretary of the Crown Law Department wrote at the foot of the letter the
following: I beg leave to state that' I concur in Mr.
Hosken's suggestion that the use of parchment
;should be made compulsory. I understand that
forms of memorial printed on paper are now
'On sale by a firm of law stationers in the city
.and when it is found that they may be used
,many of the public will no doubt do so for
!he s~ke of economy. This will be dangerous,
III
VI~W of the necessity
for having the
memor~als of. as pe.rm~nent a nature as possible
to aVOId theIr mutIlation or destruction.

,With reference to the memorial referred to
he had given instructions that an exact
copy should be made on parchment and
be bound up in the book with the paper
memorial, so that if the paper one got worn
out there would still be the parc~_ment copy.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR st.ated that in
th.e absen~e of Sir Henry Cuthbert, ' he
WIshed to Inform the Attornev-General that
the Bill had his (Mr. Balfour's) entire
approval.
It was one of those Bills that
helped to do away with technicalities that
ought not to be allowed to interfere with
the cour.se of justice. He thought it was perfectly nght that the particulars referred to
by the Attorney-General should be placed in
the memorial after the signa.ture, for the
.clerk verified it~ and surelv that was
all that was necessary.' "The sooner
the
'difficulty
referred
to
in
the
case quoted by the Attorney-General was
done away with the better it would be. Probably some 400,000 memorials would be
invalid, unless the Bill were passed.. The
add'it~on that" the Attorney-General ptop"Jsed to make, namel v, to repeal the words
"or paper, '" was clearly an advantage. It
was a strange thing that the la:w~ allowed
the use of paper, and that there had been
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only one memorial prepared on paper. It
was necessary that the law should be altered
so that parchment only would be used.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
could corroborate all that had fallen from
the Attornev-General in reference to the
practice concerning these memorials. Many
honorable members might have been called
upon to execute a deed for the conveyance
of land or for a mortgage, and have had
presented to them a piece of parchment,
with a little writing on, which they were
asked to sign. They would naturally ask,
"What ]9 this for?" and the solicitor
would tell them, "It is a mere matter of
form." Some people were reluctant to sign,
because they did not quite understand the
matter. It was the greatest absurdity in
the Act that a party to the transaction
should be required to sign the memorial, because he signed it for no purpose. He did
not undertake to say that it was a correct
transcript, or that the memorial was correct; he attached his signature in an absurd
way. It was the person who verified the
memorial who said that the particulars were
correct, and upon him the responsibility
rested as to their truth, for he swore that
the memorial contained all the necessary particulars. The vendor or purchaser, or the
mortgagor or mortgagee, who signed it did
not bind himself to anything. He would
like the Attorney-General to amend the
original Act so that it would not be necessary for the memorial to be signed by,anybody. That would be the simplest wav to
obviate anything like the difficulty that "had
occurred in the case quoted. A solicitor
could not give his client any reason whv
he should sign the memorial, excE:pt that
the law required it. As it was, the Bill
was a matter of absolute necessitv, in consequence of the decision of M~. Justice
Hood. There were scores of thousands of
memorials in which the particulars referred
to had been filled in after the signature
had been appended. The filliing in of these
particulars after the signature could not
well be helped, but no one ever dreamt
that any difficulty would be occasioned bv
this. The clerk saw that the proper date
was inserted, and that the proper names and
descriptions of \vitnesses! were placed in it.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill, was then read a 'second time
and committed.
'
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved-That the Hon. J. Balfour take the chair.
The motion was agreed to, and the Hon.
J. Balfour took the chair. '
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On clause r, providing for the completion
of the memorial after the signature,
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
did not like the phraseology of the clause,
for it was possible that some Judge might
come to the conclusion that it did not obviate the drfficulty it was intended to obviate.
The clause stated that where a memorial
had been delivered for registration in the
office of the Supreme Court or the Registrar-General, " as by the law for the titre
being in force provided." H,e did not like
these words. It might be said that a
memorial similar to that in the case of
Darbyshire v. Darbyshire was not· filled
up "as by the law for the time being in
force provided."
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he
thought the words did not need altering.
The clause simply provided that where a
memorial had been delivered for registration
in the office of the Supreme Court or the
Registrar-General, "as by the law for the
time being in force provjded," it should
not be deemed to have been imperfectly registered, because the particulars referred
to had not been inserted before the verification.
The clause was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES proposed the
following new clause:In section 189 of the Real Property Act 1890
the words "or paper" shall be and the same
are hereby repealed.

The new clause wa's agreed 'to.
The Bill was reported with an amendment, and the amendment was adopted.
On the motion of the Han. J. M.
DAVIES, the Bill was then read a third
time and passed.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No. I).
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the Hon. A. O. SACHSE, was read a first
time.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE moved, by
leave, the second reading of the Bill. He
stated that the object of the Bill was to
provide supply for three months, amounting
to £1,298,754, He might inform honorable members that the whole of the expenditure was melrely for the maintenance of
existing servicesl, payment of salaries, and
other ordinary expenditure of the Government. There was no contentious matter in
the BillwhatelVer.
The motion was agreed to.

Bill (No.1).

The Bill was then read a seoond time and
considered in Committee-the Han. D. Melville in the chair.
On clause 2,
The Hon. W. J. EVANS called attention to item No. 75 in the list circulated in
connexion with the Bill-Agricultune and
Industries, £2,588. He wished to know
if this included payment of expenses in
connexiCin with the recent Butter Commissian? If so, he desired to ask if the Government intended to take any action in
regard to the exposures which had been
made by that Commission?
Did they
propose to take 'any action to obtain are·
fund of those percentages which had been
illegally obtained by certain persons, according to the Commission's report?
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said that the
item re:fierred to by the honO'fable member
had nothing whatever t'J do with the subject. It was simply for the administration
of the Department of Agriculture.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN stated that he
observed an item of £510,000 for the Victorian railways. In connexion with this,
he might call attention to the fact that the
Government had decided to pay the railway
employes every fortnight. He thought that
th~ Government ought certainly to be commended for this action, as it would improve
the service in every possible way. He also
wished to know if it was the intention of
the Government to carry out the same system throughout the entire Government service? There were a great many oth;er Departments which wauld like to see the same
system adopted. If fortnightly payments
were adopted generally throughout the entire Government service it would benefit the
service very much, and especially in regard
to workmen. He knew from his own experience that it would mean a saving, at
the very least, of 10 per cent., and in many
cases 25 per cent., in what working men or
their wh~es had to pay at stores. He felt
sure if the Government, now they had taken
the matter in hand, would only proceed to carry out the system throughout the
service, it would do a great deal of good
to the public servants generally.
.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE observed that
the adoption of the) principle of fortnightly
payments throughout the Public Service had
not been decided on, ano, indeed, it had
not been asked for by the entire service.
The Hon. W. H. KDGAR said he would
like to know if members of the Council
would be held responsible for passing' this
measure, authorizing the expenditure of a

Adjournment.
million and a quarter of money, w.ith01.1t
any investigation?
It appeared to be
merely a formal matter, but he regarded it
as a serious undertaking.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
nearly the whole of the money in this Bill
was to pay salaries fixed under the Public
Service Act. These salaries were the :;ame
now as they were last year. There was
nothing fresh in the appropriation. There
was, no authority in the Bill to pay any
kind of extraordinary expenditure.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that there
was an item in the schedule referring to
agriculture and industries, and he would
like to direct attention to the fact that a
good deal of time had elapsed since the
Butter Commission presented their report,
while no action had been taken by the Government to bring to book those who robbed
the producers. If there was any class in
the community that should receive consjderation it was the producers. He asked
a question this ·afternoon, but the AttorneyGeneral took advantage of the forms of
the House, as he wa'S no doubt entitled to
'do. He agreed with Mr. Edgar that they
should not be called upon to pass a Bill
like this in five minutes. To a large extent members were gropin_g in the dark. He
would like to know what was meant by
the item "agriculture and industries"?
The Hon. A. O. SACHsE.-That refers
to sal.aries in the Department of Agriculture.
The Bi11, having been gone through, was
reported without amendment, and the report
was adopted.
. On the motion of the Hon. A. O.
SACHSE, the Bill was then read a third
time and passed.
ADJOURNMENT.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday, July 18.

He said he desired to thank the President
and honorable members for waiting until
the Supply Bill came up from another
place. It was desirable in the public interests that the Bill should be passed tonight. He had moved the· adjournment of
the House until Tuesday next, so that Sir
Henry Cuthbert might be able to proceed
with his motion in connexion with the rules
passed by the Council of Legal Education.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he wished
to protest against such a long adjou·rnment.
He was forced by the Attorney-General
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making use of the forms of the House to
give notice of a motion that he considered
of great importance to the producers. The
adjournment until next Tuesday would delay
the matter contained in his motion longer
than it should be delayed. He was prepared
to go on with his motion to-morrow, and,
unless the Attorney-General could give some
assurance that the matter was being attended
to, the House should sit to-morrow.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
to nine o'clock, until Tuesday, July 18.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, July

11,

1905.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-pa'st
four 'J'clock p.m.
TATTERSALL'S SW£EPS.
A TRADING DEVICE.
Mr. HANNAH asked the Chief Secretary if he would inquire whether it was
true that a large trading establishment gave
with each suit of clothes a ticket for a
Tattersall's sweep; if true, would he take
steps to deal with the same?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I desire to
say that the facts as to the mode of trading
stated in the question do not 'a ppear to be
strictI y accurate. 'Vhen an order is given,
say, for a suit of clothes, and after a deposit has' been pai d, the person ordering
the clothes is asked to sign a document i~l
these termsI, A.B" am entitled to a 5.s. 6d. postal note
chance in one of G. Adams Tattersall's Tas·
manian sweeps, ancI I hereby appoint the LoncIol'
Tailoring Co, or Depot as my agents, to obtair,
for me one 5s. 6d. chance in Tattersall's Sweep

The name of the particular race is filled
in, and this is signed by the persofol
ordering the clothes.
The company has to
act as agent of the person who onJers the
suit of clothes, and not as Tattersall's
agent. There are other shopkeepers in thi!'
city who are doing business of a somewhat
similar character by ac6ng as agents for
persons who are desirous of obtaining these
tickets, and in these cases a document
creating the relationship of principal and
agent is signed, accompanied with the necessary cost of tickets, agent's commiss.ion, and
postage. In regard to tpe latter case, an
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,Agreements.

opinion has been obtained from the Crown
Solicitor. I shall not trouble the House to
read that opinion, except as to the conclusion. After giving an elaborate opinion,
and looking into the authorities, he says-

a written agreement as required by the Act;
if so, would he take proceedings to see
that written agreements were given to tributers?
Mr. McLEOD.-I am not aware that
My opinion, therefore, is that under the law such is being done, but if any spedfic inas it at present stands this document does not stances are given to me I will have them
appear to be forbidden, and no action can be taken
inquired into at once.
against the persons responsible for the issue.
Tattersall's people, on receipt of documents
FORTNIGHTLY PAY IN THE
of this kind, communicate direct, either with
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
the person who orders the suit of clothes,
Mr. HANNAH asked the Premier the
or the person who finds the money for the
tickets, and they send these tickets to the following questions
(1) Whether he has yet received the report of
name and address transmitted by the agent.
Departmental Board appointed to consider the
I have looked into the, matter myself in the
question of fortnightly pay; if not, will he inthe course of the day since the question quire into the cause of the delay?
was sent to me by the Premier, and I am
(2) When does he anticipate the system of fortinclined to think that no case can be m'ade nightly pay will be introduced?
out under section 37 of the Police Offences
Mr. BENT.-I have not received the reAct. I have looked into some of the other port. I understand that certain forms are
Acts, which may not have been referred to ,required, and I ,believe the first payment
by the Crown Solicitor, namel y, Acts which will be made in the middle of Augustwere passed in connexion with trade that is, about one month from to-day.
coupons. The last of these Acts passed There should not be any fear that the paywas extended very much bv an amendment ments will not be made in a month's time.
made in another place, and it may be that
a prosecution may be maintained under one
HANGING ROCK 'RESERVE AT
of these measures. The question is exceedWOODEND.
ingly doubtful, and I propose to submit to
Mr. MACKINNON a:sked the Minister
the Crown Solicitor the questi.on raised, by of Lands if he had received an application
the honorable member, - together with the for the alienation of a part of the Hanging
police reports, and to obtain his opinion. Rock Reserve, at 'Woodend; if so, would
If that opinion is favorable, a prosecution he reserve his decision until those who opwill be instituted at once.
But, failing posed the proposed alienation had an opporthat, this is such an important subject that tunity of placing the grounds of their oppoit is a question whether legislation should sition before 'him?
not be introduced to cope 'with this device,
Mr. MURRAY.~The area known .as
which is really a form of gambling.
the Hanging Rock is a permanetlt reserve;
2nd cannot therefore be alienated.
The
Crown grant has been issued for the land
FOX BREEDING AT OAKLEIGH.
Mr. SMITH asked the Minister of Lands in favour of the Board of Land and "Vorks
and the president, councillors, and ratethe following questions:payers of the shire of Newham.
No ap(1) Vlhether he has seen the statement made by
Mr. Hawkins at the Farmers' Conference, as re- plication has been received for the alienaported in the Age newspaper of 6th July instant, tion of any part of the reserve; but pro"That foxes are being bred at Oakieigh for the posals have been submitted by the local
purposes of sport" ?
council for the control by a committee of
(2) Seeing that the shires of this State are grant- management, consisting of an equal numing bonuses for the destruction of foxes, will he, ber of representatives of the council and
if the foregoing be true, take such steps as will
prevent the breeding of these vermin for such the Hanging Rock Race Club, of portion of
the reserve set aside for racing purposes.
purposes?
Mr. MURRAY.-My reply to No. I is I informed them through the member for
the district that I would arrive at no deter" Yes" ; and to No.2 is "Yes."
mination until the question had been fully
discussed and piaced before me.
There
TRIBUTERS' AGREEMENTS.
is not the slightest d.anger of the land being
A part of it was private land,
Mr. McGRATH a'ske'd, the Minister of alienated.
Mines if he was aware that some' mining for which we paid £I,4I7, and 'that, tocompanies were ~efusing to give tributers gether with the rest of the land, was formed
l

:-
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into a reservation.
I understand th.at it
is one of the beauty spots of Victoria, and
I would be the last to do anything that
would destroy the picturesqueness of it.
It is my intention to visit the locality before arriving at a determination, and I
should be very pleased indeed if the honorable member for Prahran would accompany
me on that occasion:
MACARTHUR-STREET STATE
SCHOOL.
COMPLAINTS AGAINST THE HEAD TEACHER.
Mr. GAUNSON asked the honorable
member for Gippsland West, for the
Minister of Public Instruction, if he
was aware of any justifiable reason for refusing a public hearing of the complaints
made by teacher Wollaston against the head
teacher of the :Macarthur-street State
School?
Mr. MACKEY. - An answer to this
question has been placed .jln my hands
signed by the Director of Education and
by the Minister.
It is as follows:-The investigation referred to, as in similar
cases, is to be conducted by the district inspector,
who is not empowered to examine witnesses on
oath. It is not the practice, nor is it deemed
desirable, to hold such inquiries in public. Moreover, as the matters to be inquired into relate:
primarily to the treatment of an assistant teacher
by his immediate superior, the head teacher, and
to the strained, relations which exist between
those two officers, it does not appear that any useful purpose would be served by holding a Eublic
inquiry.
Should the case ultimately be refer:ed
to the Public Service Commissioner, under section
124 of
Act No. II33, and section q of Ad
No. 1779, to be investigated by a; board, the evidence will be taken on oath, and at the discretion
of the board the case may be conducted in pub1ir..
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ALEXANDER ,PEACOCK, from residents of
Learmonth and Waubra; by . . Mr. :MACKEY,
from residents of Neerim,; by Mr. COLECHIN, from residents of Geelong; by Mr.
GRAY, from residents of Swan Hill; by Mr.
SANGSTER, from residents of Port Melbourne; by Mr. IRVINE, from residents of
Nhill, and from residents of Dooen and
Kewell ; by :Mr. BAILES, from residents of Golden Square, Bendigo; bv :Mr.
BENT, from residents of Brighton; by Mr.
TOUTCHER, from residents of Ararat j by
Mr. HUTCHINSON, from residents of Birchip
and Watchem; and (on behalf of the
Speaker) from residents of Boroondara;
by Mr. DOWNWARD, from residents of
Poowong; by Mr. DUFFUS, from residents
of Koroit.
A petItIOn was presented bv Sir
SAMUEL GILLOTT from barristers and solicitors of the Supreme Court of Victoria,
praying that the House would consider the
course of training for admission to the profession, and provide for a minimum term
of service under articles of two years free
from attendance at lectures or examinations.
Mr. GAUNSON stated that he would
like to know if the Premier would give him
an opportunity before the month ran out to
consider the question of repe.a.ling the rules
of the Supreme Court or whether the Government would consider the best mode of
taking the difficulty into consideration?
The SPEAKER.-It is hardly fair to
You
ask such a question without notice.
must give notice.

THE CASE OF J. J. ELLIS.
Mr. HUNT stated that during last sesFORTNIGHTLY PAYMENTS IN THE sion an order was made by the House for
PUBLIC SERVICE.
the presentation of the papers referring to
Mr. GAUNSON asked the Premier, the resignation of J. J. Ellis, an officer in
without notice, if he would consider the the Railway Department, but the papers
expediency of extending the boon of fort- had not been presented.
nightly payments to the public servants
Mr. BENT.-I was not aware of it;
generally?
but I will take good care that attention is
-Mr. BENT.-One thing at a time.
drawn to it to-morrow.
PETITIONS'.
Petitions, praying that the House would
order that no excursion trains be run on
the Victorian railways on Sundays, were
presented, by Mr. McBRIDE, from residents of Bet Bet, Eddington, and
Dunolly; by l\h. A. A. BILLSON,
from residents of Beechworth.; by lMr.
SWINBURNE, from residents of Hawthorn.;
by Mr. BEARD, from residents of Preston.;
by Mr. CRAVEN, from residents of Cudgewa
and' trom residents of Wodonga; by Sir

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY TO THE
GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
SIXTH NIGHT'S DEBATE.
The debate (adjourned from Juiv 6) on
the motion of Mr. Robertson for the adoption of an Address-in-Reply to the Governor's speech was resumed.
Mr. BAILES.-When the H01.lse ,:1:3,.
journed on Thursday, I had been referring
to some matte>rs in connexion with the mining industry that I wished the Minister of
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Mines to take some notice of. There are
two other matters I would like to draw his
attention to. One is very important, because it affects, in a very great measme,
the safetv of the miners while being taken
up and down the shafts_ It is also important, because under the new Act such
strong provisions are made that it becomes
very irksome to the companies, whilst the
greater safety of the miners is not assured.
The testing of cages under the old Act was
always done with the empty cage, and in
the Bill introduced in this Assembly by the
present :Minister of Public Works, in 1903,
there was no proposal to alter that system.
In the Bill, which is now the Act, there
is a provision that the tests should be
done by putting full and empty trucks
upon the cage. The very principle of the
safety grippers in these safety cages is that
the instant the tension is lost the grippers
become self-acting, and catch the skids.
Therefore, it is a matter of indifference
whether the weight be light or heavy, for as
soon as the parting of the rope takes place
the grippers 'act. The .fact that an empty
cage has hardly ever been kn'Own to de~cend a shaft shows that there is no absolute necessity for the full cages. The mining community have been stirred by this
question, and last Saturday night there
was a conference in Bendigo of mineowners, mine managers, and working miners,
and a res'Olution was passed, asking that
the law should be altered so that the old
system under the 1897 Act should be reverted to. There 'are no risks to be run
by having the test applied with the empty
cage, because if the grippers stand the test
with the empty cage they will more readily
act when the cage is full.
'Mr. 1\1cLEoD.-When that recommendation was submitted, I had inquiri(~s made,
and one inspector stated that in no Ies,
than ten cases had he known cages to
answer the test without any weight and to
fall when the weight was put on.
Mr. BAILES.-I am only giving the
Minister the opinion of the mining community. The other question I wish to call
his attention to is that of dredging, which
is being carried on most profitably in the
Castlemaine district, and giving employment t'O large numbers of miners. Some
time ago, a very large deputation, composed
of representatives of the local bodies in
and around Bendigo, waited on the Minister of Mines, and asked him not to sanction the issue of any dredging leases in'
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Bendig'O. Since then, there has been a revulsion of feeling altogether in favour of
dredging, and, with the exception of one
of the local bodies' represented, they have
all withdrawn their opposition, and are
desirous that dredging leases should be issued in the Bendigo district. I know that
the Minister of Mines is very anxious that
the gold in these alluvial grounds should te
extracted, and that he is equally anxious
to see as much employment givcn to men
as Cll1 be found'. He has throvm no ()bstade in the way of granting leases, but
his hands are tied by the Act, and he must ,
ha ve 'an expression of opinion from the proper authorities when there is any dispute
as to the lease j he has to hand them all
to the Sludge Board, and that board is
perfectly competent to deal with them. The
chairman 'Of that board, namely, Mr. Reed,
who is the Surveyor-General, is so much
oc<;:upied with other duties that it practically means waiting an indefinite period
before we get the matter dealt with by
the Sludge Board'. I would like to know
if the Minister will undertake to act on his
own initiative in granting leases where he
can do so, and where no evil effects can
I understand
'arise from the dredging?
that he intends to impose conditions that
will prevent any damage to streams or land
in the vicinity. There is 'One important
matter which was not referred to i'n the
Governor's speech that I, in common with
other honorable members, would like to
have seen mentioned. No reference is
made to the intention of the Government to
introduce a Licensing Bill this session. The
Licensing Act is giving satisfaction to nobody; neither the temperance party nor thF!
licensed victuallers are pleased with it.
1\1r. BENT.-I do not think we will briilJg
in a Bill without hearing the other side.
Mr. BAILES.-I am not asking the Premier to do so until he has heard the other
side. The Premier is conversant with the
pros and cons, and does not require to hear
any representations from either side.
I
hope, and I am inclined to take heart of
grace from the interjection, that the Premier
will introduce a Bill before the se~sion is
over that will have the effect of putting
the licensing question on a more satisfactory
basis than it is at present.
Mr. GRAY.-At the outset of this de
bate I had not intended to take any part
jn it whatever j but, seeing that so many
honorable members have availed themselves
of the occasion, I think I may be excused
if I take just a small portion of the time of
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the House in discussing the various measures referred to in His Excellency's speech.
The principal paragraph relates to the
surplus with which I believe we 'are blessed,
:and the expenditure of which will, I suppose, cause a certain amount of difficulty
.to tine TreasureJr. As a new member of the
House I was anxious to know exactly the
way in which the revenue was dealt with,
and to place myself in a position to discuss
matters relating to the re.ceipts and expenditure whenever those questions came before
the House. For that purpose I asked last
year for a return showing the amount of
credit balance in the hands of the Treasurer
on June 30., 190.4. I Idid so because it was
stated in the press, and various rumours
had got about, that the amount the Treasurer said he had as surplus revenue was
really tOI a certain extent a myth. I found
from the return that, so far aSI the Public
Account was conaerned, the Treasurer had
in hand on June 30., 190.4, the sum of
£371,562, and against that we had Surplus Re"'"venue Bills which provided for the
expenditure of £451,584, showing, as a
matter of fact, that some £80,0.0.0. more was
being spent than the Treasurer seemed to
be possessed Q1f. However, that is possible
of explanation, and I should like to know
from what particular .fund or whence this
money came.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The accounts
are not closed until August 31.
Mr. GRA Y.-I understand that the receipts of revenue are closed on June 30.,
·but the expenditure is carried up to August
31.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yes; certain
a.ccounts are paid.
Mr. GRAY.-Then that would only make
the case worse.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Oh, no.
Mr. GRAY. - It must make the case
worse if more money has to be paid away.
Assuming that £371,0.0.0. was the amount in
hand, and that further expenditure had to be
paid out of it, 'and that no further receipts
.could be taken into calculation, it must
necessaril y be worse, because the amount
.at credit would be rteduced. At least, that
is the way I take it; but there may be some
explanation. I ·wish to refer briefly to the
Tailways. It has been said that this year,
. at Ueast, the railwavs have been made to
,·pay, and I suppose It is asserted that that
·is due to the very superior management during the last two years. . I do not agree with
that at all, because I cannot see anything
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that has been effected in the management of
late that could not have been .effected by
the gentlemen who were bred and brought
up in the railways of this country, and who
were, in my opinion, quite competent to
carry out a:ny of the work that has been
done in the last twO! years.
F or some
years past the consolidated revenue has
b:een called upon to make up the shortages
in the railway accounts. This year it is
stated that nothing will be requilied, and
that, as a matter of fact, the railway receipts and expenditure have been made to
balance. I do not think it is fair that the
wholle burden of maintenance, interest, pensions, and gratuiti~s should be thrown as
a charge on the customers of the railways,
because it appears to me that the rates are
too high, and not at all fair in their incidence. So far as (1)noerns the gratuities,
which were paid away some time during the
last financial year by the Railways Commissioners, it always appeared to me that the
paying aw-ay of gratuities and bonuses ,,-as
rleally the prerogative of Parliament, and
not of the Commissioners. When we see
that these gratuities were paid away to
officers WiD were receiving larg.e salaries of
from £800 to £1,0.0.0 a year, and who
had been in the service for a number of
years, I r.eally fail to see that it was just
to throw the charge of those gratuities on
the railway expe!nditure. It is said that
the rai.lways have been made to pay, but
they' have been made to pay at the expense
of the. plnducers, oecause all that we have
had, so far as the management of the railways is concerned, is increased freights, reThe
duced services, and slmyer trains.
trains are. so slow that it is almost possible
to drive as fast as some of them.
For
instance, take the train from Swan Hill to
Bendigo. vVe leave there at twenty minutes
past ten, and are supposed to get to Bendigo at six o'clock, but very seldom 'arrive
to time. In fact, it is alwa~·~c;; a quarterpast, or half-past six, and I have known
it to be as late as seven o'clock.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-What is the
distance?
Mr. GRAY.-T·he distance is ICC miles .
and the rate' of speed works out at I 2~
miles an hour. I do not think it reflects i~
any way to the credit of the Railways Commissioners that they cannot send th"e trains
on a little bit quicker than that. IAnother
matter about which the pe'Ople in country
districts have great cause for complaint is
the ma.il services. The Commonwealth Government appear to h~ve made a very bad
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agr~ement :f.or the carriage of their mails.
The Postal Department have to pay so much
to the Rail way Department for a certain
train servioe, but if the train service is reduced, the payment is not reduced at all.
An extra train has been running at night
from Bendigo to Kerang, and the Postal
Department tried to arrange with the Railways Commissioners to allow letters to be
posted in a box that would be carried in the
van. This is a bCYX about the size of a
butter-box, about 18 inches square, but
for carrying that box to Kerang, the
Railways Commissioners made a practically
Conseprohibitory demand of £200.
quently the Postal Department could not
give the country people facilities for delivering their letters by that train at all.
The
same thing applies at Echuca.
When the
extra train there was knocked off, the
Echuca people made application to the Department to have it restored, and offered
to pay the~ cost-not necessarily the absolute
cost 'but any cost over and above the ordinary charges for running the train.
The
Commissioners, in reply, wished to make
an arrangement week by week. They said,
Ie If there is any shortage in the first week,
YOU will have to pay it j if there is any
profit in the next week, we will take that,
and so on."
The people of Echuca wanted
to take the whole three months in globo,
and offered to pay any shortage, but the
Commissioners refused to grant the request.
"Thile the Commissioners fail to give these
facilities to the people in the country who
ask for them, in what a different way we
find they meet the proprietors of the morning papers! When those proprietors asked
for what was practically a special train for
the conveyance of papers, there was no hesitation at all in granting that. Although it
is said that those trains carry a full freight,
I am informed, and I believe it is reasonable to suppose, th.at, even if there is not a
full freight on, they have to go out. They
are supposed to take on from 70 to 80 tons j
but even if they only have from 20 to 30
tons, the trains must go. In what way can
the Commissioners say that those trains always go out full, when on ho.lidays a notice
is posted up that goods wIll not be received? Th1erefore, on some occasions the
Department will not take the goods to load
the trains, and consequently I feel satisfied
that many times those trains go out short
in weight.
'
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-This part of
your speech will. not, be reported in the
press.
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"Then th~
Mr. GRAY.-Possibly not.
proprietors of the' morning. papers here kneel
down at their beds to say their prayers, I
think they must say, " God bless ::\1r. Tait,.
and make him a ~ood boy." I feel that we
can attribute the balancing of the railway
accounts more to good . seasons, high
freights, reduced wages in the lower grades
of the service, and slower trains than to anything else. When it was first announced
that we were going to have a large surplus,
some of the papers suggested a reduction in
the income tax. I absolutely object to any
reduction in that tax at the pr,esent time,
because, as a matter of fact, this surplus
has been brought about by money being
taken out of the\ pockets of people in the
country districts-people who have practically got no incomes. The people with larg~
incomes are meeting with prosperous times
and good sea£Ons. They can make plenty
of money, and can afford to pay income
tax.
I see no reason fvr reducing the income tax, but I think a different system
should be adopted of disposing .:>f the surplus. So far as I can see;, the surplus wiII
probably be spent in various ways, such as
we had last year. While I, as a member,
could not possibly object to grants that have
been given, especially, to my constituency,
other members are in the! same position, so
that when we have a surplus disbursed in
the way of grants it is very apt to debauch honorable members, and also to debauch the constituencies. When a Surplus
Revenue Bill is brought down, setting apart
certain sums, it is almost impossible to vote
against that Bill. If we did, our constituents would say, "You have thrown 'Jut an
item for the exr:-lenditure of a large sum of
money in this district." In my opinion, the
surplus should be larg,ely used to reduce
past deficits, and not a.s grants, because, as
many of us know, grants go a good deal by
favour-something like kiss.ing. I do not
think the grants are distributed to the best
advantage of th~ country at all. A short
time ago the Treasurer, in receiving a deputation from one of the shires, said that he
did not intend to give any subsidy at all to
shires, unless they struck a rate of at least
IS. 6d. in the £1, and that the whale
revenue of the shires was devoted to the
payment of sala.ries.
.
Mr. BENT .-Surely you do not think I
would bel so foolish as to sav that? Th~re
are certain shires which do it, but not the
shires as a whole.
Mr. G&AY.-Only some of the shires?
Mr. BENT.-Only some of them.
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Mr. BENT.-Surely you do not call the
1\Ir. GRAY.-I find that only 10 3-5ths
per ·cent. of the revenue of the shires is charge for water a rate. We pay IS. 6d.
spent in salaries; 62 per cent. of the muni- per annum.
cipal rev,enue is derived from rates, and
Mr. GRAY.-The people pay 8s. in the
'only 6 pei[ ('r;nt. from Government endow- £1 up our way. In many cases, although
ments and grants.
they pay 3d. per acre for the water, they do
MI. BENT.-What about the public-house not get the water.
I suppose the
equivalent?
Treasurer's constituents get the water they
:\lr. GRAY.-The balance comes from pay for at Moorabbin.
licensing ,equivalents and other sources.
Mr. BENT .-1 know that the Minister o'f
~1r. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-For Water Supply got a lot of money out of the
some shires; not all.
surplus last year for your place.
:\1r. GRAY.-Poss.ibly not all. So far
Mr. HUNT .-He must be very slow in
as concerns the necessity oft a IS. 6d. rate, spending it.
we find that in 1904 the total number of
Mr. BENT.-Perhaps he is.
municipalities administering local governMr. GRAY.-I do not think the time has
ment was z08. Of this total, 60 are cut
out as cities, towns, and boroughs, and yet arrived for criticising the Closer Settle148 are t'hus left under the heading of ment Board. They have hardly had time
shires. In connexion with' these 148 shires, to get under way, to have the surveys made
the Government Statist sets out the rating and cut up the estates. They have not only
to cut out roads, but also to consider the
as follows:best places for roads to be made, so that
2 levied a rate of 9d. in the £ I.
they shall not be run up hills or through
96 levied a rate of IS, in the £1.
swamps. Further than that, there is the
IS levied a rate of IS. 3d. in the £1.
difficulty of apportioning the land.
5 levied a rate of IS. 4d. in the £1.
In
IS levied a rate of IS. 6d. in the £1.
many of the estates, the land varies in
4 levied a rate of IS, 7d. to IS. IOd. in the J.,'x.
quality, and it is necessary to cut it up into
4 levied a rate of 2S. in the £1.
lots so that some of the good land may go
I levied a rate of 25. 3d. in the £1.
with some of the poorer land in each case.
:\lr. COLECHIN.-The kind of valuation is I think, however, there should be some
verv important. It varies very much.
better measure brought in for a quicker
:\lr. GRAY.-There is no doubt about setNement than ,ve are likely to have under
that. In the richer portions of Victoria, the board. You can only consider the aswhere the shires should be able to strike a sistance given by the Closer Settlement
higher rate owing to the value of their land, Board as an advance, because ",h'en the"
they do not do so, and, as a matter of fact, buy a piece of land and sell it again to
the Government subsidy in those cases really some farmer or settler who requires it, after
goes to improve private land; whereas, in adding on the cost of acquiring the land
the case of the more newly constituted and surveying it, and the necessary expendishires, such as those in Gippsland, and in ture in connexion with the working of the
the northern district, where a large portion board, they advance practically the whole
of the land belongs to the Government, the of the money witt., the exception of one paymoney really goes to improve Government ment. On the other hand, the Savings
property.
The average shire rate was Banks Commissioners, who are practically
following the ·same line of assisting settlers
IS. zd. in the £1, and the average rate for
cities, towns. and boroughs, IS. 7d. in the by making advances to them, do not ad£1, so that there was last year only a dif- vance anything like the same proportion. If
ference of about 5d. in the rate. In ad- a man buys a block of land that costs, say,
dition to that, however, there are some very '£1,5 00 , through the Closer Settlement
heavv rates to pay in many of the country Board, the board. practically advance him
districts. In my const~\tuency, under one £1,47 6 on the value of the land; but the
water trust, the peopLe pay 8s. in the £1, Savings Banks Commissioners, under the
and those in another portion pay 3d. an Credit Foncier svstem, if thev make an adacre on their land for water. When we vance to a man -who has already acquired
consider those charges, and the high rail- land worth, say, £1,500; will only let him
wav freights, I do not think the Treasurer have £900. These two systems should be
should insist upon a rate of IS. 6d. in the brought more into consonance with one
£I being struck by all shires.
another, and there should be .some better
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system adopted to enable the Closer Settlement Board to take more advantage of section 6 of their Act than they are likely to
do under present circumstances, I understand from one of the members of the
board, that where estates are cut up, and
the board are satisfied of their value, t'hey
will take those estates on where the number
of tr.e settlers in a group consists of from
fifteen to twenty. I do not see why, in a
case where there are only two or three
settlers, if the board can send out valuers
and satisfy themsel ves as to the val ue of
the land, they should not assist those settlers
by purchasing the land, an_d then entering
into fresh conditions with them, and making them advances similar to those made by
the Savings Banks Commissioners, under
the Credit Fancier system. I notice that
Mr. Carruthers, the Premier of New South
Wales, is going to adopt that system, which
If it
should also be adopted here.
is, we' shall get a far quicker settlement on the land, and get more people
settled at once. In cases like that, each
man will have satisfied himself as to the
val ue of the land, and many would be glad
to avail themselves of assistance in thaCway,
not by making one payment alone, as under
the closer settlement principle, but by making perhaps eight or ten payments at once.
Many would be quite prepared to buy the
land in that way. Many men are prepared
now to pay £150 or £200 in cash to go
on land if they can get assistance for the
balance, but under the Credit Foncier system they get very little assistance at all.
In some cases it has been stated that under
that system money was lent to the extent
of £10,000 to one man. I do not think it
was ever intended that the Credit Foncier
should be used for that purpose at all. It
was intended more for the purpose of assisting smaller farmers.
A short time ago a
print was issued and posted to nearly every
member of the House with reference to
land in East Gippsland. A statement was
made that there are very large areas of
land held in that part by the Crown, and
that no attempt is made to throw them open
for settlement. I do not know under what
tenure they are held, or whether the De'partment are prevented from cutting them
up and offering them to farmers, because
they are let on long leases and cannot be
interfered with at present j but the statement
is made that there are many thousands of
acres of very good quality, where the land
runs down to creeks or rivers on the flats,
while it varies a little as it rises higher up.
lib. Gray.
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We are assured by the honorable member
for Gippsland East that the land' is of good
quality, and quite capable of settlement,
and that if it was cut up into reasonably
sized blocks, many settlers could be got to
go on it. I do not think that enough effort is made by the Lands Department or
any other Department to make use of this
land. If people could be induced to go and
see it by the oirer of free passes, or very
cheap fares, in proving their bona fides,
and showing that they were anxious to get
land, and were taken to see it under the
guidance of officers af the Agricultural
Department or the Lands Department, there
is no doubt that we should get plenty of
settlers to take it up if it is of the quality
stated. I 'see no reason to doubt the statement of the honorable member for Gippsland East, who has had many years' experience of land, that the land -is fit for
settlement, and could be used.
If it
is, we should adopt a different system of
settling people on it, and not ask them to
pay any rents until they have made enough
money out of the land to pay the rents
with. :Many people now are placed on land
that is covered with scrub, and are expected to pa.y survey-fees and rent at once.
They have to erect houses, fence the land
in, and provide a water supply, and all
the time the Crown, as landlord, is getting,
the rents, to pay which the unfortunate
settler is taking money out of his pockets
whic? he could devote to improving. his:
holdmg. After all, the Crown is protected,
because it is always the owner of the land,
as it does not part with the freehold until
it has been paid for. One very strong criticism was made by a member of the House,
that the Hobart Conference of Premjers
w.as held in camera.
It was complained
that this was not proper. J do not see any
particular objection to that myself, for apparently most of the information was given
afterwards, and we all know pretty wen
what took place j but, in any case, it struck
me that the honorable member for Essendon was very carping in his criticism of the
Premier, and also of other members of the
House. Nothing seemed to satisfy him.
There was a tone of regret through the
whole of his speech that the leader of the·
Opposition had not made charges against
the Government. The honorable member
said that the leader of the Opposi60n had
plentv
ma.terial, hut had hashed it up'
and spOIled It, and made nothing of it
at all. I do not know. that the honorable
member for Essendon was properly fitted
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to criticise the' Premier in the way he did,
or to use the terms he did to the Premier
in describing him as a costermonger.
The
honorable member complained of the leade'r
of the Opposition, and found fault with
In
the honorable member for Prahran.
fact he found fault with nearly every member of the House. As an observer, and
one who does not speak a great deal,
I have never failed to notice the verv contemptuous way in which the hOl{orable
member has· referred to honorabe members
of this Hous,e when he has been addressing them, and the contumelious Wa.~l in
which he speaks of them, lecturing
the House on every occasion he addresses
it, and absolutely assuming that the
House does not possess his very high educational attainments. If a large' amount
of money has been spent on his education,
a great deal of it must have been spent on
the higher parts of it, and a very small sum
on his manners. He seems to have been
educated to a very small extent that way,
and if £I,OOO was spent on his education,
I think £999 I9s. 6d. must have been spent
in teaching him arithmetic, because he considers himself a god in finance, while the
other sixpence was spent on his manners.
. :Mr. MURRAY.---':'The other sixpence was
spent on his manners, and he got no value
for the money.
1\1r. G RAY.-When the honorabl e member put himself up to criticise the action of
the Premier in the Hobart Conference, he
put me in mind of those described by
PopeSome have ,tt first for wits, then poets pass'd,
Turn'd critics next, and proved plain fools at last.
Some neither can for wits nor critics pass,
As heavy mules are neither horse nor ass.

That was the way in which it struck me, because the honorable member was criticising
Nothing suited him, except
everything.
something done by the honorable member
for Essendon himself. He is the one pure
and great speaker in this House. However, we can only suffer and apologize for
our ignorance and compliment him on his
v,ery high intelligence. On the return of
the Premier from Hobart, a great many
of his supporters thought they would· entertain him at lunch, but I noticed the absence from that gathering of the honorable
member for Essendon. Like Achilles, he
was sulking in his tent. He did not care
about coming forward at all. Why? I
think h was simply because of a little intrigue that was working at that time, but
that did not happen to come off. Things
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did not go as they ought to have gone.
I do not know of whom the little Government was to consist. I believe the honorable member for Dandenong was to be
Minister of Lands, owing to his high knowledge of land. They tell me he is quite prepared to value land" from China to Peru."
Had this little arrangement come off, and
had the honorable member for Dandenong
occupied that position, I think the House
would have had to take into cons:deration
whether charges for advertisements should
not be made in Hansard.
Mr. KEAsT.-There is one thing pretty
evident, that your advertisements woul'd
not cost much, anyway.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-Tell us all
about that caucus meeting after the lunch.
Mr. GRAY.-Somebody did tell about
that. I do not know who it was. One or two
members have dwelt on the question of the
Murray waters. The Government should
tr:1 to take some steps to get the two other
States of New South Wales and South
Austra,lia, which are interested in the
waters of this river, brought in some way
into line. I do not see whv some start
should not be made to utilize -the waters of
the river. In the case of one board in
America, I think the Mississippi River
Board, a somewhat similar system has been
adopted, not to conserve th; water, but to
control it.
A number of commissioners
have been appointed, and, I think, it would
be a right step for the Premier to arrange
with the other two States to appoint commissioners to try to control this river, to utilize
the waters, -fix storage basins, ana apportion the waters among the three States. I
do not know that there would' be a great
deal of difficulty. In a report, the engineer for South Austtalia said it would cost
something like £I,OOO,ooo to lock the river
from Goolwa to Echuca.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Nearly £2,000.000.
Mr. GRAY.-If the States were to pool
£200,000 a ly\Car apiece, and start this
work, it would take some few years to do,
but it would not be very long before we
sa w some return for· it, and I am quite
satisfied that the work would well repay
us, because the one great trouble we have
is to control and make use of the waters
of these rivers. Thev run, at present, to
the sea, and in the dry months, when the
land is parched, we have no water at all.
I hope the Minister of Water Supply, or
the Premier, will move in this way, so that
we can have something done.
Mr. BENT.-Hear, hear.
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Mr. GRAY.-Another matter not mentioned in the Governor's speech, but
brought up during this debate in the
House, ,ras the report of Mr. Justice
a'Beckett on the charges against Mr.
Taverner.
I have known Mr. Taverner
for
something
over
30 Years.
During that time I ahvays found l1im a
very honest straightforward man. Possiblv, Mr. Taverner may have been a little
more far-seeing than some honorable members, who do not forget that he was so successful. :Mr. Taverner was a member of
this House for thirteen or fourteen years,
and during that lang period of time, nothing was said against him. I t'hink he also
occupied a position in no' fewer than three
Ministries, and he always conducted himself in the manner in which he should. I
do not think that anything was said against
Mr. Taverner at the time he occupied those
positions. I also know that during the time
NIr. Taverner was a member of the Railways Standing Committee he did a lot of
good work. I think it becomes those who
haye known NIr. Taverner for many years
to speak the good they know of him.' He
was a representative for many years of the
district in which I have lived, and I knew
him from the time he first became a member of this House. I think, under all the
circumstances, Mr. Taverner would certainly like some of us who knew him so
well and favorably to say something in
his favour when he is attacked, and
when 'he himself is so far away. I suppose it will be two months before Mr.
Taverner knows of the attack that has been
made on him. I think it would if! become
me as a friend of his if I did not say a
word or two in his defence. Quoting from
the Iliad what Achilles said, when com'plaining to his friend for not defending
himA generous friendship no cold medium knows,
Burns with one love, with one resentment glows i
One should our interests and our passions be,
My friend must hate the man that injures me.

While I do not say that I hate the man
\\'ho injures my friend, I at least think it
my duty to defend my friend as much as
I can, especially in his absence.
One
great work which Mr. Taverner achjeved,
and one to which little attention appears
now to be paid, was the reduction of the
(:ost of the construction of rail wavs in the
~ountry districts, but more especially in the
northern districts. At the time I am speaking of the cost of constructing a railway in
the northern districts amounted to about
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£5,000 a mile. At this particular juncture the railway from Keran,g to Koondrook was being made and it had been demonstrated t'hat the line could be constructed for £1,800 a mile.
lVIr. Taverner was then a member of the shire and
had just come into the House, and he insisted on the cost of the construction being
cut down, which was done. We find that,
in the report of the Railways Standing Committee with regard to the extension to Ultimo,
tte cost was fixed at £2,250. This was a
vast reduction, and I attribute a great deal
of what we have done in connexion with
constructing cheap lines through' the country districts to Mr. Taverner's action. With
regard to the charges against Mr. Taverner,
we had first of all a complaint from the
honorable member for Essendon against
the Government for having appointed
Mr. Justice a' Beckett to hold the inquiry.
It seems to me impossible to
satisfy the honorable member. Because Mr.
Justice a'Beckett has brought in a report
whichi does not suit the honorable member,
Mr. Justice a'Beckett should not have been
appointed. If a committee had been appointed by this House for the purpose, the
same criticism would have been made, and
we should have had the remark that the
work should not have been intrusted to a
committee, but to a Judge.
Blow hot,
blow cold, one could '!lot satisfy the honorable member. With regard to the honorable member for Prahran, I think that
he finds fault with -the Judge having been
appointed, although the Premier informed
us that he consulted the honorable member,
and that it was the honorable member himself who suggested that appointment.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I think' not. He objected to the Government not taking action.
Mr. BENT.-He advised that it should
be the Judge.
Mr. GRAY.-I remember the Premier
coming to the Hous.e one night and making a statement in reply to the charges
which had been advanced by Mr. Sinclair,
and the honorable gentleman said that he
intended to appoint a select committee of
this House for the purpose of making
an inquiry into the charges.
I t was open
to the honorable member for Essendon to
offer some objection then,and if the honorable member was not in his seat, I think
some reasonable time elapsed before the
Premier stated that, after consideration, he
intended to appoint a Judge, and tIle honorable member therefore had an opportunitv
of objecting either to the committee or' t'O
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the Judge. I think that we could- not get
anyone better than a Judge for the purpose of inquiring into the charges. Indeed,
at one time, the question was discussed in
this House whether it ,yould not le advisable to appoint a Judge to hear questions in relation to the election and qualification of honorable members, as it was
thought that, by adopting that course, these
matters would be remm'ed from the possible bias of honorable members. I think
no better course could have been adopted
by the Premier, than to refer the matter to
Mr. Justice a'Beckett. In going over the
charges made by Mr. Sinclair, we fmd that
the first was that Mr. Sinclair's ,york ,,'as
carried out under adverse conditions,
chiefly due to Mr. Taverner, proper assistance not being provided, and that adequate
support was not given by the Department
of Agriculture. If that complaint could
have stood against ~I'!r. Taverner, it could
also have stood against the honorable member for Goulburn Valley, and the honorable
member for Waranga, because each of
those honorable members was in office as
/l Minister during the time Mr. Sinclair
was carrying on his work.
The second
charge was that, except for a period of
twelve months, during which Mr. Sinclair
had the services, of Mr. Hall, he had to
do the whole of the ,York of the
agency himself. The Judge says distinctly
. that Mr. Sinclair did do all the work
himself, but that he had the offer of a good
~an, but because he wanted to get a particular friend, Mr. Hardie, appointed, he
would not use Mr. Berry. The next charge
was that -Mr. Taverner neglected to supply
him with adequate samples of produce, exhibits, &c., after show-rooms had been arranged: But probably there was no money
available for the purpose, and Mr. Taverner supplied what he could.
The fourth
charge was that Mr. Taverner ignored Mr.
Sinclair's sugge'stions, and afterwards made
use of them himself; the fifth was that Mr.
Taverner suppressed information; the sixth
Was that he refused to receive a deputation
to urge that Mr. Sinclair should be retained' and the seventh that Mr. Taverner
remove'd him for the purpose of obtaining
the position himself._
Long before ]\1r.
Taverner became Minister of Agriculture,
Mr. Sinclair had been recalled to Victoria,
and it was the intention of the Minister at
the time to retire him; but owing to pressure
that was brought to bear, Mr. Sinclair was
sent back. Mr. Taverner, therefore, had
nothing to do with the matter.
There
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was another charge, that Mr. Taverner,
,,·hile visit~ng London as the accredited
Goyernment Commissioner, made secret ar·
rangements with a large company of pro·
duce importers; and, again, that while
~Iinister of Agriculture,
Mr. Taverner
acted as agent for an English companv for
the purpose of securing a site for cold stores
from the Harbor Trust. Those were, in
effect, the charges which Mr. Sinclair made
against l\:Ir. Taverner. The Judge went
into them quite fully, and I will read hon·
orable members some short excerpts from the
Judge's report upon them. "Vith reg,ard
to ~lr. Sinclair having to do the work himself, the Judge saysHe wrote, recommending a Mr. Hardie, a
man outside the service, with good commercial
qualifications, whom he knew -\Yell and had
worked with in Victoria.
Mr. Hardie and
others applied for the appointment of assistant,
but the Premier-Sir George Turner-disposed
of Mr. Hardie, and other outside applicants, by
:a minute addressed to Mr. Taverner, as Minister
of Agriculture, stating that "he did not want
to increase the number of apnointments outside
the service"; upon which Mr. Taverner indorsed
on the 27th of November, 1897, "l\1r. Sinclair
should manage with Mr. Berry."

)The Judge addsIt may be that assistance of a different character to that which was offered "'ottld have enlarged Mr. Sinclair's sphere of usefulness and
might even have been more economical, taking
a large view of what would have been profitnble
for the public; but, as a complaint against Mr .
Taverner of personal ill-will or wanton hampering of a zealous officer, the charge has nothing
to sustain it.

We find again that the Judge says:Making every allowance for the difficulties
which 'a subordinate would have in requirinO' his
official head to appropriate a particular da~ or
hour to official matters, I am satisfied that Mr.
Sinclair so far acquiesced in Mr. T :werner's
mode of discussing them that it would be unjust to charge_ Mr. Taver,ner with any malicious
or wilful refusal to entertain complaints.

Then, with regard to the third charge as to
exh~bits not being sent on, we find the Judge
saymgHe frequently wrote, complaining of their
non-arrival.
Mr. Taverner urged expedition
upon' his subordinates, particularly upon Mr.
Knight, whose dutv it was to collect them. Mr.
Knight resented the imputation of negligence
on his part so far as to write, asking to be relieved
from duty in connexion with Mr. Sinclair's office.
Mr. Taverner makes a memo. on this communication, "Do I understandthat Mr. Knight proposes
to resign? " on which Mr. Knight struck out that
part of his letter. I refer to this as showing that
no want of warmth in the appeals for expedition
made by Mr. Taverner in Melbourne can be as.
signed as cause for the delay which occurred.
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£4,122.
Under the new arrangem~nt,
after Mr. Sinclair had been dispensed WIth,
and 'both branches had been placed
under one roof, the total cost was
Mr. Sinclair had 'authority to procure exhibits £2,285, .a saving of £1,~36 .. On the hearfor himself within reasonable limits as to cost. ing of the case, Mr. SmclaIr was asked
He does not say that any specific thing he whether he was prepared to specify a?y inwanted to get was denied him. He does not stance of injustice perpetrated on hIm by
say that when Mr. Graham succeeded Mr.
Taverner as Minister of Agriculture he was any Mr. Taverner, and Mr. Sinclair said
"No." He waSi also asked whether he was
better treated than he had been before.
In resard to that matter,. the same charge ,able to specify one single instance of unmight have been made agamst the honorable fair means that Mr. Taverner had adopted,
member for Goulburn Valley or the honor- and the Judge's finding wasable member for Waranga, when they were
I find that no p art of charge 7 has been
Ministers of Agriculture. Then there was stl.stained.
another complaint, that he had not sufficient In nearly all these statements, we find that
exhibits for the purpose of showing at the Judge says distinctly that either t~e
Earl's. Court. On this the Judge reportscharges were withdrawn, as they were m
Mr. Sinclair says that he l~ad sufficient auth?- one case, or that, as in the other cases, they
rity, but not the ne~essarr eqUlpment. One of h!s were not sustained.
There js only one
earlier letters on thIS subject bears Mr. Taverner s
charge
in
regard
to
which
there is a~y
minute, "No funds available."
doubt at all on the part of the Judge, or 111
When Mr. Taverner said that, I can quite respect to which he leaves the matter to
understand that Mr. Taverner, although the Cabinet, and that is jn regard to charge
willing to find the money, was not able to 10 in which Mr. Sinclair charged Mr.
find it at the time. On this, the Judge T~verner with attempting to use improper
saysinfluence, or making improper overtures in
I cannot say how far this reason may have afa letter written to Mr. Sinclair by Mr.
fected the subsequent omission to supply. Mr.
Taverner, dated 14th December, 1895.
Sinclair with sufficient stocks' to enable hIm to
exhibit advantageously on the occasions which Probably that complaint was based on the
arose from time to time. It may be regretted assumption that Mr. ~averner ha? use.d
that, in Mr. Sinclair's time, no effectiv: !lleasures improper means to get hIm out of hIS POSIwere taken to put this form of adverhsmg ~pon tion, in order to obtain it for himself. The.
'a aood business basis i but I cannot attnbute
the bomission to any wilful limitation of Mr. Sin- Judge, however, says that Mr. Taverner
used no improper means, and the proba.clair's usefulness by Mr. Taverner.
bility is, if Mr. Sinclair had known that no
Then there was one of the charges which improper means had been used, he would
was withdrawn. I may mention, in pass- not have brought forward this other charge,
ing, that Mr. Starke was a.ppointed by the which related to a matter which occurred
Government for the purpose of conducting some four or five years before, and of
or assisting the inquiry, and it was thought which he made no complaint at the time at
that Mr. Starke's duty w,as to place matters all. When in the box Mr. Sinclair said
before the Judge in an unbiased manner. that it was very painful for him to be in
Possibly he may have done so, but we after- the box and to be giving evidence against
wards find that Mr. Starke is a re.lation of Mr. Taverner, and that. the ~vhole matter
Sinclair, and that, although he was sup- .caused him great sorrow. Fancy the sorposed to be acting in an unbiased way, he rows of Sinclair, and the tears of a crocowas reall y related to the informant.
No dile! The Judge says that that letter was
doubt a good deal of the matter that was written by Mr. Taverner, but his Honour
brought into the case in the earlier stage makes no comment on it whatever.
Takwould not have been brought in if some of ing the report as a whole, and remembering
the facts which came out had been known that the .T udge was one of the best men
before. For instance, we' find that at an that possibly could have been got to conearlier stage than that affecting Mr. Taver- duct the investigation-ner it had been decided that there should
Mr. WATT.-And the most improper.
'Ibe 'a reduction in the cost of the London
Mr. GRAY.-Taking those facts jnto
ag'ency.
The total cost of the Agent'General's establishment under the old Sys- consideration, I think there is nothing more
tem was £2,0.~8, and of Mr. Sinclair's to be said. With regard to the question of
establishment £2,063, making a total of population, it has been frequently pointed
Next, we find that Mr. Sinclair had
authority to procure exhibits, although he
The Judge
could not procure them.
says-

Mr. GrfLY.
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out by the press, and by honorable members year, and that in regard to both wheat and
in this House, that the State is suffering butter, the coming season will constitute a
very much from a loss of its popUlation. record in our export of these articles.
A short time ago we had a gentleman from Everything promises to be good, and I
the old country-General Booth-by whom hope the revenue will turn out as well this
proposals were made for sending out here year as it was last year.
large numbers of immigrants. I should be
Mr. SOLLY.-I regret very much that in
sorry to see this country with th€! sort of the Governor's speech we do not find the
people that I expect he would send out. Government proposing any measure for the
I think, indeed, we should be better with- abolition of that pernicious law adopted
out that population than with it.
How- some two years ago, providing for the
ever, in. my opinion, some better means separate representation of the Railways
might be adopted, or special legislation Service and the Civil Service. It appearSi to
should be passed, for the purpose of dealing me that that law has been tried, and has not
During carried out the desires 011 the objects of the
with the question of population.
the year 1903 we find that the total num- persons who passed it, and the earliest
ber of birthSi in Victoria was 29,569, Since steps possible should be adopted by the
187I there has been a decrease in the Government \V hich carried that law to get
birth rate. A commission which was re- the thing remedied.
In looking through
cently inquiring into this question in New the reports of the debates that took place
South Wales, referred in very strong terms when that law was submitted, I find that
to the evil of suppression in relation to one argument put forward by the honorbirths. That commis'sion made some very able gentleman who was the main sponsor
good suggestions, which should certainly be for the Bill was that the political influadopted here for the purpose of preventing ence that had been used so detrimentally,
the evil of ante-natal murder. In respect it was said, to the interests of the citizens
to the deaths in this country, amongst the at large, was to be taken away, and that
children born in wedlock, the proporti.on is in order to do this, these
people
only 98 per 1,000, while of the children. were to be deprived of their political
who are illegitimate, at least 268 per 1,000 rights.
'Vhen the Government placed that
die. As a matter of fact, the illegitimate provision in the Constitution, they did not
child born in this State has three more see exactly how the whole thing would end.
chances of dying than the child born in wed- No sooner was the first appeal made to the
lock. A great deal more might be done to country under that Reform Constitution than
save the lives ot these children. If some two members of the community outside,
means were adopted to take care of these who were recognised, perhaps, as two of
children, I suppose it would be spoken of the greatest labour agitators in the State
as more Socialism.
The question, how- outside of Parliament, were elected to reo
ever, is a serious one, and the Government present the railway officers in Parliament,
should take some steps to see what can be and they have been continually agitating
done to save those who are born into this politically in order to get the desires of
world, and also to save others who would their constituents carried into effect. The
be born but for the evil practices to whioh country is being put to the expense of payI have alluded.
There is every induce- ing £600 a year for two men to simply
ment to ante-natal murder, and it is the represent the railways service, and to conduty of the Government to prevent a cer- tinually agitate on their behalf-to agitate
,tain class of advertising :which takes place. not only with regard to the railway} offi~
In many of the newspapers there are cers, but also continually to take up the
amongst the advertisements practically in- time of the House pointing out the various
ducements to murder and this thing should difficulties the men are labouring under,
be stopped, as it is a disgrace to the com- and asking for special considera60n, so
munity and to our civilization. I do not in- far as they are concerned. It appears to
tend to detain the House any longer.
I me that the very first step which the Goam pleased to say that we are evidently in vernment should have taken after seeing
for a prosperous season. We have just had how the new law operated, was to wipe
from I! to 2~ inches of rain over a large off ~the Constitution ,'that :pe'rniciolls law
portion of the country in the north and giving separate representation to these men.
north-west of the State, and although we Besides that, I should like to point to the
have had a large surplus this year, I feel peculiar position taken up by the Goconfident that we shall have the same next vernment in another direction. They say,
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on the one hand, that separate representation shall be given to a class of individuals
because they use i'politiqa~ 'influence. If
the thing was carried out to its logical
issue, every section of the community
shoul d have separate representation.
lUr. BOYD.-What would happen if
Socialism ,,'as carried out to its logical
conclusion?
Mr. SOLLY,-I know what would happen if the honorable member was in his
,right place-not in Parliament, but some,where else where a lock and kev would be
used. If there is any reason for preventing these men from using political influence on their own behal f, every section in
the community which uses political influence should also have separate representation.
We know that the landed interest
has been continually using its political influence in the direction of land monopolYI,
and in the direction of extending rail wa v
lines for the purpose of enhancing land
values. The farmers have been doing the
Same thing, and so has every section of the
community, from those who are the poores't
to those who are the most wealthy. All
are continually using their politicai influence in the direction of placing laws on
the statute-book for their own particular
benefit. To show the farce ·of the whole
thing, I have only to point out that the
Government are going to bring in a Bill
for the purpose of compelling every person
to '"ate who has a vote. \Vhat is the use
of the Government passing a measure of
that !descrijption, uhTess: the Government
are prepared to allow the civil servants and
the railway men, and every person working for the State, the right to take part
in public matters? It appears to me to
be a wrong policy to adopt, to say that
the.y are going to carry a measure which
will force every man and woman who has
a vote to record that vote, and yet, in
respect to those who are unfoitunate
enough to work in Government employ" to
determine that they shall be refused the
right of citizens to takf! part in public
,matters. ~r interest themselves in the nation
ht large.
It appears a wrong position
altogether. I cannot understand the Government saying that it was necessary, in
the interests of the State, that every person who has a vote should record that vote,
and yet at the same time putting restrictions upon the franchise in respect to a
certain section of the community, and preventing them from recording their vote
.in the direction wh~ch they '~\esire. These
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people are restricted from taking part in
public matters on the public platform, and
discussing questions) of 'Vita;l importance
to themselves and their children and to
the country in which they are living. I
deepl y regret that the Government are
not prepared to take a step in the direction
of wiping out what is a standing disgrace
to this young democratic community. I
hope that during this session a Bill to that
effect will be passed, even though it will
be the means of placing my~e] f amongst
the unemployed. I should be pleased, indeed, if the House will carry the measure
which the honorable member for Prahran
has placed on the notice-paper, providing
for th.e abolition of separate representation. Separa.te representation appears to
me to be a wrong thing, and it must
damage the State at large, so far as political freedom is concerned. I want also to
refer to the late strike amongst the raihva~l
employes.
A number of those who took
part in that strike have suffered extremelv
for their action. They have been suffe;·
ing for something like two years from want
of employment. Their pensions have also
been taken from them, as well as the increments, of \course~ that they were entitled to a,ccording, to law. I must say
that I think the Government, in this matter, are not acting according to that British
spirit ""hich I should like to see them follow. In refusing these men work, it seems
that the Government are carrying the matter to the length of persecution, not of
prosecu60n. If the men were wrong, as I
believe they were, in taking t~e stand they
did against the Government, I think the time
has come when that should be forgotten.
But, seeing that the strike did take place,
it was my duty to strive to obtain for the
men that which they were entitled to-to
get the Government to recognise the difficulties they were suffering under.
It
does appear to me that, after their own comrades sent a communication to the Commiss:,oners stating that they were prepared to
work short time, in order that their unfortunate comrad~s might get back to 'work
again, the Government are acting wrongly
and inhumanely in not recognising and acting upon that offer. Although it may be
that there is yery little attention paid to
the debates in this House, it is my duty,
being here, to state my views in this matter.
The Engine-drivers and Firemen's Association sent a letter to the Commissioner on
30th January, 1905, stating that the engine-drivers employed were willing to work
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short time if necessary to make room for
their comrades who have been out of work
since the strike. The Commissioners were
asked to convey that offer to the Premier.
I now ask the Premier what is really the
intention of the Government~n regard to
this matter?
It is said that it is likely
that the dismissed men will get employment
on the motor service for St. Kilda and
Brighton, but that will not provide for
all the men who lost employment through
the strike. The proper thing to do, in my
oprnion, is that the Government should take
notice of and act' upon the letter from the
Engine-drivers and Firemen's Association.
It would be a reasonable thing for the
Government to do so, and to allow these
men to get back to work instead of persecuting them any further. I also have to draw
the attention of the Government to the fact
that engine-drivers to-day are working
three-quarters of an tour per day, fat.
which they receive no remuneration. Under
ordinary circumstances, workmen outside
Government employ can demand from a
trades union stand-point to be paid for
every hour they work, and if they work
overtime, they require to be paid time and
a quarter, or time and a half, as the case
may be. On Saturdays, as a general rule,
they demand double pay, and as a rule they
get it. Here are particulars of one shiftNo.8 shift sign on at 12.5 p.m., leave the shed
at 12.50 p.m., run 3 Williamstown, 1 Oakleigh,
and 1 Caulfield: last arrival Flinders-street
9.42 p.m., over pit 10 p.m., sign off 10.45 p.m.,
if not blocked over pit. Mileage 96 miles; time
paid for 9! hours, time worked lOi hours.

This is supposed to be a good shift, yet it
is very clear that these men are working an
hour and a half without receiving any pay
for it at all. Under the circnmstances, it
is a. marvel to me that these men do not
strike again. Of course, I do not like to
advocate strikes.
Mr. BENT.-Vlhat! did you say strike
again?
Mr. SOLLY.-Yes, because if the Government or the Commissioners are doing
something wrong, the O'nly means of redress
that the men have is to force the hands of
the Government, and expose the whole thing
to the country, and they can only do that
bJ striking. It is a system of robbery
making men \York without paying them for
it. There is no doubt that if these
men were outside the G0vernment service-Mr. BENT.-They would be very glad
to get back again.
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Mr. SOLLY.-That is a ridiculous argument, because we know that the position
of industrial workers all oyer the world is
overcrowded, owing to the large amount of
machinery employed displacing manual
labour. The consequence is that if a man
is thrown out, he finds it a very serious
mat'ter to get work again. Thus it is that
men are prepared, the same as those enginedrivers, to accept positions and conditions
which- are repugnant to them. It is the
duty of the Government to do away with
that system, and to give men fair play;
at all events, to treat their employes the
same as they would be treated by a private
employer. If the Government are not prepared to do thai', then they are not prepared to do something that would be for the
best interests of the country. After all,
the best will not be got out) of men if they
are treated in that fashion. Besides, these
men know that even in America, trains are
got ready for the drivers, and are put away
for them, and the drivers are not expected to
do any work for nothing. Mr. Angus Sinclair, editor of the Locomotive Engineer of
America, says that the pay there rUllS from
3 cents to 4~ cents a mile for engineers,
and two-thirds of that sum for the firemen.,
One hundred miles or l;nder constitute a
day's work there, and the engine-men have
nothing whatever to do with getting the
engines ready for service, or putting them
away at the end of a trip. Men are employed to take the engines to the house
when they arrive. That being so, it is wrong
that men here should be forced to work an
hour and a half or three-quarters of an
hour a day without any recognition in the
way of payment. If the Department itself
was not making sufficient money to pay the
employes reasonable rates of wages, it would
be reasonable to say that wages should be
reduced, or that something else should be
done in order to make end's meet; but this
is not the case in our railway service. We
lind that increased salaries are given to the
men in high positions, enormous increases
in some instances, and bonuses too. Here
is a return which: shows that a man named
Jones, \\"ho was formerly receiving £427
per annum, is now receiving £700 per
year. ?\Ir. Richmond has got an increase of
£7 5· ~Ir. Reade, one of £48; Mr. Blazey,
one of ,£50; Mr.
Bar1::er, one of
;1":70, and so on.
A number of these
gentlemen were promoted to higher grades,
carrying higher salaries. Some who were
getting high salaries, which were not considered sufficient for them, received bonuses.
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Who is it that is strewing the people"~
money about in this direction? No answer
I suppose
comes from the Government.
they cannot answer questions of thisl sort.
Mr. BENT.-You know it would be out
of order for me to get up to answer those
questions.
Mr. SOLLY.-Mr. Wood roffe, who had
a salary of £700, received a bonus of
£100; Mr. Lochhead, with a salary of
£900, receieved a bonus of '£100. It
was the same with Mr. Norman and l'dr.
W. H. Kent who, with salaries at £900
and .£800, also got a bonus of '£100.
Mr. S. JoneSI, whose salary was increased
from £427 to £700, also received a bonus
of £150. Mr. Holmes, having a salary of
£600, got a bonus of £50, and Mr.
l\~cClelland, having a salary of £550, was
gIven a bonus of £50, whilst :Messrs. Harris, Burgess, and Goode received bonuses
of from £25 to £50' That is not all. I
believe that sillce these bonuses were given
another lot of officers, notabh, Messrs.
Duncan, Burgess, Lorimer, and P. Alexander have received from ;:'25 to £40 by way
of bonus each, and others from £15 to
£93.
Now, it does seem to me very
strange indeed, that some better system
has not been arrived at whereby men
should be paid a reasonable thing without
bonuses. Many of the higher officers are
receiving more than their fair' share. The
Commissioner himself gets £3,500, and I
do not think he is worth it.
I do not
know a man in this country, or in any other
country, worth £3,5°0 a year.
Mr. KEAST .-1 think the Commissioner
has saved his salary twice over.
Mr. SOLLY.-So he has. But he saves
it by screwing the men down, an'd making'
them work three-quarters of an hour a day
for nothing.
Mr. KEAST.-That was done before he
came here.
1\1r. SOLLY.-1 know it was, but he is
extending the principle wherever he sees
an opportunity, and that is what I am objecting to. There is only a certain amount
of money that can be paid in wages. by the
Railway Department, and if the higher
officers are too largely paid, it necessaril v
follows that a very small proportion indeed is left for the payment of the subordin.ate servan.ts.
In short, the higher salanes are pald at the expense of the lowerpaid men.
The question of wages should
1l10t be left to the Commissioners at all, because they are only servants, the same as
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Why not adopt a systheir ~u~rdinates.
tem SImIlar to what we have under the
Factories Act? That would be acceptable
to the men, and also to the people.
The
Commissioners occupy their position for the
purpose of making the. railways, pay, and
when they find that the revenue i~ going
down, they, of course, put the screw on,
and either get more work from the
men by lengthening their hours,
or
r~duce wages.
Why should the CommisSIOners have the power to reduce 'wages or
lengthen hours?
Surely there are two
parties to the oontract, indeed there are
three parties to be considered-the Commissioners, the country, and the men who
are working for the country.
The men
have a perfect right to claim a conference
for the discussion of the pros and cems of
their case, to say what value they are to the
State, and to decide what should be the
wages for unskilled and skilled workmen,
and what should be the remuneration for
the Commissioners themselves. In this wav
swea~ing would be abolished; in any cas;,
the eIght hours system should be established
in the Railway' Department.
There is
only. one way! of satisfying the men, and
that IS by ,:ppointing a board, ~omposed of
representatIves from each sectlon of the
Railway Department, to settle what should
be paid for each particular standard of
work.
The Premier is the Minister of
Railways, but his position in that regard is
a .sinecure. His time. is too much occupied
Wltp the TreasurershIp and other important
matters to permit of him going into all the
details of the Railway Department, so he
better adopt the suggestion I made as to
the appointment of a board. The Government could appoint three members, and the
men could have three representatives, and
between them they could appoint an inde·
pendent chairman.
The object of that
board would be to settle the question of
w.ages in all sections of the railway serVIce.
I find by the last return that the
average earnings on the Victorian railways
was about £123 per man, working nine
hours work per day. It may have become
a little higher since that· return was published.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That includes the
higher paid officials.
Mr. SOLLY.-It includes everybody.
Mr. BENT.-It does not account for
£J07,000 a year in pensions.
Mr. SOLLY.-That has nothing to do
with the question of wages.
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Mr. BENT.-Why not? I have signed
for £3,000 in pensions this week.
Mr. SOLLY.-That has nothing whatever to do with the question of wages. Because if workmen, twenty or thirty years
ago were employed at a certain wage w1~er
a pension system, it does not necessanly
follow that men should have to work to-day
under less favorable conditions.
Mr. BENT.-Would YOU take less wages
if you got a pension?
Mr. SOLLY.-Ko; but you must remember that labour has never had its full
rights recognised. At the time the penslCJ1J
system was adopted the difficulty 'was tu
get men to join the service, and the pension was held out as a sort of inducement,
It was a contract between the country
and these men, and even if twice as much
were given then compared with to-day, the
contract would have to beJ carried out. Bul
it would be a most unreasonable argument
to say that because that contract was entered into, that the worker of to-day should
suffer in consequence. If the men working
to-day are to get compensation, they have
to pay for it out of wages received.
Mr. BENT.-I am glad you are so flush
()f money, and throwing it about.
Mr. SOLLY.-It is the Commissioners
,""ho are throwing jlt in hundreds of pounds
.amongst the higher officials, whilst some of
[he unfortunates in the service are not getting enough to pay for their tucker. These
.are conundrums which we cannot find out
in Parliament.
Mr. BENT.-You have to go· to the Rail"way~ Commissioners for the answers.
Mr. SOLLY.-We do not know who is
tthe boss of the railwaYls j we do not know
whether it is the Commissioners or the Go'yernment who have the control. But I wish
to refer to the salaries and wages paid on
the United States railways. In the Victorian Railways Magazine for June, 1905,
the following statement is made with regard
11:0 the American railways:The average pay per day of the various classes
.of railway men in the United States is officially
reported for year ending June, 1904, as follows
(a cent is reckoned as ~d.) :-General officers, £2
c6s. lId.; other officers, £1 4s.; general office
derks, 9s. 2d.; station agents, 7s. 9d.; other
·station men, 6s. JOd.; enginemen (drivers), 16s.
:8d.; firemen, 9s. 6d.; conductors, 14S. Id.; other
trainmen, 9s.; machinists, JOS. Sd.; carpenters,
'0s. Id.; other shopmen, 7s. 9d.; station foremen,
is. Sd.; other trackmen, 5s. Sd .. ; switch tenders,
<crossing tenders, and watchmen, 7s. 4d.; tele;graph operators and dispatchers, ,8s. 8d.; employes, account floating equipment, 8s. 9d.; all
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other employes and labourers, 7s. 4d. The aggregate number of men receiving the pay on which
these averages are computed is 1,312,537.

~1r. SWINBURNE.-What hours do they
work in America?
Mr. SOLLY.-As a rule, they work
longer hours than men do here.
Mr. SWINBURl'.'E.-At the same pay?
Mr. SOLLY.-Almost exactly, and why
not? except that here we only pay line repairers 6s. 6d. a da,y. It appears to me
that when those figures rare ana.lyzed, there
is something wrong in the management of
the Victorian railways. Besides, later in:format,ion ·about the Ameritap railways
shows that there has been an increase in the
wages paid there. On this point, I again
quote from the Victorian Railways 111 agazine : The New York Railroad Commission's latest
report records an ,advance in wages last year, as
compared with the previous year. The average
earnings of men on the steam railways which
report to the Railway Commissioners of the State
of New York was £133 8s. IOd., for an average
number of 219,286 employed on 18,075 miles in
the year ending June, 1904. The corresponding
figures for the previous year were-Average
earnings, £128 9s. 4d.; men, 216,461; mIles,
li,9S6. The dollar has been converted at 4S.
2d. Less than half the men live within the State
of New York, and the mileage is mostly outside:
The average earnings for vear ending June,
1904, on four of the leading railways of New York
were as follows :-Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern, 19,550 men, .£'142 2S. lId.; Boston and
Maine, 22,999, £138 12S. 7d.; New York, New
Haven and Hartford~ 30,375, £143 2S. 7d.; New
York Central and Hudson River, 50,129, £141
6s. 3d. The average for the whole, 123,053 men,
is £141 7s. JOd.

So far as these averages go, they show that
there is at least room for revision in the
Victorian system.
At this stage the debate \vas adjourned
until a later hour of the same day.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING
ORDERS.
Mr. BENT movedThat standing order No. 273A be suspended so
as to allow the Committees of Supply. and
vVays and Means to be appointed before the
Address-in-Reply to His Excellency the Governor's
Speech has been agreed to by this House.

He stated that his reason for proposing this
motion was that be intended to ask for
supply for three months.
The motion was agreed to.
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SUPPLY.
Mr. BENT movedThat this House will this day resolve itself
into a Committee to consider of the Supply to be
granted to His Majesty.

The motion was agreed to.
WAYS AND MEANS.
Mr. BENT movedThat this House will this day resolve. itself
into a Committee to consider of the ';Yays and
Means for raising the Supply to be granted to
His Majesty.

The motion was agreed to.
ESTIMATES.
Mr. BENT presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor, transmitting
an Estimate of Expenditure for the months
of July, August~ and September, 1905, and
recommending an appropriation from the
consolidated revenue accordingly.
VOTES ON ACCOUNT.
The House having resolved itself into a
Committee of Supply,
:Mr. BENT movedThat a. sum not exceeding £1,298,754 be
granted to His Majesty on aJ;~ount of or towards
defraying the following ~rvices for the year
1905-6, viz. :-Legislative Council, £300; Legislative Assembly, £2,145; Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways, £165; Victorian
Parliamentary Debates, £895'; The Library, £245;
State Reading Room, £320; Refreshment Rooms,
£375; J.=>ublic Service Commissioner, £470; Administrative and Scientific, £10,125; Government
Statist, £3,525; Police, £72,250; Penal Establishments and Gaols, £13,200; Hospitals for the
Insane, £32,655; Neglected Children and Reformatory Schools, £16,060; Public Library,
Museums, and National Gallery, £5,735; Government Shorthand Writer, £565; Auditor-General,
£3,105; Aborigines, £1,235; Grants, £I,.095;
Miscellaneous (Chief Secretary's Department),
£10,545; Education, £7,9 12 ; Do., £145,4 29;
Technical School!!, £4,313; Miscellaneous (Education Department), £466; Supreme Court,
£1,128; Law Officers of the Crown, £4,226;
Crown Solicitor, £1,414; Prothonotary, £40I;
Master in Equity and Lunacy, £1,383; RegistrarGeneral and Registrar of Titles, £8,255; Trade
Marks, &c., £114; Sheriff, £7,13I; Comptroller
of Stamps, &c., £862; Miscellaneous (AttorneyGeneral's Department), £125; County Courts,
Courts of Insolvency, Courts of Mines, General
and Petty Sessions, £7,787; Police Magistrates
and "Tardens, £4,850; Clerks of Courts, £5,261 ;
Coroners, £2,280; Miscellaneous (Solicitor-General's Department), £125; Treasury, £7,320;
Income Tax, £4,041; Curator of Estates of Deceased Persons, £472; Government Printer,
£17,654; Advertising, £1,000; Grant to Charitable Institutions, £25,000; Transport, &c., £625;
Unforeseen and Accidental Expenditure, £1,000;
Travelling EX12enses, Governor, &c., £1,250;
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Miscellaneous (Treasurer's Department), £204;
Advance to Treasurer, £200,000; Survey, Sale,
and Management of Crown Lands, £17,500; Public Parks, Gardens, and Reserves, £600; Botanical and Domain Gardens, £2,060; Extirpation of
Rabbits and Wild Animals, £4,200;' Closer Settle. ment, 1,"I55; Village Settlements and Labour Colonies, £450; Miscellaneous (Lands Department),
£400; Public ';Yorks, £8,182; Ports and Harbors,
£8,430; Victorian Railways Construction Branch,
£665; Miscellaneous (Public Works Department),
£320; ''Vorks and Buildings, £42,410; Road
vVorks and Bridges, £5,000; Mines, £6,570; Testing Plants and Boring, £4,250; Miscellaneous
(Mines Department), £r,750; Forest ana Nurseries Branch, £5,595; Water Supply, £3,112;
Vlaterworks in Country Districts, &c., £500;
Coliban, Geelong, and N ational Wo~ks, £8,500;
Agriculture and Industries, £2,588; Diseases in
StOCk, £r,957; Vegetation Diseases, £1,144; Maffra
Beet Sugar Factory, £60; Technical Education,
£4,6II; Burnley School of Horticulture, &c.,
£800; Viticulture Industry, £900; Development
of Export Trade, £500; Grants, £249; Miscellane~us (Department of Agriculture), £9,638;
Public Health, £6,036; Victorian Railways,
£510,000; Miscellaneous (Railway Department),
£2,584; Total, £r,298,754'
.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said the
Premier had not given any re.asons why he
was now asking for three months' supply.
H~ would point out that this was: onlv the
IIth of the month, and there was no -need
to h3.ve a Supply Bill passed thus early in
the month. Besides, the Premier was asking, not for one month's, but for three
months' supply. Of course, he knew the
Premier had got the! House into such a
tractable mood that it was inclined to pass
anything the 'honorable gentleman proposed.
Mr. BENT.-I have not got to the stage
at which to explain yet.
. Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said that
then he would wait.
,Mr. BENT stated that the reason he·
asked for three months' supply was becau~,
as the honorable member for Allandale
knew, it was impossible under existing circumstances to bring forward the Budget before October. As for asking for sllppl y on
the lIth of the month, he might state that
he believed the other Chamber was likelv
to adjourn for some time, and it was well'
to have financial matters dealt with early
and deliberately, and not to have them
rushed through. There was no object, so
far as he knew, in delaying to ask for
supply; and by bringing the matter fonyard
early in the month, the officials were -enabled to get everything ready in proper
time. He could assure the Committee there
was no contentious maUler whatever contained in the votes which he had submitted.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-N otqing out of the ordinary~ ?
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Mr. BENT said ther,e was nothing out
of the: ordinary way whatever in the supply
now proposed. He coul d give the usual
.assurance on that point.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK remarked that he was not objecting to the
<:ourse pwpos,ed by the Premier. Of course
honorable ~=mbers had the benefit of the
statement made by the Premier at Brighton,
which to a great extent afforded information
with regard to the finances generally, and
he for one oould congratulate the Premier
on being in the happy position of h9-ving
such a large surplus. He would point out,
however, that if the Committee passed a
Suppl y Bill now for three months, it would
not be necessary for the' G:>vernment to ask
for any more supply for the next three
months and a half, because it would not be
n'ecessary to deliver the Budget until
October, and therefore any grievances hon()rable members might desire to bring forward in connexion with supply they would
not have an opportunity of ventilating until
that time.
Mr. BOYD.-What about grievance day?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said that
of course honorable members had every third
Thursday.
'!.\Ir. BENT.-I will give every facility at
any tim.e. Besides, I have to bring on t.he
Supplementary Estimates next week.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said that
in that case perhaps it would be well for
honorable members to reserve themselves
until the Supplementary Estimates were
brought forward. It was not his intention
to debate the Address-in-Reply, because he
thl::mght it was better to get to close quarters "and let the Government come on with
the practical business.
~Ir. BOYD.-Because you do not want to
speak?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
,that, by debating the Address-in-Reply, they
were not advancing matters any further.
So far as that debate had proct~eded, the
only development which had taken plac€:
was that the honorable member for Essendon had attacked every oth~r party, and
now every other party was attacking the
. honorable member. It would be far better
to have the Government Rills produced, and
to get on with practical business. However, there was one matter to which he
wished to call the attention of the Govternvernment, and he had called attention to it
the previous session bv bringing it under the
notice of the Premier, as l\1inister of Railways, and also under that of the present
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,Minister of Lands, and the present Minister
of Mines, who had since then taken over the
Forest branch into his charge. He) (Sir
Alexander Peaoxk) now warned the Premier in friendly terms that honorable members representing the mining districts would
feel it their duty to make a strong demonstration, at a very early period in the history of this session, in the direction of making demands for consideration for an industry which had done so much for the State.
They wanted the Premier, as Minist,er of
Railways, to confer-as he (Sir Alexander
Peacock), reque:sted last session-with the
Chairman of the Railways Commissioners, so
that some consideration should be giyen in
the matter of railway freights on mining
timber. It had become a most serious difficulty in the mining districts. Since the accomplishment of Federation the Railway Department was one of the only methods that
we had of developing our industries, and
he therefore desired the Premier and the
Minister of Mines, who had been inv~stigat
ing the railway freights, to give attention
He hoped when the
to that matter.
Budget was delivered that some sympathetic
consideration would be shown to an industry that had done so much for the State.
He hoped the Treasurer would then be
able to make an a.nnouncement that would
The
give relief to this great industry.
ra,ilway freights on timber would have to
be reduced. He did not desire to block
the Bill, because he understood that another place was waiting to deal with it.
He was, therefore, prepared to \yaive his
objections to the Bill being for so long a
period.
Mr. OUTTRIM said he agreed with the
remarks of the honorable member for
Allandale.
It appeared to him that the
sole idea of the Railways Commissioners
was to make the railways' pa.l~l.
Mr. BENT.-I will bring up Sllpplementary Estimates in a fortnight to give you a
show to deal with that matter.
Mr. OUTTRIM said he would be satisfied to deal with the question then.. He
noticed that the advance to the Treasurer
in the schedule was /'.200,000.
Mr. BENT.-That is alwa.vs taken .
Mr. BEAZLEY remarked 'that this was a
favorable opportunity to draw attention
to the fact that the front of the building in
which the chambers were situated needed
painting very badly.
He noticed in the
newspapers that the Premier was proposing
to make improvements of that sort in the
Ever since the State
public buildings.
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Parliament had occupied this buildang the
front of it had been regarded .as an eyesore.
Mr. BENT said he had alre.ady arranged
for the painting of the building to be
done.
Mr. GAUNSON said it was extremely
to be regretted that the honorable member
for Allandale, because he had nothing of
moment to say, should take his instructions
from a leader in this morning's Age.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Oh, no, I
did not.
Mr. GAUNSON said he desired to enter his respectful protest against any bulldozing on the part of the honorable member or on the part of any other honorable
member.
Mr. WATT said he would like to know
if the Treasurer in item 66, "Works and
Buildings," or in item 86, "Vktorian Railways" had included the money required
for the purchase and equipment of the Government brick kiln, or whetper the money
for that purpose was to come out of the
Surplus Revenue Act, which was passed
last session?
If in order he would take
this opportunity of testing the question of
the Government brick kiln.
]\11r. BENT.---':"'-If you got a microscope,
you could not find anything about bricks
in the schedule.
Mr. COLECHIN (to Mr. WATT).-"Ve
thought you were brick-killed before now.
Mr. WATT said h~ would like to get
an assurance from the Treasurer that he
would ha,ve an opportunity of testing this
question later on.
Mr. BENT .-Of course you can.
Mr. WATT.-When?
Mr. BENT.-That is hardly a proper
question for a friend to put.
Mr . WATT said he had been accused
of being the friend of no one. The honorable member for Allandale had said that
the speeches on the Address-in-Reply had
mostlv resolved themselves into an attack
by him (Mr. Watt) on everybody, and by
everybody on him. He was absent when
"Gray's Elegy" was. sung this afternoon,
but he was going to take the earliest opportunity to find out what the honorable member, in his audacity, said about him, so
that he might rep I y to it. There had been
some filth pumped up from the Opposition
side, too.
The CHAIR"L\JAN.-We are not dealing with the Address-in:Reply. The honorable member cannot ref.er to matters
dealt with in the House.
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Mr. WATT said tha,t he was making his
remarks upon the item, "Victorian Parliamentary Debates."
The filth pumped
up from the Opposition side by the filth
pump of the Trades Hall would be de.alt
with in due time.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Why don't you leave
them alone?
Mr. WATT said he trusted that an early
opportunity would be given for testing the
question of the brick kiln, so that the
anxiety expressed in some quarters might
be allayed.
Mr. WARDE said he would like the
Treasurer to explain what was meant by
item 64, "Victorian Railways Construction
Branch, £665," and whether the amount
set down for roads, works, and bridges was
the usual amount for the year.
Mr. BENT.-Yes.
Mr. WARDE.-Did it contain any special amounts not provided for in the service of the year?
Mr. BENT.-Nothing whatever.
Mr. WARDE.-As to item No. 64,
which he had mentioned-Mr. BENT.-I think that is for the
survey at Beech Forest, but I am not sure.
Mr. W.A:RDE said he hJad been approached by several painters who had
stated that they feared that favoritism
would be shown in connexion with the Government work.
He hoped the Treasurer
would see that none except painters taken
from the La.bour Bureau, according to
priority of application, would be employed.
He hoped no favoritism would be shown.
Mr. BENT stated that he simply set
aside the money, handing it over t~ the
Minister of Public Works and Mr. Davidson, the Inspector-General of Public "Vorks.
He took it for granted that an officer like
Mr. Davidson would see fair play done to
all.
Mr. WATT said that he had made some.
remarks which apparently reflected on the.
efficiency of the State Parliamentary Reading Room. He did not desire to reflect Oll!
the way it was managed or controlled. Hewas without some data when he spoke. Theofficers and the Library Committee weredoing their best to meet the convenienceof honorable members. He would like to
know what was; meant by item 46, "Advertising, £1,000."
Mr. BENT.-Ordinary adYertising, I
suppose, through the Government Printer.
Mr. W ATT.-Gazette advertising?
Mr. BENT.-I suppose so.
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Mr. WATT said he thought it was probabl y a matter reterred to in the press of
sending advertising matter to England in
the Agricultural Journal. That might be
useful for instruction to our own farmers,
but for sending home, the matter could be
. condensed and put in a better form. The
matter contained in the Journal was not
the best advertising matter to send home;
but he was assure.d bv the Minister of Lands
that the Journal wa~ being altered to make
it more suitable to the English reader. He
hoped it would not go home to be stacked
up in the Agent-General's Office, ana made
no use of. There was a book issued at one
time which was doubtful in its origin, and
incorrect in its data. That cook did this
State no good.
Whatever went home
ought to be carefully edited and put in
suitable form.
Mr. GAUNSON said he listened to the
statements about advertising with a cerHe had read
tain amount of interest.
a publication on poultry raising, and he
had read in a newspaper the other day
that the Premier had received some infor~
mation from an old woman who had made
as much as £30 a year-1\1r. BENT.-No; 5s. a hen.
Mr. GAUNSON.-This woman had
made 5s.' a hen per annum on a block of
land 100 x 44 feet. When he read that
he felt that there was a future before this
countrv. When he noticed that this dear
old lady made £150 at the rate of £30
a year on this small plot of land by poultry raising, he felt that, after all, that
curious little brochure from the Agricultural
Department was not at all a bad line. He
had read in a most delightful book some
extracts evidently culled by the late Wilberforce Stephen in his career at the bar.
He read in that book an anonymous letter
that he had reason to believe was written by.
that gentleman. In that Jetter he coni'plained of the interruptions of the Judges,
and said that the Judges, by their constant
interruptions and chatter, reminded him of
what a friend told him too~ place in the
farm-yard-that whilst the cockerel was
going on crowing lustily he left the serious
work of the farm-yard to his more sobe:
brother. He did not suppose he ever wG'uld
have had an opportunity of introducing
this charming little story into the Assembly
except for the discussion on advertising.
Session 1905.-[10J
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Mr. LEMMON said he wished to say
something in regard to item No. 25, " Technical Schools, £41314." Some little time
ago the Premier received a deputation of
ladies, which was headed by Janet Lady
Clarke.
The deputation made a request
for £1,000 teo establish a school of domestic economy. He understood that the deputation was very sLlccessful, and proposed
to establish this school. The Working
Men's College at present had a school of
domestic economy.
Mr. BENT.-The amount you refer to is
not in this list at all.
Mr. LECMMON said Parliament was
subsidizing the Working Men's College
to carryon certain classes, particularly for the education of working
people.
Speaking as a member of
the council of the college, he could
state that it was verv hard to make the
domestic economy cla~s a success, as, unfortunately, the.re were very few students,
and the class was being run at a loss. If
this other school of domestic economy was
established, it would come into cO~1peti
tion with the college, and make it eYen
more difficult than at present to keep that
class open. This was a very unwise policy,
and if the. Premier would communicate
with the council of the college they would
be only too pleased to close up their class
and allow Janet Ladv Clarke and others
to run that particular branch of their work.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-TheYI are too
busy with their Liberal League. .
Mr. LEMMON said he supposed the
Premier coul.d hardly refuse a requ€'st
from Janet Lady Clarke, considering the
valuable service she rendered to the Government some little time ago in raising
£12,000 for the University.
Mr. BENT .-1 thought that wasl for the
University, and everybody connected "'ith
it. The Government did not make a centime out of it.
Mr. LEMMON said it ,vas aver\'
laudable action on the part of Janet Lad~'
Clarke, but, at the same time, that did
not justify the Premier in handing over
£1,000 to that lady to open a school of
domestic economy, which would compete
with the Working 1\Ien's Colle.ge.
Mr. HANNAH drew attention to tllP
item, "Victorian Railways, £5JO,000."
He said he desired the Premier, as }1inister of Railways, to take particular note
of the figures produced last week by the
honorable member for Ovens 1 relating to
the percentage of working expenses to gross
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revenue. The honorable member showed
that the percentage in Victoria was only,
52, while, according to Coghlan, the percentage in New South Wales was 68; in
Queensland, 69; South Australja, 58 j
Western Australia, 80 j and New Zealand,
'68; the average for 1902-3 being 52'61.
In the United Kingdom, under private enterprise, the average was 62 per cent., while
in Victoria it was only 52 per cent. Would
the Premier promise to make inquiries, so
as to be in a position to assure the House
that the men in the railway service, particularly the lower-paid men, were not
starved to produce the recent surplus?
Mr. KEOGH called attention to the
item "Closer Settlement, £155."
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK,-We will do
a lot with that.
Mr. KEOGH said it was a very small
sum, which, he understood, was altogether
outside of money for the purchase of land.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I should think
it would be.
:;\Ir. KEOGH expressed the hope that
the :Minister of Lands would use part of
this money towards the analysis of the
soils of the different blocks of land the
settlers were taking up, so that the new
settlers would know what manures to put
on their blocks.
Most of the land the
board had bought was poor Janet
Mr. MURRAY.-It won't require manure
for a number of years.
Mr. KEOGH said he thought the land
would require manure, because the board
would not go to Gippsland or Warrnamboo I , where there was first class land, but
were buying poor land, of which the soil
should be analyzed so that the settlers
could know at once what manure.s to apply.
Mr. COLECHIN drew attention to the
atem, " Travelling Expenses, Governor, &c.,

£1,2\5 0 ."
Mr. BENT.-That includes my free pass
and your free pass.
1\1r. COLE CHIN said it was too bad
'to put all this sum down to the Governor.
Mr. WATT .-How are you on the
item for the extirpation of rabbits and wild
animals?
Mr. COLECHIN said he was afraid
the honorable member for Essendon had
not had enough. The honorable member
had got a severer castigation than any man
he had ever read of in this House for the
1ast 30 years, If the honora.ble member
was determined to interject he would be
determined also to retaliate. It was unfair that the State should pay large sums
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of money for the extirpation of rabbits for
the benefit of people who ought to get rid
of the vermin themselves. Such a large
sum as £4,200 should not be included in
a Supply Bill for three months.
Only
£60 was down for the Maffra Beet Sugar
Factory. He understood the Premier had
sent a cable home in reply to an offer tO'rent
the factory.
He mentioned last session
that a large quantity of land was to be'
found in the Gippsland district suitable for
growing beet. The position taken up by
previous Governments to get people to grow
beet was a failure, not because the people
could not grow beet, but beca,use they were
handed over to land-owners who charged
more per year for the use of the land than
ought to have been charged. He trusted the
Premier would look into the matter. If
th1e honorable gentleman liked to come with
him, he had information that splendid land
could be got, of which a great deal belonged to the Government. He trusted that
later on places would be found where men
now unemployed could grow sufficient beet
to keep the factory going. He hoped the
Prem;,er, as Minister of Railways, would
prevent any such action in future as that
of the Commissioners in taking up a portion of the line between GeelO'ng and' :Ballarat, which was one of the best lines in
Victoria.
Mr. BENT.-You know the Government
stopped that.
:Mr. COLECHIN said he knew it was
stopped up to now, but' he heard that the
Commis'sioners were not L~kelv to rest until
they got some more of the li~e up.
Mr. BENT .-What is the use of saying
that ? You know an order was given.
Mr. GAUNSON observed that he was
astonished at the number of members who
were reproducing the speeches they made on
the Address-in-Reply, and taking up the
time of the House monstrously. In 1 8 78
Mr. Deakin moved that it was desirable
that the time during which a member might
address himself to any question before the
Chair should be limited. On that occasion
he (Mr. Gaunson) moved as an amendment
that if anv honorable member was absent
from the House on any particular occasion
he should be at liberty to hand in his written speech, that the best-looking member of the Assemblv. with the finest voice,
should be appointed to read it, and that
no member should be allowed to address
the House for less than ten minutes (to
show that he had some brains), nor for more
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than a week at a time.
He hoped this
vl'Ould be taken to heart by honorable members.
The motion was agreed to.
The resolution was reported to the House
and adopted.
WAYS AND :MEANS.
The House having resolved itself into a
Committee of Ways and Means,
Mr. BENT movedThat towards making good the supply granted
to His Majesty for the service of the year
1905-6, the sum of ,£1,298,754 be granted out of
the consolidated revenue of Victoria.

The motion was agreed to, and the resolution was reported to the House.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No. I).
The resolution passed in Committee of
Ways and Means was considered and
adopted.
Authority having been given to Mr. Bent
and Mr. Swinburne to introduce a Bill to
carry out the resolution,
:\1r. BENT brought up a Bill" to apply
out of the consolidated revenue the sum of
£1,298,754 to the service of the year
1905-6," and moved that it be read a first
time.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a first time, and
was afterwards passed through its remaining stages.
Mr. BENT said he would! 'take this opportunity of thanking honorable members
for passing the Bill so promptly.
His
throat was rather sore to-night, and th'e
kindness of honorable members had saved
him from a good deal of explanation. He
was very much obliged indeed.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY TO THE
GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
SIXTH NIGHT'S DEBATE.

The debate on the motion of Mr.
Robertson for the adoption of an Addressin-Reply to the Governor's speech was
then resumed.
Mr. SOLLY.-With regard to Sunday
work on the country lines, one driver signed
on at 9.45 a.m., ran at 10.30 a.m., arrived
back at 9.51 p.m., shunted the train over
pit 10.30 p.m., signed off at I LIS p.m., so
that he was on duty 13! hours. On the
Healesville line a driver signed on at 9. I 5
a.m., ran at 11.22 a.m., arrived back at
9.31 p.m., took engine over pit about 10.15
[10]-2
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p.m., and signed off about I I p.m., so that
he was on duty I3~ hours. There are a
number of smilar ca'ses; but these men
are only l'f:>ceiving one day's pay each for
all that long shift.
In some cases they
receive It days' pay.
A man should not
be asked to work those unreasonably long
hours on a Sundav.
If it is necessary
for the public to have these trains, so~e
arrangement should be made for the men
to get off at least after working eight hours
on a Sunday. The Sunday labour of ticket
collectors at Prince's-bridgeand other stations in the metropolis is far too exces'-'
sive. They work very long hours. It is a
very dreary job indeed to sit at the tIcket
boxe.s and collect tickets from passengers.
I w1sh also to refer to a system which has
been adopted by the Department, and which
I consider a very pernicious one.
I t is a
system by which men who carry parcels on
to the platform at the railway stations are
under no supervision whatever bv the Railways Commissioners. These men can go
on to the platform and take parcels from
any lady or gentleman passenger, and yet
they are not under the control of the Department. These men should be under the
control of the Department.
I do not
know what wages these men receive, or
what hours they work; but from what I
can gather their wages are contributed by
the" tip" system.
A lady or gentleman
who has a bag or package to be carried on
to the platform, will tip the individual IS.
or half-a-sovereign-I suppose it is very
seldom half-a~sovereign-and this I understand is the on 1\- means of existence these
men have. They have a sort of uniform,
consisting of a red cap or something of that
sort. I have nothing to sa~i against them. I
know they have to work for their living,
but it seems to me that if they are necessary in the Department, they should be
under the supervision of the Department,
a.nd should be paid a regular salarv for
doing necessary work.
I desire, al~o, to
draw attention to the first report from the
Commi.ttee of Public Accounts, and to
which some replv should be ,given. In this
report it is statedOVER-PAYMENT TO MR. R. G. KENT AND
MR. VON STEIGER.
Objection was taken by the Auditor-General to
Mr. R. G. Kent having been granted, in 1900 ,
nine months and nine days' leave of absence on
full pay. By law Mr. Kent was entitled to six
months' leave on full pay and six months' on
half-pay. The Commissioners stated that their
predecessor (Mr. Mathieson) thought he aad
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power to commute the six months' leave on halfpay into three months' on full pay. and had acted
accordingly.
It was pointed out, however, by the AuditorGeneral, that that position was untenable, the
Crown Solicitor having decided that not mort:
than six months' leave could be given on full
pay. Mr. Kent had, therefore, in 1900, been il~egally p~id £137 6s. 7d., that sum representmg the dt/Terence between the full salary he received and the half-pay which he was legally
en~!tled to f,or three months and nine days.
I he ~uc!ltor-General also took exception to
£250 paid 111 1904 to Mr. Kent at the end of his
official career as Secretary for Railways. It was
stated by the Commissioners that Mr. Mathieson
had promised Mr. Kent that his annual leave
would be allowed to accumulate. The payment
of £250 represented the salary due to Mr. Kent
during the three months' annual leave that had
accumulated. Had he taken his holidays each
year he would have received full salary while
away from the office.
Moreover, they felt
th~y were in hon~ur bound to carry out the pronuse made by theu predecessor, especially as' the
greater part of the three months' leave had accumulated befor~ they took control of the railways.
If. however. It was illegal, as the Crown Solicitor contended, to allow annual leave to accumulate, the amount over-Daid to Mr. Kent was not
£250, but £83 6s. 8d.: that being the difference
hetween his salarv and the sum he would have
been legally entitied to as pension for the three
months in question. The Commissioners added
tha.t they were insisting on the employes of the
Railway Department takinO' their annual leave
instead of allowing it to acc~mulate.
'
. In the ~ase of Mr. Von Steiger, he was granted,
l,n 1900, SIX months' leave of absence on full pay,
followed by a further period of six months, also
on full pay .. The Auditor-General stated that
that officer was not entitled to receive more than
three months' s)ck leave on full pay, three
months' on half-pay, and three months' on onethird pay. Mr. Von Steiger had, therefore been
over-paid £249 14s. 4d.
'
The Commissioners stated that thi 5 ,matter
\Occurred before they took office, but their predecessor considered he was justified in grant~ng twelve months' le.ave of absence on full pay,
because Mr. Von SteIger had worked much overtime. for which he had not received any remuneration.
In view of the opinion of the Crown Solicitor,
that the over.payments objected to by the AuditorGeneral were illegal, the Committee recommends that steps be taken t6 recover them.

I desire to know what action has been taken
in regard to the recovery of the money
illegally paid to these gentlemen? There
are one or two other matters I wisn to refer
to before I close my remarks.
I wish particularly to refer to remarks which were
made during the recess as to the attitude
of the Labour Party, and with regard to
what the Labour Party desire,_ and to what
is desired by the Ministers and honorable
members on the Government side of the
The honorable member for St.
House.
Kilda, the honorable member for Toorak,
and others, have stated that there is no
Mr. Solly.
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need for a charige, that the world is going
on very well as it is, and that under the
circumstances there is no necessity for the
Labour Party to interfere with party politics-that we should merely go on in the
old beaten track, and that everything will
be all right.
I desire to enter my protest
against going on in the old beaten track.
It has ruts and pitfalls that are a menace
to our present civilization.
My contention is that the curse of our modern .civilization-the unemployed question, and the
poverty which exists-is a matter which
every thoughtful person should take very
great notice of. Before saying more on
that subject, I would draw attention to one
or two remarks which were made by the
honorable member for Essendon with regard to the Trades Hall pe.ople and the
Factories Act.
The statement was made
that the Trades Hall people apparently
did not desire the re-enactment of this
legislation.
That statement is altogether
unwarranted.
Anybody who is in close
touch with the people connected with the
Trades Hall or the Trades Unionists, is
aware that they really desire the re-enactment of the Factories Act.
The one objection they have in regard to it is in connexion with the unlimited number of apprentices allowed in all the factories. That
is the one blot in the Act.
Since that
change of the law was made, the number
of boys employed in the factories has increased by thousands, which means that a
large number of men have been put out of
employment.
On examining the figures
I find that in Victoria we have a lar,ger
proportion of boys-children, I should say
-under fifteen years of age working in the
factories than in any other State in the
In Victoria there are
Commonwealth.
Il,OOO odd, while in New South Wales,
with a much larger population, the number
Honorable members will
is only 9,000.
see that the employers are taking full advantage of this system, and that they are
increasing their boy labour to the detriment
of the adult labour, with the result that a
large number of men are walking the
streets who should be employed. • I would
also call attention to some facts in regard
to the wealth per head of the population
in various countries of the world, and also
to the poverty which exists.
What steps
does this young country intend to take in
connexion with this matter? What course
do those who are taking the lead in public
matters intend to adopt to obviate the conditions which exist in other parts of the
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world? In the United Kingdom the wealth certain squares and streets at midnight, liteper head of the population is £300, in rally crowding and blocking the side-walks;
France, £240; in Germany, £160; in and in New York it has been said that there
Russia, £60; in the United States, £210; are 40 ,000 prostitutes, whilst the Prefect
in Canada, £200, and in Australia, £3°7. of Police of Paris is quoted as saying that
One ,,-ould think that with the wealth per there were in_ that city over 100,000 prostihead of the population shown by these tutes. If that sort of thing is all we can get
figures the people of these countries would out of a system of politics, as conbe fairly well to do, and that each and all ducted in the past by a liberal and
would be happy and comfortable and be con·servative association who have dominated
leading a contented life.
What do we find for centuries, it is high time that a Labour
in these countries which we have mentioned? l)arty should come into existence.
The
In England, perhaps one of the wealthiest great cause of all the evils is unemployand most advanced countries. in the world, ment, and the children of the unemployed
there are 810,000 paupers; in Scotland are most to be pitied, for their slum life
there are 96,000; in Ireland, 100,000; in is calculated to make many of them crimiFrance, 290,000; in Germany, 320,000; in nals or street walkers. The Labour Party
Russia, 356,000; in Austria, 290,000; in require a wider division of the wealth which
Italy, 270,000, and in Holland, 88,000. the workersl create.
There is enough
The problem that we have to face in this wealth in this country and in every country
voung democratic country is to see whether to' enable each. and all to live happy ::md
lt is possible to prevent the evils of the old contented lives, but under the capitalistic
world corning to this grand young land. system people have to work for low wages,
It has been argued on many occasions, I which are largely the cause of all the'
believe, that the drink problem is the pro- troubles we suffer from. We had 15,000
blem we have to face, and that that is the men registered as unemployed and recause of the poverty, and that this evil pre- ported on by the Commission that Sir .T ohn
vails particularly' among the poorer people. Madden was chairman of.
That ComAs to the cause of poverty, Professor A. G. mission stated that the poverty which existed
",Varner. who has collected a large num- amongst those people .was something awful
ber of figures on the subject, and tabulated to contemplate. It IS not only the men
them, says that the chief single cause is who have to suffer, it is the women and
sickness 'or death in the families of the children dependent upon them. I assert
poor, but lack of work stands second, and then that it is the dutv of the Premier and
that drink stands third; the latter only be- of all members controlling politics on that
ing one-half as great a cause as unemploy- (the Government) side of the House, to
ment. (f.be causes indicating misconduct make an effort to solve the unemployed proaverage onlv 21"3 per cent., while those in- blem, for that is a great question which we
dicating misfortune average 74"4 per cent., have to face. The patching up of a new
or over three times as much; and Professor Parliament House and the painting of a
Warner is not the only authority in this mat- few public institutions will not overcome
ter. Another gentleman in America, one who the difficulty.
Year after year the diffihas been a close student of the question, culty is with us, and is largely due to the
Mr. Ira Steward, has published, in the displacement of men by machinery. That
l:;'ourth Annual Report of the "Massachusetts being so, the difficulty can only be overcome
Bureau of the Statistics of Labour, a paper bv the Government entering upon the quesshowing that poverty is the great fact with tion of closer settement on proper lines,
which the labour movement has to deal, and and by giving facilities to people to get
that the problems which now disturb and work in other directions.
Under the
perplex mankind will be solved when the law of Victoria to-day a man can
masses are no longer poor. It appears to be brought before
a
police magisme that these are the very reasons why the trate
for having (IlO visible means
Labour Party has sprung into existence, of support.
Two weeks ago a strong
not only in Australia, but in all parts of sturdy young fellow was presented to the
the world, and the object of that party is polic~ court charged with having no visible
of course to remove the difficulties. present means of support, .and the magistrate could
in modern civilization, and caused by po- do nothing else but send him to gaol for
verty. Genpral Booth, in his Darkest Eng- twelve months. The Premier has told us
land, estimates the number 'Of prostitutes that it costs the country £43 to' keep such
tn London at 30,000, who are at present, on men in Pentridge, where they are practi-
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cally idle. Would it not be far better to the Labour Party, and the labour agitators:>,
spend the £43 in finding each of such and while we are here we intend to force
men employment outside? Such problems as the Government as far as we can to do their
these the, Government will have to face if duty in regard to those very questions.
Mr. JAMES CAMERON (Gippsland
they ar.e to continue to hold the Treasury
benches. It is pitiful to see in a young East).-I desire to congratulate the Gocountry like this, 'and in such suburbs as vernment and the Premier on the splendid
Collingwood, Richmond, and Fitzroy, surplus. I hope that the Premier will be
little children going about badl y cl ad and spared to have quite a large family
I t has·
telling by their little pinched faces that they of that class of youngsters.
are badly fed, and going to school with been whispered outside bv honorable
empty stomachs. With the big surplus of members and others that we should do
which the Premier boast~, with that away with the income tax, seeing that ,,"e
have had a surplus for two years running~
£500,000 he has to the good, cannot food
be provided for these poor children? I I enter my protest against that.
While
think we should! make an effort in that the money is fairly well spent, I think we
direction without in any way relieving par- , should continue to carryon the income tax.
ents of their due responsibilities. Teachers The leader of the Opposition dealt rathershould be able to assist in this matter, and severel y with the Closer Settlement" Act.
as we have cookery classes established in He laid stress on the fact that the valuers
almost all the schools in the metropolitan whom we have appointed as a Commission
a,rea it might be possible for these classes have to travel about the country, valuing
to supply the hungry children.
In any land from one end of the State to the other.
other country where children through Now, I think, that in. doing that they are
poverty cannot get the necessaries of not losing any time. These men, in travellife, the
State provides
for them. ling from one; end of the State to the other.
We spend on our Zoological Gardens are really comparing land values, from one
some thousands of pounds.
Monkeys, end of Victoria to the other. They may find
lions, tigers, &c., are well fed and land in one part of the State which they
housed, and vet for our own flesh and might consider fairly cheap, but when they
blood, our ow~ kith and kin, we do not compare it with similar land in another
provide money for the food they require. part of the State, they might regard it as
If men are drunkards and the women are too dear, and I think we have not wasted.
vagrants their children have not committed any money in providing for this tra,ve.lling
any crime against society, and, therefore, about, comparing land values in different
should be looked after by the State. Let parts of the State.
I really consider we'
me conclude with a few lines from Southey: have not yet given the Act a fair start. It
has only been in existence about half a
Train up thy children, England, in the ways
year, and the Premier has told us that
Of righteousness, and feed them with the bread
Of wholesome doctrine. 'Where hast thou thy nearly the whole of the half-million has.
mines
been arranged for in the meantime. Then
But in their industry?we have to consider the amount of trouble:'
Thy bulwarks, where but in their breasts?
that is involved in making the surveys of
Thy might but in their arms?
Shall not their numbers, therefore, be thy wealth, this land.
Not only has the land to be
Thy strength, thy power, thy safety, and thy surveyed in the usual way, but each block
pride?
has to represent a certain value, and not
Oh, grief, then, grief and shame,
onlYJ that, but the Commissioners have, as
If in this flourishing land,
There should be dwellings where the new-born far as possible, to divide the good land and
babe
the bad land as evenly as possihle. When
Doth bring unto its parent's soul no joy;
all this has to be done, it will be seen that
Where squalid poverty
it takes a long time to get through even
Receives it at the birth,
And on her withered knees,
the survey work. I think that during the'
Gives it the scanty bread of discontent.
present session the Ministry should give a'
I t is under these circumstances that the fair test to the compulsory purchase clause.
Labour Party have been forced to come to There are two estates that I have in my
the front with a platform, calculated to mind that I think if they were fairl~'
make the working classes contented and valued and brought before this House and
happy, instead of allowing "them to con- the other Chamber, would go right through
tinue living in abject misery and poverty. without any difficultv. One is in the Wes.These circumstances justify the existence of tern District. It ~cupies about eighteen
111r. Solly.
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Dne railway runs thirteen miles along it,
and another railway runs across it.
Now,
that land has been immensely enhanced in
value by those railways, yet it contributes
yery little indeed to the support of the
lines.
I feel that if such an estate as that
were valued fairly, and brought before
Parliament, it would go through both
IHouses easily.
Another estate whlch I
ha\'e in mv mind does not contribute in any
way at ail towards the railways.
That
particular estate for about fifteen miles in,"Creases every ton of stuff coming from the
\V immera and the Western :Mallee bv one
shilling a ton.
The owners of the estate
live ln England, and spend the revenue
from it at home.
Now, I consider that
the Government ought to value this estate
fairly, and bring it before this House and
the other Chamber for purchase, and I have
no doubt whatever that the proposal would
go right through both Houses.
There are
two estates which have been verv much in
evidence lately in this discussion'. One is
the Overnewton Estate, and the other is
the Arundel Estate.
I have not been on
the Overnewton Estate tor thirty years, but
I am quite convinced: from what I can remember, that it is fair value for what the
Government are paying for it. I question
very much, however, the wisdom of buying
this kind of land at all. It has been said
that it is very close to market, but I do not
think it is quite the sort of thing to suit the
local market at all, to begin with.
With
the number of producers round this clty, I
think that if you put 3:000 or 4,000 acres
into the same class of cultivation vou overproduce for the requirements of .'tne city.
I feel that in this country, when we get on
,a little further with the closer settlement
movement, we will have to content ourselves
with two classes of product, as far as closer
.settlement js concerned.
I am sure. Mr.
SP!=!aker, you will agree with me, that'there
is no chance of a man making a living by
,growing wool on £1,500 worth of land.
and there is no chance of his making a living by fattening lambs on the same amount
o()f land.
Therefore, we must confine ourselves at first to either butter or wheat.
Now I think that instead of buying land.
such as that at Overnewton, close to Melbourne, that is scarcely either the one thing
or the other, the Commissioners should buy
land for wheat-growing in the north, and
for dairying in the south.
The Arundel
Estate, no doubt, is suitable for dairying
purposes. There are a number of people,
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however, who think that if an acre of land
worth £30 will keep a cow the whole year
round, then two acres of land worth £15
an acre will do exacHy! the same thing.
That is really a fallacy, because a cow is
really a milk machint:, which can only
travel over so much land in order to give
the best results. In looking out for land
for dairying purposes, this should be borne
in mind. There should be a maximum of
land over which a cow should be expected
to travel, otherwise the best results cannot
The Commissioners should
be obtained.
confine themselves to that class of land for
dairying, and, to the other class of land for
wheat-growing, and should look out for
land with those ends in view. Those are
the only two objects that can be borne in
mind in dealing with £1,500 worth of land
for closer settlement.
In looking over the
Governor's speech there is one thing that I
miss, and that is a reference to any Licensing Bill this session. I expected to see a
Licensing Bill, because there are a number
of cases in my district that want some little
Just here I would like to
amendment.
say that, while I do not wish, and, indeed,
would not be willing to support anything like confiscation, there is one
thing
about
the
present
Licensing Act with
which
I
disagree,
and which, I think, ought to be remedied.
If a man wants· a new licence in a district
he calls for a poll. Now, I know a case in
my own district, in which a man who had
built a house worth £300 had a poll taken.
On the night of the day on which the poll
was taken, that house, which had only been
worth £300, became worth £2,000. In
fact, the man refused £2,000 for it. Now,
I contend that that extra money should belong to the Government, and not to this man
at all.
I maintain that before the poll is
taken the house should be valued, and then
I would go so far as to allow the man the
cost of the poll and a certain percentage
of the increased value which followed on
the poll being in favour of increasing the
number of licences. The rest ought to go
to the State. Suppose that a week or a
month after a poll of this kind had been
takep, the people in the district took another
poll, and determined on reducing the number of public houses by one. Then the Government would have to pay this man
£1,5 00 or £1,600 for what it had really
given him a month before. That is a phase o-f
the question which I think should be dealt
with, and I hope that when the Government
bring in a Licensing Bill, provision to meet
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such cases will be included in it. The Council of Agricultural Education has been referred to during the debate. I may say that
I thoroughly believe in the men who are 'On
that council. One of them I have known
for thirty year~~ and I have looked upon
him during the whole of that time as one of
the foremost agriculturists in the State.
He has not confined himself to one product,
. or to one district. He has dealt with agriculture from the Murrav to the sea.
The
other members of the council, I am sure,
are pretty nearly equal to him, and they
are, at all events, all men in the first rank
a3 agriculturists.
But what I do object
to is the system. I feel that we cannot
have two heads dealing with one thing.
Either we must hand over the education of
our voung farmers to the Council of Agricultural Education as a Commission, or we
must take the work they are doing from
them and hand it over to the Department
of Agriculture. At any rate, I am sure' of
this-that the Council of Agricultural Education ha,ve made a big mistake in openin,g
the Longerenong College again. I contend
that opening two colleges in one pistrict,
with one climate and one siet of conditions,
is a great mistake in this countrv. Instead
of opening that college at Longe-renong, the
council should have opened one somewhere
else. I am sure that the money which they
have spent there could have been spent
much better in starting classes for instructing, young men in the science of veterinarv
surgery at the different schools of mines, and
if thev had spent the money in that way,
they would have done a great deal more
good. I feel bound to enter my protest
against opening two agricultural colleges
under similar conditions, and in a similar
climate. I am sure that the council are
anI y wasting money at Longerenong, because
Dookie is doing exactly the same class of
work.
The question of forests has also
been referr'ed to, and I would like to urge
on the l\t[inister-\vho, I understand, is
bringing, in a Bill on the subject-not to be
carried awav by the very plausible arguments that our forests are worn out or cut
out. Having travelled through most of the
forests of the State, I am of opinion that
if you want to reproduce good timber, you
must go to the place where good timber has
been grown previousl y. To think of growing _good box or iron-bark where stringybark has been growing is a farce; it cannot
be done. I do not suppose there is any countrv which could be re-afforested as easilv
Victoria. All you have to do is to go
lib. J. Cameron.
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into a piece of country which has produced
box, iron-bark, or redgum, keep down the
rubbish, and you will get a good forest in
a few years. The honorable member for
Bendigo East, whilst speaking on this subject the other night, brought in the name of
Mr. Kerr as having moved the adjournment
of this House, in order to bring the question
of the forests before it. I interjected at the
time, to ask if that was the r'eason whv
he had secured for himself and famil~r
about 8,000 acres of the best forest lando.
I was told then by the honorable member
that the House knew that that land was
taken up before the Commission went
through.
Mr. BAILES.-I did not sav that.
If
yOll auote me, quote me correctly.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).I think that is what I read in Hansard. I
may sa~ that the reason why I interjected
was that the peopJe in my district were verv
indignant over this matter. Some of the
young men who had been born in the district, and had grown up to manhood there
had been trying to is,et that land throw~
open for years, and did not succeed, but
as soon as this Commission went through~
and returned, this land was thrown open
and secured by a member of Parliament
and his friends. You can quite understand
that the people would be indignant under
those circumstances.
Mr. BAILES.-I travelled forty-five
miles through that district, and never" saw
a soul. I don't; know where the' young men
were.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).The honorable member did not go looking
for men, but only looking through the
forest. This brings me to the question of the
Forest Commjssion. It was suggested by the
honorable member for Bendigo East that the
Ministry should study the Forest Commissian's report, and be guided very much by
that report, in the Bill being drafted bv
them. I may say, as I did in regard
the Council of Agricultural Education, that
I respect the members of the' Forest Commission very highly. I think that any two
or three of those men would make a very
good Commission if taken away from Parliament, and put to work in the ordinary
way.
But I object to a Royal Commission to deal with the forests of this
country.
I will gi ve you a.n instance
of how they inspected some of the forests. I
have the honour to represent something like
ro,ooo square miles. The Forest Commission went to Mallacoota, and then they
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rode about 35 miles into the forest and returned on the same track. They then came
to Bairnsdale, took a four-in-hand, and
drove to Bruthen along the main road
- a district inhabited for the last fifty
-years-then they returned and wrote
their report on the forest resources of
East Gippsland. Now, I ask of what value
1S a report produced under those circumstances? The way to inspect a forest is for
two or three men who are experts in the
business to take pack horses, go into the
bush, and through the forest from end to
end. That is the way to report on a State
forest. The Minister, befo.re he drafted
his Bill, sent out two men, who. tra.velled
through about half the country supposed to
Jlave been examined bv the Forest Commission, and they took ~ month in doing so.
Dne of those nlen is, to my mvn knowledge,
(me of the most energetic young men in the
State. He kno'Ws something about the
matter j but when a Forest Commission ex<lmines a piece of country 10,000 square
miles in extent in the manner I have des<:ribed, .I ask of what use can their report
1)Ossibl y be?
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It is a verv
-fair report.
.
:Mr. J. CA~IERON (Gippsland East).Their report may be very fair, but if it is,
It is more bv acc'ident than from knowledge. I respect the men, but the method
is wrong, and I shall always protest
.against a four-in-hand Commission doing
the work that should be done bv a few men
-with pack horses. The first s~ssian I was
in this House, I advocated the planting of
pines on scme of the coastal plains. Last
.session, the leader of the Opposition drew
.attention to the same matter, and this year
the honorable member for Borung has done
the same. We have thousands of acres of
{:oastal plains with no timber growing on
them, and we have a number of unemployed 'around :Melbourne and elsewhere.
'Ve should fence in a bit of this countrv
with three barbed wires, and anv ordinar'v
man who could not, earn the top rate of
wages-a consideration which always complicates contract work-could cut little
holes out 8 feet apart, in straight lines
.across part,s of these plains, and some one
"who understood the planting of seed could
drop three seeds in each hole. Next year,
they could be thinned out where there were
too many, and others planted where the
seeds had missed.
:Mr. MURRAy.-What about the rabbits?
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Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).The rabbit will not touch the pint!. That
interjection shows tr.e ignor,ance of the
Minister of Lands.
On the coast of
France, there are something like 150 miles
planted with pines from two to six miles
wide. Stretches of countrv like 'that here
if treated in the same way' would give profitable work, that anybody could do, to the
unemployed, and bring in a big revenue in
a few years. I recommend this to the attention of the Minister of Lands. and the
Minister who controls' the Forest Department.
Mr. KEAsT.-Let them start on Overnewton.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).It would be wanted there.
One reason
why Overnewton is nO't fit for dairying is that it wants a lot of shelter.
A
gr.x>d deal has been slaid about the Premier
interfering with the privilege of Parliament
in the matter of the brick combine. I f a
dreadful disease happened to be coming in
on a ship through the Heads, it would be
the duty of the Premier and his Government to get the thing stopped.
All that
the Premier has dont: has been to put the
combine in quarantine, just as Dr. Norris
would with the plague coming through the
Heads. I contend that the Premier is
quite right. If these people-and it has
not been contradicted-will put bricks on a
truck for up-country orders at 30s. a thousand, and charge people who wish to build
in this city £2 a thousand, the honorable
gentleman was quite right in taking the
steps he did. If it had not been for the
squealing of a nUl~ber of members on this
(the Ministerial) side, and a number of the
papers, he would have fixed up the com~
bine and never made a brick at all.
I
hope he: will continue and kill that com~
bine, and if necessary, have the bricks
made to build the Flinders-street station.
I will sit behind him all the time he is doing
it. The leader of the Opposition brings
in the land tax on every occasion. I am
opposed to an unimproved land tax, because
I do not understand it. Perhaps the honorable member does.
I know a great
deal of this country, and as regards much
of it, I do not understand how it could be
possible to apply an unimproved land tax.
Instead of that, I have suggested in this
House that we should have a railway rate.
It is a fact tha~ four-fifths of our loan
money has been spent on railways. We
should have a railway rate to compensate
for the money we have expended.
The
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land tax is one of those things for which
you have to build up a big Department with
a great many State officers, whereas a
simple method, such as a railway rate on the
municipal rating of the entire State
could be introduced, without a shilling of
expense to the State. It is simple in this
way, that the whole thing is being done now
by' the municipal officers. They take into
consideration proximity to a railway.
As
your property recedes from the railway,
down gDeS your rate, and it is fair all
round.
l\Ir. WARDE.-Would you charge a rate
on the improvements as well as the lanp?
:Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).I ,,"ould charge it on the property as well
as the land. That is the only fair way fo
do it. The great buildings along our
great railway thoroughfares would be of
very little use without the distributing
The land that
power of the railways.
some ot the big grain stores outside Melbourne stand on cost very little money,
but look at the immense value to the businesses of those stores given by the railways.
I should spend part of the money in extending new railways in new districts, C!-nd
in enabling the Commissioners to take cheap
timber to help the mining industry in different parts of the State.
It is no use
my elaborating this proposal, oecause it
wIll, perhaps, take some years to go down.
Like the leader of the Opposition, I shall
have to bring it up every session as long
as I 'am in Parliament, and by-andby I hope I shall be able to get the people
to see that there is something in it.
Mr. WARDE.-If you leave the improvements out you will be all right.
~1r. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).The improvements are as worthy of the tax
as the land. 'It only wants thinking out
to see that.
Mr. WARDE.-A tax upon industry.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).A man at Bairnsdale pays so much rates on
his land, while in the case of a man close
to town his land is increased in value, be~ause he is closer to town, and he pays a
higher rate.
Mr. OMAN.-I am very pleased indeed
that our financial position is so satisfactory.
V-Ie know that that is due to a great extent
to the· returns from the railways, which:
have been secured bv reduction in train
mileage, reduced advantages to the public,
and increased freights. Even for a surplus
we can pay too great a price, and we are
paying more than we are entitled to pay
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as a young country to make our raihya VS
show a profit. We have a service much
behind that of a number of years ago.
Stock trains in some instances take twenty
hours to cover 120 miles. I have personally int.erviewed the Railways Commissioners.
on this subject myself. The train service in
the Western District is one of the worst in
Victoria, considering that it is a very remunerative line. An hour is taken on the
journey between Camperdown and Terang"
a distance of thirteen miles, including halfan-hour at Camperdown, instead of the·
train coming on at once to Melbourne.
That goes to prove that the Commissioners
do not value the time of the public. They
set no value on anyone's time but their
own. The time of the public should be
considered, and that is why I say we can
pay. too great a price for a surplus. , The
particular reason why I rose was to address,
myself to the question of cl.oser settlement.
We introduced ~ new system ab.out a year
ago. We appointed a board to inspect and
report .on the various properties offered.
The members of the board have covered
the length and breadth of Victoria-and
properly, too-inspecting a large number of
properties, and if they honestly 'spoke their
minds they could say t.o-day that they cannot obtain properties in the Western District south of the Dividing Range at
anything like value. If we are to have
satisfactory settlement it must be in a district where there is an even rainfall, and
where people can look with some certainty
to the future. I do not intend for one
moment to criticise the board, .because I
recognise that they will be ;udged'-and
rightly, to.o,-by the work they perform.
They are entitled to fair consideration by
this House. They have a difficult position
to face, and we sh.ould accord them every
opportunity of carrying out their duty faithfully and well. The reason why they have
been unable to buy land in the Western
District is that values are too high, because
there is a greater demand for rich land than
there is land of that class available. We
, tried twelve months ag.o to raise valuations
in the shire of Hampden. We increased
them to what we believed almost the actual
value of the land, as based .on the prices
paid by purchasers. We had several appeals; in fact, in all the dairying C.ountry
we were threatened with appeals. We were
able to make satisfactory arrang.ements with
a large number .of the people on those farms.
.A, number would' nO't accept any assurance
and appealed, and, notwithstanding that
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the land would fetch as much as we put on
it, and although v,,-e employed one of the
best valuers in the State--Mr. Baker, of
Colac-to make a valuation, he could' not
sustain our valuation by 25 per cent. The
,t()\Yners engaged another very compet,ent
valuer, and we were very glad to make
terms, and accept 25 per cent. reduction on
oQur valuation. It o:)st us a deal of money,
but if we had not accepted our own
special valuer's valuation it would have
,cost us a good deal more. It is useless to
talk about immigration, about bringing
people to this State, until the lands of the
State are available for settlement at something like their value. To-day values in the
Western District are above actual values.
I admit that we have a compulsory section
in our Closer Settlement Act. It is the
duty of the Government to test that section, and to see if its provisions are, sufficient. There are numbers of trust estates
rthroughout the Western District, and in other
parts of the State, very suitable for closer
settlement, and if the Government, finding
that they cannot buy land at its value, bring
down resol utions to this House, and another
place is prepared to pass them, in favour
'of compulsorily acquiring land, then it will
be proved, if another place does not block
'Such proposals, that we can compulsorilly
resume land under our present Act. I am
not going to condemn the Act as it stands
until such time as another place shall have
blocked a proposal of that . nature.
It is only fair to give them the opportunity,
hut I feel that we cannot expect settlement to be successful until we get land at
its own value. We have another difficulty:
,,-e have trust estates, and the executors
managing them are practically beneficiaries
under the will. When they dispose of these
properties their interest ceases, and they
are not anxious to effect a sale. That is
an additional reason 'vhy the State should
'intervene and try to secure some of these
properties. There is no need to go on the
line of greatest resistance; we should move
on the line of least resistance. From Geelong
to Wickliffe-road we have a good deal of
land suitable for settlement, but not enhanced by railway construction. The ~re
mier, I know, is favorable to purchasll1g
a large area of land in that district, and he
'is further in favour of construc6ng a railway line through it. He is in favour of
loading land for railwav construction
purposes.
He goes into the Heytesburv
forest and Beech forest and loads the land,
compelling the settleu5 to pay a very large
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amount for the privilege of a railway. If
he acquired what land he could through
the district I have mentioned,
and
then compelled the owners with the
balance to contribute their fair share
to any deficiency on the line, he would
very soon have no deficiency on the line.
We should have some scientific system of
taxation. To load the land and compel a
man who may be a large contributor to the
railways to pay a share of the deficiency
he is not responsible for is not fair. The
Government should introduce a system bv
which a man would 'get credit for'the pro.
duce that he sends over the railways, but men
who are not producing and are not employing labour should be compelled to make up
such deficiency. When the Government are
prepared to introduce such a system they
will have my cordial support .. We have no
parties in the House j we are all united in
our desire to secure the. welfare of the
people. It is the duty of the Government
to come forward boldl v with reasonable
and seq.sible proposals, and if they do thev
will not only develop the resources of the
country, but settle a large number or
people on the land, in addition to the large
number already on it.
We have land
suitable for the purpose, and when we
have settled our own people we can talk of
immigration. As the honorable member for
'Toorak said the other night, if we can put
a large popUlation on the land we shall
soon get over the difficulty of the unemployed. One has only to go to Colac and
Camperdown to see what the settlement
there has done for those towns. If we can
settle the people on the lands, the unemployed difficulty will be overcome for some
considerable time in this voung countrv.
Within recent years many la~ge estates ha,;e
changed hands at a reasonable figure. Although in favour of compulsory purchase, I
must admit that the owners
land
have a realhl good excuse for saying that the Government have been
dilatory in purchasing estates when
we remember that last year IOO,OOO
acres of Moffatt's estate was placed in the
ma:ket. and sold at about £3 an acre j
whIlst It cost £ I an acre, and had improvements equal to £I an acre. The Government should have purchased this estate
and it would have been a splendid im'est~
ment. In the 'Vickliffe-road district many
estates have changed hands, such as the
Blythevale, Greenvale, Langi-kal-kal, Lake
Bolac, and many others I could mention.
Most of them were purchased at about
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dealing with the questions mention.ed in
12S. 6d., and subdivided at £ 5 an
acre. We can safely say that the Govern- the speech when they come before the
ment have missed many opportunities, and House in another form, but that I wish to
are missing them. Suitable land can be make some reference to what has taken
purchased between Geelong and Wickliffe- place in the recess. I think it is necessary
road. I have be'en offered large estates at that we should refer to these matters, and
2S. 6d. more t1:an the municipal valuation.
say whether we are satisfied or not with
That shows that there are people prepared the action of the Government during the
to treat, and the Government should, there- recess, for that is a period when the Gofore, be prepared to enter the market coldly. vernment are beyond the control of ParHow long does a good thing stand in the liament. I recognise that the Government
market? What would we think of a busi- have done useful work. In handling the
ness man travelling through the country surplus which we have been fa.voured with
stating that he intended to purchase a cer- they have devoted £140,000 to reducing
tain property next week? 1£ we want the our liabilities, whilst the balance is to be
plums we must purchase Qt onc.e, other- expended in directions that will lead, no
wise some one else secures by sub- doubt, to the greater prosperity of the
division 100 per cent. advance in price. It country. I readily acknowledge this, but
is a fact that the settlers in Wickliffe-road one or two things have taken place t11at I
prefer remaining there to going north. They regret very much. One was in connexion
have assured me that tLey would prefer with the North Melbourne poll, when
the Government. securing properties south houses were closed under the local option
instead of north of the Dividing Range. vote, and an Arbitration Court was apThey consider the plains suitable for wheat- pointed to de.a.l with the question of comgrowing. It is a fatal mistake to go into pensation. After that court had decided
the northern areas, and to trust to an uncer- that point the Treasurer went into that
tain climate, when we have a certain climate licensfng district, and made some proposals
and a large area of land suit.able for settle- to pay something less than the amount
ment and ready for the plough. If the Go- decided on by the court. That was infra
vernment open up the lands I have sug- dig. on the part of the Treasurer. As he
gested their action 'will not only be bene- was practically one of the principals in
ficial to the se.ttlers, but to the State. I the arbitration, it was his dut~~ to loyally
feel that there is no need to dwell at greater accept the decision of the court, whether
length on this queSltion;. but at the same favorable or not. Then there is another
time I felt that I would not be doing my matter. I have been spoken to by some
duty to my constituents unless I said what people interested in pensions, and this
I have said, seeing that there are only question of pensions seems to be like King
He has
two members from the "Vestern District Charles' head to the Treasurer.
who favour compulsory purchase.
The spoken frequently up country about the
honorable member for Glenelg is a strong large amount that has to be paid in penIt is sions by the State. The utterances of the
advocate of compulsory purchase.
our dutv to state that we believe Treasurer have created a feeling of unthe land- is there, and can be secured easiness in the minds of those who have
without doing any injustice to any left the Government service, and are now
individual owner.
There are hundreds receiving pensions, and also in the minds
and thousands of acres of suitable of manv in the service who have to be reland. If the Government will deal with tired. These citizens, having full confidence
these lands they will show that they have in this country, expect that it will keep
The all its engagements, and that they will have
a real interest in closer setilement.
'Minister of Lands, who comes from the nothing to fear, notwithstanding the views
Western District, would not do any injus- held by any Government in regard to pentice to it. I believe the Premier is sym- sions. We all recognised years ago that
pathetic, and I hope he will strive to -de- the system of paying pensions should be
veloD the natural resources of that district. abolished, and it was abolished. Persons
If the Government do this, we will secure who entered the service as far back as
1883 are not entitled to pel1sions, and
permanent and satisfactory settlement.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-I do not know surely we are not going to break faith with
that I should have troubled the House those who entered the service before that
with a speech on the Address-in-Reply date, and who may be entitled to pensions.
seeing that we shall have an opportunity of There is one other matter I feel dissatis£2
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fied a.bout, and that is the question of
establishing State brickworks.
I have
some difficulty in believing that the Premier is really establishing such works. Not
only is there no authority from Parliament
for such a purpose, but the method in
which it is proposed to acquire the land
for the State undertaking is such that I
do not think would commend itself to any
fair-minded man. That is to say that you
would single out a few poor men who are
going on the land under closer settlement,
and that you would load their blocks to
enable the State to acquire some land for
State purposes. That would be a most
unfair method, and would not commend
itself to the House.
The serious part
about the proposal is that it looks like going behind the back of Parliament and belittling and ignoring it. It is not because
I at satisfied that State brickworks
should not be established that I speak in
reference to this matter.
I am strongly
in favour of closer settlement, but I sav
that if this House had never a,pproYed o-f
the proposal for closer settlement, if it
had ne,-er appointed a Lands Purchase
Board, jf it had never made funds ayailable for the purpose of closer settlement,
and the Government without the consent
of Parliament went on with closer settlement, I should have voted a,gainst the Government for doing 'it. As soon as I am
satisfied that the Government have established State brickworks I will no longer
support them_
'Mr. OUTTRIM.-That is pretty hot.
]'vIr. DOWNWARD.-Jt is, and I am sure
mv constituents will support me in it. This
is -a dangerous innovation for any Government to make. There are some people who
view with apprehension the advent to the
Treasury bench of a Labour Gm-ernment.
I do not view their advent to that bench
with any particular apprehension, and the
reason that I do not share this apprehension is that I have alwavs been of the
opinion that no measure can be placed on
our statute-book without the sanction of
this House.
As soon as a majority
of
the
people's
representatives
are
in
favour
of
any
measure
that
measure will be agreed to most decidedly.
To say that something which \V()uld he injurious to the countrv wou] d commend itse] f
to the majority or-the representatives of
the people'is to que..-tion our capacib- for
self-government.
~Ir. MCCUTCHEoN.-The hricbyorks will
ha ve to come before this House.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The honorable member is wrong.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-We haye nothing
to fear in dealing with the merits of tht:
principle at all. .
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Your point is
that it should not be Llone behind the back
of Parliament.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-If the Labour
Party ""ere 'upon the Treasun- bench, ,rert
this is to be a precedent, then -we might Iln<1
that during the recess thev had done something that could not obtain the support of a
majority of this House. Moreo\'er, you
would never ha\'e any finaJit\·.
The
Labour Party might establish - a State
tailoring department perhaps, or a State
jam factory, or a State boot factory. After
that was done, complications might arise in
this House, through which the Labour Party
would go out of office and another: part,come in. It might be that in consequenc~
of these industries having a large number
of people employed in them, we could not
disturb them without inflicting loss. and suffering, and it iSI very probable then that a
Premier on this (the Gm-ernment) side of the
House could not carry a resolution for doing
awav with those industries. But wait until
the - Premier gets into recess. 'rhen the
State jam factory, the State boot factory:
and the State tailoring department would all
disappear. He would tell us that the" ,rere
all a loss to the State, and had -to be
abolished. I do not think that important
matters like this should be given effect to
unless the House has agreed to them. and I
am not prepared to see my privileges as "i:!
member of this House, and, as I think. thc'
p;ivileges of those ,re represent outside,
gIven away-because the only safeguards
t.hat the pedple outside have is the assuranCt
that they will only get such legislation as
~he. representati ,'es of the people, or a ma,Jonty of those representatives, a,pprm-e of.
I for one have n'O apprehension in regard
to that. I appreciate a great deal of the
wo~k that the Government has done, and I
deSIre to acknowledge that appreciation; but
there are these several matters to which ]
have referred, which I have ;errretted exceedingly, and under these circu~stances ]
think it right that the Government should
know what is in my mind in regard to these
matters .
. ~ir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-They are devIsmg ways and means how best to drop it.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-There are a number of honorable members who do not like
the method in ,,,hieb this has come about.
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and I think that those who heartily approve
of any State action in this direction would
still say that that was not the right way
to obtain it. The most important ques.tiDn we ha.ve tD deal with is in cDnnexion
with clDser settlement. I think we have
had sufficient experience now to show that
it will not be such a very easy thIng to
settle the peDple in Victoria upon suita.ble
land. There are several fact'Ors which
make this a matter of increasing difficulty.
One is that an added value ,has been given
to land by the development of the export
trade, and apparently by the fact that the
prejudice that used to exist against Australian mutton and beef has, to a certain
extent, disappeared, with the result that
a legitimate value, a high value indeed, has
been given to our lands. In proof of that,
I may point out that we 'all know how dear
beef and mutton ha.ve been during this past
year, yet from Victoria we find that there
have been exported 400,000 carcasses. That
shows that even the present high rates db
not prevent the export of meat.
Mr. MURRAY.-That has been the cause,
to some extent.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-The conse(luence is
that an added value has been given to the
land, and' if you are to pay for t.he land,
then it means that in the resumption of the
land, whether you have compulsDry resumption or not, you will have to pay such an
extreme rate that successful settlement will
be very difficult.
Mr. MAGKINNON. - The resumptiDn Df
good land is what you want.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-You may get men
of experience and with a little capital to
pa y the high rateS', and make settle~nt a
success; but if we have inexpe;rienced men,
with sufficient capital to work the land
advantageously, the result \V.ill probabl y be that a number of the settlers will
nat be able to keep their engagements with
the State.
I notice that my honorable
friends on the OppDsition side of the
House, particularly the hDnorable member
for Prahran and those with him, think that
some great reli~f would be obtained by
If I thought that
compulsory purchase.
that would relieve the srituation, I would be
prepared to vote for it. How is it that in
the past the Railway Department has paid
exorbitant prices for land when- it was required for railways? Why do the municipal councils, when they resume land for
roads, pay such a high price?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - Because of
the defective law.
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Mr. DOWNWARD. - It is because,
when they have gone to arbitration, the
arbitrators have sympathized with the
individual.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Constitute a
<Durt similar to that under the Mines Act.
Mr. DOWNWARD. - The question of
value has to be remitted to arbitration, and
it CDmes to this: Here YDU have I,200,000
people who want a certain piece of land
from a man, and all the arbitration courts
that wei have ever had dealing with these
matters have always given the case against
the I,200,000 people.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That is not
the New Zealand system.
Mr. MURRAY.-In New Zealand they have
done the same thing.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-It was dDne onlv
the othe-r day in the North Melbourn~
licensing valuations, and it is done in all circumstances. In New Zealand it is done to
such an extent that there, with a power of
compUlsory resumption, they have only
compulsorily taken five estates, and three of
those cases where the trustees had no
power to sell, but where the beneficiaries
were willing to sell.
Mr. KEAST. - And they paid £50,000
more than they were wDrth.
Mr. DOWNWARD. - They took three
e'staties under those circumstances. With r,egard to the other two estates, the Land
Purchase Board of New Zealand seemed to
be satisfied that, if they could not get the
land from a man who wanted to sell, thev
would have very little chance of getting
it at such a price by arbitration as would
make it anything but dear land to the man
.
who took it up.
Mr. MURRAY.-Th.ey paid £40,000 odd
above the true value of the land they purchased.
Mr. KEAsT.-There is no trouble to get
land. I could sell you half-a-million's
worth.
l\h. DOWNWARD.-I would ask honorable members, who have got different
opinions with regard to the value of the
Overnffivfon Estate, to say whether, if that
land had belonged tD a man who did not
want to sell it, it would ha,,~ been got for
,1:5 lOS. an acre? In the first place, the
owner would have obtained the valuatiDns
of experts, like the honorable member for
Dandenong, who, I believe, actually, valued
it at more than has been given for it. I
believe that it is prDbable, in some cases,
like\ the case which the honorable memh'~r
for Hampden alluded to, where the trustees
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There
are not particularly anxious to sell, but chicory had to come in that way.
The high tide comes bewish to carryon the estates, the compulsory is a little jetty.
provision might enable these estates to be tween it and the land, when it is high, and
taken. Our pnesent compulsory provision, when the tide is low, unless one times his
which requires ooth Houses'-to be consent- movements very accurately, he will be left
ing parties, would easily enable us to get on the mud until the following day.
I
estates in cases where the trustees are de- was nearly left on the mud when going to
sirous of selling, and the beneficiaries aIie the island.
agreeable also to that being done, but
Mr. COLECHIN. - How much of that
where, in consequEmce of th/e terms of the chicory was produced in the year?
will, the trustees have no powler to sell.
Mr. DO"VNWARD.-They have only
What I want to impress upon the House just stm-ted.
Two hundred tons were sent
The people there want a
and the MinisUer of Lands is that we want, away last year.
under these different circumstances, to jetty, and I have brought the matter under
make the very most of our Crown lands. the notice of the Minister of Lands and the
We still have some 15,000,000 acres of Minister of Public Works.
If they hall:
Crown lands. No one surely is going to say a jetty, the whole of that 40,000 acres
that these lands, if given to men on ex- would be occupied.
The people there are
tremely easy conditions, would not be not in any municipality, and they have not
Thev would be settled.
No cost the Government a shilling in any way,
settled.
doubt you can~ot have exactly the same except in regard to the paltry jetty that has
conditions that we have :had when the been put there. There are 4,000 acres of
better lands were available.
There you land at Frankston, with a railway right to
subjected the selector to a good deal of ex- the place. There are 21,000 acres or 3.000
pense. He paid £10 or £12 for his survey- acres, which I can· show the Minister when
fees, £1 for his licence, and so on, and haIf- he comes down there with me, as he has
a-year's rent had to be paid in advance. talked of doing, which is no worse than
After that he had to keep up his payments, land for which the Government has reand that from the very outset, \vhile, per- ceived £1 an acre, and for which the
haps, for three or four or five years the council are now receiving rates.
People
place w.as not in a productive state. Dur- are asking to select that land.
The :Mining that three or four or five years he would ister says that the officers of his Departhave to expend a considerable sum to make ment report that it is no good.
the place productive at all, and he would
j\-Ir. MURRAY. - It is not merely the
still have to pay the instalments.
I t is officers who report, but others, who are infor the Minister of Lands to consider the dependent experts.
The s.and is no good.
question-Mr. DOWNWARD.-The land is no
Mr. ~1URRAY.-I perfectly agree with worse than the land alongside of it.
your view about the poor lands-and they In every direction there are hundreds of
are mostly poor, notwithstanding what cer- thousands of acres, which, if thrown open
tain land experts and newspapers say about on liberal terms-terms which would not
them.
necessitate the selector having to make imMr. DOWNWARD.-There is an island mediate payments to the Government before
About the land became pwductive-would be taken
in Western Port of 45,000 acres.
40,000 acres of that are Crown lands, cerup and settled. In view of the New Zeat.ainly of poor quality.
land experience, and knowing th1~ experiMr. :MURRAy.-Very poor.
enoes of the Government, of the Railwav
Mr. DOWNWARD. - But there are Department, and of municipal councils i~
about 30 settlers there who have grown 200 having to pay high rates for -landS' required,
tons of chicory, and the land is suitable I do not feel very hopeful of satisfactorv
for fruit.
I t also has plenty of rabbits results from resumption of land for closer
upon it, and these could be made an article settlement.
of export.
That island has no jetty at
Mr. KEAsT.-What about the 5,000 acres
the present time worth talking about. There at Warrnambool?
is a railway within five or six miles of it
Mr. DOWNWARD. - There are 4,000
-the Stony Point line-and the mail goes acres there-an Agricul,fural\ College r:eover to the island in a fishing boat every serve-but it has been leased for fourt.een
day.
These fishing boats are the only years, so that nothing in the way of closer
means of moving the produce from that sattlement can be done there for the preisland.
J'he whole of that 200 tons of sent. I find that all the States have tried
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to have their closer settlement on low-price fourteen in Victoria.
We have also
land. The averagie pricei of land resumed to bear in mind that borrowing has
for settlement has been £3 per acre in been going on in the other States. DurQueensland, £6 in New Zealand, and £7 ing the last five years the Victorian
in Victoria j and it is quite plain that upon loans were within £4,000,000 j
and
lands of such values YOU could never have a during the same period New South
large amount of settlement. New Zealand Wales
borrowed
over
;£"17,000,000.
has paid about £3,000,000 for 600,000 If we had
borrowelcl
£13,000,000
acres, and has succeeded in placing on the more during the last five years we could
purchased lands 2',700 people. When you have kept our people here very easily.
taker inferior lands and give settlers suffi- The other States also have been borrowing,
cient areas, as New Zealand has d9ne, you and if we look at the indebtedness of the
will find that it pans out in the placing of States per head we will see how the others
2,500 people on 500,000 acres, or of 5,.000 have been making themselves more attracholders on 1,000,000 3Jcres. So, if we re- tive. In this regard Victoria has followed
Her indebtedness
sume 5,000,000 acres, you would haVe! omly a policy of economy.
25,000 people settled on that ar,ea, with, of per head of the popUlation is only £42.
course, their families. But that would not That of New South Wales is £54, of
be filling up the country with hundreos of Queensland £77, of South Australia £74,
thousands of people. I admit that a very of Western Australia £68, of Tasmania
much larger number of people oould 1:.t! £51, and of New Zealand £69. So then
placed on similar areaSi of better land. the indebtedness of the other States is very
There is an impression that there are vast much in excess of ours. We have also lost
areas of rich land in this State. My expe- nearly 40,000 people to Western Austrarience, however, is that land varies in lia j but look at the conditions there. The
quality very quickly in all parts of Vic- Premier of Western Australia, speaking retoria. Going fmm Bairnsdale, for instance, centl y with regard to the mines, there, said
you pass through rich strips of country, but that last year they yielded 1,983,000 ounces
then come great worthless' strips, and so on. of fine gold, valued at nearly £8,5°0,000.
The .aggregation of many of the large We could not expect that a great gold yield
estates in the Western District has involved like that would fail~to attract some of our
the buying of inferior land as well as good people. The same thing may be said with
land when the buyer wanted to get all the regard to the exodus to South Africa j and
land around him. Some statements have there is nothing to show that the few people
been made inside this House and outside who haye left Victoria have left because
which would have been better left unsaid, our country is a bad one, or because our
with regard to people leaving Victoria, conditions are bad. It is just as well to
their departure being spo~,;:en of as something show what are the reasons that have led to
that could only be aco::mnted for by t~ the exodus. 'Ve must recognise that the
backward state of our legislation, or by the utilization of our Crown lands will be the
poorness of our country. There are very cheapest method of settling people on the
. good and sufficient reasons for what has soil, although the Government can, perhaps,
taken plaq= in that connexion. Victoria has make a few purchases of suitable land at
fourteen people to the square mile, New prices that will afford an opportunity to
Zealand eight, Queensland less than one, a number of men of doing well. There
and New South War~s four. Now, we can is a class of men, particularly those from
easil y understand that the opportunities for the cities and towns, who would do better
persons desirous of getting on to the land on land secured near the metropolis, such
must be better in States which have large as the Overnewton Estate, than they would
areas spar~ly peopled. The area of Vic- do in the wild bush where farmers' sons
toria is about 88,000 square miles. and that and others of experience in pioneering setof New Zealand is 104,000, and New Zea- tlement would be more at home. But we
land has nearly 400,000 less people than will have opportunities of dealing with the
Victoria. From thesle circumstances we can measures on these questions when the\'
easily understand that N,tw Zealand must come before the House, so I will not dehave better openings for closer settlement tain the House anv longer.
Mr. Speaker. I
Mr. GAUNSON. than Victoria. We have lost 50,000 of our
people to New South Wales, but the popu- feel that no apology is due to the
latiol1of New South Wales is only four per- public, nor to the HOllse for discussinrr
sons to the square mile, as compared with matters that really are of true public
lib. Downward.
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and of. pre-eminent importance.
Therefore, I propose, as the representative
~f the Public Officers, whilst not passing
over other matters of importance, more es.pecia II y to discuss those of importance to
the Public Service generally, to the Education Department, to the Police Department,
.and to such Departments of the State a',
I more immediately represent, and which I
think are deserving of consideration. At
the first, however, I really do wish to in'tiulge in a little reminiscence. J am glad
to think of the time when, under the de~ignation of the "Party of Combat," the
Premier, two gentlemen who attained high
()ffice, but who now, unfortunately, are
gathered to their forefathers, and my.self,
:stood together-an array of real genuine
intelligence. I congratulate the Premier
<>n the high position to which he has attained, and which I hope from the bottom
<>f my heart he will long hold j for I bel ieve that if the honorable member for
Jirighton is continued in office, he will do
more to settle the disturbed relations between labour and canital than a whole wil·derness of Labour Parties. Whilst I am
jn a reminiscent vein, I would like to quote
-a little work honorable members are familiar
'With, published in I 878-Hal1sard, Vol.
As the question was being putMajor SMITH said, "these two men " - -

()f course you will judge presently who
:the two men were.
.. , these two men" would have to be put out if they
<lid not mind what they were about.

'That was a threat of not being put upstairs, but of being put downstairs.
Mr. GAUNSON observed that that statement
was simply insolence.
Mr. BENT remarked that a similar threat was
'made by a Minister of Mines on a previous occasion; but he cared not for the threats of fifty
Majors.
.Mr. GAUNSON submitted that it was the duty
..of the Chairman to call the Minister of Mines to
-order.
Mr. BENT asked honorable members whether
they would put up with such language. What was
'his case to-day might be somebody else's case tomorrow, but he defied anyone to put him out.

Mr. COLECHIN.-How many' years ago
'was that?
,
Mr. GAUNSON.-Long before the honorable member was born-in a political
'5ense.
Or in a political sense long before
·the honorable member was put in short
But I would ask my honorable
frocks.
friend not to interject too much.
Tliere
are some lines that say this-

Add/'( ss-in-Repl!J.
A politician, so I have read,
Should be, in the first place, furnished with
a head.

I have the honour to represent in this reform
Assembly the Public Officers. The honorable
member for Prahran has used a phrase that
such members as myself were by the
mere fact of their office turned int~ cadgers for the benefit of their constituents.
Is not the honorable member a cadger for
his constituents? Are not we all cadgers
for our constituents? Does the honorable
member for Prahran think that Edmund
Burke was a great man? Any educated
man must admit that he was one of the
greatest geniuses that eV'er adorned the British Legislature.
I hope the honorable
member for Prahran will not mISunderstand anything I say, for I do
really think that he is of the right
stamp of which members of Parliament
should be made.
When Edmund Burke
went down to Bristol to woo the votes of
his electors on that celebrated occasion when
Colonel O'Hara, I think it was, was so
struck by the eloquence of Edmund Burke
t~at all he said was, "Gentlemen, I say
dItto to Mr. Burke"-on that occasion Edmund Burke did not feel it beneath him to
s~ate, ?ut rather ~Joried in it, and mentIoned It as a reason whv his electors shoulc1
return him to the British Hous'e' of Commons, that he had almost worn out the steps
of ~he Custo:ns House in performing the
busmess of hIS constituents. What are we
here for? Do you think we are here to
pass J.aws that the Judges aft,erwards say
are III prepared ? Not at all. ThE'
true object of Parliament must ever
~e, and only is, whether in legislatIon or administration the redress of
grievances. If to am~liorate the lot of
th
tl
h h
e ,gen emen w .0 ave done me the honour
to elect. me to this position, of which I feel
proud mdeed, if to mak'e' the Ibattle of life
less sO.re to th~m in encountering the adversa
f t b
f'
. ry. I
0
nng com ort mto many homes
IS
the lot of the cadger, the Lord
make me a cadger fQlr the rest of
my natural life.
So the name which
the . honorable member has given to
I
me ]OCU arlv I label myself with and I
say with all humility but with gre~t pride
((•Th <l:nk G0d, I am a cadger." At the same'
, tIme It would be wrong to omit sa,ving that
I think it is mv duty in this HOlise to endeavour to the best of my ability. no matter
what the outcome to me individually mav
be, to get that provision repealed.
Th'e
h~norable and learned member for Prahran
wIll remember that at a smoke night 'of the
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printers from the Government printing establishment a Saturday or two since he
spoke about this measure, and if he will
allow me to say so, I think he had something like the divine afflatus upon him, for
I never heard him spe'ak to better advanHe
tage. He denounced this measure.
said it was brought, about by a conspiracy
of the press. I twas brougEt about by the
most childish puerile arguments used by a
gentleman who has now passed from
amongst us-arguments which were not a
credit to him nor to the Assembl v-a misstatement of English history only t can conceive addressed to a lot of ignorant men
who he realJy must have thought had
no minds at all. Let not honorable members imagine that the press do not conDo you think that the proprietors
spire.
of the press and the gentlemen who fancy
they run this country are not human, or
that they will not conspire like common
Of cour<:;e thev will. \Vhen
individuals?
the honorable member for Prahran spoke
in such impassioned strains on that occasion, there was a lengthy interval before
I was called upon to speak to the toast
of the Public Service.
I was very earnest,
and I sa.id that this measure was undesirable, but quite from other reasons, one of
them, that to some extent the person representing the Public Officers must be a
supporter of the Government, if' he is' to get
any good for his constituents from the
Government of the day.
In that respect
I am like the Labour Party.: whose true
function is to squeeze the Government.
From that point of view, I think the pos1tion of the Labour Party in this Chamber
is a mistaken one, and the representatives
of the Public Officers are in the unhappy
position that, whether they like it or not,
it is not exactly prudent for them to be
eternally girding at and lambasting the
Premier or his oolleagues if they want to
do any good for their Iconst'ituents. I do not
agree with the honorable member for Prahro3.n that there is a majority in this House to
pass the repeal of that law, but it is my
duty to my constituents to seek to have it
The effect of that will be that
repealed.
I shall have performed what the Japanese
call the hari-kari, or the happy despatch. I
suppose that my honorable friends who represent the Rail way Officers will join very
earnestly in that, and the Labour Party
will be minus two of its most shining
1ights in the persons of 1\1r. Solly, who is
a most solid and quiet man, and 1\1r. Hannah, who is a really strident fighter. I
Mr. Gaunson.
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must thank the honorable mem~r for
Lowan and his jolly men for affording the
gentlemen of the Public Service an opportunity of sending me back to myoId love,
Thefor I am very fond of public life.
honorable member for Flemington, who·
made a, very excellent speech, which I did
not hear, but have read, said that the
Labour Party welcomed criticism.
I donot propose to criticise them in any hostile·
spirit at all.
The')1 are very earnest and
very well-meaning, and I believe that when.
they pride themselves upon the term" Socialist" they honestly mean to better the'
condition, especially of those whom they
more immediately claim to represent. The·
fear that I have is that in looking to the
good of the labouring class generally, they
quite forget that other people labour as
well. The Judge on the bench, who gets
his £3,000 a year, labours vel1YI hard, so
does the clergyman, so does the lawyer, that
despised individual of whom the leader of
the Opposition spoke, labour in his vxation; so do the medical man and the clerk.
What nonsense it is for the me\mber~ of that
party to proclaim aloud that they are the
only friends' of humanity.
They are
reaJly only a recrudescence of an old
party, and they are not even the
friends of' humanity as compared with
the old-time warriors we read about..
Shakspeare tells that in ,~he eleventh
year of the reign of King Henry IV., a:
Bill was urged in Parliament.
He putS'
the story into the mouth of the Archbishop
of Canterbury.
In those days the wealthier of the lands of England were in the
hands a:f the Church, and a party - the
Labour Party of that day-rose up who
were the only friends of humanity.
!n
the first scene of the first act of King HenryV. you find these very notable wordsEnter the Archbishop of Canterbury, and Bishop.
of Ely.
Cant. My Lord, I'll tell you,-that self Bill is
urg'd,
Which, in the eleventh year 0' the last King's
reign
Was like, and had indeed against us pass'd,
But that the scambling and unquiet time
Did push it out of further question.
Ely. But how, my Lord, shall we resist it now?
Cant. It must be thought on. If it pass against
us,
We lose the better half of our possession:
For all the temporal lands, which men devout
By testament have given to the church,
Would they strip from us; being valued thus- .
As much as would maintain, to the King's
honour,
Full fifteen earls, and fifteen hundred knights;
Six thousand and two hundred good esquires;
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And, to relief of laza'fS, and weak age,
Of indigent faint souls, past corporal toil,
A hundred alms-houses, right well supplied;
And to the coffers of the King beside,
A thousand pounds by the year: Thus runs the
Bill.
Ely.-This would drink deep.
Cant.-'Twould drink the cup and all.

as a poor gentleman, but he had not
the brain nor the heart to appreciate a great
genius like Lilburne. Lilburne had been
brought before the Council of State, and
had been sent out to an ante-room. He
there listened through the door, and recognised the voices of the speakers-

'What right have these gentlemen to call
themselves the only friends of the poor
struggling man and to say that they are the
only heroes in the cauSe of humanity, when
500 years ago the members of the House
of Commons were thinking of the poor
man-:\1r. ELMsLIE.-And they have been ever
since, and doing nothing.
:\1r. GAUNSON.-It will be admitted
that Oliver Cromwell was a man who knew
his wa v about, and was a hard t11inker.
The Labour Party will agree with him
when he says, just after the battle of Dunbar, in writing to the House of Comlmons:-

" I tell you, sir," said Cromwell, thumping the
table as he spoke, "you have no other way to
deal with these men but to break them, or they
will break you; yea, and bring all the guift of
the blood and treasure shed and spent in this kingdom upon your heads and shoulders, and frustrate
and make void all that work that with so
many years' industry, toil, and pains you have
done, and so render you to all rational men in the
world as the most contemptiblest generation of
sill y, low-spirited men in the eal'th, to be broken
and routed by such a despicable, contemptible generation of men as they are, and therefore, sir, I
tell you again, you are necessitated to break
them."

I am only asking the Labour Partv to be
guided by the lessons of history, ~nd not
to be led away by the ridiculous stuff I
heard from the mouth of one member of
Relieve the oppressed, hear the groans of poor the party to-night. What were these Levelprisoners in England. Be pleased to reform the lers ? Lilburne sent out a new manifesto,
abuses of all professions; and if there be anyone
that makes many poor to make a few rich, that in which he and his comrades protested
against the term" Levellers," especially if
suits not a Commonwealth.
it were intended to include a desire for the
Cromwell was a thinker, and had a
"equalling of men's E'states and taking
feeling for the poor man. After Cromaway of the proper right and title that
,veIl's, time such was the state of feeling
every man has to what is his own."
in England that men were in deadly
In his most unpractical moments, Lilburne had
earnest.
They had their revolution, confined
his demands to political reform, and his
thev beheaded the King, and for a latest protest was doubtless called out by his
time England was under the heel of knowledge that some men stxling themselves the
the army. It is to this period that I resort True Levellers, were now stnking at the rights of
whenever I think of any great political property. On April 16 the Council of State,
hearing that about 150 of these new social reforstrife, for at no period of the world'.s mers, having assembled on St. George's Hill, near
history ,,-as there such mental activity as Oatlands, had proceeded to dig up and sow the
in England at that time. At no time was waste land, ordered Fairfax to disperse them, a
there, such a mass of literature flowing task which was easily accomplished on the 19th by
two troops of horse.
through the daily press. Our literature
compared with that is puny, small, and Fancy two troops of horse sent amongst
-contemptible. I find that the Labour Party my friends the Labour Party!
On the 20th Everard and Winstanley, two of
were preceded by some very thoughtful
and earnest men, who were prepared to the principal Diggers, were brought before Fairfax
Whitehall. They refused to remove their hats in
lay down their lives. They were not men a.t
the General's presence, saying that" He was but
prepared to grasp at a few pounds more, their fellow creature." Everard explained that he
but men prepared to la~' down their lives had been directed in a vision to dig and plough the
for their principles. There was one body earth. For the present, however, he and his folintended to confine their operations to
·of men known as the Diggers, an- lowers
waste lands. Before long all men would volunother as the Levellers, and a third bodv tarily surrender their estates, and agree to live in
that claimed to be still more earnest community, contenting themselves with food and
were the True Levellers. Gardiner, in clothing, money being wholly unnecessary. In a
which he and his commdes published on
his Historv of tlte Commonwealth and manifesto
April 26, Everard was less reticent. All landProtectorate, refers to John Lilburne, who lords, he declared, were thieves and robbers.
was the greatest political genius of that day,
not excepting John Milton, and whose abili- Have you, Mr. Speaker, heard any language
ties :1f~ bei~g recognised more now than like this on the floor of this Chamber?
Mr. ELMsLIE.-vVhich side are you on?
they were then. Carlyle speaks of Lilburne
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Mr. GAUNSON.--I hold a brief for the
people generally, and anything that the
Labour l'artv may bring forward that is for
the benefit of the community will be heartil y
supported by me. Anything that I esteem
to be for the misery of tbe community I will
utterly damn.
It was now time for England, the true Israel,
to free themselves from the land-owners, the descendants and representatives of the Norman conquerors. Labourers were exhorted to work for
hire no longer, but to dig the waste places for
their own benefit. To the rulers, the Pharoahs
of the day, was added a word of warning.
"Therefore, if thou wilt find mercy, let Israel go
free. Break in pieces quickly the band of particular property, disown this oppressing murder,
oppression and thievery of buying and selling of
lanel, owning of landlords and paying of rents,
and give thy free consent to make the earth a common treasury without grumbling; that the younger
brethren may live comfortably on earth as well
as the elder, that all men may enjoy the benefit
of their creation." Too many Englishmen were
interested in the social institutions of the country
to allow this visionary hope to attain the smallest
chance of realization. An angry crowd, perhaps
partly composed of freeholders, who had right of
common on St. George's Hill, dug up the seeds
which had been sown.
The Diggers were illtreated by passing soldiers as well as by the neighbours, and though the enterprise struggled on for
some time, it ultimately came to nothing. Communism had no root in the England of the 17 th
century.

There is only one further quotation about
communism i'n these days. I am referring
to Gerard Winstanley, the most thoughtful
of the Diggers, who dedicated to Cromwell
a pamphlet entitled Tile Law of Fr:eedom
ill a Plalorm. The Labour Party are
making a platform to-night that is -going
to regenerate the earth.
Mr. ELMsLIE.--Did you sign it?
Mr. GAUNSON.-I never signed that
damnable low-down pledge, that no good
man could sign.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-You wrote it.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I know what I signed.
I shall read a letter later on from a gentleman who begged me to sign it, in which
letter he stated, "YOll are not expected to
sign the pledge or contribute any of your
salary." Fancy gentlemen calling themselves independent parliamentary men, and
signing a pledge that they will stand down
\"hen ordered by some one outside not
known to the public-that they will lie
down or lie up when told to do so. Thajt
is not only a contemptible position, but it
is a crime against the free Constitution of
this countrv. Anv constitutional student
must know' that. • I verv much ques60n
whether a strong Government could not put
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them into the criminal dock charged with
a crime against the Constitution.
Of Oliver Cromwell's power to carry out any
scheme upon which he had set his heart, "7instanley entertained no doubt. "God hath honoured!
you," were the opening words of his dedication,.
" with the highest honour of any man since Moses'
time, to be the head of a people who have cast off
the oppressing Pharoah." The scheme which he
recommended, however, was nothing less than a..
social revolution. Not only kings, but lords of.
the manor, lawyers-

They were always a bad lotlandlords, and the tithe-supported clergy, were
to vanish from the face of the country. In the
place of the existing life of competition, was to
be established a collectivist society-

I would ask the Labour members-and I
am not saying this in any personal spiritto look to the teachings of history. I think
I remember the honorable member for Jika
Jika giving a very temperate, nice speechr
and for the first quarter of an hour the
honorable member was listened to in this
House with strained ears. The feeling
amongst honorable members was that this
was a revolution. But presently the honorable member began to talk ac'Out collectivislll1, and all the rest of it, until honorable members silently trooped out like dogs
with their tails between their legs. As L
saidIn the place of the existing life of competition,.
was to be established a collectivist society, in.
which all worked under the superintendence of
elected over-seers for the good of all.
Nomoney was to be tolerated in this strange com·
monwealth, and the death penalty was reserved!
for two crimes, murder, on the one hand, andi
buying and selling on the other.

I would recommend my long-headed friend
to peruse these books, and ne will learn'
something. That is what I have to say as
to the legitimate aims· of the Labour P artv_
They say they are Socialists. They a;enot the first who said that. Gerard Winstanley said he was a S06alist. This very
book is headed in this part "A Socialist
Thinker." It all depends upon the definition of Socialism. I tried to define Socjalism on one occasion in this HO'-lse, and'
as a coiner of phrases, few have beaten me·
in the definition I then gaye., as I understand'
it. I defined it to be " The abolition 'Of hell
upon eartb." I want to know wl:..ether my
friends of the Labour Party are not, in·
their desire to abolish that, in reality bringing a hell upon earth? Let me .give one·
little illustration to sh'OW how different a
measure becomes in its operation from what
its designers and authors intended. Honorable members know, and none better than
the honorable and learned nlember for;
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Prahran that what I am saying is literally
true. The Land Tax Bill, whic.h subsequently became an Act, was designedly
brought in to burst up large estates. That
was thought to be a good thing.. The honest and literal truth is that It more or
less helped to depopulate the great plains
around Ararat and everywl:ere else, and
. added to and aggregated the large est~tes.
Am I right or am I wrong? It cer~amly
did not burst them up exactly. The mtention was to burst up the large estates. The
honorable member for Prahran says that
it certainly did not burst them up. But it
has done ~ore than that. I venture to say,
without fear at contradiction from a
thoughtful student, that it enormously
added to the large estates. Perhaps our
friends who are talking about closer settl.ement and the settlement on the lands vnIl
keep this in their mrnds. In the olden
days, althougb it was not very well known
to the public at large, not only could you
select 640 acres, but you could select 64 0
aCres every twelve months.. Thall was
under the Grant Act of 1865. That was
not known. We had then a sparse population, and could allow people to take up
great quantities of land. That Act operat~d
for only four years. Very few knew. of It.
But on-e gentleman knew of it up m the
Hamilton district, and he became a member of the Legislative Council. He has
long since been gathered to his fathers.
He was a good sort, and only took advantage of the la,v, and was not to be blamed
for that. In the year r869 came what is commonly called the McKean Land Act, and it
reduced the area to be selected to 320 acres
for all time. What happened? These men,
as a rule, ,,-ere not at liberty to borrow on
their selections, and that absurd I aw prevails at the present time. Our Supreme
Court gave a ruling in the Stawellian and
Higinbothamian time that you could not
mortgage your selection when you held it
under licence. Everv one of these settlers,
at the end of -'their six years of
slaven', during which they {vere tied
to the I and as though they were chained
to it, were burning to sell out their birthriaht.
To whom could they sell it?
To
o
"l
the
neighbouring land-owners_
\Ve \r.ll
see how this helped to aggregate the large
landed estates, and how the operatioil of
tha,t law took money out of the pocket of
the poor man, and enabled the rich man to
make the poor man pay the land tax for at
least fort,\l years in advance.
The selector went -to -the neighbouring large owner,
and said, "Well, sir, I want to part with
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mv selecti'on.
I am thinking of going to
K~w South Wales to select."
Mr. COLECHIN .-Sometimes he was a
dummy, you know.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I wish the honorable
member was a dummy sometimes. If any
one will take the trouble to read through
the speeches I have made in this House,
he will see the comments I ha ye made about
dum"mies.
Mr. BOYD.-You do not refer to the honorable member for Geelong?
Mr. GAUNSON.-He was a very good
little boy then, in his political boyhood.
When I say that he was in his political
boyhood then, I do not wish to be understood as saying that he is in his pOlitical
childhood now.
The selector went to the
large owner.
I am telling actual history.
I am only pointing out to my honorable
friends on the Labour side how they are
barking up the wrong tree. I am talking
about the better part of twenty-seven or
thirty years ago. The bona fide selector who
had not the means to live, and necessarily
got into debt, through this six yeaxs' probation on the land, went to the large owner,
who said, "There is the land tax to pay.
By adding your land to. mine. I must pay
the land tax, and I cannot afford to giye
you the value by ros. a,n acre." The p~r
devil of a selector had to put up WIth
the loss, and so the big land-owner docked
ros., and the poor selector had paid the
land tax for forty years in advance.
That
Act is on the statute-book now, and the
Labour Party, who are growing in importance, are crowing about how they are going
to make everything lovely in the garden
I should like to
when the~~ get there.
ask my honorable friend, the member for
Geelong, who sits at my side, and his brethren, what earthly right has the honorable
member for North Melbourne to call himself the leader of the Opposition?
Mr. COLECHIN.-Because he wa,s selected.
:Mr. GA UNSON .-Is any member of the
Labour Party elected to oppose the Bent
Government?
I say no.
The Labour
Party were elected-·and it is their honest
duty to do it-to push forward their programme, and not to oppose anybody. They
are committing the hugest political suicide'
that a political party could commit, by sitting there constantly maundering about the'
wants and wishes of the Labour P artv,
and about the poor working man who has
been robbed, who has been violated, by the
bloated fat man and the capitalist.
The
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honorable member for the Railways Service (Mr. Solly) drew a dreadful picture
-of the poor working man, and the poor girls
who were the unfortunates of the community.
Weare all sorry for the poor
unfortunates of this community, but the
poor unfortunates have existed as a \yellknown class from Moses to the present time;
,and will exist, notwithstanding what ,ye
-can do.
Mr. SOLL Y . -They are increasing in
numbers.
Mr. GA UN SO N.-I believe that if the
honorable member goes to Japan he will
find half-a.-million of them there, as, a military officer who returned from J apa.n told
u;; one night. And it is quite possible. We
do not all consist of poor working men,
and female unfortunates.
We live for the
purpose of regenerating mankind, so far
as with our poor human vision we can do
'So.
\Ve live to uplift humanity, and I
'say it is grossly wrong on the part of an:-:
party to say that they only are ~he true
friends of down-trodden humamt\".
I
deny it.
It is a false statement. . The~e
is not a ghost, not an atom, of truth III
it. The honorable member for the Railways Service (Mr. S'oIIy) said that the
Labour Party was floated into existence for
the uplifting of humanity and alterin~ the
existing state of things. I have pOll1~ed
out that 300 years ago men were carrYll1g
their lives in their hands tr~')ing to uplift
humanity.
If the Labour Part~ will be
sensible and leave the present PremIer alone,
and hold up his hands, as the old Jews
held up the hands of Joshua, they will do
more good for the people they claim to represent than a wilderness of Labour Parties.
There is one thing I have to say with reo
spect to the Labour Party, On which I must
heartil v congratulat.e them, and with regard
to whi~h they deserve every possible rredit.
It is quite true that it is mainly owing to
their persistent efforts that there is now
something in the nature of purity in our
elections, so far as the scandal of blackmailing of candidates is concerned. It i~
a beautiful thing t;:, say that it is mainly
owing to their efforts and to those supporting them, that they have sent their representatives into Parliament almost without
the cost of a sixpenny piece. On the other
hand, it does not speak well for us who,
before that tim£!, allowed the politicaJ bummers too fatten upon us. This reminds me
of a story. It was related in Harper's
111 ar;;azine some years ago that ther;~ was an
Iri;hman, who kept an hotel in New York,
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who sent his girl away to Canada, with the'
full intention that, in the OJurse of time he
would "do" the common council of the city
of New York, and send to her a con side;·
able quantity of boodle, so that it might
be safe with her in Canada. In his letters
he said: "My Dear Maria,-Here I am,
and the bummers are doing me out of house,
and home. They are eating up everything
on my blooming table j but I cast my bread
upon the waters, in the hope that it will return to me after many days in the shape of
\1)tes." That was our position. We put
up with the bummers in our days, but, to
the credit of the Labour Party, public life
in that respect has been sweete~d and purified. I have accepted in good faith the.
invitation very proper! y thrown out as regards the Labour Party welcoming criticism,
in the hope that such criticism will induce
them to investigate what they are: dealing
with,and that, in consequence, they will
not so persistently insist, in and out of
s:eason, on their programme being the only
religion for all classes and conditions of
men. I believe from my heart that, if the
labour classes got the upper hand in the
community altogether, whilst, from one
point of view, it might be a charming thing,
then, however, would come the spoils for
the victors.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Is not that the case now?
Mr. GAUNSON.-It has been checked as
much as any free peopr~ can check it.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-During· the last few
years?
Mr. GAUNSON. - Yes j the honorable
member has haa his share of the spoils.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Very little.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I think I heard him
thanking the Attorney-General recently for
creating three justices of the peace in his
district.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-That is not spoil.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I call it spoils to the
victors.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Very poor ones"
Mr. GAUNSON.-I will talk about that
another time; but here I say that it would
be the greatest curse that ever fell on the
,,"orking classes if ever they attained full
power.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-It is not so in New Zealand t
Mr. GAUNSON.-Do you say they have
attained to full power there?
"Mr. OVTTRIM.-I do.
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see that policemen there-and they belong
to the lab:mr classes-have got into gaol recently.
Mr. COLECHIN.-They never would have
61'()t into gaol if you had been there.
Mr. GAUNSON.-My honorable friend
is wrong, because they pleaded guilty to
receiving stolen property-that is, receiving
stolen property with the guilty knowledg,e
that it was stolen.
F a,ncy such honest
policemen! I will say a word or two about
honest policemen before I finish. In New
Zealand they have been battening on 2,000
or 3,000 honest citizens ;of Canterbury.
~ow I come to a statement-Ie The working classes are a down-trodden people."
The slaves in America were emanciputed by the Civil War, or at least their
emancipation was one of the consequences.
As a measure of policy President Lincoln
got the Constitution amended, and the
slaves were enfranchised. What then happened in South Carolina,? The slaves being enfranchised had the right to vote, and
nigger legislators were elected. The mean
white men went about telling them, "Now
is the day of retribution," and pointing out
to them that they had been under the
hoof long enough. What then happened?
These thick-lipped pot-bellied woolly-headed
scoundrels sat in the Legislature, and right
and left robbed South Carolina. Do you
mean to tell me as a thoughtful student
of history that the same thing would not
occur here if the Labour Party got into
pow~r ?
Mr. SOLLY.-Is that a parallel case?
Mr. GAUNSOK.-Yes, the. slaves were
constantl y talked to about being downtrodden, and leaders of the Labour F arty
here ane eternally telling the working
classes that they are down-trodden, wretched,
and s.laves.
I noticed that the honorable member for the Railways Service
eMr. Solly), when in the country last Sunday, told the people th.at they were slaves.
Could there be any more ridiculous rubbish
thrown at them? The Labour Party say
they have come to abolish hell upon earth.
Mr. SOLLY.-Do you say that those remarks of mine were incorrect?
Mr. GAUNSON.-I think thev were the
grossest and most absurd representations
that ever emanated from a lunatic.
Mr. SOLLY rose to a point of order.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-I do not say the honorable member is a lunatic.
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Mr. SOLLY.-The remarks the honorable member is alluding to were based
upon a report that· appeared in a journal
issued by the Seddon Government, and I
am prepared to prove my statements were
made from that report.
The SPEAKER.-,\Vhat is your point
of order?
Mr. SOLLY .-M y point of order is with
rega,rd to the remarks made by the honorable member.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member has stated that he did not allude to YOU
as a lunatic, and otherwise he is in ord~r.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Certainlv I would be
very sorry to say that I would regard the'
honorable member as a lunatic, but it is
statements of the kind he made that make·
people think makers of them are lunatics.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Youa.re the same as
usual, a perfect humbug.
Mr. GAUNSON.-As I have often said
before, you may call me anything you like
as long as you do not call me too late for
my dinner. Honorable members remember
that wondrous cartoon representing a man
fishing. There is a big fence and a fellow
looking over it with a straw in hi's hat. and
there is a label on a piece of wood' just
right above. . The man looking over the
fence says to fisherman "Caucrht anvthincr ?".
"'lI.T"
I.
b)
b
1, 0,
rep led the fisherman. "How long
have you been fishing?" "Six hours," was
the answer. "Then, " said the fellow looking over the fence, "come inside," and the
label up above was worded "Lunatic
Asylum." People do label things in the
most extraordinary way.
Mr. COLECHIN.-All this is mere abuse.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I am sorry that the
honorable member for Geelong has lost his
good temper. With propriety I may say that
I have sat out a very long debate, and have
paid every speaker the compliment of listening intently, sometimes interjectin cr to'
show that I am alive. I have sat thu~ for
two solid weeks, and have heard a great
many speeches. I listened patiently to the
speech of the honorable member for Geelong, who put himself before this Assemblv
as if he were entitled to precede other
speakers, and therefore, as one of much
greater weight than a poor unfortunate like
myself, so surely he can afford to be generous. I do not know whether the House expects me to go on at the present hour. I do
nO.t want members of the Labour P arty to
thmk that my remarks are administered to
them in the 'sipirit of castigation.
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Mr. OUTTRIM.-Oh, we like it.
Mr. GA UNSON.-My friend is not a
member of the Labour Party. He never
signed the pledge.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-I have:
Mr. GAUNSON.-·Which pledge?
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Both of them, with the
greatest pleasure in the world
.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Bless me, "to what
base uses we may return, Horatio!" For myself I am willing to sign any quantity of
platforms with the main planks of which
I agree. Once there was a lunatic proposition that the swamp at Elwood should
be leased, and I, in my discretion, thinking
that sheer lunacy, voted against it. In the
programme of the Labour P arty there is a
-plank that all lands should be leased and
none sold, but my conduct was not a breach
Df any pledge. Besides, the leader of the
Labour Party told this House that I was
not a member of that party, and' that I had
never been recognised as such. What allegiance, then, do I owe to the Labour Party
under these circumstances?
I am only
dealing with them now as a student of history, and showing that their pretence of
beiilg the friends of struggling humanity is
bunkum, and that they should not persist
in that delusion any longer.. Before taking
-advantage of my position to move the adiournment, I will sav one word about Mr.
Taverner. The Ho~se would not think it
good taste on my part to sav too much,
therefore I do not propose to do more than
to quote from a leader in the Age of 13 th
February of this year. After jeering at
the Pre~ier i't said;All this exquisite fooling, seeing that the charges
::to'ainst Mr. Taverner had in them nothing more
d~finite than the sour aspersions of a displaced
and disappointed officer, five-sixths of whose story
the Judge declared to be unsubstantiated.

Now, there is the whole thing in a nutshell.
Mr. WATT.-YO'U don't often quote the
Age.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I do not; but, Lord!
t.he devil has to quote Scripture sometimes! That is the Age stating the truth,
and I take advantage of it. The truth'0, what a goodly outside falsehood hat~ !
I f you .read your Shakspeare you WIll
notice the words "A goodly apple rotten at
the core." 1\f.y. honorable and learned friend
the member for Prahran-I wonder is he
a member of the Labour Party?
1\1r. OUTTRIM.-Very nearly.
1\1r. GA UNSON .-Does my friend the
honorable member for Maryborough think
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he will pull him over? The sweets of office
are sweet indeed, but, sir, if they ever pull
over the honorable and learned mtemher for
Prahran as a pledged membe.r of the Labour
Party-pledged to give up 5 per cent. of
his salary every month-Mr. OUTTRIM.-Oh! no, no.
Mr. GAUNSON.-That is the pledge.
Mr. COLECHIN.-That is antiquated.
Mr. GAUNSON.-It was not antiquated
in my time.
Mr. COLECHIN. - But never liquidated,
was it?
Mr. GA UNSON. - I went intO' the
Labour room, and had a little place there,
and they did get £1 out of me for Tom
Mann. Thley never refunded that, but that
is the only monetary contribution I ever
-gave to the La.bour Party. I have given th~m
brains, it is true, and I think they are sadly
off. for want of them. But I am going to
revert to the honorable member for Prahran.
If they ever pull him oveT to be a member
of the Labour Party, I am prepared to be
pulled straight into heaven without dying.
Now, as it is eleven o'clock-and I hope I
have entertained the House a little bit,
amused them a little bit, and perhaps instructed them, I hope, a little bit-and as
I hope to continue my journey genially, and
have a word or two to say to-morrow night
of a gentleman who is at the head of the
police force, I trust the House will accord
me the indulgence of allowing me to move
the adjournment of the debate. I the.refore beg to moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The motion for the adiournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the delbate was
adjourned until the following day.
The House adjourned at fiv,e minutes pa.st
eleven o'clock, until half-past four o'clock
p.m. next day.
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The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
COUNCIL OF LEGAL EDUCATION.
Mr. GAUNSON asked the Premier if he
would take into early consideration the best
means of giving effect to the objections of
the Law Institute of Victoria, with reference to rules of the Council of Legal Education? He said these rules had already
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been passed upon by the Full Court, and
decided to be in force.
Certain rights
might have sErung up under those rules,
and therefore it seemed desirable that the
Government should take the matter up
carefullv.
Mr. BENT.-It appears to me to be a
great pity that there should be this dispute between the members of the legal profession, and I shall endeavour next week~
if possible, to bring them together, so that
something may be done to settle this matter in a proper way.

to Public Se?·t·o,nts

Mr. GAuNsoN.-I mentioned it thirty
years ago.
Mr. BENT.-Is it not a wonderful thing
that we have been able to accomplish one
part of the story of thirty years ago? However, I' will promise to take the matter into.
consideration and carefully examine it. I
am inclined to think that' this estimate is
more than it will cost, at any rate. I do not
mind seeing my friend, the honorable member for Essendon, over this matter.
Mr. WATT.-You can leave me out of it.

CHINA NAVAL CONTINGENT.
1\1r. LEMMON asked the Premier if he
wouid peruse the letter in the Age newspaper of the 6th July instant, headed "The
China Contingent," and inform the House
whether he purposed paying any compensation and any field allowance to the petty
officers and men for the patriotic service
rendered by them in the late China war?
He said that in 1900 this contingent of men
went away to China, and rendered services
there in connexion with the China war. In
1902 they were asked by the Government
then in power, to send in their claims, which
they did, at expense to themselves, and
they had been waiting ever since for the
Government to settle this small matter of
compensation. There were only 185 men
concerned as regarded the field allowance,.
and twenty-one in connexion with compenHe trusted in these days of sursation.
FORTKIGHTLY PAY TO PUBLIC
pluses the Premier would give thjs deservSERVANTS.
Mr. GAUNSON asked the Premier if ing object sympathetic consideration.
Mr. BENT.-Although we have a surhe would extend to officers of the Public
Service generally, the boon of fortnightly plus, we have to get 20S. in the £1 for it.
pay granted to the officers of the Railway I will promise to peruse the letter. That
Department? He said his constituents is all the honorable member asks me to do
to-day.
I am informed that three Treawere very anxious about this matter~
Mr. BENT.-I think we have gone a surers h;tve already refused to pay this
I do
not
think there is.
long .va y in the direction indicated by the money.
comes
honorable member, by arranging to pay the much show when the matter
railway employes.
I have been informed to me after the third refusal. I am ais;)
that it will cost about £7,880 a year to pay told that the men were only entitled to
the Public Service fortnightly.
I have about IS. 9d. per day, and that they have
gone into the matter very carefully, and I had 7s. 6d. However, I will peruse the
am inclined to think it will not cost a third letter.
of that. As the honorable member knows, I
PRESENTATIONS TO POLICE.
agreed last night that the first payment in
Mr.
GAUNSON asked the Chief s.ecrerespect to the railway employes should be
made in about a month.
The estimate of ta.ry if he would be good enough to call
£7,880 is in addition to the cost in respect upon the CQief Commissioner of Police to
to the' Railway Department, bringing the give his reasons in writing for refusing to
total up to uver £12,000.
I cannot do allow the presentation of a testimonial to
everything at once, and I should like time Constable Geelan? He said he would furto be given so that I may consider this ther ask the Chief Secretary if he would
matter.
be good enoug,h to furnish honorable
MR. McKENZIE, EX-~1.L.A.
Mr . WARD E asked the Premier if he
would inform the House whether the exMinister of Lands, Mr. McKenzie, resigned
his railway pass when withdrawing from
He
the Executive Council of Victoria?
said he understood from the Premier
last week, that "Mr. McKenzie had resigned
from the Executive Council, but the honorable gentleman could not inform the
House then whether Mr. McKenzie had resigned also his Executive Council pass,
which entitled him to free travelling over
the railwavs.
Mr. BENT .-Mr. McKenzie has not returned the rail wa y pass issued to him as a
member of the Executive Council.
Mr. GAUNSON.-SO long as he does not
use it, what does it matter?
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members with a copy of the regulation

a quarter of an acre, distinguishing city and country respectively; (3) the number of State schools
having grounds, portions of which are applied to
other purposes, and what are such purposes in each
case.

under which the refusal was supposed to be
made?

Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-The Chief
Commissioner of Police has furnished his
reason in writing, as requested, as fol-

The motion was agreed to.

lows : -

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.

My reason for refusing to allow the presentation of a testimonial to Constable Geelan is, that
para. 282 of the Police Regulations forbids it.

Mr. GAUNSON.-Will the honorable gentleman give us a copy of that r,egulation,
because I do not read it in the same way
as :Mr. O'Callaghan does?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I shall be
ver~ pleased, if the House so desires, to
furnish a copy of the regulatIon to every
member of the House.
Mr. GA UN SO N asked the Chief Secretary if it was a fact that a testimonial to
the Chief Commissioner of Police, in respect of the performance of his duties, was
being pushed 'amangst the members of the
Police Force j if so, would he take it into
his conside/ration as to who could, under
the Police Regulations, allow such testimonial to be offered?
Sir SAIHUEL GILLOTT.-The reply of
the Chief Commissioner of Police is as follows : I am not
" pushed"
Force, and
testimonial

TRANSFER OF EMPLOYES TO MELBOURNE.
Mr. IHcGREGOR movedThat there be laid before this House a return
showing how many employes, permanent or temporary, in the Railway Department have been
. transferred from Ballarat East to Melbourne since
the present Commissioners were appointed.

aware that a testimonial to me is being
among the members of the Police
I certainly would not accept any such
while I remain a member of the force.

BROWN v. THE COMMISSIONERS
OF RAIL'VAYS.
Mr. GAUNSON asked the Minister of
Railways if he would, as a matter of
policy, consider whether it was or was net
desirable to satisfy himself about the case.
of Brown v. The C ommissiol1lers of Railways
before permitting an appeal against the decision of the Full Court of the Supreme
Court of Victoria?
He said this was a
very important question which concerned
the- Labour Party a good deal.
~1r. BEN'!'. - I h.ave, as. a matter of
polIcy, . con~Idered ~hIS subject, and the
matter .IS of so much Imp:ortance that I h~ve
dete~med to app~al eIther to the Pnvy
CounCIL or to the HIgh Court.

STATE SCHOOL PLAY-GROUNDS.
Mr. TOUTCHER movedThat there be laid before this House a return
The number of State schools in Victoria without playgrounds; (2) the number of State
schools in Victoria with playgrounds of less than

~hb\Ving-( I)

Play-grounds.

The motion was agreed to.
PETITIONS.
Petitions, praying that the House would
order that no excursion trains should
be run on the Victorian railways on
Sundays, were presented, by Mr. H.
S. BENNETT (Ballarat liVest), from residents of Ballarat (three petitions) j by Mr.
BOWSER, fmm residents of Rutherglen j by
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg), from residents of Portland j by Mr. CULLEN, from
residents of Wychepraof j by Mr. LIVINGSTON, from residents of Callignee j by Mr.
ROBERTSON, from residents of Campbellfield and Gisborne and district j by Mr.
,"TARDE, from residents of Flemington and
Kensington j and by Mr. WATT, from residents of Essendon and Coburg.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY TO THE
GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
SEVENTH NIGHT'S DEBATE.
.
.
The debate (a~Journed from the prevIOUS
day) on ~he motIon of Mr .. Robertson for
the adop~lOn of an Address-m-Reply to the
Governor s speech was resumed.
l\~r. GAUNSON.:-I am sorry, sir,
that time last mg,ht ~eal1y dld not
permit of my concludmg the many
matt~rs that appea.r to me of real.moment
and Importance to the people of thIS State.
I am sorry that I should trespass on the
attention of honorable members, but, as I
said last night, as I invariably sit here and
listen to the speeches of other honorable
membe.rs, I might not unreasonably suppose that some honorable members would
give their atten60n while I was addressing
myself to the House. Last night I was
talking, in the main, about the Labour
Party, their aims, their propaganda, and the
natural harbour at which their ship might.
ultimately be supposed to arrive. It was

A ddress-in- Reply.

The Governor's Speech:

thrown at me last night that I signed the
Labour pledge. That is untrue. I demand
the production of any document bearing
my signature, which can be called a pledge.
I will read the Labour pledge to the House,
::tnd I will also read what the candidates
elected have to do apart from what the
candidates who are hoping to be elected
have to do.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Read what you signed.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I will read what I
signed. I have not the document before
me that I signed.
Mr. COLECHIN.-We have.
Mr. GAUNSON.-If they have it, will
they kindl y follow me as I read this. That
is the way to test honorable members. It
was a little document extracted from the
Toscin of, I think, the loth January, 1904.
I may be wrong as to the date, but I am
quite certain it was this, and I will afterwards read the paper issued by the then
Political Labour Council of Victoria. I am
told that they have changed their tactics
since. I do not know whether that is so,
nor do I care. I am only now accounting
for my own conduct in the matter. I was
deliberately told that I need not sign the
pledge.
Mr. MCGRATH.-You would have signed
anything then.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I should be glad to
know what district the honorable member
represents who has just interrupted me.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Grem'ille.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I thank the honorable
member for Grenville for that interruption,
because when I was a Minister of the
Crown, in the same Ministry, I think, as
the Premier-the O'Loghlen MinistrY-Dn
the defeat of that Government I resigned
Offige, with a salary of nearly £2,000 a year,
I resigned from the Executive Council, and
I resigned my railway pass-everything in
this world I resigned j and I am one of the
few men in Victoria of whom that can be
said. I challenge the honorable member
for Grenville, or any of his confreres, to
show a similar sacrifice.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You were
young then.
Mr. GAUNSON.-An honorable membtr sn.~~s I was young then. I will refer
him, sir, to one of the Psalms, ::tnd I will
give him a little bit of religion and ScriptureI have been young, now I am old, and yet have
I never seen the seed of the righteous begging
their bread.

Mr. BENT.-That is not right.

It is-

I have been young, and now am old; yet have
I not -seen t,he righteous forsaken, nor his seed
begging bread.

:Mr. GAUNSON.-The correction, :Mr.
Speaker, I accept with the greater pleasurebecause it comes from myoId comrade-inarms, the only survivor of the party of
combat.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The old
brigade.
Mr. GAUNSON.-It was the old brigade when all the honorable members of
the Labour Party were being fed on flapdoodle.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I think we have got
some of it now, if vou ask us.
Mr. GAUNSON.~I was asked bv the
venerable member for Geelong to read the
State platform that I signed. I will read
itPOLITICAL LABOUR COUNCIL OF
VICTORIA.
Trades-hall, Carlton,
27 th January, 190 4.

That was not on the top of what I signed.
I am reading it to show my generosityPresident

... T. Scott.
P. "V. McGrath.
Vice-presidents
.. { J. Sutch.
Treasurer
J. Phillips.
Hon. Secretary... Stephen Barker.

Mr.
Mr.
here.
Mr.
1\1r.
on-

WATT.-" J.P."
GAUNSON.-I do not see any

STATE

J.P.

WATT.-It ought to be there.
GAUNSON.-The document goes
PARLIAMENT

PLATFORM

AND

PLEDGE.

State Platform.
(a) One adult one vote (State or Municipal).
(b) The 'abolition of special representation for
public servants.

That is what caught me(c) The establishment

(d)
(e.)
(f)

(g)

of a Department of
Labour, with a responsible Minister.
The legalizing of the Eight Hour system
and a Minimum Wage for all workers.
Equal pel y for equal work.
The establishment by law of Courts of Compulsory Arbitration between employers
and employes.
No further alienation of Crown land.

Mr. HANNAH.-And which you yoted
against, the first vote you gave.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I am glad I did.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-And yet you
signed it.
Mr. GAUNSON.-" Let the galled jade
wince, my withers are unwrung."
(h) The sustaining of village settlements and

the creation of small landholders under
a system of perpetual lease, with periodical valuation.
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Vet these are the gentlemen who are ~on
stantly urging on the Premier to go on with
closer settlement, where the land is not to
be held under·· perpetual lease, but to be
alienated.
Mr. WARDE.-vVe divided the House on
the principle of selling.
1\1r. HANNAH (to Mr. Gaunson).-And
you were against us every time.
Mr. GA UNSON .-If it be allowable,
and within the law of Parliament, I should
be glad to have all the honorable members
in one bark.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member must not take any notice of interruptions.
~ir. GAUNSON.-As vou have told me
that, sir, I will not take ri'otice of interruptions.
(i) Progressive tax on land values, town and
country, without exemptions, exclusive of
im provements.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The leader
of the Opposition declared in favour of
£500 exemption.
Mr. GA UNSON .-What is the meaning
of this dreadful interruption?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I beg the
honorable member's pardon.
Mr. GAUNSON.-It reads here, "Progressive tax on land values, town and country, without exemptions, exclusive of improvements. "
Mr: WATT.-The leader has run away.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I am not astonished
at that. I only congratulate him on running
away from such an asinine proposition.
1\1r. HANNAH.-We have not run away.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I would 'ask my
friends not to shout until they are out of
the wood. I am too much for them. Let
them wait until they get their gruelling,
and they wi,ll get it. The document goes
on(j) A cumulative tax on all incomes over £200
per year.
(k) Free, primary, secondary, and University
education, with all necessary requisite!;
provided by the State.
.

Mr. HUNT.-Is not that O.K. ?
1\11r. GAUNSON.-If there is one man
in the House I have almost a -reverence for
it is the honorable member for Upper Goulburn, and therefore I will not answer him.
(I) The maintenance and extension of technical
education by the State.

I venture to remark that it is' a curious
circumstance that the Labour Party commences with" L "-Labour, L-a-b-o-u-r.
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An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Is that the
one upon earth?
Mr. GAUNSON.-Yes. It is not my
idea of Soci'alism, which I gave honorable
members last night.
Mr. McGRATH.-What you say applies
also to a lawyer.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I am so thankful
for the rem':lnder about the lawyers. I had
forgotten about the lawyers.
(m) Pensions for all aged or disabled persons.

Would they give me a pension? I am an
aged person.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Does it not
sa y "deserving person" there?
'1\1r. GAUNSON.-The engineer is hoist
with his own petard, because it says, "For
all aged or disabled persons," whether deserving or undeserving. I am aged. I
think I am a little backward in my biblical
history, but I will trouble my ho?orab~e
friend the Premier to assist me 111 thIS
quotation. When Jacob went dow,n to
Egypt in search of corn, Pharoah had .a
bit of a chat with him, and' when asked hIS
age Jacob saidFew and evil have the days of the years of
my life been.

IS thlat correct?

Mr. BENT.-That is right.
Mr. GAUNSON.-The platform
on-

goes

(n)
(0)
(p)
(q)

Reform of the State Constitution.
Initiative and Referendum.
The establishment of a State ~ank.
.
The estabiishment of a State LIfe and FIfe
Insurance.
(1') The establishment of a State Forestry.

I signed all that, and with the major portion of that I have great sympathy, but for
other parts of that, I ,vill say this-An HONORABLE MEMBER.-" Oh, what
a falling-off is there I"
Mr. GAUNSON.-Were these gentlemen to be my judges? Are tGey my constituents? I will take my punishment and
mv sentence from my constituents.
"Mr. BEARD.-VOU will get it.
Mr. GAUNSON.-We are to "beard"
the lion in his den. Is that the state of
things?
Mr. HANNAH.-1 think this is the donkey.
Mr. GAUNSON.-We never mistake the
donkey, because we know where the bray
carnes from. That is the State platform.
I am keel-hauling these gentlemen, because
thev said I signed the pledge. I say, sir
- I mav as well use deliberate Saxon-that
it is a lie. Let me read the' pledgeI hereby pledge myself-
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Just fanc\' any decent man who is not a
slave signinJ. this thing.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Of the K yabramites we might say the same thing. They
lost their independence.
They set a bad
example.
JIr. GA "C"\'SO~ .-Whoever signed it, I
-sav it is a crime against the Constitution.
The honorable member for
Stawell
placed in my hands the wntll1gs of
,an old gentleman, \"ho was evidently a keen
student. anel mv attention was drawn to the
matter and I say it is criminal against tl-:.e
Constitution on the part of persons who have
no responsibility to demand a pledge from a
free man. I sav it is infamous.
Mr. COLECHi'N.-Why did you sign it
without being asked?
Mr. GAUNSON.-I never signed any
pledge.
I was told deliberately by the
gentleman who wrote to me that I was not
-expected to pledge myself-that my first
]Jledge was the repeal of separate representation.
~:tr. J30\VSER.-I rise to a. point of
order. I do not think the statement by the
]10norabl·e member for Allandale should be
allowed to pass as to a pledge in connexion
'rith the Kyabram movement. I say that
'Statement is not true.
The SPEAKER.-The' r,emark of the
J1onorable member for Allandale being an
'interjection: was utterly disorderly, and cannot be taken anv notice of.
~fr. GAUNSON.-I was going on to read
the pledge. I do not think honorable members, or the people of the country, under:stand what an abomination it is. Such a
l)ledge as this is criminal in the eyes of the
Constitution. And let me say this to the
gentlemen who are leaders of the great body
<of the' people--of the back-bone and sinews
<of the c()luntry in many instances-that the
people are an army of lions j but who are
their leaders?
What I want to know is
whether they are being led by stags. In
this corner we have the Victorian Eleven,
ane1 they, for the time being, are, so to
..speak, shaking hands with the Labour
Party, and yet are cheering to the echo
ti1ese fierce denunciations abo'ut the pledge.
How can there be any brotherhood under
these circumstances?
T\Ir. BAILEs.-Stir them up.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Yes, I will stir them
"tIp, and will stir the Labour Party up more
than the Victorian Eleven.
l\Ir. BAILES.-The Victorian Eleven won't
fret.

i
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Mr. GAUNSON.-I do not propose to
take my honorable friend off his stumps.
But to the pledge-" I hereby pledge myself to support every plank of this platform and if selected"-fancv what a meanspirited skunk the man would be who signs
such a thing as this-" if selected,' to contest any public election, and if not selected
t) retire and support the candidate selected.;'
J1r. BEARD.-That is what does it.
~Ir.
GAUNSON. - There are some
people who delight in what other men contemn. What we think dishonour they call
honour. We shall never alter that st~te of
things.
Mr. ELMSLIE."--The Labour Party put
the movement before the individual.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I am delighted with
that interjection. There are no individuals
regarded in the Labour Party j they are
simply slaves to an outside faction. And
now as to what the candidates selected have
to do. "Should I be elected to any public
paid position, I further pledge mrself to
oontribut,e 5 per cent. of my salary towards
the Election Fund "-that is towards an illegal fund. There is no doubt about that,
and I believe they could be all had up in
connexion with this matter on a charge of
conspiracy.
Several OPPOSITION MEMBERS. - We
never signed that.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Then all I can say is
that they pretend one thing to you and
another thing to other people. The document goes on to say(a) All payments under Rule 4 shall be made
to the secretary of the Political Labour Council.
(b) The Election Fund shall be vested in three
trustees; one to be appointed from the Political
Labour Council, one from the Federal, and one
from the State Parliamentary Labour Parties. (c)
No part of this election fund shall be expended
other than upon contesting elections sanctioned
by the Political Labour Council. (d) No member of the Labour Party shall join any Ministry
not mainly composed of members of their own
body.

Now I have read the whole swindle. I
desire to refer now to the question of legal
education, and will quote on the subject
from the Lcnv Times Journal. The Labour
Party wants to thrust lawyers out entirely.
They would have no lawyers-exactly like
Jack Cade in his rebellion.
China has
Japan has one to every
no lawyers.
26,887 inhabitants j Russia one to 31,048
inhabitants j Germany one to 8,787 ; France
one to 4, I 55 \\'ithout counting her great
army of notaries. England and Wales h~\'e
one to I, I 2 I ; America one to 699. I glVe
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these facts for the information of ignoramuses.
The journal I have referred to
says : In the most reactionary and least advanced of
the great nations lawyers are unknown.
Under the most despotic government they are
less numerous and potent, and under those more
free, and which surround with safeguaros the
rights of the individual, we find them more numerous and powerful, and in that nation to whose
sovereignty we bow, and where this tendency has
gone furthest we find them, from the first, more
numerous and more dominant than anywhere else
in the earth.
We can say that the people see fit to consider
for that great place (Presidency) none but lawyers,
and that, as at all times past, except under the
immediate perturbing influence of a great war, a
lawyer will be chosen.

There have been some 26 or 27 Presidents
of the United States of America, and 24 of
them have been lawyers, although the present one is no"t a lawyer.
Neither was
General Washington a lawyer j but he was
a man who had studied law, and came of
a great legal reporting family of the old
country.
He was a real honest man, like
all good lawyers.
The little extract I
have read has been given with a view of
showing that I have the honour to belong
to the great body of men who have secured
and maintained the liberties of free Englishmen.
I have been asked to read the
letter from my secretary.
He was not
my secretary who wrote this particular
letter, but he is the gentleman whom the
Labour Party mean, and I will reacJ the
document. 'It saysDear Sir,-With reference to your signing of
the Labour platform, I explained to the meeting
of the General Division that this does not actually
bind dow'l the person signing to that party in all
its actions.
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Mr. GA UNSON .-Do you really want
to know?
Mr. COLECHIN.-Yes; we have a right to
know, since you have read the letter.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I do not think you
have.
The letter also saysI spoke to Prendergast yesterday, and he
agreed that this was reasonable and proper.

I will not go any further.
Mr. ELMSLIE asked if it were not the
case that if a letter was read it became
the property of the House?
The SPEAKER.-It is the rule of the
House that when a letter has been read
it shall be laid on the table.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Very well. I am delighted. Now that the Labour Party has demanded the letter I will read the whole of it.
The letter is headed "Lands." Do you
know what that means? It means a gentleman in the Lands Office who supplies the
leader of the Labour Party with all his
pabulum.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-That is not fair.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I know it to be true.
I voted for the honorable member for
Albert Park, but it depends on how he
goes whether I shall vote for him again
or not. The honorable member demanded
thjs letter, and other honorable members
demanded the name of the writer; but I do:
not wish to gi,ve it. Now I am forced to
read the letterLands, 15th March, 1904.
Dear Sir,
With reference to your signing of the Labour
platform, I explained to the meeting of the General Division that this does not actually bind down
the person signing to that party in all its actions.
I understand that, to be a selected candidate of
the Labour -Party, you would ha\re to belong to>
one of the Labour League Branches for twelve
months before the election; devote £25 per annum
of your salary to the funds of party; attend the
caucus, &c., &c.
No, the repeal of separate representation is our
first plank.
For the rest, you work with the
Labour Party for the carrying out of their State
J:latform principles, and you ar~ unLj1~cially
allied with them only, and your pledge is to us.

What do you s.ay to that?
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Did you not abuse the
Premier on the platform at the Trades'
Hall ?
I said
Mr. GAUNSON.-I did not.
that, if Mr. Bent did well, it were ill to
oppose him, and that if Mr. Bent did ill,
it were well to oppose him.
I will now
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - You were
add to that that I have seen sufficient of
the Premier to say that whenever he is anxious to be leader.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Leader' of what?'
right he will \have my assist'ance, and
whenever he is wrong he also will have my Leader of a pack of nondescripts?
assistance, because I am satisfied of tEe
I spoke to Prendergast yesterday, and he agreed'
honesty of his motives and his true love that this was reasonable and proper.
for the people of this country. The Labour Who is Prendergast? Do you know, Mr.
P,arty .can put 'that in their ,pipe and Speaker?
smoke It.
Mr. COLECHIN.-YOU attacked him last
Mr. COLECHIN.-Who signed the letter? night in his absence. It was cowardly.

The Governor's Speech:

:Mr. BOYD rose to a point of order. He
wished to know if the remark just made
by the honorable member for Geelong was
in order?
The SPEAKER.-No remark of the
.honorable member for Geelong when any
honorable member is addressing himself to
the House is orderly.. In fact, it is disorderly.
~Ir. VV A TT said that in that case the
honorable member for Geelong ought to
withdraw the remark. Surely the Chamber
was entitled to have the remark withdrawn,
seeing that it was disorderly when used in
parliamentary debate.
~Ir. COLE CHIN said he had already
withdrawn the remark, and the honorable
member for Essendon knew it well.
Mr. WATT .-1 did not hear you with:draw ~t.
~ir. MACKINNON rose to a point of
,order. He said he wished to know whether,
in the somewhat altered circumstances in
regard to a section of. the community, it
was dlesirable that this sort of correspondence should be made public. He did not
know who 'Hote the letter, but if the public
-servants "-ere to be represented in a different way from other people it was only
natural that they should take a certain interest in their organization.
Under the
circumstances a different rule should be
followed in the case of communications
passed between a public officer and the
gentleman who had the honour to represent
the Public Officers·. It seemed to him that
the discipline of the Department would be
'Considerably 'interifer.ed with, ,and great
,damage might be done to a gentleman who
was only discharging his natural political
duties in writing to the representative of
the Public Officers.
~'[r. BEKT said that perhaps 'the h'Onorable member for Prahran did not hear
the remark that a certain gentleman in the
Lands Department, who did so-and-so,
There was a very strong
wrote this letter.
feeling in certain circles as to what was
,done in reference to this.
It was only
proper that more should be learned about
'it.
The SPEAKER.-In any event the
honorable member who represents the class
'should be the best judge of what he should
sa v about them.
-~1r. GAUKSON.-I am endeavouring
to satisfy my own conscience, and I hope
I am satisfying those of the fair-minded
'men of the House. I do not reaa this
Jetter with any other design than to show
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that the gentleman who had most to do in
aski.ng me to stand did not put it forward
that I was to sign the pledge to the Labour
Party. A member on the Opposition side
of the House insisted on having the name
of this officer. I know the Labour Party
would be flogged with it, but then they
are so much wiser than anyone else. The
honorable member for Albert Park insisted
on this letter being read and put on the
table of the House. Then in self-defence
I am reading the whole of the letter,
though I d3d n:ot want to do so.
Mr. SMITH.-Why did you not level a
charge against him for supplying information? This is most cowardly.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I did not say that
he :supplied information; I said that he
supplied pabulum.
The non-clerical men last night were unanimous
in your favour, and expressed themselves satisfied that you will easily top the poll. 1 have
spoken to most of the clerks, at least in this Department, and they all express themselves pleased
at the prospects of having such a powerful advocate.

I am sure he was pulling my leg there.
1 hear you will get a fine vote from the police.
The teachers are the body 1 know least of, but 1
am informed that you will get good support ~here.
.1 would like to meet you at your convel1lence,
and talk matters over.
I am yours faithfully-

Do honorable members want the name?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No.
Mr. GAUNSON.-May I be allowed t)
ask the honorable member for Albert Pa.rk
whether, on further reflection, he demands
that the lett,er be laid on the table of the
House?
Mr. ELMSLIE said he understood that
the matter did not rest with himself, and
that, according to the forms and usages of
the House, when an honorable member read
a letter it became the property of the House.
He had no desire to do anything that ·would
inflict an injury on any member of the rommunity. He was afraid that what the honorable member for the Public Officers had
alreadv said had only made it evident who
the w;it.er of the letter was. If he could
withdraw his wish that the letter should be
placed on the table of the House he desired
to do so.
The SPEAKER. - The usage of the
House is that a letter read bv an honorable
member is laid on the table, but it does
not become the property of the House. It
is laid on the table for the information
of honorable members, but the Clerk does
not take any control of it, nor does he
become responsible for it.
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Mr. GAUNSON.-.Am I to lay it on the
table?
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member can pl,ease himself.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Then I will lay it
amongst my papers. The Labour gentlemen have thought fit to attack me with a
great deal of ferocity, but I do not bear
them the slightest ill-will. I believ,e they
are earnest and sincere, but I believe that
in a great many instances they are really
wrong, and that the measures which they
so strenuously and honestly ad"\l1)sate would
turn out very differently from what they
intend. From that point of view, I think
it is my duty to oppose any such measures.
If they 'will bring forward any measures
for the benefit of humanity generally, I am
with them from the beginning to the end.
Last night I was quoting from memory what
the honorable member representing the Railways Officers (Mr. S'olly) had said. I propose nmv to quote from the Age of the 4th
July a report headed" Mr. Solly, M.L.A.,
at Ruthe~glen." I was representing that the
wli)le of the Labour Party's contention was
that the working classes are down-trodden,
rhCl;t they are slav,es, that they are oppressed,
and that the people who happen to be above
them in station of life are tvrants for the
time being. I was stigmatizi'ng that as an
outrage Oon common sense. Are my statements rorrect that the') working classes are
The
so described by their own people?
Age report statedA political address was delivered in the Rutherglen Park on Sunday afternoon by Mr. R. H.
Solly, M.L.A., under the auspices of the North
Prentice branch of the Political Labour Council.
There were about 200 persons present.
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state than that which existed in Melbourne. He
admitted that drink was one of the three grea&
causes of poverty, but the evil would remain until labour received a fair proportion of the wealth
which it helped to produce. Nine years ago he
was working at the boot trade, and his output
was nine pairs per day. When he left, three and
a half years ago, his daily output had increased
to sixty-three pairs, owing to the introduction of
machinery. He had a g20d job there, but the
best job he ever had in his life was the one orlo
which he was now engaged.

Mr. WARDE.-He wants to get rid of
that.
Mr. GAUNSON.~I ask the honorable
member for Flemington if that statement
is typical of the aims of the Labour Party:that all they are looking for is a good time?
If that is the ideal of the Labour Party, it
is beneath contempt.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-They are not
having a good time at the refreshment bar.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I have heard that
good old libel about the refreshment bar
before. I can safely lea\'e myself in the
hands of this House, as to how true it is.
That is one of their criminally libellous
statements, and honorable members know
it. The honorable member for the Railways Officers (NIr. Solly) went onAs the means of production was increased by
the introduction of machinery, the hours of labour
ought to have been reduced accordingly. Because
this had not been done they now had thousands
of unemployed walking the streets of the city today. Private persons, in their greed for gain,.
would not consent to a reduction in the hours,.
and, therefore, there was no help for these unfortunate men under the conditions that now
existed. It was the duty of the State to find work
for the unemployed, but instead, it forced men to
commit felony. The State was then put to the
expense of committing these "criminals" for trial"
sending them to Pentridge, providing three meals:
a day, and placing a warder over them to see that
they came' to no harm while living in their State
residence. (Laughter.) 'What was to become of
the women and children never entered the minds.
of the Government. The workmen in Victoria
should unite and demand" a free right to live."

I never at any time posed as a religious
man. It is true that my dear old dad, who
shuffled off this mortal coil when I was a
boy, intended me fur the Presbyterian ministry. If I had been a Pr,esbyterian minister, I would have been a burning, if not
a shining, light. It is the greatest pity in
the world that the working man's day of Who denies them that? It is a falsehood
rest should be taken up by these Pleasant of the most violent and malicious character
Sunday Afternoon speeches. I have never to say that this is not a thoroughly free
lent myself toO that" tommy-rot," and I am country for both the rich and the poor ..
not likely to enter a pulpit on any Sunday Then the honorable 'member saidafternoon to talk that sort orf thing.
Such men as Reid and McLean, who were fightMr. SOLLY.-You talk enough" tommy- ing against Socialism, were only fit to clean the:
boots of the working man.
rot" all the week.
Mr. GAUNSON.-In ,my humble way I The honorable member was followed, about
am serving God day and night. The Age a week later, by the honorable member for
report proceedsFitzroy. The honorable member for FitzIf the Labour
Mr. Solly said he had travelled all over the roy is a man of brains.
world, but he had never seen pauperism in a worse P~rty had elected him as leader, they would
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have gone on a great deal better. The following report appeared in the Age of July
10:SOCIAL DEUOCRAT ADDRESS.

Mr. J. W. Billson, M.L.A., yesterday evening
delivered an address on the Labour Question Today before a somewhat meagre audience in the
Queen's-hall, Bourke-street, gathered under the
auspices of the Social Democrat Party.
Inter
alia, Mr. Billson assured his hearers that not more
than two Federal Parliaments will pass" away before every seat in the Senate is held by a Labour
member.

I think that is very, likely to be true, because under the Federal Constitution, there
are only two cla.sses of persons who can
ever hope to go away from their hornes for
a length of time-the professional politician and the man of leisure and large
means. You will, therefore, have the two
extremes in that Parliament, which will be
handed m'er to the very rich, or the very
poor, and when it is handed over to the
very poor, it will be pandemonium let loose.
:Mr. COLECHIN.-Pity the poor.
Mr. GAUNSON.-vVhen the honorable
member says, jeeringly, "Pity the poor,"
does he know that when the lawyer takes
his oath of office, he swears that he will do
equal justice to the poor and the rich? Is
the honorable member not profoundly ignorant of what he ought to know-so ardent
in the cause of labour, while so grossly
ig.nora;nt of what it behoves him to know?
The report of the speech of the honorable
member for Fitzroy went on:The workers to-day, he said, were voluntary
slaves, content to take a mere pittance, instead of
demanding the full resufts of their efforts for the
production that was being won by them for the
tyrants, the capitalists, and the oppressors.

Is it possible for the human mind to conceive greater twaddle than that language,
used by the leaders of the Labour Party?
Lord, if these be the shepherds, what will
become of the sheep? It is all the more
dangerous for able men to talk twaddle of
that kind, because these poor fellows, when
they have it eternally dinned into their
ears, will at last come to believe that they
are down-trodden and oppressed by the
tyrants and the oppressors, the capitalists,
the bloated fatmen, the big land-owners.
I have heard language of that kind in this
House, and I have had occasion to get up
and protest against it. I hope I shall not
have to do it again. "lnstead of demanding the full results of their efforts . . . .
from the tyrants, the capitalists, and the
oppressors !"
What does the honorable
and learned member for Prahran say now
Session 1905.-[11]
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to ,his quondam friends, the Sociali,sts?
The honorable member for Fitzroy went on
to sayThey must look up and toil on-

\\That grand language! Look up above for
that ray of light and that healing, steadying, and purifying influencefor the goal they were seeking had never been
nearer than it was now, despite what might be
said to the contrary by a malicious opposition.
Every man must do his part to bring about the
condition all so ardently desired, and if they did
success was certain. One successful Federal election-successful, of course, from a Socialistic viewpoint-would win a great measure of the victory
so long-looked for.

The honorable member for Albert Park is
one of the gentlest men in this community.
He is always amiable, always polite, and
everyone agrees to treat him as a
very good sort. He, too, has troubled the
waters of I sra:el , so far as his electors are
conoer.ned, because .# has been reported
that at a political meeting of the Labour
P'~lrty he said that the party in' power \rou ld
be shifted in the course of two or three
years, and then it would be a case of
"spoils to the victors." That is what the
people of this country have to look fonyard
to at the hands of the gentlest of the
Labour Party.
Mr. WARDE.-That is what they have
had up to now.
Mr. GAUNSON.-That I deny. It is
utterly false and untrue.. We have in this
country made a great experiment in running our railway system as a Government
concern. The moment you get a State railway system, is it not consistent with an
harmonious whole that whatever be required
for the proper working of that system, the
Government should, if theYI cap, build and
make for themselves?
.
Mr.. WATT.-And own coal and iron
mines?
Mr. GAUNSON.-Yes. On the floor of
this House, I ha v,~ begged the Premier to
own State collieries.
The State should
own anything that will be fitting for the
proper and harmonious working of the
State railway system as a whole.
1"[r. WATT.-You can extend it indefinitely.
Mr. GAUNSON.-The honorable member for Essendon made a verv brilliant
speech, although he marred it' from one
point of vie.w, by being too quick in his
repartee. In that respect he is a good deal
like Cicero, who, if he had a smart thing to
say, felt tha,t he must give utterance to it.
The honorable member is a brainy man,
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and can well afford to wait his turn. He
is one of the brainy men of this House,
and everything comes to him who waits,
even to my friend the leader of the Opposition. As to Socialism, it is aJi a question as I said last night, whether you are
goidg to have hell upon earth, or to abolish
it_ It depends upon how you define
Socialism. There is such a thing, says the
Premier, as "Safe Socialism." The honorable gentleman has got pretty close. to
the truth, but the better and truer expressIOn
js "Sane Socialism," as opposed to " Insane Socialism." As to the Socialism we
have had talked to us here, about the byrants
and the oppressors, if any honorable member wants to get a notion of what ~he
Nigger Government of South Carolma
was let him read a book called The Leopard's Spots, and then he will get a notion
of what it would be like if the Labour
Partv got into power, and kicked over the
trac~s as they want to. God forbid that
they should ever 'have any power intrusted to them!
I say - this with
every respect. The honorable member for
North Melbourne is a fine leader of the
Opposition, but may he long continue to be
such. I believe that so long as the honorable member sits there, my friend the Premier. will sit at the other side of the table.
''Mr. BENT .-1 agree to that.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Let me say a good
word for the Labour Party. That party
'achieved a very great triumph, when so
man y of its members were elected to. the
Senate and the House of Representatives.
The Times had a leading' article upon the
subject. I quote the following from the
Age of Tuesday, 2'2nd December, I903:The Tt"mes to-day devotes a special article to
comments on the results of the Commonwealth
elections as represented by cablegrams it has received from Australia.
Both sides in the Australian Parliament, the
Times declares, have made the almost fatal mistake of disbelieving in each other's good motives.

I believe in the good motives of the Labour
Partv, but I also believe that the way to
hell is paved with good intentions-If the apparently imminent ascendency of the
labour element in politics can induce opponents to
do justice to its motives which, at the bottom, are
praiscworthy-

I have underlined that with a big dashto relieve the suspicions which are overgrown,
and to enlarge by frank inter-comm.unication its
knowledge, which 'is exacting but Iimited,-

How true that isand to utilize its brains and zeal on a policy of
mutual concessions for national advantage, then
a period of hope is in store.
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I should be worse than a fool if I said
that the gentlemen composing the Labour
P arty are ignorant. There are some very
fine-brained men amon,gst them, and studious men. But that iSI not sufficient. Let
me ask those honorable members, in all
sincerity, to look at themselves, and ask
themselves what experience they have had
of the affairs of life in a big way that
justifies them in parading here as. the
sayiours of the people. 'What expenence
have they had? Tom Bent, for the last
30 or 40 years, has had a big experience in
every walk of life, and he is. a giant-a
triton amongst minnows. These poor gentlemen here have not a show by his side. I
would ask those honorable members to consider these matters honestly.
Mr. 'VILKINs.-Poor unfortunate be~~!

.

Mr. GAUNSON.-I do not conSIder the
honorable member for Collingwood a real
member of the Labour Party. Does that
honorable member know that the real object of the Labour Party is to pull up the
suffering community by pulling down all
the communitv?
~1r. BEARD.-He knows better.
1\1r. GA UN SON .--Their real object is
purelv for fhe benefit of the labouring
class,'" for the men who toil with their hands.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Nonsense.
Mr. GAUNSON.-It is God's truth.
They propose to pull them up by pulling
all institutionSi up by the roots, bY'means of
a social revolution j and I say that that
will make a pandemonium of this fair
country, and God forbid that they should
ever have the chance. The honorable m~m
ber for Collingwood and myself get on
admirably. We never have an angry word
with one another. If he shows me that my
views are wrong, I give way to his judgment, and I know that pe is prepared to
do the same when he is shown to be wrong.
But is that what the pledge says he is to
do? He is to do what he iSI told to do.
He is not a free agent if he has signed '
the pledge.
I say that sane Socialism
means the advancement of civilization, and
that insane Socialism, which I believe my
honorable friends are so sweet upon, honestly believing that they are right, only
makes for utter barbarism. It is a case of
civilization against barbarism, to my mind.
I am prepared to take my gruelling. o.f
course, my gruelling will ~me 'from thIS
House, because this House IS to put an end
h f
to special representation, and, t ere are,
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my constituents will not have an opportunity
of passing judgment upon me. But I am
prepared to take my gruelling at the hands
of my constituents, and I say that the honorable member for Essendon is not far
wrong when he said that the Labour Party
\yas a menace to the community.
~1r. ~IcGRATH.-According to Watt.
~1r. GAUNSON.-According to Gaunson.
Mr. WILKINS.-Two such clever men as
you ought to save the country.
7\lr. GAUNSON.-I do not pretend to
b.= a clever man.
Mr. WATT.-Neither do 1.
~"lr. GAUNSON.-I am-~1r. BEARD.-" What I am."
).o1r GAUNSON.-I am what God· made
me. I am, perhaps, not as other men.
Mr. BEARD.-Hear, hear.
:.\lr. GAUNSOX.-I do not pretend to
sign pledges, and I never will sign a pledge
of that kind. You may take your solemn
oath on that, Mr. Speaker. But I have not
had the courage to say they are a menace
to this community; the honorable member for Essendon has. Now that I have
plucked up a little courage to say that, I
say that they are people to fight with, for
they are a. danger to this community. As
Cromwell said, ' , We shall be the most
contemptiblest parcel of men that ever
existed if we allow these men to have the
sway they are aiming 'at." I desire to
make one little quotation from an American
writer' of grea.t repute in his country, as
to what, afte.r all, should be the aspir:::.tion
of citizensThe only happiness that can be recognised by
a true statesman as the birthrighf of mankind is
that which comes from intellectual and moral development, and from the subjugation of the brutal
instincts.

It is not because I was a bootmaker, at
one time turning out nine pairs of boots a
da;y., and now "on the best job ever I had
in my life, and I hope to keep it." That is
not the ideal of a gre.at partyIt matters comparatively little by what name
a Government is called, so long as the intellectual
and moral development of mankind, and the maintenance of justice among individuals, are its leading principles. A Government, like an individual,
may remain far below its ideal, but without an
ideal, governments and individuals are alike contemptible.

That is true.
If our friends had their
way, every poor mother's son of us would
be a mere grovelling beast.
Mr. COLECHIN.-This is another piece of
abuse.
[11 J-2
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Mr. GAUNSON.-I advi'se my honorable friend to go and have a cup of tea.
Mr. COLECHIN.-It would be better for
you if you took more tea sometimes.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Medical men sometimes recommend tea in extreme cases. I
recommend him to put a little :ice on the
top of his head. I proceed from that, sir,
to a higher plane. I now desire to refer
to the subject of Federal politics. It has
been said by some tha,t we have no right
to interfere in Federal politics, and that
the Federal politicians have no right to
interfere in State politics. I do not agree
with that view. I think that when we haye
parted with a great deal of our powers to
the Federal Parliament, we do not thereby
relieve ourselves in any shape or form from
the duty of watching over the best interests
of the people of this community. I think
it would be a monstrous thing to hold any
different doctrine. I see that the Federal
Parliament ha,s recent1)1 been slttmg,
clothed, and in its right mind, and going
in the direction of protection. We, as a
State which has gone in for protection,
should insist upon a policy of protection
being adopted for our own industriesfree-trade as amongst ourselves, preferential trade with the mother country, and then
protection a.gainst the. whole of the world
otherwise.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-That is the
wicket.
Mr. GAUNSON.-The Hon. Alfred
Deakin has taken the reins of government,
and whatever may be thought as to the
mode in which he has taken them-whether
the head can wag the tail, or the tail wag
the head, I care not-it seems to me that we
are now within a measurable distance of
having a protective Tariff.
I want to go a
little further. I say that we have scandalousl y betra. yed our trust with the people
of this country in neglecting to watch over
the interest of defence.
I believe that
Australia is in a very parlous condition,
and I believe that, if it persists in its policy
of a "Thite Australia, war is inevitahle. I
think it is time to look this auestion of a
White Australia straight in the face. In
connexion with the subject of defence, 1:
commend the Prime Minister for the views
which, I understand, he has given utterance to. I say, " Go on in your well-aoing.
Remember that we Victorians have to find
That is where the shoe
the money."
pinches. We have to find the money, and,
that being so, it is our simple duty, as
honorable men, not to neglect to see that
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that money is properly used.
I would go
3. step further.
In America, the revolutionary war was in part due to the intoler:lllce of the English officers to the Colonial.
We shaU never be worth a brass farthing
until we get rid of the English
officers, and trust to our own men,
Victorians and other Australians, who will
have to be the men behind the guns.
Let us train our own men. The Americans
did not rely upon English officers, and set
us an example in that regard. Indeed, if
it had not been for the American revolution, our liberties as Englishmen would have
been in a parlous state.
Every man in
America is a constitutional student. Until
we get rid of the scandalous way we tre"at
our colonial officers we will never have a
moment's peace. Take the case of Major
Carroll.
A Select Committee of the
Federal Senate sat on that case, and found
that the whole of the statements made by
th~ Commanding General of the day were
WIthout any truth, and yet Major Carroll has
heen chivied out by lies, by defamatory matter of the worst kind. I know what I am
saying, and I scorn the consequences. Until
you get rid of imported officers you will
never be worth a continental etcetera.
As to the question of a White Australia, I
.believe 'th~t i.t is a huge mistake to persist
In that pnncIple.
It is not necessarv in
deaIi'1.g with the coloured races, tha/ we
should have them for sons and daughters-inlaw. Let our friends of the Labour Party
rea? a book enti~led T fte Leopard's Spots.
It IS a book whIch shows how the ni~crers
captured the State Parliament of S~uth
Carolina, and how the white men had to
put up with insufferable insolence, the violation of white women, and so on.
Mr. BILLsoN.-Should we not then keep
Australia white?
l\fr. GAUNSON.-If we could.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Cannot we try?
Mr. GAUNSON.-No, we cannot.
Mr. COLECHIN.-What did you say about
the blacks in South Carolina, last night?
Mr. GAUNSON.-I said they were
thick-lipped, pot-bellied, woolly-headed
s~oundre]s.

}\fr. COLECHIN. - And now you want a
black Australia. Why do you wriggle?
1\1r. GA UNSON .-Is it possible for the
member who represents the Public Service
ever to put anythin,g jn the right light? I
ask honorable members to read the magnincent speech of a real statesman, every
line of which rings like a trumpet-the
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speech of Sir Hercules Robinson, when unveiling the statue of Captain Cook in Sydney in 1879. Sir Hercules, calling attention
to this very problem, saidYou will have to face the question of whether
you will allow, or can allow, at least one-half of
this great continent of Australia. to lie waste, or
whether you will have to cultivate it by Asiatic
labour under the supervision of Europeans.

You will notice that in sitting on this side
of the House I have fence.d myself in as
£ar as I can.
Mr. COLEcHIN.-But you sit on a rail
for all that.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I am reminded of a
thing I read many years: ago of a J apa..nese
gentleman. It was in the days when ladie's
were gallantly arrayed in big crinolines.
The Japanese gentleman, having been asked
why English ladies wore crinolines,
answered that it was necessary to enclose
them in ca!5,es to protect them against the
" embracings " of the gentlemen. Now, I,
too, am protected, as you see, and from my
position of vantage I ask the gentlemen on
this (the Opposition) side to read Sir Hercules Robinson's speech. They will find it
at page 338 of Blair's Encyclopedia of
Aust:ralia.

Mr. COLECHIN.-We will read anything,
so long as you do not ask us to read yourself.
Mr. GAUNSON.-The question is, Can
we, a mere handful of people, be allowed,
with hundreds of thousands of miles of
country undeveloped and unused - be
allowed, I say, by the millions of people
inhabiting the ,vorld-to say, that we will
not develoR this country ourselves, and that
we will not allow other people to do it?
The oommandment is that men have to be
fruitful and multiply, and go into the
waste places of the earth to acquire and
develop them. \Ve have to earn our bread
by the sweat of our brow. That decree
was not a curse, but the greatest blessing
ever conferred on mankind, and, here, let
me remark, that this is not a case of "I
am on the best job now that ever I had in
my life."
The honorable member for
Gippsland North gave a speech the other
night j I did not hear it, but I read
it j I read it with great pleasure.
It appeared to me to be a highl y practical
speech. The honorable member knows
what he talks about; he is a man who has
had practical experience. I do not pretend to
be an "Admirable" Chrichton-I leave
all the graces of that character to the honorable member for Albert Park and others,
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but I do pretend to know a mug when I
see one, and also to know a practical man.
The honorable member for Gippsland
North stated that the beet sugar industry
ought to be taken in hand very seriously,
and I agree with that, and I do earnestly
beseech the Premier, who is a very practical
man, to give his attention to this matter.
The Premier himself engaged in that business, I do not know to what extent, but he
did grow some beet for sugar-making purposes, and I am afraid there was not enough
money to push it on at that time. Again,
we all recollect the venture of Mr. Murray
I
Ross, which did not succeed either.
hope it will be clea.rly understood that I
am not contending for sugar-making at
Maffra, but for sugar-making throughout
Victoria, so that we may grow and eat our
own sugar, and spend our own money on
One honorable memwhite labour here.
ber threw out a challenge to. the Labour
Party, and I, too, ask them why they were
in favour of white labour as against coloured
labour; why their thoughtful, brainy men,
during all the years they have been blatherskiting about the Chinese in the furniture
trade, never thought of getting a bonus for
white as against coloured labour. I believe
that this matter is hardly fairly thrashed
out yet. In the Commonwealth Hansard of
30th June, I find the following : Mr. McvYILLIAMS.-On the 16th November,
just before last session closed, the House, on my
motion, ordered the preparation of a return, dealing with the position of the Queensland Government in regard to the sugar mills in that State
for the cost of the construction of which that
Government is directly or indirectly responsible.
That return has been prepared, and the Minister
of Trade and Customs has courteously sent me a
copy of it, but I should like the Prime Minister
to lay it upon the table as soon as possible, in
order that the information which it contains may
be available to honorable members generally.
Mr. McCAY.-I understand that the matter is
under the control of the Department of the Prime
Minister, and I have no doubt that, if the honorable member will make the request to the right
honorable gentleman when he arrives, what he
asks will be done.

You see then that the Queensland Government is directly or indirectly responsible
for the construction of their central sugar
mills.
Why should we not grow sugar
beet here, where we have nearly £I,QOO,ooo
worth of property lying idle? Let sugar
beet be grown all over Victoria, wherever
the soil and climate is suitable.
If the
Labour Party will go for that, I ",HI go
with them bald-headed. In the other matters, the\" must see that I have been onlv
gently administering to them a litt(e
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friendly advice.
Coming to the question
of railways, I would ask the Premier what
does he consider our railways were constructed for. For the direct end of mak·
ing money? Or, primarily, for the real,
true, and legitimate purpose of developing
the resources of this great country? Can
there be a doubt about that?
Mr. TouTcHER.-Do you know what the
Walhalla rail wa v was constructed for?
Mr. GAUNSON .-1 am very glad that
the honorable member has asked that quesfon. At the time I was returned as member to serve for Ararat, the rail wa y was
there for the first time. The place was
practically a desert-a howling wilderness.
The people had sold off their land to the
big squatters, and the whole place was in
a sort of chaos and ruin. The mistake the
Premier has made is in not continuing the
railway to Walhalla, for that is one C'f
the spots of Victoria that would prove a
hiealth resort in a peculiar way. There is
no other place in Victoria like Walhalla.
If the railwav were continued to Walhalla:
a new provin2e would be added to Victoria;
but the line where it stops now is like
Mahomet's coffin-it is suspended in
the air. The honorable member for 'V;ll·
halla deserves well, not merely of hjs own
constituents, but of the whole people, for
the work he has done in connexion with
that line.
I noticed the other night that
in dealing with closer settlement the honorable member for Dandenong made what
I thought was a most interesting speech,
and I beer to offer him my thanks.
It is
a fact th~t the Duffy Land Bill provided
for closer settlement, but it did not go off
because the people wanted to go further
afield.
We had lhen free selection before
survey. This closer settlement question
was thought of 40 or 50 years ago, long
before the Labour Party were fed on flapGoodIe. The honorable member for Dandenong gave a list of places where many
families ha.d been. settled on the land, and I
think he mentioned little Denmark, which
he said had 160,000 fam~lies settled on an
average of six acres each. Does it not
reall y come back to this, that after all in
matters of production and agriculture there
is no race upon the earth that can wallop
the Chinese? What wealth do they not
produce on four, five, and six acres of
land? Is there anyone who can deny the
fact that there are no earth wallopers to
Can
e1ual the Chinese in that respect?
we not imitate them, and excel them in
course of time? Is it not time 'that we
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understood what it is that makes the Chinese such a brilliant r-ace in producing from
the land?
~Ir. TouTcHER.-They work seven days
a week.
~1r. GAUNSON.-That is not the reason. Many years ago I read a book written by Sir John Davies, who "vas the first
English Governor of Hong Kong. He
had been the factor for the East India
Company. He put it that agricultur~ took
a leading position amongst the Chmese.
We all know that the first religious ceremony performed by the Chinese ~mperor
is the turrung of the sad with the :spad~.
The agriculturist is of more account m
China than the soldier. The Chinese are
the most industrious and persistent workers
on the soil, and:, as Sir John Davies points
out, it is their cheerfulness that makes them
so successful. Are not these ample grounds
for teaching our people to become good
aariculturists in the highest, truest, and
b~st sense of the word? I find that in
the old country there is a Bill pending in
the House of Commons, styled, "The Agricultural Education in Elementary Schools
Bill," for the teaching of agdtculture in
the various Government schools of Great
Britain. Fancy that! Tha~ is somethiD:g
like a reasonable state of thmgs. That IS
beginning at the beginning, and training
the tree in the way jlI1 wliich it should go.
Weare told in the last report from the
Director of Education that he is going to
put in force something of the ~indJ here,
but it wouTd have been better If he had
pointed out that it is already on the sto~ks
of the House of Commons. The PremIer
has prorn.i,sed in the Governor's ~pee~h that
he will deal with the anomalIes m the
Public, Service Acts. It is high time that
that was done. I will give two or three
instances of the anomalies that have occurred. The Legislature provided, und~r
the Reclassification Act, that the PublJc
Service Commissioner could recommend
the Governor in Council to put into permanent ·positions those officers who had
been acting. It happened that several
gentlemen jumped from a ver~ lowly P?SItion over the heads of hundreds of semors
-that men in the fifth class got into the
third, and even the second class, under th~t
state of things. The result was that SIr
George Turner brought down a Bill, that
subsequently became the Act, which ma~e
provision for these officers to put the:r
claims forward, and that the Pu?lIc
Service Commissioner should
consIder
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them.
About 132 appealed, of whom
seventeen were successful.
?\jne of
these have had their payment rightly
added, but the other eight have not.
These eight men have a right to be placed
in a proper legal position-t~at is, to ~e
treated as if they were occupymg the p.OSItions at the time when the law came mto
force. In dealing with all the Government
Departments, the Law Department is the
one I find most difficult.
The Government
are holding a Cabinet meeting on Friday
next, not to consider what B.m they should
bring down, but what they can. effect by
administration. I have always belIeved, and
still believe, that administration is much
more to the point than the passing of laws.
If we have our laws well administered we
have the chief trouble set at rest. In dealjng with the Departments generally, t~e
Premier will have to look at two cases 111
particular. Honorable members are. well
aware that they hlave not now to haunt the
public offices to get justice for those who
used to be their constituents, but they know
full well that no man can get an increment
or promotion unless recommended by the
permanent head, and! that that recomm~n
dation has to be indorsed by the CommISsioner. Dr. Barker, of the Lunacy Department, was refused. re~ommendation by
Mr. McCreery for hIS mcrement.
Dr.
Barker under the Act, had the right of
appeal: did appeal to the Com~issioner,
and the Commissioner granted_ hIS appeal.
The Act savs that the Commissioner may
grant the officer the pay. Although that
appeal was successful, the position has
been ignored.
.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-It was not In my
time.
Mr. GAUNSON.-No. I have t~e report of the Public Service ~ommis?:oner,
which was presented to ParlIament 111 th.e
year 1903, and referring to that case It
states-An important question arose during the ye~r
1902 as to the effect of section 10 of the Pubhc
Service Act 1900.
That section ~r0.vides that. an
officer may appeal to the CommisslOner agalOst
the refusal of his permanent head to recommend
the granting him of a higher rate of pay f.or
which he may be eligible, and that the Con;mlssioner, may, if he think fit, grant such hIgher
rate of pay, al though it has not been recommended
by the permanent head.

He really has literally quoted the ,vords
of the section.
In the case under notice, a professional officer
became eligible for a considerable increment to
his salary; his permanent head, however, refuse.d
to recommend the payment, on the gro~lOd that It
had not, as requIred by the regulatlOns, been
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earned by efficient service, as the office.r. had not
exercised sufficient control and supervIsIon over
his subordinates. Against this refusal the officer
a.ppealed to me, and after holding an inquiry, I
a.I1owed the appeal, and issued a .certificate rec0!llmending the Governor in CouncIl to pay the m.crement. I learnt afterwards that an Order in
Council had been passed that this recommendation be not approved.

I think that is grossly illegal.
Consequently, the officer was not gra.n!ed the
increment, and his appeal and. my deCISIon be.came futile. Although I recogmse that whe.re th~
Public Service Acts require a recommendatIOn of
the Commissioner to be approved by the Governor
in Council, it is within the discretion of the Government (if it chooses to take the responsibility)
to refuse the approval, the. wording of the sectio.n
relating to appeals seems mtended to remove thIS
particular case from the general. r~le. ,The ~ff.ect
of the disapproval of the CommlssIOner s declSI~m
was to make the Minister instead of the CommIssioner the judge.

The meaning of that being, I take it, that
nothing more irregular could be conceived
than that persons who had not heard the
witnesses, had not observed the demeanour
of the witnesses, who knew practically little
or nothing of the case-in other words,
Ministers-should dare to interfere in any
case of this kind. I think the law must be
respected. I will take a case' of a somewhat similar character in the Law Department.
And here I must express my profound astonishment that a lawyer like the
Attorney-GeneTal should allow for one moment the law to be, in my humble judgment,
so outrageously broken as in the case I am
now about to relate. There is a gentleman
named Smith. His increment the Secretary
to the Law Deoartment recommended, and
then withdrew ~his recommendation, which,
to my mind, is an illegal thing to do. However, that is immaterial. Upon that withdrawal, tantamount to a refusal, Mr. Smith
appealed to the Commissioner. The Commissioner heard the appeal :and decided in
favour of :Mr. Smith. That decision, as in
the case of Dr. Barker, has been outrageousl y ignored, and I maintain that it is
time this law should either be wiped from
the statute-hook, or else should be respected. I look to the Premier to regulate
his Ministers, and to keep them under control, and I hope he will do::> so, no matter
how high in station they may be. N ow I
see the Premier has promised through the
Governor's speech a Bill "for removing
certain anomalies in the Public Service
Acts."
}lr. BENT.-My word, that is a big job.
l\Ir. GAUNSON.-It is a big job; but
the Premier would not be Hercules if he
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did not put his shoulder to the ,,·heel.
What is the use of investing him with the
grand po\\"ers he has got unless. they are
used; and I look upon the PremIer as having shoulders broad enough for any job~
I mean of a good character. I observe m
the Ag e of the II th of J ul y~Mr. WILKINS.-Do you quote the Age?
Mr. GAUNSON.-I do remember saying that I. would never mention t~e name
of that paper in the chamber agam; but,
sir, alth:)l1gh I do not think any more of it
now than I did at that time, I know that
David Syme and myself must. g~ a~oft to
answer for our misdeeds, and It IS Just as
well to be charitable before we pass away
from this scene. On the lIth July the Age
saidThe question of promotions,. in~rement~, r«:grading, and correcting anomalIes Ill. the I u~hc
Service is to be considered at a speCIal meetmg
of the Cabinet on Friday next, not with t~e. purpose of further legislation, but to enable. ~mIst~rs
to decide what shall be done by admmistratlOn
under the present Act.

Now, there are two or thr~e little. matte:s
that I would like the PremIer to dIrect hIS
attention to at the special meeting of the
I am not
Cabinet that is referred to.
going to follow the e::,ample of .the honorable member representmg the RaIlways Service (Mr. Solly), and speak for half-anhour over these matters, but I will just mention' them briefly. The first is as regards
transfers of officers from the Railway Department to the Income Tax Office. The
Act, to my mind, is plain, that these transfers were to be made, and could lawfully
be made. It has been deemed, however,
by some legal mind that this poor foolish
Parliament does not know how to express
itself in the English language, and they
contend that these poor gentlemen are out
in the cold-not in either the Railway Service or the Public Service, but between the
That is
devil ~d the deep. sea.
one subject for the Premier to consider.
There is another gentleman I
know, and in his case it was thought
that, on being transferred. from the
Railway Department to the Mmes Department he was not in the Public Service
N ow I am convinced that no man can read
the Act except in the way that I read it,
namel y, that where any perS0n is transferred, necessarily, by impli-:ation, it carries with it the power of transfer. Then
comes the case of men who are in what is
called the general division-what used to
be called the noo-clerical division.
All
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those men want to bei taken over when they
have passed the necessary examination ~o
the clerical division, and to have theIr
rights preserved.
I want that matter to
be considered, or at least they do, and I
am only mouthing their desire.
Mr. BENT.-Will the Hansard report of
your speech be ready for the meeting on
Friday?
Mr. GAUNSON.-I have two or three
other little matters for the Premier to attend to and I will see him in the meantime. ' There is a curious anomaly in
the Public Service at the present time.
. There are some 2,000 gentlemen in the service who are only called temporary hands,
although they have been there, generally
speaking, from 10 to 20 and 30 years. The
curious part of the business is that, although
the profession.al ability in some instances is
not so great, the temporary hands, are
getting better pay than .the. perm~nent officers.
While the PremIer IS talkmg about
putting on these 2,000 men to have the
benefit or otherwise of the separate representation-he knows what I refer to-will
he give this matter consideration, and fill
up these vacancies in the Public Service?
Let there be no more of this nonsense about
temporary hands, but let us have something
like law and order in connexion with the
Public Service.
There is no law at all in
it now.
The Public Service Commissioner
is no protection to the Ministry nor to the
service.
It is all a sham and a delusion
and a snare.
There are a number of increments to be dealt with, and the present
Treasurer as a careful custodian of the
public funds does not like parting with ~he
public money in that way.
May I pomt
out to him one fair and honest mode of
getting money?
Mr. BENT. - We parted with £31,000
this year, at any rate.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I hope the honorable
gentleman will p.art with more if it is just.
Fiat justitia, ruat clXlu~-l~t the blessed
ceiling fall, but let )ustJce be done.
That is a free translatIOn.
The leader
of the Opposition has spoken of unclaimed dividends.
In my early days,
when I was a member of this House, there
was a m.an named Bowman in it. On page
I432 of volume 27 of Hansard, 1877, Mr.
Bowman is reported thusMr. Bowman asked the Chief Secretary if he
would request the various banks of the colo~y to
furnish a return showing the amount on depOSIt, or
otherwise, which was "held by them. and. not
claimed from the commencement of theIr busmess
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up to 1St January, 1871." He said it was generally
believed that the amount of money held by t~e
banks which had not been claimed for the last S~)i
years was about £500,000. If that sum wer~. In
the hands of the Government, they could utllIze
the interest obtainable upon it, which, at 5 per
cent., would be £25,000 a year-an amount that
would go a long way to pr?specting ~or gOld: No
doubt a considerable portIOn of thIS unclaImed
money had been deposited with the banks by gold
miners. He thought that the Government would
be better custodians of it than the banks; and that
it might be desirable to introduce ~ Bill. on the
subject. TheIe had been n.o bank faIlures m Melbourne, so far, but there mIght be; and, of course,
a person seeking for the return of money, .deposited in his name, would have no remedy agamst
a bankrupt institution. If, however, the money
were in the hands of the Government, there would
be no risk of its not being forthcoming if it were
demanded by the owners at any time.

The idea of the leader of the Opposition
about unclaimed deposits is stolen from the
speech of :Mr. Bowman, who has long since
departed to his ancestors.
Mr. Bowman's
suggestion w.as th.at the money sho~ld ~e
spent in prospectmg.
My suggestIOn :s
that the unclaimed money, for the past SIX
years at all events-that is since the banks
have been reconstructed-should go into the
hands of the Government, who will let it
out at interest, a~d the interest might form
a very valuable asset to pay the increments
to the Public Service. That is a suggestion
worth carrying out.
I do not claim to be
an expert about the mode in which the Lands
Department is run, nor have I the. ~heek !o
call myself anything but a practItIOner In
Hie law.
There are very few that are
lawyers except a few that I happen to see
jn this chamber. I do not know anybody
else.
The honorable member for Gippsland North said last weekI can give a few examples of the delay, the
chaos and the stagnation in that particular Department.

I do not think that the fault of this state
of things lies wit? the offi~e~s, nor do .I
ThIS
say that it lies WIth the lYhmster.
is a Department which has tremendously
outgrown its original proportions, and is
being run under a senes of Acts that are
enormously lengthy and dreadfully complicated.
Mr. BENT. - That was all through a
lawyer Minister of Lands.
That killed
the whole concern.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I do not call Mr.
Best a lawyer:
I anI), call him a practitioner in the law like myself.
When I
was there as Minister I had not time to
make any mark. With the greatest good
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feeling towards the officers of the Department and the Minister, it really does seem
to me that very few of the officers understand the law they are administering. Take,
The forests
for instance, wattle bark.
branch sued a man as· for a criminal offence
.and convicted him for having in his possession wattle bark. On behalf of that individual I appealed to the General Sessions,
,and after two days' arg.ument the Judge
decided that wattle bark in that case
was not timber within the meaning
of the word in the lease under
The
which the lessee held that land.
whole of the conditions, without exception,
'under which the various titles are held in
this country, should undergo a revision with
a view to greater simplification and greater
teaching of the tenants how really to improve their land.
The attempt to put an
'embargo on persons ,vishing to cultivate
wattle or any other kind of trees should be
put a stop "to. The officers, not through
their fault, but through the fault of this
House, are administering the Acts in a sort
()f hocus pocus fashion, because they really
-do not understand them. That will account
for the chaos.
The delays are due to the
fact that the Surveyor-General is not put
<on to his proper work, which is surveys.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - The Surveyor-General has too many duties imposed
<m him.
Mr. GAUNSON.-That is exactly it.
There is an old proverb, "Let the cobbler
stick to his last."
Mr. BENT.-There is another old phrase
:about working a willing horse to death.
Mr. GAUNSON.-It is ,not right to
work the willing horse to death.
Mr.
Reed is a very able man, but he has too
manv duties put upon him.
Confine him
to his proper duties, and then the dela.ys
in settling people on the land will not
arise.
It has been said that our Crown
lands which remain are worthless.
To
go back to ancient history again, I came
'into the House a rude, unpolished lad, on
25th May, 1875, and I struck up a row
lnstanter with everybody.
To show that
'it was said ,,0 years ago that the M,allee
'scrub was worthless, I will quote from page
1 29 of volume 21 of Hansard what was
said by Mr. Purves, the .honorable ,and
"learned member for Mormngtonat_ that
timeAs to the Mallee scrub, he had personal experience of hundred of miles of that most delightful
'Country, and he declared it to be useless.
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I spoke afterwards, and was reported on
the next page, as follows:In his (Mr. Gaunson's) opinion, the Mallee scrub
country was available for the best kind of selection.

Who was the better prophet in that instance?
Mr. HARRIS.-You were.
Mr. GAUNSON.-One good turn de-.
serves another.
The honorable member
for Gippsland North and the honorable
member for Dandenong said that the
Maffra beet-growing oountry was very
like California.
I find that in 1880, on
page 1270 of volume 35 of Hansard, I
was reported as follows:Mr. GAUNSON remarked that a prophet had
no honour in his own country.

Mr. W ATT.-Is "that the origin of the
saying?
Mr. COLECHIN.-That has never been
read for twenty-five years until now.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Will the honorable
and able member allow me to say that the
more he reads of my speeches, the broader
,his brain will become? The report continuesHe held in his hand a little book of 700 pages
called Forest Culture and Eucalyptus Trees, published in San Francisco in 1876, the preface to
which stated that it contained" the results of the
comprehensive and scholarly study of Australia's
great botanist, Baron Ferdinand von Mueller."

I would ask the honorable member for Geelong whether he has ever read those lectures
of Baron Ferdinand von 1\1 ueller ?
Mr. COLECHIN.-A very decent fellowlike you, a little out-of-date.
Mr. GAUNSON.-There was one thing
about him, he was not only good at the Ibottom, but was not gone at the top.
In
that preface, which I am very sorry I have
not by me 1 the editor-for the' book was only
a pure reprint, with not a single word of
the lectures altered-said the book was a
mere reprint, because the climatic conditions of Victoria were so closelY allied to
those of California that there was no necessity to alter a single line.
Mr. BENT.-On cork oak and marram
grass he was good.
Mr. GAUNSON.-If honorable members want a poetic, a lovely, and a beautiful
description of forest life, they will get it
there.
One is' onl v a babv until he has
read those lectures, and I ~ecom.mend my
friend, the honorable member for Geelong,
to be a Ibaby no longer. When I think of
what I have read I am reminded of the story
of Sir John Maynard, when addressing a.
J
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man known in history as Bloody Jeffreys,
or Sir George Jeffreys, the Chief Justice of
the King.'s Bench. Sir John Maynard was
the father of the law, a man who, when William reigned over us, was so old that the
Prince, taking notice of him, said, "Sir,
you must have survived all your contemporaries," and Sir John Maynard replied, "If
YOU had not come' over, I should have sur,+,'ed the Jaw itself." Well, Sir George
Jeffreys, in his insolent way, said
to Sir John Maynard, Ii Brother John"
-for Maynard was a sergeant, and
the etiquette of the profession was
that the Judge should call him brother"You are forgetting your law." "Yes,"
said the old gentleman, turning to Jeffreys,
"I have forgotten more law, Sir George,
than you ever learned.") am an omnivorous
reader. If my honorable friend would go to
bed with his books, and never get up, and
die with them there, he would never have
read half as much as I have.
I think
I have touched lightly upon the Public Service.
Mr. WILKINS.-Much learning will not
make you mad, my friend.
Mr. GAUNSON.-The honorable member must know that when Agrippa said that
to Paul, Agrippa was very much beside the
mark, because Paul was an exceedingly
learned man, and has left behind him
throughout the world a reputation which has
endured for centuries, as a great mental
fiE",hter, of whom the world may be proud,
whether we believe in the Christian religion
or not. I come now to the subject of the
Department of Public Instruction.
We
have a director tcere, and that gentlemanfortunate man !-sprang from about £320 a
year to £I,OOO. I should like to know how
that was done. The teachers are in a state
of downright misery. The honoraJble member for Essendon asked a question last
week about the appointment of Mr.· Byatt.
That was a grossly illegal appointment.
There is. a Continuation School.
There is
a gentleman named Watson who applied
for it, but was told he was too good, andI think I am right in my memory therethat there was not sufficient work for him.
Two men were put there at larger expense
than if Mr. Watson had received the appointment. I ask the Premier to watch
that Department particularly. because I tell
him that there is a sort of terror running
throughout the service, and the number of
teachers who are asking to be put off on
pension will alann the Treasurer when he
comes to see it presently.
Why is this?
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Because there is an impossible programme,.
and it is to b€:'. a g.reat and magnificent
change in the education system.
:Mr. BENT.-Are there many ill of body
there?
Mr. GAUNSON.-Yes. I had a most
pitiful letter from a gentleman who was.
always able to satisfy the Department- until
the impossible programme was put forward.
Mr. BENT.-I know one who turned out,.
and he was tip-top the other day.
Mr. Gl},UNSON.-I belieye that was a
genuine case.
Mr. BENT .-A sort of resurrection!
Mr. GAUNSON.-There are always resurrections.. Thank God, according to the·
Christian hope, there is a resurrection for
us all, even the worst. As I have stated,
I had a pitiful letter from one gentleman.
He has been told that he is not up to the
standard, and he is asked to rise to the
occasion.
That is the grandiloquent
language that is used. The poor devil is
going off his nut, and th'ere are other
teachers in the same position. I tell the
Minister that, so far from education bein~.
better, it is worse. The good old system
of education is being literally torn
to pi'e)Ces, and under this fad of
secondary
schools,
and
continuation
schools, and University, every boy and
every girl, instead of being taught sufficient to enable them to fight the battle of
life, is being taught something else.
I
believe the Premier said that he would
rather the girls were taught to play: the
piano. I hope to God they will never be·
taught such nonsense. Of all the curses
ever invented, playing the piano is the
worst.
Mr. BENT .-Do they play the pianola?
:Mr. GAUNSON.-All this is a mistake.
I know what I am talking about. I have
myself been 50 years at the game, and a
precious poor hand I am at it now. The
idea of every little girl pIa vil1g the piano,
and every little boy fitting himself to be the
Premier, or Speaker! They have no more
show of that than I have of going below
when I die. The simple system of education is being utterly destroyed, and, what
someone has called I' Instruction ladled out
in a hurn~!," is taking its place. The boys'
and girls are not being taught what is reasonable, fair and sufficient, but are being
taught all sorts of fads and arrant nonsense of the worst kind. The director 1S
a strong man; the Minister "Is not; and I
look to the Premier to put the Department
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in order. There will have to be a Commission to look into the matter, and that
very soon.
Mr. HANNAH.-That is two Commissions you want?
~1r.
GAUNSON.-Whenever we ha,·c
anything wrong I want a Commission, and
I will put the honorable member on one.
I have had charges made to me of gross
favoritism, and 1 am afraid that those
<:harges are true. Honorable members will
recollect that last. session there was a
Teachers Bill, and the Minister here, who is
the under-study, and who 1 expect to step
into the shoes of Minister of Public Instruction-~1r. "rATT.-He is the Minister.
~Ir. GAUNSON.-All right.
Let him
take my language to heart. That Department, in my estimation, is a fraud. But
now let me get on to the teachers. At a
smoke ,night given to me by my constituents,
when they presented me with' 70 guineas,
of which I was devilish glad, Mr. Ra.w,
a teacher who had been my opponent at
the election, in a very generous and manly
speech, stated that he and other gentleme~
had persistently waited on me night after
night, trying to indoctrinate me with their
views as to the magnificence of that Bill,
and that 1 had listened with every care and
kindly feeling to what they said, hoping to
learn from them. But that gentleman said
that Ur. Gaunson was not sa.tisfied, and
that he expressed his determination to oppose that Bill. "Now," said he, addressing the ~oo or 300 gentlemen, "1 desire to
thank :Hr. Gaunson for his opposition to
that Bill.
He was right, and 1 was
wrong."
The ladies who waited on me
'about that Bill told me that it was the most
'scandalous of all the Bills that had been
presented to Parliament, so far as the lad,·
tea.chers were concerned. 1 come back to
myoId subject. 1 want to know how the
director sprang from some £300 a year to
£I,OOO ?
~1r. BE~T.- You had better give us the
oates.
~lr. GAUKSON.-I will.
',Mr. BENT.-Give them now, and I will
look it up.
~1r. GAUNSON.-You are like the late
~lr. Justice Kerferd, who wanted to take
a note of everything. 1 am rapidly approaching the end of my lengthy peroration. I am glad to think that 1 am cheererl
'in making that statement. 1 now approach
with fear and trembling the subject of the
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police. During the recess, an enormous
deputation waited on the Chief Sec'retar\'
to complain of an oppressive and ridiculoll~
order, and the Chief Secretary, in the long
run, saw that it was so. With a O'ood deal
of misgiving and heart burning, the honor~ble gentleman brought himself to say tha~
It was an oppressive order, and that it
ought not to have been put into force.
Whilst it was stated in the press, and untruthfully so, that this was only a temporary order, to take effect during the holidays, for several weeks the constables were
confined to barracks, and never got out.
except when on duty parading the streets.
That was not the anI y immense deputation
that waited on the Government.
One
great deputation of hundreds waited on the
~r~mier with reference to keeping the age
hmit at 60 years. At that interview the
Chief Commissioner was in attendance. I
then honestly thought and said that the
deputation was not a demonstration acr.ainst
the Chief Commissioner.
That w;s my
honest conviction at the time.
I ha,,:e
since come to the conclusion that it was nothing but an enormous demonstration of
dissatisfaction, disrespect, and ill-will to
the Commissioner.
What are we to think
of a force ruled by a Chief CommisSIOner who cannot get an atom of respect
from any of the officers or any of the men?
A Commission composed of members of
this House investigated the condition of
the pulice force some years ago.
1 propose to ask the attention of honorable
members to a few extracts from their reMr. Francis Longmore was the
port.
chairman, a gentleman who has passed
away from us, but who with all his fa.ults
was as honest as daylight.
Mr. George
'Vilson Hall was a memher, and other members were Mr.E. G. Dickson and Mr. Georcre
~. Fincham. Mr. Dickson is gathered ~o
hIS fathers, and Mr. Fincham is still with
llS.

Mr. OUTTRIM.-No; he is not.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I regret to hear that.
He was a man 1 knew very well, and had
a great esteem for.
But all these members of the Police Commission were responsible public ch.aracters, and their chief
guiding, spirit was Mr. James Graves.
Mr. BENT.-" Howljng" Graves?
i\-Ir. GAUNSON.-Yes, he was a good
howler.
James Howlin Graves.
I
mention the name because 1 want to say
something about a relative of his in connexion with the Chief Commissioner of
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Police. That Commission presented seve- report respecting the discove!y of the stolen pic.
tures, would have at once disclo.sed the tru.th or
ral reports, and a special one upon the otherwise
of the detectives allegation, but, on indetective branch, which saidquiry, it was found that this document had. b:en
In the opinion of your Commissioners, th.e de~ec
tive force has been for some years detenoratIng
in prestige and efficiency, and at the pres~nt tin:e
appears to be in its personnel so demorallzed, .m
its relations with the general force so antagol1lstic, and in its system of working so iniquitous,
that it may be regarded as ~ittle less than a standing menace to the commul1lty.

These words, true then, are intensifiedly
true to-night.
I turn over several pages
and read the case of James Walshe. There
are one or two curious reminiscences I can
gi ve the House in connexion with this case.
Jas. Walshe tendered evidence in. sUPEort of
Patrick Boardman's statement respectmg the employment of fiz-gigs. He also charged Detective
O'Callaghan with having, in a manner, condoned
a felony rather than have a criminal in his pay
prosecuted. Walshe, who was indis'putably a very
bad character, had, in company with two men
named Bird and Taylor, stolen certain pictures
and sold them to a woman named Mrs. Lamb,
residing in Franklin-street.
Her place was
searched by Detectives O'Callaghan and Nixon
for a portion of the jewellery stolen from Mr.
vVebster about the same time, and those pictures,
and other stolen articles, were discovered.

Would that be Mr. Webster of Brighton?
Mr. BENT.-I think so; he has gone
aloft.
Mr. BAILES. - He does not want any
jewellery there.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I am sorry that an
honorable member should say that of a
man, who, like poor Tom Bowling, has
'gpne aloft. The report continuesMrs. Lamb, according to her statement, informed the detectives that she purchased them
from Walshe, Bird, and Taylor. Some short time
afterwards O'Callaghan met Walshe in Bourkestreet, and, in effect, charged him with the robbery
of the property recovered, but, as the latter
threatened to implicate Taylor, who was alleged
to be a fiz-gig, the detective told him to say no
more about the matter. In reply to this, Detectives O'Callaghan and Nixon assert that the names
given them by Mrs. Lamb, as the persons from
whom she· had purchased the pictures, were vVatson, Yates, and Carter, who, at the time, were
under committal for the Webster jewellery
robbery.

The Yates spoken of was a man who subsequently murdered a policeman in New
South Wales, shot the poor unfortunate
Constable Johnstone, and wlio- w~en pursued committed suicide by shooting himself.
The report goes on to sayMrs. Lamb's evidence, under severe cross-examination, was not in the least shaken as to the
information she had given to the detectives, that
she purchased the goods from Walshe, Bird, and
Taylor. A reference to the supplementary crime

removed from the office, so that the CommIssIon
were met by the same difficulty that arose at almost every stage where Detective O'Callaghan's
conduct was open to question.

So this report sets out that convicts' photographs were stolen, that crime reports
and other papers were stolen also. The
same! kind of thing is going on to-day. The
same difficulty exists as when the Cs>mmission said that Detective O'Callaghan's conduct was open to question. The Commissioners, in their report, also stateYour Commissioners do not desire, without
ample proof, to condemn those officers (Detectives
O'Callaghan and Nixon) of having wilfully removed or destroyed the documents in order to
conceal their real share in the transaction, but
they cannot refrain from expressing the opinion
that the whole matter is enshrouded in an atmosphere reflecting discredit upon the Department,
and raising doubts as to the genuineness and truth
of the detectives concerned. The allegation made
by them that the removal of this document and
others was the result of a conspiracy against them
is unworthy of notice. Your Commissioners do
not place much confidence in Walshe's evidence,
but it seemed as reliable in many particulars as
that given by Detectives O'Callaghan and Nixon;
and it served, not only to throw light upon the
internal disorganization of the office, but to support the statement made by another witness that
the criminal, Charles Taylor, was a fiz-gig in the
employment of the detectives.

I will not read the Boardman case, although it is worth reading.
The report
is No. 10, of the session of 1883, and there
honorable members can read the case for
themsel ves.
Mr. MURRAY.-Do you know where
Boardman is at the present time?
Mr. GAUNSON.-Ask O'Callaghan.
Mr. MURRAY.-Don't you think you
would get more reliable inform.ation by
asking somebody else?
Mr. GAUNSON.-Ask Mr. O'Callaghan. I emphasize the part of the report
which says that Detectives o 'Callaghan,
Duncan, and Nixon were not trustworthy,
and that their retention in the force could
not be to the credit or to the advantage of
the Public Service.
Mr. BILLSoN.-What Government reappointed him after such a damaging report?
Mr. GAUNSON.-There is such a thing
as political influence. Ask what Government appointed O'Callaghan to his present
office? I do- not blame the honorable
member for Allandale, but I do blame
Trenwith for appointing him.
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Mr. G. H. BENNETT (Ric1tmond).-No j
he was opposed to him.
Mr. GAUNSON.-But I have the authority of the honorable member for Allandale himself on that point. He may be
wrong, but he is my authority. The Age,
in a leading article of the 4th Jul y inst. ,;
makes a very strong attack on the present
disorganization of the force. It says, in a
joke-what this paper says in a joke, I bel ieve is trueIn their hours of unreserve, when these night
prowlers are off duty and indulge in revelry, one
can easily imagine Mr. William Sikes proposing
the toast of the Police amidst musical honours,
and Burglar Bill responding in eulogistic terms,
lauding the harmonious relations which exist between the "force" and the members of his profession.

Next I will call the Premier's attention to
a long paragraph in the Age of the 7th
inst., -headed" The Burglary Boom " - Mr. BENT .-Get the Chief Secretary to
look at that; I cannot read these things.
Mr. GAUNSON.-If I have to wait until I get a proper inquiry into the rotten
state of the police- from the Chief Secretary, I will have to wait until Doomsday.
Several HONORABLE MEMBERS.-Withdraw.
Mr. GAUNSON.-The matter wants a
strong hand, and I look to the Premier to
take it up.
Mr. BENT.-That is not the way. You
are refit.'Cting upon a member of the Cabinet.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I do not want to
get rid of anv honest man in the force,
but I want dishonest men turned out.
That is all I want.
How comes it that
the Chief Secretary has never gone into
these matters? I have restrained myself,
and I will go on with my quotations. Mr.
Brabason, the manager - of an insurance
company, saidAbout ten years ago I went into the matter, and
wrote to the Chief Commissioner of Police, asking his permission to reward the detectives who
recovered stolen goods and obtained convictions
to the extent of 20 per cent. of the value of the
goods recovered. This was allowed, and when
the conditions were complied with, I forwarded
a cheque to the Chief Commissioner for division
amongst the men I named. This was done, and
a receipt sent to me by the Department. The
last occasion this occurred the money had to be
divided amongst three detectives, and after this
was arranged one of them came to me with a
fourth man, who, he said, had done portion of
the work, and was entit1ed to a share of the reward. "Oh, well," I said, "You want the
amount of the cheque cut up into four instead
of three?" "Oh, no," replied the detective,
"You can spring another share, can't you?"
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Does the Premier recollect that at Caulfield it was stated openly that no one could
get anything done without money? Money
has been offered for the recovery of stolei1
property, the stolen property has been restored, and no question has been asked
:\"0 one can doubt that
about the thieves.
certain of our detecti,-eYs are in league ,,"ith
thieves.
Mr. BENT.-That was a wild statement
at Caulfield.
Mr. GAUNSON.-It was the truth. Is
this a wild statement? There is a detective named Fryer, who, in the musler-room,
said- something to the effect that he was. not
a man who had received £50 from ~Ioss
for condonin.g forgery; he was not the man
who went to bazaars in light pantaloons
and gave £25 to charities. At that time
a sergeant of the detectives, I suppose,
with a view to throw oil on the waters, held
up a ruler, and obseryed that it was very
crooked. Fryer said, "Not half so crooked
as many of the men in the Department. "
Sergeant MacNIanamny wrote complaining
of these words having been used, and
said t~ey were intended to have reference
to himself.
Fryer was written to by the
Chief Commissioner of Police, who called
upon him to state who he meant had received the money from Moss, and who were
crooked in the Department. Fryer replied
that he could not safely make any statements, except under oath, before a Royal
Commission.
The Chief Secretary has
had these papers in his hands for a long
time.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I have had them,
and I got the Crown Solicitor's opinion today, and I propose to deal with it to-morrow. That case is sub judice.
Mr. GAUNSO~.-Sub judice? Fiddlesticks! The Chief Commissioner asked
Fryer to put in black and white what he
said, which waul d make him crimi naIl y
liable.
Mr. BENT .-Is not what the Chief Secretary has stated fair?
Mr. GAUNSON.-Why should I not b€'
consulted, as the representative of th€'
Public Officers?
That is God's blessing
coming home. Is not that a serious statement ?
Does it not show the disorganization existing? It would not be safe
for the detective to make that statement,
except before a Royal Commission, because, under the Evidence Act, no man iR
answerable for anything- he sayS! before a
Royal Commission; except for perjury. Hf
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is thus protected, so that the public inteFryer has laid a
rests may· be served.
complaint against an officer of the police
force. It is not long since that officer
went before a board to find out whether he
was drunk when lying in the gutter, or
whether he was only suffering from influenza.
This particular report, or one of
the reports of a Royal Commission, points
out that they have no confidence in these
boards, because, in their opinion, they a.re
really only created to whitewash certain
people. I have my idea as' to the appointment of that board in that case, and I
think that by the nod of my head honorable members know what I mean.
Mr. BENT.-I suppose you think what I
think of that particular case?
Mr. GAUNSON.-I do not believe in
boards being appointed to whitewash. That
statement of Mr. Brabason's goes on furtherAs it was my policy to keep in with them, I
did so.
But it is a remarkable thing that since
that date we have never had any goods insured by
this company recovered, so that I have not had to
pay any reward.

Then he is askedDo you mean by that that the inducement
offered the police by you is not sufficient to encourage them to try to recover goods?

1\1r. Brabason repliedI say that the goods are not recovered. There
are too many "receivers" about, and the police
know it.

Shall I state what I know myself? The
Chief Secretary knows it, for he defended
one of them. There was a poor old gentleman named Scott, who had his watch
stolen on the Flemington race-course. He
told some of his friends, who advised him
to report the matter, and to offer a reward.
He reported the matter, and offered a reward. and within a few minutes the watch
was in his possession, and the reward was
handed over. That gentleman asked where
,ras the thief, and was told that he was
let go. The old gentleman came to my
office, and interviewed! my partner. I did
not want to be at daggers drawn with the
police, and I shunted him. He was not,
however, to be shunted. He laid his complaint, and an investigation was made, and
one of the detectives was dismi·ssed, whilst
another was put into the plain-clothes
police. What do honorable members think
of that? I have seen the receivers of stolen
property jugged, and a policeman deserves
to be jugged ten times over when he receives stolen property. I travelled in the
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train to Broadford some weeks ago, in the
company of an honorable member of this
House, who, in the course of conversation,
told me of several instances of stolen
watches being put on the counter and the
reward paid. Will anyone say that that
sort of thing can go on unless the detectives
are in league with thieveS'? Are we children, and are we to live in this fool's paradise, that the men who should be our shepherds are the wolves, who take money to
recover property, and take money to let
the guilty man go free? Are we protectijd?
The Premier knows me, and he knows that
I am not in the habit of indulging ·in this
sort of thing unless there is truth at the
bottom of my heart. The uniform men are
all right, but the detective branch is rottenness, corruption, and dead men's bones.
The sooner we get a Commission appointed
the sooner the truth will leak out. . Take
another case. Look at the Richmond murder case, where a poor woman was murdered by poison. The detective that went
there to inquire into the matter lit upon a
dwarf, the daughter of deceased.
The
husband had go"t the poison from a friend.
The man had means, but the poor girl,
whom I defended, had nothing. At that
time it was belIeved that the will of the
deceased gave every copper to the husband.
The husband rides free, but the daughter
il5 put up for trial, and I put it to the jury
that the poor creature in the box was without a penny, and that the detectiv~ was
laying the charge against her: I told the
jury that the unfortunate gIrl had been
visited in prison by the detective, who got
a statement in writing signed by her.
It
was one of three statements, the other two
bein a obtained outside. In that statement
the girl charged her 'step-father wjth the
murder.
She charged him also with being
the father of the poor little baby that she
had had. The very night that the poor
creature was acquitted she was taken to
her home bv the man she had accused.
The curious episode will be recollected,
that when I asked the man, "Did you get
her some oysters?" he said, "I did not,"
and the little dwarf from the dock called out,
"You are a damned liar." The night that
she was acquitted she was taken home under
the protect~Dn of that man. Had he not
an interest in getting her under lock and
kev? There was some talk in the press,
and S'ergeant McManamnv was appointed
to investigate the case. What did he do?
The case was taken out of the hands of
Burvett, the previous man. I think this
J
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is a scandalous thing. He goes to the
acquitted person, living under the protection of the man who was ~nterested in escaping a trial, for it w~s a fit case for a
trial by a jury of his countrymen.
McManamny got her to make a statutory
declaration that she was the person-an
acquitted person-who had cOI?mitted the
murder, because her mother knew of her
relations with her step-father, the husband
of the poor deceased. .n.nd, instead of putting that g'ir1 upon her trial for incest, and
the step-father for incest, upon the confession of the girl-because honorable
members know that, although he was
not a blood father, by our criminal
law
a step-father is made guilty
of incest
under the circumstancesinstead of t1:at, they had this written and
lying declaration produced under a sort of
hypn06:; influence. The poor girl said to
Dr. Godfrey while she was in gaol, "I
know I will go home, and I know he will
kill me." Now let us see what took place
further. The Government have offered a
reward of £100 for the apprehension of
the Waranga murderer. It is for a jury to
say whether that was a murder or a manslaughter, and yet they practically foredoom the man who is charged, and give
They
him no chance of a fair trial.
offered £ 100 reward in that case, but did
they offer a hundred farthings for the produc6')n of the real criminal in the case I
have just referred to? It is really a pitiable
story,- a dreadful state of things. I declare to Goa; thai we are not safe 'In this
community.
Murder stalks triumphant
through the land. Look at what followed
when this dwarf dIed. There 'was an inquest, and the inquest was postponed. Now
just look af what occurred. If it were not
so cruel and brutal, it would be laughable,
as showing what may happen to a man in
Vjctoria-how easily a man can get out
of a difficult position. Evidence was opened
a few days after the death of this dwarf,
who died in 'the Melbourne Hospital, on
the 23rd May. Dr. Mollison gave evidence
that the body of the -deceased was that of
a female dwarf, the arms and legs considerably smaller in proportion to the rest
of the body. The doctor having given his
evidence,· there was a dreadfully long jnter"al before the inquest was resumed. There
was a will left by this dwarf. I may mention that the will of Mrs. Robins, which
was supposed to give every copper to the
husband. turned out to be no will at all.
The wili had been destroyed, and a copy
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of if was set up, but it turned out that
that cock would not fight, so that letters
of administration were granted to the hushand in respect. of the estate of his deceased
wife. Then, as I have said, the dwarf
made a will. I have not seen it, but I am
told that that will practically gave the property to her child, and provided that in
the event of her child's death it should
then go to a grandson of the step-father.
Well, the inquest was continued, after a
terrible delay, by the district coroner, Dr.
Cole.
Percy Wilkinson,
Government
Analyst, deposed that the examination had
merely given negative results. There was
Then this eyidence
no trace of poison.
tODk placeBy the Coroner.-Can we safely say, so far as
your analysis went, that she was not poisoned?The organs submitted to me did not contain any
poison.
You think if she had been poisoned every trace
would have been eliminated in three weeks ?-.
There is that possibility.
So she might have been poisoned, although you
discovered nothing?-Yes.
Is that ,1 likely condition ?-Very many poisons
will eliminate.

Need I read more?
Mr. \VATT.-Whose fault was it that the
inquest was delayed?
Mr. GAUNSON.-I want to get at the
bottom of all this. I say, as I said at the
time to the jury, that the person who ought
to be standing his trial for the murder of
that woman was the man. It was a peculiar
feature in that case that there were two
previous deceased' wives. One is buried
in Melbourne, and her bod,y might have
been exhumed, and if traces of arsenic
poison had been found-and arsenic can
be found for 30 or 40 years after death-that would have afforded some very strong
proof against him; while if no traces had
been found it would simply have been a
negative result. Now take another case.
There was a jeweller in Elizabeth-street
named Myers. He had his shop broken
into by a man sawing through the ceiling.
Well, the detectives put it about that M"en;
did this himself-there is no doubt about
it; th.·at was the general impression created.
It turned out to be a fearful lie. The man
had been robbed right enough; but from
that dav to this the robbers have ne\'m
been 'd(scovered. A Jewish pawnbroker,
named, I think, Moss, was arrested for
receiving.
Mr. W ATT.-N 0, Arons.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Shall I tell YOU a
story, ~fr Speaker? In London pz;ncll I
remember seeing a picture o~ two elderly
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Jews standing on a doorstep, above which
was written "Restaurant." ThenSaid Aar2n to Moses,

" I have got trichinosis;"
Said Moses to Aaron,
" Pork you should not fare on."

I confess that I get mixed up about Aaron
and Moses. However, as I said., Myers
was robbea right enough, but no person
has ever been found who robbed him. This
pawnbroker, Arons, however, was arrested for receiving some of the stolen property, and I may say that there are some
very blue stories told about how they behaved on the occasion of going into that'
pawnbroker's shop. Here is another case:
Detective Fryer .has reported an officer of
police for being under the influence of
liquor, and also for disloyalty. That o~ght
to go to a Royal Commission, and not to
any whitewashing board at all. ,. I say when
it becomes known that the law of the land
is such, and that the Government will protect, except in the case of perjury,
all witnesses giving information, there
will 'be evidence that would make each
corporal hair of your head stand on end.
There is no mistake about that. But what
hope could there be for the police force of
this country from the moment that a gentleman became its head who has a record such
as. I have read to vou, a man who used
to come round this House canvassing right
and left, and promising by all that was
holy that when he reached sixty years he
would go, but who, a few weeks after he
was appointed, made application to be continued five years longer in order that he
might bring about certain reforms? What
hope, in the name of all that is honest and
hoI y, could you expect with a man of that
stamp at the head of our police force? Do the
officers of the police force respect him?
Do any of them speak to him? Very few.
Do the men of the police force respect him?
I f I have been spoken to by one I have
been spoken to by hundreds, asking me
when this Commission is to come on, and
whelli he is to leave. It is: really sickening
to have to talk about such a person. Here
is another illustration to show the kind 'Of
man he is. Do you remember, Mr. Speaker,
yarious Chief Commissioners of Police
coming from different States to Melbourne?
They came down here for a sort 'Of conference as to the best method of stamping
out crime-" stamping out crime, " forsooth! And the Chief Commissioner of
Police suggested that his officers should
entertain those commissioners. You see it
Mr. Gaunson.
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would have been self-glorification had he
done so, but he wanted the officers to incur
the expense. The officers, however, would
not bite. They did not respect their Chief
CommisSiioner, they did not entertain the
commissioners from the other States, our
Chief Commissioner did not entertain them,
and those gentlemen went back as they
came.
An HONORABLE ·l\1EMBER.-Very thirsty.
Now
Mr. GAUNSON.-Very thirsty.
take the bicycle night patrol. That bicycle
patrol was ordered, and it was thought to
be a good thing. The police went about
at night time on their bicyclesl, with'Out
lights, and they ran down unoffending citizens, who could not detect them because
they had no lights. That is a fact-I am
not joking. I t cost the country between
£2,000 and £2,500. The C.I.B., as we
term the detectives' branch, were mixed tIp
with the ordinary police on those bicycles,
and the only arrest thev effected was that
of a poor fellow who \vas caught catching
his own fowls to take them to market. The
Chief Commissioner instituted the rank of
senior-sergeant at a huge expense.
That
was alluded to at the deputation, when I
appeared first in my character as representative of the Public Officers before the Premier. The Premier will recollect that on that
occasion, when he gave leave to the Chief
Commissioner to speak-I was only there in
my representative capacity-Mr. O'Callag han got stroking me down, and said I
behaved myself very well, considering the
usual style of my behaviour.
. Mr. BOYD.-Was he right or wrong?
Mr. GAUNSON.-I had on that occasion to tell him he was a bog-trotter. Sir,
I have to offer my most ,humble apologies
for having made that statement. I apologize to the bog-trotters. Now he goes about
the country buying horses, but he hardly
knows a horse from an ass. He takes with
him a rough rider, who gets a salary for
doing things that are not in the bargain,
and this man's travelling expenses are paid.
I am told that the hor,ses that are bought
are so inferior that never were the horses
of the force so bad as they are at fhe
present time. I have told you about confining the f!1en to barracks:. . Do you
remember that there was a wholesale notice served by the various licensing inspectors throughout the whole State
on the licensees of public houses to bring
their public houses up to the statutory provisions, although they need not have done
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that, but could have surrendered their
licences and potted the Treasury for a very
large sum?
Mr. BENr.-The Treasury was not on.
1\1r. GAUNSON.-I know it was not.
It was the Chief Commissioner of Police
who did that, and he had no more right
to interfere in the administration of the
Licensing Act than I or any man in the
street.
Mr. BENT.~I know who blocked it.
:Mr. GAUNSON.-I think I put my
"iews on that question before the Chief
Secretary. I would not allow that man to
go out of his proper position the length of
an inch:.
Sir SAMUEL GILLoTT.-If you saw the
memorandum I issued to the licensing in'Spectors, you would fancy perhaps .that I
'had gone a little bit further than I ought
to have gone in the direction you indicate.
I have endeavoured to save the country
from any expense in that matter.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I blame the Chief
Secretary for permitting this man to put
his foot in where he ought not.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-The Chief Secretary did not permit him to do anything.
I cannot be held responsible at all times
for what the Chief Commissioner may do.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Where the Chief
Commissioner has been allowed to interfere in that way, all his acts of administra·
tion have had to be overruled.
.sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I do not think
that the Chief Commissioner in connexion
with licensing matters gave an or?er that
was contrary to law. It was an mterpretation that was put upon the Chief Commissioner's iminr~te that ·happened to' be
wrong.
Mr. GAUNSON.-It is a piece of gross
'impertinence on the part of the Chief Commissioner to dare to interfere with the
'licensing law. I am glad the Chief Secre·tray does not deny that. It is impossible
to hope for any good in connexion with
the police force while that gentleman remains there. New Zealand is constantly
-referred to by the Labour Party. In New
Zealand three policemen have recently
'pleaded guilty to receiving stolen property
well knowing it to have been stolen. Mr.
·Crowe has made complaints of a somewhat
-similar character here. Are his complaints
in that respect altogether false? I believe
there is a vast amount of truth in some of
d1is statements. I see I mentioned the cases
.Qf Hutchins and Noonan as far back as
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1884. Those men were sworn to be innocent by two other men who were ready to
take their places in the dock, not for rich
culprits or anything of that kind. I happened to be in attendance when Crowe met
the Premier, and I listened to the Premier
speaking to him. I say there is no getting
out of the fact that two innocent men were
convicted upon perjured testimony, and
Crowe .was telling the truth. Under the
circumstances I have attempted to detail,
the Government should not hesitate to go
into this matter. The Premier knows that
the Police Commission contained :Mr.
Graves, an ex-member of this House. The
Chief Commissioner has ever since pursued
an officer ot the name of Graves, who is a
relative of the late member, in season and
out of season with most insulting memoranda, attempting tOo humiliate him in every
possible way, but everyone who know's
officer Graves, knows that he is a gentleman, a/nd a thoroughly honest man, and that
O'Callaghan cannot harm him.
I sav
again that O'Callaghan is on his last legs.
If he is not, he ought to be. I trust 1-.onorable members will not allow themselves to
be humbugged for one moment with respect
to the absolute necessity for a Commission
on the Police. 1 do not want to say more.
I want to restrain myself, but there are certain people holding their heads pretty higt.
now against whom, if what I have been
told is proved in evidence, it will be necessar-v for the Government to institute
criminal pro:eedings to put them in Pent.ridge.
. Mr. BENT.-Before you proceed fUrther,
WIll you be kind enough to tell us whom
you blame for the postponement of that inquest?
Mr. GAUNSON.-I cannot tell. I do
:not know. That is one of my difficulties.
I do not know how that arose, but it seems
to be a curious concatenation of circumstances-An HONORABLE MEMBER.~Wilkinson
was ill for a few weeks.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I am tord that that
''''as the reason, but when poison may be
eliminated from the system in such a short
time, why should such a delay be allowed
to take place?
Mr. BENT.-I am not satisfied with what
you say. Surelv we have more than one
analyst in this State-I know I pay more
than one.
Mr. GAUNSON.-There is more than
one. I recollect that at the trial of Roslna
Hubbard for murder, Professor Osborne
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01 the "Cniversity, a fine upstanding young
Scotchman, gave evidence.
I am sure the
Premier will endeavour to have that matter
inquired into. Burvett was first in charge
of the murder case, which was taken out
of his hands and put into Macmanamny's.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-It was not. The
murder case was oonducted entirely by Burvett. It was after the first trial that-Mr. GAUNSO~.-I will accept that ex~
plana60n.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-It was under mv
direction that an officer of the Criminal
Investigation Branch was instructed too inquire as to whether we had any evidence
as to the crime of incest, and it was in
connexion with that that. Detective Macmanamny secured-Mr. GAUNSON.-What more evidence
could any plain, common sense man want
than the woman's own confession?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.~We '~,ere advised
by counsel that there ,vas no evidence. I
think it was the advice of the Crown Prose.cutor also.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Then let me tell the
honorable gentleman that I do not think
much of the Crown Prosecutor.
If the
Chief Secretary thinks I have been harsh
towards him, it may be that I have thought
that he has had all this information before
him and in his possession and knowledge.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I can assure YOll
that you have, impliedly, made me culpable
for a great number of matters that I have
had nothing whatever. to do with.
Mr. GAUNSON.·--Then I beg to withdraw' an)TthinO' I mav have said that may
l"
I
have hurt thethonorable
gentleman , s f eeings.
Mr. BENT.-I cannot make a note of that
matter unless you tell me more' about it.
Mr. GAUNSON.-The honorable gentleman must go to the newspapers for that.
I can only tell him that it is a curious concatenation of circumstances.
The whole
thing is shrouded in mystery, and that is
what I told the jury. Does the honorable
gentleman understand?
Mr. BENT.-I do.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Then that is all right.
N ow I am about to cease. I desire to
~all the attention of the whole House, and
my friends of the Labour Party, to
,,-hat I hope will be a broad platform for the whole of us. The Constitution of the' United States was
really established by a fluke. Some of its
opponents were absent at lunch, and it was
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passed in that way. Same people in Pennsylvania got up an insurrection, which was
called the Whisky War. They would not
pay taxes on the whisky. It was called
Shay's Rebellion. This is what Professor
Goldwin Smith saysShay's Rebellion gave a salutary shock. Anarchy
wa.s evidently at hand. To avert it a convention

met to give the country a Government by framing.
a Constitution.

An honorable member has reminded me of
the circumstances of the case to which I
have been referring. Of course the man
wa.s no longer step-father in law-the' idea
of getting evidence after the trial for murder
when he was no longer step-father! The
roe1ationship ceased on the death of the wife.
Was it not an extraordinary thing that
should have put the Government and the
police authorities on the alert instantIy-I
recollect telephoning next day to the Criminal Investigation Branch about it~that
the v,ery man she had accused in that very
statement in her own hand, obtained
in gaol by Detective Burvett, as being the
murderer of helf mother for the sake of her
property-was' it not a curious and most
extraordinarv and suspicious thing that that
very man took her home under his protection the very night she was acquitted? What
does the Premier think of that?
1\1r. BENT.-By leave, Mr. Speaker,
may I ask the honorable member one or two
questions? The reason is that the speeches
seem to occupy nearly six hours each, and
I may not be able for the next three weeks
to get the information out. The honorable'
member mentioned the case to me. I sent
for one or two of the gentlemen he has been
praising up to-night.
1\1r. GAUNSON.-Dr. Godfrey.
Mr. BENT.-I do not say who it was.
I took the matter in charge myself, in addition to what the Chief Secretary did. We
could nat get any evidence of incest at all
from any of the police or anybody else, and
I will not allow the honorable member to>
say that either the Chief Secretary or myself did not take every possible means to
find out all about that case.
Mr. GAUNSON.-There it wa,s in black
and white in the dwarf's own hand, that
she had been guilty with him. There was.
straight evidence so far as she was concerned, and I do not think it would have'
been a difficult thing for. any jury to have'
passed a verdict upon him of guilty in respect of that.
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~Ir. BENT.-I took legal opinion. I al- member representing the Public Officers,
most undertook to send him for trial my- and I feel the difficulty that one must experience in following such an old member,
self.
and particularly after the vast amount of
}1r. GAU~SON.-I know that is true;
matter that he has placed before the Chambut the Premier was bluffed.
ber for consideration.
I think that the
~lr. BENTo-Ko, I was not.
Do you say honorable member's speech justifies honorthat I should be called upon to send a man able members in ignoring the statements
up for murder after I had been told there made by the press that we should pass the
was no case? How could I take upon my- Address-in-Reply as a mere formality.
self that responsibility?
This is an opportunity given to honorable
}1r. GAUNSON.-I do not think the members to discuss the events that have
authorities should have consulted Mr. Fin- taken place during the recess, because after
layson, because' he had already made up a1l the Government is the mere executive
his mind that the dwarf had committed the of Parliament, to whom is delegated, for
convenience sake, the duty of carrying
murder.
:Mr. BE~·n.--I did not say it was Fin- out the work of Parliament. Therefore, it is right and proper that the
layson. There wer,e others.
representatives who have been in re~lr. GA'C'NSON.-I know; but I am sure cess
for a period of seven months
it was Finlavson. I call a spade a spade. should have an opportunity of discussing
r say he ought not to have been consulted on the various matters that have passed under
the matter. He was not a proper, not a fit, their notice during that period, and I
person. But I want to depart from that for think a speech, such as that which has just
one moment. As I was saying, to avert a been delivered, is a justification for the
further state of war, a Convention was continuation of this debate.
I feel that
called, and the President of the Convention we cannot agree with the statement made
was Washington. It is here statedby the honorable member for Allandale
Once more, and not for the last time, he saved last night that this debate has degenerated
the State. When the servile dread of popular into an attack bv the honorable member for
opinion, which is the bane of popular govern- Essendon on everyone else, and by every
ment, beg~n to show itself, he rose from his one else upon the honor.able member for
chair, and said, "It is too probable that no
The few remarks that I have
plan we propose will be acloptep. Perhaps an- Essendon.
other dreadful conflict is to be sustained. If, to make will be somewhat to the point, and
to please the people-I hope I shall not, like Tennyson's
The first quesHere are die golden words, which I offer brook, go on for ever.
tion
dealt
with
in
the
Government
proto every man without distinction as a broad
gramme is that of closer settlement, and
platformit has been very ably thrashed out by hon"If, to please the people, we offer what we our- orable members who have spoken. There
selves disapprove, how can we afterwards defend is one thing which appears to me to be
our work? Let us raise ::t standard to which the
It is this.
There
rather contradictory.
wise and honest can repair."
has been a reauest and a demand on both
That is the platfor~n which I commend to sides of the House for an extension of the
I should
the people, and especially to the leaders compulsory system to the Act.
of the Labour Party.
In concluding my like to say that the arguments that h.ave
long speech let me thank honorable men:- been used have been quite against giving
bers on both sides of the House for theIr power to the board to purchase estates by
The principal argument was
attention. The Labour Party have given me compulsion.
an attentiYe, a patient, and an interested that the expenditure of £500,000 a year
hearing, as I judge by the many i~terjec bv the Government for the purchase of
tions, and I thank them for their attention estates meant increasing the value of land
and patience.
I also beg to thank honor- all over the country, and the honorab1e
ab1e members generally for their kindness member representing G1enelg, I thi!1k.
in listening to such an atrociously long stated that land had appreciated :~o per
cent. since the purchase of the Wando Vale
speech.
Mr. BOYD.-I think honorable mem- Estate. The idea of the gentlemen advobers have listened with a great deal of cating compulsory purchase is that more
patiPDce and interest to the speech which monev should be put into the hands of the
has just been delivered by the honorable bo.ard with which to purchase more land.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Not necessarily so.
Mr. BOYD.-That is the general tenIf that is done,
dency of the debate.
and more money is distributed for the
purchase of more land, then clearly, with
the ordinary money seeking investment,
land must advance in price all round to
a greater extent than it has already,
and that difficulty must come back upon
the State if the State is going to carry
on the policy of cllOser settlement with
beneficial effects to the settlers, because
the settlers. will be unable to raise produce
at a price which will enable them to
dispose of their goods over-sea. The production to-day is quite sufficient within the
State for the wants of our own people',
and if the closer settlement policy is to
be carried out, we must look to the oversea markets for the disposal of the articles
which the p'eopJe put on the land under
the closer settlement system will produce.
r desire to commend the Government, and
particularly the Treasurer, for the attitude
tak'en up with regard to disposing f)f
~170,000 out of the surplus revenue for
the purchase of real estate.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-~147,000.
Mr. BOYD.-I believe that £147,000
came out of general revenue, and that
~'23,000 has been grant'ed out of the Trust
Funds, making £170,000 in all. That arrangement shows wise finance.
While
repaying that portion out of the ordinary revenue to the Trust Funds
tmstees, and thereby reducing the amount
of the deficit in the Consolidated
Revenue Account, it at the same' time
provides a good investment for that money,
and prevents the Government having. to borrow. But r think the Government should
go further, and utilize the whole of the
money that they have in the surplus revenue
for the purchase of estates, so long as there
is no deficit in th'e' Consolidated Revenue
Account. A very wise principle has been
established in connexion with the Closer
Settlement Act, and that is that we do not
treat the revenue' coming back frorri the purchase of this land as we treat the selectors'
rents. The selectors' rents go into the general revenu'e. and we are thereby parting
with the State's asset, and consumin~, it in
the ordinarv exnenditure on our everv dav
requirements. That is a principle which
Parliament has seen fit to alter with regard
to the returns from the closer settlement
svstem.
My view. and one that I hold
very strongly, is that, as the State has
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started upon a career of purchasing land
for closeT settlement, instead of disposin~
of these lands to the settlers, the State
should retain the fee simple, and 'deal with
that land in the same manner .as the Mallee
lands are dealt with, and let it on perpetual lease.
Mr. GAUNSON.-You can turn that inte>
freehold whenever you like.
Mr. BOYD.-Section 305 of Act 1749'
saysEvery perpetual lessee of such an allotment
shall be deemed to be an owner of land.

Mr. GAuNsoN.-That is right en~:)l1gh,.
but he can surrender it any 'time he likes,.
and turn it into a licence for six years,.
and get a freehold.
Mr. BOYD.-I do not approve of that.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-It is the law.
Mr. BOYD.-I do not pretend to discuss the question of the law after the six
hours' disquisition the honorable member
has given us upon it. By not askiy!g the
settlers to pay the capital, the position
would be this, that they would have a, larger amount of money at their disposal for
the purchase of implements with which tOo
deal with their land in an effective manner
and at the same time give them the comfort~
of a home when they start in the bush instead of their having to eke out a;
bare existence, striving to get sufficient
money to payoff their capital as·
w~ll as t?e interest.
Following Up'
thIS
questIOn
of
closer
settlement
the Government must look for market~
abroad.
That has been indicated by
several honorable members representing thecountry interest. The honorable member
for Dandenong dealt with the question at
some length, and r do not propose to goover the arguments again. But while referring to that honorable member, I may
say that he made a remark concerning.
those ancient mariners, the Agriculfuraf
College Council.
Mr. GAUNSON. - Ancient mariners" who·
sit at home at ease."
Mr. BOYD.-I am not dealing with
those who sit at home at ease. After making an attack upon the members of the'
council with regard to the aoministration
of the lands under their iurisdiction, he had·
the temerity the following night to apologize to the members of that institution who
sit in this Chamber, leaving his remarks toapplv to those who are not in this Chamber
and who are unable to defend themselves.
I am very sorry that the honorable member'
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did that. I want to compliment the Minis- holy rush of the Government, led by the
ter of Water Supply on the efforts he has Minister of Water Supply, to put this Bill
We were attacked by the press
made in connexion with the question of ob- through.
taining a reduction of the butter freights. next day for blocking the interests of the
The result was that when the
What has been done will be of very 'g,reat country.
advantage to the people of this country, Bill had been before the House for a fortand I feel that if the honorable member car- night, the Minister had brought down 179
Those many amendments
ries the same' ability into the re-organization amendments.
of the Agricultural Department he will do showed that the Bill had been ill-digested
good work as Minister of Agriculture. But by, the Government, and ill-considered by
there is one thing which has not been ex- the Department, which apparently did not
plained to the House. I feel that in jus- know its own mind on the subject.
The
tice to myse'lf and the Government an ex- Bill was passed here, and went to the
planation should be made of what has been Upper House, where arrangements were
done in the Agricultural Department, and made to take it up again this sess.ion at the
how they came to lose the services of Mr. stage it reached last session, so that it
Williamson Wallace, the late Director of should not have to come back to this
Agriculture, and how, after having lost House.
So defective, however, was the
him, such an able man as Dr. Howell was measure found to be, and in view of the
passed over in filling up the appointment knowledge which the Minister has since obwhich Mr. Williamson Wallace had tained by travelling about the country envacated? The severance 0:( Dr. Howell's larging and broadening his ideas, that
connexion with the Agricultural Depart- further amendments have had to be incorment has been a distinct loss to the' State. porated in the measure, with which conseNo sooner was he out of the Department quently we have to start de novo.
Under
than he was snapped up by a private com- the circumstances, however, the delay
pany at a much higher salary.
caused will be beneficial to the country.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-He was snapped up
Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-Perhaps you
before resigning,.
would like to postpone it again until next
Mr . BOYD.-It was settled by the session, so that it may be more improved
l\'1inister that he was not to obtain the posi- still. What attitude are you going to assume?
tion.
'
Mr. W ATT.-An acting appointment had
Mr. BOYD.-I will tell you when I see
the Bill.
been made.
~'fr.
BOYD.-An acting appointment
:Mr. SWINBURNE.-I hope it \yill not be
was made for six months, and during the obstructed this time.
time of this temporary appointment Dr.
Mr. BOYD.-You are the body for the
Howell, I suppose, looked out for another constructive work j our duty is destrucIf he had had the slightest tive criticism, for the reason that the real
position.
chance to obtain the position of Director of Opposition have not performed their funcAgriculture, I am satisfied that the State tions in that respect.
When the measure
would have had the benefit of his services was last before the House, the Opposition
to-day.
But this is the second time in made not the slightest effort to criticise it,
which the Agricultural Department has so the Government had to get criticism from
lost a very eminent man through bungling, their own corner.
or, may I say political engineering, and
Mr. SWINBURl\TE.-You never gave us any
has given the position to men who do not
criticism.
stand so high in their qualificati:ons as;
:Mr .. BOYD.-Well, the honorable genthose who ought to have had the position.
felt very sore about it, and that is
tleman
This House is entitled to be taken into the
I want
confidence of the Minister for Agriculture generally the result of criticism.
to
disagree
with
the
leader
of
the
Victorian
regarding how these two gentlemen were
allowed to leave the service of the State. Eleven on one point. He said that the only
The attitude which the members in this active man in the Ministry was the Mincorner of the House took last year with re- ister of Water Supply, but we have another
gard to his Water Bill has been amply jus- member of the Government who is exceedtified by the attitude the Minister has ingly active, and that is the Premier.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I thought
adopted now.
Last year the honorable
members for Essendon and Dundas and my- you were going to refer to the Minister for
self took very strong exception to the un- Education. We never can find him.
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~1r. BOYD.-The Premier's activity is
too diverse altogether, and with it he has
led us into a rather peculiar position. I
offer my strenuous opposition to the Government with regard to the establishment of
brickworks at Thornbury.
:JIr. BENT.-What about your coal mines,
Korumburra ?
~Ir. GAUNSON.-He will will that property to the Government.
:JIr. BOYD.-The Government neyer put
.a. penny into the coal industry at Korumburra.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-Let us get
the same assistance for our timber and
mining industry as you have had for coal.
:'lr. BOYD.-We never got a farthing.
I offer my strong protest against the Government for departing from the policy
on ,,·hich they took those benches~for the
departure made by the Premier, who, above
all men, had been strong and forcible in his
denunciation of what he called Socialism
run mad. If the establishment of State
brickworks is not Socialism run mad, I
would like to know what it is. If the
brick combine is to be broken up
there is a proper method of doing it. In
anv case. this matter should have been refe;red t~ the House before it was entered
upon. The Government should have obtained the sanction of Parliament before
expending any money in that direction. Had
there been a reference fo Parliament in the
first instance I would have been anxious to
assist the Premier to do what he has done.
What I object to is that when Estimates
are placed before the House honorable members are apparently unable to know what
they are voting for. Thus the ,submission
of Estimates becomes a pure farce. The
PremIer should have taken the House i,nto
his confidence.
:'Ir. BENT .-Do vou not think it would
be wise to find out w.hat you are talking
about first, and not talk nonsense?
:'fr. BOYD.-If the Premier had not
followed the hare-brained schemes of two
bricklayers, and had relied instead on members of this House, he would probably have
got better aavice.
}.Ir. BENT.-That is as true as the other
things you have said.. I c1~d not take any
bricklayers' advice.
:'Ir. BOYD.-lf the. Premier did not
take bricklayers' advice, it is a most peculiar thing tl-iat the bricklayers were the first
to knmy anything about it, and claimed
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credit for what had been done by the Prem:ler. They may be very excellent bricklayers, but their advice is not sufficiently
go~d to make this House and the country
belIeve that they are capable of running
State brickworks. When this House is
asked to vote money for public purposes
we ought to see on the face of the Estimates presented what we are voting the
money for. I have another objection against
the official Opposition. It is that its leader,
in the discussion on the Address-in-Reply,
w.hen dealing with the Government policy,
dId not even touch on This question j did
not even look at it. Whv? Because it
happened to please him, and suit some little
pet policy which is part of the planks forming the platform of the Labour Partv.
Had it been a matter in which the Premi~r
and the Minister of Water Supply happened to be directors, then we would have
heard plenty of noise and criticism and declarations as to the rights of Parliament
trumpeted from the Opposjtion side j but
because the brickworks project tends in
another direction, Opposition members have
s~t. silent.
It is not the duty of an OpposItlOn to so act.
Thev should at least
offer honest criticism, w~hether they agree
with the attitude of the Government or
not.
I hope ,ve have heard the last of
the brickworks scheme.
Mr. BENT.-You have not.
1\1r. BOYD.-If not, I hope that when
it ~ext ~omes before us it will be in a way
whIch wIll show what we are doing and how
much we are to spend, and will enable us
to discus,s the matter in all its bearings.
The honorable member for the Railway Service (Mr. Hannah) said that the guards
were asked to prepare a lot of u-seless
sheets or returns. Now, the first time I
was travelling in a train after that-Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-Here is the
honorable member for Dande'nong now.
Repeat what you sa:-d about him in his absence.
Mr. BOYD.-I told that honorable memher what I ,"vas going to say about him before he went out.
Mr. KEAST.-Excuse me j vou did not.
The honorable member said 'that he had
it down on his notes, but he did not say
what he had down.
Mr. BOYD.-As the honorable member
is now present. I may be permitted to repeat what I said about him. What I said
was this, that after making an attack upon
the ancient mariners, known as the Council
of Agricultural Education, and stating that
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they were past their usefulness, the following night \he made an a.pology to the
gentlemen on the cOllncil who have seats
in this House, and who can defend themselves; but he left the atfack standing, as
far as the men outside are concerned, and
who are unable to defend themselves. I was
dealing with the question of the preparation of the railway sheets, and the first time
I was travelling in a train, after the order
had come out from the Department, I heard
continual grumbling amongst the guards,
and, subsequently, in conversation with·
the Chief Commissioner, I heard why
the sheets were prepared, the purpose
to which they were put, and the deductions
drawn from them. These sheetsl have been
very largel v the means of reducing the train
mileage, of reducing the number of empty
trucks hauled all over the country, and of
producing a surplus. in the revenue. I want
to say, in justice to the Commissioners, that
they have done exceedingly good work in the
interests of the country. The year before
they took office the deficit in the Railway
Department was £387,000. Taking the
words of the Premier, at Brighton, that
the surplus this year i,s £130,000, it shows
that the Commissioners have turned a deficit of £387,000 into a very large credit
balance this year, or made a difference of
£517 ,000. Let us just consider what a difference that makes with the very large proportion of our national debt that was noninterest paying. At the current rate of interest,
it
represents
no less than
£14,000,000 of money. The action of the
Commissioners, during the last two years,
has been the means of turning £14,000,000
of our national debt from a non-productive
into a productive asset. That is work we
cannot value too highly. It must have the
effect of materially altering the complexion
of finance in this countrv in the minds of
English investors. If w~ come to consider
the position of our railway loans and our
railway working account, and if we tot up
the deficits tha.t have occurred from the
beginning, we have no less a sum than
£1I,160,ooo that the taxpayers have had
to find to keep the railways going. There
are dozens of reasons why this has occurred,
and, amongst others, I' may mention that
land for railway construc6on has been
bought at abnormally high prices. The fact
that this drift has been stopped is one that
we should feel exceedingly pleased with.
Having said that, in justice to the Commissioners, I have to point out that the tendency at the present time is to effect undue
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economy in the Rail way Department, to
curtail
business,
and
to
produce
dissatisfaction throughout the ,vhole sen·ice.
If this goes, on continually, the time will
surely come when the pendulum will swing
to the other side with the demand of tl~e
people of this country. We have the Commissioners doing things that, I feel certain,
Parliament would not justify for one moment. If the Minister of Railways had
more to do with the Department than he
has, or, rather,' if he had less to do with
other Departments, and had time to attend
to the Railway Department, such things
would not be permitted. The Rail\\'ays
Commissioners were never appointed to
enter into a competition designed to run
steamers off the routes that have been in
"Ve have the
existence for years past.
Raihray Department entering into competition with the determination to beat the
Geelong steamers in the Geelong trade. .
~h. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-And
the same in the western trade.
?\Ir. BOYD.-Yes; and I suppose the
same policy is being adopted with regard
to the route from Melbourne to the Gippsland Lakes.
:Mr. TOUTCHER.-Are they doing it at
a loss?
Mr. BOYD.-Yes, if their calculation in
regard to the cost of haulage is correct.
The Commissiooers were not installed by
this H-ouse to enter into competition in the
same wav as is done in America.
The
methods here are really the American methods. This grinding competition, trying
to run the steamers off the lines, and cutting
fares to beat the Melbourne Tramway Company, is not done with the sanction of this
House.
~h. COLECHIN.-Can you show a loss
on the traffic?
~Ir. BOYD.-Allow me to proceed with
my argument. The policy the Commissioners are following is that of sacrificing
the passenger traffic to the J.-. . aulage of goods.
Ko one says that the train mileage should
not have been cut down, but the passenger
interest is being sacrificed very largely to
the haulage of goods, and I believe a declaration was made by the railway authorities that their main object was to carry
goods, and that they did not care two straws
about the passenger traffic. The present
Commissioners have cut down the train mileage by 2! million miles, and the train mileage t~is year is the lowest for any year but
one Sl'l1ce 1886-7, and even then it is only
18 3,000 miles more. With that 18 3,000
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miles of extra mileage, compared with the
lowest year during the past nineteen years,
thev carried 33 per cent. more passenger
traffic, and 59 per cent. more goods traffic.
That is, they carried the increased traffic
with an increase of only 2 per cent. in the
train mileage, comparing with the lowest
year during the past nineteen years. As
an illustration of the statement I have
made, I was travelling with the honorable
member for Gippsland East and the honorable member for Essendon during the
Easter holidays on a visit of inspection to
the aboriginal settlements at Lake Tyers
and Ramayuk. We went to the Stratford
station in the morning to catch the twenty
minutes to nine train, but the train went
out at twenty minutes to twelve, after we
had cooled our heels on the platform for
three hours waiting for several trucks of
soods coming in on the branch line from
Maffra. That policy should not be permitted by the Minister of Railways. What
we want is faster speed, and no waits at
stations such as travellers have to put up
with. The Premier made a statement to
the House last year, in which he said there
was too much work for the number of Minjsters.
He admitted that the Kyabram
policy was wrong in cutting down the efficiency of the Government to administer the
affairs of this country. If the Premier
says that the work of the Departments cannot be efficiently administered with the number of Ministers-Mr. BENT.-I do not think I admitted
that. I think I said it was a tip-top Ministry.
Mr. BOYD.-The Premier said that
there was. too much work in the different
Departments for the Ministers to attend to.
Mr. BENT.-I withdraw that, and say
now we can run the Commonwealth as
well.
Mr. BOYD.-There ought to be more
.active control, either departmental or political, at the Railway Department than there
is to-day.
Mr. BENT.-Try it.
Mr. BOYD .-1 think the Minister of
Railways is strang enough to try it if he
would only make up his mind. We have
an exceedingl y strong man in the Chief
COiffimissioner of Railways, but he has his
equal in the Minister of Railways.
No
servant of the State, no matter what salary
he receives, and no matter how efficient
he is, should be in control of that Department, and absolutely independent of the
representatives of the people.
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An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Did you vote
for the Commissioners' Bill?
Mr. BOYD.-I do not know whether I
did or not; but if I did I was not
like the honorable member who represents
the Public Officers-I was not a prophet in
my own country. I waited for developments
before criticising. I want to deal with the
question that took up very much of the time'
of the Premier and ·his colleagues at the
conference in Tasmania, viz., the question
of the transference of State debts. I protest against the handing over of any other
solitary function to the Commonwealth
Parliament. The condition of moult that
they are in at present, in which one gentleman is Prime Minister and another man
holds the power, will not oonduce to the
strengthening of the financial credit of the
Commonwealth in London.
Mr. BENT.-1 think you are right this
time.
Mr. LEMMoN.-There was a rise in consols when the Labour Party were in power.
Mr. BENT:-They have gone up 2 per
cent. this week.
Mr. SMITH.-That was because Reid was
put out.
Mr. BOYD.-1 am not uttering any sentiments against any particular party in the
Commomvealth Parliament, but we have
h.ad five Administrations during the present
Parliament, lasting eighteen months, and
we have had practically no legislation. That
is not going to conduce to the strengthening
of the Commonwealth in the minds of investors in the old country. This Parliament is quite able to control its own financial affairs. I enter my protest against the
Government conceding to the Federal Parliament any further functions that are dealt
with bv the State Parliament.
Mr. BENT.-What was to be done before
we did it?
Mr. BOYD.-There were lots of things
to be done.
Mr. BENT.-What about the Braddon
section?
Mr. BOYD.-The honorable gentleman
has got to get that extended.
Mr. BENT.-We will not give anything
if we do not get that section extended.
Mr. BOYD.-1 object to any other
authority administering our loans when we
have got to find the cash to pay the piper.
lHr. ELMSLIE.-1s it not the same
people?
Mr. BOYD.-It is the same people, but
not the same authority.
There is not the
direct authority.
This House will have
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to find the cash to pa.y the Federal Treasurer, who maty, do just as he likes, because
he has not got the direct control by the
same constituencies that this House has.
The position we are pl.aced in is that this
House, through its Treasurer, has to find
the cash.
We have got to levy the taxes,
and impose the duties such as death duties,
&c., to find the money to pay the debts
when they are taken over by the Federal
Treasurer.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-The other States would
have to do the same thing.
Mr. BOYD.-I am speaking for this
State.
The fact that there would be more
of us in misery would not alleviate our
distress.
Mr. MCCUTCHEON.-Do YOU think the
British creditor would transfer?
Mr. BOYD.-Yes. I think the British
creditor would feel qui,te safe with the security of Australia. As one who mixes in
this community, I have none of the fears
that we hear croaking about the streets
about the credit of this State going to the
dogs.
Mr. BENT.-I will forgive the honorable
member the bricks directly if he goes on
like this.
Mr. BOYD.-The credit of this country
is quite good enough for any investor, and
if I had plenty I should be only too glad
to get the security which this country
offers.
I f the debts were taken over by
the Commonwealth, would this Parliament
consent to forego the power of borrowing
without consulting the Federal authorities?
Mr. BENT.-No.
Mr. BOYD.-Would this House feel justified in saying to its Trea,surer, "We give
you authority to humbly ask the Federal
Treasurer for power to borrow money to
establish some of our public works"? If
a proposition of that kind was put before
this House, I am satisfied that not one solitary member would support it.
Mr. LEMMON.-If the Commonwealth
took over the debts, do you think it would
be a fair thing to give the States a free
hand to go and borr'ow again?
Mr. BOYD.-I will deal with that question in a moment.
If that condition was
imposed~ would the Federal authorities
consent to our borrowing when they desired
to borrow themselves? We, in this House,
let us suppose, are pressing the Government
We have
to go on with cert.ain works.
decided that those works should be gone
on with in the interests of the country, and when we are about to start
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them we find that we have to go on the
London market for the monev. Then first
of all we have to ask the Federal Treasurer for permission to go on the London
market. Are we prepared to put ourselves
111 that position?
I say no. Suppose,
however, that we did, and it happened that
the Federal Parliament was borrowing
money for some purposes of its own. Would
it be likely to consent? The position then
would be that while ,ve are considered by
the Constitution to be a sovereign P arliament, we should be a sovereign Parliament
in name only. Vve should have to go to
the Commonwealth for power to borrow
money to do our own public works, when
our own credit was as high as was necessary for any investor who wanted to put
money into our securities. Would we be
prepared to forego the priviJege of borrowing? I personally think it would be a good
thing if we did, but would our Parliament
be prepared to forego the privilege of borrowing if they desired it? It might prevent
much squandering of money such as has
gone on in the past. We have not been borrowj;ng for years, and the time is now coming when we have to repay. Consequently
we are now casting about and looking for
means to make repayments. We have got
to live, and are living. with2·n our means.
As a result we are to-day in a much healthier condition than we were at the time
when we were borrowing largely and spending extravagantly . and leaving posterity
to meet the b111. I think the policy indicated by the Premier is the correct one.
If we could get the Braddon section extended for 25 years we should then see,.
after, say, 28 years' experience of the Commonwealth, where we were going financially. If an attempt was made now to
transfer our obligations from the State to
the Commonwealth Parliament, we should
have to pay £100,000 to get rid of the liability that this State owes to the London
and "Vestminster Bank.
The Premier is
going to introduce a Surplus Revenue Bill.
To me the term "surplus revenue" is an
anomalv. We have a deficit of .(2,47 8,3 02
in the 'Consolidated Revenue Account, and
how can we have a surplus and a deficit in
the same account?
'Mr. BENT.-Would you pay 3! per cent.
when you are getting it for 2! per cent. ?
Mr. BOYD.-No, ,but I poin~ed out
where the honorable gentleman could get
the investment. The present method is very
much like that of the man who gave a
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bill for a debt and said, "Thank God,
that is paid."
Mr. BENT .-Oh, no.
)1r. BOYD.-An Act was passed at the
instance of Sir George Turner some years
ago to provide that the surpluses should go
to meet the deficit in the Consolidated Revenue Account until it was wiped out, but
each succeeding year, when a surplus has
come up, a certain proportion of it has been
spent in other ways. Last year-:)'lr. BENT.-Why do not you stare the
facts, and \Say that the very next year Sir
George Turner started off himself? He
professed he was going to payoff, and did
the other thing.
:Jlr. BOYD.-I said that each year since
that Act was passed a proportion of the
surplus revenue has been spent throughout the constituencies. Last year, out of
a surplus of £593,000, only £150,000
went to payoff a proportion of
the deficit, and £443,000 was divided
among the constituencies.
I am glad
the Treasurer has to a certain extent
changed that method of distributing the
surplus. I hope he will ,reconsider the distribution he is going to make with the other
portion of it, and use it to the same advantage as he is: using the £170,000 I
The last loan of
referred to before.
£5,000,000 cost us about £600,000 in
cash to float, and it is not ,completed. The
condition imposed was that a sinking fund
of I per cent., being £54,000 per annum,
should be paid in for the purpose of wiping out the debt in a period of forty-six
years. That was estimated by actuaries to
pav the debt off in forty-six years. I understand that ,,,hat is being done is this: the
£54.000 each year is being utilized for the
purchase of these debentures, and the debentures are being cancelled, and consequentl y no interest can be paid on them.
No\\" the object and condition imposed by
the English bond-holdeir was that there
should be I per cent. for a sinking fund.
The practice being carried out in the Treasury is that this money is being utilized for
redemption purposes only, and it will make
this difference: that instead of the loan of
£5,000,000 being paid off when it ought
to be paid off, according to the calculation
and the agreement entered into, only about
£2,500,000 will be paid off, and the sum
of £3,000,000 will have to be refloated.
:)'1r. WATT.-It will take 100 years, instead of forty-six.
~1r. BOYD.-Yes.
While that may be
smart finance on the part of the Treasury,
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it has got to be clearly understood by the
House that instead of these debentures
being cancelled, they should, to comply with
the condition imposed by the English bondholders, be retained in the Treasury, and
the interest paid into a trust fund which
could be utilized for the repurchase of the
debentures, and only in that manner can
the condition be complied with, and the loan
met under the agreement. The Committee
of Public Accounts, which is constituted
from both sides of the House, went into
this matter, and clause 14 of their report
statesWhile the contributions to the redemption funds
continue, year after year, to be equal to either
-! per cent. or I per cent. per annum of the sums
originally borrowed-according to the conditions
attached to the loans when floated-the amount
paid in interest on those loans diminishes each
year. This is caused by the money accumulatin'g
in the redemption funds being used from time to
time to purchase Victorian consolidated inscribed
stock, which is cancelled on being bought by the
Government, and consequently the interest thereon
ceases. That operation has the effect of decreasing every year the amount of the State's interest
biIl-

and consequently of increasing the amount
we can spend in revenue. That is a method
by which we can increase surpluses.
Mr. BENT. -- I bought £30,000 or
£4 0 ,000 worth at 87 that cost 94. That
was not bad finance.
Mr. BOYD.-Is the saving going into
the brickworks?
Mr. BENT.-There is enough for the
brickworks in that alone.
Mr. BOYD.-The report continues-But the Committee desires to point out that such
annual savings in interest are not used to build
up the redemption funds, as is ordinarily done
in the case of sinking funds. They are spent in
the general purposes of government, such as maintaining public works, paying salaries, wages, &c.

This is a thing that a committee consisting
of members of both sides of the House
enter their strong protest against j and as
this is only the first year in which it has
been done, I feel safe in saying that the
committee would strongly urge the Treasurer to comply with the condi60ns that are
outlined in this report, and carry the interest which should be paid on these debentures to the sinking funa.
Mr. BENT.-The committee have not
quite made up their minds about t.hat clause
yet. It is only a suggestion.
Mr. BOYD.-The committee have made
up their minds. Anot,her matter that I am
pleased to see by the newspapers that the
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Treasurer has adopted, is the recommendation that the accounts should close at the
end of the financial vear.
I\h. BENT.-That IS quite right.
Mr. BOYD.-The financial year, or the
adjustments of the financial year, should
close on the 31st July. That would enable
Parliament to have the Auditor-General's
report in its hands before the Appropria'tion Bill went through, and honorable
members would then see exactly what they
were doing.
The pensions last year
amounted to no less than £35°,000.
~lr. BENT.-\Vhat does the honorable
member for Prahran say to that?
Mr. BOYD.-There is an upward tendency instead of a downward tendencv in
connexion with them.
There are 3,203
persons drawing pensions, amounting ~o
£350,000, but there are still 4,304 persons
in the' service of the State, excluding the
Department of Public Instruction, ·entitled
to pensions. What is going to be the outcome?
Mr.· BENT.--;'VVhat about the police?
You have not said anything about that.
Mr. BOYD.:"'-That includes the police j
it includes everything except the Department of Public Instruction.
Mr. ~TATT.-Are those official figures?
:;'\[r. BOYD.-Yes. Our pension list is
at present the huge sum of £350,000 a
year. We have had a disquisition from
the honorable member representing the
Public Officers upon the police. There are
fourteen police superintendents walking
about drawing pensions, while there are only
ten police superinteudents. in the service.
This country is paying 24 superintendents
of police for doing ten men's work. With
the number of men who have vet to go on
the pension list there is every likelihood of
the amount running up to something over
£500,000 a year. I think the time has
arrived when a. new departure should be
taken by the Government with regard to
allowing able-bodied men to leave the service at the age of 60. II) the police force
it is necessarv that we should have men
capable of 'dealing with the criminal
classes. and for that purpose we must have
men who are physically able.
Mr. BENT.-By law, they can claim to
go out at 60.
i\.1r. BOYD.-I am aware of that. With
the pensions creeping up tp £5°°,000 a
year. in a community in which every man,
woman, and child will have to pay about
JOS. per head for the maintenance of men
who are able to do the work of the State
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if they ,vere allowed to remain in the service'-and many would, no doubt, like to remain in the service-the time has arrived,
I think, when this question should be considered at the earliest opportunity. Men
who are able to do the work of the State
in the Public Service should be kept so
long as they are able to do it efficiently.
We have an income tax, which was imposed
at first to help the State out of its difficulties in years of depression, when the
railways were losing nearly £1,000,000 a
year. The income tax is nearly as high
now as it was then, and the Railwav Department is bringing in a surplus. is the
community any better off? Is anybody any
better off? We have that income tax still
returning the State, I think, about
£345,000 a year, and it is all going in
pensions.
1\1r. HANNAH.-What do you propose
about pensions?
Mr. BOYD.-That the men who are able
to do the work of the State, and who are
entitled to pensions, should be kept in the
service as long as they are able to perform
their work.
Mr. BENT.-And their pensions increase
all the time.
~Ir. BOYD.-That can be easily stopped.
When bad times come again, ",here is the
reserve from which we are to get revenue?
The death duties were doubled. The income tax was doubled at the instance of
the late Mr. Shiels, and it waSi doubled for
one year only. It was upon the pledge
that the increase was for one year only that
Parliament passed the necessary Act. I,
and one or two other honorable members,
protested at the time.
Mr. HANNAH.-That is all that we can
pass it for--one year.
Mr. BOYD. - But what is the result?
E very succeeding year the Treasurer has
said, "I have that revenueb and I must
hang on to it. I do not mind giving you
a little bit; but I will hang on to the main
part of it."
Mr. BENT .-" With hoops of steel."
:Mr. BOYD.-With the Treasurer holding
on to it, the taxpayer is oontributing more
money than he should be called on to pa\l
in times of prosperity. With'regard to the
public works that the Government intend
to carry out, none deserve greater support
than the deepening of Port Phillip Heads.
If this port is to be kept up to date, the
Head's must be mad~ available for the
largest sailing vessel or steam-ship afloat.
With regard to Port Melbourne Dock, if the
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Premier intends that that should be madeand I think it should, notwithstanding the
interjection of the honorable member for
Williamstown the other night-it shauld be
started in a proper, systematic manner. The
sum of £25,000 is of no earthly use, for
that will only be enough to enable us to dig
a big hole in the sand, and the first windy
day will fill it up.
Mr. WATT.-It will dig a mighty big
hole.
Mr. BOYD. - Much bigger holes have
been filled up in that way. There is another matter I must direct the attention
of the Premier to, and others have spoken
about it. 1. allude to the pilot service.
Mr. LEMMON.-Do you think the import
trade demands a straight cut? .
Mr. BOYD.-I am not advocating that;
I am advocating the dock.
Mr. LEMMON. - The honorable member
for Port Melbourne advocates a straight
cut.
This is the first section.
Mr. BOYD.-With regard to the pilot
service, we have a return from the Marine
Board, which shows that the amount of
money distributed among the sea pilots for
the year 1904 was £31,925, and that the
amount carried to the sick and superannuation fund was £940.
If you divide those
sums by 22, the number of the pilots, it
pans out at £1,493 per man. This has
always been one of the prizes of the State
service.
Mr. GRAHAM.-You have to deduct the
working expenses from that.
Mr. BOYD.-I thought that interjection
would come. The working eocpenses are
provided for here, and are set out separately at £1,317, which amounts to about
3! per cent.
M1'. GRAHAM.-Are the figures you give
the net earnings?
Mr. BOYD. - There is the sum of
£1,493, aco:>rding to these figures, for each
man in the deep-sea pilot service. I know
a little about seafaring life.
Mr. LEMMON.-You will admit that that
was a most exceptional period.
Mr. BOYD.-I do not .admit anything of
the kind. That is a most exoeptional salary
for any man who is 'a pilot. The master
of a P. and O. steamer never gets more
than £ 1,000 a year. The master of an
American mail liner running between Great
Britain and America is well oaid at £1,000
a year; and the English pilots who navigate the bulk of the steamers in the English
Channel are paid, I think, something less
than £500 a year. But this question of
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the payment to the pilots was raised fifteen
years ago, to my knowledge, but nothing
has been done. These 22 gentlemen are
allowed to draw about £1,500 a year each
from the State, while the Premier is only
paid at the rate of £1,400 a year. I think
that is a scandal. Excepting the Judges
and the Railways Commissioners, the pilots
are the only servants in the employ ('f th •.=!
State who have a salary anything Eke thJt.·
Mr. WATT.-The Master-in-Equity.
Mr. BOYD.-Yes, and the Master-inEquity.
I think the pilots would be well
paid at £500 a year.
Mr. LEMMoN.-WilI vou take this out of
the pockets of the pilot~ and give it to the
foreign steam-ship owners?
When the
Federation takes over the service we should
not get it back.
Mr. BOYD.-Could not the State get it?
Mr. W ATT.-The:~ get a definite salary
in Sydney.
Mr. BOYD.-I have a very few more
remarks to make, and I am glad that I
have not run into a six hours' speech, like
the honorable member who preceded me.
I want to congratulate the Government on
the work they have done during the recess,
and the Premier upon his administrative
capability generally, notwithstanding his
lapse on bricks. Weight for age, I think
he beats any man in this Chamber.
Mr. KEAsT.-Any man in the countrv.
Mr. BOYD.-Although the Premier has
been taken to task by my honorable lieutenant here-Mr. WATT.-I beg to protest against
that.
Mr. BOYD.-About his comic song at
Bendigo, I feel satisfied that there is sufficient method in his madness to justify his
action, on account of the noise that was to
be set up at that public meeting.
Mr. HANNAH.-Do you mean that any
organized attempt was' to be made to break
it up?
Mr. BOYD.-Yes.
Although the honorable member may say something to the
contrary, that is not proof that I wa,s
wrong, because I know the honorable member, and he and I contested an election together.
Circulars were issued at the door
of my meeting, at the instigation of my
opponents, pleading with their supporters
that no interruption should take place, and
stating that their case was so good that they
did not want 'any noise, but desired that
their opponents should have fair play, and
a fair hearing:
Mr. HUNT.-The Irishman's advice.

